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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

OCTOBER 9, 1988.
Hon. PAUL S. SARBANES,
Chairman, Joint Economic Committee,
Congress of the United States, Washington, DC.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: I am transmitting for the use of the com-
mittee and other Members of Congress a staff study entitled "Jus-
tice Department Investigations of Defense Procurement Fraud: A
Case Study."

The study examines in detail the management by the Depart-
ment of Justice of a major investigation of alleged defense fraud,
and describes serious shortcomings in the conduct of the investiga-
tion and systemic problems in DOJ.

The findings are significant because of the great magnitude of
defense procurement fraud and of government fraud in general.
There have been many efforts to reform defense procurement in
order to capture the billions of dollars lost through waste, fraud,
and abuse. Procurement reform cannot succeed so long as there are
systemic problems in the Justice Department's management of gov-
ernment fraud.

The study was a joint effort between my subcommittee of the
Joint Economic Committee and the Office of Senator Charles
Grassley who, at the time the study was begun, was chairman of
the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Administrative Practice and
Procedure. The study was written by Richard F Kaufman and Lisa
Hovelson.

Sincerely,
WILLIAM PROXMIRE,

Chairman, Subcommittee on
National Security Economics.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The history of the Newport News Shipbuilding investigation re-
veals inefficiencies, unexplained lapses, and systemic problems in
the Justice Department's management of major defense fraud
cases. The establishment of the Defense Procurement Fraud Unit
(DPFU) within the Justice Department was intended to correct the
type of deficiencies experienced in the Newport News case. While
some progress is evident in the overall detection and prosecution of
procurement fraud, systemic weaknesses continue to plague the
Justice Department's efforts, especially with regard to complex
cases involving major contractors.

The Justice Department's approach to the Newport News investi-
gation was to assign responsibility for the investigation to the U.S.
Attorney in Alexandria, Virginia, while retaining authority to
make the final decision on whether to prosecute. Navy attorneys
were assigned to the investigative team, but were given no role in
decisions about investigative strategy and a minor role in deter-
mining recommendations to the U.S. Attorney. This system of di-
viding responsibility and authority was ultimately fatally flawed. It
contributed to staffing problems, caused delays, and defeated the
underlying purpose of a mixed investigative team. Instead of a
combined force providing increased effectiveness, there was a divid-
ed force that proved ineffective.

The approach of DPFU has resulted in some of the same prob-
lems, including inadequate numbers of staff and excessive staff
turnover. Defense Department attorneys and Justice Department
civil attorneys assigned to DPFU play a minor role, primarily in
the screening of referrals from Defense. The objective of establish-
ing an effective prosecutive unit of identifiable resources available
on a continuing basis to handle major defense fraud cases has still
not been achieved.

Serious mistakes were made at every stage of the Newport News
investigation and much time wasted during lengthy periods of inac-
tivity. There was poor supervision of prosecutors and investigators,
questionable decisions at the prosecutorial and managerial levels,
excessive staff turnover, and inadequate coordination within the
Justice Department and between Justice and the Navy. There is
strong evidence that the statute of limitations on the substantive
offenses of false claims and false statements was allowed to lapse
before the case was closed.

These problems occurred even though it had been recognized at
the highest levels within the Justice Department when the investi-
gation began that prior experiences with Navy shipbuilding fraud
cases were unsatisfactory and that a better approach was needed.

The following is a more detailed list of conclusions.

(Vii)
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THE NEWPORT NEWS INVESTIGATION

1. The Justice Department allowed two years to lapse without
conducting any investigation from the time allegations and evi-
dence of possible fraud were first referred to it in 1976 by Senator
William Proxmire.

2. After agreeing to share responsibility for the Newport News
matter with the U.S. Attorney's Office in Alexandria, Virginia, the
Justice Department failed to carry out its responsibility for advanc-
ing the investigation.

3. The head of the Richmond team did not properly carry out the
directions of the U.S. Attorney to conduct further investigation fol-
lowing the submission of his initial recommendations in March
1980. A key witness, who was a high official of Newport News, was
mistakenly given full immunity and questioned outside the pres-
ence of the grand jury, contrary to the instructions of the U.S. At-
torney.

4. The U.S. Attorney's Office in Alexandria, Virginia, renewed
the grand jury investigation in early 1981 and uncovered new evi-
dence about the VCAS item. In the view of the Alexandria prosecu-
tors, the new evidence established the methodology of how the false
aspects of the claim were prepared. The prosecutors forwarded a
report to the Justice Department in November 1981 concluding
that there was evidence of fraud and a criminal conspiracy, and re-
questing staff assistance to complete the investigation. The report
urged that the investigation be completed by the middle of 1982 to
avoid statute of limitations problems. But from the date of the
report until the case was closed in August 1983, there were no fur-
ther grand jury proceedings or other efforts to advance the investi-
gation.

5. In November 1981, Elsie Munsell, the new U.S. Attorney in Al-
exandria, abolished the Fraud Division in her office which had re-
sponsibility for the Newport News case, and reassigned the two
prosecutors who had worked on it. This action was taken without
consulting the previous U.S. Attorney or officials in the Justice De-
partment, and over the objections of Joseph Fisher, the Alexandria
prosecutor who had been in charge of the investigation. The reor-
ganization sidetracked the investigation and reduced prospects for
completing it in the U.S. Attorney's office.

6. In January 1982, U.S. Attorney Munsell asked the Justice De-
partment to reassume responsibility for the Newport News case.
Justice advised her in March that it would take back the case. The
shift in responsibility for the investigation led to further disconti-
nuity and delays.

7. The Justice Department decided to review the case to deter-
mine whether the investigation should be continued or ended.
There was an additional delay and confusion in beginning the
review as Justice officials searched for an attorney to work on the
case.

8. Ed Weiner submitted a report on August 5, 1982, agreeing
with the Alexandria prosecutors that there was evidence of fraud
and a criminal conspiracy, and recommending that the investiga-
tion be continued. Later, Mr. Weiner was directed to search the
files again for additional evidence of fraud. Mr. Weiner did, in fact,
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uncover what he viewed as new evidence of fraud. Nevertheless,
Mr. Weiner's superiors in the Fraud Section decided in November
1982 to recommend to their superiors at the Criminal Division
level that the case be closed.

9. Robert Ogren, Chief of the Fraud Section, strongly argued in
his report to Assistant Attorney General Jensen that by February
1983 the statute of limitations had expired on the substantive
crimes of false claims and false statements. Mr. Jensen's letter in-
forming the Navy that the dominant reason for closing the case
was the absence of sufficient evidence to prove a criminal conspira-
cy is consistent with the view that the statute of limitations would
have barred prosecution of the substantive offenses.

10. The statute of limitations would not have been a bar to pros-
ecution on charges of conspiracy.

11. There was additional delay as the final decision by Assistant
Attorney General Jensen to close the case was not made until
August 1983.

THE DEFENSE PROCUREMENT FRAUD UNIT

1. The Justice Department's Defense Procurement Fraud Unit
has not sufficiently corrected the numerous problems encountered
with previous investigations of major shipbuilders.

2. DPFU has experienced excessive staff turnover, and effective
coordination with the Defense Department still appears to be in
need of improvement.

3. DPFU has produced few successful prosecutions of major con-
tractors. As of July 1986, the Unit had participated in only three
convictions of major defense contractors. In all three cases, the sen-
tences were limited to fines.

4. DPFU appears to lack an adequate recording system for cases
referred to it. According to the General Accounting Office, the Unit
could not produce records showing the reasons for actions, if any,
taken with regard to 58 case referrals.



I. INTRODUCTION*

Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company, a division
of Tenneco, submitted claims in March 1976 seeking $894 million
reimbursement for cost overruns in the construction of 14 nuclear-
powered vessels. The Navy settled the claims for $208 million and
in 1978 referred the matter to the Justice Department for investi-
gation of possible fraud. In August 1983, the Justice Department
declined prosecution.

The Newport News case was controversial because it involved
public allegations by high Navy officials of possible fraud by a
major defense contractor, very large sums of money, and what
many consider to have been an excessive amount of time to com-
plete the investigation. The Newport News investigation also coin-
cided with several other investigations into alleged Navy shipbuild-
ing fraud, all of which were declined by Justice. These cases led to
allegations that the Justice Department was failing to enforce the
laws prohibiting fraud against major defense contractors, and that
lax law enforcement was contributing to inefficiency and unneces-
sary cost increases in defense production.

Senator William Proxmire and Senator Charles E. Grassley con-
ducted joint hearings of their respective Subcommittees on October
1, 1984,1 inquiring into the Justice Department's investigation of
Newport News. It was revealed at the hearings that the prosecu-
tors in the case strenuously opposed the decision to decline pros-
ecution. The hearings and subsequent actions by the two Subcom-
mittees produced additional information and Justice Department
documents about the investigation.

The General Accounting Office (GAO) had previously been asked
to review the Justice Department's management of three investiga-
tions into alleged false shipbuilding claims, including the Newport
News claims. GAO issued its report on August 1, 1985 ("Informa-
tion On Three Investigations By The Department of Justice Into
Navy Shipbuilding Claims," hereafter referred to as the GAO
Report). The section of the report concerning Newport News, de-
scribing the dates of key Justice Department actions and decisions,
and the number and experience of the staff assigned to the case,
raised a number of questions about the adequacy of the manage-
ment of the investigation.

Following receipt of the GAO Report, the Senators directed the
staffs of the Subcommittees to conduct a detailed inquiry into the
Justice Department's handling of the Newport News investigation,
in particular, and of the Department's program with respect to de-

'This report was prepared by Richard F Kaufman and Lisa Hovelson. Frank W. Dunham, Jr.,
of the law firm Cohen, Gettings, Alper, and Dunham, served as a consultant.

' The hearings were conducted before the Subcommittee on International Trade, Finance, and
Security Economics of the Joint Economic Committee, and the Subcommittee on Administrative
Practice and Procedure of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary.

(1)
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fense procurement fraud, in general. The staff was instructed to ex-
amine the materials turned over to the Subcommittees by Justice,
to obtain other materials and information, and to interview the
government attorneys and officials who were involved in the New-
port News investigation. The purpose of the staff effort was to pro-
vide the following:

1. An analysis of the Justice Department's investigation of
Newport News; and

2. An assessment of the approach used by the Justice De-
partment to investigate defense procurement fraud.

In carrying out its instructions, the staff examined the available
documents and records of the investigation. Unfortunately, most of
the files and evidence gathered during the investigation were de-
stroyed or returned to Newport News immediately following the
decision to terminate the investigation. However, the Justice De-
partment turned over to the Subcommittees copies of the various
reports and memoranda prepared by the prosecutors and supervi-
sors in the case. A number of documents were obtained from the
Navy and additional documents were obtained from other sources
including present and former government attorneys. Documents re-
ferred to as exhibits in the report are reprinted in the appendix.

The staff also conducted interviews with nearly all the prosecu-
tors and Justice Department officials who were involved in the in-
vestigation. Most of the interviews were not recorded. However, de-
tailed notes were taken. Summaries of the interviews were later
prepared by the staff and forwarded to the persons interviewed for
comment. The written summaries, comments, and letters are re-
tained in the Subcommittee's files.



II. THE NEWPORT NEWS CASE

A. THE REFERRALS

1. REFERRAL BY SENATOR PROXMIRE TO THE JUSTICE DEPARTMENT

In April and May 1976, Senator William Proxmire received infor-
mation suggesting that the huge shipbuilding cost overrun claims
filed by Newport News against the Navy were, in part, fraudulent.
Senator Proxmire directed a staff inquiry and conducted hearings
on the subject in June 1976 and December 1977 in the Subcommit-
tee on Priorities and Economy in Government of the Joint Econom-
ic Committee (the hearings are entitled, Economics of Defense Pro-
curement: Shipbuilding Claims).

Admiral H.G. Rickover testified at the June hearing that New-
port News' claims were greatly exaggerated and unsupported, and
he discussed examples from the claims that were described as
"absurd." Rickover argued that the company was responsible for
much of the cost overruns.

William R. Cardwell, a former long-time management employee
at Newport News, also testified at the June hearing. Cardwell was
a member of the shipyard's claim team engaged in preparation of
the claim eventually submitted to the Navy. He testified that the
claims he worked on contained exaggerated, unsupported, or inac-
curate figures, and that this was done at the direction or with the
knowledge of higher management.

Cardwell said that many of the construction delays and cost over-
runs in the construction of the ships were caused by inefficiencies
in the shipyard. He testified about questionable practices including
the maintenance of two sets of construction schedules. One, an op-
timistic schedule, showed the ships would be delivered on time, and
was "published" and forwarded to the Navy. A second, more realis-
tic schedule showed there would be substantial delays in comple-
tion of the ships. The second schedule was retained by company
management and not shown to the Navy.

On July 29, 1976, Senator Proxmire wrote to Attorney General
Edward H. Levi stating that he had received information in Com-
mittee hearings suggesting possible fraud by Newport News and re-
questing an investigation. On August 16, 1976, Justice advised
Proxmire that a Fraud Section attorney had been assigned to
evaluate the inquiry. (GAO Report.4)

In August 1976, Calvin Kurimai, a staff attorney in the Fraud
Section of the Department of Justice's Criminal Division, opened a
preliminary investigation into the question of whether the Newport
News claims were based on fraud. (Exhibit L.3) 2 Kurimai was di-

2 Exhibits may be found in the appendix and are hereafter referred to as "Ex."

(3)
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rected to monitor the Navy's analysis and technical review of the
claims and report the results back to his Fraud Section supervisor.

Kurimai kept abreast of the Navy's claim evaluation process and
familiarized himself with the Newport News claims and contract
procedures. (Ex. L.3) He appears to have spent an insignificant
amount of time on the case. (Interview E.3) 3 When interviewed by
GAO in 1985, he had no idea what portion of his time had been
expended on the matter. He made no written reports or analysis of
his efforts, but reported orally from time to time to the Chief and
Deputy Chief of the Fraud Section regarding the Navy's progress in
evaluating the Newport News claims. (GAO Report.10) A Justice
Department attorney reviewing the matter serveral years later
stated in a report to the Chief of the Fraud Section that the Justice
Department should have begun the investigation in earnest in the
summer of 1976. (Ex. W.14)

Admiral Rickover appeared before Senator Proxmire's Subcom-
mittee again in December 1977, and testified that he had submitted
to appropriate naval authorities four reports on Newport News
claim items which he believed warranted investigation for possible
violation of fraud or false claim statutes. Also testifying was Admi-
ral F.F. Manganaro, Chairman of the Navy Claims Settlement
Board established to examine the Newport News claim and make a
formal Navy determination. At the time of Manganaro's testimony,
the board had essentially completed its examination. He testified
that he had notified the Navy General Counsel's office of items in
the claim which he considered to be "significantly inaccurate, po-
tentially false, or possibly fraudulent."

2. REFERRAL BY THE NAVY TO THE JUSTICE DEPARTMENT

On February 8, 1978, the Navy advised the Justice Department
by telephone that it would be referring for investigation three ship-
building claim matters from three different shipbuilders. Each in-
volved claims which were so exaggerated that the Navy wanted the
Justice Department to determine whether they were fraudulent.
(Ex. G. 1) One of the referrals was the Newport News case. Up to
this time, Kurimai had done nothing substantive to advance the
case referred by Senator Proxmire in 1976. (Int. E.3-4) The Navy
indicated that it intended to advise President Carter of the refer-
rals that day. Justice Department officials agreed, with Attorney
General Griffin Bell's express approval, to begin criminal investiga-
tions.

The Chief of the Fraud Section expressed concern because the re-
ferrals failed to specify the nature and location of the suspected
fraud in the voluminous claims. (GAO Report.5) The Navy believed
it had specified where the suspected fraud could be found. For ex-
ample, a series of memoranda from Admiral Rickover in 1977 and
1978 analyzed the possibilities of fraud in various portions of the
Newport News claim. (Ex. A, B, C, D, E, and F) These analyses by
the Navy were later described as excellent by prosecutors who
worked on the case. (GAO Report.5 and Int. A.7)

3 Interviews, hereinafter referred to as "Int.," are retained in the files of the Subcommittee.
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At the time of referral, Justice officials were concerned about the
demands the cases would place upon the Department. Mark M.
Richard, Chief of the Fraud Section, recommended that, in light of
prior experience with Navy shipbuilding cases, a specialized group
of defense and Justice officials take responsibility for them. John
C. Keeney, Deputy Assistant Attorney General, passed the sugges-
tion to his superior, Benjamin Civiletti, Assistant Attorney Gener-
al, Criminal Division, adding that shipbuilding cases "require tre-
mendous investigative and prosecutive resources . . . ." Civiletti
passed it to Attorney General Bell who in giving his assent urged
his subordinates to "Hold D.D. & Navy's feet to fire. It is their
case. They must help 100%." (Ex. G.1 and H.3)

On April 18, 1978, Civiletti wrote to the Defense Department
stating that the new shipbuilding cases would be handled different-
ly than earlier ones. Civiletti explained the need for Navy legal
and investigative participation in the case: "The intent is to com-
bine multiple talents on one investigative team to conduct a more
rapid and efficient investigation and, if warranted, prosecution
than has been possible previously." (Ex. 1.1) Richard later told
GAO that Justice agreed to accept the cases because of public con-
cern about fraudulent shipbuilding claims and a commitment by
the Navy to assist in staffing the inquiry. (GAO Report.5)

The Navy assigned two attorneys from the Navy's Office of Gen-
eral Counsel, Eugene Paulisch and Saundra Adkins, to act as co-
counsel with the Justice Department prosecutors. (Ex. L.6 and I.1-
2) Adkins and Paulisch were generally familiar with procurement
law and had specific experience with Navy claims. About the time
that the Navy attorneys were assigned, the Fraud Section reas-
signed responsibility for the case from Kurimai to Joe Covington.
(Ex. L.6)

3. REFERRAL BY THE JUSTICE DEPARTMENT TO THE U.S. ATTORNEY

In the summer of 1978, the Justice Department referred the
Newport News matter to the U.S. Attorney for the Eastern District
of Virginia, whose main office is located in Alexandria. The refer-
ral was accompanied by the services of the two Navy attorneys,
Adkins and Paulisch, as well as the services of Fraud Section attor-
ney Covington. It was the understanding of the U.S. Attorney at
the time the case was referred that the responsibility for investiga-
tion and any prosecution would be shared between the U.S. Attor-
ney and the Fraud Section. However, it was clear that ultimate de-
cisionmaking authority in the case rested with the Justice Depart-
ment. (nt. B.3, C.2, E.11, and K.3) In 1977, Attorney General Bell
had personally approved the indictment of the Ingalls Shipbuilding
Division of Litton Industries in Pascagoula, Mississippi, charging it
with submitting a false shipbuilding claim. It was generally accept-
ed that the Litton precedent would require Attorney General ap-
proval of any attempt to seek an indictment against Newport
News. (Int. D.11)

Shortly before the assignment of Newport News to the Alexan-
dria office, the then U.S. Attorney William B. Cummings had es-
tablished a special Fraud and Corruption Division, known as the
Fraud Unit. Its purpose was to concentrate resources and expertise
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for the handling of major defense procurement cases. Assistant
U.S. Attorney Joseph Fisher was named Chief of the Fraud Unit.
Elliot Norman, an Assistant U.S. Attorney, was assigned to it. (Int.
B.3 and E.2)

Norman was selected by Fisher to be the prosecutor on the New-
port News matter in August 1978, and the investigation was moved
from Alexandria to Richmond, closer to the Newport News ship-
yard. (Int. C.2 and E.2) Norman had experience in handling com-
plex civil litigation, but had no substantial experience in running
major criminal investigations.

Covington, who had been assigned to the case by the Justice De-
partment, worked on the investigation only part time. Later, a
second "part-time" attorney from the Justice Department's Fraud
Section, Linda Pence, was also assigned to the case. (Int. C.2, B.4,
E.12-13, and L.3-4) Fisher states he had assumed at least one of
Justice's Fraud Section attorneys was to have been assigned on a
full-time basis to compensate for Norman's lack of criminal experi-
ence.

B. THE RICHMOND PHASE

1. THE RICHMOND INVESTIGATION AND NORMAN'S REPORT

Investigative efforts began in Alexandria in August 1978 under
Norman's direction. Norman states that in the fall he and Fisher
developed an investigative strategy. One decision was to conduct all
substantive questioning of potential witnesses in the grand jury.
Another was to conduct the grand jury in Richmond because it was
the most convenient and central location for the witnesses and at-
torneys. (Int. E.4-5) The strategy for the investigation was to build
the case step by step, concentrating on individual claim items.
Norman also intended to prove an overall conspiracy by showing
that false statements were submitted in individual claim items.
(GAO Report.14) In the fall of 1978, Norman discussed his investi-
gative plan with the Navy attorneys, Adkins and Paulisch. A grand
jury was impaneled in Richmond on October 18. (Int. L.3)

Norman states when he first started working on the case there
was a morale problem with the two Navy attorneys. They had been
examining the claim and had developed a list of potentially fraudu-
lent items, but could not investigate them and were standing idle
without direction. After he, Norman, took over, the investigation
progressed and the morale problem largely disappeared. In late
1979, the Navy attorneys left the case to resume their Navy duties
in Washington, D.C. (Int. E.10)

Norman describes the period from October 1978 to July 1979 as
an intensive investigative effort. The grand jury work was led
mostly by Norman and the Navy attorneys. (Int. E.9-10) Although
the district court did not allow the grand jury to sit more than one
week a month on the Newport News case, Norman did not believe
this hampered progress. He did not request more grand jury time
because the attorneys needed the time between grand jury sessions
to digest what they had learned and prepare for the next session.
(Int. E.12)

Justice attorneys Pence and Covington traveled from Washing-
ton to Richmond only for the grand jury sessions and were not
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there between sessions. Both had other case responsibilities.
Norman recalls that they remained with the investigation until it
shifted to Alexandria, but neither was as active in it as Norman or
the Navy attorneys. Norman states that ample resources were allo-
cated to the case. His team included two attorneys from the Fraud
Section, the two Navy attorneys, and several FBI agents and Navy
auditors. (Int. E.12-13)

Navy officials have a somewhat different view of the conduct of
the investigation. Paulisch suggests the Justice Department attor-
neys did not carry their full share of the responsibility for the in-
vestigation. Each of the attorneys was assigned to a "team" and
given responsibility for portions of the claim. For example, Pau-
lisch was assigned a 688 submarine claim and the entire aircraft
carrier claim. Covington was assigned to a team but was not re-
leased from his other Justice Department duties and did not "carry
the ball" on any particular claim item or aspect of the case. (Int.
L.3-4)

Paulisch states that Covington's and Pence's assignment to the
case overlapped for a time, but as Covington "faded out" Pence
became the only Justice Department attorney involved in the in-
vestigation. Pence could not always get to Richmond because of her
other cases, and eventually "she kind of faded out too." She was
not responsibile for any specific part of the claim. She would
appear at grand jury sessions and handle certain witnesses if she
was interested in assisting on an individual claim item. According
to Paulisch, Pence "played a utility role" during the period of her
involvement. (Int. L.4)

Tim L. Foster, one of Admiral Rickover's former top assistants,
believes that the investigation was conducted in a fragmented
manner and that, if it had been better coordinated, the Navy could
have made a greater contribution. (Int. N.12) Individual attorneys
were given pieces of the investigation to look at, but no one seemed
to have an overview. Members of the investigative team would
come to Rickover's office from time to time for factual information
and technical advice, but would not provide the context of the re-
quest, this limiting the assistance that might have been given. Ac-
cording to Foster, the Richmond team lacked supervision, direction,
technical expertise, and experience. He states there was an absence
of vigorous and timely follow-up to leads provided by Rickover's
office at various stages of the investigation. (Int. N.18-19)

Navy attorney Paulisch has a different view that Norman's re-
garding the limitation on grand jury time. Paulisch states that one
technique used by Newport News attorneys was to prepare wit-
nesses friendly to its position so that they could "filibuster" with
lengthy statements during their testimony. Newport News attor-
neys knew that the amount of grand jury time available to the
prosecutors was limited. The long-winded speeches of the witnesses
took up so much grand jury time that the prosecutors were unable
to bring some witnesses and aspects of their case to the grand jury
before the session concluded. (Int. L.6-7)

In late January 1979, the Richmond attorneys concluded that the
investigation was going well and that decisions about prosecution
could be made in the late spring of that year. In a July 6, 1979,
letter to the U.S. Attorney, Norman said the investigative strategy
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was moving from review of individual claims for false statements
to pursuit of evidence of a conspiracy to submit a claim regardless
of the claim's validity. The letter said the task force intended to
compile indictments by October 1, 1979, and that one or more indi-
viduals would be indicted on about 10 items that were submitted to
the Navy with knowledge that they were false or in reckless dis-
regard of the facts. An October 4, 1979, letter to an FBI agent
states that the investigative strategy remained the same. (GAO
Report. 14)

Norman said that he was optimistic about his chances of success-
fully prosecuting the case until November 1979, although L_ began
having doubts about the case in the summer of 1979. His attitude
began to change when Navy attorney Adkins told him that a major
claim item she was investigating did not seem to be prosecutable.
After he learned of negative developments on other items, he
reread the grand jury transcripts and did a "total flip-flop" in his
thinking. (Int. E.5-7)

One problem, Norman said, was that the prosecutors had ob-
tained information from Admiral Rickover's staff about two of the
items that turned out, after grand jury and other investigation, to
be incorrect. In one instance, Norman was led to believe by a
member of Admiral Rickover's staff that the claim for the Inner-
Bottom Shielding of the aircraft carrier Eisenhower was false. The
investigation showed the claim was not false and was "an arguably
proper claim." These experiences, Norman said, added to his con-
cern about proving a case, and the credibility of Admiral Rickov-
er's staff. (Int. E. 7-9)

David T. Leighton, a former official in Admiral Rickover's office,
said in the staff interview that he told Norman it was not true that
problems in the construction of the Inner-Bottom Shielding led to
delays in construction of the Eisenhower. He informed Norman
that Newport News had been able to work around Inner-Bottom
Shielding problems in construction of the previous aircraft carrier,
the Nimitz, and he demonstrated with photographs taken during
construction of the Eisenhower that the alleged delay did not
occur. Leighton also points out that the Navy Claims Settlement
Board concluded that the Inner-Bottom Shielding claim was with-
out merit. (Int. L)

Leighton states that at one time he was scheduled to testify
before the grand jury, but his appearance was postponed and not
rescheduled. He was later given special permission by the district
court to review grand jury testimony of a Newport News employee
about the Inner-Bottom Shielding. He states that he showed the
prosecutors that the employee's testimony was incorrect, and he
gave a written memo on the subject to the Norman team. No one
discussed the matter with him again. (Int. L)

Leighton states in a letter he sent to the Committee "to the best
of my knowledge neither Admiral Rickover nor anyone on his staff
were given a debriefing by Norman or anyone on his team as to
the basis for concluding that the items raised in Admiral Rickov-
er's letters to the Secretary of the Navy concerning possible fraud
in the Newport News claims were considered invalid." (Int. L)
Foster, another former aide to Admiral Rickover, said in reply to
Norman's allegations that no one from the Richmond team, includ-
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ing Norman, had ever before mentioned to him that Rickover's
office had provided incorrect information, or that it had misled or
withheld facts from the investigators. (Int. N.13)

Norman recalls that in late 1979 he was "pushing" the Navy at-
torneys to finish their reports. (Int. E.14) About that time, he also
communicated verbally to the U.S. Attorney that he would recom-
mend against prosecution. A formal prosecutive report was submit-
ted in March 1980 recommending that prosecution be declined.

Norman states he based his conclusions largely on the failure of
the investigation to demonstrate criminal intent on the part of any
Newport News official. He also found that there was no pattern of
misstatements or evidence of a grand conspiracy. Factual mis-
statements were identified, but in general they were for items in
the claim that were withdrawn prior to the settlement involving
relatively small dollar amounts. Regarding the Bow Dome item,
which was withdrawn from the claim, Norman stated, "The jury in
any NNS prosecution will be dealing with a 'victimless' crime."
(Ex. Q.46. This exhibit is Norman's prosecutive report for the Bow
Dome, SSN 688 Submarine, claim item. The Bow Dome report and
its attachments were part of Norman's first report and re-submit-
ted as part of the second report, discussed below. Norman states
that the Bow Dome report provides a general overview of the scope
of the investigation and the prosecutive theories.)

Norman states in his report that two alternative approaches
were pursued in an effort to establish that the entire claim was de-
liberately inflated to meet prearranged dollar targets. The first ap-
proach was to prove the company requested payment in the claims
for millions of man-hours that were not worked or expected to be
worked. Second, the team tried to establish a pattern of deliberate
false statements in several of the small items in each of the major
claims. According to Norman, both prosecution strategies failed.
Newport News did not misrepresent its estimated final costs for
construction of the ships, and top management did not write or re-
write the claims to fit predetermined target values. (Ex. Q.26)

Norman's report discusses the investigation of the submarine
claim as an illustration of the lack of evidence of a pattern of delib-
erate misstatements. The report states that, of the 63 items in this
part of the claim, fewer than six appeared to be factually incorrect,
and these items amounted to less than 4 percent of the submarine
claim. (Ex. Q.27)

However, the Richmond prosecutors had serious disagreements
among themselves about important aspects of the case. For exam-
ple, Navy attorney Paulisch prepared extensive written comments
on Norman's prosecution report taking issue with it. Paulisch chal-
lenged Norman's conclusion that there was no pattern of deliberate
misstatements in the variouis hardware items investigated. He
argued that there was a pattern in the way the claims group be-
haved.

All the claims show a consistent pattern of overreaching, Pau-
lisch said. The estimators had "fooled around" with their estimat-
ing calculations until they had covered all possible costs plus a sub-
stantial surplus of claimed cost. In one case, an estimator "stjbmit-
ted an estimate which claimed 10,000 more labor hours than the
company actually booked on the whole job." The estimate on
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"Navy Recruiting" shows the same disregard for actual cost. Pau-
lisch concluded- "The claims on their face are false and/or ficti-
tious. It appears that the claims were deliberately designed and as-
sembled to accomplish an illegal objective, i.e., to recover more
money from the Government than NNS was legally entitled to
under the contracts." (Ex. N.1-4, 13)

Navy attorney Adkins wrote a separate prosecution memoran-
dum on the Ventilation Control Air System (VCAS), a hard item
claim on one of the ships. Adkins' report is heavily censored to
remove material protected by grand jury rules of secrecy. What re-
mains indicates that the investigation established the claim item
was false, and that several different drafts of the VCAS claim item
were under scrutiny.

The Adkins report mentions Leonard Willis, who headed the
claims preparation group for the shipyard, and states, "his attor-
ney, off the record, advised that Mr. Willis had edited the VCAS
claim. Mr. Willis refused to 'lay-out' this matter for the U.S. Attor-
ney and will answer specific questions only if given immunity from
prosecution." The report goes on to discuss the role of others who
worked on the claim and notes, "It is unclear why Mr. Doyle wants
immunity, since he blames either Mangus or Willis for writing
each claim draft." Adkins' recommendation was that Willis be
granted immunity so that he could be required to "lay out" the
facts. (Ex. 0.25, 28, and 33)

Justice Department attorney Pence expressed her views about
the Navy recruiting part of the claim, one of the soft items, in a
December 1979 memo. There she states that the investigation indi-
cated that the shipyard claimed an amount for navy recruiting
"which I believe can only be categorized as outrageous." Her as-
sessment shows that Newport News did not properly take into ac-
count the fact, among others, that historically the company has
lost employees to the Navy and the Navy has lost employees to the
company. But Pence concluded that the evidence developed to date
would not support an indictment because of an absence of a show-
ing of criminal intent. (Ex. M)

Pence said in the staff interview that the Navy recruiting issue,
while not prosecutable, could possibly have been used as part of a
"manner and means" clause in an indictment. She said the New-
port News claims revealed a pattern of gross exaggeration but that
it was not a sufficient basis for prosecution without evidence of
concealment, false statements, or alteration or back dating of docu-
ments. Pence stated that when she left the case the Richmond
team was working on three items where there was potential for
finding actual false statements. However, these items alone would
not make a prosecutable case because the items were for such
small amounts in comparison to the entire claim. She believes
Newport News abused the claims process. She said she would not
assert there was no fraud, but that "we just couldn't prove it." (Int.
K.6, 9, 10, and 15)

Pence said in the staff interview that, after seven months of trav-
eling to Richmond for grand jury sessions, from a personal stand-
point, she wanted out of the case. She was convinced there would
be no indictment, that Norman no longer needed her, and she
wanted to get back to other assignments where she could indict
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and try cases. Pence had no further involvement with the case
after late 1979. (ant. K.12)

Norman was asked in the staff interview about the propriety of
disregarding evidence of fraud in a claim against the government
because the amount is small in comparison with the claim. He re-
plied that it would not be proper, given the overall structure of the
Newport News claims, for a prosecutor to dismiss a particular
claim item as not relevant to a fraud case simply because it was
small in dollar value when compared with the overall amount
claimed. He explained that the smaller, hard items were essential
to calculation of Newport News' claims on larger soft items. This
was because the hard items were the base of a "multiplier effect"
that was used to justify the soft items. Norman termed this the
"ripple effect." However, Norman said, one or two questionable
small hard items, out of hundreds, valued at less than $100,000,
would not establish criminal intent if major hard items worth mil-
lions and tens of millions turned out to be legitimate claims. (ant.
E.10-11)

2. REVIEW BY THE U.S. ATTORNEY AND NORMAN'S SUPPLEMENTAL
REPORT

In the early part of the Richmond investigation, Norman report-
ed orally to Fisher about once a month. In 1979, Fisher became
heavily involved in the prosecution of another case and Norman
did not have much contact with him during most of that year. (Int.
E.5) U.S. Attorney Williams states he also received oral briefings
from Norman. Both Williams and Fisher believed the investigation
was going well and it would lead to indictments. They were sur-
prised to learn that Norman wanted to close it. Norman's recom-
mendation at the end of 1979 that the investigation be closed was
viewed as a reversal of his position and shocked the Alexandria
office. (Int. B.5 and I.3) Williams asked for a written report and,
after a delay and several inquiries from Williams, Norman submit-
ted his report in March 1980. (Int. I.3)

Norman states he was surprised at the reluctance of Williams
and Fisher, who had not questioned his judgment on other matters,
to accept his recommendation to close the Newport News investiga-
tion. (Int. E.14) He believes Fisher felt pressure from Admiral Rick-
over to produce an indictment and that, while Fisher also dis-
agreed with him about the facts in the case, "his bias colored his
judgment." (ant. E.21) Fisher maintains that it was Norman's re-
versal of position that caused him to be skeptical of Norman's rec-
ommendation.

After Norman submitted his written report, there was a March
1980 meeting at the U.S. Attorney's Office in Alexandria attended
by Norman and the two Navy attorneys, Paulisch and Adkins; U.S.
Attorney Williams and several assistant attorneys including Fisher
and Joseph Aronica; and Justice Department attorney Pence. (Int.
A.1, B.5, and I.3-4) At the start of the meeting, Pence reminded the
group that there could be no final decision regarding the case with-
out Justice Department approval. (ant. A.1)

Williams did not believe the report reflected an adequate basis
for a decision to close the investigation. He recalls that the Navy
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attorneys implied they did not agree with Norman's conclusion,
and that, while they shared some of Norman's concerns, they did
not favor closing the investigation. Williams states that he asked
the Navy attorneys if they agreed with Norman's assessment and
they said they did not. (Int. I.4)

Williams wanted Norman to investigate further, emphasizing the
VCAS claim item. Fisher recalls that the review of Norman s in-
vestigation showed that one of the Navy attorneys had found dif-
ferent drafts of the VCAS claim containing inconsistent conten-
tions. One draft, which appeared factually correct, did not support
any known theory of entitlement. In another draft, the facts were
altered in an apparent effort to "tailor" the facts to fit an entitle-
ment theory. The Navy attorney reported that persons involved in
preparing the drafts had announced their intention to take the
Fifth Amendment if called to testify about this aspect of the claim.
(Int. B.5-6)

Williams directed Norman to conduct additional investigation fo-
cusing on the VCAS claim item. Williams wanted Norman to
obtain formal "use" immunity for Leonard Willis, the principal
Newport News claims writer, and compel his testimony on only
VCAS before the grand jury. (Int. A.2 and I.4-5) Willis had previ-
ously refused to testify before the grand jury on Fifth Amendment
grounds. Indeed, no one above Willis had been questioned. John
Diesel, President of Newport News, had also asserted the Fifth
Amendment in refusing to testify before the grand jury. Diesel was
questioned informally, in the presence of his lawyer, a procedure
which the Alexandria attorneys considered highly questionable.
(Int. E.16) Williams was hopeful that, by granting limited immuni-
ty to Willis and limiting the scope of Willis' interrogation to the
VCAS item, significant new investigative leads would develop
while preserving a degree of leverage over Willis on other claim
items. (Int. I.5)

Norman returned to Richmond to conduct the additional investi-
gation. A proffer from a witness such as Willis, usually tendered by
his counsel, is ordinarily essential before granting the witness im-
munity. Norman had obtained an "off-the-record" proffer from
Willis prior to submitting his March 1980 report and he based his
request to the District Court for authority to formally immunize
Willis on that proffer. Willis was then immunized by the court and
questioned outside of the grand jury, a method that was later criti-
cized by Alexandria. (Int. E.14-15)

This second grand jury investigation was conducted in the spring
of 1980 and completed in June. Norman submitted his report of the
expanded investigation on October 1, 1980. The report consisted of
a somewhat modified version of the earlier report, plus a supple-
mental section based on the work done at William's direction. Nor-
man's recommendation, again, was that prosecution be declined.
(Int. E.1 and Ex. R)

The first part of Norman's October report discusses the VCAS.
Unfortunately, the discussion is so heavily censored that it is not
possible to summarize or assess Norman's findings. In one of the
few passages that remain in the copy submitted to the Committee,
it is stated about the VCAS claim that "It is wrong and by 1978
everybody knew it. The staff also believes, however, that there was
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no deliberate effort to [passage censored by the Justice Depart-
ment] at the time the claim was submitted." (Ex. R)

The remainder of the report deals with several hard claim items
such as the Bow Dome, which was dealt with in the earlier report,
soft items such as the aircraft carrier delays, and the issue of con-
spiracy to arrive at a prearranged dollar figure in the claims. In
each case, Norman concluded there was no evidence of criminal
intent, even though there were instances of incorrect figures or es-
timates that turned out to be too high. The report states that a
handful of the claim items among the 300 submitted to the Navy
showed a lack of attention to detail and sloppiness, indicating the
claims writer was satisfied to present a colorable argument for
compensation backed up by only a few of the necessary facts. But,
the report states, "such evidence does not amount to proof of the
requisite intent for criminal prosecution." Finally, the report found
"only a few instances of factually false representations, and little
or no evidence of factors conducive to a criminal conspiracy." (Ex.
R.62, 63, and 64)

3. REACTIONS TO THE SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT

The second Norman report was reviewed in Alexandria by As-
sistant U.S. Attorneys Fisher, Aronica, and Ted Greenberg. Their
conclusion was that Norman had not conducted a thorough investi-
gation of the VCAS item, as had been requested. Eventually, when
the files of the case were examined, a consensus emerged in Alex-
andria that the entire investigation had been mishandled in Rich-
mond.

First, there was a realization that the Justice Department had
done little to carry out its responsibility for the investigation, and
that there had been serious staffing problems. The Richmond team,
according to Fisher, "had more or less disappeared, not with a bang
but with a whimper." Norman had given no explanation for the de-
partures of Covington, Pence, Paulisch, and Adkins, none of whom
had participated in Norman's efforts from March to October 1980.
(Int. B.7)

Second, a major controversy developed over the way Willis was
immunized and questioned. Williams, Fisher, and Aronica all state
that Willis was questioned outside the grand jury in the presence
of his attorney, and that instead of limiting the questioning to the
VCAS item Norman allowed the questioning to range broadly over
all claim issues. (Int. A.2-3, B.7, and I.5-6) Norman does not con-
test the assertion that at least part of the questioning was outside
the grand jury. He states that he "may" have started the question-
ing in the grand jury but finished it outside because it was late in
the day and the grand jury had to go home. Norman said he was
not certain he questioned Willis in that manner, but agrees that if
others say that was what happened, then he must have done it
that way. He maintains that he did not allow Willis' attorney to be
present when he questioned him on the record. Norman says he did
not know that the questioning of Willis was supposed to be limited
to the VCAS. (Int. E.15)

Williams contends that the effects of Norman's treatment of
Willis were that the United States (a) had given up all leverage
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over Willis on other claim items and (b) because his testimony had
not been given in a proceeding for which an oath was authorized,
there was probably no foundation for a perjury charge if it was
later determined that Willis had testified falsely. Williams conclud-
ed that Willis had been given total immunity, inadvertently or oth-
erwise. (nt. 1.6)

In a later review of the files of the investigation, Aronica learned
about another aspect of the case that bothered him. Norman had
sent letters to the targets of the investigation outlining the areas of
inquiry he intended to pursue in questioning them before the
grand jury. Aronica said this is not a good practice because it en-
courages witnesses to get together about their testimony and gives
them an opportunity to fabricate explanations prior to their grand
jury appearances. (Int. A.6)

When questioned about this in the staff interview, Norman ex-
plained that witnesses were initially brought before the grand jury
without advance warning as to what they were to be questioned
about. This caused delays as the grand jury "on one or two occa-
sions" had to be adjourned to permit witnesses to review plans or
other documents. Thereafter, some witnesses were given advance
notice of expected areas of inquiry. Norman saw no advantage to
be gained by keeping the pending topic of interrogation secret be-
cause Newport News had the "TARS' (Technical Advisory Reports
of the Navy's Claim Review Board) and congressional testimony,
which had identified the "hot" items that the investigators were
interested in. (ant. E.11)

Williams also criticizes Norman's conduct of grand jury proceed-
ings. He states that in reviewing the transcripts he found that
Norman had not subjected the witnesses to the kind of hard, pene-
trating interrogation needed to open up a case such as this one.
(Int. I.8)

A series of meetings was conducted on December 16, 19, and 22,
1980, in Alexandria to review the status of the investigation, at the
end of which it was concluded that Norman had not done what he
had been requested to do in March. (Int. A.3-4, B.7-8, and C.3)
Fisher described the Norman efforts on the VCAS item as a "once
over lightly." He said there was a "failure to interrogate everyone
involved," that many Newport News officials who should have been
questioned had not been, and that there was "a total absence of
analysis." (ant. B.7-8) Aronica concluded that, in 11 months since
Norman was directed to continue the investigation, not much had
been done. (ant. A.2) After meeting with Norman on the three De-
cember dates, Williams directed Fisher, Aronica, and Norman to
proceed with a thorough grand jury inquiry on the VCAS claim
item to see whether the investigation should go further, and to con-
duct the additional effort in Alexandria. (ant. A.3 and B.8)

James J. Graham, an attorney in the Fraud Section of the Jus-
tice Department, states that he learned about the December meet-
ings from Linda Pence, and was told by her that the Justice De-
partment was not invited to the meetings. This added to the im-
pression that the U.S. Attorney's office was in charge of the inves-
tigation. However, Graham says, any decision to indict or not
indict would have to be made at the Justice Department, and all
involved in the investigation were aware of that. (ant. C.3) Williams
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states that no thought was given to inviting Pence to take part in
the review because at the time there was no longer any meaningful
participation in the case by her or any Justice Department attor-
neys. (Int. I.7)

In January 1981, Fisher and Williams personally presented a de-
tailed plan for continuing the investigation to Jo Ann Harris, then
Fraud Section Chief. They also discussed the matter with Acting
Assistant Attorney General John C. Keeney. Harris and Keeney
approved the decision to continue the investigation. (Int. B.10)

C. THE ALEXANDRIA PHASE

1. THE ALEXANDRIA INVESTIGATION BY FISHER AND ARONICA

Fisher and Aronica, with the assistance of Norman, conducted
several grand jury sessions in Alexandria between January and
March 1981, with emphasis on the multiple drafts of the VCAS
item. (Int. A.3) According to Norman, the drafts had been available
to the Richmond team and there was no question about the identi-
ty of the authors-everyone knew who wrote them. Norman felt
nothing new was learned in Alexandria about VCAS. Further, in
his view, the broad immunity granted by Fisher and Aronica in
pursuing the VCAS item precluded further persuit of that item be-
cause all leverage over the individuals involved had given away.
(Int. E.18)

On the other hand, Fisher and Aronica believe that, as a result
of the early 1981 grand jury sessions, they understood for the first
time the "methodology" of the claim preparation, and learned the
secret of how to "unravel" much of the false aspects of the claim.
Aronica states that the investigation revealed how Newport News
had "beat the bushes" for claim items, preparation of accounting
data to support the claim, and preparation of narratives to be in-
cluded in it. He says there appeared to be fraudulent statements in
the narratives based on a comparison of original drafts of claim
items, which has gone through a "massaging process," with the
final version submitted to the Navy. (Int. A.4)

Fisher maintains that the discarded drafts contained facts which
conflicted with what was submitted to the Navy, and that com-
ments written by Newport News engineers on those drafts revealed
apparent firsthand knowledge that the VCAS item was not only
false, but knowingly false. He states that, while the Richmond
team was aware of the drafts, they had not been analyzed for the
purpose of determining whether there was a conscious effort to
commit fraud. He believes this was established in the Alexandria
grand jury. In addition, the authors of the drafts and most of the
changes were known in Richmond, but it was not known who made
a key change in the final draft. This was learned in Alexandria.
(Int. B.8. For copies of the VCAS drafts, see Ex. V)

The 1981 grand jury sessions convinced the Alexandria attorneys
that there was evidence upon which a jury could conclude that the
VCAS item was a false claim. But to develop the facts fully and
reach that conclusion, it was necessary to take 35 people before the
grand jury and conduct a more detailed examination than any
other claim item had been subjected to. Fisher felt that similar in-
tensive investigation was required for other claim items to deter-
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mine whether the VCAS item was part of a pattern that could jus-
tify an indictment charging conspiracy as well as substantive
crimes. (Int. B.10-11)

Fisher suspected the shipyard had engaged in a conspiracy to ob-
struct the operations of the Navy. His theory was that Newport
News wanted about $200 million more than the Navy had agreed
to pay to satisfy financial requirements caused by cost overruns in
the ship programs. In view of the Navy's practice of settling ship-
building claims for a fraction of their face value, it was decided
that the claim submitted would be much larger than the amount
needed.

The shipyard, according to Fisher, set up a process to produce
any claims which could be conjured up, for a wide variety of ships
built under different contracts, without regard to merit or truth.
The claims would be so staggering in size and complexity that the
Navy would have difficulty analyzing them and could be pressured
into making a lump sum settlement. During the negotiations over
the claim, Newport News had threatened to stop building nuclear
ships for the Navy unless the shipyard was fully and promptly
paid. The threat to stop building ships under construction was part
of the pressure. (Int. B.11-12 and Ex. V)

In the spring of 1981, the Federal District Court in Richmond
considered a motion by Newport News to quash the subpoenas
issued for the grand jury on the grounds that the government was
harassing the shipyard. Judge Robert Mehrige ruled against New-
port News but expressed concern with the length of time the inves-
tigation was taking. He commented that the staff turnover among
the prosecutors had probably helped prolong the investigation, and
told the government that it should complete the case within a year.
(Int. A.5 and B.9)

At the conclusion of the grand jury proceedings, Aronica began a
review of the files from the Richmond investigation, while Fisher
became temporarily absorbed with another criminal matter. Aron-
ica states an examination of memoranda prepared by Navy attor-
neys Adkins and Paulisch indicated to him that one or both be-
lieved there was evidence of a conspiracy. He selected a group of
hard items for special review where the "favor" of the claims nar-
ratives was similar to the VCAS narrative, and planned to give
them the same intensive scrutiny when grand jury proceedings re-
sumed. These items included Discharge Sea Chests, Reactor Shield-
ing, OSHA and EPA, and Navy recruiting claims. (Int. A.8)

During this period of review, Aronica concluded that there had
not been enough supervision of Norman's activities in Richmond.
(Int. A.5) Also, while Aronica was reviewing the Newport News
files in the summer of 1981, he became aware, for the first time, of
the Richmond grand jury testimony of Russell Weed and William
Cardwell. (Cardwell was the witness Senator Proxmire had called
to the Justice Department's attention almost five years earlier.)
Aronica described their testimony as firsthand accounts that supe-
riors at Newport News had told Cardwell and Weed to inflate
claims, misrepresent facts, and include everything conceivable in
the claims. He believed this was consistent with what he and
Fisher were finding in the claims documents; for example, ridicu-
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lous claims, such as one for violating Parkinson's law, and factual-
ly misrepresented claims, such as the VCAS item.

2. THE FISHER-ARONICA STATUS REPORT

In the summer of 1981, Fisher and Aronica decided to summarize
the status of the Newport News investigation in a report to the
Justice Department before attempting to go further with the inves-
tigation. They cited several reasons for preparing the report. At
the time, a new U.S. Attorney for the Alexandria office was in the
process of being selected. Fisher and Aronica would have to justify
the resources being used in the Newport News investigation and
perhaps the need for additional resources. (Int. A.8)

A second reason was to respond to a formal and voluminous brief
submitted by Newport News directly to the Justice Department, ar-
guing that the investigation should be halted. This unusual submis-
sion by the shipyard bypassed the prosecutors in the case. Finally,
the new U.S. Attorney designate, Elsie Munsell, had indicated to
Fisher during that summer that the Reagan Administration might
redirect law enforcement priorities and that Navy shipbuilding
cases might not be undertaken. Fisher wanted to document the jus-
tification for continuing the investigation. (Int. B. 14-15)

The Status Report was not the usual "pros memo" frequently
prepared by prosecutors to help supervisors determine whether to
seek an indictment. It was intended to rebut the contention that
there was no case, and show that further investigation would
produce sufficient additional information to warrant an indictment.
To prepare the report, the Alexandria attorneys enlisted the assist-
ance of David B. Smith, an attorney in the appellate section of the
Justice Department's Criminal Division. The report does not rec-
ommend an indictment, but attempts to show that evidence of
criminality was uncovered, and that further investigation would
turn up evidence of more criminal violations. The report requests
assistance from the Justice Department in the form of additional
staffing, and states that with such help an indictment could be re-
turned by the middle of 1982.

The report discusses evidence of "a massive conspiracy to de-
fraud the United States," as well as evidence that several of the
claim items were false. The VCAS item is analyzed at length, and
copies of the various claim drafts are included in an appendix of
relevant documents. It is stated that "the VCAS item is but one of
many false claims knowingly submitted by NNS." Among the
others discussed are Navy Recruiting, Bow Dome, Discharge Sea
Chests, and Reactor Shielding. (Ex. U.6-10 and 29)

One section of the report is devoted to a rebuttal of the argument
advanced in Newport News' legal brief that its requests for reim-
bursement are not claims within the meaning of the False Claims
Act. The report shows the Act originated in congressional investi-
gations of abusive military contracting practices during the Civil
War, and quotes a 1958 Supreme Court decision holding that in
passing the law "Congress wanted to stop this plundering of the
public treasury." A 1968 Supreme Court decision is cited to demon-
strate that the court has consistently refused to accept a rigid, re-
strictive reading of the Act. (Ex. U.95-101)
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The report states that the statute of limitations on a prosecution
for submitting a false claim would run on August 1, 1982, and on
conspiracy to submit a false claim in October 1893. (Ex. U.102 and
105) The Status Report concludes by stating, "It is clear beyond
cavil that the individual claims analyzed above are not only false
and without legal merit, but that their preparation was purposeful
and criminal," and it recommends that the investigation be con-
cluded by late spring or early summer 1982, because of statute of
limitations considerations. (Ex. U.107-109)

3. REORGANIZATION OF THE U.S. ATTORNEY'S OFFICE

Elsie Munsell began the process of reorganizing the Alexandria
U.S. Attorney's office soon after being designated U.S. Attorney in
the fall of 1981. Aronica states that, in a meeting with Munsell
before she took office, he was asked to become Chief of the Crimi-
nal Division and she proposed eliminating the Fraud Unit headed
by Fisher. Aronica says he thought elimination of the Fraud Unit
was a good idea, but that Munsell had decided to do so before their
meeting. (Int. A.9)

Fisher states he was called to Munsell's home and advised that
she was going to eliminate the Fraud Unit and wanted him to be
Chief of the Civil Division. Fisher told Munsell that he felt the re-
organization would harm the Newport News investigation, and he
asked her not to make a final decision until she assumed office and
read the Status Report.

He states that he pointed out there was a statute of limitations
problem and any interruption of current staffing on the case could
impair the government's ability to conclude its investigation in
time for the matter to be prosecuted successfully. He believed the
best course for finishing the Newport News investigation was to
devote the full-time efforts of himself and Aronica to the case.
Fisher told Munsell the case was labor intensive and it would be
impossible for them to work on it if given other duties. He empha-
sized to Munsell that there were two major defense procurement
fraud cases pending in the office, Newport News and a case involv-
ing Litton, and he urged her to request a meeting with the Justice
Department to get help in working these cases. (Int. B.14-17)

Munsell said she eliminated Fisher's unit because it was too
narrow in scope to handle all the significant cases assigned to her
district. She states the decision to eliminate the Fraud Unit was in-
dependent of consideration of any case pending in the district, and
that she made no inquiry to determine what effect it might have
on any particular case. She made the decision without consulting
her superiors in the Justice Department, and without discussing it
with her predecessor, Williams. (Int. D.3)

Munsell said she did not know then, and did not know at the
time of the staff interview, whether Aronica and Fisher had been
actively engaged in conducting the Newport News investigation
before she took office. She believed their interest at the time she
became U.S. Attorney was limited to the preparation of the Status
Report. She said she had no reason to consider the effect of their
reassignment on the investigation. (Int. D.4)
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Munsell read the Status Report shortly after taking office in No-
vember 1981. Her review showed there was evidence of criminal
wrongdoing and her main concern was to assure that the matter
received appropriate staffing. ant. D.5) It was the view of Munsell
and Aronica, contrary to Fisher's view, that Fisher and Aronica
could continue to work on Newport News even though limited to
part-time effort by their new supervisory roles. Nevertheless, all
three attorneys concluded that at least two additional full-time
prosecutors would be needed to complete the investigation. ant.
A.10, 16 and B.16)

Munsell states it was her impression that Aronica and Fisher
wanted to keep the Newport News case in the U.S. Attorney's
office and work on it. But she concluded that because of staffing
problems her office could not work on both shipbuilding cases and
one of them would have to be handled by the Justice Department.
In response to a question during the staff interview, she gave no
explanation as to why she did not consider the option of obtaining
additional staff from the Justice Department instead of seeking to
have one of the cases reassigned to Justice. She said her only con-
cern was that both matters receive appropriate attention. (Int.
D.5-6)

From the time Munsell's reorganization took effect until early
January when she and Aronica decided to ask the Justice Depart-
ment for assistance, no work was done on the case by Aronica or
Fisher, both having been given new administrative duties.

D. THE JUSTICE DEPARTMENT PHASE

1. THE JUSTICE DEPARTMENT REASSUMES RESPONSIBILITY

At Munsell's request, a meeting took place with Justice Depart-
ment officials in January 1982 to discuss the two shipbuilding
cases. Present at the meeting from the Alexandria office were
Munsell, Fisher, and Aronica; and from Justice, Lowell Jensen, the
Assistant Attorney General for the Criminal Division, his Deputy,
Roger Olsen, and James J. Graham, then Acting Chief of Justice's
Fraud Section. Munsell says she made it clear at the meeting that
she wanted the Justice Department to take one of the cases and
that she expressed no preference as to which one. She states Jus-
tice had some responsibility for the shipbuilding cases because of
the way they were referred and the understanding that there
would be sufficient assistance from Justice. ant. D.6-7) Fisher and
Aronica agree it was proposed at the meeting that Justice take
over one of the cases. ant. B.17 and A.10)

But Graham states he was shocked to learn at the meeting that
Munsell wanted Justice to take over both cases on grounds that
she was reorganizing her office. He was surprised at her proposal
in view of the size and age of the two investigations. Both would be
"tough nuts" to crack and it seemed inappropriate for the U.S. At-
torney to be trying to hand them over to the Justice Department.
Graham says he thought at the time "if the cases were important,
why should a reorganization prevent them from being properly
staffed?" ant. C.5-6)

Jensen's and Olsen's recollections of the meeting are similar to
Graham's. Both agree Munsell said she did not have the resources
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to handle the two cases. According to Jensen, the major problem
was that the attorneys who had worked on Newport News during
the past year were no longer available due to the reorganization;
they were in supervisory positions and unable to do further investi-
gation. The final conclusion, Jensen said, was that Fisher and
Aronica were "totally unavailable" and new people were needed
for the Newport News case. (Int. M.2) Olsen recalls Munsell wanted
the Justice Department to take over \both shipbuilding cases, but
she was stronger in her desire that Newport News be taken by Jus-
tice than that Litton be taken. He states Munsell's attitude was
"we want to give Newport News back to you." Olsen states that
during the meeting he and Jensen were trying to figure out exactly
why Alexandria could not handle the cases. (Int. G.3-4)

After the meeting with Munsell, the Justice officials met among
themselves and decided Alexandria should keep the Litton case be-
cause it was under indictment, and Justice would take over New-
port News. The option of sending people from Justice to help Alex-
andria with Newport News was discussed. That option did not seem
feasible because Fisher and Aronica would not be available to work
on the case full time as a result of the reorganization. Jensen said,
if Munsell had indicated Fisher and Aronica were available to
work on Newport News and she needed some help for them, he
would have considered that approach. (Int. C.6, G.4-6, and M.3)

Weeks went by before Alexandria heard from Justice about its
decision. Munsell finally received a telephone call from Olsen on
March 11 advising her the Justice Department would assume full
responsibility for the Newport News matter. She confirmed the ar-
rangement by a letter to Jensen dated March 26, 1982, stating
Roger Olsen told her on March 11 that the Criminal Division ac-
cepted full responsibility for the Newport News investigation. (Int.
D.6)

In the months that followed, Munsell received no progress re-
ports from the Justice Department on the case. She states no ar-
rangements had been made for progress reports and no one in her
office had any responsibility for the matter. If she had thought her
office had any responsibility, she would have inquired about the
status of the case. (Int. D.8) However, in November 1982, Munsell
wrote to Roger Olsen seeking information about the investigation
and stating, "As far as I know, only one lawyer is assigned to the
case, and one FBI agent. All of the documents are here, but we see
no concerted activity by people using them." (Ex. Z.1)

2. THE ASSIGNMENT OF ED WEINER

Olsen states Justice needed to make its own assessment as to
whether it should go forward with the Newport News investigation
without being bound by the Fisher-Aronica Status Report. It was
decided the Fraud Section would review the entire investigation
and not be constrained by the recommendation of the Alexandria
prosecutors. (Int. G.7-8) Graham, Acting Chief of the Fraud Sec-
tion, states he read the Status Report and thought it presented an
interesting approach to the possible prosecution of Newport News.
If it could be shown there were other examples like the VCAS
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item, with multiple drafts of the claim demonstrating fraud, there
would be real progress in the investigation. (Int. CA)

Graham and Olsen felt the case required at least two attorneys
on a full-time basis, because of its complexity. Both felt an experi-
enced, senior litigator should head up the review. Olsen said he
"wouldn't assign a junior lawyer to something like this." Graham
reviewed the availability of attorneys in the Fraud Section and
found they were all busy with other assignments. Graham decided
to assign Ed Weiner, who was in the process of winding up his re-
sponsibilities in the Economic Crime Program.

Graham also wanted William Lynch, a Justice Department
senior litigator, to be assigned to the case to work with Weiner.
Graham recommended to Olsen that Lynch be recruited and he di-
rected Ed Weiner to go to Munsell's offices to review the Newport
News files while awaiting the decision about Lynch. Olsen said he
did talk to Lynch about working on Newport News, but could not
recall Lynch's reaction or why Lynch was not assigned. In March,
when it became apparent that Lynch would not be assigned,
Graham directed Weiner to get going on the case himself, but he
continued to hope a second attorney would be assigned. Graham ac-
knowledges that the case was not adequately staffed from March
1982 to August 1982. (Int. C.7-9, G.8, and GAO Report.7)

Graham states that Weiner's instructions were to find out every-
thing he could about the case and to come up with an investigative
strategy, keeping in mind that he had the options of continuing the
investigation, ending it, or recommending indictment. He also had
authority to talk to witnesses. From March to August 1982, Weiner
came under Graham's supervision. However, Graham states he was
never intensively involved in the case and did no official monitor-
ing of Weiner's activities.

In March 1982, Robert Ogren was appointed Chief of the Fraud
Section, and Graham resumed his role as Deputy Chief. Olsen re-
calls talking to Ogren about Newport News "shortly if not immedi-
ately upon' Ogren being hired, and says he made it clear to him
that he expected to be kept advised of its progress. Olsen says he
had ongoing discussions with Ogren about Newport News during
the March-July 1982 period. (Int. G.11)

Weiner states his first contact with Ogren was in July 1982 when
he was asked by Ogren to be brought up to date on Newport News.
He advised Ogren and Graham at that time that he was going to
recommend additional manpower be put on the case and additional
investigative work be done. (Int. H.6)

Ogren disagrees with the recollections of Olsen and Weiner. He
states he first became aware of Weiner's role in reviewing the
Newport News case in about March 1982, when he assumed his po-
sition as Chief of the Fraud Section. When he learned about it he
was told, probably by Graham, that Bill Lynch would be asked to
work on it with Weiner. He states he learned from Graham the
case was initially a Criminal Division matter. It became the re-
sponsibility of the Fraud Section when it was determined Lynch
would not be assigned to it. According to Ogren, as late as August
1982, he did not understand the Newport News case and did not
clearly understand the role of the Justice Department's Criminal
Division or of his Fraud Section with regard to it. He states the
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first time he knew anything about the Newport News matter was
in August 1982. Prior to that time, he had "given no thought what-
soever" to what Weiner was doing. (Int. F.2-3 and 6)

3. WEINER'S REVIEW AND REPORT

Weiner began his detailed review in April 1982, and he spent the
next several months going over the record of the investigation. He
examined grand jury transcripts, documents, FBI reports, the re-
ports prepared by the various prosecutors, depositions in a related
civil case, and pertinent congressional hearings. He discussed the
case with the Alexandria and Richmond prosecutors and the Navy
attorneys, and interviewed Navy engineers and grand jury wit-
nesses. During the review, he received a telephone call from New-
port News attorney J. Clayton Undercofler, in which it was sug-
gested that Weiner conduct off-the-record interviews with shipyard
officials. Weiner said he wanted to interview the officials without
such restrictions, but this request was rejected. (Int. H.7, 9, and 10)

Weiner submitted his written report on August 5, 1982, recom-
mending that active investigation should be resumed and "should
focus on the NNS claim effort as a conspiracy to obstruct, impede,
and delay the lawful function of government . . . and the orderly
claims processes. . . ." (Ex. W.18) His general impression was that
the Richmond phase of the investigation had covered a lot of
ground but spread itself too thinly and had not concentrated suffi-
ciently on any particular aspect of the claim. While this permitted
the Richmond team to get a good global view, there was a lack of
intensive follow-up on items that appeared questionable. But he be-
lieved the case was not in bad shape because of the work done in
both Richmond and Alexandria. (Int. H.4)

His report states there is sufficient evidence to prove the VCAS
claim is fraudulent, and that additional investigation is indicated
for two other hardware items, Discharge Sea Chests and Reactor
Shielding. Concerning the soft claim items, the report concludes
the Deterioration of Labor (Parkinson's Law) claim is "outrageous
and fraudulent," the Navy Recruiting Practices claim "is ridicu-
lous," and further investigation is needed with regard to several
other alleged delays and disruptions. (Ex. W.3-6)

In addition to fraud in the claim items, Weiner concluded there
was evidence of a conspiracy. His report states, "I believe that a
sophisticated conspiracy to inflate claims regarding cost overruns
was begun by Newport News late in the summer of 1974." After
noting that "some work" had been done on this aspect of the case
by the Richmond and Alexandria prosecutors, he observed "it may
be too late at this point (eight years after the fact) to prove the con-
spiracy beyond a reasonable doubt." (Ex. W.7) In Weiner's view,
"The Department of Justice should have begun this investigation
in earnest in the summer of 1976." (Ex. W.14)

Weiner's theory is similar to what is described in the Fisher-
Aronica Status Report. He believes the strategy was to recover
$200 million from the Navy by claiming four or five times that
amount. A claims process was established which would lead to ex-
orbitant claims. Employees who had no previous experience in
claims came up with unbelievable estimates of delay, disruption,
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and deterioration of labor in order to create a massive amount of
paper which the Navy might not be able to digest. Pressure tactics,
such as the threat to stop construction of Navy ships, were em-
ployed to force a favorable settlement. (Ex. W.16)

In the staff interview, Weiner provided additional details about
the conspiracy theory. He referred to the "moon/Swiss cheese"
memo, a document obtained from Newport News by subpoena. The
memo was intended to guide shipyard claims writers. It told the
claims writers that it is permissible to ask for the moon if it is
made clear that the writer believes it is made of Swiss cheese. The
making of outrageous claims based on equally outrageous entitle-
ment theories was encouraged and employees were advised that
this would not be fraud as long as the facts were not knowingly
misstated. (Int. H.17)

Weiner also discussed the testimony of William Cardwell and
Russell Weed, the former shipyard employees. He states Cardwell
testified he had been asked to inflate claim items by four or five
times, and Weed had evidence of a plan to inflate the claims. Al-
though Weed had left Newport News before the claims were sub-
mitted, he was working at the shipyard when the plan to submit
them was "hatched." Weiner states he found evidence of conversa-
tions between Leonard Willis, the head of the claims group, and a
Navy official in which Willis was reported to have said that the
shipyard would ask for $600 million but wanted only $200 million.
Weiner says he had reservations about the dependability of testi-
mony from Cardwell and Weed because of memory lapses since the
events they witnessed. (Int. H.18)
4. THE FRAUD SECTION'S REACTION AND WEINER'S FOLLOW-UP EFFORTS

Weiner received no reaction to the report for several weeks after
it was submitted, except for a comment from Graham who thought
it was interesting. (Int. H.10) Olsen believes he began discussing it
with Ogren in late August or early September. Olsen states the dis-
pute about whether to continue the investigation centered on the
viability of a prosecutive theory. No one disagreed about what the
evidence was. (Int. G.12)

Ogren does not recall reacting to the report until after he hired
Morris Silverstein to work in the Fraud Section in late August
1982. Silverstein was made head of a litigation branch within the
Fraud Section in early September. About this time, Weiner was as-
signed to work under Silverstein and, according to Ogren, the New-
port News case "became a Fraud Section matter by default." (Int.
F.4) Silverstein first discussed the report with Weiner in early Sep-
tember. (Int. H.11)

On September 17, Ogren and Silverstein asked Weiner to prepare
a "work plan" to continue the investigation for a 60-day period.
Weiner submitted his work plan on September 24. The plan was
primarily directed toward investigation of conspiracy. After he sub-
mitted his work plan, Weiner was then directed to concentrate on
the hardware items, like the VCAS, to see if there was a pattern,
and to ignore the soft items and the conspiracy. (Int. H.11-12, F.8
and Ex. Y.1)
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Sometime during the next two weeks, Silverstein told Ogren,
based on his reading of the prosecutors' and the shipyard's summa-
ries of the case and a discussion with Fisher, that his initial im-
pression was that "despite everything that has gone on in the in-
vestigation, we don't have anything." At about this time, Weiner
was directed to look for documents concerning the statute of limita-
tions. Silverstein states he was then focusing on the case and under
one theory the statute of limitations would run in six or seven
months. In the weeks that followed, Silverstein's doubts about the
case increased. (Int. J.35-36 and 41-42)

In response to the directive to core up with additional hardware
items, Weiner examined the claim narratives for the Discharge Sea
Chests and Reactor Shielding portions of the claim. In mid-October,
Weiner found a box in the basement of the U.S. Attorney's Office
containing drafts of those claim items in spiral-bound notebooks.
The handwritten drafts, when compared with the narratives in the
claim submitted by Newport News to the Navy, showed that the
facts in the claim were different than and inconsistent with those
set forth in the handwritten drafts. (Int. H.12-13)

Weiner recognized that the methodology of claim preparation
had been established during the investigation of the VCAS item by
Fisher and Aronica. Claim items were drafted initially by produc-
tion workers who had firsthand knowledge of what happened
during construction but had little or no knowledge of claim entitle-
ment theory. The items were later revised for claim purposes by
the Contract Control Group who had no knowledge of what had
happened except what was described by the production workers.
But the Contract Control Group was well aware of what a deserip-
tion of facts would have to contain in order to support a legal enti-
tlement theory. Weiner believed he had evidence that the hand-
written claim drafts on Discharge Sea Chests and Reactor Shield-
ing, like the handwritten drafts on VCAS, were accurate factually
but were later altered by the Contract Control Group to fit an ac-
ceptable entitlement theory. In the process, a true statement not
supporting a legal claim of entitlement was converted into a false
statement supporting a false claim. (Int. H.13)

Weiner said he was excited by what he had found. Norman had
told him during his first review that the VCAS item was clearly
false, but it was unlikely a conviction could be obtained on that
item alone. Norman stated that if he had two or three other items
like the VCAS, he would have felt there was a pattern and the case
could go forward. (Int. E.19) Ogren and Silverstein had directed
Weiner to examine other hardware items to see if there was a pat-
tern. Weiner believed he found evidence of a pattern, although he
realized that additional investigation was required. He pointed this
out to Ogren and Silverstein on October 20, and demonstrated the
similarity between these items and what had been found with
regard to the VCAS item. (Int. H.13-14)

5. OGREN AND SILVERSTEIN DISAGREE WITH WEINER AND WEINER
DISSENTS

Silverstein states that, although he did not spend every day on
Newport News, he "focused on the case from the time that Weiner
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was assigned [to him] . . . it was a big case [and] the statute of lim-
itations under one theory . . . would run in another six or seven
months." (Int. J.36 and 41) Silverstein did not become skeptical
about the case until after Weiner submitted his plan to revitalize
the investigation on September 24, 1982. (Int. J.39) This skepticism
bloomed into "real doubt" about the case during the first two
weeks of October. (Int. J.42) Sometime between September 24 and
the first two weeks of October 1982, Silverstein spent two after-
noons at the U.S. Attorney's Office in Alexandria. (Int. J.42) Silver-
stein states his doubts arose in a brief conversation with Fisher
during one of his visits to Alexandria. Silverstein says Fisher
claimed that the creation by Newport News of the Contract Control
Group was criminal. Silverstein believed the creation of this con-
trol department was a neutral act. (Int. J.36-37)

Weiner, Ogren, and Silverstein had a series of meetings about
the Newport News matter on October 12 and 20, and November 3
and 9, 1982. (Int. H.14) Ogren states he and Silverstein spent about
10 hours in this review of the case with Weiner. (Ogren letter of
March 6, 1986, p. 3, which is part of Exhibit U) Weiner thought
Ogren and Silverstein would be impressed with the additional hard
items he found. But Ogren did not agree that what Weiner found
was the major evidentiary breakthrough Weiner thought it was.
While Weiner felt grand jury inquiry would be necessary before
any final conclusions could be reached with regard to the multiple
drafts on the claim items he discovered, he believed they were
truly similar in nature with what Fisher and Aronica had found on
the VCAS item. (Int. H.14)

Silverstein acknowledged Weiner did find two other items with
multiple drafts, but said he still saw problems with the case. (Int.
J.81) He had problems with the VCAS item because he did not be-
lieve it had been established who had authored the drafts. (Int.
J.77-78 and 80) Concerning the two other items that Weiner uncov-
ered, he said he "didn't see . . . the same sort of thing we found in
the ventilation air control." (Int. J.81)

During the meetings, it became apparent to Weiner that Ogren
was going to recommend declining further investigation of the case.
(Int. H.14 and Ex. Y.1) Ogren told Weiner that central to his deci-
sion to recommend closing the case was his reluctance to commit
additional manpower to the investigation. (Int. H.14) According to
Weiner, Ogren justified this position by pointing out (a) he would
have to pull people off other cases in order to staff the Newport
News case adequately; (b) delay in reaching a conclusion on the in-
vestigation which had come to the Justice Department in 1978 and
statute of limitation problems made it perhaps not fruitful to
pursue the matter further; and (c) he was uncertain of Weiner's
theory of the case. (Int. H.14-15) According to Weiner, Ogren fur-
ther said the matter was "too old" and there was no proof of decep-
tion. (Int. H.14, 20, and Ex. Y.1)

Ogren's concern, Weiner said, about the conspiracy theory of the
prosecution had to do with the case of US. v. Hammerschmidt, 265
U.S. 182, 188 (1924). Ogren believed, before a conspiracy to obstruct
the Navy claims settlement process could be proven, the govern-
ment would be required to show there had been some degree of
trickery or deceit on the part of Newport News. (Int. H.15)
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Weiner did not believe such an element of proof was required.
(Int. H.15) Weiner felt that piling reams of material upon the Navy
to bog down the process-including placing the requirement on the
Navy to wade through encyclopedia-like voluminous material to
ferret out and unscramble claim narratives that left out facts, mis-
stated facts, and created misleading innuendos-provided ample
basis for proving a case for submission of a deliberate false claim,
particularly when coupled with the evidence that the shipyard
went into the claims process with the intent of asking for more
money than it actually had hoped to realize and then tried to force
a settlement by threatening to stop building ships. (Int. H.21) In ad-
dition, Weiner did not accept Ogren's view that there was no decep-
tion. (Int. H.15) In Weiner's judgment, examination of the early
drafts of the hard claim item narratives revealed them to be suffi-
ciently deceptive to support a prosecution. (Int. H.15 and 21)

When Ogren said the matter was too old, Weiner understood him
to be referring to the investigation which had been done by others
prior to the time the Justice Department's Fraud Section took sole
responsibility for the matter. (Int. H.20) Ogren was apparently con-
cerned about trying to refresh the recollection of witnesses regard-
ing old events and going back and reinterviewing witnesses that
had already given statements to the FBI or had been questioned
extensively in the grand jury. Weiner states Ogren was also con-
cerned about the number of stops and starts in the matter-some-
thing that Ogren felt was unusual in Justice Department investiga-
tions and believed would cause problems if the Justice Department
tried to start the investigation yet one more time. (Int. H.20-21)
Weiner's view was the case was not too old as long as the statute of
limitations had not run. (Int. H.20)

According to Weiner, Silverstein repeatedly stated "materiality"
was an element of a False Claims Act case, and that Silverstein
had a problem with the "materiality" of the Newport News repre-
sentations Weiner viewed as fraudulent. (Int. H.18) Weiner under-
stood Silverstein's materiality concerns to stem from the fact the
individual claim items that appeared to have the most prosecutive
merit were small in dollar value when compared with the overall
magnitude of the Newport News claim. (Int. H.19-20) In Silver-
stein's view, this undercut proof of intent to defraud. (Int. H.20) Sil-
verstein suggested during the staff interview, however, that the
materiality proof problem related to the fact the Navy had already
denied certain Newport News contentions before they were submit-
ted in the claim. Silverstein said even if a claim was false it would
not be material because Newport News had obviously submitted
the claim knowing the Navy would not believe it. (Int. J.44-49)

Silverstein also seemed to equate "materiality" with "reliance,"
implying someone would have to show the Navy relied on a false-
hood to its detriment in order to successfully bring a False Claims
Act case. (Int. J.47) Silverstein agreed during the staff interview
that, in the Fourth Circuit, where any case against Newport News
would be brought, materiality was not an element the government
would have to prove in a False Claims Act case. (Int. J.47) Silver-
stein said, even if materiality were not an element, the problems
he categorized as materiality problems would make it difficult to
establish intent. (Int. J.51-52) Weiner believed the dollar amounts
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of the items could not be viewed as immaterial because they were
at least six figure amounts, large claims against the government by
almost any standard of measure.

Weiner asked permission at the November 9 meeting with Ogren
and Silverstein to put his disagreement with their decision to rec-
ommend declining prosecution in writing and was advised he could
do so. On November 17, Weiner wrote a "dissenting memoran-
dum," stating his conviction that further investigation would
enable the government to prove there had been a conspiracy to ob-
struct, impede, impair, and overload the Navy claims evaluation
process with the objective of getting paid more than Newport News
was entitled to receive. (Int. G.13, H.15, and Ex. Y)

6. THE OGREN REPORT

On November 29, 1982, Weiner was asked to obtain certain files
from Alexandria to be used by Ogren in preparing a report to As-
sistant Attorney General Lowell Jensen. Weiner delivered the files
to Ogren on December 16, 1982. By that date, to Weiner's knowl-
edge, Ogren had not yet reviewed the files or any source material
in the case, and Silverstein had spent one or two days examining
source material in Alexandria in late October. (Int. H.19) Ogren
states in his report that he met with Weiner and Silverstein on a
number of occasions to review the progress of the evaluation and
reviewed a number of transcripts, documents, and other materials.
(Ex. CC.2)

On February 25, 1983, Ogren sent his report to Jensen recom-
mending prosecution be declined and the investigation be terminat-
ed. Silverstein drafted part of it and Graham was also given a copy.
It had not been shown to Weiner or the prosecutors in Alexandria.
In the staff interview, Ogren said he saw no reason to show it to
Weiner because he had already registered his disagreement with
Ogren's position. (Int. F.14) The memo was not shown to the Alex-
andria office until April 1983. (Int. F)

The report analyzes the two types of offenses identified by
Weiner and the Alexandria prosecutors: (1) the substantive crimes
of false claims and false statements, and (2) conspiracy. It acknowl-
edges that four of the hard claim items examined, including VCAS,
the Discharge Sea Chest, and Reactor Shielding, and OSHA and
EPA, "appear to contain false claims or false statements." But the
memo states, none are prosecutable because there are adequate
legal defenses. Concerning the conspiracy to defraud theory, Ogren
concludes its use would be impossible. (Ex. CC.2)

Among the defenses against prosecution for false claims or false
statements, the report cites the likelihood that the statute of limi-
tations had already run; the fact that after five years of investiga-
tion only four items totaling a few million dollars out of a $894 mil-
lion request were shown to be arguably false, one of which was
withdrawn by Newport News prior to settlement and the others
subject to technical attack; and it would be difficult to prove there
was specific intent to defraud the government. The amounts of the
false claim items are listed as follows: VCAS, $930,000; Discharge
Sea Chest, $300,000; Reactor Shielding, $384,000; and OSHA and
EPA, $5.5 million. (Ex. CC.19-29)
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The intent requirement cannot be satisfied, the report states, be-
cause under the law the government must prove that the person
submitting the false claim knows it is false and is aware he is vio-
lating the law. Proof of reckless indifference or disregard as to the
truth or falsity of a statement is not enough. Ogren concludes no
evidence had been developed pointing to a specific high level offi-
cial of Newport News who had the necessary specific intent to
submit false claims.

The report states an indictment for conspiracy would not hold up
for a number of reasons. Two kinds of conspiracies were discussed
by the prosecutors, conspiracy to file false claims, and conspiracy to
submit voluminous meritless claims. Ogren's view is the govern-
ment would not be able to sustain a charge of conspiracy to file
false claims because "it is not possible to prove any substantial por-
tion of the various claims to be false." The four claim items repre-
sent less than 1 percent of the total claim, and even with respect to
these there is no evidence of intent or linking the falsity in those
items to a conspiracy, according to the memo. (Ex. CC.12-15)

The second conspiracy theory was that Newport News submitted
voluminous, meritless claims in an effort to break down the Navy's
claims process. Ogren concludes the theory would not hold up be-
cause there is little evidence to support it and abundant evidence
to contradict it. In addition there is no precedent for a charge of
conspiracy to defraud the United States by impeding and impairing
its lawful functions unless there is a component of deception or
trickery. Citing the 1924 Supreme Court case of Hammerschmidt v.
United States in support of the idea that the government must
prove deception or trickery, the memo concludes that as to virtual-
ly all of the soft claim items the issue is not nondisclosure or deceit
but entitlement. (Ex. CC.15-18)

Ogren said in the staff interview that, when deciding whether to
recommend the investigation be continued, the question in his
mind was "will it be productive?" There were too many problems
with the case which made it, in Ogren's judgment, not worth the
effort. A major factor in his decision was that it was "very late in
the game." If it had been a new matter, he might have felt differ-
ently because age is definitely a factor which usually mitigated
against a successful prosecution. (Int. F.11)

7. CRMQUE OF THE OGREN REPORT

The U.S. Attorney's Office in Alexandria did not receive a copy
of the Ogren report until April 1983. In response, the Alexandria
attorneys prepared a "Critique of the Fraud Section Memo" which
was forwarded to Assistant Attorney General Jensen on May 18,
1983. The Critique, signed by U.S. Attorney Munsell, Aronica,
Fisher, and Smith, replies to the arguments against prosecution,
except for those related to the statute of limitations problem with
respect to the substantive offenses. It says, "We are still convinced
that there is a prosecutable case against the company," and sug-
gests that a two-count indictment charging conspiracy to defraud
the government and to impede and impair its lawful functions
could be quickly drafted. (Ex. DD.2)
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The Critique argues that Ogren is wrong to conclude there is
little, if any, evidence of actual fraud. In addition to the evidence of
fraud in the VCAS and soft items found during the U.S. Attorney's
investigation, it is pointed out that Weiner was able to uncover
new evidence of fraud in two other hardware items in a relatively
short period just by taking the time to read a few of the docu-
ments. The company's claim, the Critique states, "is like a huge
field of oil lying just beneath the surface of the earth. Wherever
prosecutors probed, oil (evidence of fraud) bubbled to the surface."
(Ex. DD.6-9)

Ogren's assertion, the Critique states, that there is no evidence of
specific intent even with respect to the four false claim items, com-
pletely misperceives the law on specific intent. The Alexandria at-
torneys state it is not necessary to produce a confession of company
officials to satisfy the intent requirement. Ordinarily, intent is not
proved directly because there is no way to fathom the operations of
the human mind. Intent is usually inferred from the surrounding
circumstances. If a claim is false, it may be inferred that the
person who submitted it intended to submit a false claim. It may
also be inferred that the claim was submitted with reckless indif-
ference to whether it was true or false. (Ex. DD.11-14)

According to the Critique, the authors of the false claims, includ-
ing the VCAS, are known to the prosecutors, contrary to the asser-
tion in the Ogren report. More importantly, a corporation is crimi-
nally liable for the acts of its employees, and it is not necessary to
establish links between high level officials and particular claim
items. It would be enough for the government to prove that whoev-
er wrote a particular claim must have known it was false. (Ex.
DD.22-24)

Ogren's report states a prosecution of the Discharge Sea Chests
claim would fail because the government could not satisfy the ma-
teriality requirement. It also states an indictment for the Reactor
Shielding claim would fail partly because the amount of the claim
is comparatively insignificant, and that the VCAS claim is at best
a technical violation because it was withdrawn prior to settlement.
Both Ogren and Silverstein raised the issue of materiality in the
staff interviews, and indicated that obtaining a conviction in a false
claim or false statement case is almost impossible unless the gov-
ernment can show it relied on the claim or statement, or was in-
duced by it to spend a relatively significant sum of money. (Int.
F.12 and J.44-52)

These views are disputed by the Critique which maintains it is
well settled that materiality hinges on whether the false statement
has a natural tendency to influence, or was capable of influencing,
the determination required to be made. A false statement may be
material although the government does not actually rely on it, or if
it is ignored or never read. It is a crime to submit a false statement
that is merely capable of impairing the functioning of a govern-
ment agency. (Ex. DD.25-26)

The Critique points out that, in addition to the fact the four
hardware items "recognized as false" add up to about $7 million,
the soft claim items questioned are much larger. These include the
Deterioration of Labor/Parkinson's Law ($97 million) and Navy Re-
cruiting ($24 million). (Ex. DD.3 and 10)
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The materiality issue also was discussed in the staff interview
with Roger Olsen, who at the time of the interview was Acting As-
sistant Attorney General for the Tax Division. Olsen was asked
about the argument that a particular claim item might not be "ma-
terial" because it represents a relatively small portion of the over-
all claim. He replied by referring to a recent tax case in which a
large firm was indicted for making a $96,000 false statement on its
tax return. The firm argued its income was so large that the error
resulting from the false statement was equivalent to an average
taxpayer making a $0.38 false statement. Olsen said the firm was
prosecuted successfully despite the fact that the false statement
had very little effect on its overall tax liability. (Int. G.20-21)

8. THE STATUTE OF LMITATIONS PRO

The statute of limitations problem began to be discussed in 1981.
Fisher and Aronica expressed deep concern about it in their 1981
Status Report. Olsen, who served as Lowell Jensen's deputy, states
that throughout the time he was involved in the case there were
always discussions concerning the statute of limitations. (Int. G.9)

The application of the statute differs somewhat with respect to
substantive offenses and conspiracy. Newport News filed its revised
claim on March 8, 1976. Normally, criminal prosecutions for false
claims are barred unless indictments are brought within five years
of the submission of the claims. However, conspiracy is a continu-
ing offense, and all government attorneys seemed to agree the stat-
ute of limitations on a conspiracy prosecution would not run until
October 5, 1983, five years after the Navy and Newport News
-reached a settlement on the Newport News claim.

In addition, the statute may run anew on substantive crimes
under certain circumstances. The Alexandria prosecutors deter-
mined that a Newport News letter of August 1, 1977, informing the
Navy of changes in the projected costs of the ships for which claims
had been submitted, had the effect of starting anew the running of

Ahe statute of limitations. In other words, the government had
until August 1, 1982, to bring an indictment. This explains why
-Fisher and Aronica say in the Status Report, "Statute of limita-
tions considerations make it advisable that the investigation be
concluded by late spring or early summer 1982." (Ex. U.102-106
and 108)

The Ogren Report discusses the question of whether there is a
claim or statement within the statute of limitations. By the time of
the report (February 1983), the date identified by Fisher and Aron-
ica had passed, beyond which prosecution of the substantive viola-
tions would be barred. However, several letters sent by Newport
News to the Navy in 1978 concerning the settlement negotiations
had been found. Ogren explored the possibility that these letters
renewed the claims and are themselves false claims or false state-
ments. Regarding the possible renewal of the claim, the report
states, "we doubt that a court would allow the Government to
revive an otherwise time barred claim for statute of limitations
purposes each time a new letter is submitted to the Navy prior to
obtaining payment."
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The Ogren Report discusses whether the letters, one dated April
20, 1978, and several dated October 5, 1978, are claims or state-
ments. It points out that one of them states that no major errors or
inconsistencies had been found in the claims, and the others state
that no inaccuracy had been found during the negotiations, and
wherever an inaccuracy could have affected pricing, the company
advised the Navy. Ogren concludes, "It is doubtful whether these
assertions could be called 'claims'."

The report goes on to state that the assertions in the letters are
statements which, if false, could be potentially prosecuted. But the
assertions about errors, inconsistencies, and inaccuracies were gen-
eral. Ogren concluded that attempting to build a prosecutable case
from such general, nonspecific statements would be a formidable
task, and in the context of the proof problems in the Newport
News case "it appears insurmountable." (Ex. CC.19-21)

Ogren said in the staff interview that there were statute of limi-
tation problems with regard to a prosecution for false claims, but
none with regard to a prosecution for false statements. In a subse-
quent letter to the Committee, he states, "I believed then and now
that the statute of limitations issue was totally secondary." (Int. F)
Silverstein maintained during the staff interview that "the statute
of limitations was never an issue in declining on Newport News."
He referred specifically to October 5, 1978, letters from Newport
News saying they extended the statute of limitations five years
from that date. (Int. J.75)

9. THE DECISION TO CLOSE THE INVESTIGATION

In August 1983, a meeting was held by Assistant Attorney Gen-
eral Jensen to decide whether or not to proceed with further efforts
on the Newport News matter. Jensen does not recall why the meet-
ing was not held sooner. He states that he assumes there were
schedule problems on both sides, and there may have been an earli-
er date set for the meeting that was canceled. Attending the meet-
ing were Fisher, Munsell, Aronica, Silverstein, Olsen, Ogren,
Jensen, and Keeney. (Int. B.21, G.16, and M.6) By the time of the
meeting, Ogren had responded to the Alexandria Critique of May
18 with a memo dated August 23, 1983. In it, he repeated his rec-
ommendation that the investigation be terminated. (Ex. GG)

"We were asking," according to Attorney General Jensen, "can
we file [an indictment] now or, if not, what would it take to get
there." (Int. M.6) Fisher and Aronica responded that it was too late
for the kind of indictment they had contemplated when the Status
Report was prepared because, by the end of 1982, the statute of
limitations had run on the substantive crimes that had been inves-
tigated. (Int. B.21-22) Their view was that a conspiracy indictment
was still possible, but it would have to be obtained before Septem-
ber 1983 even under the most creative theories on how to extend
the statute of limitations. (Int. B.21-22 and A.14)

Aronica advanced a plan as to how such a deadline could be met.
His plan would have required a major allocation of manpower at
the 11th hour, i.e., several teams of attorneys operating in several
grand juries with one or two attorneys at the focal point. Aronica
believed further investigation would uncover additional evidence of
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wrongdoing based on his own and Weiner's investigation. (nt.
A.14-15)

Jensen's decision was to terminate the investigation. In his letter
dated August 30, 1983, informing the Navy of his decision, Jensen
said: "the dominant reason influencing our judgment is the ab-
sence of sufficient evidence to prove the existence of a criminal
conspiracy to submit false claims or to defraud the United States."
He said in the staff interview that in the end he "arrived at the
conclusion that the matter should be closed." (Ex. HH and Int. M.5)



III. DEFENSE PROCUREMENT FRAUD AND THE JUSTICE
DEPARTMENT

A. THE VIEWS OF JENSEN AND OLSEN

Assistant Attorney General Jensen (now a U.S. District Court
judge) and his former deputy, Assistant Attorney General Roger
Olsen, indicated in the staff interviews that problems in the man-
agement of major defense fraud cases have been persistent.

In 1978, as Justice was considering what to do with Newport
News and two other shipbuilding cases referred to it by the Navy,
Mark M. Richard, Chief of the Fraud Section, urged the establish-
ment of a specialized group to handle the cases. Under Richard's
approach, which was influenced by experiences with earlier Navy
shipbuilding cases, the group would be composed of Justice attor-
neys and Defense Department auditors. The Richmond investiga-
tive team was set up along those lines, the major difference being
that control was divided between Justice and the U.S. Attorney's
Office.

Jensen states that problems in the Newport News case contribut-
ed to the decision in 1982 to establish within Justice the Defense
Procurement Fraud Unit (DPFU). Jensen said he had in mind a de-
fense procurement "strike force" type of organization. While the
Newport News case was not the proximate cause of the decision to
create DPFU, he said, all the shipbuilding cases led to a rethinking
of the Justice Department's approach to defense fraud. (Int. M.7)

Jensen said the Newport News investigation had been disjointed
and driven by fortuitous decisions about staffing, depending upon
what attorney might be available at the time. In light of those
problems, it became evident there was a need to have identifiable
resources available on a continuing basis to handle these kind of
cases. The specific purpose of establishing a fraud unit, Jensen
said, was to make available attorneys with procurement expertise
for full-time assignment to complex procurement cases such as
Newport News. If the DPFU had been in place when Justice ac-
cepted Newport News, unquestionably that case would have been
assigned to it. (Int. M.7)

Jensen said that, while DPFU was an improvement over the pre-
vious system for handling defense procurement fraud cases, there
is still a "developmental process' in this area that may be
changed. Jensen said it would make sense to have fraud units lo-
cated in other parts of the country, such as Los Angeles, where de-
fense contractor business is concentrated. (Int. M.7-8)

In the staff interview, Olsen also addressed some of the larger
questions. He said that it was his job to try to narrow the issues for
Jensen when disputes arose between attorneys as occurred in the
Newport News case. But he was prompted to form an opinion that
was broader than the case. He came to the view that there was

(33)
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something wrong with the way the Justice Department was
equipped to handle major Defense Department procurement fraud
cases. He cited the difficulty in getting Justice attorneys "up to
speed" in procurement cases. The subject matters are frequently
technical and the cases difficult to learn. He said staffing is a prob-
lem because the cases are often of a long-term nature and turnover
of attorneys interferes with the ability of Justice to manage long-
term cases. (Int. G.14)

Olsen stated that, regardless of the final decision on Newport
News, the case "was an unfortunate example of the way DOJ deals
with these [defense procurement] problems." He said it was his sug-
gestion to create DPFU as a way to improve Justice's ability to re-
spond to procurement fraud cases in a timely and effective manner.
He saw creation of this unit as an answer to the problem of the
institutional inability to assign people to defense procurement
fraud cases for long periods of time. Attorneys assigned to it would
be expected to work in the defense procurement area exclusively
and to become familiar with procurement concepts and technical
matters. The location of the unit in Alexandria, Virginia, gave it a
possible venue for many cases because the Pentagon and the
Navy's procurement offices in Crystal City were located nearby.
This would reduce the requirement for prosecutors to travel to
other jurisdictions to handle cases. Olsen pointed out that keeping
prosecutors "off the road" was an important ingredient in keeping
them productive and in government service. (Int. G.14-15)

Olsen acknowledged that Justice could have done a better job on
the Newport News case. But he was hopeful that the DPFU, which
was intended to combine the expertise of Defense and Justice De-
partment lawyers, would result in swift and certain justice for
people engaging in procurement fraud. In response to a question
about the adequacy of staff resources for these kind of cases, Olsen
said that Justice had not obtained budget increases in the past sev-
eral years. He also observed that, with certain crimes such as nar-
cotics violations, there is an overlap with state law enforcement au-
thorities, but there is no one other than the Justice Department to
enforce the laws against defense procurement fraud. (Int. G.20)

B. THE DEFENSE PROCUREMENT FRAUD UNrr
In 1983, after lengthy investigations of possible fraud in claims

filed by five major shipbuilders and after prosecution was declined
in three of those cases, the Justice Department conducted an inter-
nal management review of those closed investigations concerning
General Dynamics, Lockheed, and Bath. (Ex. FF) The Department's
review did not examine the Newport News investigation which was
still pending, nor the investigation of Litton which had led to an
indictment dismissal.

The internal review found a series of institutional weaknesses
which may have contributed to the lack of success in those cases.
Among the problems recognized were: (1) little expertise in pro-
curement law or voluminous document cases among assigned pros-
ecutors; (2) frequent turnover among assigned prosecutors and in-
vestigators; (3) minimal supervision; (4) a lack of investigation
plans and schedules; (5) insufficient coordination between Justice
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and the Defense Department, as well as between Justice's Criminal
Division and U.S. Attorneys' offices; and (6) a serious underestima-
tion of the size and complexity of the investigations.

In response to the problematic shipbuilding investigations and to
complaints from the Defense Department that Justice was not pro-
viding adequate prosecutive support for Defense fraud cases, the
two agencies formed the DPFU in August 1982. Defense Secretary
Caspar Weinberger and Attorney General William French Smith
agreed in a formal memorandum of understanding that both agen-
cies would contribute staff resources. However, DPFU was estab-
lished within the Justice Department's Criminal Division which
would control management as well as all prosecutive decisions.

The stated purpose of DPFU was to "deter future fraud by con-
ducting nationally significant procurement fraud and corruption
investigations and prosecutions." (Letter from Justice to Senator
Grassley, March 13, 1985) More specifically, the Unit was created
to prosecute the following types of cases: (1) those that are too com-
plex or beyond the interest and resources of U.S. Attorney's offices;
and (2) those that involve multiple venues and are beyond the oper-
ational jurisdiction of any single U.S. Attorney's office. Additional-
ly, Justice indicated that the DPFU was intended to correct the
"numerous problems" experienced with investigations such as
Litton and General Dynamics.

However, less than three years after DPFU's inception, repre-
sentatives from both Justice and Defense publicly decried the over-
all state of procurement fraud law enforcement. Justice in its Eco-
nomic Crime Council study of April 1985 reported that, despite
some progress in detection and prosecution, the overall number of
cases continue to be too few to represent an adequate level of en-
forcement. The Council blamed the lack of effectiveness on a "dis-
turbingly low" number of quality referrals from the Defense De-
partment.

Defense Department Inspector General Joseph Sherick testified
before Congress with a different view about where the system is
lacking. Sherick said that, while the existence of DPFU helped
prosecutors focus more on procurement fraud, he was "unsatisfied"
with the minimal number of cases handled by DPFU. The Inspec-
tor General went on to say that the government remains "over-
matched" in its efforts against fraudulent contractors, and that
taxpayers are "getting their clock cleaned." (Hearings, "Defense
Procurement Fraud Law Enforcement," Subcommittee on Adminis-
trative Practice and Procedure of the Senate Committee on the Ju-
diciary, 99th Congress, 1st Session, 1985)

Following that testimony, Senator Grassley, Chairman of the
Subcommittee on Administrative Practice and Procedure, asked
GAO to review the operations of the DPFU since its creation in
1982. GAO examined cases referred to the DPFU from 1982
through December 1985 and found that, of 486 defense procure-
ment fraud cases referred for Unit action, by July 1986 DPFU had
participated in 34 successful convictions (7 percent). Most of the
convictions involved smaller companies. (GAO, "Defense Procure-
ment Fraud, Cases Sent to the Department of Justice's Procure-
ment Fraud Unit," September 1986)
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In general, GAO found that DPFU produced few successful pros-
ecutions of major contractors, accepted many cases involving minor
or no dollar loss, and appeared to have lost track of some cases
brought to the Unit. GAO's findings also show many cases pending
with DPFU for two years or more, and a high staff turnover rate.
Most attorneys and investigators stayed with the Unit for periods
less than two years.

Under the agreement between Justice and Defense, all signifi-
cant defense fraud cases are referred to DPFU for the Unit Chief
to determine one of four actions: (1) accept the case for DPFU pros-
ecution; (2) accept the case for prosecution but refer it to a U.S. At-
torney's office; (3) send the matter back to Defense for more inves-
tigation; or (4) decline prosecution. The GAO study found that
roughly one-quarter of all referrals were assigned to each of the
four categories, resulting in just over half of those cases referred
(261) being accepted for prosecution by either DPFU or U.S. Attor-
neys.

From the 261 cases DPFU accepted for prosecution between 1982
and 1986, there have been 42 total convictions with DPFU, as men-
tioned above, claiming involvement in 34. Because some investiga-
tions produced multiple convictions, the GAO report shows DPFU
actually participated in 15 separate successful investigations. Of
156 referrals involving major contractors (top 100 in volume of
sales to the Defense Department), nine resulted in convictions, with
local U.S. Attorneys prosecuting six of those cases and DPFU par-
ticipating in three.

Most of the major contractor cases referred (105 of 156) involved
the Defense Department's "top 25" contractors. Four of the nine
convictions of major contractors were among the "top 25." DPFU
participated in just one case involving a "top 25" defense contrac-
tor.

That case, one of the first handled by DPFU prosecutors, result-
ed in the Sperry Corporation pleading guilty to mischarging
$325,000 of extra costs onto government contracts. Sperry agreed to
pay a fine. The plea agreement worked out between DPFU and
Sperry attorneys was initially labeled "unconscionable" by the pre-
siding Federal District Court judge due to its failure to charge indi-
viduals, but he later accepted it.

Sperry's agreement with the government, known as a "global"
settlement, protected Sperry from suspension or debarment from
government contracts as a result of the conviction and had the
effect of halting a second criminal investigation of similar practices
at another Sperry facility. That investigation was halted because
the agreement immunized Sperry for any illegal cost mischarging
up to the date of the settlement.

Inspector General Sherick called the Sperry agreement a "dis-
grace' and a "travesty" in congressional testimony. (Hearings,
Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Adminstrative Practice, October
1985) In the wake of criticism from the Defense Department, the
Justice Department announced it would no longer enter into
"global" agreements.

The other two convictions of major contractors in which DPFU
participated involved Gould Defense Systems and GTE Government
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Systems Corporation. There were plea agreements in both resulting
in fines.

According to GAO, while a number of pending cases involve top
100 contractors, DPFU has not participated in a successful prosecu-
tion of a top 100 defense contractor since October 1985.

DPFU "screens" cases to determine which ones to accept for
prosecution. Approximately 62 percent of DPFU's accepted cases
involve estimated losses of less than $1 million. Nearly 40 percent
of DPFU's cases fall into the category of no loss or "unknown" loss.

Many of the unknown loss cases may be among the numerous re-
ferrals to DPFU for which it could not render an accounting. Ac-
cording to GAO, DPFU lacked any records which could show the
reason for the referrals or what action, if any, had been taken on
58 cases.

In light of the staff turnover problems cited in the shipbuilding
fraud investigations, GAO was also asked to examine the staffing
of the DPFU. At its inception, eight full-time attorneys were as-
signed to DPFU: three from the Criminal Division, one from the
Civil Division, one Assistant U.S. Attorney, and three from the De-
fense Department. GAO found that two of the original three Crimi-
nal Division prosecutors assigned to the DPFU, including the Unit
Chief, left within two years to enter private practice. The third left
DPFU after two and a half years. Both the Civil Division attorney
and the Assistant U.S. Attorney were still assigned to DPFU as of
March 1986. Two of the original three Defense Department attor-
neys were reassigned after two and a half years. As of July 1986,
the staff's average tenure with the Unit totaled about 18 months.

The DPFU has increased its staff since 1982. In July 1986, the
staff included seven criminal prosecutors, two civil attorneys, one
of whom was on temporary assignment elsewhere, five investiga-
tors, and five Defense Department attorneys. In the October 1985
hearing before the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Adminsitra-
tive Practice and Procedure, Justice representatives testified that
the resources devoted to DPFU were adequate and that extra re-
sources, if needed, could always be borrowed from the Criminal Di-
vision. The Justice Department's Fiscal Year 1988 budget request
includes an allowance for three additional attorneys to be assigned
to DPFU.



IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The history of the Newport News Shipbuilding investigation re-

veals inefficiencies, unexplained lapses, and systemic problems in
the Justice Department's management of major defense fraud
cases. Establishment of the Defense Procurement Fraud Unit
within the Justice Department was intended to correct the type of
deficiencies experienced in the Newport News case. While some
progress is evident in the overall detection and prosecution of pro-
curement fraud, systemic weaknesses continue to plague the Jus-
tice Department's efforts, especially with regard to complex cases
involving major contractors.

The Justice Department's approach to the Newport News investi-
gation was to assign responsibility for the investigation to the U.S.
Attorney in Alexandria, Virginia, while retaining authority to
make the final decision on whether to prosecute. Navy attorneys
were assigned to the investigative team, but were given no role in
decisions about investigative strategy and a minor role in deter-
mining recommendations to the U.S. Attorney. This system of di-
viding responsibility and authority was ultimately fatally flawed. It
contributed to staffing problems, caused delays, and defeated the
underlying purpose of a mixed investigative team. Instead of a
combined force providing increased effectiveness, there was a divid-
ed force that proved ineffective.

The approach of DPFU has resulted in some of the same prob-
lems, including inadequate numbers of staff and excessive staff
turnover. Defense Department attorneys and Justice Department
civil attorneys assigned to DPFU play a minor role, primarily in
the screening of referrals from Defense. The objective of establish-
ing an effective investigative and prosecutive unit of identifiable
resources available on a continuing basis to handle major defense
fraud cases has still not been achieved.

Serious mistakes were made at every stage of the Newport News
investigation and much time wasted during lengthy periods of inac-
tivity. There was poor supervision of prosecutors and investigators,
questionable decisions at the prosecutorial and managerial levels,
excessive staff turnover, and inadequate coordination within the
Justice Department and between Justice and the Navy. There is
strong evidence that the statute of limitations on the substantive
offenses of false claims and false statements was allowed to lapse
before the case was closed.

These problems occurred even though it had been recognized at
the highest levels within the Justice Department when the investi-
gation began that prior experiences with Navy shipbuilding fraud
cases were unsatisfactory and that a better approach was needed.

The following is a more detailed list of conclusions.
(38)
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A. THi NEWPORT NEws INVEGATION

1. The Justice Department allowed two years to lapse withoutconducting any investigation from the time allegations and evi-dence of possible fraud were first referred to it in 1976 by Senator
William Proxmire. The Proxmire referral was based on informa-tion provided in congressional hearings by Admiral H.G. Rickoverand William R. Cardwell, a former long-time employee of Newport
News. Cardwell eventually testified before the grand jury, butyears later was considered no longer to be a reliable witness be-cause of the passage of time.

2. After agreeing to share responsibility for the Newport Newsmatter with the U.S. Attorney's Office in Alexandria, Virginia, theJustice Department failed to carry out its responsibility for advanc-
ing the investigation. The attorneys assigned to the investigation
by Justice worked on it only part time, were replaced after shortintervals without notifying the U.S. Attorney's Office, and madelittle contribution to the case.

3. The Assistant U.S. Attorney placed in charge of the Richmond
phase of the investigation did not have substantial prior experience
in major criminal cases. The Richmond investiative team receivedinsufficient supervision from the U.S. Attorney's Office and was in-adequately staffed.

4. The head of the Richmond team failed to give adequate consid-eration to the findings and views of the Navy attorneys assigned tothe team, or to take full advantage of the Navy's offer to providetechnical assistance. The Richmond prosecutor apparently did notunderstand the significance of some of the evidence obtained, and
did not pursue all avenues of possible prosecution.

5. The head of the Richmond team did not properly carry out thedirections of the U.S. Attorney to conduct further investigation fol-lowing the submission of his initial recommendations in March1980. A key witness, who was a high official of Newport News, wasmistakenly given full immunity and questioned outside the pres-ence of the grand jury, contrary to the instructions of the U.S. At-torney. The purpose for which further investigation was directed-comprehensive scrutiny of a particular part of the claim, the Venti-lation Control Air System (VCAS) item-was not achieved.
6. The U.S. Attorney's Office in Alexandria, Virginia, renewedthe grand jury investigation in early 1981 and uncovered new evi-dence about the VCAS item. In the view of the Alexandria prosecu-tors, the new evidence established the methodology of how the falseaspects of the claim were prepared. The prosecutors forwarded areport to the Justice Department in November 1981 concludingthat there was evidence of fraud and a criminal conspiracy, and re-questing staff assistance to complete the investigation. The reporturged that the investigation be completed by the middle of 1982 toavoid statute of limitations problems. But from the date of thereport until the case was closed in August 1983, there were no fur-ther grand jury proceedings or other efforts to advance the investi-gation.
7. In November 1981, Elsie Munsell, the new U.S. Attorney in Al-exandria, abolished the Fraud Division in her office which had re-sponsibility for the Newport News case, and reassigned the two
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prosecutors who had worked on it. This action was taken without
consulting the previous U.S. Attorney or officials in the Justice De-
partment, and over the objections of Joseph Fisher, the Alexandria
prosecutor who had been in charge of the investigation. The reor-
ganization sidetracked the investigation and reduced prospects for
completing it in the U.S. Attorney's office.

8. In January 1982, U.S. Attorney Munsell asked the Justice De-
partment to reassume responsibility for the Newport News case.
Justice advised her in March that it would take back the case. The
shift in responsibility for the investigation led to further disconti-
nuity and delays.

9. The Justice Department decided to review the case to deter-
mine whether the investigation should be continued or ended.
There was an additional delay and confusion in beginning the
review as Justice officials searched for an attorney to work on the
case. Ed Weiner, the Justice attorney selected to conduct the
review, did so without supervision. Officials at the Criminal Divi-
sion level assumed the Fraud Section was supervising it. The Chief
of the Fraud Section assumed it was being supervised at the Crimi-
nal Division level.

10. Ed Weiner submitted a report on August 5, 1982, agreeing
with the Alexandria prosecutors that there was evidence of fraud
and a criminal conspiracy, and recommending that the investiga-
tion be continued. Later, Mr. Weiner was directed to search the
files again for additional evidence of fraud. Mr. Weiner did, in fact,
uncover what he viewed as new evidence of fraud. Nevertheless,
Mr. Weiner's superiors in the Fraud Section decided in November
1982 to recommend to their superiors at the Criminal Division
level that the case be closed. There was additional delay as the
Fraud Section report recommending that the case be closed was
not sent to Lowell Jensen, Assistant Attorney General for the
Criminal Division, until February 25, 1983.

11. Robert Ogren, Chief of the Fraud Section, strongly argued in
his report to Assistant Attorney General Jensen that by February
1983 the statute of limitation had expired on the substantive
crimes of false claims and false statements. Mr. Jensen's letter in-
forming the Navy that the dominant reason for closing the case
was the absence of sufficient evidence to prove a criminal conspira-
cy is consistent with the view that the statute of limitations would
have barred prosecution of the substantive offenses.

12. The statute of limitations would not have been a bar to pros-
ecution on charges of conspiracy. The Alexandria prosecutors be-
lieved there was substantial evidence of fraud and conspiracy, that
more evidence could be found, and that the investigation should
have been continued. The Justice Department attorney who re-
viewed the case agreed with the Alexandria prosecutors. The Jus-
tice Department supervisors concluded that, although there was
evidence of fraud, there was insufficient evidence on which to base
a prosecution.

13. There was additional delay as the final decision by Assistant
Attorney General Jensen to close the case was not made until
August 1983.
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B. THE DEFENSE PROCUREMENT FRAUD UNIT

1. The Justice Department's Defense Procurement Fraud Unit
has not sufficiently corrected the numerous problems encountered
with previous investigations of major shipbuilders.

2. DPFU has experienced excessive staff turnover, and effective
coordination with the Defense Department still appears to be in
need of improvement.

3. DPFU has produced few successful prosecutors of major con-
tractors. As of July 1986, the Unit had participated in only three
convictions of major defense contractors. In all three cases, the sen-
tences were limited to fines.

4. DPFU appears to lack an adequate recording system for cases
referred to it. According to the General Accounting Office, the Unit
could not produce records showing the reasons for actions, if any,
taken with regard to 58 case referrals.
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DEPARIMENTOF lIIE NAVY

NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND
*S-IIC`,0. O.C. 2OGNT2

May 19,.1977

From: Deputy Commander, Nuclear Propulsion Directorate
(NAVSEA 08)

-To :; Navy Claims Settlement Board (NAW}AT 00X)
Inspector General, Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA
CON)

Subj: Newport Ncws Claim Under CVN 68/69 Construction
Contract N00024-67-C-032S; Preliminary Claiim Item
Technical Analysis Report (CITAR), 3.2.11, "Inter-
mediate Gage Cutout Valves"

Ref : (a) NAVSEAINST 5371.1 of 11 Dec 74

Encl: (1) Preliminary CITAR 3.2.11 (6 copies - Navy Claims
Settlement Board; 2 copies - Inspector General,
Naval Sea Systems Command)

1. NAVSEA 08 analysis to date of the Newport News' claims
indicates that many items are greatly inflated and appear to
be an attempt to make the Government pay for work which is
Newport News' contractual responsibility. An example is
Claim Item 3.2.11, "Intermediate Gage Cutout Valves" submitted
by the company under the contract for construction of the
CVN 68 and CVN 69. Six copies of the subject Claim Item
Technical Analysis Report (CITAR 3.2.11), prepared by NAVSEA
08, are Hereby furnished to the Navy Claims Settlement Board.

2. In this claim item, Newport News alleges that the
Government's reactor plant design agent for CMN 68 Class
aircraft carriers revised systems diagrams in 1974 to require
the addition of 124 intermediate gage cutout valves in seven
CVN 68/69 non-reactor plant propulsion systems; that nothing
in the specifications of Contract N00024-67-C-0325 can be
interpreted as a requirement for these valves; and that
excessive effort was expended by Newport News in complying
with the revised diagrams. Newport News requests an increase
of $222,230 in the target cost of the contract for this
claimed effort.

3. NAVSEA 08 evaluation of this claim item indicates that the
diagram revisions cited by Newport Ncws assigned identifica-
tion numbers to intermediate gage cutout valves, most of which
were required by initial issue of the diagrams developed by
the shipbuilder in the period 1968 - 1970; that the design
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effort associated with these seven propulsion plant systems
was Newport News' responsibility under the terms of the con-struction contract; that the design agent did not revise thediagrams, as claimed, and in fact had no contractual
responsibility for the systems in question; that theconstruction contract specifications expressly require valveswhich perform the function that intermediate gage cutoutvalves provide; and that Newport News repeatedly assured theGovernment that implementation of these diagrams did notrequire a contract change.

4. Reference (a) defines fraud as any willful means of takingor attempting to take unfair advantage of the Government
including but not limited to deceit either by suppression ofthe truth or misrepresentation of a material fact. Reference(a) requires any person in the Naval establishment who hasknowledge of possible fraud to report such knowledge toappropriate authorities. Accordingly, two copies of the sub-ject Claim Item Technical Analysis Report are herewith providedto the Inspector General, Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA OON).

_G Al 9KI VR
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

_ _S.I.GTO.. D.C. 20362 JrL 2 4 h ,

From: Deputy Coimnander, Nuclear Propulsion Directorate (.NAVSEA 08)
To: Navy Claims Settlement Board (N1AVMAT OOX)

Inspector General, Naval Sea Systems Commrand (NA\'SEA X::)

Subj: Newport News Claim Under CGhN 38-41 Construction Contract
NO024-70-C-O252, Preliminary Claim Item Technical Analysis
Report (CITAR), 5.2.8, Reactor Coapartment Ventilation Control
Air System

Ref: (a) My letter of 19 Say 1977 to XW-1'kT COX and XAVSBA CON
(b) Hearings before the House Appropriations Comrmittee

Subcomnittee on the Department of Defense Concerning
Department of Defense Appropriations for 1978, Part 4

(c) NAVSEkINST 5371.1 of 11 Dec 74

Encl: (1) Preliminary CITAR 5.2.8 (6 copies - Navy Claims Settlement
Board; 2 copies - Inspector General, Naval Sea Systems Cozmeand)

(2) Two copies ref (b) - Inspector General, Naval Sea Systens Coa-.nd

1. In reference (a) I reported that 1NAVSEA 08 analysis to date of the
Newport News clairis indicates that many items are greatly inflated and
appear to he an attempt to make the Govcnmment pay for work wniich is
Newport News contractual responsibility. Reference (a) enclosed an
example, Claim Item 3.2.11, Intenmediatc Gage Cutout Valves, submitted
by the company under the contract for construction of the CvlWs 6S-70.

2. The Defense Subcoecmittee of the House Appropriations Corrnittee held
hearings concerning shipbuilding claims on 22-24 March 1977. The record
of those hearings and supplemental material furnished for the record,
reference (b), was released by the Co:nnittee on 20 June 1977 Aty co-nents
concerning shipbuilding claims are contained on pages 381 to 718 of that
record. My summary of the Newport News claims situation appears on pages
483 to 499. Some specific examples of how Newport News has inflated or
exaggerated their claims are cited on pages 496 to 498, 503, and 570 to 574.

3. Another example of a Newport News claim which appears to be an attempt
by Newport News to shift to the Government the responsibility to pay for
work which is the shipbuilder's contractual responsibility is Claim Item
5.2.8, the Reactor Compartmcnt Ventilation Control Air System, submitted
by the company under the contract for construction of the CGN's 35-41.
The reactor compartment ventilation control air system is one of the
individual systems that comprise the reactor plant. In this claim itemt,
Newport News alleges that the contract specifications for this system wefe
so vague and misleading that the Contractor did not recognize the extensive
differences between the CGN 36 and the CMN 38 for this system until years
after the contract for the CG\N 38 Class w as definitized. The Contractor
alleges that the Government is therefore responsible to increase the

,. ~~~~
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target cost by the difference between his present estimate of the cost
of this system in the CGN 38 Class ships and hi, estimate of the cost of
the simpler system in the CGN 36. The Contractor requests an adjustment
in target cost of S918,216 plus profit, target to ceiling spread, and
escalation for CGN's 38, 39, and 40.

4. NAVSEA OS evaluation of this claim item indicates that the Contractor's
.- allegations of deficient Government specifications are a misrepresentation

of the facts. The specifications for this system in the CGN 38 Class were
specifically changed frcm those for CGN 36 to spell out the requirements
for the more comnplex control air system in the CM' 38 Class. The specifi-
cations for CGNI 38, unlike those for CGN 36, included a separate diagram entitle_
"Diagram Reactor Compartment Ventilation Control Air System" that showed the
interconnection between and listed the individual components such as the
valves, manifolds, air flasks, pressure gages, and other components
comprising the system. The Contractor's claim includes pricing for
buying and installing itemized components that were shown and tabulated
on the original contract guidance drawing that is part of the
Ship's Specifications.

S. As noted in reference (a), reference (c) defines fraud as any willful
means of taking or attempting to take unfair advantage of the Government
including, but not limited to, deceit either by suppression of the truth
or misrepresentation of a material fact. Reference (c) requires any
person in the Naval establishment who has knowledge of possible fraud
to report such knowledge to appropriate authorities. Accordingly, two
copies of the subject Claim Item Technical Analysis Report and two copies
of reference (b) are provided herewith to the Inspector General, Naval
Sea Systems Comimand (NAVSEA 00N).

6. I note that by letter to the Secretary of the Navy dated 11 June 1976
the Chairman of the Subcommittee on Priorities and Economy in Government
of the Congressional Joint Economic Cosmmittee requested "a formal investi-
gation to determine whether there is substantial evidence that the ship-
building claims filed by Newport News Shipbuilding may be based on
fraudulent representations." The Chairman also noted that "on two prior
occasions I have requested the Navy to investigate the possibility of
false claims. In both cases, involving Lockheed and Litton, the claims
were referred to the Justice Department for criminal investigation following
inquiries by the Navy." In his response of 24 June 1976, the Secretary of
the Navy stated:

"The Navy is now evaluating the recently submitted Newport News
claims. Employment of a detailed multi-disciplined team approach
in evaluating these claims, it is believed, will uncover evidence
of any fraud.... I can assure you that if there should be indica-
.tion of fraud, the matter will be referred to the Department of
Justice."

2
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7. I do not know what action, if any, has been taken over the past 13
months to fulfill the Secretary of the Navy's commitment cited above.
However, in order to fulfill the responsibilities of the Naval Sea
Systems Coemand, the organization responsible for the Newport Ne's
shipbuilding contracts, I recommend that the Inspector General, Naval
Sea Systems Command, formally ask the Navy Claims Settlement Board and
the Supervisor of Shipbuilding, Ncwport News to report any indication
of possible fraud they may have uncovered in their extensive reviews
to date of the Newport News claims. As a minimum, I would expect that
each claim item for which it has been concluded that there is no
Contractor entitlement should be considered as possibly representing
a false claim.

8. The NAVSEA 08 claims analysis group is currently analyzing additional
Newport News claim items totaling millions of dollars in requested
adjustments in target costs to Newport News contracts which also appear
to be examples of Newport News' attempts to shift to the Goverrnment
the responsibility to pay for work which is the shipbuilder's
contractual responsibility. These Claim Item Technical Analysis Reports
will be forwarded when they are complete.

3
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SE '^ SYSTEMS COMMAND

ASGINGTON D.C. 20362

1 November 1977

From: Deputy Commander, Nuclear Propulsion Directorate
(NAVSEA 08)

To: Navy Claims Settlement Board (NAVMAT OOX)

Inspector General, Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA OON)

Subj: Newport News Claim Under CVN 68/69 Construction Contract
N00024-67-C-032S; Preliminary Claim Item Technical
Analysis Report (CITAR) 3.2.2, "Mock-Up Design Problems
(MUDP's)"

Ref: (a) My ltr of 19 May 1977 to NAVMAT OOX and NAVSEA DON
(b) My ltr of 14 Jul 1977 to NAVMAT OOX and NAVSEA OON
(c) NAVSEAINST 5371.1 of 11 Dec 1974

Encl: (1) Preliminary CITAR 3.2.2 (6 copies - Navy Claims
Settlement Board; 2 copies - Inspector General,
Naval Sea Systems Command)

1. In my testimony before the Defense Subcommittee of the House
Appropriations Committee on 24 March 1977, I reported that ship-
building claims have taken on a common pattern, characterized
by "imaginative" legal theories; failure to document cause and
effect; and the use of inflated, unsubstantiated cost estimates.
Frequently the bottom line alleged in the claims is that the
Government is responsible for all losses projected or incurred
on the contracts. The claims rarely, if ever, acknowledge
Contractor errors.

2. A case in point is the Newport News claims. If these claims
were paid at face value, the company would recover all costs
plus a substantial profit-despite major labor turbulence, low
productivity,and other contractor-responsible problems encountered
during performance of the contracts. It is not surprising,
therefore, that scrutiny of these claims indicates there are
many items which appear to be an attempt by the company to
make the Government pay for work which is Newport News' contractual
responsibility. With reference (b,), I enclosed the record of the
Defense Subcommittee's hearing which cited specific examples
of such claim items.

3. The use of omnibus, inflated, and unsubstantiated claims to
reprice contracts appears to be acceptable to some, on the basis

06-,9.
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that it should be taken for granted that the contractor will
overstate his case; that claims are merely the starting point
for negotiations; and that the Government will have an opportunity
to separate the "grain from the chaff" in the claims analysis.
Claims containing allegations which are untrue or misleading
are justified by some on grounds that these misrepresentations
are mere "puffing"-whatever that may be. Further, inflated
claims provide the opportunity, endorsed by some, to pay large
amounts beyond what is contractually owed on the basis of
"litigative risk",while still settling the claim at far less
than the amount claimed.

4. I do not see how the examples taken from Newport News' claims
which I described in my testimony before the Defense Subcommittee,
and the additional two items I brought to your attention by
references (a) and (b), can be rationalized as "puffing." In
accordance with reference (c), I brought these matters to the
attention of the NAVSEA inspector General for investigation of
possible fraud.

S. Mr. John Diesel, Chief Executive Officer and Chairman of
the Board of Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company,
has stated publicly, including testimony to Congress, that
Newport News' claims contain only items for which the Government
is responsible; that the $894 million increase in ceiling prices
claimed is a legitimate representation of work added by the
Government and does not include costs for which the contractor
is responsible. For example, in a November 18, 1976, speech
before a civic organization in Newport News, Mr. Diesel stated:

"Some of the instant experts have characterized these
claims as 'cost overruns.' This is not the case.
Sometimes we make mistakes, and our costs sometimes do
exceed our estimates. But our claims against the Navy
do not reflect our own errors. They include only the
cost impact of Government actions, including changes
in ship design and construction ordered by the Navy
and late and defective Government-furnished equipment
and information."

Also, Mr. Diesel informed the Defense Subcommittee that:

"We did not start with a fixed amount of money.
We took each element that we felt was truly Govern-
ment responsible, and costed that out, and let it
fall where it may."

However, Mr. Diesel's public assurances appear to be at variance
with the facts. The purpose of this memorandum is to bring to
your attention another example of this disparity; i.e,
Claim Item 3.2.2, "Mock-Up Design Problems" submitted by
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Newport News under the contract for construction of the CVN's
68-70. This claim item is described in the following
paragraphs.

6. Under the CVN 68 Class ship construction contract, Newport
News is required to design and construct a full-scale mock-up
of the port side of Main Machinery Room (MMR) No. 2. Under a
separate contract, Newport News in its capacity as the Reactor
Plant Planning Yard (RPPY) is required to build and maintain
a full-scale mock-up of one CVN 68 Class Reactor Room. To aid
in the identification and resolution of design problems in
these two mock-ups, Newport News developed an internal shipyard
procedure and form for reporting Mock-Up Design Problems (MUDP's).
This procedure and form apply both to the shipbuilding contract
for the Main Machinery Room mock-up, and to the Reactor Plant
Planning Yard contract for the Reactor Room mock-up. Accordingly,
the procedure title contains the reference symbols for both
contracts.

7. In Claim Item 3.2.2, Newport News alleges that 214 of 9,000
MUDP's issued by the contractor's personnel involved "preference
refinements, appearance improvements and access improvements"
in the Main Machinery Rooms; that these MUDP's represent changed
and added work; and that until the claim was prepared, the
contractor was not aware that he had processed the MUDP's
"without including them in the definitization baseline or
without otherwise requesting compensation." The claim lists
the reports of 32 inspections by NAVSEA 08 personnel to review
and approve MMR No.2 mock-up design prior to shipboard instal-
lation. The contractor imolies that the 214 MUDP's claimed were
a direct result of Government actions taken during these
inspections. The contractor requests an adjustment in the
contract target cost of $217,474, plus profit, target to
ceiling spread, and escalation. Subsequently, the contractor
reported that this figure should be reduced by about $4,000
because he originally overstated the number of Government-
responsible MUDP's.

8. As a first step in analysis of this claim, NAVSEA 08 reviewed
contemporaneous reports issued for some of the cited inspections
to determine if all 214 MUDP's claimed were, in fact, NAVSEA
directed rather than contractor initiated. This was thought
important because only 17 MUDP's of the 214 claimed indicated
on the MUDP form that the MUDP resulted from NAVSEA comments.
A review of selected reports provided no basis to support the
allegation that the 214 claimed MUDP's arose from Government
actions.

9. Accordingly, the contractor was requested by letter of
20 September 1977 to substantiate that claimed MUDP's were
issued at the direction of NAVSEA representatives during their
inspections of the Main Machinery Room mock-up. The purpose
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of this request was to verify the contractor's apparent criteria
for selecting the specific MUDP's claimed out of the total
population of 9,000 MUDP's allegedly issued.

10. The contractor's reply of 29 September 1977 failed to
provide the requested substantiation; was ambiguously worded;
and merely reasserted the general allegation that the Government's
"continuing extensive reviews of the mock-up caused innumerable
design changes." The reply stated that no attempt had been
made to tie claimed MUDP's to specific inspections since such
a review "was not practical." The contractor's response implied
that all 9,000 MUDP's arose from Government direciion and that
the 214 claimed represented those which involved work beyond
contract requirements. The fact is that many MUDP's were
issued by the contractor entirely at his own initiative. Also,
the contractor's response alleges Government responsibility on
grounds that the Government's Reactor Plant Planning Yard (RPPY)
wrote the procedure for reporting MUDP's. Neither the claim
nor the contractor's response notes that the scope of the MUDP
procedure applies to both the shipbuilding contract and the
Reactor Plant Planning Yard (RPPY) contract, as the reference
symbols in the procedure title clearly indicate. Nowhere in
the claim or in its supporting data did the contractor explain
that Newport News' personnel reviewing the MMR No. 2 mock-up
were acting in their shipbuilding, not RPPY, capacity.

11. NAVSEA 08 review of CVN 68 Claim Item 3.2.2, and the
contractor's subsequent reply, indicates that allegations of
Government-directed work beyond the scope of the contract
constitute a misrepresentation of fact, as follows:

* Despite the clear implications in the claim
and subsequent correspondence from the contractor
that the 214 claimed MUDP's were generated as a
result of NAVSEA inspections of the CVN 68 MMR No. 2
mock-up, 36 of the claimed MUDP's were issued prior
to the first NAVSEA MMR No. 2 mock-up inspection
cited in the claim.

* Only 17 of the claimed MUDP's contain notations
indicating a NAVSEA comment was involved in issuance
of the MUDP. For the remaining 197 MUDP's, the
contractor has provided no information to corroborate
the assertion that these MUDP's were issued at the
Government's direction. The contractor apparently
has made no attempt to segregate MUDP's he initiated
from those originating from comments by NAVSEA
personnel. Instead, the contractor appears to have
"backed out" all MUDP's he now considers to be changes,
and asserted these in the claim regardless of how they
were actually initiated.

83-250 0 - 88 - 3
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* Contrary to the allegation in the claim that 214
specific MUDP's constituted changes under the
contract, analysis of each of these MUDP's shows
that none required work beyond the scope of the
shipbuilding contract to comply with specific
sections of the Ship's Specifications, as shown
in the attached Claim Item Technical Analysis Report.

* To the extent that some of the MUDP's may have been
issued as a result of NAVSEA inspection of the
Main Machinery Room mock-up, the Ship's Specifications
expressly provide that the contractor is responsible
to make any changes resulting from NAVSEA mock-up
inspections.

* Contrary to the implication in the claim that Newport
News could not have contemplated that the mock-up would
be inspected to the standards used by NAVSEA, it should
be noted that the first NAVSEA mock-up inspection cited
in the claim was performed in June 1969 and 15 of the 32
inspections cited were completed before Newport News
signed the definitized contract on 30 June 1970.

* No evidence has been presented that the NAVSEA inspectors
abused their authority. In fact, the results of each
NAVSEA mock-up inspection were fully documented and
reports of inspections after 4 November 1969 included
statements that the actions cited were within the scope
of the contract.

* Copies of these inspection reports were furnished by
the Government to the contractor shortly after the
inspections, with a written admonition not to proceed
with work arising from the inspections which was
considered by the contractor to be beyond existing
contract requirements. This admonition also provided
that performance of added work, absent the contractor's
obtaining contractual authorization, would be at his own
expense.

* Where the contractor considers that a contract change is
required, contractual procedures are available to the
contractor to so notify the Government. No such
notification was provided other than the claim submittal
itself, several years after the claimed work was performed.

* It is not true that all 9,000 MUDP's were issued at the
Government's direction. Also, the contractor's reference
to the RPPY is misleading, since Newport News in its
capacity as RPPY has no contractual or technical authority
with respect to the MMR No. 2 mock-up except for a small
amount of reactor plant piping.

S
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* The contractor failed to point out that he directly bene-
fited from the design resolutions initiated by many MUDP's
which resulted in reduced construction costs.

12. Claim Item 3.2.2 appears to be a sophisticated form of
misrepresentation. It advances a faulty conclusion-that the
Government owes Newport News money-by relying heavily on
implication and innuendo; substituting sophistry for fact
and logic; and avoiding outright falsehoods while promoting
misleading impressions of Government responsibility. Newport
News was given the opportunity to explain, substantiate, or even
retract its allegations. The questions asked by the Government
were straightforward; the response given was not. Instead,
the Company replied in the same vein as the original claim.

13. Reference (c) defines fraud as any willful means of taking
or attempting to take unfair advantage of the Government
including, but not limited to, deceit either by suppression of the
truth or misrepresentation of a material fact. Reference (c)
requires any person in the Naval establishment who has knowledge
of possible fraud to report such knowledge to appropriate
authorities. Accordingly, two copies of the subject Claim
Item Technical Analysis Report are provided herewith to the
Inspector General, Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA OON).

4. G. R1 ~ e ,
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a ,,. _DPA'P A 1 HE NAVY
AVAL YA:, EMS COMMAND

is >^>: / w ,.oK em ,~~~~~~C~ 0362

XSK>~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1. RE'LI KE~Et R T
'-- C/ 1~.*.~*--~~')*.. . OO3SZ 30 December 1977

From: Deputy Commander, No ear Propulsion Directorate
(NAVSEA 08)

To: Secretary of the Navy

Subj: Newport News Claim Under CVN 68 Class Construction
Contract N00024-67-C-0325; Claim Items 4.1.1, "Govern-
ment Responsible Delay - USS NIMITZ (CVAN 68)" and
4.1.2, "Government Responsible Delay - USS DWIGHT D.
EISENHOWER (CVAN 69)"

Ref: (a) My letter of 19 May 1977 to NAVM!AT OOX and NAVSEA OON
(b) My letter of 14 Jul 1977 to NAVMAT OOX and NAVSEA OON
(c) My letter of 1 Nov 1977 to NAVMAT OOX and NAVSEA OON
(d) My letter of 18 Nov 1977 to NAVXLAT OOX and NAVSEA OON
(e) My letter of 10 Dec 1977 to NAVSEA OON and ASN(MRA&L)
(f) NAVSEAINST 5371.1 of 11 Dec 1974

Encl: (1) NAVSEA 08 Comments on Selected Specific Newport News'
Allegations Contained in CVN 68 Class Claim Item 4.1.1,
"Government Responsible Delay - USS NIMITZ (CVAN 68)"

1. The purpose of this memorandum is to report that Claim
Item 4.1.1, "Government Responsible Delay - USS NIMITZ (CVAN 68)"
and Claim Item 4.1.2, "Government Responsible Delay - DWIGHT D.
EISENHOWER (CVAN 69)" submitted by Newport News under the
contract to construct CVN's 68-70 may warrant investigation for
possible violation of fraud or false claims statutes.

2. By references (a) through (e), in accordance with reference (f),
I brought to the attention of the Inspector General, Naval Sea
Systems Command, numerous items from the claims submitted by
Newport News and Electric Boat which appear to be attempts by
these companies to make the Government pay money it does not owe.
These reports describe items in the Newport News and Electric
Boat claims which are examples of:

* Statements which are demonstrably untrue.
• Statements apparently designed to mislead.
* Withholding of documents which would disprove

allegations of Government responsibility.
* Alleged Government responsibility for costs which

are the shipbuilder's responsibility under the contract.
* Claims for costs that have already been reimbursed.
* Claims for costs which have not or will not be incurred.
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These reports were forwarded by the NAVSEA Inspector
General via the Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command and
the Chief of Naval Material to the Navy General Counsel
'for appropriate action. I understand that the reports
have taken as long as six weeks to reach the General Counsel.
I further understand that two attorneys in the Office of the
Navy General Counsel have-been assigned, on a part-time basis,
to review and evaluate these reports, as well as reports by
others, to determine whether the Navy should send the claims
to the Justice Department for investigation of possible
violation of fraud or false claims statutes.

3. 1 have assumed that, because of your interest in the
shipbuilding claims issue and the gravity of possible
violations of fraud or false claims statutes, you would
be kept informed of reports of possible false or fraudu-
lent shipbuilding claims and that you would be consulted
on how this issue is being handled. However, based on
my understanding of the testimony to the Congressional Joint
Economic Committee yesterday by the Assistant Secretary
of the Navy (Manpower, Reserve Affairs, and Logistics) and
the Navy General Counsel, this may not be the case. There-
fore, I am addressing this memorandum to you to ensure that
the attention, priority, and resources applied to this matter
are in accordance with your directions.

4. In Claim Item 4.1.1, the Contractor attributes 160
days of delay in delivery of CVN 68 to numerous allegedly
Government responsible problems encountered in the CVN 68
lead reactor plant acceptance test program, stated by the
Contractor to be "the sequenlce-which controlled vessel
delivery." The thrust of this claim item is that the Govern-
ment alone is responsible for the entire 123-day interval
between actual delivery of CVN 68 on 11 April 197S and the
contract delivery date of December 9, 1974. The difference
of 37 days, between 160 days of allegedly Government
responsible delay and 123 days of actual delay,is attributed
by Neu-port News to the mitigating effect of Contractor actions.
In Claim Item 4.1.1, the Contractor states:
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"Through the efforts of experienced Contractor con-
struction and testing supervisory personnel and by the
optimum utilization of available labor and material
resources, the Contractor was able to improve on the
time that should have been required to complete aind deliver
the ship. A calculated 160-day delay in vessel delivery
was reduced to an actual 123-day delay as a result of
the intense and continuous efforts of the Contractor.
Therefore, based on the documented evidence discussed
in thigh ana.yis4 the Contractor hereby requests a 123-

-day Ayislrent to the Contract delivery date of the USS
NIMITZ as a direct result of Government responsible causes.
More specifically from December 9, 1974 to April 11, 1975.'

S. In Claim Item 4.1.2, the Contractor attributes 731 days
of corollary delay in delivery of CVN 69 due to the alleged
impact the delay of CVN 68 had on the Contractor's resources.
Thus, the Contractor asserts the Government is also solely
responsible for the entire 731 day interval between the delivery
of CVN 69 of June 30, 1977 anticipated at the time of claim
submission and the original contract delivery date of June 30,
1975. The Contractor states:

"...because of actions of the Government as set forth
and described in this proposal, the Contractor's planning
and scheduling efforts were upset on a continuing basis.
Late delivery of Government furnished equipment; defective
receipt of Government furnished equipment; late, deficient,
incomplete and inadequate Government furnished information;
deficient, incomplete and ambiguous contract design caused
the construction schedule and workload for CVN 69 to expand.
Although many of these problems first directly affected
CVAN 68, the lead ahipin-the class, their impact was felt
on CVAN 69. Thus, Government responsible problems on
CVAN 68 which resulted in increased work and delay severely
hampered the CVAN 69 construction program, and it too was
delayed... CVAN 68 delay caused delay to CVAN 69."

6. The "documented evidence" furnished in support of the 160
days of delay claimed in delivery of CVN 68 is a compendium
of over 100 fairly specific, allegedly Government responsible
problems encountered in the reactor plant test program. Each
problem is assigned an amount of resultant delay (in hours or
days) and categorized by the phase of the test program in which
the problem allegedly occurred.

3
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*f For the 123 days of MIN 68 delay experienced, Newport
News requests an adjustment in target cost of $S15,474,511,
plus profit and target to ceiling spread as stated elsewhere
in the claim. This amounts to a requested adjustment to
contract target cost of $125,809 for each day of delay claimed.

8. For the 731 days of CVN 69 delay claimed, N.wport News
requests an adjustment in target cost of $S52,399,181 plus
profit and target to ceiling spread as stated elsewhere in
the claim. This amounts to a requested adjustment to contract
target-cost of $71,682 for each day of CVN 69 delay claimed.
Thus, for each day of delay to the CVN 68, the Contractor
requests a total target cost adjustment for both ships of
approximately $197,491, exclusive of claimed disruption and
financing costs. Applying the ceiling to target spread to
this amount indicates the Contractor is requesting, for each
day of delay to the CVN 68, a total ceiling price adjustment
for both ships of approximately $262,633, exclusive of claimed
disruption and financing costs.

9. To assist those responsible for preparing the Navy's
evaluation of this claim item, NAVSEA 08 representatives
reviewed each of the CVN 68 lead reactor plant test problems
cited by the Contractor as Government-responsible and alleged
to have caused delay in the CVN 68. Enclosure (1) contains
the NAVSEA 08 findings relative to seventeen alleged problems
cited by the Contractor. Enclosure (1) is not intended to
be a comprehensive analysis of Claim Item 4.1.1. There are
many other portions of this claim item not addressed in
enclosure (1) for which the Government has no liability under
the terms of the CVN 68 Class construction contract. Enclosure
(1) addresses only certain specific allegations contained
in Claim Item 4.1.1, which appear to involve misrepresentation
of fact or omission of material information readily available
to the Company which would defeat its case that the Government
is responsible for the delay claimed. The total increase
in target cost of CVNA,. and CVN 69 claimed for the items
discussed in enclosure ua,,,the Contractor's claimed
costs per day of delay, is approximftely $7.3 million. The
corresponding increase in ceiling price claimed for these
items is approximately S9.S million.

10. A few examples discussed in enclosure (1) include:

* The Contractor alleges that 30 hours in delay of
testing occurred as a result of "the loss of
flow to the Government furnished steam generators."
The estimated increase in target cost claimed is
approximately $246,850 for both ships. This allegation

4
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appears to be carefully worded to leave the impression
that defective Government furnished equipment (GFE)
is involved. In fact, no defective GFE was involved.
Loss of M flow resulted from automatic shutdown
of shipbuilder furnished Z pumps occasioned
by a loss of pressure in the asipbuilder responsible
auxiliary exhaust system.

* The Contractor claims 20 hours delay on grounds that
"Section 5.12 of Test Procedure 3-KA-23 was delayed
as a result of the loss of coolant flow (unsatisfactory
performance of GFE)". The estimated increase in
target cost claimed is approximately $164,550 for
both ships. NAVSEA 08 review na teas that the
problem resulted from loss of EMOOaflow caused
by defective performance of th-e-eectrical power
supply to pumps. The electrical
power supp y is S ip uil er, not Government, furnished.

* The Contractor cl 3.5 hours delay in testing on
the basis that, " plant fill IWas] delayed
due to inability to obtain specified by
Government furnished informition.__JT1 Agreements 562
and 5L3 issued to commence plant fill with a relaxed

requirement." The requested increase in target
cost claimed is approximately $111,000 for both ships.
The Contractor implies that Government furnished
information was over-specified. In fact, the Govern-
ment, at the Contractor's request, relaxed the require-
ment in question on a one time only basis for CVN 68.
The test procedure was not permanently changed, and
the requirement is essentially the same for
all uiZT~E aurface ships. Also, NAVSEA JMM

noted that inab5i ty
to achieve was apparently due
to a located in the ship-
builder-furnished system. Use
of this valve was Tiscontinued on folow plants
(both CVN 68 and CVN 69) and the originally required
was met for those plants.

* The Contractor clai a5 Xs of testing delay due
to "Spare pumps bolt hole
misalignment problem. Government furnished equipment.
Testing sequence modified as proposed by Contractor
in an attempt to minimize effect of delay on mandatory
path test sequence." The requested target cost
increase claimed is approximately $205,700 for both
ships. This item implies that a government furnished
pump caused the misalignment problem. In fact, the
pump was not defective; the misalignment problem
arose from shipbuilder furnished piping to be connected
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with the GFE pump. The only documented problem
associated with the GFE pump concerned a flange bolt
hole which required thread refurbishment as a result
of a Contractor's tradesman error during pipe fit-up.
Since this problem arose from poor shipbuilder work-
manship, it too is the shipbuilder's responsibility.
The GFE pump was not defective when furnished to the
Contractor.

11. Reference (f) defines fraud as any willful means of
taking or attempting to take unfair advantage of the Government
including, but not limited to, deceit either by suppression
of the truth or misrepresentation of a material fact. Reference
(f) requires any person in the Naval establishment who has
knowledge of possible fraud to report such knowledge to
appropriate authorities.

H. C. Rickover

Copy to: (With enclosure)

Inspector General, Naval Sea Systems Command (NW'SEA OON)
Cnairman, Navy Claims Settlement Bcard (NMAWT OOX)

6
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q I-W&MMM

NAVSEA 08 Comments on Selected Specific Newport News'
Allegations Contained in Claim Item 4.1.1,

"Government Responsible Delay - USS NIMITZ (CVAN 68)"
Submitted by Newport News Under Contract N00024-67-C-0325

Enclosure (1) with attachme
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INDEX

Allegations Addressed

1.
. 2.

3 .
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
-9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

4.1.1.1 .F
4.1.1.2
4.1.1.3.E
4.1.1.4.C
4.1.1.6.D
4.1.1.6.G
4.1.1.7.J
4.1.1.9.J
4.1.1.9.M
4.1.1.9.N
4.1.1.9.Q
4.1.1.9.S
4.1.1.9.U
4.1.1.9.W
4.1.1.9.Z
4.1.1.9.AA
4.1.1.9.AC

Ambunt of Delay Claimed (in hours)

9.5
456

93
25

9.5
13.5
25.5
68
30
20.5
20
15.5
7

12
68
4

19.5
Total 896.5

(37.35 daysi )

Note:

1. For the 123 days delay claimed for CVN 68 in Claim Item
4.1.1., Newport News requests an adjustment to contract target
cost of $15,474,511; this represents a requested contract
target cost adjustment of about $125,809 for each delay day
claimed. For 731 days delay claimed for CVN 69 in Claim Item
4.1.2, Newport News requests an adjustment to contract target
cost of $52,399,181; this represents a requested contract
target cost adjustment of about $71,682 for each delay day
claimed. Claim Item 4.1.2 alleges that each delay in CVN 68
caused a delay in CVN 69. Therefore, the adjustment in
target cost claimed for both ships a result of the items
discussed herein is approximately $7.3 million, exclusive
claimed disruption and financing costs.

1
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(1) Ite- 4.1.1.1.?

Contractor Allegation:

'Coolant system flush No. 6 delayed
because of inadequate Government furnished in-
structions. (Advance change notice to the reactor
plant manual issued.)

Period Claimed:

FROM 0040 11-9-73
TO 1035 11-9-73

Delay Claimed:

9.5 hours

NAVSEA 08 Comment:

The Contractor's allegation of inadequate Government
furnished instructions is misleading. An advance
change notice (ACN) to the Government-furnished
reactor Plant manual necessary to complete the

system flush was received
y the Contractor approximately 4 hours prior to

commencement of the test, as documented in the shift
test engineer log. The shift test engineer log
also indicates that the shipbuilder, between the
hours 0220 and 0700, was performing a valve lineup
in support of the system flush. (This was required
before flush was to begin.) At 0640, the shift
test engineer received the required ACN. The
start of the flush was not delayed by the ACN. Thus,
the Government was not responsible for delay of

-- -esystem flush.

(2) Item 4.1.1.2 (Preparation for Hot Operations)

Contractor Allegation: See attachment Ul.

Period Claimed:

FROM 11-26-73
TO 12-17-73

Delay Claimed:

19 days

2
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NAVSEA 08 Comment:

This claim item does not correlate cause and effect
but merely identifies three specific problems
generally alleging that the three problems caused
a total 19-day Government responsible delay in
sequential path to ship deliver The three
problems cited relate to (1)
vibration; (2) pipe hangers; an
pump noise.

In connection with the ration
problem, installation anl s ofirti!
pump sway brace was coilid- v
10 December 1973. e work on the sway braces was scheduled so
as not to interfere with controllin th work. This sway brace was
fabricated and installed under th shpbuimig contract which required
sway braces if vibrations were a problem. Testing of the pmip with
sway brace installed was performed under HMR 313 which was adjudicated
in February, 1974, and specifically stated that the work associated
with pump testing would result in no delay in ship delivery. Therefore,
the Contractor has no basis for now claiming delay.

The claim item also discusses a pipe hanger problem.
The claim alleges that in November 1973, several of
the pipe hangers which are required to be installed
prior to hot operations had to be redesigned and that,
as a result, testing was delayed. In fact, these
hangers were completed and installed by 14 December
1973. Installation of these hangers was not on the
controlling path. The Contractor was not ready to
commence hot operations until three days later, 17
December 1973; the hanger problem was not responsible
for any delay in hot operations.

Concerning the pump noise roblem the
Contractor alleqes that an abnormal noise

,was investigated; that the
investigation required approximately 24 hours to
perform; and that the Government is responsible for
the resulting delay. The Contractor fails to note
that the investigation was conducted concurrent with
the shipbuilder's preparations for hot operations.
Therefore, no delay was incurred.

In summary the inerv~ail between completion of cold
operation and commencement of hot
operations was not extended by 19 days because of
Government-furnished information or equipment problems,
contrary to the shipbuilder's allegations.
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The actual lead plant controlling path work during
thia period was completion of required testing and
work on over 700 incomplete shipbuilder responsible work items,
including some major items such as lagging of the steam generating
system, before hot operations could commence.

(3) Item 4.1.1.3.E

Contractor Allegation:

"Design evaluation of auxiliary exhaust system
after operation of unloader valve required
installation of vacuum breakers and extensive system
flushing. Inadequate Government responsible system
design Course of Actions 85, 86, 88, 90, and JTG
A reement 394 issued. (20.5 hours of concurrent

hydraulic valve operations not included
in this assessment. See following assessment.)"

Period Claimed:

FROM: 1145 1-05-74
TO : 1145 1-10-74

Delayed Claimed:

93 hours

NAVSEA 08 Comment:

The claim erroneously purports that the auxiliary
exhaust system is a 'Government responsible system
design.' In fact, the auxiliary exhaust system is a
shipbuilder responsible design; therefore, the ship-
builder is responsible for any delay associated with
the design.

(4) Item 4.1.1.4.C

Contractor Allegation:

'Spare pump bolt hole misalignment
problem. Government furnished equipment. Testing
sequence modified as proposed by Contractor in an
attempt to minimize effect of delay on mandatory path
test sequence."

Period Claimed:

FROM: 0820 2-16-74
TO : 1130 2-17-74

4
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Delay Claimed:

25 hours NOTE: Delay time of 25 hours was
calculated by deducting time
spent to perform test proce-
dure 2-A/B-6, Section 5.16
from the total number of
hours in this time period.

NAVSEA 08 Comment:

The claim apparently contends the GFE pump caused the
misalignment problem. In fact, the GFE pump was not
defective; the misalignment problem concerned shipbuilder
furnished piping to be connected to the Government
furnished pump. Thus, this problem is shipbuilder
responsible. The only documented problems with the
pump itself concerned a flange bolt hole which had to
have its threads refurbished as a result of a trades-
man working with the piping fit-up. Since this
problem resulted due to shipbuilder workmanship,
it too, is the shipbuilder's responsibility. There
was nothing wrong with the GFE pump as furnished.
Information concerning the piping fit up problem is
documented in the after plant shift test engineer
log for 16 February 1974.

(5) 4.1.1.6.D

Contractor Allegation:

ifctioning improperly
. Govern-

ment -furnished equipment. JTG Agreements $552 and
#553 issued and performed.'

Period Claimed:

FROM: 2358 9-2-74
TO : 0421 9-3-74
and
FROM: 1238 9-3-74
TO : 1745 9-3-74

Delay Claimed:

9.5 hours
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NAVSEA 08 Comment:

The alleged improper functioning of the GFE
instrumentation was not the cause of the problem.
The real problem concerned a malfunction in a power
supply which was shipbuilder responsible. The
Government furnished equipment was not the affliction,
but merel the symptom. There was nothing wrong with
the GFE instrumentation. In fact, JTG
agreement No. 53, which is noted in the claim,
identifies the shipbuilder's power supply as the
cause of the problem.

(6) Item 4.1.1.6.G

Contractor Allegation:

'Prima lant fill delayed due to inability to
obtain li M specified by Government furnished
information. JTG Agreements 562 and 563 issued to
commence plant fill with a relaxed requirement.'

Period Claimed:

FROM: 2046 9-11-74
TO : 1715 9-12-74

Delay Claimed:

13.5 hours

NAVSEA 08 Comment:

The Government, at the request of the shipbuilder.
Owia"L"A _h eairement
I

I

bu______________on a one time only
basis for the CVN 68. The test procedure was not
permanently changed, as the original -MM= require-
ment is essentially the same on all nuclear surface
ships. In addition, NAVSEA

oted that the iniity to achieve
was apparently due to a

valve located in the shipbuilder-pro-videdi
system. The use of this valve

was discontinued on follow plants and the test pro-
cedure requiremnnt was met.

Thus, thelIM requirement was not over-specified
by the Government, as demonstrated by the fact it
was met on the follow CVN 68 plant and both CVN 69
plants, and it appears that a shipbuilder responsibl-
system caused the problem

6
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(7) Item 4.1.1.7.J

Contractor Allegation:

'Addtionaltestingof valves
_ requlrea due tM-o replacement

of original defective Government furnished valves.
ACN issued to valve technical manual."

Period Claimed:

FROM: 1055 10-23-74
TO : 1223 10-24-74

Delay Claimed:

25.5 hours

NAVSEA 08 Comment:

The Contractor's alle a ict with the facts.
TflrPoedure
iE ~~~required thathoM S M
i valveg~lh oper~ationall.y tested and set

to correct pressure. Ths Test Procure (T/P) was per-
formed and 7 o e B valves had unsatisfactory set
points. Although the T/P required the shipbuilder
to reset and retest valves showing unsatisfactory
test points he cho rform the retest at that
time, as the filter was showing
indications of restricting flow whic would necessitate
a possible early cooldown from hot operations. The
shipbuilder requested that the Government evaluate the
data taken and inform the Contractor of any action
required as a result of this review.

The Government
accepted the test as is (i.e., the Governmet excused
the shipbuilder from performing the required retest) for
four of the _ valves but instructed the shipbuilder
to reset and retest the other three valves as required
by the T/P. The three valves were subsequently re-
tested during hot operation so No
valves were replaced. No G was au ty. he tests
were merely postponed for the convenience of the parties
involved.

(8) Item 4.1.1.9.J

7
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Contractor Allegation:

'A dela in testing occurred whenever umps

malfunctioneda rpaced

the air poppett valve and limit switches were read-
justed. Valv y nr ial checks were made ; or
startup Startup
was made in accordance with COA 664.-

Period Claimed:

FROM: 0953 1-1-75
TO : 0610 1-4-75

Delay Claimed:

68 hours

NAVSEA 08 Comment:

This im item concerns shi builder-res onsible delay.
The ppump anda ve
are shipbuiM er furnishe equi. It is
interesting to note that this claim item does not
actually state that this equipment is GFE; however, in
item 4.1.1.9.W. the Contractor implies that they are.
The allegation that dela d "due to extended
inoperative time" of the iumps is not
substantiated; immediately prior testing indicates
the pumps were operating satisfactorily. In addition,
the pumps sucessfully completed all tests prior to
iniial criticality. In any case, as noted above the
r;LsL3zoa pumps are CFE, not GFE.

(9) Item 4.1.1.9.M

Contractor Allegation:

Testing was delayed as a result of the loss of
flow to the Government furnished steam generators

Period Claimed:

FROM: 2250 1-7-75
TO : 0515 1-9-75

Delay Claimed:

30 hours
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NAVSEA 06 Comment:

This claim item is misleading. The Contractor fails
to note that the shipbuilder-furnished Iat; pumps
which supply f low to the Government furnished
.steam inerators stopped running and caused the loss
off ; low. The problem is not attributable to the
Government f rnisd steam generators. The shipbuilder-
f urnished pumps authomatically shut down as
a result o a oss of pressure in the auxiliary exhaust
system, also a shipbuilder responsible system. The
Contractor is completely responsible for any delay that
resulted.

(10) Item 4.1.1.9.N

Contractor Allegation: -

'Delay in going to W power pending JTG concurrence
on the method of determining the actual differential
pressure across pump strainers
(Government furnis ed information)."

Period Claimed:

FROM: 0345 1-10-75
TO : 1400 1-10-75

Delay Claimed:

20.5 hours

NAVSEA 08 Comment:

The Contractor's claim item is misleadin Government furnished information
is not involved. The Joint Test Group (RG)-which includes Contractor and
Government representati es andtkose decisions must be unanimeus-would not
agree to proceeding to r until the shipbuilder could assure the

JTG that he was taking accurate and reliable data on
theWQ=:S=Cll~i~gid mpugps differential pressure
gages, as required y the test procedure. Prior
data taken with the gages and procedures (developed
by the shipbuilder) then in effect had been erratic
and did not appear reliable. Additionally, the
shipbuilder's test personnel did not know how to obtain
and calculate the required data. After a review, the
Contractor proposed and the JTG technically concurred
with changing the gages and the method of obtaining
meaningful data to satisfy the test procedure require-
ments. The gage arrangement was sb uiljuder-provided.
The Government only required that pump differential
pressure data be recorded accurately, but not how to
collect the data. The earlier shipbuilder method was
clearly not adequate as evidenced by the Contractor's
recommendation to change it. In addition, it is noted
that the amount of delay claimed (20.5 hours) does not

9
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correspond to the period claimed, since 0345 to 1400
is equal to 10.25 hours.

(11) Item 4.1.1.9.Q

Contractor Allegation.

'Section 5.12 of Test Procedure 3-KA-23 was delayed as
a result of the loss of coolant flow (unsatisfactory
performance of GFE). After performing COA's 274
and 275 the reactor was returned to criticality."

Period Claimed:

FROM: 1154 1-15-75
TO : 0815 1-18-75

Delay Claimed:

20 hours

NAVSEA 08 Comment:

The Contractor's allegation concerning unsatisfactory
performance of GFE" is misleading. The defective
laiet, the electrical power supply to

pumps which mai ntainflow is furnished
by the shipbuilder, not the Government.
flow was lost when the powr s Ipply to the
pumps was lost forcing the pumps to shutdown
There was nothing wrong wi pumps.

(12) Item 4.1.1.9.S

Contractor Allegation:

tests were delayed after
th~e '~-pumps tripped off the line due to low

- pressure (unsatisfactory performance of GFE)."

Period Claimed:

FROM: 1526 1-21-75
TO : 0700 1-22-75

Delay Claimed:

15.5 hours

10
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NAVSEA 08 Comment:

The Contractor's claim is s eading. The Contractor
contends that the loss of constitutes
'unsatisfactory performance of GFE. any, the
Contractor is alleging that the pumps are
Government-furnished. In fact, e feed system is a
shipbuilder design system. e upment comprising
this system, including the pumps, is ship-
builder furnished. No GFE or GFI were involved. The
shipbuilder is responsible for proper operation of the

.feed system. The problems were completely the respon-
sibility of the shipbuilder.

(13) Item 4.1.1.9.U

Contractor Allegation:

'Return to power was delayed due to the requirement
of JTG Course of Action 1594-284 to take steam plant

mNIS~ analysis data, which was part of the work involved
witE unadjudicated HMR 360."

Period Claimed:

FROM: 2230 1-24-75
TO : 0518 1-25-75

Delay Claimed:

7 hours

NAVSEA 08 Comment:

Additional samples of the insystem were analyzed
by the shipbuilder and ship'a force in attempting to
locate the source of present to the
shipbuilder's steam plant The

level was out of specification. The Government
'W3 cncerned that the high concentration A
entering the steam generators would be det Ymenta ;o
the steam generators (accelerated croin)if the

et procedure,
jWgifUta was performed prior to reucing
content to normal levels. HMR 360 did not concern
this problem in any way, contrary to the allegations in
the Contractor's claim.

The responsibility for this problem is completely the
shipbuilder's since a shipbuilder-responsible system
was out of specification.

11
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(14) Item 4.1.1.9.W

Contractor Allegation:

'As a result of low u pump suction pressure

(unsatisfactor ance of GFE) there was a loss of

AS flow and testing was delayed.

The Governme nt ced the Auxiliary Exhaust

system augmenting valve operators operationally
checked and set prior to returning to power."

Period Claimed:

FROM: 1335 1-27-75
TO : 0130 1-28-75

Delay Claimed:

12 hours

NAVSEA 08 Comment:

The Is pumps are not government furnished equipment.

These pumps are provided by the shipbuilder. The auxiliary

exhaust system is a shipbuilder design and all components

are furnished by the shipbuilder. The reference to the

"Government's vendor" is not accurate. This vendor is

subcontracted by the shipbuilder.

(15) Item 4.1.1.9.Z

Contractor Allegation:

_ testin was delayed as a result of the

loss of ste unsatisfactory performance

oGFE) G_ An investigation of

the tank was made. COA 292 which in-

vestetw7 thwe auxiliary exhaust system augmenting valves

settings was completed."

Period Claimed:

FROM: 0335 1-31-75
TO : 2300 2-02-75

Delay Claimed:

68 hours

12
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NAVSEA 08 Comment:

Apparentv. Contractor contends that the loss of
* steam constitutes unsatisfactory per-
formance of Government furnished equipment, when, in
fact the _ system is a shipbuilder-furnished design
and a11 equipment installed in this system is also
shipbuilder furnished. Since the shipbuiJde is
rae for f roper operation of the system,
the: nsi e tank, and the auxiliary exhaust system
and no GFE or OI is involved, the problems encountered
were completely the Contractor's responsibility.

(16) Item 4.1.1.9.AA

Contractor Allegation:

'Dock trials were delayed as adjustments were required
to be made on the throttle control system. The synchro
receiver and servo valve linkage were realigned as
discussed in Proposal Section 3.1.4.'

Period Claimed:

FROM: 0905 2-3-75
TO : 1300 2-3-75

Delay Claimed:

4 hours

NAVSEA OB Comment:

The alleged delay is not the responsibility of the
Government; the throttle control system is a ship-
builder furnished system. The shipbuilder is responsible
for proper operation of this system.

(17) Item 4.1.1.9.AC

Contractor Allegation:

" ~~~~~failed
* -r ' due to extended inope time the
equipment. The valves limit switches and the poppetts
were readjusted. The auxiliary exhaust system augmenting
valves were set and operationally checked.'

13
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Period Claimed:

FROM: 0658 2-7-75
TO : 0732 2-8-75

Delay Claimed:

19.5 hours

NAVSEA 08 Comment:

The Government is not res nsibl for the alleged delay,
since the valve in nd the auxiliary
exhaust vaves ar sipuilder furniuied components. The
shipbuilder is solely responsible for proper operation
of these components. In addition, the Contractor's
allegation that the y alve failed due to an extended
inoperative period is-not substari ed. This valve had
operated satisfactorily during testing just
prior to the procedure.

14
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DEPARI MENT OF I 14E NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSIEMS COMMAND

lwAS.IGTO.. D.C. 203G2

3 January 1978

From: Deputy Commander, Nuclear Propulsion Directorate
(NAVSEA 08)

To: Secretary of the Navy

Subj: Newport News Claim Under CVN 68 Class Construction
Contract N00024-67-C-0325; Claim Item 4.1.2, "Govern-
mcnt Responsible Delay-USS DWICHT D. EISENH0WVER (CVAN 69)"

Ref: (a) My letter of 19 May 77 to NAVIMAT DOX and NAVSEA DON
(b) My letter of 14 Jul 77 to NAVMAT 00X and NAVSEA 00;
(c) My letter of I Nov 77 to NAVIIAT OX and NAVSIEA 0DN
(d) My letter of 18 Nov 77 to NAVMAT OOaX NAVSEA OON
(e) Mvy lctter of 1D Dec 77 to NAVSEA DOC and ASN(MIRAIJ.)
(f) My letter of 30 Dec 77 to SECNAV
(g) NAVSEAINST 5371.1 of 11 Dcc 74

Encl: (1) Figure 4.1-1, page 4-3 of Vol. II, Book S of 10
of Newport News Claim under CMN 68 Construction
Contract N00024-67-C-0325

1. By references (a) throigh i(f), in accordance with reference (g)
I have brought to the attention of appropriate Naval authorities
numerous items from the claims submitted by Newport News anid
lilectric Boat which appear to be attempts by these companies
to make the Government pay money it does not owe. I pointed
out to you in reference (f) that these reports describe items in
the Newport News and Electric Boat claims which are examples of:

* Statements which are demonstrably untrue.

* Statements apparently designed to mislead.

* Withholding of documents which would disprove
allegations of Government responsibility.

* Alleged Government responsibility for costs which
are the shipbuilder's responsibility under the contract.

* Claims for costs that have already been reimbursed.

* Claims for costs which have not or will not be incurred.

2. In reference (f), among other things, I reported that
Claim Item 4.1.2, "Government Responsible Delay-USS DhWIGHT D.
EISENHOWER (CVAN 69)", submitted by Newport News under the
contract to construct three NIMITZ Class aircraft carriers
(CVN 68-70) may warrant investigation for possible violation of
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fraud or false claims statutes. Thc purposc of this letter is
to report additional reasons why that claim item should bc
investigated for violation of possible fraud or false claims
statutes.

3. In Claim Item 4.1.2, "Governmtent Responsibic Dclay-USS
DWIGHT D. EISE':IlOhER (CVANi 69)', \cwcport News at the time of
claim submission in Februnry 1976 projected a ship dcliivery
date of 30 Junc 1977 and allegcd that the Government was
responsible for all of thc 731 calendar days of delay beyond
thc original definitized contract deliver) date of 30 June 1975.
The total incrcse in contract ceiling price claimed for the
CVN 69 is S121 million, of which S70 million is for delay.'

4. InI Sctioi 4.1.2.1, "Causes of IDclay", Newport News allcrcs
that the CVN 69 was delayed due to (overnncnit responsi ble d*lic'
to the C\'N 69; Goveriment responsible expansion of the worl: on
C'N 69; manpower resource problems which resulted from alleged
Covernment responsible dcnys oIn the CUN 6(; :ind duIe to "the
physical resource constraint imposed onl the (ontraclor onl the
in~tial conztructicn of MIN 69 by) CVN 61 delav." 'o attempt
is made in the claim to allocate the S70 million in cciling
plicc adjustment cia i mcd for delay ainoun the al 1(cged C;IuseS
of dclay. Concerning "the physical resource constraint" the
claim states:

"...The p re-launch construction activities on both
vessElT e scheuulled to lakc place in ShIwa:r 1%1
the only non-(ovcrnment building dock in the United
States capable of handling the complete CVAN 68
Class huull construction effort. From an earlier
schedule. Schcedle "A" (Figure 4. r:te I-ST it
can be see!] taa the Cln (. launcuint ani C\'AN 69
keel la-ing were noth schedulcd for Julv. 1970.
CVAN 6S, scheduled to be launched in Mctoucr, 1971
by the definitized schedule, was not launched until
May, 1972. This represents a 7-month delay which
affected construction on CVAN 69. As originallv
planned, when CVAN' 6S was launched, C\AN 69 was planned
to replace it in Snipway 11. however, due to tile
problems encountered in IAAN oS construction. L\N2. 69
could not he placed in snlwaynv 11. lo mitigate the
cffccts, the Contractor r evsed his pfling, and began
construction ot (LAN 6o9 ]I hinowav Y 9. \AN 69 was In

bhipway 9 irom August, I9;0 until September, 1972 and
then was transferred to Shipway 11 to complete all
pre-launch work by October, 1975 for the present launch
schedule.
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"The limitntiools or Shin i..v n imnscned 501'erc rvctricIinlos
onI thFlfllmiun it o0 W6ko-w I)l Icou ilc dlone onI C\\'; A6 due
to 'lCeiIjll Jiliittit xils of thIe1iIpII v, I.c. si eC
weight,_crane tacilities, andI tile like. 01nly the miii-
section of CVAN 69 from frame 96 to frame 180 could be
built on Shipway 9. Furthermore, only sections of the
ship below the 3rd deck and inboard of the longitudinal
ballistic hu khecids could he assembled on Shiplway 9
(the photograph on the opposite page shows the mid-
scction of the CVAN 69 as it was nearing completion).
This section was moved to Shipway 11 on September 9,
1972. Figure '.1-13 shows the relationship which the
mid-section of the ship which was constructed oil
Shipway 9 bears to the overall hull construction
effort. Tlhe limitntions o0l the construction cefort
Sphsed by) the ileciss tv tO 1illi o t rl'tluill 111
CrTip;.a ti Insteal]d of Shlpwav If ale oliinli. tWIN 69
was scIcdllciF to b-E tranET6&i d f reon SiFt piav: 9 t o
Shipwny 11 ill lay, 1972, after CVAN 6S was I nune icd;
it was not transferred until Seplteflher, 1972. Hence
it was not until Selltcmler. 19 2 th'It tile cols;trluction
plogra-ni rot illto 11111 Swing :11l const o ti F-lie L ml SIqiI ies

S. I believe that any person reading the above quotation from the
claim would be led to believe that:

* Newport News originally intended to lay the keel
of CVN 69 in Shipway 11 after launching the CVN 68.

.s That Schedule "A" in Figure 4.1-1, page 4-3, would
show that both these events were at one time scheduled
for July 1970.

* That the keel of CVN 69 could not be laid in Shipway 11
"due to the problems encountered in CVN 6S construction."

* That Newport News began construction of CVN 69 in
Shipway 9 because of these problems.

* That the physical limitations of Shipway 9 caused
delays in the construction of CVN 69.

6. If so, the reader would be misled on each and every point.
The facts are that:

* Newport News originally planned to lay the keel
and start assembly of CVN 69 in Shipway 10, a
graving dock, next to Shipway 11.

* This plan was in effect from the earliest

3 ;,
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consideration of construction of the CVN 69
as follow ship to the CVN 68 utp through March 1970.

* In April 1970, two months before Newport News signed
the definitized contract for CVN's 68 and 69, Newport
News decided to start construction of the CUN 69
on Shipway 9, an inclined building way.

* NeWport News started construction of CUN 69 on
Shipway 9, in lieu of Sbipw-ay 10, in order to
make the Shipway 10 graving dock available for
commercial ship work.

* At the time Newport News decided to start constrlction
of CVN 69 on Shipway 9 in lieu of Shipway 10, Newport
News assured the Navy that the cost of initial con-
struction on the inclined way would be no greater
than if the construction were done in the Shipway 10
graving dock.

* Newport News had used the saleC approach in the initial
stages of enn'trulction of the conventional carrier,
JOHNI F. KENIQED)Y (CVA 67). Page 111-47 of the
KENNEDY claim contains the following statement:

"When subassembly work has proceeded sufficiently
to support a continuing erection effort, the
keel is laid. Since the graving dock ic in
great demand, various schemes are made to
shorten the time it is occupied. For example,
the keel for CVA-67 was laid on an inclined
building wny, and construction pr-occeiheth there
for sCVCen months until the machinery box was
built (ic. the 2S0 ft. length between frames
93 and 163, up to 4th deck and out to the
second longitudinal bulkhead). This section
of the ship was then launched and landed on
building blocks in the graving clock where
construction proceeded until launch."

* Figure 4.1-1, which is included in an entirely different
volume of the EISENJHOWERt claim, is attached as
Enclosure (1). That figure shows, contrary to the
statement from the claim quoted above, that ScheJule "A"
for the EISENHOWER called for its keel to be laid on
30 March 1970. The figure also shows that when that
schedule was issued on 9 Deceomber 1969-more than
five months before Newport News signed the letter
contract for construction of the CVN 69-Schedule D
for the NIMITZ had already been issued; this showed

4
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thc NITi'lZ launch schcduilcel for 15 Ma) 1971.
ThIIs, even at thnt time- Newport News was
schedul ing the kccl of the EISENHOWER to be
laid over 1 Imonths before the launch of the
NIMITZ from Shipway 11.

* At the time the NIMITZ was actually launched
from Shipway 11, on 13 May 1972, work on the
CVN 69 in Shipwav 9 had not proceeded to thc
point whcre it could he launched.

* At the time the initial section of the CUN 69
was launched from Shipway 9 in September 1972,
Newport News had not completed as much work as they
originally planned to complete on Shipway 9.

7. 1 note that the Navy claims analysts responsible for rexivewing

Claim Item 4.1 .2 concluded that the (overnmcnt is responsiblc
for very little, if any, of the 731 days delay alleged to be a

Government responsibility in this claim item.

8. T recommend that Claim ltem 4.1.2 be thorourhly investirated

to determine if all or any part of the 570 million increase in

ceil ing price requested by this iteci reprcsentsv a -iolation of
false claims or fraud statutes. Such an investigation should,

of course, includec intervi ews of present and formcr Contractor
personnel familiar with the actual facts. I recommend that
those to be interviewcd includc W. R. Philli ps, 1). E. Kane,
I. L. Sutton, Jr., I. B. MiffIcton, Jr., L. F. Bledsoc A. 0.
Winall, ;'. J. Burns, R. J. Baumiler, R. S. Plummer, J. 1. Turner,

and G. M. lBonnett, as well as those who wrote the claims item.

9. The facts cited above arc just one cxamplc of the grossly
misleading nature of much of the material in thC Newport Ncws
claims. I do not see how any objective person could he awarc
of the great disparity between thie facts and the Newiport N\ws
allegations and not conclude that the Newport News shipbuilding
claims may be a "willful means of taking or attempting to take

unfair advantage of the Government including, but not limited to,

deceit either by suppression of the truth or misrepresentation
of a material fact."

10. Reference (g) defines such an act as fraud and requires
any person in the Naval establishment who has knowledge of
possible fraud to report such knowledge to appropriate authorities.

-G.R Lo 6, elr

Copy to: (With enclosure)
NAVSEA OON
NAVMAT OOX
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EXHIBIT F

JANUARY 5, 1978 -- LETTER FROM NAVSEA 08 (RICKOVER) TO
SECRETARY OF THE NAVY

(89)
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a x ^D*MEPAnTMENT OF THE NAVY
" ,,. NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND i

-,WAICGTON. D.C. 20362

1N REPLY REFER TO
S January 1978

From: Deputy Commander, Nuclear Propulsion Directorate
(NAVSEA 08)

To: Secretary of the Navy

Subj: Newport News Claim Under CVN 68 Class Construction
Contract N00024-67.-C-0325; Claim Item 3.2.8, "Nuclear
Discrepancy Reports"

Ref: (a) My letter of 19 May 77 to NAVNIAT OOX and NAVSEA CON
(b) My letter of 14 Jul 77 to NAVNAT OOX and NAVSEA OON
(c) My letter of 1 Nov 77 to NAVIA.T OCX and NAVSEA CON
(d) My letter of 18 Nov 77 to NAVMAT OOX and NAVSCA CON
(e) My letter of 10 Dec 77 to NAVSEA CON and ASN(MRA&L)
(f) My letter of 30 Dec 77 to SECNAV
(g) My letter of 3 Jan 78 to SECNAV
(h) NAVSEAINST 5371.1 of 11 Dec 74

Endl: (l) Preliminary Claim Item Technical Analysis Report 3.2.8,
"Nuclear Discrepancy Reports"

1. In my testimony to the Defense Subcommittee of the Hcuse
Appropritiacns Comrmittee on 24 March 1977, (enclosure C.) to
reference (b)) and in references (a) through (g), I repocrted
numerous items which illustrate various technicues used by
Newport News and Electric Boat in their shipbuilding claims to
get the Government to pay money which Navy analysis shows is
not owed.

2. This letter reports a claim item which illustrates another
technique Newport News has used to claim that the Government is
responsible to pay costs for work which is actually the
Contractor's responsibility. I refer specifically to Claim
Item 3.2.8, "Nuclear Discrepancy Reports," submitted by
Newport News under the contract to construct three NIMITZ Class
aircraft carriers. The NAVSEA-08 Preliminary Clairm Item Technical
Analysis Report for this claim item is attached as enclosure (1).
Newport Nests has also submitted claims or. nuclear discrapancv
reports under the two contracts for construction of the nuclear
cruisers CGN 36-41. These items request a total increase in
ceiling prices on the three contracts of about $12 million.

3. As summarized in this letter, and discussed in detail in
enclosure (1), the subject claim item is an example of how
Newport News has attempted to shift to the Government resrcnsiil.y
to pay for increased costs which resulted from the commanv's
inability to hire and train sufficient manpower to carry _-,' its
contractual commitments. In its claims, Newport News alleges
that the Government is responsible for the large increase in
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the number of reports by company inspectors of discrepant nuclear
work by company personnel which occurred during periods of labor
turbulence. The following paragraphs explain why I believe the
techniques illustrated byClaim Item 3.2.8 may constitute a
violation of fraud or false claims statutes.

4. In comments furnished for the record of the March 1977
Defense Subcommittee hearings, I pointed out that the Navy had
-initiated an in-depth production analysis to assess the immact
of Newport News' manpower problems on ship construction performed
under the six shipbuilding contracts against which Newport News
has submitted claims for ceiling price increases of about $894
million, but that Newport News has refused to furnish data which
would facilitate completion of the analysis. Booze Allen Applied
Research is doing the analytical work under contract with the
Navy; to date $2.9 million has been committed to this study.
Preliminary reports prepared by Booze Allen confirm that the
inability of Newport News to acquire the quantity and skill of
workers projected by Newport News to be necessary to meet their
contractual commitments was a significant factor in the labor
cost growth and schedule stretch-out on the ships included in
the six contracts. NewDort News' refusal to furnish the requested
data may indicate the company is fearful that the facts would
undermine their claims.

S. The manpower problems in question resulted from Newpcr. News'
attempts to expand their labor force in the early 1970's. NewDort
News projected in 1971 and 1972 that then existing contracts
would require a build-up in manpower from a low of 18,200 employees
early in 1971 to over 30,000 in 1973. By the time the Newport
News manpower expansion reached a level of about 28,000 employees
in early'1973, the company found that the dilution of the skill
level of their overall work force, together with the declining
ability of the new hires,caused a large reduction in productivity
and a large increase in the number of fabrication errors, as well
as a high employee turnover rate. For example in 1972-1973,
Newport News hired more than 18,000 people, but during this same
period about 17,000 people left the company, resulting in a net
increase of a little over 1,000 in this two-year period. Also,
the company had great difficulty in retaining or hiring skilled
craftsmen. The ratio of skilled to unskilled craftsmen increased
from about 3/1 in 1968 to 9/1 at the end of 1970 due to unskilled
worker layoffs, but then fell to about 2/1 by late 1971 during the
subsequent labor expansion.

6. The claims submitted by the company involve six contracts for
14 nuclear powercd ships. These contracts were placed over the
period 1968-1971. Eachof these six contracts is a fixed-price,
incentive-fee type contract. A contract of this type sets a
target cost, a target profit, and a ceiling price, and provides
that the Government and the Contractor share in overruns beyond
target cost up to the contract ceiling price. Costs exceeding
the ceiling price are borne by the shipbuilder unless he can

2 2 -
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demonstrate such costs are the Government's contractual
responsibility. Pricing of three of the contracts was
negotiated on a sole-source basis; pricing of one of the
contracts was negotiated with two shipbuilders bidding; and
pricing of two of the contracts was accepted on a competitive
bid basis among three bidders with no negotiation. For each
of the six contracts, the target cost mutually agreed to was
greater than the Navy's estimate of what the cost to do the
work should be, based on prior returns for similar work at
Newport News.

7. The manpower problems cited above increased costs. Declining
productivity and increased rework necessary to correct construction
errors increased the manhours required to complete.Navy contracts
beyond the company's expectations when the contracts were signed.
Also, faced with the inability to obtain a labor force of the
desired size and skill level necessary to meet their comoitments
on existing Navy contracts, NewDort News stretched out Navy ship
construction schedules. In an inflationary economy, the net
result was to perform work at a later, more expensive time.
Under the terms of the contracts, these manpower problems are the
Contractor's responsibility.

8. The problems encountered by Newport News in attenpting to
expand its work force were well recognized at the time by
senior management. For example, during the period 28 February
to 3 March 1972, representatives of the Naval Ship Systems
Command (NAVSHIPS) conducted a comprehensive audit of naval
nuclear work at the company. By letter of 18 April 1972, the
Commander, Naval Ship Systems Command, formally transmitted
the audit report to the President of Newport News. This report
identified numerous deficiencies in the company's control of
nuclear work, including findings that material was not fabri-
cated in accordance with drawing requirements; that incorrect
materials had been used, including unauthoriied substitutions
of materials by production personnel; that an excessive amount
of material had been lost; that reactor plant piping and
equipment had been damaged due to arc strikes, nicks, and
gouges; that cleanliness control procedures and practices were
inadequate, and so on. For these and other deficiencies, the
Commander, Naval Ship Systems Command urged that the company
correct the underlying causes to prevent their recurrence.

9. By letter of 24 May 1972 and enclosures thereto, Mr. L. C.
Ackerman, then Newport News President, responded to the NAVSHIPS
audit. Mr. Ackerman stated that Newport News had a strong, well-
developed quality control system and that analysis of the under-
lying causes of deficient nuclear work indicated that the
primary problem was with implementation of the quality control
system. He said that the primary solution could be found in
requiring increased management presence on the job site, a
stronger, viable audit program, and competent training of
company personnel involved in naval nuclear work. In reference

- ~ 3 QM-5 TM -I
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to inadequate quality control of work-in-process, the enclosure
to Mr. Ackerman's response stated:

"It should be recognized that the current volume of
work and the influx of new personnel to the naval
nuclear program at NNSD has been a contributing
factor, one well recognized by management, and
increased attention is being provided to reduce
the in-process fabrication errors."

10. The NAVSHIPS audit findings were consistent with the
Contractor's own evaluations of discrepant nuclear work.
In December 1S71, the company implemented a defect prevention
program by revising internal procedures to require the
Contractor's Quality Inspection Department (QID) to perform
periodic audits of shipyard production departments for the
purpose of identifying and correcting the sources of discrepant
nuclear work. The QID reports issued over the period 1971-1974
reviewed thousands of nuclear discrepancy reports (DR's) issued
by the company's inspectors. According to the QID audit reports
available in Government files, most discrepancies resulted from
Contractor responsible problems; such as, poor workmanship,
human error, inattention to detail, and so on. The following
fi.dings are quoted from these QID reports:

"Action should be taken by (cognizant division
management) to minimize the present degree of
discrepant work and the quantity of material
replaced and reworked."

"Immediate action is required to reduce fabrication
errors resulting from inattentive workmanship."

-"A review of these DR's revealed the discrepancies
were randomly distributed over the range of material
undergoing processing. Most of these rejects can be
attributed to lack of attention to detail."

"Immediate action is necessary to reduce the quantity
of discrepancies resulting from human error."

The QID reports stressed the need for the company to take
corrective actions including increased supervision, training
programs, and so forth.

11. The productivity problems associated with Newoort News'
manpower expansion were also recognized by senior Navy officials.
By letter of 7 February 1973, the Supervisor of Shipbuilding,
Newport News, forwarded to Mr. Ackerman a report citing specific
examples of poor productivity of Newport News workers. He said:

"Lack of productivity of shipyard personnel working on
naval ships at Newport News continues to be a matter of
deep concern to me. As you know, this has been the

~~~~~~~4
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subject of numerous communications and discussions
with you during the past year. In a letter of
August 17, 1972, the shipyard President stated
he had instituted a number of specific corrective
actions designed to cope with this problem. Never-
theless, my observations of worker idleness in
production work areas and in naval ships under
construction or in overhaul since August 1972
do not indicate that improvement has been made."

12. By letter of 28 February 1973, Mr. J. P. Diesel, who
joined the company in June, 1972, and replaced Mr. Ackerman
as president, signed a response on behalf of Mr. Ackerman
which cited specific actions taken by Newport News to
increase worker productivity. The letter stated:

"As you noted in your letter of February 7,
this situation has my attention as well as
Mr. Diesel's, and we have implemented both
short and long range programs to improve the
productivity of our work force."

13. By 1973, the deterioration of the labor force productivity
had become so serious that the company abandoned its plans
to increase manning to 30,000 employees. Mr. Diesel and
Mr. N. W. Freeman, Chairman of the Board and Chief Execut-iv
Officer of Tenneco, called joint press conferences for the
purpose of explaining the company's position. Newspaper
accounts of these conferences also demonstrate that productivity
problems were well recognized at the highest echelons of the
company as well as its parent conglomerate. The October 5,
1973, Newport News Times Herald reported:

'Both Diesel and Freeman blamed productivity
problems for profit woes. Freeman warned,
'If we are not successful, the community is
going to be vitally affected.'

"Both men blamed the large recent expansion of
some 10,000 people in the labor force at the
yard as being a deterrent to productivity."

14. The October 6, 1973, edition of the Newport News Daily Press
carried another article, entitled, "Increased Productivity Yard
Goal" which stated:

"Diesel said, 'We have developed a skilled
work force and can do many things, such as
build land based nuclear power plants.

"He said one of the problems of productivity
is that the yard expanded its work force too rapidly.

__ S ~~~~~~~~~
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"He explained the training program for workers
costs about $25 million and he estimated it costs

the shipyard about $25,000 to train an employee."

15. The October 7, 1973, Daily Press carried another article

on shipyard productivity which stated:

"Diesel didn't blame the drop in productivity
this year on shipyard employees. He said,
'We are at fault for expanding our work force
so rapidly as we did by some 10,000 people. We
must find a way to train them faster.

'It, according to our figures, costs us about
$25,000 to train a person. Our training bill

at this time is an estimated $25 million.

'The labor force is subject to extreme peaks
and valleys, which is hard on labor and
the shipyard and causes the problems,'
he explained."

16. Subsequent to the ccmpany's announcement in 1973 that

plans to increase manning to 30,000 employees had been

abandoned, the employment level decreased to a low of

about 23,000 in 19'5 and is presently about 25,40C. Howevcr,

productivity problems persisted. As late as 1975, the

Daily Press carried an article reporting that on 15 February 1975:

"Mr. Diesel made a 'strong, blunt speech'
to Apprentice School alumni gathered for an
annual banquet. The article says that he told

-those holding jobs at the shipyard to in effect
'shape up or ship out.' The article goes on to state:

"The long talk was delivered forcefully by Diesel
and at some points he used expletives to get his

message across. The theme of declining American
worker productivity is one he has turned to with
increasing frequency in his speeches.

"He told of a recent visit to some unnamed area of

the yard several days ago 20 minutes after the
workday had started.

"'I want to tell you that I was lucky to find 20

percent working; even if I gave everyone the benefit
of the doubt' Diesel related.

"Despite his recent announcement of yard layoffs
and financial troubles, 'I still don't think
people are listening to me,' he said. 'I've got

a lot of heat on me right now because we have to

_ _ V*V1PW1WW 6-
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be more efficient. Everyone agrees and says yes
but the inefficiency never occurs in their baliwick.'"

17. In late 1973 and early 1974, senior TENNECO and Newport
News officials tried to convince senior Navy and Defense officials
that their fixed-price-incentive-fee contracts should be reformed
to cost-plus type contracts. The Chairman of the Board of

.,TENNECO informed the Deputy Secretary of Defense that TENNECO
wanted 7 percent profit on all costs after interest and before
taxes. He said TENINECO would be happy to return to the Govern-
ment any profit greater than this. To support their case,
Newport News and TENNECO officials complained that they had
been forced to accept unrealistically low target cpsts and
unrealistically early delivery schedules in their contracts.
In making these arguments, they neglected to point out that
two of the contracts that were in the deepest financial trouble
were competitively bid, and the prices were not negotiated at
all. Further, they neglected to mention that the delivery dates
for many of the ships that by then were behind schedule had
been proposed by Newport News.

18. In August 1974, Mr. Diesel testified at length to the
Seapower Subcommittee of the House Armed Services Committee.
He blamed the Government for the cost overruns at Newport News
and the delavs in the ship schedules. He said that "the manoower
question threatens to become a 'red herring'" and expressed concern
"lest manpower become a facile shiboleth and an all too corTvenienz
explanation of shipyard delays."

19. Mr. Diesel complained of "the stultifying Government bureau-
cracy under which we had been forced to labor"; alleged that
"unrealistic target prices are responsible in large part for the
dire situation now facing the Navy's shipbuilding program"; and
stated: "The Navy's 10-year pattern of coaxing, cajoling, bullying
and arm-twisting shipbuilders and suppliers to take marginal,
high risk, and frequently unprofitable business-all with promises
of future rainbows if they acquiesce and economic disaster if
they refuse-is just about over." He recommended that Newport
News contracts be put on a cost-plus basis.

.20. The House Seapower Subcommittee in its subsequent report
made it clear that it did not agree that shipbuilding contracts
should be on a cost-plus basis and that it was important to
enforce Government contracts.

21. When it became clear to Newoort News that the executive
branch and congressional officials were not willing to reform
their contracts to a cost-plus basis, Newport News assembled
a large group of people to study ways to blame the Navy for
cost increases. In October 1974, the company notified the Navy
that they intended to submit claims against the Government on
all six nuclear shipbuilding contracts, and subsequently
submitted these claims from mid-1975 through early 1976.
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22. In the claims, Newport News alleges that the Government is
responsible to pay for all costs that have occurred, plus a

substantial profit. Contrary to statements by company officials
(see paragraph 27) that the original contracts were underoriced,
the claims on four of the six contracts now allege that for tne
scope of work covered by the original contracts, Newport News'

- --performance was so good that they underran the target costs. This
is tantamount to saying that Newport NRews manpower, productivity,
and other problems for which the Contractor is responsible did not

in fact cause overruns to the contract target costs. If the
total claims were paid at face value, Newport News would recover
all of their costs, including interest, on the six contracts
involved, and a profit, after interest, greater than the original
total target profit. In fact, the overall pre-tax profit, after
interest, would be much larger than the profit objective set by
TENNECO of 7 percent of total costs after paying interest.

23. An example is the claim submitted by the company under the

contract for construction of the nuclear carriers CVN 68, 69,
and 70. As of November, 1977, more than a month after delivery
of the CVN 69, Newport News projected that without a claim, they
will recovcr all cost plus about $26 million profit for the

CVN's 68 and 69, despite tha significant manpower problems during
the ten-year building period and the lengthy delays in ship
delivery. The third carrier, the CVN 70, is being built on a cost-

plus basis until the pricing for that ship is definitized.

24. Nevertheless, on 19 February 1976, Newport News submitted
* their largest claim, a request for an increase of $221 million

in the ceiling price for the CVN 68 and CVN 69. The day after
Newport News submitted this 16-volume claim, Mr. Diesel addressed
a letter to the Chief of Naval Operations suggesting that Newport

News might stop work on the CVN 70 until there was "a far different
atmosphere" in relations with the Navy. At that time, Newport Ne-w7s

had been working on the CVN 70 for over three years on a cost-plus

basis. Since Newport News is the sole source for nuclear-powered
aircraft carriers, they have repeatedly used the threat of not
building the CVN 70 as leverage in contract disputes, no doubt
hoping thereby to get the Navy to settle the claims quickly
without taking the time necessary to analyze them thoroughly.

25. The Newport News claim against the CVN 68 and CVN 69 is
particularly interesting since it is the largest Newport News

claim, and the ComDany would recover all their costs on these
ships and a profit, even without a claim. Taking contract share
lines into consideration, if the claim were paid at face value,
Newport News would recover about $75 million from the claim.
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This would yield a total profit of about $101 million on the
CVN 68 and CVN 69 - over $25 million more than the target
profit for the original contract work plus change orders.

26. It is my understanding that during the detailed analysis
of this claim over the past two years, Navy analysts have
discovered that the preponderance of the $221 million increase
in ceiling price claimed is invalid. I will cite a specific
example which may give you some idea of how grossly inflated
the Newport News claims actually are. The first internal
budget for the CVN 68 and CVN 69 issued by Newport News
subsequent to contract definitization was issued in April, 197i
and totaled an amount equal to the target cost. This budget
allotted 943,700 manhours for nuclear engineering work to be
performed on the CVN 69. The total nuclear engineering manhours
actually charged to the CVN 69 to date, including all contract
changes, is only about 780,000. Therefore, according to
Newport News' cost accounting records, Newport News actually
expended a total of 163,700 nuclear engineering manhours less
than they budgeted for the original contract work in April, 1971.
Nevertheless, NewDort News alleges in the claim that the
Government is responsible for an additional 230,000 nuclear
engineering manhours for the CVN 69, or almost one-third of the
total nuclear engineering manhours actually expended for the
CVN 69. For this to be valid, Newport News would have had to
underrun the original contract target cost in this category
by over 40 De-cent.

27. Once the claims were submitted, Mr. Diesel started a broad
campaign, which he has kept up for the past two years, "to
bring all the pressure to bear that I can" to force a prompt
resolution of the claims. On national television, he accused
the Navy of having "knowingly and willfully underestimated the
cost of nuclear shiDs ... under contract now." He said the
Navy did this "to aid and abet the program to get all Navy ships
or a high percentage of Navy ships nuclear Dowered. You have go-
to fit the nuclear powered ships within some fixed budget and
if you haven't got enough money, the best way to make the budget
look good is to underestimate the cost of a ship."

28. Mr. Diesel has also maintained that the claims include only
the cost of Government actions, not the cost of company
mistakes. Specifically, in a speech to the Warwick, Virginia,Lions
Club on November 18, 1976, Mr. Diesel stated:

"The immediate problem centers around nearly $900
million in claims against the Government for naval
ship construction covering the period since 1967 ---
work that we have already performed or are now
performing, but have not been paid for. This work
covers 14 nuclear-powered ships,.seven of which are
now in the fleet.
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q4

* "Some of the instant experts have characterized these
claims as 'cost overruns.' This is not the case.
Sometimes we make mistakes, and our costs sometimes
do exceed our estimates. Eu: our claims atainst the
Navy do not reflect our own errors. 'They include
only the cost imDact cf Government actions, including
changes in ship oesign and construction oroered by
the Navy and late and defective Government-furnished
equipment and information." (Emphasis added)

29. The same month, in a television interview broadcast in
the Newport News area, Mr. Diesel reiterated his position that
the claims were for costs already incurred due to Government
actions. He said the claims came about:

"As a result of changes made in ships, of late
delivery of Government furnished equipment and late
delivery of Government furnished information and
faulty information. One of the misnomers that
I think arises in the claims area, is that these are
referred to as overruns. Certainly there are overruns,
there are inefficiencies, that have occurred that are
our responsibility but the moneys that we are asking
for are only related to those issues or items that I
specified at the beginning."

30. Mr. Diesel again underscored this moint in his March 23, 1277
testimony before the Defense Subcommittee of the House
Appropriations Committee and in answers subsequently submitted
for the record. In reference to claims submitted by the
company under Naval nuclear shipbuilding contracts, Mr. Diesel
stated:

-"...the total amount claimed under each contract is
merely the sum of the values placed op all the
individual elements which NewDort News has identified
as being the responsibility of the Government..."

Mr. Diesel stated:

"We took each element that we felt was truly Government
responsibility, and costed that out, and let it
fall where it may."

Mr. Diesel also stated:

"Claims are a legal procedure provided for in the
basic contract,.and I emphasize that. They are
not, as some would have us believe, a bailout by
which the Contractor can recover losses that he
was responsible for."

10 By =B~~1
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'1. C!.im tem 3.2.8, submitted by the company under the CVN
68-7D v Instruction contract deals with nuclear discrepancy
reports UDX's). Discrepancy reports are submitted to cognizant
ContrA'.aor personnel by the Contractor's Quality Inspection
Department (QID) when Government or Contractor furnished
material is determined not to meet specification requirements.
These reports provide the basis for taking necessary corrective
acts on

32. In Claim Item 3.2.8 the Contractor states that CVN 68 Class
construction contract inspection requirements are not unusual,
but that excessive discrepancy reports were issued because:

'The Government, ... has forced the Contractor's Quality
Departments and particularly its Quality Inspection
Department (reactor plant inspection) to greatly increase
the scope of their activities. In relation to QID
inspection, the number of deficiencies reported in
reactor plant materials increased 216 percent....
This increase has manifested itself in both Contractor
furnished and Government furnished reactor plant materials."

33. In support of this allegation, the Contractor stated that
12,646 DR's were issued against CVN 68 and that at the time
of claim preparation the Contractor projected that about 10,000
DR's would be issued against CVN 69. The claim states that
the number of actual and anticipated DR's is "excessive" based
on the Contractor's prior experience that only 653 DR's were
written on the average for five SSN 637 Class submarines
constructed by NewDort News in the period 1964 to 1969, prior
to CVN 68 Class contract definitization. The claim states that
a reasonable quantity of discrepancy reports to expect for each
CVN 68 Class vessel is 5,224 DR's - representing the average of
653 DR's issued against the cited submarines multiplied by a
factor of 8 to account for increased size and complexity of the
carriers. Newport News claims that the Government should now
pay the administrative costs associated with processing
the actual CVN 68 DR's and those projected for CVN 69 which
exceed-the "reasonable" expectation of 5,224 DR's even though
most of them report discrepancies resulting from poor workmanship
by the Contractor.

34. On this basis, the Contractor concluded that 6,970 DR's
issued against CVN 68, and 5,506 DR's issued or to be issued
against CVN 69, are "excessive" DR's resulting from the
Government's "forcing" Newport News to greatly increase its
quality control activities. For each of these "excessive" DR'.s
the Contractor requested compensation for four production hours,
eight QID inspection hours, and ten engineering hours, yielding
a total of 274,472 target manhours for this portion of the claim
item.

- - ~~~11
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35. The claim also stated that based on a "random"- sample
analysis of DR's issued against CVN 68, 1,698 DR's entailed
productive effort to correct Government responsible deficiencies
for which the Contractor has not been conmpensated. By applying
percentages derived from this sample analysis to the 10,000
DR's projected by the Contractor on CVN 69, the Contractor
concludes that he has not-or will not-obtain funding for an
additional 1,341 Government responsible CVN 69 discrepancies.
For each of the total 3,039 allegedly Goverrnoent responsible
unfunded DR's, the Contractor requests compensation for 36
engineering hours, 40 production hours, and QID effort, thus asking
a total of 259,863 target manhours for this portion of the
claim item.

36. For all effort claimed in Claim Item 3.2.8, the Contractor
requests an adjustment in the contract target cost of $5,566,633
and $7,431,455 in the contract ceiling price.

37. NAVSEA 08 evaluation of Claim Item 3.2.8 has identified
numerous inaccuracies, contradictions, misstatements of fact,
improper or incoMDlete treatment of data, and omission of
relevant information readily available to and known by the
Contractcr. For example:

* Contrary to the claim assertion that the CVN 68
Class construction ccntract inspection recuire-mets
were not unusual, it should be noted that this
was the first nuclear construction contract at
Newport News to invoke MIL-Q-9858A for reactor plant
material inspection. MIL-Q-9858A expressly states
that the requirements contained therein are in excess
of those specified by MIL-I-45208 which was invoked

- by prior contracts at Newport News including those
for construction of the SSN 637 Class submarines,
cited as the basis for calculations in the claim.

* Contractual incorporation of MIL-Q-9858A reflected
Newport News' continual upgrading of their nuclear
quality control system throughout the 1960's. For
example, in 1968, about two years before the CVN 68
Class construction contract was definitized, the
Contractor issued revised internal procedures for
implementation of quality control. By letter to
NAVSHIPS dated April 24, 1969 the Contractor stated:

"The changes to our overall reactor Dlant
quality control systems over the period of s-x
years.:.(1953-1968) are reflective of Co-ntonusE
efforts to adaot to contractual reouiret.ents
and at the same tine to provide adequete ccntrol
on items which we at NNSD feel to be critical.
A good quality control system must be adactable
to changing situations and as a result is ccnstan-ly

12
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under change.. .The overall QC system imPlemented
by the new procedures is an improved syster,
over the one previously employed.... (emphasis
added) It should be noted that the claim
neglects to mention this letter.

* Detailed analysis of individual DR's shows that
the Contractor greatly overstated the potential
productive effort associated with resolving DR's
written-or expected to be written-on defective

> Government furnished equipment.

* The claim did not mention the Contractor's consistent
failure to comply with contract requirements for
requesting compensation for DR's if he considered
additional compensation was justified. In fact,
by claiming compensation for resolving DR's
for CVN 69 which had not even been issued at the
time of claim preparation, the Contractor ignored
the fact that normal administrative procedures are
available to-and in fact are being used by-the
Contractor for obtaining such compensation. Thus, the
Contractor's claim may in fact entail an attempt
to get double recovery of compensation for some
claimed DR's.

* Only about 7,000 DR's had been issued on CVN E9
as of ship delivery. Yet the Contractor based his
claim on his projection that 10,000 DR's would be
issued against CVNI 69. Further, data was available
to the Contractor which would have enabled him
to project at the time of claim preparation that
the quantity of CVN 69 DR's to be issued would
be far less than 10,000.

* The sum of S,224 DR's considered by the Contractor
to be a "reasonable" expectation per carrier
and the 5,506 CVN 69 DR's considered by him to be
"excessive" is 10,730-730 more than the
10,000 DR's the Contractor projected for this hull.

* The DR's actually issued against the CVN 69 fall
well within the range derived by multiplying by
eight the range of DR's cited for the five SSN 637
Class submarines. The Contractor erroneously
treated tbe average number of DR's for five
SSNs as the basis for projecting the maximum
number which could "reasonably" be expected.

* The Contractor's use of prior SSN 637 Class
submarine data to obtain a reasonable quantity of

A909 13U 1-
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CVN 68 Class DR's expected on CVN 68 and CVN 69 is
inaccurate, incomrlete, and misleading.- The
Contractor did not mention in the claim that
the submarines cited were the 16th through 20th
S5W type reactor plants built by the Contractor;
whereas, the A4W type reactor plant in the CVN 68
was of an entirely new design. Also, the Contractor
merely cited the total number of DR's issued
against the five SSN 637 Class submarines,without
mentioning that his own records break down these
totals by designating whether the DR's were
issued against Government furnished or Contractor
furnished material. By further evaluating this data,
the NAVSEA 08 analysis demonstrates that for the CVN 68,
disproportionate numbers of DR's were issued
for Contractor responsible-not Government
responsible-material. This finding contradicts
the Contractor's allegation that the increases in
numbers of DR's issued for both Contractor and
Government furnished material were equivalent.

38. The Contractor's claim does not even mention manpower
problems as a factor influencing discrepancies, even though
the number of DR's is a direct function of workmanship and
productivity problems. A NAVSEA 08 time phasing analysis of
CVN 68 and CVN 69 DR's issued over the respective ship construction
cycles showed that disproportionate numbers of CVN 60 DR'S
were issued over the period 1971-1974. This cannot be
explained solely by normal construction events but coincides with
the period of maximum manpower problems. To supplement this
finding, NAVSEA 08 reviewed the 18 audit reports in Covernment files issued
by the Newport News' Quality InsDection Department which
reviewed the Contractor's own production departments over the
period 1971-1974. As noted in paragraph 10 above, these
Contractor audits repeatedly identified Contractor workmanship
and human error as sources of the discrepancies reported and
recommended corrective measures such as increased supervision,
training programs, and so forth. The audit reports include
summaries of the sources of the discrepancies reviewed and
clearly illustrate that the preponderance of discrepant
work resulted from Contractor responsible actions.

39. Additional evidence relating discrepancies on nuclear
work to Contractor manpower problems is discussed in paragraphs
5 through 18 above. Presumably, this and other pertinent infcr-
mation are contained in the Contractor's files and were available
at the time of claim preparation-yet Claim Item 3.2.8 makes .
no mention of the existence of such information.

40. Another indication of the inflated nature of the Contractor's
claim is illustrated by the following. In ADril, 1971 the
Contractor budgeted 744,600 Quality Inspection Department
manhours for the CVN 69 to perform the work included in the
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contract as originally definitized. Actual QID manhours
expended as of 30 September 1977 was 658,900, 85,700 fewer
manhours than budgeted in April, 1971 for the original con-tract
work. Yet, apparently without even taking into account the
manpower problems discussed above, Claim Item 3.2.8 alleges
that the Government should pay for over 60,000 additional
QID manhours for the CVN 69. The total CVN 69 claim
alleges that the Government owes Newport News for more than
130,000 QID manhours.

41. There are many other items in the Newport News claims
which include features similar to those of Claim Item 3.2.8-
the questionable use of "random" sample analysis, the omission
of material facts, the faulty and misleading reliance on prior
ship construction experience,and so forth. Taken together,
these items appear to have been carefully coordinated, possibly
with the advice of legal counsel, thus raising the question of
whether techniques were develoDed and provided to Newpcrt News
claims team members for the DurDose of portraying Government
responsibility for Contractor responsible items in such
a way that fraudulent or false intent would be difficult to
prove. This raises the further question whether such coordination c
the claims. if it were found to exist, would not itself violate
applicable statutes. Of crirse, whether or not the Newport News
claims violate fraud or false claims statutes cannot be
determined until they are fully investigated. It is for theat
reason that I urge the Navy to request the Justice Department
to assign the resources necessary to investigate the claims
properly.

42. Reference (h) defines fraud as any willful means of taking
or attempting to take unfair advantage of the Government inclucing,
but not limited to, deceit either by suppression of the truth or
misrepresentation of a material fact. Reference (h) requires anly
person in the Naval establishment who has knowledge of possible
fraud to report such knowledge to appropriate authorities.

i2E dover

Copy to: (With enclosure)

Inspector General, Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA OON)
Chairman, Navy Claims Settlement Board (NAVMAT OOX)
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FEBRUARY 8, 1978 -- MEMO FROM MARK M. RICHARD TO JOHN C. KEENEY

RE: SHIPBUILDING REFERRALS FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
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NNITED STATES GOVERNMENT-

Memorandum
John C. Keeney

TO : Deputy Assistant Attorney General DATE: February 8, 1978
Criminal Division

FROM j,.Mark M. Richard MMR:ca
Chief, Fraud Section

"'I Criminal Division

SUBsJCT: Shipbuilding Referrals from the Department
of the Navy

On this day I received a telephone call from
Togo West, General Counsel of the Navy, informing
me that they will be referring to us in the next
several days three (3) Shipbuilding claim matters
which may involve fraud. Two of these matters,
the Newport News and the Electric Boat Corporation,
have received considerable Congressional notoriety
over the past several months. Admiral Rickover has
publicly asserted that both cases involve claims
permeated with fraud. Senator Proxmire has held
numerous hearings on these matters and has been
pressuring the Navy to examine closely these
allegations.

Mr. West indicated that later this day there
will be a meeting with the President and presumably
he will have occasion to advise the President of
these contemplated referrals.

In light of our prior experience with such
referrals and the difficulty we have traditionally
encountered in developing prosecutable cases in
this area, it is suggested that consideration be A J
given to establishing a specialized group of A1QetdM
attorneys and investigative personnel within the
Division to focus on these cases. This group
presumably would include Department of Defense
auditors and, if needed, even General Counsel *X-A5
attorneys who would be specially appointed to work o ^
under our supervision. With respect to the auditing
component, it is hoped that we will not encounter any
problems under the Posse Commitatus Act. NOW&.

a~. ~ 'B& U.S. S.vinp Bonk Rq lar&1 on the Payroll SavinZj. Plan
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FEBRUARY 15, 1978 -- MEMO FROM MIKE KELLY TO BENJAMIN CIVILETTI
RE: JUDGE BELL'S COMMENTS TO MEMO
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COUN~SEOR TO THlE
ATVrORINEY G;ENERtAL

4f
C.
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February 15, 1978

TO: Benjamin Civiletti
Acting Deputy Attorney
General

FRO4: Mike Kelly
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M emorandum

iJ. Kchael Rally eFb
Counselor to The AttorPCy Ceperal February 8,

Benjamin R. Civilotti 
BRC:jb

Acting Deputy Attorney e-neral

aupcr: ShipbuildinR Referrals from the Depertment of the Nav

1978

I agree with what Keeney and Mark Richard suggest

and will carry it out if it meets with the Attorney

General's approval. I hope we don't have problems with

Deanne Siemer.
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- ACTIow

ROUTING AND TRANSMITTAL SUP
I TO (Name. office gynmb.Iof locaUon) *INITIALS CIRCUA1n

Mr. Civiletti PAT COO0D6NWTIOU

ITIALS VIrLC

DATE INFORMATION

* .SITIAU. m~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~OTC S

DATC co"t n.
V (S SAT.C.O

4 NITIAuL see C

OATC S1SAATUS_

KENARKI

Since Navy may be discussing these referrals with
the President this afternoon, the AG mnay be asked
about the matter.

Past experience with shipbuilding cases demonstrates
that they require tremendous investigative and prosecu-
tive resources, hence the need for assistance from
DoD of both auditors and special attorneys.

Do NOT use this fcrc as a RECORD of approvals, concurrences,
.disapprovals, clearances, and similar actions.

FROM t (me. ofefie &Y3bw ST 104811m)

John C. Keeney
Deputy r:;stant Attorney General

Cr1;- -- saon

SATE
2/8/78

_ e.-
I

OPTIONAL FORM 41
AUGUST 1617
GSA FPPR I 44CFtn 1ee t 1.200

*Po .S.-1-414518- 41f"I ; 5mo0l



EXHIBIT I

APRIL 12, 1978 -- LETTER FROM JOHN C. KEENEY TO

DEANNE SIEMER, RE: NAVY REFERRALS
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EXHIBIT J

JUNE 2, 1978 -- LETTER FROM NAVSEA 08 (RICKOVER) TO

THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY
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.. , I)LI.'.R ~~~~~~~i:. ,. tT or it!1.;'D

'; . L-s~ C ,

2 Junc 1S7F

Froc.: Deputy Co-r:.ndcr, Fuclear Prupulsbn Directoratc
(NAVSEA CS)

To: Secretary of the Navy

Subj: Addition.; instances of possille freTd. i;: Neuport Ne:s
claim unCcr C1: 68 Class conszruzttcn contract
N00024-67-C-0325

Ref: (R) My Itr of 19 llay 1977 to NAVMfT 0)X and :A1,SEP. OON
(b) iy ltr of 1-: Jul 1977 to N.vAAT C..i: and i'Al'Fr CoN
(c) liy ltr of 1 Nov 1977 to l;AV4iAT 0C1; exd NAVZ]A OO.
(d) My Itr of 18 Nov 1977 tc XAVMAT OOX and Nl.'.l'SEA OCN
(ce) My It. of 30 Doc 1977 to ycu
(f) 11) ltr of 3 Jvr 3.97S to voj-
(g) My ltr of S Jan 1978 to you

Enzl: (1) Prel,-iir~ay Clair: It-r. _hnicS. 4 zLalrais Rort
3.2.. 1, "Ship Arrangont ProbIL:Is

1. In r-ferences (al throufhC(g). I reported items in theNew~port Nc-v:s c12i:;s which I belicvc shoul. be ivestir.'ed
for pos-ibje vio aticrn of stntntes rclating to fr..ud n-_ falseclaims. I undcrsta:nd that th}e 1Navy has refc.-red my reports
to the Justice D-Tnart1.nt for investigation. Thc purpusc ofthis lettcr is to rcport adlitional iteins in tht XliNT2 claiem
which I believe shonli be refcrred to the fl¢n::rt:.czlt cf Justice.

2. Reference (C) explains the back&g-ound cf thu Newp'ort Newes
claims. The key eNt:its Ire sumaariced below:

* Severc slipyard ranponer problec*is in the early
1970's grcatly increased costs.

* In 1973 and 1974 TennLco and New.crt News officials
attemptec:, tnsuecesefully, to get their fixed
price contracts changcd to cost typc contracts.

e As early as 19774 a large team was asscmblcd by
Newport Ne;s tc prcp.re clairs,

* In 1975 and 1576 claims for almo-t S900 irillicn in
coiling price incrcascs ve'e *uhrnitted, of which
$742 mIillion arc still unresolved.

-
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c The largest clr instill un7esolved, is $221 mil 1ion
for the ;;iT; IZ and tIc rw1 !:. Ei51'SPlJO*L1:3. Wi th-
out any rccovery on this clai-, Newport Ncws expects
to recover all costs plus a profit of about $26
million.

* Neuport News threatened to stop Naly work. The
company, led by Mr. J.P. Diesel, Chairman of the
Board of Newport Naws, enbarked on a publicity
campaign to pressure the Navy to pay off the claims
quickly.

3. As noted in reference (£), Mr. Diesel testified on Narch
23, 1977 to the Defense Subcoinrittee of the House Appropriations
Committee that:

"...the total amount clai ^d under each contract is
merely the sue of the values placed on all the
individual ele: cnts which Newport News has identified
as bein2 .the responsibility of the Governnent..."

"We took each element that we felt 1!a s truly Governm.-nt
responsibility, and costed that out, and let it fall
where it may."

4. Revicw of the NIIMITZ an. JIS1:':.T1 claim., however,
indicates that the co:npany did not simply cost out each claiw
element an,: "let it fall where it ray." In fact it appears
that the claim was deliberately crafted to conceal the fact
that it includes tens of millions of dollars for items foi
which Newport News has already been paid; costs that were
never incau-red; for T2ltiple claims for the same costs; or
for costs that are the contractual responsibility of Neof ort
News. In total, the-1:c., port NNews claims are so inflated thz t
the company car. accept settle:ents at a small fraction of the

.face amounts of the claims and still recover all actual costs
plus the desired profit.

S. In this respect, the 1977 Tenneco Annual Report to stock-
holders is deceptive. It implies that Ne;port New.s will be
required to absorb the difference between the $74' million in
outstanding Newport Nrws clamis and $1S6 million booled by the
company as expected revenue fron these claims. Actually
these claims are so inflated that if Newport News were paid
$IS6 million, they would recover all costs and about a five
percent rrofit. Also, by booking i1i6 million incomc fro-.
these claimss, Ncwport News has been able to report record
profits for the past two ycars, while sio-ultancoasl)y Writs
off at least $85 million in lo ses on commercial shipbuilling.

2
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6. Navy annlysis sho:-s that Newport Ncw s is contractua BllY
entitle.1 to far lcsst th:..n the booked ijecooL of <'S6 -illion.
Co:.;pany o *icials do not want to SCtlo ciaii.s for aTow:;s
that t:euld require a reduction in prciit projcictions pycvicusly
reported to stockholders. This is the principal reason that
the NeLwport Ncws clainis have not becr. settled.'

7. Enclosure (1) is thc C:Asl'EA 08 analysis of Claim Itcm
3.2.1, "Ship Arr.angenent Problems," submitted by Newport News
under the contract to construct three NlI-TZ Class'aircr2ft
carriers. This iten requests an increase in ceiling price
for thc ;NIlTZ of about $400,000. A.lthough not large in the
context of the total claim, this item contains nzany misrepresenta-
tions of fact, including N:;cport News attempts to:

. e blame the Govornment for the compan)-'s own
design and construction mistakes;

e rma1e the Govern -ent pay for design inprovements
which the ccrany elected to rake without even
informiing the Covernment;

* ignore contract specifications anes provisicns which
clearly sLoW that wor, nc. claimed is within the
scope of the CV1. 66-70 cc:nstruction contract;

e pcrtray ! ';.:port heaws employees as Governmr.nt ^, Cnts
and claimr that tho-se employccs directcd the ccr:many
to perforM added weorl; uhn this was not the case.

As discussed in detcil ir. enclosure (1), there is written
evidence to indicate that the Executive Vice President of
Newport News, as well as the head of the couzpany's claim
preparation effort, were informe-d Iy a senior cop-ny cficial
expert in the areas claimed that the underlying rationale of
Item 3.2.1 is factually wrong. Seven wec!s aCter these officials
were informed, Newport News revised ard resubritted the claim
item: this expert's findings wiere apparenItly disregarded
the rationale for Govcrn:.-nt respcrsibility remained unchanged;
but the amount claimed was increased by about S200,000.

8. There is another problem with thc NINIMTZ' claim. On the
surface the 2mounts clair-zd for individual itM es often appeczr
to be plausible. But by scrutini:ing the various parts of the
claim and corparing them, one discovers that during sor:c pcriods
of ship construction Newport Ne s clainms to h;:vc expended
more r.anhcvrs on that portion of the work citcd in thc cl.a.i:
thanr the total effort actually expeondcd for a] 1 worh durinp.
these periods; that is, the sum of thc parts'-is greater th1;ln
the wholc. Here is an ex.arplc:

3_
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c Of-thlc '21 millicin incicase ii ccilin piCC
cl..i.-cd cn tlhC cLrT cr co. tr:..t , '100 ),llioll is for
the ;l:*:lT2. Cf this z.:ount, m. .8 million is for 6.9
rnillioui mcr-en-inecrinr labor i:.anhours and
associated rmatcrial.

o Of these 6.9 million rmnhours, 2.6 million cover
43 specific claim items.

* Detailcd analysis shows that over 1.84 million cf
the 2.6 million marhours arc allc cd to havc beon
cxpendcd during the period bct.:c.rn the original
contract delivery datc of 30 Septei:ber 1973 and
thc actual cclivery drie of 11 April 197,.

r In alleging the Governr:mnt to be responsible for these
1.S4 million r.on-enineering ranhocurs, I e:port ;;e:s
also zac.arc} :ledgcs th!Ut it is rcsponsiblc for wor:
a-socia-ed with the 43 items. This contfactor
respor.sible worl, acccrdiing tc the clain, arounts
to 3.44 nillicn non-cn)inE xri, Mcnihours expendcu
during this szrec period.

o Addinz the 3.44 niilior, non-cr.ci2 ccring 2ic-hours
ac,:ncwl edged to be ;spo:t Ye;:.s responst-i'ity to
the 1.84 ranhours clair..d to ba a Gove2-:-.:.:-t
rcsponsibility gives a total of 5S L2 illion nc -
enginecrin, ..anhours ailefcdly incurred du(i : this
period for wor1; in areas covercd cml) by the 43
clair. itcrss.

o Nev-port News cost records show that Newport News
actu.-.ll: spent only 4.7 rnillion tital r.e-icl'gi.necrimg
manhours on tho NI:;IT' durintn this je riQ... Ihis
total covers not only the 43 idcntified claim .tc:s
but all other worl: on thc- ship as well; c. g., fuelin.
and testing of the rcctor plant, corplotion ane
testing of other major portivins of the ::hip, and
incorporation of over a million ::na1ur of cherc-s.

* Thus, the claini represents thet Nei.port NC-Ws
expcended 560,000 rcrc non-en-nrscrir:n narl:iou vs sc;;lr
on the 43 itcms than the total expended on thc 1%17U C
ship during this periol.

4
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9. Newport *ihws al50 inflato~d its claim by alicginz that the
Cevernncnt ji rcsyprnnihle for havinr disruitcd . portion of
evury hour expended. In so eoin,, Novport Nens asscess:d
disruption against msnbcoi'rs for whicIh it had alroady claiT.d
the Governi'unt is fully responsible. Fnr exawple, disruption
is assigned by the connany to the 1.64 nillion uon-enrgiuecring
honrs alrceay clairicd to be fully 1Cvernr:nt responsible fcr
work perforred aftcr September 1973. This results in a double
claim of 279,000 manhours. Against 650,000 non-engineerxr.g
hours of allegedly Government responsiblc work perforried prior
to September 1973, there is a dcuble claim of 57,000 hours.

10. Newport News further exaggerated the clain by alleging
that the Government is responsible for "deterioration" of
labor due to workers stretching out the *:ork in accordance
with "Parkinson's Lau". To calculate the auount, the corpany
assigns a rate of 'deterioration" to all manhours, inciuding the
1.84 million hours previously discussed. Since disruption was
also cilin-d aEainr' tlhcse hno:rs, the 146,0O rnon-engine'ripn
hours clarimed for "detericraticn" on the 1..4 :.i1lion r:ar.l curs
c(nstittcS a triplc clair. o

11. Nclipart *cews Rlso signi.ficantlv cvc;rst::es the cngi=:C-:irg
ap2.lied to the 43 claimr items in the 18½i r.:onth period start ng
in September, 1973. Here arc the facts:

-e The clain allvges that the Government owes Iewiport
News for the inflationary cost of deferring cne
million ranhours of basic unchangcd contract enrgineer-
ing work to the period from 24 August 1973 to ship
delivery.

e Although not mentioned in the clai., the comomny's
ow^:n contract change raports show that al-pora ;a:s
* was authorized at least 364,000 hours of er:ginecring
for chan.ed work on the VINI-TZ durin.- this pcriod.

e In the claim, Newport News alleges th.t thc Govern-
r ent o.cs the corpany for all additionel 182,000
engineering hours expended during the same period
in resolving the 43 claim itcems.

e One million hours of unchanged basic contract work,
plus 3b4,000 hours of changed work, plus 1S2,0S3
hours of claimed work during this period wouid h..vc
required Newport News to expend 1,546,000 enginccLring
manhours.

e The actual enginecring ranhours expended by Newport
News from 24 August *1973 to ship deliver), according
to the clain-, was only 1,23S,70'J--about 300,000
hours less than the total discussed abo''e.

. t2L: -
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c Ft'ther, against t~c- 1,?,090 cn hn:1-ir. hours
clail.tcd for .ork. Aurij. this i o., the claim
incl ,acs a de.ttb ! c1ai2i of 22,000 engirecriur hours
for disrup)t;n1.

12. It is also interesting to nete that the NIMJTZ claim
includes a disruptien charge for ovcr 130,000 hours for

- enginecring vork perfore:ed befor_ .Jnruwry 1970. Tho claim
doas not mention that Vhe Neowport NCws bid propo.al for the
definitization of the contract vas updated by Newrport News
in February 2970 bas-d or. actual cn-inceren; costs through
5 J Thus, to the dejgrec that disruption ,aj.kt
kaEl ccurrI in that ' ork, it nis covcrcd by the. definitized
contract which was signed in September 1970. Iherefore, trhe la:,C00
hour.; claimed rUprcsents a claim for work already required
by contract.

13. While it is inevitnblc t; at there covid be ristr7;: s 1::
the i~e:port News clair.s, it appea2rs th:: t-he NIMITZ claim was
delil;erately cc-nstructcd to mislead the Government. Detailed
examtination of the clai:.l rTevea:s e..y examples where the
cotractor h..d data rca. ily ilaile in his records--but not
rcve;'lcd in the claim--w:hich would show that the claimed
anounts are not valid.

14. Thcre is evidencc that the situation I ha've described is
not quzi to the ;llY':Z clair.. Por do I bcaicve it is ccn!_ncd
to the 1,uClear aspects Of the ia-6:port he:-i claims. Thercfo-e,
I rccar-ine.nd that thc Navy revici: 0h1 othcr PCewPOTt News c; 7i :s
to deter-ine the full exte;;t to which the cx::pany has accourtcd
fcr r:orc- manhours in its claims than actuslly spent.

15. J also recor-end that this lettcr and its enclosure be
pra.ntly for.arded to the Justice Department in connection
with their ongoint invcstiLnation of the Newport Ne:s shipbuilding
claims.

I G. Pickovcr

Co,ly to: (with cnclosurc)
Inspcctor Gencral, Naval Sea Systems Comnnand (NM'SEA OiN)
Chairman, Navy C]nins Settlccent bo:ard (NA0i; l OO:X)

6 -.. -
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND
:E.: v tv~~~~~WSHINGTON O.C 20362 .A7V~~RT1" ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~REtL MEIER TO

19 July 1978

From: Deputy Commander, Nuclear Propulsion Directorate
(NAVSEA 08)

To: Secretary of the Navy

Subj: Additional instances of possible fraud in Newport News
claim under CVN 68 Class construction contract
N00024-67-C-0325

Ref: (a) My ltr of 19 May 1977 to NAVMAT OGX and NAVSEA OON
(b) My ltr of 14 July 1977 to NATMAT OOX and NAVSEA OON(c) My ltr of 1 Nov 1977 to NATMAT OOX and NAVSEA OON
(d). My ltr of 18 Nov 1977 to NAVNAT OOX and NAX'SEA DON
(e) My ltr of 30 Dec 1977 to you
(f) My ltr of 3 Jan 1978 to you
(g) My ltr of S Jan 1978 to you
(h) My ltr of 2 June 1978 to you
(i) Newport News ltr 59S/Cl-i-1 of 11 July 1978 from

C. L. Willis, Director of Contract Controls, to
RADM F. F. Manganaro, Chairman, Navy Claims Settlement
Board

1. In references (a) through (h), I reported items in the NewportNews claims which I believe should be investigated for possibleviolation of statutes relating to fraud and false claims. Iunderstand that the Navy has referred my reports to the JusticeDepartment for investigation. The purpose of this letter is toreport additional items relating to the claim on the CVN 68 Classconstruction contract which I believe should be referred to theDepartment of Justice.

2. On July 12, 1978 Newport News delivered reference (i) to. theNavy Claims Settlement Board. Reference (i) furnished additionalinformation and documentation in support of the Newport Newsclaim on the CVN 68 Class construction contract. I understandthat reference (i) was prepared by Newport News in an attempt topursuade the Navy Claims Settlement Board to increase its
valuation.of the Newport News claims. Newport News no doubtwants the Board to furnish Assistant Secretary Hidalgo a highervalue for the claims for use in his on-going claims settlement
negotiations with Mr. J. P. Diesel, Chairman of the Board,Newport News. The Chairman of the Navy Claims Settlement Board
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refereed reference (i) to my office for comment, since much of
the information enclosed therein relates to matters under my
cognizance.

3. My staff's review of reference (i) and its enclosures
has not revealed any increased entitlement for items under my
cognizance over that previously reported to the Claims Board in

-Claim Item Technical Advisory Reports. However, reference (i)
enclosed several documents prepared by Newport News, some eight
years old, which confirm many of the statements I made in
references (a) through (h) concerning statements in the Newport
News claims which appear to be a "willful means of taking or
attempting to take unfair advantage of the Government including,
but not limited to, deceit either by suppression of the truth
or misrepresentation of a material fact." Also, reference (i)
submitted a new allegation by Newport News concerning Government
responsibility for delay in the construction of the
DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER (CVN 69). This new allegation also appears
to be false, as explained below.

4. In references (e) and (h), I recommended that Claim Item
4.1.2, "Government-Responsible Delay-USS DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER
(CVN 69)," submitted by Newport News under the contract to
construct three NIMITZ Class carriers (CVN 68-70), be investigated
for possible violation of fraud or false claim statutes.
Reference (i) enclosed documents which directly confirm the
concerns I expressed about this claim item. In addition,
reference (i) sets forth a new allegation that the EISENHOWER
was delayed due to Navy changes to innerbottom shielding.
Reference (i) states:

"Construction on Shipway #9 was delayed due to Navy
changes which held up work on innerbottom shielding.
Sufficient manpower was available at the time of the holdups;
however, the work was subsequently released during a peak
manpower period when other scheduled work was requiring
available manpower."

S. In support of the allegation that Navy changes to innerbottom
shielding delayed the EISENHOWER, reference (i) enclosed a
memorandum of a telephone conversation of 5 December 1977,
between Mr. R. D. Bradway, and Messrs. T. C. Chandler and
D. D. Eason concerning Mr. Bradway's recollection of events which
took place over six years earlier, between January 1971 and
September 1972. Mr. Bradway is currently in the Newport News
Contract Administration Department, but in 1971 he was General
Superintendent, Steel Hull Division and in charge of hull
construction for aircraft carriers. Messrs. Chandler and Eason
are currently in the Contract Controls Department. In the 1971-1972
period Mr. Eason was Manager of Production Control; in that
capacity he was intimately involved in monitoring the construction
progress of all production work in the yard.

-2-
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6. Messrs. Chandler and Eason report that on 5 December 1977
Mr. Bradway recalled that:

"Structural work for Hull 599 (CVN 69) was poceedine
normally to meet a May 1972 transfer into Number l1
DiryDock until January 1971 when holdups based on Navy
changes were rece-ve3 on the innerbottom shielding under
reactor compartments Number 1 and Number 2. As efforts to
readily resolve the holdups were unsuccessful, in March 1971,
the innerbottom assemblies were removed from the shop and
put into storage. Structural erection on shipway number
nine subsequently slowed and virtually came to a stop later
in the summer when the late innerbottoms held up adjoining
work and prevented erection of the non-nuclear structure.
During the early part of 1971, sufticient manpower wasavailable to ect te structure if work could have
proceeded. However, when the holdups on the shielded
innerbottoms were released in September 1971, shop space and
manpower had been allocated to other Navy work and was not
available as planned. As a result we had to build temporary
structures over the innerbottoms and complete them on the
platens instead of in the shop."

"When the holdups were released in September 1971, we had
about seven months remaining before the scheduled May 1972
transfer. If manpower had been available in the skilled
trades at that time, we could have completed the section
of hull required for transfer in May 1972. However, by
September, other scheduled work was requiring use of
available resources, manpower and facilities. As a result ofthe holdup to scheduled shielding work and its subsequent
release during a peak manpower period, construction of Hull 599
(CVN 69) was slowed and the hull was not ready to transfer
into Number 11 Building Dock until September 1972."

"In summary, if work could have proceeded without the
six-month holdup in shielding, the May 1972 transfer date
would have been met. Additionally, if manpower had been
available after the shielding holdups were released, the
May 1972 transfer could still have been met. The lack of
manpower available to Hull 599 (CVN 69) after the release
of shielding holdups in September 1971 caused the May 1972
transfer of Hull S99 (CVN 69) to be rescheduled to
September 1972." (Emphasis added)

7. In addition, based on the above report of Mr. Bradway's
recollections, reference (i) states:

"There is a question as to whether the Company made
optimum use of its resources while the CVAN68 (sic;should
be CVAN69) machinery box was on the building way. Enclosed

-3-
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is documentation which we believe clearly demonstrates this
fact. In brief, the enclosed documentation reveals,
during the preparatory and early construction phases, optimum
resources were aple0otets.Teecoe
documentation also confirms that during the latter staNes
of construction, manpower became a constraint. This conforms
to the rationale contained in.the REA that effort had
to be continued on CVAN 68 for a much longer period than
anticipated and that the inability to assign manpower to
CVN 69 was the direct-result. Since delay to CVAN 68
was Navy responsible, problems manpowr
resource are to a large extent Navy responsi le." (Emphasis
added)

8. Had Newport News reviewed reports Mr. Eason and Mr. Bradway
issued in 1971 and 1972 it would have been obvious that the
events at that time did not take place in the manner represented
in reference (i). Further, had Mr. Willis, the head of the
Contract Controls Department and signer of reference (i); or his
subordinates, Mr. Chandler and Mr. Eason; or Mr. Bradway in his
present capacity in the Contract Administration Department;
checked the carrier contract they would have discovered that in
December 1973 Mr. C. E. Dart, Vice President, signed a fully
adjudicated contract modification covering the effects of the
shielding change to both the NIMITZ and the EISENHOWER. It
should be noted that Mr. Dart signed this modification more than
18 months after the innerbottom shielding work was completed
and over a year after the EISENHOWER was transferred to the
Shipway #11 Dry Dock. In this contract modification it was
mutually agreed that "the prescribed changes resulted in no change
in delivery schedule for the applicable ships." This contract
modification concluded with the following release:

"S. The change in delivery dates, target cost, target
profit and ceiling price, described above is considered to
be fair and reasonable and has been mutually agreed upon
in full and final settlement of all claims arising out of
this modification and any other modifications or change orders
indicated above including all claims for delays and
disruptions resulting from, caused by, or incident to
such modifications or change orders."

9. Review of Navy files of reports prepared by Newport News
shows that:

* On 23 December 1970, almost a month before the inner-
bottom shielding holdup, Mr. Bradway issued a revised
work schedule for 1971 which projected more than a
four month slippage in the EISENHOWER erection schedule
by the end of 1971.

-4-
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* As of January 1971 erection of the EISENHOWER hull
section on Shipway #9 was on or ahead of the June 1970
Newport News schedule. However, more than six months
before January 1971 the manpower assigned to the shop
work needed to support continued erection of the
EISENHOWER hull began to fall short of the planned
manpower allocation.

* The manpower shortfall on the EISENHOWER continued to
grow until long after the launch of the hull section
from Shipway *9. This shortfall was not caused
by Government responsible delays on the NIMITZ,
as alleged in the claim and reiterated in reference (i).

* On 18 January 1971, shield installation in one
innerbottom subassembly for each reactor compartment
was held up pending a change to the shielding
installation.

* Construction photographs, work orders signed by
Mr. Bradway, and production meeting minutes signed
by Mr. Eason, show that work adjacent to the shielded
innerbottom subassemblies proceeded, leaving space
for later installation of the shielded subassemblies.
No holdups to other subassemblies resulted from the
shielding holdup.

* By Contract Modification A422, signed by Mr. L. C. Acker-
man, President, on 9 July 1971, Newport News agreed
to a maximum price for the effects of the shielding
modifications and "agreed that this modification will
result in no adjustment in the delivery schedule
for the CVAN 68 and CVAN 69."

* Installation of shielding in the innerbottom sub-
assemblies commenced in early August 1971.

* Newport News Operations Information Reports show that
"due to lack of available manpower and the priorities
established on other contracts" the total manning
assigned to the EISENHOWER during 1971 was less than
60 percent of that planned. The "other contracts"
identified in the reports include four Navy ships and
two commercial contracts to jumboize tankers.

* By. mid-September 1971 structural erection on Shipway #9
was about five months behind the revised hull erection
schedule issued by Mr. Bradway in December 1970.

* The EISENHOWER structural erection log and construction
photographs show that for the six months from
mid-September 1971 until mid-March 1972 almost no

-5- - V.
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erection work took place on the building way. Total
manning assigned to the EISENHOWER during this
period averaged about 36 percent of planned manning.
Most of the available manpower was needed for shop
work; thus erection work on the building way
essentially stopped. During this period Newport News
reduced the planned size of the hull section to be
built on Shipway *9 from 600 feet of length to 400 feet
and reduced the height to be built by one deck level.
Because of the shortage of manpower, even the smaller
hull section could not be readied for launch by
the planned date in May 1972, and it was fescheduled
for August 1972.

* The erection log shows that the two shielded
innerbottom subassemblies were landed on the ways for
final erection on 27 March and 26 April 1972. These
subassemblies were fully welded in by mid-June 1972
and were not in any way controlling the launch of
the hull section, which was delayed until
9 September 1972 due to the slow rate of erection of
other assemblies.

* By Contract Modification AD26 signed by Mr. C. E. Dart,
Vice President, on 27 December 1973, Newport News
agreed to full and final settlement for the effects
of the shielding modifications including agreement
"that the prescribed changes resulted in no change
in delivery schedule for the applicable ships."

10. The introduction by Newport News in July 1978, in the midst
of Mr. Diesel's settlement negotiations with Secretary Hidalgo,
of a new- and incorrect-basis for claiming Government responsibility
for delay of the EISENHOWER raises many serious questions.

* Did Newport News check their records before making
the representations contained in reference (i)?
If not, why not?

* How does the Company reconcile the great disparity
between what they represent as Mr. Bradway's recollections
of six year old events and the documents Mr. Bradway,
MT. Eason, and others signed at the time the events

- occurred?

* Were Mr. Bradway's S December 1977 recollections
accurately recorded by MT. Eason and Mr. Chandler?

* Why did Newport News generate and submit a second-hand
account of Mr. Bradway's recollections?
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* Why did Newport News represent that the shielding
modification substantiates the EISENHOWER delay claim
when the Company had contractually agreed to full
and final settlement for the effects of this change
in 1973 and that no change in ship delivery was involved?

* If Newport News considered the December 1977 record of
Mr. Bradway's recollections to be valid why did the
Company wait until July 1978 to submit this new
basis for its claim that the Government is responsible
for the EISENHOWER delay?

11. Reference (i) is yet another illustration that the claims
submitted by Newport News:

* Contain statements which are demonstrably untrue.

* Contain statements apparently designed to mislead.

* Do not disclose documents which would disprove allegations
of Government responsibility.

* Allege Government responsibility for costs which are
the shipbuilder's contractual responsibility.

* Contain claims for costs that have already been
reimbursed.

12. I recommend that this letter and reference (i) with its
enclosures and references be promptly forwarded to the Justice
Department-in connection with their on-going investigation of the
Newport News shipbuilding claims.

13. Reference (i) is typical of the problems we have frequently
encountered in evaluating shipbuilding claims. To discourage
false claims, the Navy Procurement Directives require senior
contractor officials to certify at the time of claim submission
that their claims and supporting data are current, complete and
accurate. However, the Navy has not enforced this requirement with
Newport News. I therefore recommend that as part of the on-going
claims settlement negotiations with Newport News, you obtain
the company's commitment to comply fully with the Navy Procurement
Directives regarding identification, documentation, and certifica-
tion of claims.

Copy to:
Inspector General, Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA OON)
Chairman, Navy Claims Settlement Board (NAVMAT OOX)
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE

EAST-RN DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA

RICWAOND DIVISION

IN RE: )

GRAND JURY INVESTIGATION ) CRIMINAL NO. 7S-00083A-R
NEWPORT NENS SHIPBUILDING
AND DRYDOCK COMPANY

RESPONSE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
TO MOTION OF NEWPORT NEWS FOR DISQUALIFICATION

OF SPECIAL DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE ATTORNEYS ADKINS
AND PAULISCH AND FOR TERMINATION OF THE

GRAND JURY PROCEEDINGS

WILLIAM B. CUMMINGS
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY

Eliot Norman
Assistant United States Attorney

Saundra J. Adkoins
Special Department of Justice Attornpy

Eugene B. Paulisch I
Special Department of Justice Attorney
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE

EASTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA

RICHMOND DIVISION

IN RE:

GRAND JURY INVESTIGATION ) CRIMINAL NO. 78-00083A-R
NEWPORT NEWS SHIPBUILDING
AND DRYDOCK COMPANY

RESPONSE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
TO MOTION OF NEWPORT NEWS FOR DISQUALIFICATION

OF SPECIAL DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE ATTORNEYS ADKINS
AND PAULISCH AND FOR TERMINATION OF THE

GRAND JURY PROCEEDINGS

I. INTRODUCTION

Newport News essentially argues that Special Depart-

ment of Justice Attorneys Adkins and Paulisch must be disqualified

because their agency's interests conflict with the Justice Depart-

ment's and because they have an "axe to grind". The first con-

tention cannot be reconciled with the history of this investiga-

tion, recent amendments to Rule 6(e), and Congressional require-

ments that agencies of the Executive Branch act in concert in

investigating and prosecuting fraud. The second ignores the early

involvement of the Justice Department in this investigation, the

lack of any recommendation by the Navy for criminal prosecution,

the effective termination of related agency matters involving

the Special Attorneys prior to their active participation in the

grand jury, and the absence of any allevations by Newport

News that the two former agency attorneys engaged in illegal or

improper tactics in their conduct of Navy matters. It is legally

irrelevant that Ms. Adkins and Mr. Paulisch formerly worked on

Navy matters, are now compensated by the Navy while serving with

another agency of the Executive Branch, that the Navy has contractuz ;
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dealings with the shipyard, or that certain elements of the Navy

lhave been more outspoken than others on the issue of fraud in

'military procurement. The government's affidavits amply demon-

strate that this investigation is being conducted fairly. inde-

pendently, and in good faith. They are more than sufficient to

lwarrant denial of Newport News' Motion without further inquiry

into the government's motivations, In Re Grand Jury Subpoenas,

April, 1978, 581 F.2d. 1103, 1108 (4th Cir.. 1978); United States

v. LaSalle National Bank. U. S. _ , 98 S.Ct. 2357 (1978).

'Only if Ms. Adkins and Mr. Paulisch were accused of personal

lmisconduct in their prior dealings with the shipyard (they had

'none) would the issue of disqualification be properly before this

Court. This investigation, like that in United States v. Dondich,

480 F.Supp. 849 (N.D. Cal.. 1978) is not such a case.

lI. QUESTION PRESENTED

Whether attorneys for one agency of the Executive Branch

which has referred allegations of criminal fraud to another, must

be disqualified from participation as Special Department of Justice

Attorneys in the grand jury proceedings solely by reason of their

agency association, where there is no conflicting civil litigation

or any allegations that the former agency attorneys engaged in

illegal or abusive conduct.
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III. COUNTER-STATEMENT OF FACTS

Criminal Fraud Section of
Department of Justice Opens

Flreliinary Inquiry

1. On or about 29 July 1976 Attorney General Edward H. Levi

received advice from the Joint Economic Committee of the Congress

of the United States that evidence developed by that committee

suggested "a clear possibility that the claims of one of the

shipbuilders, Newport News Shipbuilding, a division of Tenneco,

may be based on fraud." (Kurimal Affidavit and Exhibit A thereto)

2. In August 1976 Attorney Calvin Kurimai of the Criminal

Division, Fraud S .ction, opened a preliminary investigation into

the question whether Newport News' claims are based on fraud.

(Kurimai Affidavit)

3. In early September 1976, Mr. Kurimai contacted the Navy

Department. He talked with Vs. Saundra J. Adkins, Assistant to

the General Counsel of the Navy. The General Counsel by regulation

acts as Navy Department's liaison with the Department of Justice.

Ms. Adkins was at that time the member of the General Counsel's

staff who served as point of contact with the Department of

Justice for criminal law matters. (Kurimai Affidavit and Adkins

Affidavit)

J4. Mr. Kurimal determined that the preliminary inquiry

could not be completed until the Navy had completed technical

analysis of the claims. (Kurimai Affidavit and Adkins Affidavit)

5. The claims had, in July 1976, been assigned within Navy

to a special board, designated the Navy Claims Settlement Board,

which held exclusive authority to examine the claims, make

settlement offers and, failing successful settlement negotiations,

to issue Contracting Officer's Final Decisions. Under the terms

of the contracts out of which the claims arise, the parties agree

that any claim shall be examined by the contracting officer (in

this case the Chairman of the Navy Claims Settlement Board (NCSB),

Rear Admiral Francis F. Manganaro) for determination of entitlement

and offer of settlement. If the contracting officer and the

contractor cannot agree as to the change in contract price
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warranted by the contractor's claim, then the contractor has the

right to bring this dispute to the Armed Services Board or

Contract Appeals (ASBCA) for resolution. The ASBCA Is a quasi-

judicial administrative tribunal authorized by contract and

regulation to exercise the judgment of the Secretary or the Navy

in contract disputes. The contractor has a right to appeal the

ASBCA's decision to the Court of Claims under the Wunderlich Act

for review as to sufficiency of evidence to support the decision.'

(Manganaro Affidavit)

6. The procedure required by regulation and followed ty the

NCSB in its examination of the claims involve a multidisciplined

approach. Engineers conduct fact finding investigations, analyze

their findings, and prepare technical advisory reports (TARs).

TARs provide the Contracting Officer factual bases for his

decision. Attorneys advise TAR writers as to legal aspects of

the claim and of the engineer's findings. Attorneys make recom-

mendations to the Contracting Officer Including assessment of the

Navy's likelihood of success should the claim be appealed to the

*ASBCA. DCAA auditors provide the Contracting Officer information

concerning pricing. (Manganaro Affidav'.t)

7. From September 1976 to May 1977, Mr. Kurimai continued

to contact Ms. Adkins to learn about the status of the Navy's

claim evaluation process and to acquaint himself with the claims

and Navy contracting procedures. (Kurimai Affidavit and Adkins

Affidavit)

B. In May 1977 Ms. Adkins informally advised Mr. Kurimal

that one claim item had become the subject of a referral to the

Inspector General (I) of the Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA).

The engineers examining that claim Items had concluded that their

findings and the statement of facts made in the claim..were so

disparate as to require referral of the matter to the IG in

accordance with NAVSEA regulations. Mr. Kurimal reviewed the

matter, discussed it with the engineers who had raised the

question whether the claim was false and advised Ms. Adkins that

* - Under the Contract Disputes Act of 1978, effective 1 March
1979, the Government has a right of appeal to the Court of
Claims.
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formal referral to the Department of Justice would not be appro-

priate. Navy made no formal referral at that time. (Kurimal

Affidavit and Adkins Affidavit)

9. A meeting was held In June 1977 between representatives of

the United States Attorney's Office, the Fraud Section, Criminal

Division of the Department of Justice and the Office of General

Counsel of the Navy. As a result of that meeting it was decided

that a team of Navy attorneys would be set up to review the work

of the technical analysts and determine If any items warranted

referral to the Department of Justice.(Adkins, Kurimal, West Affida It

10. Ms. Adkins was directed by the General Counsel to make

this review along with other attorneys from the Office of General

Counsel. (West Affidavit and Adkins Affidavit)

11. Ms. Adkins and the other attorneys reviewed the allega-

tions of fraud but did not themselves initiate any allegations.

The allegations were brought to the General Counsel's attention

by Navy personnel who had prepared the TARs or by the NCSB or

Supervisor of Shipbuilding at Newport News on behalf of persons

who prepared TARs under their direction. The review took the

Iform of examining referral memoranda, claims, TARs, and documents

relied upon by the TAR writer. Ms. Adkins and the other attorneys

discussed the allegations with the TAR writers who had reported

them. Ns. Adkins and the other attorneys made no attempt to

obtain documentation from Newport News or to interview Newport

News employees. In late January and early February 1978, they

reported their findings to the General Counsel. They advised

the General Counsel that because the Navy lacked the authority

to Investigate by subpoenaing Newport News documents and inter-

viewing Newport News employees that the Navy could not determine

whether false claims had been submitted. For this reason they

recommended to the General Counsel that he formally refer the

allegations they had examined to the Department of Justice.

(Adkins Affidavit)

12. On 6 February 1978 and 6 March 1978, the General

Counsel of the Navy formally referred the allegations to the

-5-
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Department of Justice for action. The General Counsel intentionally

made no prosecutorial recommendation.

Criminal Fraud Section of DOJ
Expands Prellminary In uiry
Into Crimi.ai Investigation

13. After receipt of the Navy's letters of 6 February and

6 March 1978, Department of Justice assigned the matter to

Attorney Joseph Covington of the Criminal Fraud Section.

(Covington Affidavit)

14. DOJ Attorney Covington requested that Ms. Adkins attend

a meeting at his office with DOJ Attorney James Graham, Chief of

the Government Fraud Branch, for the purpose of explaining the

Navy's findings and answering his and Mr. Graham's questions. The

meeting was held on 8 March 1978. (Covington.Affidavit, Graham

Affidavit, Adkins Affidavit)

15. After that meeting DOJ Attorneys Graham and Covington

concluded that sufficient facts existed to warrant further

investigation. Neither Ms. Adkins, Mr. Paulisch nor any other

Navy personnel participated in the making of the decision to

conduct a formal Department of Justice criminal investigation.

(Covington Affidavit and Graham Affidavit)

16. Upon concluding that the matter merited Investigation,

the Department of Justice undertook to establish a Department of

Justice-Navy task force to conduct the investigation. To this

end, DOJ Attorney Mark Richard, Chief of the Fraud Section, asked

the Navy General Counsel to make attorneys available to Department

of Justice for assignment as Special Attorneys of the Department

of Justice. While the General Counsel was considering this

request, he received directions from the Deputy Secretary of

Defense to make attorneys available for reassignment to Department

of Justice. The Deputy Secretary had agreed to provide Department

of Justice with 25 Department of Defense attorneys in order to

bolster Department of Justice's Insufficient staff. On 28 March

1978, the General Counsel assigned Mr. Paulisch and Ms. Adkins

to the Department of Justice. (Graham Affidavit, West Affidavit,

Adkins Affidavit)
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17. The Department of Justice assigned Ms. Adkins and

Ms. Paulisch to the Criminal Division, Praud Section.

18. Thereafter, the U. S. Attorney for the Eastern District

of Virginia took over formal direction of the Newport News

investigation. DOJ Attorneys Covington, Adkins, and Paulisch were

assigned as Special Attorneys for the Eastern District of Virginia

in order to participate in th-e :lewport lews investigation.

(Covington Affidavit, Norman Affidavit)

19. Deputy Attorney General Benjamin R. Civiletti, in

testimony before the Subcornittee on Crime, Committee on the

Judiciary, House of Representatives, on 12 July 1978 advised the

Contress that prosecution task forces had been established to

investigation naval procurement fraud.

United States Attorney for the Eastern District of
Vlrglnia Decides to Request A

Grand Jury Investigatlon

20. After preliminary Investigation by the task force

assigned to the Newport News case had been completed, Assistant

U. S. Attorney Eliot Norman, charged with directing the Investi-

gation, recormended to the U. S. Attorney for the Eastern District

of Virginia, William Cummings, that the matter be considered by a

grand jury. Mr. Cummings accepted Mr. Norman's recommendation and

they requested this Court to establish a grand jury to hear this

and other matters Involving possible violations of fraud and

false claim statutes. Neither Ms. Adkins nor Mr. Paulisch parti-

cipated in the U. S. Attorney's decision to request a grand jury

to investlgate-the Newport News matter. (Norman Affidavit and

Covington Affidavit)

21. The grand jury established by this court was empaneled

on 18 October 1978. The grand jury has been meeting on the first

and third Wednesday and Thursday of each month.

Ms. Adkins' and Mr. Paulisch's
Conduct Creates No

Appearance of Conflict of Interest

22. In July 1976, Ms. Adkins, then Assistant to the General

Counsel of the Navy, was assigned to serve as lead attorney on the

CVN 68/69 claim. In this capacity she gave advice to engineers
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Iiresponsible for conducting fact-rinding inquiries into the claim
liallegations. She gave them advice both orally and in writing.

IShe reviewed preliminary reports of their findings to assure

factual support, logical consistency and legal relevancy of

matters set forth- therein. She prepared legal memoranda setting

forth the legal consequences flowing from their findings and

making recommendations as to whether Newport News might be entitled

lto additional compensation on account of allegations raised in the

CVN claim. She frequently discussed legal issues arising out the

lCrN claims with the members of the NCSB. She did not, however,

participate In the Board's decision-making regarding the claims.

* 23. In February 1977, Ms. Adkins discontinued serving as CVN

!claim lead attorney and returned to her duties as Assistant to

Ithe General Counsel.

I 24. Mr. Paulisch was assigned in late 1976 to work with the

I! xCSB. He served initially as Assistant Counsel to the technical

team evaluating the CVr 68/69 claim. After Ms. Adkins was returned

full-time to her duties as Assistant to the General Counsel, he

I took over the position of lead counsel on the CVNI claim. His

duties in connection with the NCSB were to review the various

litems of the claim along with the technical analysis team and

advise as to questions of contract interpretation as these might

larise, and to cover the technical analysis report to the NCSE

l with a memorandum pointing up legal issues presented, with his

recommendations.

25. Neither Ms. Adkins nor Mr. Paulisch participated in the

NCSB's decisions concerning the CVN claim or any other matters.

26. The Newport News Shipbuilding data and documents to which

lMs. Adkins and Mr. Paulisch had access during the MCSB evaluation-

iwere limited to data and documents which were furnished by

Newport News Shipbuilding as supporting material to the requests

for adjustment. This material was either submitted by Newport

News along with the requests or was furnished to the NCSB under

an informal arrangement whereby Newport News may provide addi-

ii ~~~~~~~-a-
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tional supporting data in response to requests of the analysis

teams should Newport News choose to do so. Other than the

Newport News data and documents provided as above, or such docu-

ments and data normally furnished to the navy during the course of

the contract, they had no other mode of access to Newport News

data in the course of their assignments with the Navy Claims

Settlement Board.

27. Prom September 1976 to March 1978, Ms. Adkins served as

DOJ's point of contact within Navy for matters concerning DOJ

preliminary inquiry into possible fraud regarding the Newport

News claims.
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28. As a result of the June 1977 Department of Justice -

Navy meeting at the direction of the Navy General Counsel West,

Ms Adkins reviewed allegations of possible fraud in connection

with the Newport News claims. In early February 1978, she made

her final report on the Newport News matter to then General Counsel

West.

29. On March 8, 1978 Ms. Adkins participated in a meeting

called by the Criminal Fraud Section answering the questions of

Attorneys Graham and Covington concerning the Newport News matter.

This event concluded Ms. Adkins' involvement as a Navy attorney

with the Newport News claims.

30. Neither Mr. Paulisch nor Ms. Adkins at any time during

their association with the Office of the General Counsel of the

Navy appeared as counsel of record, nor assisted such counsel in

any civil or administrative proceedings involving the Newport New

claims which are subjects of the criminal investigation to which

they are presently assigned by the Department of Justice.

31. Since their assignment to the Department of Justice,

neither Ms. Adkins nor Mr. Paulisch have reported to anyone in

the Office of General Counsel of the Navy, their only contact

with the Navy has been continued payment of their salaries.

(West, Szervo, Paulisch and Adkins).

32. Subsequent to their assignment to the Department of

Justice, Department of Justice Attorney Joseph Covington instructe

Ms. Adkins and Mr. Paulisch on criminal procedure including the

basic concept of grand jury secrecy.

33. Since August 1978, Assistant United States Attorney

Eliot Norman has been lead attorney on the Newport News case. In

that capacity his duties have included:

(1) writing and review of all pleadings; (2)providing
tactical and legal advice to staff attorneys and agents
concerning witnesses, Fed. R. Crm. Pro. 6(e), and
other grand jury related matters; (3) providing guide-
lines and written directives to the staff concerning
the direction and scope of the investigation; (4)
draft-ing or editing all subpoenas for documents;
(5) handling all correspondence with attorneys for
individuals and Newport News Shipbuilding (NNS);
(6) handling all negotiations with said attorneys
regarding compliance with document subpoenas,
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appearances of witnesses before the grand jury,
etc.: (7) representing the United States in hearings
or chambers conferences before this Court; (8)
preparation and coordination of requests for investi-
gative assistance from the F.B.I. and other agencies;
(9) preparation of all praecipes for subpoenas issued
by this Court; (10) review of all requests from staffattorneys and agents for subpoenas of witnesses and
for documents; (11) after consultation with other
Assistant United States Attorneys, staff attorneys
and the grand jurors, scheduling of grand jury sessions;

i (12) providing legal advice to the grand jury andresponding to their questions regarding the overall
l conduct of the investigation; (13) questioning of

witnesses before the grand jury; and (14) reporting ona regular basis to the United States Attorney and hisprincipal Assistant United States Attorneys on the
progress of the investigation.

34. Assistant United States Attorney Norman has worked

closely with Ms. Adkins and Mr. Paulisch directing them on a

daily basis about matters of policy and practicality arising out

of the grand jury investigation. He has reviewed with them the

scope of their planned questioning of witnesses before the grand

jury and has often followed up questioning of witnesses as to

whom either Ms. Adkins or Mr. Paulisch had conducted primary

questioning.

35. A review of the record of the grand jury reveals that

Assistant United States Attorney Norman, not Ms. Adkins nor

Mr. Paulisch,. questioned most of the witnesses and created

the largest number of pages of transcript. The record

reveals:
Number of Number of
Witnesses Pages of

Staff Attorney Questioned Transcript
Norman 30 845
Adkins 23 313
Paulisch 13 253
Covington 10 138

36. Of the 23 witnesses questioned by Ms. Adkins, Departmer

of Justice Attorney Covington or Assistant United States Attorney

Norman also questioned sixteen. Of the 13 witnesses questioned

by Mr. Paulisch, Department of Justice Attorney Covington or

Assistant United States Attorney Norman also questioned six.
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37. Only one session of the grand jury was held with

neither Assistant United States Attorney Norman nor Department

of Justice Attorney Covington in attendance. On that one

occasion, the only witnesses were FBI and NIS agents assigned to

the Newport News investigation.

38. Throughout the life of the grand jury advisory and

explanatory statements made by each attorney have been recorded.

Each attorney has repeatedly reminded the grand jurors that such

statements made by an attorney are not evidence.

39. By letter of 25 January 1979, Newport News specificall

agreed that employees of the Navy and other federal agencies 'as

are deemed necessary by the Department of Justice attorneys to

assist them in the performance of their duties to enforce federal

criminal law will have access to "documents subpoenaed by the

grand jury and located by agreement at a depository in Newport

News. That agreement further provides that the requirements of

Rule 6(e) shall apply to the use and disclosure of any document

placed in the depository.

40. Numerous 6(e) notice have been filed with the Court.

41. Ms. Adkins and Mr. Paulisch by their affidavits have

stated under oath that each has complied with the rules of

criminal procedure in participation in the grand jury proceedings.

42. They further have sworn that they have not attempted

to influence the testimony of any witness, either directly in

conversation with the witness or by conversation with anyone

within the Navy.

43. They have also sworn that they have had no conversations

with anyone within the Navy concerning the substance of any

witnesses' testimony except the witnesses themselves.
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44. Rear Admiral Manganaro by his affidavit states on his

oath that he has not been influenced and to his knowledge no

Navy personnel called to testify before the grand jury have been

influenced by Ms. Adkins or Mr. Paulisch's participation in the

grand jury investigation.

45. Any recommendation for or against presenting an

indictment to the grand jury will be subject to the approval of

the United States Attorney for the Eastern District of Virginia

and of the Major Case Review Committee of the Fraud Section,

Criminal Division, Department of Justice.

The Navy Has No Economic
or Political Interest

in Having an Indictment
Brought Against Newport News Shipbuilding

46. Rear Admiral Frank Manganaro, Chairman of the Navy

Claims Settlement Board, by his affidavit states on his oath that

the Navy's objective of fairly evaluating and settling its claims

with Newport News has been accomplished in the best interest of

the Navy. The contract modifications setting forth the terms

of the settlement agreed to by Newport News and the Navy on

5 October 1978 clearly state Navy's interest in the claims. As

regards possible fraud or false claims, the Navy's interest is

expressed at paragraph 10 of the modification's terms which

states, in part:

. . . the following rights are hereby reserved,
it being expressly agreed that the parties do
not thereby acknowledge liability therefor:

(a) All rights and entitlement which the
government may have against the Contractor
founded upon P. 0. 87-653, [Truth in Negotiation
Act] to the extent that Certificates of Current
Cost and Pricing Data have been provided in
connection with this modification; and 31 U.S.C.
231; 18 U.S.C. 286; 18 U.S.C. 287; and 18 U.S.C.
1001."
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This language was obviously included in the modifications because

of both Navy and Newport News' awareness that the claims were

subjects of investigation as regards possible fraud.

47. Rear Admiral Manganaro also stated on his oath that

the Navy Claims Settlement Board made no criminal investigation

but complied with Navy regulations pertaining to fraud by

referring any irregularities found during the course of technical

review to the Inspector General and the General Counsel.

48. The former General Counsel of the Navy, Togo D. West,

Jr., by his affidavit states on his oath that his referral to

the Department of Justice did not arise out of any political or

economic interest of the Navy but was required by regulations

dealing with reports to and liaison with Department of Justice

on behalf of the United States Navy.

Conclusion

49. The Navy has no economic or political interest in the

outcome of the grand jury's investigation of Newport News Ship-

building and Dry Dock Company.

50. There exists no actual or apparent conflict between th

interests of the Navy and that of the Department of Justice in

assuring that justice be done.

51. There exists no actual or apparent conflict in Mr.

Paulisch and Ms. Adkins' connection with the Navy Claims Settle-

ment Board and their duties as Special Attorneys assigned to the

Newport News investigation.

52. No actual or apparent conflict of interest arises out

of Ms. Adkins' review of the fraud allegation as a member of

the General Counsel's staff before their referral to the Departme t

of Justice by the General Counsel for whatever action the Depart-

ment of Justice considers warranted.
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53. The Grand Jury investigation has been conducted in

accordance with the law and without any appearance of impropriety

or conflict of interest.
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IV ARGUMENT

A. INTRODUCTION.

Newport News heavily relies upon three cases--

|United States V. Dondich, 460 F.Supp. 849 CN.D. Cal. 1978), General

iMotors Corporation v. United States, 573 F.2d 936, rev'd en banc

ias moot 584 F.2d 1366 (6th Cir. 1978) and United States v. Braniff

[Airways, Inc., 428 F. Supp. 579 (W.D. Tex. 1977)--to buttress its

arguments for disqualification of Ms. Adkins and Mr. Paulisch and

for termination of the grand jury.^ That reliance is misplaced.

IBraniff and General Motors address very different factual

situations while Dondich fully supports the participation of

Special Attorneys Adkins and Paulisch in this investigation.

Moreover, nowhere in its Memorandum does Newport News inform

this Court that the wisdom of General Motors was seriously

questioned by Dondich and by this Circuit in In Re Grand Jury

Subpoenas, April, 1978 at Baltimore, 581 F.2d 1103, 1109n.3 (4th

Cir. 1978).**

Because the facts surrounding Ms. Adkins' and Mr.

Paulisch's involvement in the Newport News investigation so

closely parallel those presented in Dondich, a copy of District

Judge Orrick's full opinion is contained in the Appendix hereto

for the Court's consideration. The United States believes that

Judge Orrick's careful analysis of the "conflict of interest'

cases and his practical application of the principles favoring

'Newport News Memorandum of Law in Support of Motion for

Termination of Grand Jury Investigation and for Disqualification

of Saundra J. Adkins, Esquire and Eugene B. Paulisch, Esquire

(hereinafter 'Newport News Memorandum") at 17-22.

**Selected portions but not the holding of Grand Jury

Subpoenas, April, 1978, supra are discussed an Newport News'

Memorandum at 9. As discussed, po. infra, the Fourth Circuit held

that the safeguards contained in F.R.Crim.Pro. 6(e) and the

government's attestations by affidavit of good faith warranted

denial without an evidentiary hearing of a corporate target's
motion to terminate grand jury proceedings. The target's motion,

like that of Newport News, alleged misconduct by the prosecutors

in permitting another agency, the I.R.S., to become involved
in the grand jury process.
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interagency cooperation in law enforcement (See United States v.

'LaSalle National Bank, U.S. _ 1978) are dispositive o0

lithe issues raised by Newport News' Motion.

B. THE FACTS IN THE NEWPORT NEWS INVESTIGATION FIT

SQUARELY WITHIN UNITED STATES v. DONDICH

In Dondich, Judge Orrick held that participation in the

;grand jury by a SEC lawyer who conducted the civil investigation

[of the defendants and filed civil suit against them did not

!Ipresent a conflict or interest nor appearance therof so as to

mandate dismissal of the indictment.

The key facts in Dondich can be summarized as follows.

During 1975 and 1976 SEC lawyer Mark N. zanides conducted a SEC

Iinvestigation into the sale of alleged fraudulent securities to

finance development on Quimby Island, a California State reclama-

tion district. His activities included the issuance of administra-

!tive subpoenas, the taking of depositions of two persons later

'indicted by the grand jury, and the analysis of evidence received

from the defendants. In May 1976 Zanides recommended civil

injunctive action and drafted and filed an SEC civil complaint

against twenty-one persons, including the five criminal defendants.

;While the civil action was pending, Zanides received a request from

!the Department of Justice for access to the SEC investigative files

In November 1976 the files were referred to Justice without any

recommendation for criminal prosecution. In the spring or early

summer of 1977, Zanides met with an Assistant United States Attorne]

and began assisting him in the preparation of a criminal prosecutiol

Several months later, on 30 September 1977 Zanides was appointed

a Special Department of Justice Attorney.

In the interim, by February 1977 all but two of the

defendants in the civil action had consented to entry of an

injunction against them. Default judgments were entered against

two of the criminal defendants in January and October 1977

respectively. During 1977 Zanides also assisted other SEC

lawyers in related civil cases arising out of his investigation.

l . - 17 -
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During October 19/7 through April 1978, Zanides pre-

Isented evidence to the grand jury on no less than thirteen (13)

occasions. He did not completely abandon his SEC duties, however,

i "During this period, Zanides remained on the staff of SEC and

!worked on unrelated cases in that capacity.' Dondich, supra at

851.

In January 1978 one of the criminal defendants, Mortenson

filed a third party civil complaint against Zanides, other SEC

officials and other public officials charging in part that Zanides'

civil injunctive action had made it impossible for Mortenson to

-market securities, thereby causing the insolvency of his Quimby

IIsland development. No allegations were made in the complaint of

misconduct or improprieties by Zanides or any other SEC lawyers

in their conduct of the civil fraud investigation itself. The

complaint was dismissed in April 1978. During the entire period

| in which it was effectively pending, Zanides made no appearances

before the grand jury. Although related civil actions did con-

tinue, the Court also found that any SEC civil injunctive pro-

ceedings against the criminal defendants 'had been effectively

terminated prior to Zanides' active participation in the grand

jury investigation," id. at 853.

Review of these facts reveals a number of important

similarities between Zanides, involvement in the Dondich case and

the role of Ms. Adkins and Mr. Paulisch in the Newport News

investigation. It also reveals that there have been far fewer

opportunities for potential conflicts of interest to occur in the

instant investigation than in Dondich. Hence, the facts in the

case at bar not only square with Dondich, but tit well within its

bounds.
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1. Adkins and Paulisch, like Zanides, effectively
terminated their agency matters prior to active

participation in the grand jury.

First, like Zanides, Ms. Adkins effectively terminated

her internal agency review of traud allegations prior to her

active participation in the grand jury investigation. (Mr.Paulisch

did not conduct any Navy fraud inquiry.) Moreover, her review of

the fraud allegations was tar more limited in purpose and scope

.than Zanides' civil investigation.

Second, like Zanides, the involvement of Mr. Paulisch

and Ms. Adkins in any agency matters related to the grand jury

investigation was also terminated well before their grand jury

participation. Zanides obtained civil judgments against all the

potential criminal defendants before he first presented evidence

to the grand jury. Ms. Adkins and Mr. Paulisch ended their roles

as legal advisors to the Navy Claims Settlement Board with respect

to one (CVN 68/69) of the five claims in 1977 and March, 1978

respectively. And since the date of their active participation

in the grand jury neither attorney has worked on any Navy matters

whether related or unrelated to the Newport News investigation.

Newport News confuses these facts by referring to the

involvement of Ms. Adkins and Mr. Paulisch in civil litigation ovex

the claims. During the entire time that Ms. Adkins and Mr. Paulisc

provided legal advice to the claims analysis effort there were no

civil proceedings pending involving the CVN 68/69 claim. Further,

the Affidavit of Rear Admiral Manganaro states that at no time

were these attorneys or any others working in an advisory capacity

to the NCSB preparing for conducting or supporting any civil or

criminal litigation concerning the claims.

There can only be civil litigation if the claims sub-

-Unlike Zanides, she did not subpoena any records or interro-

gate any potential criminal defendants. Instead she confined her-

self to review of Navy files and questioning of government employ-

ees. Also, she took no formal action. (Zanides filed a formal

civil injunctive complaint against all five criminal defendants in

Dondich.) Another significant factor, discussed pp.28-31infra,

is that Ms. Adkins' investigation was not even as independant as

Zanides' but was conducted with the advice and under the general

guidance of Department of Justice Attorney Kurimai. (See Affidavit

of Mr. Kurimai, attached hereo.) 19
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mitted to the Navy are not settled. However, on 5 October 1978,

two weeks prior to the first grand jury session, the Navy settled

the outstanding claims including the CVN 68/69 claims for $165.9

million. $79.3 million has been paid to Newport News under the

terms of the settlement agreement and an additional $92.6 million

has been requested by the Navy to complete its agreement. The

Affidavit of Rear Admiral Manganaro states that "the Navy considers

the disputes (claims) settled and closed..." and the Navy 'will

be relatively unaffected by the outcome of the current Department

of Justice investigation" (Affidavit at pars. 3 and 5). Only if th

Navy fails to come up with the rest of the money it has already

committed itself to obtain,is there the possibility of lititgation

over the claims. Whether there may be civil litigation is specu-

lative and of no relevance to the issues presented here.

Newport News also makes much of the existence of an agree

ment between two agencies of the executive branch under which the

Department of Defense will continue to fund Ms. Adkins and Mr.

Paulisch's salaries while they are employed as Special Department

of Justice Attorneys. What is really important is not who pays

their salaries but the fact that since their appointment as

Department of Justice Special Attorneys Paulisch and Adkins have

made no reports to, nor have they received any directions trom any-

one connected with the Navy. They now receive all direction and

general supervision from the United States Attorney assigned to

the Newport News investigation. In Dondich, the Court found no

conflict of interest in the fact that Zanides remained on the SEC

staff working on other cases, whereas Paulisch and Adkins have

completely terminated their activity with the Navy Office of

General Counsel. To sum up, it is apparent that the danger of any

improper commingling ot the civil with the criminal is even more

remote than it was in Dondich.
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2. Ms. Adkins, like Zanides, made no criminal
recommendation

Like Zanides, Ms. Adkins made no recommendation for

criminal prosecution to the Department of Justice. Her affidavit

and that of former Navy General Counsel Togo D. West, Jr. explains

that the term 'for action' used in the referral mamoranda was

merely intended to encompass whatever actions the Department of

Justice considered appropriate, including termination of the in-

quiry. No specific recommendations were made by Ms. Adkins or her

superiors as to he proper course of conduct to be taken by the

Department ot Justice. The affidavit of the Chief, Government

Fraud Branch, Fraud Section, Criminal Division, Department of

Justice, James J. Graham, states that once the referrals were made,

no Navy lawyers, including Ms. Adkins and Mr. Paulisch, had a hand

in his decision to expand an already existing Department of

Justice preliminary inquiry into a full criminal investigation.

Even after Ms. Adkins and Mr. Paulisch were appointed Special

Department of Justice attorneys, they played no part in the

decision to recommend to the U. S. Attorney that he approach the

Court and request that a Grand Jury be enpaneled. (See Affidavits

of Department of Justice Attorney Joseph J. Covington and Assis-

tant United States Attorney Eliot Norman).

3. NO claims of misconduct or abusive tactics
were made against Zanides and none have been

made against Ms. Adkins and Mr. Paulisch.

Neither the defenant in Dondich nor Newport News have

made any claim that abusive tactics were used by the agency in its

investigation. Although a third party civil complaint was filed

against Zanides for damages arising out of the SEC injunction,

Judge Orrick was careful to note that the suit was frivolous and

did not allege that Zanides "engaged in or directed abusive,

illegal, or improper investigatory techniques..." Dondich, supra

I at 858. The Court also noted that Zanides' absolute immunity as

-21-
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a public prosecutor would eliminate any motivation on his part to

use the grand jury to gain advantage in the civil suit,' id. at

853 n.8. In addition, the civil suit was not effectively pending

during the time period that Zanides appeared before the grand jury.

Ms. Adkins and Mr. Paulisch do not stand in any different

position. No one has alleged during the pendency of this grand jur)

or at any time that they used abusive tactics in connection with

their giving of advice to the Navy Claims Settlement Board (NCSB)j

or in connection with Ms. Adkins' internal review of the fraud

allegations.** At least in Dondich, Zanides and other SEC officialj

were named as defendants in a third party civil complaint. Neither

the Navy nor any Navy officials or attorneys have been sued by

Newport News for their actions in connection with the handling of

the claims. Additionally, no complaint against Ms. Adkins and Mr.

Paulisch alleging ethical violations has been filed with the

Virqinia State Bar.

Nonetheless, Newport News argues in its Memorandum at 22

that because it intends to present evidence of Nuclear Propulsion

Branch misconduct to the grand jury, the Dondich Court, if faced

with the facts in the instant case, would require disqualification

of Ms. Adkins and Mr. Paulisch. On that same page Newport News

cites dictafrom Dondich that:

Where serious allegations are made that a former
agency attorney, now servinq as special prose-
cutor, engage in or drecte abusive, il ega ,
or improper investigatory techniques, disqualifi-
cation may be appropriate.

Id., at 853, (emphasis added). Newport News, however, has chosen

to ignore the nature of its allegations and the obvious limita-

tions of that passage: ie., that it applies only where the prose-

cutor is the object of the charges.

-Any possible allegation of improper conduct by the NCSB in
settling the claims is disposed of by Rear Admiral Manganaro's
Affidavit, Paragraph 3.

*-In fact, the only advice Ms. Adkins ever gave the NCSB
regarding fraud was to tell them to go right ahead and settle the
claims regardless of the merits of the fraud allegations. Such
advice, far from being improper, directly benefited the monetary
interestsof Newport News.
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The evidence that Newport News intends to present to the

grand jury is that one branch of the Navy (for which Ms. Adkins

and Mr. Paulisch have never been employed) has 'misled Congress"

and "has over-reached and been guilty ot misconduct in its dealings

with the shipyards.' (Memorandum at 27-28). Whether these recent

allegations are even relevant evidence, let alone the type of

exculpatory evidence that Newport News might be permitted to pre-

sent to a grand jury, the charges clearly do not involve Ms. Adkins

and Mr. Paulisch and have not been "etfectively pending" during

the life of the grand jury, see Dondich, supra at 851 n.4, 853.

Before this Court can adopt Newport News' distorted

reading of Dondich, it must be pursuaded that Ms. Adkins and Mr.

Paulisch are acting in bad faith, that its allegations are per se

sufficient to vitiate the grand jury's work of the last six months,

that it is really the Nuclear Propulsion Branch of the Navy (needed

by Admiral Rickover) and not the Department of Justice that is

presenting evidence to the grand jury, and that the Court in

Dondich didn't mean what it said when it held that even a civil

suit for damages against the special prosecutor would not be suf-

ficient to disqualify his appearance before the grand jury.

Perhaps the real thrust of Newport News' argument is that

somehow Ms. Adkins and Mr. Paulisch can be deemed to have violated

their oath to this Court because while at the Navy they came into

contact with employees of Admiral Rickover. Until it received

Newport News' Memorandum, however, the United States thought that

the concept ot guilt by as3ociation, innuendo and hearsay was an

historical relic from the days of the infamous Senate Internal

Security Committee Hearings, Roy Cohn and the then Junior Senator

from Wisconsin. Newport News' reading of Dondich is wrong and

its argument is wholly without merit.
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C. DONDICH PROPERLY DISTINGUISHED GENERAL MOTORS.
THIS COURT, APPLYING THE SANE LINE OF ANALYSIS,
SHOULD HOLD THAT GENERAL MOTORS IS TOTALLY
INAPPOSITE HERE.

i The defendant in Dondich, armed with the facts relating

to SEC attorney Zanides, argued that the panel decision in General

Motors Corp. v. United States, 573 F.2d, 936 (bth Cir., 1978)J,

compelled dismissal of the indictment because of the creation of

at least the appearance of a serious conflict of interest. However

Judge Orrick found the facts in General Motors, supra, to be "very

different" from those in Dondich. From the following summary of th

facts in General Motors and Judge Orrick's analysis of the

General Motors panel decision, it will be equally clear that

General Motors is "totally inapposite" to the Newport News inves-

tigation.

In General Motors the I.R.S. attorney, Piliaris, wrote

the Justice Department recommending a grand jury investigation

after GM refused to respond to certain civil discovery requests.

His letter indicated that the I.R.S. intended to seek access to

grand jury evidence for use in concurrent civil proceedings. 'It

was thus apparent that the I.R.S. planned to handle the GM civil

tax matter in coordination with the grand jury investigation,

Dondich, supra at 852.

Atter Piliaris was appointed a Special Department of

Justice Attorney and appeared before the grand jury, GM complained

to the prosecutors about allegedly abusive tactics by the I.R.S.

"in the course ot the civil investigation in which Piliaris had

participated," Dondich, supra at 852. The 6th Circuit panel

found that Piliaris' participation created "the appearance of a

conflict of interest serious enough to terminate the grand jury,

General Motors, supra, 573 F.ad, 936, 942, 945.

In Dondich, Judge Orrick pointed out that in reaching

its holding "the 6th Circuit emphasized three circumstances which,

oTondich was decided prior to the en banc decision in General

Motors Corp. v. United States, 584 F.2d, 1366 (6th Cir., 1978)
which reversed the panel decision on other grounds fand thus uphelc
the District Court's original Order denying General Motor's Motion
to disqualify an I.R.S. attorney and to terminate the Grand Jury.
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|in its view, justified the result," Dondich, supra at 852:

The Court's most important objection was to

the possibility that Piliaris could obtain
evidence generated by the grand jury for use
by the I.R.S. in civil proceedings. Stressing
the impropriety of "using criminal procedures
to elicit evidence in a civil case,' the court
indicated that Piliaris' access to secret grand
jury hearings placed him "in a conflicting
and intolerable position." I. at 942 943.

The court appeared to view Piliaris' parti-
cipation in the criminal proceeding as a means
by which to further the I.R.S. civil investi-
gation--a role clearly at odds with his duties
as a prosecutor.

Second, the court was concerned that Piliaris,

who had actively participated in the I.R.S.
civil investigation, and had himself recommended
a criminal investigation, might be excessively

interested in having the grand jury return an

indictment which could serve to justify his
own actions. Id. at 943... (The possibility
that Piliaris could be so motivated constituted
according to the court, the appearance of a

conflict of interest, in violation of Canon 9
of the Code of Professional Responsibility
and of Standard 12 of the Standards Relating
to the Prosecution Function.

Third, the fact that Piliaris had actively par-
ticipated in the civil investigation made it
unlikely according to the court, that he would
be properly receptive to General Motors' com-
plaints concerning abusive investigatory tactics.

Dondich, supra at 852-853. Judge Orrick held, however, that none

of these three factors were present in Dondich.

First, unlike the "concurrent investigation" situation

in General Motors, in Dondich all substantive SEC proceedings

| against the defendant had been 'effectively terminated" prior to

the SEC lawyer's active particpation in the grand jury investigation.

Thus, there was no reason to believe that the agency intended to

seek access to grand jury evidence for its own administrative or

civil purposes.

Similarly, in the Newport News investigation, there is

no credible threat that Ms. Adkins or Mr. Pauliscn will use the

grand jury as a "short cut to goals otherwise barred or more dif-

i ficult to reach." United States v. Proctor S Gamble Co., 356 U.S.

l 677, 683 (1958) cited in Dondich, Supra at 858. Although Newport
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News asserts in its Memorandum at 20 that 'an obvious danger exists

that the involvement of the two Navy attorneys in the grand jury

investigation will result in the improper co-mingling of the

criminal and civil litigation...' this allegation ignores several

obvious facts. There can be no "obvious danger" where there is

no pending civil investigation, and only a remote chance of future

civil litigation arising out of the claims. In addition, Rule 6(e)

provides adequate sateguards against any violation of grand jury

secrecy, Grand Jury Subpoenas, April, 1978, 581 F.2d 1103, 1108-

1110 (4th Cir., 1978); Dondich, supra at 857-858. In this regard,

the Affidavits of Assistant United States Attorney Norman, Ms.

Adkins and Mr. Paulisch establish their good faith compliance with

Rule 6(e). Finally, unlike Piliaris in General Motors and even

Zanides in Dondich, Ms. Adkins and Mr. Paulisch have not been and

will not become involved in any related or unrelated Navy matters

or litigation during their tenure as Special Department of Justice

Attorneys, see, e.g., Aftidavits of AUSA Norman, Togo D. West, Jr.,

Navy Deputy General Counsel Szervo, Ms. Adkins, and Mr. Paulisch,

pp.10-1, supra. The plain truth of the matter is that the Grand

Jury can't be used as a "short cut to goals otherwise barred" -

because those goals don't exist.

Second, Judge Orrick didn't think much of the "axe to

grind" reasoning adopted by the 6th Circuit to disqualify Piliaris.

Zanides, unlike Piliaris, made no recommendation for criminal pro-

secution to the Department of Justice. This fact plus his past

participation in a successful injunctive action made it far less

likely that Zanides would have "an axe to grind". More importantl.

"to the extent Zanides did have an interest in seeing the investi-

gation produce a successful prosecution, it is unclear in what way

he differs from any zealous prosecutor," id. at 853.
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Third, unlike Piliaris, Zanides' conduct in investigating

the defendants was not called into question for abusive tactics.

And the pendency of a civil complaint for damages against Zanides

and other SEC officials was held insufficient to influence his

behavoir before the grand jury.

As discussed, pp.21-23supra, the same two distinctions can be

drawn between Pilaris and the two Special Attorneys. Their conduct

is also not under attack and they made no recommendations for

criminal prosecution.** ,

After reviewing these three factors--Zanides' effective

termination of h:. civil SEC action, the lack of any recommendation

for criminal prosecution by Zanides, and absence of any allegations

by defendants of misconduct by the SEC lawyer--the Court in Dondich

found "GM inapposite to the facts.. .and defendant's argument based

thereon totally without merit." Id. at 853. Based upon the facts

presented here by way of affidavit, the United States respectfully

submits that this Court can similarly dispose of the Motion to

Disqualify by Newport News, accord Grand Jury Subpoenas, April, 1976,

supra at 1108.-

^ In its Memorandum, Newport News glosses over Judge Orrick's
analysis of these three factors and goes on to argue that: "if the
Dondich Court was faced with the factual circumstances in the
instant case, it is submitted that Adkins and Paulisch-would be
disqualified.. .Here the civil investigation has not terminated,
the agency attorney (Ms. Adkins) initiated the referral to the
Justice Department, and Newport News intends to present evidence
of Navy misconduct to the Grand Jury." (Memorandum at 22).
Newport News well knows, however, that Ms. Adkins internal Navy
investigation of the fraud allegations terminated in February and
March of 1978 when the Department of Justice received the letters
of referral attached to Newport News' Motion. Newport News also
knows that the decision in Dondich did not turn on who made the
referral but on whether Zanides' referral contained a specific
recommendation for criminal prosecution. The Navy General Counsel
intentionally made no such recommendations. As for the third
factor, Newport News well knows that the Court in Dondich speci-
fically held that the pendency of a suit against an agency which
does not allege misconduct by the agency attorney would not require
disqualification. Perhaps Newport News' motivation for giving
such superficial treatment to Dondich is that it is so unfavor-
able to the shipyard position. Be that as it may, the opinion
deserves a fairer summarization than the one found in Newport
News' Memorandum at 22.

-*The referrals were actually made by Navy General Counsel Togo D.
West, Jr. In Paragraph 8 of his Arfidavit, he explains that:
'The Navy's referral of these matters to the Department or Justice
did not arise out of any political or economic interest in any
potential criminal investigation or prosecution but was required
by statute and regulation.-
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Furthermore, the facts pertaining to Ms. Adkins' and

Mr. Paulisch's involvement in the Newport News investigation are even

lfarther removed from General Motors than is Dondich. Regarding

the formal referrals to Justice and Newport News' allegations of

bias by Ms. Adkins, the Court may take note of the following:

Ms. Adkins, unlike Piliaris, or even Zanides, was conducting a

very limited inquiry whose sole purpose was to screen, review and

summarize allegations of fraud initiated by technical analysts

prior to formal Justice Department referral. Thus, Ms. Adkins

lwas not in the position of a Piliaris whose civil tax investi-

gation was actually being frustrated by GM prior to Piliaris'

letter to Justice recommending a grand jury. In other words,

because the Navy is not in the business of collecting back taxes,

enjoining the sale of fraudulent securities or suing contractors

for fraud, Adkins and Paulisch can have no "axe to grind" with

this grand jury.'

Although Newport News alleges that the "tacts in the instant

case fit squarely with the concerns expressed in General Motors."

(Memorandum of Newport News at 20.) That allegation ignores the

facts or the instant case, among those facts is the substantial

role of the Department of Justice in guiding the investigation in

its formative stages, see Atfidavit ot Department or Justice,

Attorney Calvin B. Kurimai. Piliaris in General Motors and even

Zanides in Dondich independently initiated significant legal

steps against their respective target defendants way before the

Justice Department was invloved in either matter. Their actions

included witness interviews, issuance of subpoenas, and in at

'The referrals were actually amde by Navy General Counsel,
Togo D. West Jr. In Paragraph 8 of his Affidavit, he explains
that: "The Navy's referral of these matters to the Department
of Justice did not arise out of any political or economic interest
in any potential criminal investigation or prosecution but was
required by statute and regulation."
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least the Zanides' case, the drafting and filing of a civil

injunctive complaint. But in the Newport News investigation, the

Justice Department was in on the ground floor. Chronology of

Investigation, Appendix, Ex. K.

Mr. Kurimai opened a preliminary Justice criminal inquiry in

August 1976 after receipt of a letter from Senator Proxmire. From

September 1976 to May 1977 he initiated intermittent contacts with

Ms. Adkins so that Justice could be kept advised of progress in

the technical analysis of the claims. When this stage in the

inquiry was substantially completed, a meeting was held in June

1977 with representatives of the United States Attorney's Office,

the Fraud Section of the Criminal Division, Department of Justice,

land the Office of General Counsel ot the Navy. As a result of that

meeting it was decided that a teae of Navy attorneys headed by

Ms. Adkins would review the work of the technical analysts to

determine if any items warranted referral to the Department of

Justice. Thereafter, Xurimai maintained contact with Ms. Adkins

to "advise her whether certain findings by the technical analysts

might warrant referral." (Affidavit of Kurimai.) During 1977,

and prior to this meeting Kurimai had already investigated at

least one allegedly false item and determined that it, standing

alone, did not warrant referral. Finally, in February and March

1978, Mr. Kurimai received the formal referral letters which were

the subject of his communications with Ms. Adkins.

Mr. West's referral letters intentionally make no recommen-

dations for prosecution. They simply forward the written reports

of Navy's review of allegations which review had previously been

the subject of informal communications between Ms. Adkins and

Mr. Kurimai.
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! Several important conclusions emerge from this chronology.

The most obvious and most important is that this matter has been a

bustice Department investigation from its inception. Mr. Kurimai

|did not open his preliminary investigation at the request of the

Navy, but in response to Senator Proxmire's 29 July 1976 letter to

Ithen Attorney General Edward H. Levy. That letter, states in

part:

As you may know, Newport News has filed
six claims against the Navy for a total of
$894 million...I have been holding hearings
on shipbuilding claims against the Navy since
1969. The Newport News claims raised the most
serious questions of possible fraud than any
of the claims I have seen.. .The purpose of
this letter is to formally request that you
designate a team of investigators within the
Justice Department... to determine if the claims
| are based on fraud.

It is also clear that the genesis for the internal Navy fraud

inquiry and organization of a team headed up by Ms. Adkins was not

the result of some "witch hunt" by certain elements in the Navy.

Rather, the team was organized as a result of a June 1977 meeting

between Justice and the Navy. In turn, the 1978 formal referral

letters, cited by Newport News in its memorandum as evidence of

an 'axe to grind" by Ms. Adkins, cannot be evidence of any such

thing.*

First, the decision to forward the results of the Navy's review
to Justice was made by the General Counsel, not Ms. Adkins.
Second, Ms. Adkins's recommendation to the General Counsel that
referral would be warranted was based upon the Navy's inability
to conclude whether any violation of federal law had occurred
because Navy lacked the authority to subpoena documents or
interview Newport News employees. Third, the reports were
prepared with Depart of Justice Attorney Kurimai's general
advise. Fourth, The reports were referred not as a unilateral
Navy action but as a result of Department of Justice coordination.
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Finally, it is apparent that tne internal Navy fraud inquiry

was conducted with the general advice of the Department of Justice

and in connection with the Department of Justice's own preliminary

!investigation.
lTo argue therefore that because of her involvement with the

* Navy review of the fraud allegations that Ms. Adkins cannot act as

Special Attorney before the grand jury requires distortion of the

| facts concerning her involvement in the Navy's review. It also

ignores the fact that Department or Justice, not the Navy,

initiated the Newport News investigations. The facts in the

instant case differ so significantly from those in General Motors

as to make the holding in that case inapplicable here.
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D. RECENT JUDICIAL DECISIONS AND RULE 6(e) ENCOURAGE
MS. ADKINS' AND MR. PAULISCH'S PARTICIPATION IN THE
GRAND JURY INVESTIGATION SO THAT THE GRAND JURY MAY
USE THE INFORMATION DEVELOPED Bv THE NAVY

Newport News also objects in its Memorandum at 24 to the

use of information acquired by Ms. Adkins and Mr. Paulisch during

their employment as Navy attorneys in furtherance of this Grand

Jury investigation. Specifically, Newport News questions whether

Special Attorney Adkins can ethically review her own prior

'"findings and conclusions" regarding the fraud allegations after

she has been assigned to the Grand Jury Investigation. (Those

"findings and conclusions" were referred to the Justice Department

in response to its prior inquiries and pursuant to its general

guidance and advice.) It is of interest to note that Newport News

apparently does not object to the use of Ms. Adkins' findings by

other Department of Justice attorneys In preparing for grand jury

sessions.*

When the Court In Dondich was faced with the same line of

argument,** Judge Orrick pointed out that the SEC is authorized by

regulation and statute to refer to the Department of Justice any

evidence concerning potential violations of the laws against fraud.

Accordingly, Judge Orrick had great difficulty understanding "how

the participation of Zanides transforms an otherwise lawful and

proper exchange of information into an improper one," Dondich,

supra at 854. The Court further observed that in United States v.

LaSalle National Bank, _ U.S. __ , 98 S.Ct. 2357 (1978),

which was decided after the panel decision in General Motors, Mr.

Justice Blackmun stressed the imDortance or inter-agency cooperation

in effective law enforcement and warned against any unrealistic

attempts to build artificial barriers between two agencies of the

Executive Branch, LaSalle National Bank, supra at 2367, cited in

Dondich, supra at 854.

*As stated, p. 30 supra, those findings consist mainly of factual
summaries and do not make any conclusions as to the possible
xistence of fraud.

W*In Dondich, the defendant argued that Zanides' participation in
he Grand Jury was improper because it enabled hin to use evidence
e developed during the course of his SEC civil investigation.
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The same policy considerations apply to the relationship

between the Navy and the Justice Department. Although Newport News

argues in Its Memorandum at 26 that referrals from the Navy should

be distinguished from referrals rade by I.R.S. and the SEC because

the latter are purely investigative agencies, Congress makes no

such distinction. As explained in former Navy General Counsel

Togo West's Affidavit, the Navy Is reoulred by statute and regula-

tion to refer allegations of fraud to the Justice Department. Nor

is there any mndi ation whatsoever in LaSalle National Bank that

the Supreme Court intended to limIt its ruling to the IRS.

To accept Newport News' position would create precisely

the artificial barriers opposed by the Supreme Court. Consider

the following scenario: Ms. Adklins, because of Rule 6(e)', would

be free to analyze Grand Jury documents and testimony; to pass

Isuggested questions at the door of the Grand Jury room to the

Assistant United States Attorney; to interview witnesses outside

|the Grand Jury room; to testify as a summary witness before the

Grand Jury;* and, in short, to participate in virtually every

phase of the investigation and Influence its course. But because

of some unrealistic rule urged upon by this Court by Newport News,

neither she nor Mr. Paulisch would be allowed to enter the Grand

Jury room as a prosecutor despite their appointments by the Deputy

Attorney General.

The Supreme Court also held in LaSalle National Bank at

2367 that an agency need act only in "good faith" In referring

*As discussed p.3
8

infra, Rule 6(e) was amended in 1976 to permit
disclosure of Grand Jury evidence without a Court order to any
attorney for the government and any government personnel "as are
deemed necessary by an attorney for the government to assist .

In the performance of such attorney's duty to enforce Federal
criminal law."

'*The use of an agency attorney as a summary witness was recently
upheld by the District Court, Alexandria Division, in United States
v. Randell, Cr. No. 78199A (1979).
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allegations of wrong doing to the Justice Department. This Court,

based upon the government's affidavits, should hold that the

referrals were made in good raith. Accordingly, the United States

respectfully submits that the appropriate course of action would

be to rely upon existing safeguards, such as Rule 6(e), rather

than to take the radical action demanded by the shipyard. (See

Grand Jury subpoenas, April, 1978, suDra, 581 F.2d at 1108-10,

involving a challenge to interagency cooperation in law enforce-

ment similar to the one at bar.)
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E. EVEN IF GENERAL MOTORS APPLIED TO THE FACTS OF THE
NEWPORT REWS INV-Es- GATION, THE DECISION IS WRONG
AND SHOULD NOT BE FOLLOWED

As previously discussed, PP.16-17 supra, several courts

In recent months have questioned whether there can ever be a con-

,flict of interest between two government agencies in a criminal

investigation In the absence of any showing or serious allegation

that the personnel directly involved in the Investigation have

acted in bad faith or have engaged In abusive and improper tactics.

ISee generally United States v. LaSalle National Bank, supra. The

Dondich court was not convinced that the General Motors panel

decision was correctly decided or that its reasoning should be

adopted. The wisdom of General Motors was also questioned by this

Circuit in Grand Jury Subpoenas, April, 1978, supra. The Fourth

Circuit, although not reaching the conflict of interest issue

raised in General Motors, cited the dissent as "more persuasive"

than the majority opinion. The dissent in General Motors at

947-948 states that the majority had confused the demands of the

Canon of Ethics of lawyers with the Code of Conduct of judges.

"A judge should disqualify himself from a case he participated in

as a lawyer, but a prosecutor should not disqualify himself because

he has previously conducted other investigations of the same

suspect whether for the same or different governmental agencies."

Id. Accordingly, Ms. Adkins and Mr. Paulisch's involvement in the

administrative and criminal aspects of the investigation consti-

tutes "a natural, not a sinister sequence of events." Id.

Also of interest is the recent decision by this District

Court, Alexandria Division, in United States v. Randell. et al.,

Cr. No. 78-199-A. In Randell, defendant Mumford called to the

Court's attention the fact that the SEC attorney (Smoot) who

brought the civil case subsequently appeared as the government's

chief summary witness before the Grand Jury. Defendant Mumford

moved to dismiss the indictment for securities fraud upon the
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grounds that Smoot's involvement in the civil and criminal aspects

of the case and his dual role as SEC civil attorney and Grand Jury

witness created the serious appearance of a conflict of interest

under General Motors. Defendant argued that because the SEC civil

suit against him was thrown out, Smoot's participation in the

grand Jury investigation was part of a "witch hunt" by Smoot in

which he improperly manipulated the Drosecutors and the grand Jury

to bring an unwarranted prosecution.

The government's response to these allegations princi-

pally relied upon Dondich and Grand Jury subpoenas, April, 1978.

The government alleged that Smoot's involvement in Randell was no

different than Zanides' participation in Dondich. Although the

Court's denial of Smoot's SEC civil action against Mumford was

appealed after Smoot began participating in the grand Jury, Smoot

had no involvement in that litigation. Thus, as far as he was

concerned, his involvement in any parallel civil proceedings was

effectively terminated. Smoot also had made no recommendations to

the Department of Justice for criminal prosecution of Mumford.

Finally, unlike the situation in General Motors, there were no

claims in Randell that Smoot had used abusive tactics in conducting

the SEC civil action or investigation.

The United-States Attorney's Office also argued that

application of the Sixth Circuit decision to this District would

have serious and adverse consequences in the iaw enforcement area.

Prior to the General Motors decision Congress had long encouraged

a close working relationship between the SEC and the Justice

Department. To dismiss the Indictment, the government argued,

would seriously hinder and lengthen grand Jury investigations in

the District, requiring them to duplicate the- prior investigative

work of agencies with the expertise to uncover complicated schemes

of fraud. Judge Lewis in his pre-trial and Judge Bryan in his

post-trial rulings summarily dismissed Mumford's "conflict of

interest" motion.
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As analyzed by Dondich and others, the Sixth Circuit

panel decision in General Motors can be criticized on several

grounds. Because the Newport News Memorandum relies so heavily

upon the rationale in General Motors, its arguments before this

Court sufrer from the same basic deficiencies.

1. General Motors "did not sufficiently concern itself
with the appropriate role of the Federal Court in
the re-examination of Grand Jury proceedings."

The above quotation from Dondich, supra at 855 addresses

the same concern that was the subject of the Fourth Circuit's

opinion in Grand Jury Subpoenas, April, 1978. General Motors

went too far in reversing the District Court's supervision of the

grand jury proceedings and requiring their termination. As the

Fourth Circuit held in Grand Jury Subpoenas, April, 1978, supra at

1108:

[C]ourts should not intervene in the Grand
Jury process absent compelling reason.
Clearly, to hold an evidentiary hearing
into prosecutorial motivation with an eye
toward quashing otherwise lawfully issued
subpoenas and even terminating the entire
process would be substantial judicial
intervention.

In that case, this Circuit upheld the District Court's decision to

refuse to conduct an evidentiary hearing into the government's

motivations in involying IRS personnel in a Grand Jury investiga-

tion. It was sufficient to rely instead upon affidavits by the

Department of Justice Attorneys attesting to their good faith.

Further, this Circuit saw little need for the type of intervention

suggested by the General Motors decision. In the Court's view,

Rule 6(e) contained sufficient safeguards to fully protect the

petitioner's legitimate interests and to deter any improper

commingling of criminal and civil matters. Id. at 1108-1110.

The problem with the General Motors decision and with

Newport News' Motion is that they ignore the availability of less

drastic remedies--such as the District Court's power to punish by

contempt any violations of grand jury secrecy. In this case, as
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in most cases, the normal supervisory powers of the Court over the

attorneys appearing before it and over the grand jury are

sufficient. It is, thus, surprising that nowhere in its Memorandum,

does Newport News even mention Rule 6(e) let alone explain why

I6(e) does not fully protect its legitimate interests.

2. General Motors ignores the fact that both
the Congress and the Supreme Court support
active participation by agency attorneys in
Grand Jury Investigations. Thus, there can
be no conflict of interest between the Navy
and the Department of Justice In matters
involving fraud.

The most serious defic.ency in the General Motors deci-

sion lies in its failure "to give adequate recognition to the

growing need for interagency cooperation in the enforcement of

federal laws. The increasingly conmlex nature of federal criminal

prosecutions demands that expert counsel be made available to

assist the Department of Justice." Dondich, supra at 855-856;

Accord, LaSalle National Bank, suora, cited in Dondich at 854.

Newport News candidly adnits that the claims which are

the subject matter of this investigation are "extremely complex",

voluminous, and total more than one million pages If the supple-

mentary materials are included. Newport News has already produced

hundreds of boxes of back-up documents for these claims and has

specifically agreed to the Justice Department's use of Navy

personnel to help review them, see p. 12 supra; Affidavit of

AUSA Norman, Paragraph 12. Yet, Newport News goes on In its

Memorandum to urge this Court to deny to the Department the

assistance of Ms. Adkins, Mr. Paulisch, and any Navy lawyers with

experience in shipbuilding. This approach of denying participation

in the grand jury investigation to only those persons who may

provide the most effective assistance may favor Newport News'

interests, but It does not square with "the public's right to the

proper functioning of a grand jury investigation . . ." In Fe

Investigation before February 1977. Lynchburg Grand Jury,563F.2d6522

655 (4th Cir. 1977). Nor does it comport with Congressional and
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Supreme Court support for 'active participation by agency attorneys.

In grand jury proceedings," Dondich, suora at 856.

Evidence of judicial and legislative support can be

derived from several sources. The Report of the Senate Committee

on the Judiciary explains that Rule 6(e) was redrafted in 1976

"to accommodate the belief . . . that Federal prosecutors should

be able, without the time-consuming requirement of prior judicial

interposition, to make such disclosures of grand jury information

to other government personnel as they deem necessary . . . n

S.Rep.No. 95-354, cited in Dondich, supra at 856. It is obvious

that one Intended result of this amendment Is the encouragement of

the type of agency contributions to law enforcement that Newport

News now opposes. Congress would not have facilitated access to

the grand jury if it considered the Navy or any other federal

agency to have a conflict of interest with the Justice Department

with respect to fraud on the taxpayers of the United States.

Of similar import Is the Supreme Court Advisory

Committee's Note on the new Rule 6(e): "[t~he proposed amendment

reflects the fact that there is often government personnel assist-

ing the Justice Department in Grand Jury proceedings." Id. And in!

LaSalle National Bank, the Supreme Court spoke of the Importance I
of "encouraging maximum interagency cooperation" in enforcing

complex criminal laws, 98 S.Ct. at 2365.

The most recent example of Congr < Zonal intent An this -

area Is to be found in the Inspector General Act of 1978, effective

12 October 1978, and In Its legislative history. The Act specifl-

cally addresses the Defense Department (DOD) and other agencies

whose primary mission is not investigative and who may be subject

to program fraud, procurement fraud, and other forms of deceit.

The IG Act and its history put to rest any notions that Ms. Adkins

and Mr. Paul1ch's participation in the grand jury creates an

appearance of conflict of interest because they are compensated by
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and have previously been associated with the Navy. As far as

Congress is concerned, the interests or all agencies of the

Executive Branch are identical when it comes to combatting fraud.

The legislative history of the I.G. Act clearly indi-

cates that increased agency participation, including DOD partici-

pation, in the prosecution of millions of dollars or fraud in

government programs is one of the central goals to be accomplished.'

Senate Report 95-1071. 95th Cona., 2nd Sess., reprinted in 1978

U.S. Cong. Code & Admin. News, at 4408-4411, 4426-4427, 4432, 4435,

4442 passim. In the Senate Report entitled "LACK OF COOPERATION

WITH THE JUSTICE DEPARTMENT", the Comnittee openly criticizes the

DOD for not working "very effectively with the Department of

Justice to investigate and prosecute criminal fraud in its

programs.' Id., at 4426.

These excerpts demonstrate Congress' intent to insure

that DOD involvement in Investigating fraud will not end with the

statutorily required referral of suspected violations to the

Department of Justice, see Id., at 4426, 4435.** It Is Precisely

such involvement which Newport News says amounts to a "conflict of

interest." This argument cannot be reconciled with the purpose of

an Act which chastises DOD for its past ineffectiveness and urges

the agency to do more, not less, in the investigation and prosecu-

tion of these cases.

3. General Motors Misapplied or Misconstrued
the ABA Code of Professional Responsibility
and Its Prosecution Standards.

Newport News alleges that the appearance of a serious

conflict of interest in violation of the applicable ABA Code or

Professional Responsibility Cannons and Prosecution Standards has

been created by Ms. Adkins and Mr. Paulisch's participation in the

Grand Jury investigation. Newport News, like the Court in General

Motors, misapplies these ethical standards. Dondich correctly

points out that "simultaneous involvement in investigative and

*In fact, the chief criticism leveled at the agencies In the Senate
Report is that they have-not been doing enough comnlaining and
when they do complain they have not done enough to help out the
Justice Department.

"When such assistance is provided under the supervision of the
managing Assistant United States Attorney, as has been the case
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prosecutorial aspects of federal enforcement proceedings does not

appear to present the kind of conflict of interest addressed by

the Code or the Prosecution Standards." Id., at 856. Rather,

these ethical standards were drafted to cover the problems that

arise when a prosecutor leaves or enters private practice. Thus,

while a new AUSA may not continue to represent his former clients

for fear of raising the Spector of bias or favoritism, the same

concerns are absent when an attorney leaves IRS and goes to

Justice as a permanent or Special Department of Justice Attorney.

This is especially true where Congress has encouraged the agency

to work with Justice or where they are actually acting in "concert

to seek out and prevent violations of federal law." DondLch,

supra at 857.

Newport News also argues that because Ms. Adkins "is now

in the position, as a Special Attorney, of reviewing her own

findings and conclusions, (a] clearer conflict of interest cannot

be envisioned." (Memorandum at 24). If this is an ethical

violation, then every prosecutor who has had to review his

investigative findings and then make a decision whether to

recommend an indictment to a grand Jury has also created the

appearance of a serious conflict of interest. The Fourth Circuit,

If presented with this issue, has already indicated it would side

with Judge Merritt's dissent in General Motors. In that dissent,

Judge Merritt observed that the involvement of an attorney in the

investigative and later prosecutive aspects of a case, regardless

of his agency, constitutes "a natural, not a sinister sequence of

events." General Motors at 947; Dondich, suora, at 857.

Finally, because Congress makes no distinction among

agencies of the Executive Branch when it comes to combating fraud,

no conflict of interest arises from the fact that Ms. Adkins and

Mr. Paulisch are paid by the Department of Defense while assigned

throughout this Investigation, the Court need not be concerned
about the conduct of the Special Departnent of Justice Attorney,

see Affidavit of AUSA Norman; pp. 10-13suDra.
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to the Department of Justice. Neither does any appearance of

conflict of Interest exist, since both these attorneys have

terminated any contact with any other Navy business. See generall5

the Affidavits of AUSA Norman, Mr. Paullich and Ms. Adkins.

4. General Motors Erred in Assuming that any 'Axe'
Carried by the Agency Lawyer is Necessarily
Sharper than the Assistant United States Attorney's.

In General Motors the Sixth Circuit assumed that any IRS

attorney who recommended a criminal investigation would be unduly

zealous as a prosecutor. The same argument is made by Newport

News: Ms. Adkins and Mr. Paulisch necessarily have an 'axe to

grind' because of their past involvement in analyzing the claims

I and because Ms. Adkins referred the allegations of fraud to the

Justice Department 'for action". (Newport News Memorandum at 24.)

In response to these types of allegations, Dondich essentially

made two observations, both of which apply to the instant investi-

gation: First the 'axe to grind" objection 'could apply to any

prosecutor who has participated in a lengthy investigation prior

to empanelment of a grand jury, not merely to agency attorneys

who are subsequently appointed Special Assistant United States

Attorneys,' id, at 857.* In this regard, the Arfidavit or

-The 'axe to grind@@ theory allegation also assumes that an
Assistant United States Attorney will be less interested in
allegations of fraud against the GSA or the Navy than the agency
attorney. This argument ignores the fact that all government
attorneys, regardless of their agency, are on an equal footing
and have an equal interest in deterring and prosecuting raids
on the Treasury. As far as the average Assistant United States
Attorney is concerned, fraud on the Navy is nothing more and
nothing less than a raid on the Treasury; and he will be as dispose
to prosecute it as any ex-agency lawyer now serving as a Special
Department of Justice Attorney. Newport News can claim that its
alleged fraud is not on the government, just on the Navy, but this
Assistant United States Attorney fails to perceive any difference.
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LSA Norman states that the conduct of the two Special Attorneys

Lefore the grand jury is no different and no less fair than that
Lf the two Justice Department Attorneys involved in the investigation

or of other Assistant United States Attorneys in the Office.

l Second, Dondich criticized General Motors for confusing the

canons for judges with those for prosecutors. As an advocate,

a prosecutor must be fair but the standards cited by General Motors

and Newport News do not require him to be neutral. Those same

standards also note that "it is especially important that Ithe

prosecutor] be free to express his opinion.. .to the grand jury

on the weight of evidence...' Dondich, supra at 857.

Although Ms. Adkins and Mr. Paulisch have acted as advocates

before the grand jury, this Court can be reassured by the manner

in which they have assisted in the conduct of the proceedings.

All of the staff attorneys, including Ms. Adkins and Mr. Paulisch,

recognize that their most important responsibilities are as

officers of the Court to insure that all witnesses are interrogated

fairly, that the investigation is conducted in good faith, and

that nothing is done to improperly influence the grand jurors.

See Affidavits of AUSA Norman, Paragraph 6; Ms. Adkins and

Mr. Paulisch. In summary, neither the appointment of Ms. Adkins

or Mr. Paulisch nor their subsequent conduct has led to the

appearance of any ethical violations.

S. General Motors Overlooked the Availability of
Less Radical Means for Preserving the Integrity
and Secrecy of the Grand Jury

Judge Orrick's final criticism of General Motors addresses

the Sixth Circuit's failure to recognize and employ less radical

measures to safeguard the grand jury process. Similarly, Newport

News speaks of the 'obvious danger' that Ms. Adkins and

Mr. Paulisch will use grand jury evidence for improper purposes

and hence requests disqualification and termination of the proceedings
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[The approach taken by General Motors and Newport 
News ignores the

imore than adequate contempt powers of the Court to punish 
any

jviolations of Rule 6(e).* Grand Jury Supoenas, April 1978, supra.

The approach adopted by General Motors and endorsed 
by Newport

News also provides a far too narrow view of the possible 
uses of I

grand jury evidence. Even if Piliaris in General Motors and

Adkins and Paulisch in the instant case were to 
later use grand

jury evidence for civil purposes, such use is perfectly proper,

if (1) authorized by Order of the Court and (2) the 
grand jury

was used for legitimate criminal investigatory purposes. The

Fourth Circuit decision in GrandJury subpoenas, April 1978, supra

has established a number of detailed and elaborate 
criteria to

be followed in reviewed requests for the release 
of grand jury

evidence for use in other matters.** This Circuit also recognized

therein at 1109 that other agencies such as the IRS have a

legitimate interest in the materials secured by the grand jury.

'The Government does not sacrifice its interest 
in unpaid taxes

just because a criminal prosecution begins." LaSalle National

Bank, supra 98 S.Ct. at 2365 cited in Grand Jury Subpoenas,

April 1978, supra at 1109.

In any event, the Navy has not requested access 
to grand

3ury evidence nor is such a request anticipated. 
And the

government's Atfidavits are sufficient to rebut 
any contentions

that this Court should hold an evidentiary hearing 
to determine

whether Ms. Aokins and Mr. PauliSch have secretly 
manipulated

l*It is unlikely that any contempt proceedings 
will arise in this

l action. The Affidavits of AUSA NormanMr. Paulisch and 
Ms. Adkins

I establish that the investigation at all times has 
been conducted

in compliance with Rule 6(e) and other pertinent Rules of Criminal

Procedure. Mr. Norman has specifically instructed in writing 
all

staff attorneys and agents regarding the requirements 
of Rule 6(e)

and numerous notices have been filed with the Court.

**Instead of now moving to terminate the proceedings, 
Newport News

can move for a protective order against disclosure 
of grand jury

evidence if and when a 6(e) request is made. See Dondich at 858.
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lithe United States Attorney, two Department of Justice Attorneys,

21 grand jurors and 10 FBI Agents into conducting an investigation

whose sole purpose is to give the :Navy the upper hand in its

negotiation ot future shipbuilding contracts or some other

l non-criminal goal.

In conclusion, even if the facts in General Motors were the

same as in the instant investigation, there would be substantial

grounds for not adopting the Sixth Circuit's approach to the

Iconflict of inter-t issue. Accord Grand Jury Subpoenas,

April, 1978, supra at 1103 n.3. The basic problem with the

General Motors decision and Newport News' reliance upon it is the

Sixth Circuit's failure to 'strike a balance which will prove

effective and workable" between the "increasing need tor cooperatior

among government attorneys and agencies" and the requirement

that prosecutors act in a fair and independent manner. Dondich,

supra at 855.
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F. BRANIFF AIRWAYS AND OTHER DECISIONS DEALING WITH GRAND
JURY WITNESSES OR OBSERVERS ARE INAPPOSITE TO THE FACTS IN THE
NEWPORT NEWS INVESTIGATION.

Newport News also contends that decisions dealing with the

presence of unauthorized or improper government witnesses or

observers in the Grand Jury room require disqualification of

Ms. Adkins and Mr. Paulisch. In United States v. Braniff Airways,

Inc., 428 Fed. Supp. 579 (W.D.Tex. 1977) a former CAB official who

had approved agreements that were the subject of an antitrust

investigation for conspiracy attended sessions of the grand jury as

an observer. The District Court raised two concerns about this

former CAB official's presence: Il) as an observer he was an

unauthorized person before the grand jury; and (2) as a former "higj

CAB official' he might have an unnecessary influence upon the grand

jury, particularly where it was investigating allegedly illegal

agreements that he had approved, id. at 583. Upon those and un-

related grounds the Court dismissed the indictment.

Newport News relies upon Braniff to make three arguments for

disqualifying Ms. Adkins and Mr. Paulisch. First, the shipyard

contends that because Ms. Adkins and Mr. Paulisch may be witnesses

before the grand jury, they should be disqualified.

Unlike the CAB official in Braniff, Ms. Adkins and Mr. Paulisci

did not play a part in the formulation or approval of any agreement

that are alleged to be in violation of the criminal laws. And of

course they had no hand in drafting the 64 volumes of Newport News

claims that have been alleged to be fraudulent. In addition, their

conduct while assigned as counsel to the Navy Claims Settlement

Board (NCSB) analysis team is not and will not be the subject of

the grand jury inquiry. In their role as legal advisors, they did

not participate in any of the NCSB's decision making regarding the

claims. While with the NCSB they also had no communications with

Newport News. Finally, during her inquiry into allegations of

fraud received from engineers and other technical employees of
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the Navy, Ms. Adkins did not subpoena records from Newport News

or interview any of its employees. Thus, there is no reason for

the two Special Attorneys to testify as witnesses before the grand

jury.

Even assuming that Newport News is permitted to present to

the grand jury the evidence- referred to in its Memorandum at

27-28, there is no real possibility that Ms. Adkins or Mr. Paulisch

will become witnesses to rebut or confirm such proof.

For the foregoing reasons, any potential conflictsof interest

created by the dual role of a prosecutor as attorney and witness

in the same proceeding, see United States v. Treadway, 445 F. Supp.

959 (N.D.Tex 1978) are not and will not be present in the instant

investigation.

Second, Newport News argues that while Ms. Adkins and

Mr. Paulisch may not be formal witnesses, they may make statements

before the grand jury which will be the equivalent of evidentiary

testimony because of their background in analyzing shipbuilding

claims. Newport News cites no authority for the proposition that

summary comments or introductory remarks to the grand jury by

two of its legal advisors are per se improper and require dis-

qualification of the attorneys if those comments reflect, in part,

the attorney's prior experience. In any event, the Affidavit of

AUSA Eliot Norman points out that since the inception of the grand

jury, the attorneys have frequently advised the grand jurors that

their statements are not to be considered as evidence and must be

*The alleged exculpatory evidence is as follows: That the Nu-lear
Propulsion Branch of the Navy headed by Admiral Rickover 'has
misled Congress in testimony concerning the award and administration
of shipbuilding contracts and that it has overreached and been I
guilty in misconduct in its dealings with the shipyards.' Ms. Adki s
and Mr. Paulisch have never worked for the Nuclear Propulsion
Branch. Prior to the grand jury investigation they worked for the
General Counsel of the Navy who reported directly to the Secretary
of the Navy.
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disregarded by the grand jury in its deliberations. That Affidavit

also points out that there has been only one session of the grand

jury at which Ms. Adkins and Mr. Paulisch have questioned the

witnesses in the complete absence of Department of Justice Attorney

Covington or AUSA Norman. This Court may also take into consideration

that the Fourth Circuit on two occasions has expressly upheld the

summarization of the evidence for the benefit of the grand jury

by the prosecutor, particularly where the grand jury might be

unable to discern the significance of relevant testimony or to

evaluate a great mass of documents produced before it. United State;

v. United States District Court, 238 F. 2d 1241 (4th Cir. 1956)

cert denied sub nom., Valley Bell Dairy Co., Inc., v. United States,

352 U.S. 981 (1957); United States v. Litton Systems, Inc., 573

F.2d 195 (4th Cir. 1978). In light of the above, and because of

the substantial presumption in favor of the regularity of grand

jury proceedings, there are no grounds to require this Court to

inspect the minutes of the grand jury to determine if any summary

comments were, in fact,evidence that may taint the jurors deliberati nE

Again citing the Braniff decision, Newport News contends that

the presence of Ms. Adkins and Mr. Paulisch in the grand jury room

will unduly influence the candor of testimony of Navy witnesses

and Newport News witnesses who are afraid that their testimony may

eventually "leak" back to employees of the Nuclear Propulsion

Branch of the Navy with which they have contractual dealings.

(See Newport News' Memorandum at 16, 23.) The problem with this

argument is that is assumes that Ms. Adkins and Mr. Paulisch will

willfully violate their oath to this Court and violate Rule 6(e)

regarding grand jury secrecy. Any suspicions of leaks or bad

faith on the part of these two Special Department of Justice

Attorneys are put to rest by the Affidavits of AUSA Norman, DOJ

Attorney Covington, Ms. Adkins and Mr. Paulisch.
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Another problem with the witness influence argument is 
that

Ms. Adkins and Mr. Paulisch, are not in the same position as the

CAB official in Braniff. In Braniff, the CAB employee was a

"high ranking official" who most probably had direct dealings

with one or more of the alleged conspirators or witnesses 
called

lbefore the grand jury. Thus, a real possibility existed that

this observer could influence the testimony of lower ranking

government employees. See also United States v. Daneals, 370 Fed.

Supp. 1289 (W.D.N.Y. 1974). In that case there was possible undue

influence arising out of the presence in the grand jury room 
on

draft evasion cases of the Regional Counsel of the Selective

Service, as an observer. Ms. Adkins and Mr. Paulisch, however.,

are not observers but prosecutors, fully authorized by the Deputy

Attorney General and fully subject to the supervision of this

Court. The Affidavit of Rear Admiral Manganaro to the effect that

his testimony was not influenced in any way by the presence 
of

Mr. Paulisch or Ms. Adkins and that no information has come 
to

him concerning any attempts by them to influence the testimony

of any Navy witness negates this fear. This affidavit and the

affidavits of Ms. Adkins and Mr. Paulisch are sufficient under

Grand Jury Subpoenasr April, 1978, supra to warrant rejection of

Newport News' speculative- contention.

The frivolousness of this contention becomes apparent when

one stops to reflect that Newport News' position would require

disqualification of any Assistant United States Attorney 
from

questioning any F.B.I. agent before the grand jury because 
of the

supposed threat that if the testimony was not good enough, 
the

AUSA would report this fact to the agent's superiors.

Finally, unless Newport News can establish that Ms. Adkins 
and

Mr. Paulisch are knowingly presenting perjured testimony 
to the

grand jury, there is no legal authority permitting this 
Court to

inquire into the sufficiency, nature or competence of the 
evidence

presented before the grand jury by the witnesses, e.g., 
united

States v. Costello, U.S. 359 (1956).
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|. V. CONCLUSION

WIEREFORE, the United States respectfully requests

:the Court to enter an ORDER DENYINIG Newport News' Motion for

Disqualification of Special Department of Justice Attorneys Adkins

land Paulisch and for Termination of the Grand Jury Proceedings.

Respectfully submitted,

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

WILLIA4 B. CUMMINGS
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY

By : X X _ _ _ _
Eliot Norman
Assistant United States Attorney

By: _ _ _ _ _

Saundra J. Adkins
Special Department of Justice Attorn y

By: -

Bygee - Paulisch \tor~Special Department of Justic Attorny
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_ _'.-. UNITED S brAZ OVERNMENTr ,

-- : Memorandum DEC - IM3

.-. rlow',:-Linda L ..Pence -: -
a -.+: -Attorney, Fraud Seotion

.Crtiinal Division
*-..t -Navy. Recruiting - NewDort News' Shiabuildinq Co. Investigatf0 n

'S* a?4rt of ibts claim NNS requested from the Navy 24Z -' n=llion Aollars in Yreimbursnaent which the company allegedly-.k--i'austained 'as a result of an intensive recruiting effort by the&: ;!fl NbicX robbed the company of many.of its very skilled.employees. The company divided the 24 million dollars of claims-, equally between all fourteen ships, thus, requesting 1.7 million- dollars per ship reimbursement as a result of Navy recruiting.

-.. ~ .. ttced are the following company documents in supportof thez copny's cl~aim:

, Xibi A: the methodology used in calculating theclaim, i.e. the cost of having to recruit
and train replacements.

xhibit B: the actual cost estimate filed with theclaims which follows the same methodolcgy.

U - w 7 -Government's Investioation

.:As-part of the investigation, the following peonle were--, _ interviewed and/or brought before the grand jury to testify-.,,_ regarding this item:
S~~~~~~ d;

_eFI7.,

nrmm. :.zzzR

I-

Lid
GRAND -JURY MIATERIAL

DO NOT DISCiOSE
EBirII

Buy U.S. Saila:s Bonds Regularly on the Patrol Sat ings Plan MA/iIS - F.C
F.- 03!
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The Comoanv's Cost Estimate Methodolocy

;: _ -_. .

Discussion

: ~ in~es~ige..io1 h dicIS claimed an amount
~or ., ,,- rrut.ing whic5-,-prsonally believe can only be catego-

ri ed -- raAeous By-sin the company's own methodology,

,!,.. . .t!: o s .B s n

_N*i-A _ _ _ L a._qx

you c.n,- calculate-the total estimate~ incurred costs for recut
inglg ant- trining allegedly sustained by the company for the

e't- 93 exnoloyeas leaving the shipyard during this per~iod.
-""_That amsunt of estimated incurred costs for the replacement~ of

. th 10,493 employeesi over 1/3 billion dollars - an amount

eaualzto-55 ~6% of Ne~~ports News direct and indirect labor costs
.-for-'its _entire 24,000.~plus labor force. See Exhibits F, G and H.

hvthen,- did 4NNS come up with such an off-the--wall figure
if heaw properly estim:ated a cost figure close to actual costs,

,..associated with training a person with no or little experience:
.The amioun t is developed from Ashburn's failure to take into
:accounit se'veral imporct-ant factors in the development~ of his
-_ etho -ogy -
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1 While many employees leaving NNS may have had several
yea , experience,-most did not. The costs to replace a semi-
skilled workeriswith one to two years experience is negligible.

2 N~eoort News does not have to train employees frcm
c u .ch.- t12any.employees who are hired are already skilled; many
a-- -worked for NNS before and are "re-hires". For example in
l -3NriS rhired 38.6% of its lossed skilled employees and 45.7%
-i.. F974 ,;See-Exhibits I and J.

;3 The, estimates of the number of emDloyees leaving to~'~* ... '.-rth~ Navy is taken from the total number of voluntary
* _- a~n-tions or employees from the shipyard from January 1974 to
.O. -oer' -197 ."'his number.includes all employees, from summer

to-j anito.s-to secretaries. These persons do not require
A- s--r~- asanos--or.dollars t-o train.-.

- > ?~~~~~~~~~- a.;r s- - -d -, a ib~ n

tional- iters which the company employees neverAto take
. 1i...hccoun. are as follows:

1 : -The havy also loses skilled employees to NNS.
- ' 'S--orically, employees are hired back and forth between the

cr.-.c 2ny and the Navy.

:;------2 Histo-ically, the company has lost employees to the
Na'.-i,-No factor was.taken into account to reflect this historical
cr ,_q. (We.:thought this was-important since a claim allegedly
.o crFosts-iicurred by the contractors over and above what

--.-'sa--tici6ated-by the contractor. .u s 5 o

-~~~ ,- .),) _rbC oC

W--'hile the claim seems outrageous to me, unforturiatelv,
i not beaieve.the evidence developed to date standing alone

:- )arts a criminal indictment. Wie are sorely lacking evidence
* ._-_i;cating criminal intent -- knowledge that the claim had no
.: .-:;-and tha, it was wrong for the company to submit it to the
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Th'e most we can prove its that we think the figure 1C

so large that the employees just had to know it was false.

-i's 'a short from demonstrating that they knew it was 
falsE

tlha- th'ey knew it was wrong to submit it to the Navy for cJ

reir'nuxsement

Defenses

Assuming we could show intent, the company still has

raised some interesting defenses.

With respect to their failure to take into account t1

historical loss to the Nav orte number of employees hir

-- This is the general defense raised throughout the ca

!that it doesn't matter whether the company actually 
expend

.. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 4 4 - -

)oks
This

e and
Laim

their
ed

se --
ed the

money it alleges it lost. For somu r.... 1; - - --
the entire loss is by its own good deeds -- and. underrun in the

contract price because of efficiency or hires and rehires 
because

of their excellent recruiting and training program.
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-e - ESTMATS OF P- . 1Anr COSTS DU2 IO NAVY_ ,DCOu G P?=MM FMM 1-1-73 TO 7-19-74

11-2D-74

I. 9280 Quits from 1-1-73 to 7-19-74

2. 980 x 6o4 550-o Exit Interviews

9 3. 80 hia 40% -3672 lot Intervieed

7 op ras interviewed will state future intentions

* .5. 347Total vbo stated Gov't to be future employer

_ - 6. 234 cr 67.4j% o. total were Craftsmen (P5A)

=- 7. 213or 32.6% of total were Designers or Salaried

-_ 8. 5508 X 75% - 4131 stated future intentions (total)

_:-10. 4 131-s 6% - 1347 stated future intentions (D or S)

_ 508. 5 x - 1377 Interviewed - Did not state intenatioms (Total)
12. 1377 x 67.4% - 923 Interviewed - Did not state intentions (PSA)
13. 1377T x32.6% 449 Interviewed - Did not state intentions (D or S)
14. 347 ' 4131 - 8.39% Quits goirg to Gov't of those given exit interviews
15. 3572 8.39% - 3Ce est quits going to Gov't of those not interviewed

1.6. 1377 X 8.39% - 115 est quits going to Gov't Of those given interviews but notstatinmg intentions

-7 347 + 308 + 115 _ 770 est total quits to have gone to work for Gov7t
28. 9180 z 8.39% - 770 (Check) est total quits to have gone to work-for Gov't
-19. 770 X 67.4% - 519 est quits to have gone to work for Gov't frio (PSA)
20. 770 x 32.6% - 251 est quits to have gone to work for Gov"t fin (D orD)

. 00050
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> .. 22000 Cost to retrain 1 can (PSA)

22r C210C Cost to retrain 1 an (D or S)

23 21gCOc 519 - j12,'56,000

24 2 30Q2 .251- $ 7,181, 00

* 25 5.2 -jet. avg. cost of recruiting one an

*-; -*26, 55.22- c 770 - $42,500 est- cost of recruiting

S'i4pyard personnel (based on 10% sample) est. to have nore than one

,, ;;_ . ee.,to replace ld mean retraining in 2 or core skils.

-% 'p28 -.-T~ =I3 r 23n ep Ca-

29; 2- -- 000 $552,000 (assuning this only applies to crafts=en and each man

.. ... has gone addititonal aeill)

~ ~ i8' C"0 ~.J5625;9.,5^t-2,50O = $20,831,500 Total Cost of Replacni-

b-ot ~poees. -

.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~7

. -- !. t .00051
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.*.:-4.:.: s.- -. .* . . November 21, 1974

.J R. Ashburn, Jr.

Attached.is completed copy of Study on Training
,t.::.. ._

John M. Pirkle

,0* - . t _ ..ojos ;..
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' TRAININ.G AND DEVELOPMENT COST FOR NiANY TRArE CLASS3-FICATIONS AT NEWPORT NEWS SHIP'J1LDIN - A STUDY

November 20, 1974

-PUR?OS_ . .: -

: .. determine the cost of training associated with replacing.s(Llledand.,Semi-skilled personnel who have left the erploy-e rl at Newport News Shipbuilding.

- -L._Divide trade classifications intofour (4) parts, eachpart containing classifications with some common elt-ent, such as nature of work, wage structure, or orgar.i-zational nature.

c ae ertain logical assumptions related to each of these'

- ; ,3,---Detern-int training cost rssociated-with'the erad.personnel development based cr. the stated assumptionsand know pay rates and cost.

:4; Shown actual calculations where necessary and samplecalculations where appropriate.

; ! S'ummarized each part and drawn conclusions as to costbased on calculations.

:,*-, 5.. Presented total summary of study for quick recovery of--. :final conclusions.

.TOTAL STWARY: _ . -,-.

Waterfront crafts considered in the aggregate.

Accumulative cost by job classification to train any/all

i.
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3rd Class Helper $3,292
2nd Class Helper 3,292 + 2231 = $5,573
Ist Class Helper 5,573 + 2116 = - 5i9

3rd Class Hindyman 7,689 +- 3570 = 11,259
2nd Class Handyman 11,259 + 3185 = IL. .4

- 1st Class Handyman 14,444 + 2861 - 1',305

3rd Class Mechanic 17,305 + 5012 = 22,317
Znd Class Mechanic 22,317 + 4314 26,631
1st Class Mechanic 26,631 + 4607 - 31,238

3rd Class Specialist 31,238 + 5560 = 36,798
2nd Class Specialist 36,798 + 4734 = 41,532

:*.;+. 1st Class Specialist 41,532 + 4851 - 46,383/Man

*. PART II:

Occupations with limited application and personnel in
training programs. (Radiogrophic Operators, MT/PT In-
spector, Tool Clerk, Guard, Reproduction Clerk, Draw-
ing Clerk, Welding Student, Burning Student, T/W

--.--'4---'Trainee- >and~Apprentice -.-- ,-A-i- ;-*-

~- 'byCuzm Cumalatvveccosr for-classification in Part It.---
(except for Apprentices), is approximately -

Total cost per Apprentice - $15,420 +.6,000 -
$21.420.00.

Cost per each of 8 6-month apprentice terms -

*. 5~~2,678.00/Man.- ,~ .

PART III:

Salaried Occupations (Engineer thru Estimator)

Associate Engineer.level personnel,
training cost ..U. . . $

2
4,420/Man

G..;;..eneral classification of Engineer,
training cost- . $35,520/Han

.Foreman, General Foreman and Apprentice
Instructor, training coat . . - $43,620/Man

Shift Test Engineer, training cost - $49,395/Han

"... - f~~~~~2.O~~~~~~~GS3~~~~~~
09~S3
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PART IV - Design Occupaticns (Technical Aicj thri, Senior Desgn r
Design or Technical Aide training cosr = $ 3,550/Yr

Junior Designer training cost = $21,299.00 initially, plus$5,325.00 per each year in this classification.

Designer training cost, $21,299 + 21,934 = $43,233.00initially, plus $6,782.00 per each year in this classifi-cation.

-_: . Senior Designer training cost $43,233 + 27,128 = $70,361.0Oinitially, plus $8,658 per each year in this classification.

NOI-S 1.+ Occupations considered are those listed on "Newport News'~ ~~~Si~buldisg-Persnne--Terminating to Work for Norfolk
-July- 19,'- 74)'!

*2. Time required to accomplish this training is as follow.s:

a. Part I - from 3 months to 4 years, 9 months. See
Assumption 3. page 1.

b. Part II - 8 .eeks except for Apprentices who require
four (4) years.

c. Part III TwNo to three years. See Assumption pages
5 snd 6.

d. Part IV Four to six years. See Assumption page 7.
3 FollOwing pages are detail support material.

::C =--hibilirgPrsnelTrm.iiito.or orNrfl
*~~~ i=O3a hiyr~Jn~73-Jl 1-7)t
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TFRAINING COST PER JOB CLASSIFICATION AT

-> . ..- ,-,-`, NEWPORT N-.W5 SHIPBUILDE'C

TI
SCODE Calculated cost of training necessary to develop un-'

. .s.ed manoower for most of the skilled job classifications at
3'c t:>~ News Shipbuilding.

,-' -SSI.Th?TlONS --':-,

--S.a'f with new hires at or near zero level of skill.

.-2-:- --a.,--Requires approximately nine (9) months to go from
_-cr,.s Iieloer:to 3rd Class Handyman.

b An additional twelve (12) months to reach 1st
C;.-ss Handyman.:,'

,-fe -:. '.+ ~-- c An'additional eighteen (18) months to reach 1st

.': nadditional -eighteen (18) months to reach 1st
~'~Cie.;s. Specialist .

,,, -3. Assume effective production as follows:

>. elge- Classification Handvman'Classification

.1st 3 Months 307. 1st 4 Months 50%
2nd 607. 2nd 60%
3rd 807. 3rd 70%

.. , '= :'-- MeE'nanic Classification Specialist Class1.ficatic

* .Iss.. 6 onths. 7607 . 1st 6 Months 607
~~2nd - ~70%3' . 2nd 707.

-,-,,-- rV-<- : <-s"3rd.- : --: . .70% 3rd - 70%

-,,, 4. i Use an overhead rate 857 across the Waterfront Trades
% ;p}1ied to base rate to obtain effective pay rates as shounbelow.

.. s-t~o IitER g n ,: HANDYMAN MECHANIC SPEC ALIST
-d ^R-e- 2nd lst 3rd 2nd 1st j3rd 2nd 1st 3rd 2nd

-'.'w ;6 70 7.00 7.30- 7.71 8.08 8.45 8.94 9.50 9.82 10.34 If

- , * .5. Personnel in training (O.J.T.) will require more super
v'sion than experienced manpower. Therefore, for each ten (10) in
c-."-rier'cd ascume need for an additional cupervisor for approxima
, - -year3. 3 . .̂"
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Ass -.efaverage base rate of $S.50/hr. :c 1.85 = $15.70/hr/Supervisor.

-,_For;'...years s160 hrsi$15.70/hr ^$6.531 additional cost ror
. -'- ' - 0 men

'or os: (1/ x 6531) 816 additional supervisary cost per man
*', Fo-;t.Hos::(1/6 x 6531) 1,088 " " "

. -J 1os:'(l/S ,c 6531) - 1,632

'6 Clssroo m work requires an instructor. Assume for eacha ,of w classroom w(mock up) training required ono instructor per
fv, ), tr 3_ainee s

570/hr'i 4:0 hrs - 125 Cost per !nan/week
-5 men:,

lCAL..nhI0NS-' -'

r,.i- To-deteroine the effective labor rates:

=eefect-ve.ra e

. -Examples 3rd Class Helper @ $3.44 base rate
$3.44 x 1.85 - $6.36 effective rate

1st Class Specialist @ $5.80 base rate
$5.80 x 1.85 - $10.73 effective race

.2- To determine effective training cost by classification:

EffectiveJ rate x hours per period x ineffective percentage.

'Exanples.: 3rd Class Helper for 3 months.

$6 35/hr x 500 hts x 70% - 2,222 Training Cost

2nd Class Handyman for 4 donths

$7,71/hr x 680 hrs x 40% - 2,097 Training Cost

Ist Class Mechanic for 6 months

$9.50/hr x 1000 hrs. x 307 - 2,850 Training Cost

* ....
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Summary of cost by job classification:

HELPER

3rd Class
2nd Class

-, 1ust Class

HA.N3YXwAN'

-.-3rd Class
-. 2nd Class

1st Class

* ECkANIC

3rd Class
2nd Class

_.lst Class

Effective Labor

2,226
1,340
1,050

2,482
2,097
1,648

Sucervi~ ion ltrs -r-2c or -Tot:!

816
816
816

1,088
1,088
1,088

24 5 0 33,292
125 2 ,281
250 2, 116

- 3,570
- 3,185

125 2,861

- *'. 5,012
- 4,314

125 4,607

5,560
- * 4 734
- 4 851

3,380
2,682
2,850

1,632
1 632
1 632

' SCIALIST

;<--M~d^~ss --=- -928- V 1,3- -
dClass ~ :^^=- r: 3,102- 1,632'-'

1st Class 3 ,219 1 632

I TOTAL 46,383

CONiCLUSIONS:-

Accumulative cost by job classification to train: '

3rd Class Helper
2nd Class Helper

-1st. Class Helper

3rd Ciasss Handyman
2nd Class.Handyman..-
1st Class-Handyman

3rd Class Mechanic
2nd Class Mechanic
1st Class Mechanic

3rd Class Specialist

$3,292
3,292 + 2281 - $5,573

.5,573 + 2116 - 7,689

7,689 + 3570 .*-. 11,259
* 11,259 + 3185. ,''.14,444

14,444 + 2861 - 17 305

17,305
22, 317
26,631

31,238
36,798
41,532

+ 5012 - 22,317
+ 4314 - 26,631
+ 4607 - 31,238

+ 5560 - 36,798
+ 4734 - 41,532
+ 4851 - 4 6,383/Man

2nd Class Specialist
lst Class Specialist

GI c0G -' 3
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PART II

SCOE: Calculated cost of tr.nining for occupa:ticns with
limited application and Training Prograns.

- ASSLiPTIONS:

1. Start with new hires at or near zero level of
(> specific skills, who are prepared to learn these

skills.

2. Except for an Apprentice* all these skills sh-'.d
be learned sufficiently to become sonewhat produc-
tive within an eight (8) week period devoted to
training.

3. After the initial eight (8) week training period
the individual will be 70% effective on-the-job
for the following six (6) months after which he is
proficient.

4: Use the same rates as for Helpers in Part I.

i....i.5. rFor-eight--(8)--weeks-tra ining- period- one- instructor--s-.-
.---::-; .foreman-is-required:for each six (6) trainees.

Following the initial training period no additional
supervisors are assumed.

CALCULATION:

Labor Cost: $6.36/hr x 40 hrs x 8 weeks - $2,035.00/Man
6.70/hr x 500hrs x 30% - 1,005.00/Man

Total Labor Cost . . . . $3_0
4
0.00/Man

Supervisor/Instructor Cost:
$15.70/Hr x 320 hrs

By ~~~ -- ;z.---- 6 S ~~~838.00/Men
.

Total Training Cost per man in Part II - $3,878.00/Man
excluding Apprentices.

'.*Apprentices can be assumed to be about 75% effective over the
total training period because of the close supervision given
them.

-4-
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Cost Per Aoorentice:

Ae-ministrative cost per apprentice includinZ non-productive supervisory cost - approximately $1,5 0 0.00/Yr.

Using average overall rate for 4 years of S7.71/11r.labor cost for one apprentice:

$7.71/Hr x 8000/Hrs. x 25% effective - $15,420.00

-CONCLUSIONS:

- Cummulative cost for classification in Part II (except
for Apprentices is approximately S3,878.00/Han.

-Total cost per apprentice - $15,420 + 6,CO $21,420.00
Cost per each of 8 - 6-month terms - $2,678.00/Man

PART III

SCOPE Cost associated with the development of salaried> g~'--i neel to'incl1ie al1'engineert, and related'occupations.z--:_-

- S -mPTI0Ns: Z'.-. ------ - -.-. I .--. - . .--- . ..

1 These individuals will have to come into the Companyas new hires with the appropriate academic back--7 ...... ground.

2. New hire associate engineer will follow the follow-ing curve of effectiveness:

1st 4 Months 30% 4th 4 Months 6072nd ' 407 5th " 707
3rd " 50% 6th " 80%

So that over' the -first two (2) year period he is-- ; about 50% effective, after which his performance
is normal.

3 Upon promotion to engineer (of any speciality) his1st year's performance effectiveness is about 607.

.4. Q.I.D. Inspectors, Expediters, Estimators, Pro-gravers, Illustrators, are about as costly to de-velop as Associate Engineers.

-5-
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?. Foreman, General Forcman, Apprentice *nstructors,
must be developed from within the Company and re-
quires 2 years at 60% effectiveness.

.:--- 6. Extra supervidsioi cost is iriclueed in lost .rfcc-
tiveness.

CALCULATIONS:

Il. Associate Engineer level personnel,
Monthly base rate x 1.85% overhead x 24 mos. x 50X Eff

1100 x 1.85 x 24X.50 - $24,420.00/;1an

: 2. Engineer (all types except shift Test Engineer) level-:-_ :. Assoc. Engr. Cost + Mo. Base Rate x 1.85. overhead
'. x 12 Months x 40% Effectiveness.

24,420 + (1250 x 1.85 x 12 x .40) - 24,420 + 11,100 -
$35,520.00/Man

3. Shift Test Engineer receives 6 months full timre train
ing. Engr Cost + Mo. Base Rate x 1.85% o/h x 6 Mos.

--35152. +-.-(1250--x-1;85-x 6).-- 35,520 +.13,875 - $49,39-

:_ 4-- ~^-Foremarv; General Foreman, Apprentice Instructor level
Total cost of one Apprentice training + Mo. Base Rate
x 1.85 x 24 Mos. x 407 effectiveness.

21,420 + (1050 x 1.85 x 24 x .40) - 21;420 + 22,200 =

$43,620.00/Man

CONCLUSIONS:

Associate Engineer level personnel training cost - $24,42

General classification of Engineer training cost $35,52

-* Foreman, General Foreman and Apprentice Instructor
_training cost. . . . . . . . . . . $43,62

Shift Test Engineer training cost . -. . . - $49,39

P'?T IV

SCOPE: Cost associated with developing technical aides throug
Senior Designers.

-6
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:ASSLt.'TIONS:

:- .1. Start with an individual employed as a technical aide
or design aide and over time develop an individual
to Senior Designer.

2. Individuals progress along the following curve of
effectiveness:

Design or Technical Aide 707. effective over 6 year
period, average base rate - $123.00 Weekly.

Junior Designer 70% effective over 4 year period,
-average base rate $190.00 Weekly.

_ Designer 70% effective over 4 year period, average
-base rate - - - - $235.00 Weekly.

S-: : Senior Designer 70% effective over 5 year period,
average base rate - - $300.00 Weekly.

3. No additional supervisicon is needed if number of new
_-,...hires is small.and brought in on a regular basis.

C-....CJI.LA-IONS

1,.i Design..or Technical.Aide- .

Average Base Rate x 1.85% overhead x 52 Wk x 6 Yr
x 30% effective

$-123 Wk'k x 1.85 x 52 x 6 x .30 $21,299.00/!

2 Junior Designer:

$190 Wk x 1.85 x 52 x 4 x .30 $21,934.00/'

3 Designer:

.$235 Wk x 1.85 x 52 x 4 x .30 $27,128.00/'

:' 4.,Senior Designer:- --

_ :~r,$300 k t x l:85,x 52 x 5 x .30 - $43,290.00/:

CO.CLUSIO,?

Design or Technical Aide training cost - S 3,550/Yr

Junior Designer training cost $21,299.00 initially, plu
$5,325.00 per each year in this classification

-7-3
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Designer training cost, $21,299 + 21,934 = '43,233.00

. initially, plus 6,782.00 per each year in this class'
fication.

Senior Designer training cost $S3,233 + 27 128. - S70,361.0

initially, plus $8,658 per each year in this classification.

(n OrOS3 G?-^.93
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S5JECT; C 0St Trainin~; *' ,Mtit c;D Lnc
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~ -,~ SI. DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

NORFOLK NAVAL SHIPYARD
- - -.S/OUTN -6 12 10- :( S

NY6/12'10(1S0)abr

11 haval Investigative Service
Box 72
iaval Weapons Station
-orkto-.r,? Virginia 23791
Att: Mr. Sotack

. Dear ::r. Socack:

-During our conversatior
activity provide infornatior
by trade. As I indicated,
.-rainfng and not the hoursc
rachi~nist or electrician.
in nere thn n one tradv e theS c
progrnas cannot be datertine

2 2 FEB 1979

n of 8 February 1979, you requested this
n concerning the cost of training an apprentice
our charges are reported by total hours of
If training within specific trade areas, e.g.,
Unce the najority of our shops have apprentices
costs of training graduates in the individual
ed from the data available.

'*e can however, deternine the cost of training the average apFrenrice
as $25,373.20 over a four year period. This total includes a 30': accel-
era:_in factor to cover employee fringe benefits, a $6.17 per hour general
expense charge, the costs of the apprentice school staff, and charges for
contract services provided by Tidewater Comnunity College. It is the re-
sult of dividing the total apprentice expenditures as reported to the
Ccr.ptroller Departr.snt for FY 78 by an average apprentice class for that
year of 1,051. This one year total was then projected for three additional
years to arrive at the average cost per apprentice graduate.

I trust that this information will meet your needs. Should you have
any additional questions concerning these charges, feel free to contact ne
on 393-7318.

Sincerely,

M1.v Kinlball, Head
Employee Development Division
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MARCH 1980 -- PAULISCH "BOW DOME" MEMO
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/-~~~~~~~~~~~~-e

The prosecution report on the 'Bow Dome' ton of the 688

class submarine claim/, discusses both the individual hardware

item and, in addition, addresses all of the five claims put

together by NNS during a 30 month period from late 1973 thru 1975

and concludes that ate prosecution should be attempted. The

conclusion is based largely on the presentation of the claims

as having been written from the 'bottom up", rather than having

been put together to achieve a pre-determined price goal, and

thus having a certain "integrity" overall which, it is concluded,

will bring on a defense which stresses the "peanuts" characteriza-

tion of the one or two small hardware items in comparison to the

overall integrity of the $800 million total of the combined claims.

While there are various specific conclusions with respect to

the "Bow Dome" item which may be questioned, the p&./ comment

here are directed to the 'broad considerations' going to a prose-

cution decision, since if the broad consideration, i.e., overall

integrity of claim writing process, no evidence of a pattern of

misstatements.in hardware items, failure of proof of ficticious.

Manhour and material costs, etc., are subject to serious question,

the conclusion with resp-ct to the various individual hardware

items may be justified.

The Pattern of NNS Claims

The "Bow Dome" memo (p. 27) discusses at some length the fact

that there is no displayed pattern of deliberate misstatements in

the various hardware items investigated in the 688 class claim.

Whether such a pattern can be displayed in the hardware items
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is not in itself significant. In the 688 class claim, hardware

items accounted for only $29 million of the $200.1 million Target

Cost adjustment claimed. Of that $29 million claimed, the Navy

analysis concluded that there was $2.8 million of entitlement.

Whether or not there is a pattern of deliberate misstatements in

these hardware items is one issue. It appears obvious that there
pArreo#z oF

is aclaiming contract price adjustments to which the contractor

was not entitled.

All five of the NNS claims investigated (CGN 36-37, SSN686/87,

SSN688, CGN 38-40, and CVN 69-70), totaling some $800 million in

9eiling price adjustments, display the same situation as the 688

class claim. In all cases the hardware items taken together were

"peanuts" compared to the total claim. In all cases the so-called

"soft" items accounted for 80 to 90 per cent of the claim.

The pattern displayed by the NNS claims is apparent. The NNS

claim preparation group was designed so that many documents appear

in the working files showing that the claims were written from the

"bottom up". Waterfront people were solicited by the claim group

for items which were considered to have contributed to cost over-

runs. More specifically, the investigative staff has these memoranda

in hand, which solicit from the waterfront instances where "the

'as built' condition differs from the basic contract requirements".

In each claim, a number of such items were received from the water-

front, and incorporated into a claim outline by the various claim

group supervisors. It is noted that the waterfront people were

not asked for any approximation of cost, if any. From the claim

-2-
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writer's write up of the item suggested by waterfront, a group

of cost estimators assigned to claims then estimated the cost.

While it may be argued that there is no pattern of deliberate

misstatements in the suggestions received from the waterfront by

the claims group, we think that the handling of these solicited

suggestions by the claim group does display a pattern. First,'

the write.ups were done without regard to whether or not the
5s ., a

,Fcondition varied from the original contract requirements

did in fact result in actual added cost. Both Adams, manager of

cost estimating, and Willis are on record subscribing to this

theory of pricing claims at an 'estimated market value' rather

~than actual cost. Adams so testified to the grand jury. Willis

hnadwritten memo to Pittard regarding claim pricing, which we

have in files, directs Pittard to price the claims in this fashion.

This is the same basic theory of claim pricing advanced by Dart

in his testimony, and in his statements to RADM Mangasaro duriing

settlement negotiations (see pros memo, p. 34, #3)

Second, all items in all the claims show a consistent pattern

of over-reaching Ad the cost estimating, beyond the pricing of

the theoretical "estimated market value" noted above. In the

items 'Main Seawater Valves", "Forward Platforms", "Bow Dome",

in 688 class claim, for example, we took time to question cost

estimators about their estimating calculations and found that the

estimators had 'fooled around". with their estimating calculations

until they had covered all possible actual cost plus a substantial

surplus of claimed cost. The work papers of F.L. Johnson, cost

-3-
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estimator, clearly show how Johnson worked up every possible actual

cost that NNS could be expected to incurr (even factoring in the

company's own declining labor-productivity factor) on the main sea-

water valves, which he labeled 'Claim target". After a series of

oalculations,-each of which came up with a higher number, Johnson

submitted an estimate which claimed 10,000 more labor hours than

.the company actually booked on the whole job. Collin's estimating

on 'Navy Recruiting" shows the same disregard for actual cost,ti

finally a little 'rounding off' of numbers that served to-raise

the claimed cost by a substantial amount.- A number-of items in

the CVN claim, (MUDPS, Discrepancy Reports:, etc.) all-display a

pattern of grossly exaggerated estimating by using questionable

sampling techniques to project total claim costs.

Concluding this point, it appears that-a fair evaluation

of the investigation results do not justify a conclusion that

there is no pattern discernable in the hardware items. Whether

this pattern of claiming a theoretical cost differential between

the as built condition and original contract requirements at an

'estimated market value', plus a substantial surplus, is a-violation

of law, is another issue:.and one that is really not necessary to

resolve. The fact of that pattern is simply evidence.

The real pattern of the NNS claims, and the one which is prove-

able, and which we think is evidence of reckless disregard of the

truth in the filing of these claims to the Government, is in the

overall structure of all of the five claims viewed as one well

coordinated and directed project.

-4-
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The "Bow Dome' prosecution report makes as one of its major

conclusions that since there was no specific documentary evidence,

and no testimony provided by NNS witnesses, showing that NNS manage-

ment directed lower level people to write the claims to a pre-

determined price objective, the claims were therefore written from

the "bottom-up", letting the pricing fall where it may. This is

said to display the integrity of the claims writing process. As

-pointed out above, this claims writing from.the "bottom-up", concept

is based, in the raoS memo, on the fact that the individual hard-

ware claim items were initiated by various waterfront people, who

were solicited by the claim group for these suggestions. The pre-

vious discussion negates the "bottom-up" concept. These hardware

items accounted for only about 20% of claim dollars, even as the

re-worked and priced by the claim group. The evidence shows that

the management of the claim group controlled the total value of

the claims by desigsMMW the claim structure to include the dozens

of relatively insignificant hardware items solicited from the ship-

yard, then adding to that structure all of the "soft" items,

which account for some 80% of the total claimed. The value of

these "soft" items, delay, disruption, deterioration of labor,

acceleration, and financing may be easily adjusted by millions of

dollars by making minor adjustments in the calculations. The

theory of all the soft items came from the top according to the

NNS claim people who were assigned to write up and estimate costs

for these items. The NNS backup files contain dozens of draft

claim O , which outline the structure of the claims, by claimA
item. The testimony of the claim writers and estimators was consistent.

-5-
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They were assigned items from the outlines and told to do write

ups and estimates. Much of the questioning of NNS witnesses by

the staff dealt with the various estimating calculationg, seeking

an explanation from an estimator for a flaky looking calculation.

The estimates responses were consistently that they were assigned

the item, and given a narrative description of what they were

supposed to price. The narrative description determined the

pricing calculations. In the case of the large "soft" item

claims, admittedly incorporated into the claims by the claim group

management, the narrative description provided the base of the

calculations. The estimator merely did his assigned job.

All five of the NNS claims are designed in basically the same

way. Whoever controlled the 'soft' items that went into the

claims, and the narrative theory of the item, controlled such a

significant portion of the total value that the hardware items

became a miner consideration in determining the final dollar

amunt of the claim. The evidence shows that Willis and two or

three of his supervisors in the claim group made the decisions as

to the soft items. That group made the decision to claim all delay

on all ships, even though they obviously knew, and in fact admitted

in testimony, that there were delays for which NNS was responsible,

and delay for which the Government had already paid for, or was

otherwise not contractually liable for. The justification for

claiming all such delay was that delay responsibility is very

difficult to assess with any degree of precision, and that the

relative responsibility was a matter for negotiation, along with

the contract interpretation issues.

-6-
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Whether the rationale for claiming all delay which occurred

on these ships is arguably acceptable, the pricing of that delay

displays a clear pattern, across all the claims, of gross exaggera-

tion. Deterioration of Production Labor is claimed as an element

of delay cost. Minor variations in the 'rate of deterioration'

may vary total amount claimed by millions of dollars. The estimated

cost per day of delay displays gross exaggeration across all

claims. Since all delay days are claimed, even a small exaggeration

of estimating judgement as to cost per day results in millions of

dollars of claimed costs. Disruption appears in all claims as a

major "soft' item. The management decision to claim disruption on

every labor hour, regardless of actual conditions existing in the

shipyard, is responsible for millions of dollars claimed. The

"rate of disruption' used in the pricing calculations are purely

estimating judgements, and again a very small variation in the rate

varies the total claimed by millions of dollars.

Again, whether the clear pattern of gross exaggeration dis-

played across all the claims in the "soft' cost items, all of which

were admittedly designed into the claims by management, is

sufficient in itself to base an indictment, is really not the

question. That pattern is, like the pattern displayed in the

Assembly and pricing of the hardware items, simply evidence that

the NNS claims were put together from the "Top-down" - rather than

being the result of a claim writing process which NNS perfers to

desribe as a good faith effort by low level working people to

assemble all the facts.

The key issue for decision in this investigation is whether,

-7-
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in the face of evidence that the NNS claim-writing group was put

together and given a pre-determined price objective by corporate

management, Willis and/or Adams, acting individually or in concert,

should be indicted for their reckless disregard of the truth in

designing the claims and providing pricing calculations to accom-

plish the pricing objective.

It is a known fact, and specific testimony is available to.

establish the fact, that Diesel, then -recently installed as
4-

President of NNS, told the Navy in November, 197,' that the -five

Navy contracts would have to be adjusted upward by $200 million

dollars 6jq - At the time, very little claim work had

been done, and no claim pricing figures were available to Diesel.

By Late 1974 the NNS claim writing effort had been reorganized-

into the large group headed by Willis, and the Asset value of

claims against the Government was approaching $200 million. / Ao

NNS Profit and Loss Statement and hence into the NNS Annual statements.

By September of 1975 all the NNS claims had been assembled and

priced:. Claimed Target Cost Adjustment, $600 million, Claimed -

Contract Ceiling Adjustment, $800 million, asset value of claims on

NNS P&L Statement, $200 million. -

Mr. Diesel's opening to RADM Manganora, designated in June 1976

to evaluate and settle if possible the NNS claims, was that he

wanted $200 million for.. these claims. That was the amount necessary

to book as asset value of claims to keep NNS in the black from 1973

on. That was the amount he had booked, and that was the amount

he was going to get.

-8-
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A number of NNS employees interviewed in this investigation

offered the same explanation as to why claims against the Navy

had to be somewhat inflated by "estimating judgment". From

joredo, Diesel, DPfr, through the lowest cost estimator, all

said that NNS had traditionally settled claims with the Navy at

about 45 cents on the dollar claimed. It appears that claims

totaling about $440 million would have achieved that objective,

rather then the $600+ million (Target cost) claims that were sub-

mitted. Diesel's statements explain the inconsistency. He had

decided that $200 million in asset value must be booked to keep

NNS in the blrck. He required the acceptance of that number by

the company auditors (and the SEC) as a conservative assert value

so that NNS Annual reports showed an operating profit. About

30% of gross claim value seemed to be conservative, especially

in view of prior Navy claim experience. Claims with a gross value

of about $650 million target and $800 million would accomplish

two nice things.

(1) Asset value claims carried on the PaL would be a conser-
vative 30%.

(2) The dollar asset value of a claim for about $650 million
which is whatnot told you in November 197%.

There is one other point made several times in the Bow Dome

memo which deserves comment. It is noted, and correctly, that

NNS did not misrepresent its anticipated total final cost of com-

pleting these ships. If the NNS representation, made many times

in the course of th%% investigation, that the relative amounts

claimed are really not claims against the Government at all,

: -9-
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since NNS could not get more than its actual cost plus a reasonable

profit in any event under the Incentive Shire contracts for these

ships, is correct, then perhaps-the fact that NNS did not misre-

present its total cost to complete may be of some significance.

The NNS version being played for the grand jury-is not correct in

the situation as it existed when NNS put these claims together.

The facts establish that when NNS got into the claim effort in

late 1973 and early 1974, all of the contracts overruns were

/i'4'$"approaching or over the ceiling price.

The contracts which NNS signed with the Government were not

cost plus reasonable profit contracts. The contracts are all firm

fixed price incentive cost share contracts.

saw i N!=GyZ Z -or- w -v- The firm fixed price i the Target

cost number. The incentive is an * agreed profit on that number,

plus a share of any under run of target cost. Over target

cost, the Government pays 70% of the cost overrun, the contractor

eats 30%, which simply serves to decrease the original contract

profit amount. At the point where the Contractor has absorbed so

much over-run that it no longer has any profit (called the Point

of Total Absorption), contractor obviously is losing 30 cents on

each $1.00 of cost over-run. This condition continues until the

cost exceeds the contract-ceiling price. At this point the

Government stops paying any overrun and contractor looses $1.00

for each $1.00 spent.

In the contract pricing structure as described above, once

the contract cost exceeds the contract target cost figure -

which it had on all the NNS zontracts - any dollar of incurred cost

-10-
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which is not 100% Government responsible, giving rise to a dollar

for dollar adjustment of the contract target cost number, will

cost the contractor 30 cents. Thus a contractor under a FFPI

contract will never recovery all its costs - where any dollar

of incurred cost over target is due to the contractor's inefficiency,

mismanagement, -I productivity, etc.

Thus the is not correct from the contract point

of view unless the assumption is made that all incurred cost up

to some adjusted target cost number are 100% Government responsi-

ble - in other words, that the claims for adjustment of target

cost upwards to cover all incurred cost are correct.

S act a

mi~f~prraell~otX~nto gur e n which

exiaterd on the NNS contracJea the claims were filed,

NNB-had no ox f recovering all its costs even under its

o cos u er-aIA-incurred cost

Secondly, the NNS statement is incorrect and in fact a mis-

representation to the grand jury, because in the condition which

existed on the NNS contracts at the time the claims were filed,

NNS had no expectation of recovering all its costs even under its

own expectations of target cost adjustment (the NNS discounted

claim values), since in all cases even the NNS expectation was
-e1 AA;

less the actual incurred cost. Thus NNS could not expect to

recover more than 70% of its cost over the (hopefully) adjusted

target cost, plus a re-negotiated profit (not provided for in its

contract) sufficient to cover the 30% NNS shXFre of cost over

-11-
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target and still leave some dollars which will show up St profit

on the Annual statement.

The Bow Dome memo, at page (2), para. (1) discusses the

effect of submitting a claim for $567,000 for the Bow Dome. In

the condition that the 688 contract was in at the time the claims

were submitted, any upward adjustment--of the contract target-cost

would pick upA* cents of each $1..00 of incurred cost, plus some

negotiated profit dollars.

It must be pbserved that the source of the contract target

cost adjustment makes no difference to the final calculation.

Whether the target-cost is adjusted upward for a hardware item,-

a deterioration or disruption dollar, makes no difference to the

relative profitability of the adjustment. In the final calcu-

lation of contract price,Owe adjustment-of target cost will,_.

serve to pick up tS cents of each $1.00/ i: M contractor respon-

sible expense-or Government responsible expense.

The objective of. the NNS claims was not to misrepresent NNS

expectation of the actual cost-to complete these ships, nor could -

there have been any expectation.of doing so. The incurred cost

was continuously monitored by-the Navy via DCAA_ The objective

of the NNS claims was to adjust the contract-pri-cing structure to

minimize the spread between contract target cost and.incurred cost:

and to keep the Point of Total Absorption well above incurred cost.

Because the contract (in the overrun condition in which NNS dis5v*

found itself) would pick up only 70% of cost, the NNS ezi 5-

must necessarily be inflated by at least 45-50% of cost plus a

"reasonable .profit".

-12-
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To keep.the asset value of claims at a.conservative.30% or.so,

in order to carry that asset value on. thet.NNS..public books for-three--
p F-

years pending the preparation and settlement of these claims-the

claims must be inflated by an additional.15..20%. .

The goal set by Diesel.in197l was-carried out.to the--letter,

under the direction of Willis and Adams. The claims on their face

.-are~false~and/or ficticios.t It appears that; the-claims were_ . ;----------- .......... r I c i i u 7 . - - ta . - .

deliberately designed.and assembled-to accomplish an illegal-...

. objective,.i.e. to recover more money from the Government than NriS,

was legally entitled..to under the-contracts. If the Governmentz_,,

can-successfully argue.that-Willisand company designed and assembled

!the claims-with-reckless disregard of-the truth, it appears that-.-

there vas-.a violation of Federal law in the-filing:of these-claims..-
,,; , . -W - -9 i. --- - - -

f The foregoing comments also address.p. .,(36.), para._(2) -, -
f e-- H.- .- ' -;--- -

--through p_ .37,:-para. :1)which.discuss -the effect-of-an inflated

claim £j an FFPI contract and concludes, 'Inflation or-over-

fstatement of individual cost items would not result in a dollar

.for dollar increase in-the amounts-paid.to-NNSP. --This~.conclusion.
- - . - .. ,----a ! ;x. -a as.: -o U;

-comes-at the end of a.section of the memo which-is -titled "Failure

to Prove Eicticious Manhour and Material Costs",_beginning at p..32.

In a separate memorandum prepared by the writer and Ms. Adkins,

this jjgeo. of the investigation is reviewed in some detailand

concludes that NNS did include ficticious costs in its claims for

adjustment of the contract pricing structure. The conclusion

expressed in the Bow Dome memo, however, appears to mean that it

would not make any difference if there were overstatements or -

inflation of the claims. We~think this conclusion has been
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refuted-by the review of the contract-structure, supra. -If

there is in .fact any ficticious manhour or material cost.in the --

NES claims, such fictional costs were obviously intended-by NNS
* - Cs7s

to adjust the contract target _. and ceiling price;upward to

recover a greater proportion of its incurred cost..- So- long as the

pricing structure can be manipulated so.that the actual incurred

cost falls somewhere between adjusted target cost and. the point

--.of total absorption; the-amount-of the actual incurred cost -'--
: ~-: . ... ,...... - .. , - ' : -.;

-:-.becomes almost.irrele-vant. - - -

-"a.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Z

.:-- , , ' - ..- ---

4=Ad .* '-,.;

_14
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00
OVERSTATEMENT OF PROJECT COST TO COMPLETE

One aspect of the investigation of excess hours and dollars

claimed by NNS was prompted by the finding by auditors and staff

analysts that in certain items of the claims, the NNS calculations

have used projected labor hours to complete as yet unfinished ships

which were higher than NNS projections recorded in current Profit

and Loss Reports, and Ouarterly Cost Reports required by contract

to be furnished to the Navy.

Item "VII K, Desazkpion" of the 688 class submarine claim

illustrates the calculation. In calculating the number of labor

hours claimed as disruption hours, the claim pricing sheets

(page IX-358 from 688 class claim attached, follow page) show that

the calculation used production hours incurred to date of the

calculation (in this case the calculation is dated 7/25/75, returns

as of 6/29/75), plus "EST" to go labor hours to completion, to cal-

culate the total production labor hours to complete the ship.

(Page IX-358 is pricing sheet for Hull 600 only. Separate cal-

culations were prepared on separate pricing sheet for Hulls 602-605).
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The calculation then applies sC estimated "disruption factor"

expressed in minutes per hour to the total, and arrives at the

number of "disruption hours" claimed. The base number used in

the calculation is the number "TOTAL 7,094,700".

The NNS current (as of 7/25/75) projections to complete Hull

600, according to its internal Profit and Loss Report, and the ,

Quarterly Cost Report, were 6,328,501 hours, and 6,629,298 hours,

respectively. The difference, calculated on the higher number, is

465,402 hours. For the five 688 class ships, the total over-

statement of projected final hours over thy-current NNS Profit and

Loss Reports is about 3,091,000 hours. A quick calculation,

following the NNS claim calculation, indicates that using the

higher projected total hours to complete results in about 300,000

labor hours claimed in 688 class claim in excess of current pro-

jections.

The preceding calculations on the disruption item are dupli-

cated in the claim item "Deterioration of Production Labor" on 688

class, and in claim item "Deferred Work" are CGN 38-40. The detail

of these calculations, prepared by staff analysts using NNS records,

are held by the investigative staff.

From the prosecution point of view, the significant amount of

excess labor hours and dollars included in the UNS claims as the

result of overstatement of projected hours to complete, indicated

that the investigation should attempt to establish whether such

overstatements falsely inflated the claims against the Government.
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After realizing the fact of the labor hour overstatements,

and after checking various item calculations in the other three

claims under investigation, it was apparent that labor hour over-

statements traceable to the use of higher than current projections

to complete occurred only in the 688 class submarine and CGN 38-40

claims, which were both far from completion when the claim cal-

culations were made. In the other three claims under investigation,

the ships had already been delivered or were substantially complete.

It became obvious that actual labor hours incurred on these ships

could be easily verified, while the 688 class and CGN contracts

presented the opportunity to inflate claims by overstating the

estimated hours to complete.

In the light of findings described above, a document found in

material produced by NNS in response to subpoena appeared signi-

ficant. The two page document, attached follow pages, has been

authenticated by all of the individuals identified on the document,

including R.A. Siefert, who wrote the first page text. The

document has been readily identified by all individuals involved

to be the request made by the claims group to the Cost Engineering

Department to provide the "estimated finals" (total projected cost

to complete) the 688 class ships, for use in the claim. Page two

of the document has been identified as the reply, furnished by

the New Construction Estimating section of the Cost Engineering

Department, by Frank Silva (initials FS" on lower left) at that

time head of the section. The probable finals provided, corrected

for supervision and GaS hours, are the same used in the 688 class

3
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.MM2h (3321120x

- INTER-OFFICE COMMUNICATION

NEWPORT NEWS SHIPBUILDING AND DRY DOCK COMPANY

A T... . jT

TO, Mr. E. B. Adams, Jr. FILE NO.

FOR, Action DATE July 3, 1975

FROM, Manager of Cost Engineering

SUBJECT: Request for Assistance for Claims Estimates

It is requested that estimated finals be supplied from other groups
in the Cost Engineering Department for production manhours- (including G & S
and supervision), engineering manhours, and material dollars (escalated to
anticipated book cost) which correspond to the following delivery dates.

Hull. Deliverv Dates (Provided bv 081)

B600 June 30, 1976
U602 March 31, 1977
8603 July 31, 1977
H604 December 31, 1977
E605 May 31, 1978

The requested probable finals will be used in preparing a claim

on the SSN688 class and is. needed as soon as possible but not later than -

July 14, 1975.

W. T. Covington

RAS:jg
1 - W. T. Covington
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claim. All the NNS people involved have freely discussed the

document, and all agree that the-projected final manhours used in

the 688 claim are higher than current Profit and.Loss projections

and that the-number used came directly from the document.

All the NNS employees-questioned .about the matter gave the same

basic rationale for the use.of- the higher figure, stating that the

Profit and Loss projections were traditionally conservative in

projecting. labor cost to complete,,especially where ships were

still in early stages of construction, and that current new con-

struction estimates for similar ships were -more accurate.- Frank

Silva was-questioned,- and stated-that his section hadL at-the- time-

the informationuwas supplied to the claim group, just completed-

an estimate for-the construction of the Navy's next-buy of 688

class ships, and the projected-final hours to complete the claim

ships were based upon the latest 688 class estimates.

Navy officials confirmed that NNS had submitted a proposal for

the Fiscal Year 75/76 buy of 688 class, which had been-prepared in

early 1975. Staff analysts, with the help of Navy technicians, -

reviewed the NNS 75/76 proposed in-detail. The FY 75/76 proposal

represented that it was based upon actual costs incurred to date

on Hull 600 (the first of. the claim ships), plus an estimate of

the projected cost to complete that ship. The reviewers then

undertook to calculate back, from the FY 75/76 NNS bid, to find

the number used as the base. The calculations are complicated, and

not included in this summary, however, the report and calculations

of the staff analyst are held by the investigative -staff.

4
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The result of the review of NNS FY 75/76 688 class bid was

that the probable final labor hours (i.e., the projected total

manhours to complete) Hull 600 used by New Construction estimating

as the base for the FY 7/76 bid, is about 7,030,887 manhours. A

tabular comparison of the various numbers for Hull 600:

Projected final: per RaL (July 75): per Quarterly Cost per FY 75/76

per claim: Report July 1975: Bid:

7,094,700 6,328,501 6,629,298 7,030,887

The CGN 38-40 claim item "Deferred Work/, also uses projected

total labor hours to complete, which has been compared to then

current Profit and Loss Reports.

A similar overstatement to current projections is incorporated

into this calculation, as in the 688 class claim. N5 claim people

stated in interview and testimony that the CGN'38-40 "probable

final' was also supplied by New Construction Estimating, on the

same rationale as stated in connection with 688 class. The investi-

gative staff has not located a document similar to that prepared

for 688 class, although the NNS witnesses recall that there probably

was a similar paper for CGN. It appears that if the rationale stated

for using New Construction estimates for 688 class is acceptable,

it would also be acceptable in the CGN usage, even though there is

not a bid estimate available for comparison as in 688.

In summary, it appears that the use of higher than current

projections to complete 688 class accounts for approximately

1,000,000 of the "excess' hours claimed in that claim when filed to

the Navy, and this accounts for approximately $10 to $12 million

5
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of the dollar excess of claim over then projected cost to complete.

The CGN 38-40 'Deferred Work' claim, although also using an

inflated labor hours to complete figure, as a base, is not claimed

in hours and thus does not compute into any "excess" hours claimed

on that contract. The calculaton does however have the effect of

overstating the dollar amount of the claim by approximately $12 to

S15 million.

Based upon the foregoing, it must be concluded that the use

of projected total labor hours to complete in claim calculations

for 688 class and CGN 38-40, which were higher than current

projections being used in NNS Profit and Loss statements, may be

explained by NNS as having a "good faith' basis in the New Con-

struction estimates.

6
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Although NNS.may offer-the explanation as-outlined above.in

defense of a charge of making ficticious claims against the Govern-

ment,.two facts should be kept in mind by the.prosecution.

One,_the~
0 excess. hours claimed. as ..the--result of using new-

construction estimates rather than current- projection-for-688.class

,accounts.for. only about-.L-l.million of-the .approximately 5 million
.7. - .'- -- -.'

excess.manhours claimed at-the tiime-the claim.was- priced, (July- .

August,.l975)- -

Two, at-the time the 688 class.claim was-actually filed with

the Navy in March, 1976, the first ship-(Hull 600,.SSN688) was-

within a few.months-.of-completion.. The ship was;-delivered -to the

Navy inzNovember, 1976..-. The NNS "Estimate of Profit-and Loss for

.the 3rd.quarter-1976 showed 8,850,000 projected labor-hours-to com-

plete. With:the ship-about to deliver,- total. actual .incurred:..hours

could have been-projected to within a few hundred-hours.

Thus in the 3rd quarter:of..1976 the claimed-hours on.SSN688 were still

596.,000 production-labor hours more:.than-NNS- reasonably expected to.-

complete. .. -- .-- .. -, -. -

MZ,'F; From the NNS'document-attached, follow page, ie~isl.apparent..

that-on August; 3l;..L976, an-inquiry was made within.NNS, apparently

by-.legal, requesting a comparison-of total contract, claim, and

change hours, to estimated final hours used in the 688 class claim

as filed. Note the--- ss next to the 'estimated final'

entry, and.the footnote " (K e est..final based on data available

lst-ATR 1975 for.delivery dates specified.in claim'... The 'estimated

final"' number for SSN688 is 8,088,000-;the exact number supplied by--
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new construction estimating in July, 1975 per-the document cited

earlier. The significance of this document, prepared by -

R.A.. Siefert-, and initialed.by W. Cowington,-is that someone,.

apparently.in legal, was questioning the.excess-hours in the 688

claim,in August,.1976, and was-supplied.with data-incorporated.into

the claim in-July,. 1975. The SSN688.shkp was.within.days of delivery

by~9/2-/76',.the.-date-~ofSiefert'.smemo~- thuis'.total..actual.incurred-:

hours were-easily available to:Siefert,-..andlobviously available to.

anyone interested in this pointkpboiocompared~to-claim the

excess.-hours:claimed for SSN688 aboye were 596,449 labor hours in

excess of total projected hours to-complete a ship- which was less

than a-month-from--delivery.

The conclusion from the-above is-that even-if'-some-of the->

excess hours-in the 688'claim may be explained by.NNSSas having

some rational-basis at the time the claim was priced the explana-

tion does.not-account-.for.-a fraction of the total-excess hours:

claimed.- (Roughly-only 20% oftthe excess at time of pricing,.and

about 25%'.-totaL actual return.hours.-)._.

Furtheriit is.quite apparent that NNS management-.knew of the

- excess hours-claimed from the time the claims were priced through.

to settlement of the claims in October,19 78;. -

Although NNS modified and in some cases withdrew individual

claim items of insignificant value in their proposals for adjust-

ments of contract target cost and ceilings, NNS made no reduction

in the proposals to reflect excess hours claimed over actual incurred

as these figures became available to NNS. -Thus, while NNS did

not misrepresent itstotal dollar- costs to complete the ships in
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the various claims, NNS.did include in these claims, for the pur-

pose of adjusting the contract pricing structures.to.achieve a ~re
favorable cost share,.grossly inflated estimated labor hours in

excess of. what NNS had actually incurred...(in the case.of CGN 36-37

.'and SSN 686-687), or could reasonably expect.to incurr: (in-the.

688.classFCGN 38-40,.and.CVU-contracts):. Further, as. all of these

.'ships-were-completed- dur-ing.thenegotiationswith..the.Navy (,July-, .

`1L976throughz.October,...197&). NNSdid.not correct requested. target-

cost-adjustments in-the claims to reflect.actuaL.incurred labor

cost.._

., .3 -
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MARCH 5, 1980 -- MEMO FROM SAUNDRA ADKINS ON
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
050CE 0S - C GEEA. CoDtSt

WA1GCtOt. 0 C. 2030

!t ./LD/SJA:msr
5 March 1980

From: Saundra J. Adkins, Special U.S. Attorney, Criminal
Division, Fraud Section

To: Justine Williams, U.S. Attorney
Eliot Norman. A.U.S.A.
Linda Pence, DOJ

Subj: Prosecution Memorandum: CGN 38 Reactor Plant Ventila-
tion Control Air System Claim

E.Fnclosed find subject memo along with a list of exhibits
and Of witnesses. I am not including most of the exhibits
but can provide them if you like. I am including as Attachment
B, each of the six claim ver . /

SAA&DRA J. ADKINS
Special United States Attorney
Criminal Division, Fraud Section

I,i
- ,. 0q- 64 "w'

,;:

* r , 4 vfx . ' .

(7 � ?E�MENT

Ij�HIBITJ

J
GRAND JURY MATERIAL

DO N!OT DISCLOSE
t'/VS -4
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Memorandum: CGN 38, Reactor Connartment Ventilation Control-
Air System Claim

, 4 ,- ., 4151wX *b
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Statement of Facts

Backqround

Before describing the events central to this case, it

will be useful to give the reader a general view of the
v

procurement process out of which this case arises. The Navy

Department is authorized by statute to enter into contracts-

for ship construction. Department of Defense and Navy

regulations known in the past as Armed Services Procurement

Regulations (ASPR), and now as Defense Acquisition Regulations,

(DAR), govern the procedures to be followed. 10 USC 2304(a)

and ASPR/DAR Section III provide for procurement by negotiation

rather than price competition. The regulations provide that

requests for-proposals (RFPs) be issued to prospective

offerors. RF~s include proposed contract terms, specifications,

and contract and guidance plans that define the scope of work

_tobe W qrag cifijnills xmc~rib e wC in

4rjN4 pbFxYaqt Plans,-show w vkzan the form of drawings

Aincladdrnvg mani*ory parts, 4"angemewits arfitdimensions:-

Guidarwe plans sbow work in drawing form but the arrangements

shown are not -mandatory and there may be little- or no

dimensional information. To-the extent dimensions and-

arrangement details are shown on a guidance- plan and relied

%pon l 'an o;f~ por they become binding contractual terms.

1
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After contract award, the scope of work should only be changed

by a formal change order issued by the Navy in the form of a

Headquarters Modification Request (HMR) or a Field Modification

Request (FMR). It has been determined by the Court of Claims

that constructive changes can be made to the work scope by Navy

issuing working drawings requiring different and/or additional

work not specified by the contract plans or guidance plans.

Working drawings show mandatory arrangements and dimensions

in enough detail for the contractor to do the job. tinder the

terms of the Changes article required by law to be included

in each contract, a constructive change caused by issuance of

working drawings is compensable. The constructive change

entitles the contractor to recover the cost incurred on

account of the change as to both changed (that is new work),

and unchanged, (that is disrupted and delayed work), and to

receite a fair prof on tu1d4!cost:.
-.. ; , .

In the case at hand, IONS claims that Guidance Plan DLGN

38-800-4375731, (hereafter 731), "diagram reactor compartment

ventilation control air system", was vague and misleading as

evidenced by the difference between it and the working

drawing, Electric Boat Plan no. 38643-OIXOl, (hereafter

OlXOI). NNIS further claims that at the time NN'S prepared its

tontiacfz proposal in response to the Navy's RFP, that NNS

could not then recognize plan 731 to be vague. NNS also
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claims that one could not determine from Plan 731 that the

CG=4 39 reactor plant VCAS was to be larger and more complex

than the reactor plant ventilation system for CGN 36.

Chronology

That which follows constitutes a summary of relevant

events discussed in chronological order.

In November 1969, Electric Boat Ouincy, acting on behalf

of the Navy as the 'Navy'5 design agent, issued Guidance Plan

731.

:

I

-

K .
,, A.

A.
A, .

A,

A.

A

-.

____

3
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A fixed price incentive fee contract for the construction

of the DLGN 38, 39 and 40*, was agreed to by the parties on

December 21, 1971.

lm~~

4
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supervisor, Larry Doyle*, Mangus may have found a draft claim

prepared by persons working on the CGN 36 claim that described

a potential claim on CGN 38 involving the reactor plant VCAS.

_ |~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I

E L F -- IN -_-. OF i V

*All Larry Doyle statements were made off the record in
connection with a rofr for ims

8
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*Larry Doyle, off the record, indicated he thought Larry
Manqus prepared version two but could not be definitive.

12
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|S F~~~~o

-~~~~~NINI

<-+ -~~~~~~O

Mr. 'oyle says-lMe didrnot prepare version four

and tSinks that M-. Mangus did so.

�wu
*Mr. Doyle believes that Mr. Alexander probably only saw the
chronology at page '5 and Dot 'aUnstated copy of version

13
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probably added by C.L. Willis.*

-*Willis's statement are made off the record. He would not
specifically say what editing or rewriting he did without
immunity.

.*dDov'le Aezies thait Mengus tol~ hijn that he, Manqus, was
reluctant and hesitant to make the claim.

15
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Mr. Doyle told his attorney, Fred Stant, Jr., that Mr. Mangus

wrote version~ two.

Doyle says mangus wrote four.

17
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of Willis' shoo, Fr. Willis says he edited it.

Mr.

Doyle agrees that Mlr.Mangus wrote version six and also recalls

Mr. Mangus as having been "hot" to go the change order route.

BONN-

011"m I�zI- MEMO
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Larry Doyle has advised,
1

off the record, that

he saw the Krause April memo but not the June reissue by

Wesley.

- ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

21
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Investigation

Adm. Hyman G. Rickover, Deputy Commander, Naval Sea

Systems Command, by letter of July 14, 1977, to the Navy

Inspector General, raised the issue whether the VCAS claim is

false. The original DON to DOF referral included this issue,

stating:

Reactor Compartment Ventilation Control
Air System for CG:-38, Claim Item 5.2.8

Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock
Company (NN) has submitted a request for
equitable adjustment in the amount of
$98q,216 (plus profit, target-to-ceiling
spread and escalation) for work associated
with the reactor compartment ventilation
control air system. This is a system of
pipes and valves that controls the flow of
compressed air from the shin's compressed
air system to the individual pneumatic
operators on the large butterfly valves in
the reactor compartment ventilation system.

The Contractor alleges that it was misled
by the shipouilding specifications, allegedly
vague contract guidance drawings and the lack
of other design data during the bid prepara-
tion process. The Contractor states that it
assumed for bid purposes that it would be
building a simpler reactor compartment
ventilatiCn control air system, one similar
to that in the CGN 36. NE asserts further
that, subsequent to contract definitization,
continued Government actions and inactions
precluded it from recognizing the full effort
required.

The Navy's analysis of this claim item con-
cluded that the Contractor's allegations were
deficient in several significant respects.
Because of the apparent discrepancy between
the Contractor's allegations and the actual
history of this work effort, the claim
was selected for review to determine if a
violation, A the fraud or false claims
statutes had occurred.....

23
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The Navy has concluded that this contract
modification precludes the Contractor from
recovering the bulk of the costs now alleged.
This conclusion is based, inter alia, upon
findings which indicate that NW had in its
possession prior to contract definitization
more than adequate information to assess the
scope of work required to install the venti-
lation control air system. In November 1969,
more than two years prior to contract
definitization, NN was given a contract
guidance drawing which in no way conflicted
with the shipbuilding specifications. This
drawing presented, contrary to the Contractor's
allegation, a detailed diagram of the system.
The extent of the detail is discussed in the
Navv's technical analysis of this claim item.
in addition, in mid-1972, NN received a
detailed system diagram (working drawing) based
upon the information contained in the afore-
menticned contract guidance drawing. Therefore,
it is apparent that the Contractor had in its
possession much more detailed knowledge than
admitted by the Contractor in its claim. That
this was actual rather than constructive
knowledge is evidenced by the finding that in
mid-1973, NW examined the information in
sufficient detail to make a determination that
orter no and installing certain components
(not at issue here) in the air reducing station
which were not shown on the contract auidance
drawing represented a change in contract
requirements. In spite of this knowledge, in
the instant claim, NN is seeking payment for
ordering and installing components listed not
only in the Contract Guidance Drawing but also
in the two revisions of the system diagram
(working drawing) issued in mid-1972 and mid-
1973 respectively.

The failure of the Contractor to admit the
extent of its knowledge in the present claim
may be characterized as maere advocacy considering _
that the Government has access to ma sa

f ormation as the Contractor. However, the
',evienc--aeo earing to date stronals a A\a

/-deliberate a temot on the part Of N to org RE
( anal e~s~toftA he-tf-ue-fiEE5=22 the claim rather than

arearrangethese facts in a manner

24
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most favorable to the Contractor. Accord-
ingly, the Navy considers it appropriate
that further investigation of this claim be
conducted to determine if a violation of the
fraud or false claims statutes has occurred.

FBI special agent MacLean and Special US Attorney Adkins

interviewed Navy personnel knowledgeable about the VCAS-Ben

Stilmar, and Robert Cohen. As a result, it became apparent

that, two statements made in the VCAS claim are not correct.

One, the VCAS guidance plan, number 731, it ot *..'aue and

dces not devict a system similiar to the non-nuclear system

of CG:N 36, but devicts a greatly enlarged extensively

redesicned and nuclear VCAS. Two, EB drawing OlXOl depicts

the same_work shown on guidance plan731. _

4.~ ~~~¢ .

Having concltrded-that the above noted statements made in

the claim are not true, the question arose who; if anyone,

knew them to be false before the claim was made. Two avenues

were persued in answering this question. First, all backup

data existing at tImS was subpoenaed. Second, an attempt was

made to track-down the author(s) of the claim. Beginning

25
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a subsequent proffer for immunity, his attorney, off the

record, advised that Mr. Willis had edited the VCAS claim.

Mr. Willis refused to "lay-out" this matter for the U.S.

Attorney and will answer specific questions only if given

immunity from prosecution.

Subsequently, off

the record, his attcrnay advised that Mangus never told Doyle

that he, Mangus, had any concerns about the claim and that

Mangus, not Doyle, was the author of versions two, three, four

and six of the claim. He characterized .~aacus as the ncvnng

force behind the claim, stating that no one was forcino Uanguj%

to write the claim and that Mangus could have taL ed directlv

with Wil It is unclear why br. Doyle wants immunity ce

he blames either Manaus or Willis for wrj~ino echclaim d

�1 - N
- __ � E NW

- __ - __ p
I#I
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Prosecutive Theory

1. By stating that Guidance Plan 731 failed to indicate that

the CGN 38 reactor plant VCAS would be different than

that on CGN 36, NNS violated 18 USC 1001.

2. By making a false statement in a claim made on behalf of

his emplover, Larry Doyle violated 18 USC 1001.

\j@ SC1S
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Problems With Prosecutive Theory
----- NNS Violated 18 USC 1001

NNS's position in this matter could turn on the success

or failure of prosecution of Larry Doyle. Even if Doyle were

to be convicted two problems exist re prosecution of NNS.

First, Doyle is a middle level employee not an officer of the

company. If he failed to inform Willis that the claim may

be erroneous, then one might argue that NNS cannot be held

responsible. Second, NNS withdrew this claim without being

advised by the Navy that the Navy had found it to be false.

It would be difficult to prove ENS intended to make a false

claim given their voluntarily withdrawal. See NNS's position

more fully explained by their attorneys in Attachment A.
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Problems With Prosecutive Theory
------ Lawrence Doyle Violated 18 USC 1001

First, only if Larry Doyle wrote or studied version four

and then allowed version five to be filed can he be indicted.

The evidence that he saw or studied version four is:

2)

_ _ -N:- -~

it may prove insurmonvinable ' provinq intent.

Third, all the witnesses will be unwilling to cooperate.

They always answer questions with many generalizations and

explanations focusing upon how USN and especially Adm. Rickover

did so much to make contract negotiation and performance

unfair, that the facts one is looking for may get-lost.
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Fourth, all these events happened a long time ago and

its nearly impossible to overcome the many 'I don't remember"

answers one receives.

Finally, this is the only one of numerous claims prepared

by Doyle or for which he had responsibility as to which enough

evidence of wrongdoing exists to even consider indicting. It

seems unlikely that he intended to file this claim knowing it

to be false, if otherwise his work does not show a pattern of

making intentional misstatements.
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Recammendations

C.L. Willis should be granted immunity in this matter.

He can then be required to "lay out" the facts as he knows

them. If the result shows that Doyle did intentionally prepare

and make this claim knowing it to be false, then Willis can

testify against him. This course, however, prevents indicting

Willis, if Willis says, once granted immunity, that Doyle

never really understood what statements are false but that

he, Willis, did and filed the claim. On the other hand, no

evidence exists that Willis knew the claim was false when it

was filed, so probable cause does not exist on which to base

an indictment of him anyhow.

33
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Witnesses

Arthur J. Thomas, Jr.

Janes Donald Pittard

Joseph J. Schiller

Lawrence M. Doyle
SJA Memos of 12-5-79

1-22-80
1/29/80

C.L. Willis

GRA!D JURY
TRANSCRIPT REFERENCE

A0

302 of 6/13/79

(Interview
(129-184

302 of 3/28/7Q

83-250 0 - 88 - 10
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Way-ie Sembower

William Healv

John Wiley, Jr.

Ben Stilmar

Robert Cohen

302 of 2/13/79

302 of 6/12/79

302 of 2/16/79

. 302 of 8/30/78

302 of 9/6/78

2
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APRIL 4, 1980 -- MEMO FROM JO ANN HARRIS TO JIM GRAHAM, ET. AL.

RE: MEETING WITH ADMIRAL.RICKOVER ON NAVY RECRUITING
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ROUTING AND TRANSMITTAL SUP
Date

April 4, 1980

TO: Name. office symbol, room number. Initials Date
gullding AgencyjPosQ

I. Jim Graham _

Donald McCattrey
3. Linda Pence

Joe Covington
a. Ann Arbor

Igor Kotlurchuk
4. Lorna Kent

on __|_Fib _ Noteand Return
__Approval For Clearance Per_ Conversation

_ Requested __For Correcton P_ repare Reply
__ __rcute __ For Your Information See__ Me

mment Investigate Signature
_toordinaton justify

REMARKS

On March 25, 1980, the Attorney General,
Jack Keeney, Joe Covington and I met
with Admiral Rickover and certain members
of his staff, at the Admiral's request.
Attached is Jack Keeney's memo of the
Attorney General's assurances to the
Admiral for your information.

DO NOT tse this form as a RECORD of approvals, concurrences, disposals.
clearances, and similar actions

FPOMG (Name, org. symbol. Agency/Post) Room No.-Bldg.

?3 /Ann Harris, Chief, Fraud Sectim
CDiminal Division hone No.

OnrXOAL FORM 41 (Rev. 7-76)
WU L o.nMON PiiiiegOfmi 1OW-z1.1SA #4rIC 1GSA
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UNTrED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO : Jo Ann Harris, Chief, Fraud Section

Criminal Division

7 John C. Kecney7* <Deputy Assistant Attorney General
J <Criminal Division

= :.Neeting with Admiral Rickover
on Navy Referrals

DATz: March 28, 1980

JCK:emc

At the conclusion of our meeting with Admiral Rickover on
March 26, the Attorney General advised the Admiral as follows:.

(1) That we would pursue the submarine referrals
vigorously, particularly the Electric Boat investigation, and
would make certain that sufficient attorney personnel was
assigned so as to thoroughly look into the matter.

(2) We would consider ways that we can be more effective
in investigating and prosecuting Navy referrals and that we
would even consider assigning, some prosecutors to the Navy
Department for brief periods of time in order to familiarize
them with the Navy procedures.

(3) At the conclusion of the submarine cases we will
make recommendations to the Navy with respect to underlying
problems in the investigation and prosecution of Navy referrals.
This would inClude suggestions as to changes in Navy pro-
cedures that could minimize the development of future fraud
and abuse problems.

Please remind the attorneys assigned to the submarine
investigations of the Attorney ceneral's~comments above.

MAR 31

Ruj' U.S. Satings Bnds Regulorfy on the Pojytofl Skvlnp Plan 8.9MAY 1978
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US. Department of Justi.

- United States Attorney
Eastern District of Virginia EN:dph

, bhot Q/7fce lio 12.57
Rkh,-d. frlei, 2.1210
October 1. 1980

Justin W. Williams
United States Attorney
Eastern District of Virginia
117 S. Washington Street
Alexandria. Virginia 22314

Re: Newport News Shipbuilding Procurement
Fraud Investigation

Dear Justin:

Enclosed please find a complete set of Prosecutive Reports.
They include the following:

1. Prosecutive Report--Bow Dcme, SSN 688 Claim Item VII.B.8.
Newport News Shipbuilding Procurement Fraud Investigation with
Comments and Exhibits.

2. Cathodic Protection Prosecution Report with Comments.
IL . -IL,- .- ,M v . a . At s

3. Prosecution Memorandum; CGZ; 38 Reactor Plant Ventila-
tion Control Air System Claim.

4. Prosecution Report: Navy Recruiting--Newport News Ship-
building Investigation.

5. Supplemental Prosecutive Report--Newport News Shipbuilding
Procurement Investigation.

Sections II, V and VI of the Bow Dome Report provide the
reader with a general overview of the scope of the investigation
and the prosecutive theories. The Supplemental Report updates
reports on specific items and discusses several general aspects
of the investigation.

p1'3l:,U ~!U~Aft Very truly yours,

w YT i~w | LI@X#W;LU^JEliot Norman
Assistant United States Attorney

Enclosures /2AWS-43
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PROSECUTIVE REPORT--BOW DOME, SSN 688 CLAIM ITEM VII.B.8.
NEWPORT NMEWS SHIPBUILDING PROCUREMENT FRAUD INVESTIGATION

I. FACTS

The investigation was predicated upon receipt of information

from a Navy Technical Analysist, Will Blaney, that Newport News

Shipbuilding (NNS) falsely claimed it incurred additional costs

due to a design change in the method (from welding to bolting) of

attaching the Glass Reinforced Plastic (GRP) Bow Dome to the hull

of the SSN 688 submarine.The GRP dom'e contains the hydrophones a

and provides the submarines with sonar capability. For a view of

the dome and its location on the submarine, please refer to Ward

Exs. 1 and 16.

Before the details of this claim item are discussed, it is

important to understand that two claims were submitted to the Navy

for cost overruns on the 688 class submarines. The first or

|"Mini" claim was submitted in June 1975. John P. Diesel, President

of NNS, and other. senior management officials were led to believe

by their Navy counterparts, principally Admiral Gooding and the

688 Class Program Manager JackW.Nakefield, that quick submittal of

a claim for design- deficiencies would result in a settlement-by'

the end of 1975 or a provisional payment. As a result of these

discussions, NNS scaled down their existing rough-draft of a

claim, limited it to design agent problems, reduced its value from

$220 million to approximately $110 million,and sent it in in the

hopes of receiving at least $50 million by the end of 1975.

one section, 1II.B.8, of the 'Mini' claim dealt with the Bow

Dome. Of the requested adjustment in target cost of $110 million

in the "Mini' claim, the Bow Dome item asked for approximately

1$567,000 or less than 0.5 percent.

-1-
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Under the Fixed Price Incentive Fee contract for the 688

class submarines, NNS could not be paid more than its actual

construction costs plus a reasonable profit to be determined by

the share-line figures that would be ultimately negotiated. Thus,

in submitting a Request for Equitable Adjustment under the Changes'

clause of the contracts, NNS at no time represented to the governmer

that it expected to be paid $110 million for the five (5) sub-

aarines or $567,000 for the Bow Dome. In fact, a request for an

increase in target cost of $567,000 might result in a net increase

to the contractor of only 10 percent or less of that amount.'

In Section II1.B.8 of the 'Mini" Claim, NNS requested $567,000

s an equitable price adjustment in target cost for added work,

iaterial and overhead incurred as a result of the government's

'design agent" changing the method of attachment of the dome to

the hull from welding to bolting. The 'design agent" in the case

If the Bow Dome was also NNS which entered into a separate designrontract with the Navy. NNS thus wore two hats.

In support of the general allegation that changes in design

s-esu'ted in increased costs,NNS makes a number of specific factual

tatements i.- the "Mini" Bow Dome- claim. These statements can be
summarized or folio"I WardEx9* .r.arired or paraphrased asflIowsee ..-Ward

1. The configuration and connection method
for the GRP Bow Dome was shown on Contract
Guidance Drawing 800-4385833. See NNS 341

; - 2.p 30, 34,.--
2. The contract guidance drawing was used by

the company in preparation of the estimate
for fitting and connecting the bow dome to -
the ship's hull.

3. The company had a right to assume the infor-
mation shown on the drawing was representative
of the Government's requirements and provided
reasonable guidance for the preparation of a
sound estimate.

4. Contract Guidance Drawing 800-4385833 showed
the attachment for the bow dome connected to
the hull by welding.

The reader may wish to refer to the companion Prosecutive
eports by Ms. Adkins and Mr. Paulisch dealing with the total
mounts claimed by NUS and what those dollars (amounting to in
xcess of $600 million in adjusted target Costs) really

Lepresented.

r -2-
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5. Navy later discovered that the Welded connec-
tion was impractical due to the weld distor-
tion which occurred during installation by this
method.

6. The Government Design Agent issued drawing
Number 1290-6 which redesigned the bow dome
connection to provide for a bolted connection.
(NNS 341, p. 7).

7. The radical departure from the contract
guidance drawing resulted in additional
labor and material requirements for which
the contractor is entitled to reimbursement.

8. This change in design/specification was made
subsequent to contractor preparation of his
bid and could not have been contemplated by
the contractor.

9. Change has resulted in added costs to the
contractor for which he is entitled to
an equitable adjustment.

In addition to the claim narrative, NNS furnished pricing

details in the 'Mini' claim for each of the five (S) submarines

being constructed under the two contracts. FWard Ex.8 I A revie I

of the pricing sheets reflected the following cost adjustments for

:ach of the submarines due to the change in attachment method:

SHiP ADJUSTMENT
PER SHIP

SSN688 (Hull 600) - $106,024 .......
SSN689 (Hull 602) 110,794
S5S691 (Hull 603) 111,767
SSN693 (Pull 604) 117,580

- SS;695--(Hull 605) - 121,594
TOTAL COST - 5 S567,759

Each pricing sheet denoted that NNS requested an adjustment

of 6,900 additional manhours-for each submarine due to the change

in the attachment method. The 6,900 manhours are in addition to

the 4,200 manhours per hull that 1NS denoted in its bid for the

construction contracts.*

* No credit was given for the bid hours because the redesign
did not reduce the welding effort 'since the attachment became a
built-up angle that required welding in way of the flanges."
(ward Ex. 9). See also NNS 960, p. 13.
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In making its estimate of 6,900 manhours, 1I:tS is not saying

that it actually worked those hours. All that it is representing

to the government is that its estimate as of a certain date

(January, 1975) of the number of manhours by which the target cost

of the contract should be equitably adjusted is 6,900. Prior to

final negotiations under the "Changes' clause, NNS would adjust

the hours in the claim so that NNS would not be paid more than the

actual hours worked plus a reasonable profit.

Lon Ward Ex.8, 1
the additional 6,900 manhours are broken down

into two cost areas: 2,304 manhours for fabricating 192 shoulder

bolts and 4,608 manhours for drilling 192 holes. The total hours

translate into approximately $567,000.

The chief claims writer or team captain for SSN688 class

claims was Ron D. Ward. F

In,- h) ~'W.F. ~ . ~. -

_.'__________ Bolt stated to the Federal Bureau of

Investigation (FBI) on several occasions that he was the actual

author of the "Mini' version of the item and when he wrote it up

he did not go back and check the original bid. Rather, he assumed

that the bid was the same as the Contract Guidance Drawing; i.e.

r-.

August 197 a-nd sent to the government in March 1976. It asked
for nearly twice as much money as the 'Mini'--about $205 million
dollars. On the other hand, the $205 million requested adjustment
target cost wos S15 million less than the claim's draft in January
1975.
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Ithat it showed a welded method.

_
Nunn N1S 341, p. 84. That memo, dated November 22, 1974,

from a production engineer shows that the GRP Bow Dome connec-

tion in the government's working drawings was a departure from

contract guidance information and specifications. However, the

memo makes no reference to how the connection was handled in the

bid.

The use of this memo explains why the bid

ethodology was overlooked in preparing the "Mini" claim and whyFthe error was not caught until the summer of 1975 when Ward and

olt went back and looked at the actual bid. It aljo negates any

inference that the false statements in the "mini" claim regarding

the bid were deliberately made.

F_~uF

The bid estioate**

itself makes reference to a memo by 0. E. Davis, NNS 341, pp. 31-

.34, in which the NNS employee recommended changing the method from

welding to bolting.

- - M

See tNlNS 960, pp. 5-8.

-5-
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The July 1975 decision by Bridges, Bolt and Ward to drop the

item because "the bolted attachment was included in bid" was

memorialized in a July 22, 1975 hand-written memo by Ward, which

was placed in the claim back-up folder, NNS341, p. 94, Ward G. J.

Ex.18.

MENEM

MEMO

MEN`

SOMEONE MIMMIM

MONOMP

II
l MMMM t,

I

-6-
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*It may be useful to clarify the bid process. NNS does not
submit a bid to the Navy for each item on the submarine. It
submits one total bid for the entire submarine; or, if a contract
includes more than one submarine, for the fleet or class. That
dollar figure in the case of the 688 submarine was $77 million in
target cost. It is supported by bid estimate data which correspo
to various cost accounting numbers used internally by NNS in
building the ship. These bid estimates are made available to the
Navy for its review in negotiating a final contract price. That
contract price may or may not be the same as the bid submitted by
NNSS.

In the case of the 688 class submarines, the 688 or lead shi
was a negotiated, "sole source" procurement. Newport News' bid
for that shin was $77 million in target cost. NNS was awarded th
contract at $66.5 million in target cost. The difference in the
total bid contract price was $97.6 million as submitted by NNS
and $83.0 million as awarded by the Navy. The follow ships which
NNS constructed wega bid in competition with Electric Boat and
Ingalls. NNS was. awarded four follow ships, Electric Boat was
awarded seven. The total target cost on the four ships (SSN 689,
---691 693 and 695) was $225.1 million. NNS bid approximately $232
million for those four ships.

In its request for equitable adjustment, NNS sought to incre
the target cost for the 688 submarine by some $58 million--fron
$66.5 million to approximately $130 million (escalation included)
For the four follow ships, NNS sought to increase the target cost
by $141 million from $225 million to approximately $403 million
(escalation included). For the two contracts NNS was seeking a
$200 million increase in target cost, equal to a 71 percent incre

-7-
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-w _~~~~o

F

Ward's report to Willis, dated 12 August 1975, simply states

that the GRP item will be reinstated per Willis' direction, N:!s

281 p. 73 . Willis' 3-page report to Creech on progress on the

claims (TNNS 281, pp. 68-70) states at page 69 that a comprehen-

sive reanalysis of the contract requirements for the item led to

decision by Willis and Beauregard to put the Bow Dome back in.

-8-
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V -

and otEhe-r

I..~~~~~~~~~.

documents such as Ward Ex. 7, establish that the meetings with

Beauregazd.reversi-ag Ward's 22 July 1975 decision to drop the

item occurred sometime between 5 August 1975 and 8 August 1975.

Im-I

N --- �M

11-
!I

-9-
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| The claim narrative was not reinserted in the Maxi claim as

written for the "Mini" claim. Willis personally revised the claim

to eliminate those statements that were no longer supported by

the research of Ward and his assistant, Bolt, during the summer of

1975. See NNS 341, pp. 43-44.
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* See NNS 341, p. 36.
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i I
�W

I

MONO

Iv £ - -- - ..
: | I Prior to submission of the

";laxi", the Iavy analysts had concentrated on the delay portions

of the 688 'Mini" claim and had not oade-any deterninations one

way or the other on entitlement for the Bow Dome.

One of the comments, NNS 341, p. 38,

deals with the Bow Dome. That comment confirms that Beauregard

saw the Ward memo dated 22 July 1975 which recommended that the

claim be dropped, see NNS 341, p. 94.

-11-
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During 1976 the Navy began in earnest to review the 'hardware'

items in the 688 claim, 'including the Bow Dome. The final recom-

mendation of the Navy Claims Settlement Board was to pay nothing

on the item because the design change was picked up in the bid

process. This specific recommendation was not communicated to 11m1S

during negotiations. Instead of negotiating and paying the claims

on a line-by-line basis, the Navy ;Preferred to submit one lump sum

offer for the entire SSN 688 claim. This'lump sum was not broken

down into its components. The Navy did not rely too much on the

*claim narrative or on the claim pricing in paying the Bow Dcme or

any other item. The Navy analysts would also testify that they

disr egarded any factual statements in the "nini" claim once it was

suppisoted by the "N1axi" in march of 1976. The Navy and Defense

Contract Audit Agency (DCAA) did not address any interrogatories

On qu-estions to NIrP during claims'negotiations which dealt with

the welding v. bolting- issue on the.Bow Dome. Nor were any supple-

mentary representations made by NNS during 197.6 and 1.977.

Coington in NNS 341, pp. 25-26 concluded that the bid

-12-
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proposal was based on the bolted method, a fact that etard o al

first learned in July, 1975. Covington also suggested that legal

review and opinion on the relevance of the bid proposal to entitle-e

be obtained. He subscribed in his memo

to the theory that the overall reduction in contract price for the

SSN 688 Class meant that the bid estimates were irrelevant.I

By February,1978 Admiral Rickover had gone public with some

of his charges of fraud in the UNS claims. This item was not one

of those mentioned but his overall allegations prompted the ac-

tive involvement of Dilworth, Paxson of Philadelphia in the claims

review process.r

whatever the disagreement, it did not lead to fornal wi th

drawal of the Bow Dome item. However, on 4 October 1978, the cav

before settlement of the 688 claims, Bridges sent to the N~av a

letter concerning the Bow Dome. The letter, NNS 538, Pp. 3- 4,

was submitted for purposes of complying with the Truth-In-Ilegorti.t

Act, Pub. Law 87-653, because 'continuing review' revealed several

areas in which corrections were in order. Regarding the GRP Don~e,

Bridges informed the Navy that review of the section indicated

!that a design similar to the one in the Navy working drawincs was

included in the bid proposal. Bridgcs did not withdraw the item bt

-13-
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assured the Navy that further review would be conducted to determin'

whether the design was in fact the same. One can infer fro- the

letter that if there were only minor differences or no differences,

NNS would reduce the requested adjustment and target cost accoroing

on 5 October 1978 the Navy settled the SSN 688 claims. NNS

was paid approximately $48 million on the 688 claims. The lump

sum settlement does not break out any of the items. The Navy

Claims Settlement Board files reveal, however, that no money was

paid on the Bow Dome.

II. SCOPE OF INVESTIGATION

The 688 Class claims were under active investigation from

August, 1978 to November, 1979. Approximately one-half of the

staff's resources were devoted to the claims, principally because

they seemed to offer the best possibilities for prosecution of a

wide range of 'hardware" and delay-related items, many of which

were in non-nuclear areas.* The saga of the 'Mini" v. "Maxim ver-

sions and the

they were less complex and did not involve disputes over whether a

government agent. _several key engineers incldinq Don Kane worked

feorts theY cndNtN cuSqeto.o PYV N oniusurs

until this day
The truth proba h1C bmwere in between the positions of.
?INAVSEA 08 and NNs but in any case such disputes are inappropriate
matters for a criminal fraud prosecution.

-14-
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III
A ____ Approximately 1500-2000 pages of grand jury testimony on

the 688 claims was taken.

~~~ ~ally, Navy officials such as Admiral Manganaro,
Admiral Eustace and the 68.8 Project Manager, Jack Wakefield, are

available to describe the sequence of 688 claims submissions and

the Nzavyls overall analysis thereof.

In its examination of these witnesses, the staff has not

suffered from any lack of documentation concerning the writina, and

submission of the Bow Dome item.F

1~~~~~~~~-5
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It should be understood that this documentation regarding the

Bow Dome has been selected from thousands of other documents pro-

duced at depositories at Newport News and Richmond. Staff attor-

neys, agents and Will Blaney, a full-time consultant, reviewed no

less than 100 boxes of documents dealing with the 668 submarines.

This volume of 500,000 or more pages of correspondence, technical

'data, and drafts of claims sections case from the following location

In researching information i d Navy files, the

tafalso benefitod -from prompt production of various documient
indexes, both manual and computerized. These indexes and the use

fparalegals and technical consultants provided a reasonable
egree of certainty that critical items of information were not

ver-looked in the course of document searches and hi-weekly

oreparation for grand jury sessions.

r _

-16-
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III. PROSECUTIVE THFEORY

A. The Law

The obvious vehicle for prosecution is the False Claims A;ct,

18 U.S.C., Section 287. That section punishes by fine, imprison-

ment or both anyone who makes or presents a claim upon the United

l tates or any of its agencies "knowing such claim to be false,

fi ctitious, or fraudulent..." Although the intent essential for

conviction under Section 287 need not be an intent to defraud, the

statute clearly requires something more than reckless indifference.

the leading case in the Fourth Circuit is United States v. riaher,

82 F.2nd 842 (1978). In Maher, the defendant argued on appeal

that the trial court committed error in refusing to instruct the

Bury that the intent essential for a conviction is limited to "a

specific intent to defraud the government," id. at 847. The Court

of Appeals disagreed. Its specific holding on the issue of criminal

intent was that the trial court properly instructed that:

Section 287 may be violated by the submis-
sion of a false claim, a fictitious claim
or a fraudulent claim, if, in each instance,
the defendant acted with knowledge that the
claim was false or fictitious or fraudu-
lent and with a consciousness that he was -

either doing something which was wrong...
or which violated the law.

ld at 847. In so approving the jury instruction, the Fourth Cir-

uit endorsed the addition of the element of "willfullness" to the

'Rqieents of the government's'case under Section.287.* _

e The Fourth Circuit in Maher equates the element of "willfullnet

ith criminal intent, id. at 847. In turn, criminal intent requires

proof that the "defendant acted for a specific purpose to violate

the law or that he acted with an awareness that what he was doing

lras morally wrong..." Id.

l The Fourth Circuit's endorsement of the addition of this element
is consistent with the approach taken by the Eighth Circuit in
Johnson v. United States, 410 F.2d 38 (1968).

l - . -17-
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Both this definition and thq District Court's jury instructic

on criminal intent in a Section 297 case mean that proof of

reckless indifference as to whether the claim was true or false

will not be enough. The one jury instruction in maher that

referred to reckless disregard of the truth made it clear that

such proof would be insufficient:

In this regard, however, you arc told that
... the contractor...had no right to put
on a voucher, a claim for payment for work
that he knew had not been done or put on
such a voucher a claim for payment with
reckless indifference as to whether the
work had been done or not, that is, or whether
the claim was true or false.

However, even if this is shown, the defen-
dant cannot be convicted unless it is shown
that he acted with a specific intent as that
term... .will be defined for you...

To establish specific intent the government
must prove the defendant knowingly did an
act which the law forbids purposely intending
to violate the law.. .that is, he must have
had a consciousness that what he was doing
was wrong. [Imaher at 846.1

Any last doubts that reckless disregard of the truth will

be sufficient are dispelled by the language in Maher at 847-

848. At 847 the Court of Appeals notes that Section 287 is

silent on motive and criminal intent and "does not require

proof of a specific intent to defraud, as defendant defines

that term, because the purpose of Section 287 will not be

furthered by limiting criminal prosecutions to instances where

the defendant is motivated solely by an intent to cheat the

government or to gain an unjust benefit." The Fourth Circuit

qoes on at 848, however, to state that under Section 287, "the

government must prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the

defendant performed forbidden acts with a criminal intent."

And as discussed above, the Court's definition of criminal in-

tent requires proof of "a consciousness that he was either

doing something that was wrong.. .or which violated the law...

id. at 847.

-18-,
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B. Theory of Prosecution for the Bo3 l e 1t:7

The key prosecutable event is the h

q||||||||||||||BFNo prosecution can be maintained for any

false statements in the item as originally submitted with the

'Mini" claim in June of 1975 to the Navy because it is clear that

the false statements in the claim were due to the negligent failure

of Ward and Bolt to check the original bid.

As between Beauregard and Willis, the latter holds very

little attractiveness for prosecution under 18 U.S.C., Sections

1001 or 287.

on these facts, prosecution of Willis or

ny of his subordinates would not survive a Rule 12 lotion asserting

ood faith reliance on the advice of counsel, United States v. Kahn,

381 F.2d 824 cert. den. 389 U.S. 1015 (6th Cir., 1967).

There is no prosecution route above Willis since we have

no evidence that anyone outside of Contract Controls had aniy

knowledge of the details of the Bow Dome Item. All this leaves

Beauregard as the only likely target,.

0000110��
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To prcsecute Beauregard, the Government must shcw he knew

there was no good faith basis for his legal theory of entitlement.

In other words, he knew it was wrong or in violation of the False

Claims Act to go forward with the item; and came up with a phony

legal rationale to convince Willis and Ward.

Any proof regarding Beauregard's specific intent is at best

circumstantial.,

-- --- - '01�
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IV. SPLciric DEMEIlSES

Willis' defense of good faith reliance upon counsel has

already been mentioned.

Beauregard can answer each aspect of the prosecut ionj's case

as follows. Regarding deletion of any reference to the bid in the

claim, Beauregard can argue that he was not required to set forth

his legal explanation for the irrelevancy of the bid in the factua'

narrative. He can point to the total absence of any le gal theorie!

in the other factual narratives submitted by NNS as proof that

legal theories were left for the complaint to be filed before the

ASBCA. in other-words, because of the format of the Request for

Equitable Adjustment, no inference can be drawn one way or the

other from the absence of references to the bid or of explanations

of what he considered to be immaterial facts.

Regarding his knowledge at the time that actual returns were

running less than' the bid, Beauregard 'would say 'that the amount of

cost in the bid is irrelevant from a legal point of view and

therefore it didn't matter whether NNS was overrunning or underrun:

its bid. He would also point out that the actual returns were not

final and thus it was, not known at that time if there would or

would not be an overrun. In this regard, all he was recommending

was that a claim be filed for the dIifference between Navy working

drawings and the iNavy ccntract guidance drawing. If it turned out

Ithere was no difference

I
-21-
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':::S would still have a valid claim; Only it would be for zero

'ollars. His job was only to determine whether there w35 a legal

basis for recovering increased costs, whatever they were.r

I.

Beauregard could also point to the fact that the contract for

the entire submarine was not based on Newport News' bid estimates.

hen the Navy rejected NNS's bid of 77.5 million, everyone was

ack to ground zero. NNS was thus entitled to price the contract

n the welding method in the Contract Guidance Drawing; and was

further entitled to an equitable adjustment under the 'Changes"

clause if the Navy required a more expensive method (bolting) when

t issued the working drawings. Since the bolting method was, in

fact, more expensive, they claim section had a basis in law and

act.

Regarding the 1978 disagreement with Beauregard's legal

analysis by Newport News' other law firms, Beauregard would say

that no two lawyers ever agree all of the tile on everything. He

ould argue that such disagreement does not mean that his initial

legal theory was without a good faith basis, even if erroneous.

Also, by 1978 events regarding public allegations of fraud dictated

an abundance of caution in the advice given by outside counsel.

The October, 1978 letter by Bridges to the Navy (stating that the

item was under review and would probably be revised) was not an

admission of fraud. Rather, it simply indicated a change in legal

nalysis and a good faith effort to comply with the Truth-In-

Negotiations-Act.

As to Beauregard's motive in approving the re-submission

and revision of the claim, Beauregard would testify that all

-22-
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changes made under his general advice and supervision were

designed to eliminate the false statements in the original draft

of the item. Thus, his intent was not to deceive the government

but to correctly state, the facts and to request an adjustment

which had a colorable legal basis. The Navy could disagree

with the law but it could not question the facts. As rewritten

the_narrative contains only true statements. Any refusal

to pay NNS the difference between the cheaper method shown

on the Contract Guidance Drawing and the Government's working

drawings, which were issued after contract award, would have to be

based on legal, not factual grounds.

Finally, Beauregard's most obvious defense would be to

cite some legal authority for his position. Somewhere in the

field of public contract law, authority may exist for holding

that the bid methodology is irrelevant if the bid is not used

as the basisof the contract. The contractor incurred increased

costs if the point of comparison is the Contract Guidance Plan's

welded method and there may be authority for making the comparison

th'at is made in the ciaim. Even in the absence of published

.citations, Beauregard could point to internal law firm memoranda

advocating that a new legal principle be tested. Any or all

of this kind of evidencewould go far in negating the specific

intent required to convict..- : -

.I '''-
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V.

GENERPAL DEFENStS A ND

FACTO'S AFFECTING GtJBCESSFUL PROSECUTI

Included herein are defenses which transcend the particular

facts of the Bow Dome Item. There are also a number of general

factors affecting prosecution of the case which overlap with these

general defenses. For this reason, such factors are discussed in

this section.

A. Failure of Government's Overall Prosecutive Theory.

Proof of motive is not an essential recuirement of the govern-

rent's case but it helps. Where there is no discernible motive,

defense counsel can implant reasonable doubt in the minds of the

jurors concerning the existence of criminal intent. The problem

with the government's case on the Bow Dome or on any other individu

item is the lazk of connection between the item and a general

scheme to defraud. The absence of any link between the item and

the hundreds of millions of dollars of claims which preoccupied
|~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- -

nearly all of Will's and Beauregard's time will have a negative

impact on the prosecution.

To understand the importance of the failure to establish such

a link, one might begin by explaining the staff's initial prosecuti

theory. During the initial months of the investigation, the

following scenario emerged from review of the company records. In

1973 Jack Diesel took over effective control of the shipyard. He

soon realized that the company was in serious financial straights

with rspect to its Navy shipbuilding program. A series of contract

signed in the late 1960s and 1970 for nuclear submarines, cruisers,

and aircraft carriers were experiencing hundreds of millions of

dollars in cost overruns. Not enough attention or priority was

being given to preparing change orders or claims by the NWS Contrac

Department.
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By rid 1974, the situation had not irpro:ed. Jac% Diesel's

;efforts to free up more money through lokbying in Washington,

D.C., and via non-contractual mechanisims such as 85-804 legislation

were not meeting with success. Back at the yard the value of the

claims then generated by an informal Contract Liason Group were

relatively small and way below the expected overruns on the nuclear

vessles .

In response to this crisis, Diesel reorganized. In August,

1974, he scrapped the Liason group and established a new Contract

Controls Department under Len Willis. This Department, which soon

grew to 150 permanent and as many as SOB different part-time

employees, was given top priority in generating requests for

equitable adjustment of the Navy contracts. Diesel immediately

got results. By the end of 1974 claims in draft form requesting

adjustments in target Costs of $500 million had been prepared.

l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ so

All this playing with figures suggested to the investigative

staff that the claims were being written backwards under pressure

from Diesel to come up with a recovery that would wipe out the

losses on the contracts. It appeared that the target value was

established first and the claims were being written to suit that

monetary goal. It was thought that this type of downwvard pressure

would result in a number of false or fictitious items being "ginned

up" in support of an artificial edifice.
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The staff expected that any efforts to immediately establish

.a grand conspiracy by interrogatina top ranagement Gould te met

with stiff resistance. Instead, two alternative ao-:caches were

used by the staff to establish that the entire claim was deliberate!

inflated to meet pre-arranged dollar targets. First, a team of

DCAA and FBI accountants was set up to prove from the ccmpany's

own books that NNS requested payment in the claims for millions of

manhours that it. never worked or expected to work. Second, a

simultaneous effort was made to establish a pattern of deliberate

false statements in several of the small items in each of the

major claims. It was thought that successful prosecution of

Willis and the claims writers on the small items would force them

to reveal how the entire claim was based on fictitcus labor and

material costs.' If these witnesses could be broken, they would

enable the prosecution to move up the corporate hierarchy to Dart

(Executive Vice President of Contracts) and Diesel.

As the investigation progressed, both of these alternative

prosecution strategies did not meet with success. They failed

because a number of essential assumptions underlying the prosecutivt

theory proved to be erroneous. Contrary to earlier beliefs, um:S

did not misrepresent to the IUavy its Estimated Final Costs for

construction of the SSN 688 submarines and other Navt, vessels.

And top managment at NNS did not write or rewrite the claims to

fit pre-determined target values.

* To take the SSN 688 claim as an example, this request for
equitable adjustment amounted to $58 million in target costs.
Close to $40 million of that claim was for delay, disruption,
deferred work and related ripple-effect' type damages. These
"ripple" items were in turn based upon tangible hardware and
structural matters such as piping, machinery, and the Bow Do-e.
If it could be shown that these building blocks upon which the
entire claim is based were false or fradulent, the structure of
the entire $58 million claim could be shaken. And the entire
structure would collapse once it was shown that 10 percent or 20
percent of the $58 million requested reimbursement for labor and
material costs that were not incurred and were not expected to be
incurred by the contractor.
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1. Failure to Establish a Pattern.

Regarding proof of a pattern of deliberate misstatements in a

number of small items, the facts are as follows. There are approxi-

nately 63 items making up the SSN 688 claim. They range in size

from $75,000 for the Bow Dome to $1.7 million for platforms to

S26.1 million for delay. The 63 items total approximately $58

nillion in proposed target cost increases. There are a similar

number of items for a second claim for the four follow ships in

the SSN 688 class. Together, both claims request increases in

target costs of about $200 million.

- The two SSN 688 class claims have been subject to extensive

technical analysis by the Navy for over two years and by the

investigative staff for nearly 18 months. The Navy kept meticulous

records of progress on the 688 submarines, required numerous

technical reports from NNS during construction, and had its own

inspectors in the yard overseeing design and construction throughout

the building process. Because the government subpoenaed the claim

back-up files that would have been used by NNS to substantiate the -

case before the ASECA, staff technical consultants such as will

Blaney were able to double check the Navy's earlier technical

review of the claims. The results were substantially the sane.

f the 63 items in the requests for equitable. adjustment, fewer

lthan six (6) appeared at one tine or another during the course of-

lthe investigation to be factually incorrect. These items amounted

to less than 4 percent of the total requested adjustment in target

costs.

The items which warranted further investigation and the many

other items which have a substantial factual basis were written in
the sameway.
|the same way._
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m The result is a claims writing process from
the bottom up, not frcm the top down.

1 m

_ I . .
- I.
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eTh overall impression is one of technical integrity and

precision in the claims writing process. The substantial paper

produced and reviewed confirms that the claims were written by

technical people who had no link with even Len Willis, let alone

top management like Diesel or Dart. There is no evidence of

pressure on the several hundred technical people to produce a

certain value or number of items in response to managment goals of

booking $200 million on the claims. The prosecution staff cannot

disprove consistent statements from top to bottom in the claims

writing teams that

With respect to the basic components

of the SSN 688 claim, that division of responsibility oetween

developing a factual narrative and pricing the consequences was

strictly maintained.

on the subject of the target values for the claims- s

M
Now

- - 7 ... . ..- - 1 -

I -- - --

�M

Whether one reviews the Navy files or the NNS files to check

out the facts, the SSN 688 "hardware' items have a substantial

factual basis. Some of the harshest critics of the NNS requests
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for equitable adjustment do not dispute the integrity of their

'basic components. Don Matteo, for example, is a submarine engineer

ho made most of the referrals of fraud on the SSNl 688 claim and

spent two years reviewing it. He believes that a first rate job

has done in putting together the facts in support of the claims.

shen the Navy refused to pay individual items during settlement

negotiations, it did so not because the facts were incorrect but

because it interpreted the contract differently.

|When the staff initiated its inquiry, it thought it was

ooking at the tip of an iceberg. The staff has found, however,

lthat most of the alleged misstatements in the handful of items

Warranting further investigation cannot be proved. And the remainin

structural, shielding, piping, machinery, and electrical items are

;factually correct.

The discovery that the suspected iceberg is instead an

isolated, small ice floe has a number of important consequences.

The absence of any structure hidden beneath the surface means that

successful prosecution on the Bow Dome will have no dividends

elsewhere in the claim. No matter how much more time is expended

Eon this investigation, better than 98 percent of the facts in the

lbasic items making up the SSN 688 claim cannot be proved wrong.

The theory that $8 million worth of 'hardware" items were inflated

land "ginned up" to serve as multipliers for an inflated and distorte

delay claim does not wash.* Thus, proof of a false Bow Dome

lclaim will not have horizontal or vertical benefits. It will not

lead to prosecution of other "hardware' items or give rise to the

linference that the ifem was created so that NNS could recoup

illions for delay to hull construction.

lThe multiplier effect works like this. In order to blame the
lNavy for two years worth of delay on the ship, NMS must attribute
the delay to specific design changes which impacted construction.
ach of the 40 'hardware" items concern themselves with such
changes. The individual items claim compensation for added work.
lut they also serve as justification for the ripple effect of
ldelay damages. Thus, if these items have no integrity, there is
'no basis for the delay claim. And without delay and its associated
'damage claims for disruption and deferred work, NrJS would not have
lthe building blocks for a multi-million dollar request for equitable
ad, ust.cnt.
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It oaf be helOful to compare the 1:::S claim with the delay

claim of Litton that is now under indictment. In Litton, facts

were selectively chosen and woven into the fabric of a unified,

forty-two (42) page claim for delay. Lo..er level claims writers

with no technical background or apparent liason with technical

ersonnel were instructed to come up with the facts "to fit" a

articular theory. To meet these theories charts were back dated

nd facts were dreamed up and distorted through revision after

evision until everything fit.

Like the Litton claim, NNS does attempt to sell a theory to

the government: namely, that because of numerous design changes,

the Navy should pay for added work and for the 'ripple' effect of

its actions. Unlike Litton, however, the claim is supported by 15

olumes containing factual narratives, cost estimates, blue prints,

nd chronologies of relevant correspondence. It is further divided

into sixty (60) odd sections, each of which has an integrity of

its own. Instead of selectively weaving certain facts into a

elay claim, NNS lays out forty (40) different substantive, tangible

vents. It is beyond dispute that over 95 percent of these events

ccurred as IS says they did. NNS then uses these separate

vents to argue that the Navy is responsible for their "ripple
. .. .. -,. . .. . ..~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

ffect": twovyears of delay on the 688 submarine and corresponding

elay on the follow ships.

The Navy can disagree with the "ripple" theories.- The Navy

an use its own computer analysis to establish that the "ripple

ect was not as great as NNS alleges. The Navy can argue that

a more reasonable estimate of the delay would assess some of

responsibility for delay on the contractor. The Navy can also

disagree that under the contract it was responsible for all of the

forty (40) events. But the Navy cannot take factual issue with

Ithe underlying events as described by NNS.

This type of claim structure, which apparently was designed

by one of the three law firms assigned to NNS to oversee the

claims effort, makes any criminal prosecution difficult. As long

as there is integrity to the forty (40) structural, shielding,

piping, machinery, and electrical itcms, the battleground shifts
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'to marters inappropriate for fraud prosecution: l-jal int--rprcat:

0of Navy contracts and theories of proof of "ripple-effect" d: age;.

2. Failure to Prove Fictitious Manhour and
Material Costs.

II
The structure of the NNS SSN 688 claim Would still not bar a

criminal prosecution if the staff's second alternative prosecutive

strategy proved successful. The reader will recall that the staff

also sought to prove that in requesting 5200 million for the 688

submarines, NNS deliberately overstated the amount of "ripple-

effect" damages so that the contractor was asking to be paid for

millions of manhours that .:ere never worked or expected to be

worked. Under this alternative theory, although there might be

nothing wrong with the "hardware' items, the total claim could stil

be inflated to $200 million by using "bogus" calculations for

delay, deferred work and disruption.**

This prosecutive theory appeared to have greater chances of

success as the investigation progressed. Far fewer people were

involved in calculating the final dollar amounts to be sent over

to the Navy-.

* The amount of delay, deferred work and disruption attributable
to a. particular event can be estimated but is not subject to strict
prbof.i In the final analysis no one really knows how much delay w;
a result of Navy versus NNS actions.

** One can distinguish the two prosecutive strategies bv reflecting
on the process of multiplication. Multiplication invloves two
numbers: the multiplicand which is multiplied by the multiplier.
In the HINS claims, the multiplicand is made up of "hardware" items
like the Bow Dome. The multiplier is often a subjective calculati'
derived from looking at labor rates or Estimates of Final Cost. I
would be entirely possible for there to be nothing wrong with the
multiplicand, yet wind up with a claim for costs that were never
incurred by "ginning" up the various multipliers. The staff looke'
at both parts of the multiplication process with the results as
detailed above.

' "Software" refers to delay, disruption and deferred work.
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One of the fijzt areas that this aspect of the investigation

'focused upon was the calculation of deferred ;.ork and deteriora-

tion of labor. These two components of the overall delay claim,

anounted to approximately $18 million for the SSIT 688 submarine

and in excess of $60 million for the four(4) follow ships.

Initial interviews and

It was believed that deferred work and deterio-

ration of labDr were overstated by approximately 20 percent

and that no good-faith justification could be made for the

calculations involved in these items. However, after further.

review and extensive interviews with

the staff reversed its earlier position.

In the final analysis, NNS did not take advantage of an oppor-

tunity to inflate either item and accurately stated in its

calculation of these delay elements its Estimated Final Costs.

From its analysis, the staff also concluded that items

like the Bow Dome were not used to inflate the calculations

for deferred work and deterioration of labor.* A staff consul-

tant, Will Blaney, traced the calculations back to bid estimates

-For example, actual returns of 3200 hours for-the Boa -
Dome in place of the requested adjustment in target cost of
4600 hours were used to calculate delay.
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and determined that the estimated final coats used to calcu-

late key aspects of the delay claim were the same as those

shown on internal Profit and Loss Statements (audited by Arthur

Anderson) and on bid documents for future procurements sub-

mitted to the Navy by NNS. However large the calculations for

delay may appear, their integrity could not be shaken.

Much time and effort was also devoted to proving that an

attempt was made in the claims to deceive the Navy as to the

actual costs incurred in construction of the ships. To that

end, accountants were assigned on a full-time basis from the

DCAA Office in Philadelphia to the investigation for a period

of approximately four to six months. The accountants were

asked to confirm that the figures supplied to the Navy were

grossly inflated. It was believed that a $150 million discre-

pancy existed between actual construction costs and the dollars

requested in the claims. Numerous financial records, including

internal, confidential Profit and Loss statements and accountant's

worse papers were subpoenaed by the grand jury from NNS and

their accountants, Arthur Anderson.

In the case of the SSN 688 class submarines, initial analy-

sis showed that NN'S was claiming 5.1 million manhours in ex- .

cess of the hours worked or expected to be worked on the ves-

sels. This claim for fictitious manhours amounted to $67.9

million in excess target costs and, if paid, enabled NNS to

capture an excess profit of $24.6 million. During settlement.

negotiations in late March, 1978, Admiral Manganaro, told

Dart, Willis, Bridges and Ward, that NNS was claiming 5 million

more manhours than it worked or expected to work. Manganaro

received no response other than Dart's retort that a cospari-

son between actual costs and the costs in the claims was

"irrelevant". NNS also overstated material costs in its Request
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for Equitable Adjustment for the 688 submarines.*

Late in the investigation, however, the staff discovered that
NNS did not represent to the Navy that it had expended manhours
and material costs which were fictitious. In each of the claims,
NNS told the Navy. flat, out what the estimated final construction
costs for each boat were. And these cost figures were current,
accurate and complete as of the date of submission of the claims.
They also were supplemented by Willis on at least one occasion

prior to settlement of the proposals for equitable adjustment.

The effect of these straight-forward representations meant that
NNS was not asking to be paid (under the contract, adjudicated

change orders and claims) for work that had never been done and
was never expected to be performed.** All that NNS was requesting

was that a new

*A similar situation existed with respect to the other claims.with only few exceptions, NNS claimed more in material and laborcosts that it spent or expected to spend in terms of setting newtarget costs.

**Take, for example, the 688 submarine. When the claim wassubmitted in March of 1976, the submarine teas 95 percent complete.Its estimated final cost was $114 million. Under the contract andadjudicated change orders, NNS was entitled to be paid $70 millionfor its costs. In its claim, UNS asked for an additional $58million, thus raising the total contract target cost to $130million or $16 million more than estimated final costs. The catchis that NNS never represented to the government that the boat cost$130 million. All that the $130 million represented was an adjustoS.in the contract target cost so that a new share line could bedrawn which would increase the amount of profit to be received byNNS for constucting the 688 submarine. To put it another way, NNStold the government that the $16 million differnce represented thepercentage by which NNS would have underrun the target cost of theoriginal contract had there been no Navy interference with designand construction. The $16 million was no more-and no less than anequitable adjustment for lost profits.
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'target cost figure be adopted in order to draw a new share line.

INNS was not asking to be paid the new target cost amount. Any

difference between the target cost: and the actual construction

costs represented nothing more than an equitable profit on the

contracts which the Navy could recognize if it accepted NNS's

position that it would have underrun the original target cost of

the contracts had there been no Navy interferences with ship

construction.

The short and long of it is that NNS never concealed or

misrepresented in its claims its true estimated final costs of

construction. The request for $58 million in target cost increases

for the 688 submarine was no more than a proposal for an equitable

increase in a target figure that could be used as a vehicle for

drawing a new share line.

In its 683 claim, NNS estimated that about a $60 million
increase in the $70 million target cost would be necessary to put

the contractor back in the position it would have enjoyed had
there been no Navy interference with performance. Setting the
target cost at $130 million would mean that NNS would earn about
the same percentage profit (13%) at $114 million in costs that it
would have enjoyed if it had been able to build the ship for $54
million. NNS can claim that it would have underrun the original

target cost of $70 million.by pointing out that actual construction
costs ($114 million) less the estimated value of Navy unilateral
changes and delays ($60 million) is $54 million or $16 million
under target. Thus, NNS is not asking to be paid for $16 million
in costs that did not occur when it proposes that a new shareline
be drawn with $130 million as its target cost. Rather, the $16
million simply represents lost profits of 13% on a six year $114
million construction effort.

The Navy is free to accept this figure or suggest another as

a more appropriate measure of what N1IS would have spent to complete
the ship if it had been built according to original contract
specifications.Bu-ttlike 'ripple-effect' damages, a hypothetical
underrun cannot be proved or disproved with any precision.

The Navy may also disagree with NNS' estimates of the costs
to the contractor of Navy design changes and other actions. At no
time, however, does NNS request the government to pay construction
costs in excess of Estimated Final Costs of $114 million. And
that $114 million figure is a true measure of the manhours and

material expended by the contractor.
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.'..S accepted in its claim the principle that it would never be

:paid more than its actual construction cczts and correctly represen

'those costs to the Navy.

Since NNS wasn't fooling anyone in the Navy concerning the

amount of its contract construction costs, one cannot infer any

rotive for inflating individual claim items. Inflation or over-

statement of individual cost items would not result in a dollar

for.dollar increase in the amounts paid to NNS. Thus, there is no

vramid to topple. The Bow Dome and any other suspected items are

not cornerstones of an artifical, inflated edifice, but isolated

stones that were never rolled into place. Prosecution of any

individual item will not reveal an effort to inflate the total

claim amounts since at no time did NNS represent to the Navy that

it expected to be paid for construction costs that were never

incurred or expected to be incurred.

3. Failure to Prove That the Claims Were
Written Backwards

As the investigation progressed, one other important area of

Inroof did not materialize. It was believed that NIS booked $200

million as an asset on its internal Profit and Loss Statement

before any of the claims were written. This $200 million figure

represented what NNS expected to collect from the Navy on the'

claims. It was thought that the $200 million book value generated

Lressure on lower level'employees to come up with enough claim

items to meet pre-arranged dollar targets. To recover $200 millio-

cash and for the Navy to sell such a settlement to Congress, NNS

would need to generate at least a $600 million requested increase

in target costs.

Late in the investigation, however, this prosecutive theory

unraveled. The staff found out that no set value of $200 million

for the claims was booked in advance.

M
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These adjustments were made on a quarterly basis. The same

procedure was used for booking the "discounted" value of unadjudi-

cated change orders. Historically, NNS collected about 46 percent

of the face value of its claims. The discounted value of the NNS

claims to the Navy that are the subject of the investigation

varied between 50 percent and 33 percent on the company's books.

The staff found no significant difference between the way the book

value for these claims was arrived at* and the way that NNS histori-

cally calculated the book value of claims or unpaid change orders

during-the previous seven (7) years. In all cases the numbers were

arrived at after the claims or change orders were written and were

based on reccnt endations from line people, not top management.

* Review of Profit and Loss Statements reveals that in the fall of
1974 when the Contract Controls Group was set up, Diesel and Dart
booked only $12 million on the 688 claims. At that tirme, change
orders had been submitted totalling $25 million. The discounted
value did not change in the 4th quarter of 1974 despite the fact
that Ward established the stab-value of his 688 claims at $220
million. Only after the "mini' claim was sent in to the Navy in
the 3rd quarter of 1975 asking for an increase in target cost of
S110 million were any changes made on the companv's books.

This same pattern was repeated for all the other claims and
unadjudicated change orders. Thus, it is not true that Diesel and
Dart selected an expected recovery figure in advance and then
exerted pressure frcm on high to generate claims to support it.

1 ~~~~~~~-3°-
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4. Summarv

By the end of the investigation, each aspcct of the prosecutioT.

general theory could not be supported by the facts. The staff

discovered that the target values for the claims did not dictate

what was written about a claim item or how it was priced. Nor was

there any fixed recovery value for the claims which led to the

establishment of the target values. The claims writing process

had substantial integrity, was correct on its facts, and was based

upon

Similar conclusions were reached about the extreme2

important delay, deferred work and deterioration of labor items in

the claims. These multi-million dollar items were, in theory,

most easily susceptible to pressure from Willis or those above

him. They were also the items in the claim that could be most

easily inflated or distorted. Anyone wanting to defraud the

government would find ample opportunities in the charts and cost

calcolations that are part and parcel of these items.* But no one

took advantage of such opportunities. Finally, NNS told the Navy

what its actual construction costs were and did not request reimbur-

sement for work that was never performed or expected to be performec

What will be the impact of this failure of proof on a Bow

Dome prosecution? In defense of Beauregard, counsel appears to-be

entitled to introduce evidence going to the integrity of the

claims writing process_ This evidence tends to negate any motive

for inflating the Bow Dome item or going forward on an item without

any colorable basis. Because the government will be unable to

connect up the Bow Dome to any other structural items as part of a

pattern or practice of deliberate misstatements of facts, the door

will be left open for counsel to argue lack of motive and intent.

*If one compares this investigation with the Litton prosecution,
one notes that in Litton it was the delay claim with its platen
loading and manpower curves that was the principal subject of
fraud.
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'Because the defense can show that the Bo' Dome had no effect on

calculations of delay, disruption and deferred work in the claims,

the defense will be able to prove that the presence or absence of

the Bow Dome item did not materially affect the total amount of

compensation proposed by NNS under the "Changes" Clause of the

contract. The overall effect of such proof will negate any

orizontal link to other structural items or any vertical link to

the multi-million dollar claims for delay in the $210 million

roposal for Equitable Adjustment.

The jury may start thinking very practical thoughts like "Why

c.:ld Beauregard try to rip the government off for $75,000.00 when

ne and other claims writers or editors passed up multi-million

ollar opportunities for committing fraud?" It just doesn't make

ense that on this item (where there is documentary proof of a

disagreement) that Beauregard would take the chance of doing

something fraudulent. Beauregard well knew and fully expected

:that the claim back-up files would eventually be made available

-uring Rule 4 Discovery before the ASPCA. Any prosecution on this

ii t
e

m
is faced with a problem that the integrity of the rest of the

claim and its millions of dollars of costs cannot be shaken. The

better the rest of the claim looks, the more difficult a prosecution

on a small, isclated item in that claim becomes.

It is this writer's view that a defense based on the intregritx

of the claims writing process and its costs calculations will

survive a Motion In Limine. Such evidence is relevant* because

the Bow Dome is associated with other structural items, the structu:

items are used as a predicate for the delay claim, and the delay

claim is where most of the dollars are derived from for the entire

Request for Equitable Adjustment. Moreover, the Navy repeatedly

'l The problem is similar to attempts to exclude evidence regarding
late government steel in any criminal case against Litton.
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insisted during negotiations that the Dow Dome and all other

individual items would not be treated as separate claims and w-ould

only be settled as part and parcel of the overall 683 proposal.

The probable impact on the jury of proof going to the integrity of

the entire claim should be considered in evaluating the prosecutive

merits of a Bow Dome prosecution.

B. General Nature of the NUS Claims

Another general factor affecting the prosecution is the

degree of Navy responsibility for added work, delays and disruption

to nuclear ship construction. Most false claims cases involve

subjects like double billing, phony work vouchers, the passing off

of used parts for new, and the like. None of the NNS claims fall

into this category. Of 63 items, only one seeks to blame the Navy

for events that may not have occurred.* Typically, the facts in

the claim are correct and the dispute is over whether or not the

work in question is the Navy's contractual responsibility.

Early on in the claims effort key Navy officials acknowledged

the l'avy's responsibility for unilaterial and late changes in

design which caused millions of dollars of cost overruns on the

688 submarines. Wakeiield and Admiral Gooding encouraged InIS to

|lone in with a quick claim on the 688 submarine for design deficien

|These problems were to be handled by Wakefield's office and not by

|NAVSEA08.** NNS will probably be able to prove that a figure

.

*The one exception is an item for added work on the platform on
the SSN 688 submarine. NNS claims S300,000 for ripping out 216,00C
pounds of steel. The Navy and some of the NNS employees believe
that this rip-out work never occurred. Others, however,-swear
that they saw it happen and billed the Navy accordingly. Interview
with Bridges and Ward establish that they had a good-faith basis
for relying on eye-witnesses to the events and for including the
item in the claim.

**rNAVSEAO8 is Admiral Rickover's Department. Pursuant to implicit
suggestions from Wakefield, NNS dropped many nuclear items from
the claim to avoid tying up the settlement process in tIAVSEA08's

Itreviow procedures.
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.of $50 million dollars was talked about by both sides. The silent

,understanding was if the Navy camsluo with $50 million, the

clairs on the SSN 688 submarines would go away. Nakefield and

Gooding hotly deny that they made any promise to pay Nl:S $50

million on the claims.

It is not hard to see how this type of evidence will create

problems for the prosecution at trial. Defense attorneys will

portray the Navy and the Department of Justice as one Government

entity. They will argue or suggest that it is unfair to prosecute

Virginia's largest employer for attempting to rip-off $75,000 when

the government acknowledged five (5) years earlier that it owed

the shipyard at least $50 million. And given that admission, the

defense will argue that it is improbable that NNS would have tried

to gain $75,000 at the risk of losing $50 million.

The defense attorneys could go one step further and prove at

trial that the total amount of damages suffered by INNS because of

late government information, late material and design inadequacies

was well in excess of $100 million. All this evidence would be

designed to show that NNS has never been paid the full anount of

the damages it suffered as a result of Navy actions. One can

also expect counsel to explore allegations of Navy misconduct in

the handling of the claims and their settlement. Although the

prosecution staff feels confident that evidence of this nature can

be rebutted, substantial allegations will be made at trial that

the Navy refused to pay NNS what it rcaily owed them on the claims

because of political interference and pressure from Admiral Rickove
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All this evidence is designed to create great sympathy for

,,the free world's largest shipyard. If they could get the evidence

in, defense attorneys would try to link up the government's alleged

misconduct in handling the claims with its "vindictive" prosecution

and with its continued harrassment of the yard. A case in point

might be the overhaul of the aircraft carrier Saratoga which went

to Philadelphia instead of NNS despite GAO evidence that the boat

could be overhauled for less at NUS.* Any opportunities to insinua

that the government is taking a cheap shot' at a great source of

civic pride would not be overlooked.

Before one evaluates the probable success of a Motion In

Limine with respect to much of this evidence, there are some basic

facts that need to be considered. NNS builds excellent ships.

The Navy is not involved here in a case of bribes, kick-backs or

the substitution of shoddy goods for new parts. NNS built the

submarines that are the subject of the claims and the subject of

the fraud prosecution for approximately $50 million less per

vessel than did the world's most famous submarine yard, Electric

Bccat in Groton, Connecticut. All the computer runs, documents and

witnesses can never establish with any reasonable degree of certain

that the Navy was not responsible for all of the cost overruns on

the SSN 688 submarines. If permitted, counsel will be fully

prepared to parade a series of horror stories before the jury on

Navy foul-ups which impacted the construction of the submarines.

The prosecution staff will then be faced with choice of: preparing

at great time and expense to disprove evidence of tens of millions

of dollars of Navy responsibility; or choosing to sit back, let it

all go in, and then argue to the jury that such evidence is inimater

to proof of intent or motive to do wrong.

*Although a motion to exclude this evidence would surely be granted
similar allegations of harassment which can be linked with the
settlement negotiations may not be so easily excluded.
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It is unlikely that a Motion In Liminie will be granted

except as to evidence unrelated to the construction contractz like

the Saratoga controversy. However, evidence that MIS was promised

a $50 million settlement is relevant to Beauregard's state of mind

tin 1975. He knew that the Navy was working towards a lump-sum

settlement based on the many substantial design changes and their

resulting delay and disruption to the ships. He also knew that

NNS would never be paid dollar: for dollar for an item like the Bow

one. The claim that was submitted was simply a starting point

for negotiations for an equitable adjustment of the entire contract.

e knew that the final figure arrived at would have little or

othing to do with an individual item or its merits.'

Another argument in favor of admitting evidence of Navy

responsibility for cost overruns can be based upon the Navy's

ttitude towards these claims. The Bow Dome is a separate item

ith its own narrative and pricing estimate in its own section of

a fifteen (15) volume SSN 688 claim. The government will surely

argue that as a separate line item, the only relevant evidence is

that dealing directly with the sonar dome and the changes in

ttachment methodology. Beauregard will counter, however, with

substantial evidence of Navy refusals to negotiate a line-by-line

settlement of the claims. The Navy refused at all times to sit

down with the contractor and tell the contractor how much each

item was worth and negotiate separate settlements for each iten.

The Navy insisted that all the items be lumped together. The Navy

insisted that the only figure that could be talked about was one

lump sum figure based upon all the subsections and sections of the

SN 688 claims. 4ince Beauregard was aware that the Navy would

only settle the entire claim, evidence of entitlement on other

items cannot be excluded.

*That type of argument can be turned the other way in favor of the
prosecution. Because the Bow Dome was largely immaterial to a
settlement, it was a tempting opportunity for Beauregard to overreac
and submit something with no good faith legal basis to it. If the
Navy later disagreed with the legal theory, nothing would be lost.
The Purpose of prosentinq various defense arguments here is not to
imply that they are meritorious but to point out that a case can be..... _, W _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _

made for the relevance of evidence of massive 1lavv Fcei-umo in
construction ot tr.e jead ship, the SSN 6d5. And 'r tnat evioence
goes in, it is a factor to be considered in deciding to pro:ecute.
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The last argument in favor of adnittinq general evidence

regarding SSM 6S8 construction deals with the link between the Bow

Dome and other claim items./'As previously mentioned, the Bow Dome

l is one of eight structural items in the claim. These structural

items are, in turn, used as one of the basic components for calcula-

ting delay. \Delay is the largest element in the SSN 688 claim.

raking therir cue from earlier Navy analyisi and approaches to the

SSN 688 claims, defense counsel can argue that the Bow Dome cannot

be detached from a structure for which it is one of many building

blocks.

On balance, any attacks by defense counsel at trial on Navy

isconduct, government vindictiveness, Admiral Rickover, or the

avy procurement process will not be of great concern to the

nrosecution, even if such evidence is admitted. Admiral Rickover

and his staff will not be easily cross examined and will be adept

at doing the right amount of "flag waving" in defense of the

Public interest. Any diversionary attacks on the Navy or the

iprosecution can be expected to backfire if handled correct.

The more fundamental problem, however, is that *the Navy is to

lame for much of l'l:S' contractual overruns on the SSN 688 submarine

he Bow Dome item, given its small monetary value and its technical

ature, risks being drowned in a sea of. evidence, of Navy foul-ups,

rbitrary actions, and unreasonablle delays. >rom day one of the

rSN 688 contract, the Navy could not'support the massive design,

engineering and construction effort required by this new type of

attack submarine. The jury, like the ASBCA in Litton, will be

impressed with evidence that by imposing onerous contract conditions

on the shipyard, the Navy 'bought a law suit and the resulting

rlaims." If counsel is successful at trial in creating an atmosphes

f charges and counter charges between the Navy and its principal

l efense contractor, the probable jury reaction will be to say "a

lague upon both houses" and acquit.

,* 1
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C. Lack of ncli2nce on 1!'15 Reoresentarions

Proof of reliance is not a required emeent of the gover ent's

case. it always helos, however, to be able to show that there is

a victim of the scheme to defraud. The jury in any tw:S prosecution,

will be dealing with a "victimless crime. Because the Navy

disagreed with Beauregard's legal analysis, it recommended that

nothing be paid on the Boll Dome item. In fact zero entitlement

was assigned to all of the items under active investigation by the

prosecution staff. Nor did NNS press for payment. In fact, the

contractor withdrew the Air Control item which is the subject of

Ms. Adkins report. QThe shipyard also advised the Navy just prior

to settlement in October, 1978, that the Bow Dome and Cathodic

Protection were under review and were being substantially revised.

If called by the defense, the Navy technical analysts would

state that little reliance was placed on the words or the numbers

in the claims. The Navy expected the representations in the

claims to change over time during the course of negotiations. The

Navy collected enough paper down at the yard over the course of

shim construction to conduct its own independent analysis of N1:S

entitlement for cost overruns.* The Navy told NNS that it would

run its own analysis and would not necessarily rely on statements

in the claim. In several instances, the Navy awarded entitlement

to NNS based on facts and theories overlooked by NNS' own claim

writers in putting together the request. All parties understood

that the claims were not a firm or final document but simply a

vehicle for the start of negotiations.

'The Navy also had the benefit of a Booz-Allen study on product-
ivity at the yard. Booz-Allen received cooperation fromt the shipyar
in its study and obtained many internal shipyard documents. The1,000,000 documents collected by the consultants were computerized -
and used by the Navy during its claims analysis. These materials,
covering every phase of the shipbuilding process, were later turned
)ver to the investigative staff.
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Ito one at the Navy was misled by any statements in the claims.

During the give and take of two years of negotiations, !7tIS volun-

tarily revised its claims several times to correct errors or

Omissions. NNS fully responded, although not always on time, to

technical inquiries from the government. 'The general practice and

Policy was full disclosure of all facts in the hopes that some

basis for equitable adjustment of the contract price could be

found. b
ne result of the flow of information between the Navy

and the shipyard during claims negotiations was Bridge's letter of

October 4, 1978. That letter provided information regarding the

method of attachment in NNS' bid which had been omitted from the

"Maxi' Bow Dome item because Beauregard considered it legally

irrelevant. Tbat was not the first time, however, that the Navy

became aware of the information. The Navy received the bid estimat:

in 1970. The first thing the Navy analysts did in 1975 when they

received the claim item was to look up the bid estimate and determir

what method of attachment was used therein. And NNS can argue

that full disclosure of the methodology was made in Volume IV of

the claim which referenced the bid estimates. There was no need

lto reprint the bid in its entirety since the Navy already had it.

One can assess the impact of lack of proof of reliance by

comnparing the NNS claims with the typical false loan-application

case under 18 U.S.C. S1014. When the borrower comes in and represe.

that he owns 50 bulldozers worth $100,000 as collateral for a

loan, the bank does not possess equal or superior information

regarding the existence and worth of the collateral. Unless the

bank takes affirmative steps to verify the authenticity of- the

title papers and to inspect the bulldozers, the bank has no way of

knowing whether the debtor has $100,000 worth of collateral to

pledge. Because the borrower has superior information, the law

1-47
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imposes a heavy penalty upon him if he knowingly makes a false

statement or wilfully overvalues stcurity for a loan under 13

U.S.C. S1014.

In the case of 'NS, however, the government has substantially

equal information regarding the history of construction of the

vessel in question. Unlike the bank officer who has to make a

loan decision on the basis of statements in the application, the

Navy staff people did not place much reliance on what lNNS said in

its Request for Equitable Adjustment. No one expected and no one

made the equivalent of a 'loan" on the basis of what TINS said or

did not say about its "collateral".

|NNS told the Navy flat out in the claims that its request did

not contain all of the facts relevant to a particular aspect of

ship construction. NNS was not going to make the Navy's case for

it and told the Navy that it was presenting only one side of the

story. y way of response, the Navy repeatedly told NTIS that it

would do its own research and make its decisions on entitlement

without regard to the claims.

Thus, as a practical matter, the requests were primarily used

by both sides to identify those problem areas for which NNS wanted

the contract target costs adjusted upwards. The claim was only a

starting point for negotiations with each side doing its oxen

research and coming up with its own theories of entitlement. Only

after the research was completed was it understood that the Navy

and NNS would sit down and see if they could resolve their differer

regading contractual responsibility. Those discussions, like most

aspects of the claims process, centered on legal, not factual

issues.

Without question, the Request for Equitable Adjustment under

the "changes" clause fits the technical definition of a claim

under 18 U.S.C. S287. In practice, however, it was treated by the

Navy as only an invitation to negotiate an adjustment in the

profit and cost sharelines of the contract. The Admirals and
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did not consider either the dollar figures or the narratives to be

firs representations of specific facts upon which Treasury funds

c could be expended. And when the time came for payment some two

years after submission, no one at the navy was misled as to material

facts.

D. The Effect of Bridges October 4, 1978 Letter

The practical effect of Bridges' letter was to withdraw the

item as submitted from the Proposal.

. Defense counsel will argue that reversal of

Beauregard's legal position and advice is strong evidence of lack

of intent to even be accused of violating 18 U.S.C. 5287. A

series of witnesses can and will be paraded before the jury to

describe the numerous efforts made by NNS to correct errors in the

claims and otherwise comply with the Truth-In-Negotiations Act.

Other witnesses will detail the company's internal claims review

process and its safeguards against fraud. This type' of evidence

is strong and hard to impeach.*

The more it apears that the company is law-abiding, the less

likely it beccmes that Beauregard had any incentive to defraud the

government. Why would he act alone if his client was committed tin

*Consider Willis, for example. He may have been the master mind
behind the claims his editing work, however, shows that he faithfull
corrected any false statements that came to his attention.
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.light of Admiral Rickover's warnings about fraud) to not crcss the

line between legal and illegal conduct? When the prosecution

cannot identify any co-conspirators, there is no proof of a scheme

to defraud. Defense counsel will argue that Beauregard had nothing

to gain from an individual effort to rip-off the government; and

risked losing his most lucrative client. Hence, the jury should

believe his explanation of a good-faith legal basis for calling

the bid data immaterial.

VI. RECOMMENDATION

I Isis recommended that Beauregard not be prosecuted for the

Bow Dome item. The claim, as corrected under his general supervisio

contains only truthful statements. His legal reasons for omitting

any comparison with the bid data are probably erroneous but are

not clearly specious. The evidence surrounding preparation of the

item and the 688 claim suggests lack of any intent to do something

the law forbids. The nature of the claims, the lack of evidence

of a general schetme to defraud, and the Navy's administration of

the claims negotations process, all require that prosecutions be

brcught only where there is strong evidence of spacific intent.

This is not such a case.

JUSTIN W. WILLIAMS
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY

; ~ ~ ~ y :2 . ._

Assistant Untied States Attorney
Eastern District of Virginia
Richmond Division
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENTr

Memorandum
TO :Eliot Norman DATE:March 12, 1980

Assistant United States Attorney

FROM :Saundra J. Adkins
Special United States Attorney

susJtar:cn=ents on Prosecutive Report--Bow Dome, SSN 688 Claim Item
VII.B.8, Newport News Shipbuilding Procurement Fraud Investiga-
tion

- These comments are intended to indicate my personal views
of the matters addressed in subject report. At page eight(8)
you indicate that Beauregard's rationale that bids are legally
irrelevant rests largely upon the fact that the procurements
were negotiated not competitive. I suggest that you footnote
the fact that the first flight, (ships other than Hull 600) were
bid, if that's the fact. As you know I have not delved deeply
into the 688 facts, so I may be in error on this point.

At page 12 you state, 'The Navy did not rely too much on
the claim narrative or on the claim pricing in paying the Bow
Dome or any-other item." I do not agree. The Navy relied in
that it investigated the facts alleged. The Navy did not rely
only in the sense of not taking the claims at face value. Only
in certain rare instances, including 688 delay and CGN 38 delay,
did NCSB not rely on the claim. In those instances, NCSB indi-
cated to NNS that it was doing an independent evaluation of lia-
bility for the general subject of Navy caused delay.

I concur with your general view that there is no false state-
ment in the second Bow Dome claim. I find particularly persua-
sive the fact that the pricing proposal contained in the "Mini"
was identical in the "taxi" and that neither was based on a bid
verses incurred comparison. I also think that Willis' position
of good faith reliance on legal advice is probably a barrier
we cannot overcome. Although I think Beaurecard's legal advice
as to relevance of bid/proposal is wrong, z do not on the facts
developed see anyway to prove bad faith on Beauregard's part.
of course, if Willis, given immunity changes his story re Beauregard,
then we may have something.

GOVERNMENT

Zl Bay U.J. ¶ 1ARN r ERINI i .3E
,.,, ,,.B~uyU V- aaJ~an~e¶1 fnds Z PlanS~b~
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Nemo to EliO. Norman
March 12, 1S80
Page 2

As to your general comments on failure of prosecutive theory
X agree in substance. I probably would couch my opinion in less
straight-forward language because I find it difficult after all
these years to concede that there is no fire where there has
been so much smoke. Nonetheless, I must concede that we have
found no evidence (documentary or of witnesses) that the direc-
tion for amount to claim came from the top. I agree that we
have thoroughly reviewed all documents that could be relevant
and inquired of all witnesses who would probably know the facts.
At this point I am faced with agreeing that no 'grand conspiracy"
existed or else agreeing that the sonewalcome.
In either event, we have virtually no chance of making a case
against NNS or any corporate employees or officials other than
Larry Doyle-- Em s

I think you should point out that the small dollar value
of some of the hardware items we have investigated would be im-
material if we had pretty clear evidence of fraudulent intent
as to any or several of them.

I would add to your page 29 that claim narrative authors
were put under considerable time constraint type pressure which
could cause corner cutting. -
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m:emo to Eliot Norman
March 12. 1980
Page 3

- ,

A couple of nit picks-arise out of my reading of the memo.

S second, I pointout that somewhat contrary to your suggestion at page 45, NCSBfound a very small amount of.money due to NNS on account of itsclaims, less than the settlement amount that included $35 millionfor cost of litigation and $10 million under P.L. 85-809. Ialso disagree with your characterization at page 46 thaf bothparties understood that the claims were not final but were sim-ply a vehicle for negotiation. NCSB's investigation of the claimsis analagous to discovery conducted after receipt of a complaint
and the fact that there may result settlement negotiations inno way changes the finality of the complaint, which can of coursebe amended to avoid variance with later discovered facts. Alongthese same lines, I consider your statements at page 48 regardingNavy access to NNS records to be excessive. it is in fact sur-prising how little the Navy can learn given the presence of sosin the shipyard. I would omit all but the concluding first para-graph of page 48.

I recommend that we give Willis immunity and have him put
into the records answers regarding Bow Dome that he has made
off the record. Then we can be as sure as legal process allowsof the accuracy of our findings.

cc: Eugene B. Paulisch
Special United States Attorney
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PROSECUTIVE REPORT--BOW DOAZ, SSN 668 CLAIIM ITE.1 VII.B.8
NEWPORT NMIS SHIPBUILDING PROCURBEMENT F'PAUD INVESTIGATIO'l

SUPPLEMENTAL EXHIBIT
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{SECUTIVE REPORT - EC- DO:ME ITEM, 688 C

TABLE OF E3OiIBITS

l ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~REFERE!'.CE(S)
DOCUMENT DESCRIPTION IREERC

Ward EX. 1 Photograph showing the GRP Bow Dome P. 1
las-a 'nose cone",the SSN 688 sitting

in dock. 6

Ward EX. 7 Pricing Details and Cost Estimate dated P. 9
August 8, 1975, from the Maxi claim
for the GRP Bow Dome item.

Ward EX. 8 Cost Estimate for the Bow Dome Item P. 3,4
as supplied in NNS' "mini" claim, dated
21 January 1975.

Ward EX. 9 "Mini" claim narrative for the Bow P. 3
Dome, submitted June 2. 1975 to the
Navy.

Ward EX. 16 Diagram showing the simplified struc- P. 1
ture of an SSN 688-class submarine.
The sonar tip in the diagram sumbolizes
the position and function of the GRP
Bow Dome.

14NS 281, Willis' progress report to Creech, P. 8,9
pp. 68-70_ dated August 12, 1975, detailing rea-

sons for reinstating the Bow Dome item.

lINS 281, Ward's Weekly Progress Report sent to P. 8
pp. 73 Willis, dated August 12, 1975. The

memo stated that the GRP Bow Dome and
Cathodic Protection items had been re-
instated in the "Omnibus' proposal.

NNS 341, Government Working Drawing (1290-6) re- P. 3
pp. 7 designing the bow dome connection method

to bolting from welding.

NNS 341, Inter-office memo from Covington to pP. 10,
lpp. 25-26 Adams, dated February 10, 1978 out- 12, 13,

lining the facts related to Bow Dome 16
attachment.

NNS 341, Contract Guidance Drawing (800-4385833) P. 2
pp. 30, 4 showing welding as the method of attach-

ment for the GRP Bow Dome

Nu7 341, Memo from Davis, dated April 27, 1970, P. 5
pp. 31-34 recommending bolted attachment as

studied at Mare Island, California.
page 34 shows Davis' sketch of bolted con-
nection

liNS 341, The GRP Bow Dome entitlement narrative P. 10
p. 36 in the "Maxi" claim, submitted to the

Navy on 6 March 1976.

-1-
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REFERENCE(S)
DOCUMENT DESCRIPTION IN REPORT

ENS 341, Beauregard's comment on the GRP Bow P. 11,

pg. 38 Dome item in the course of his mini/ 16

maxi comparison beginning in April of

1976.

NNS 341, Draft of the GRP Bow Dome item entikle- P. 10

pp. 43-44 ment narrative for the 'maxi' claim
with Willis' revisions.

NNS 341, Memo dated November 22, 1974 from Zelle P. 5, 12

pp. 84 in the Hull Structural Design Department

explaining the departure from the connec-
tion method called for in the Contract
Guidance drawing. Bolt relied on this
memo in writing the claim.

ENS 341, Handwritten note dated July 22, 1975, e P. 6. 7,

p. 9* by Ward in the Bow Dome Back-up Folder
(Also Ward showing that bolting was included in the
EX. 18) original bid. It also records agree-

ment to drop the item from the 'maxim'
claim.

ENS 538, Bridges' letter submitted to the Navy P. 13
pp. 3-4 on October 4, 1978. which provided supple-

mental information on the Bow Dome claim.

ENS 960 Pages from the SSN 688-class Bid Estimate P. 5

pp. 5-8 dated May 16, 1970 making reference to
Davis' 'mare Islands memo which had sug-
gested the improved bolting method.

NNS 960, Handwritten memo, dated August 8,. 1975, P. 3

p. 13 from Cost Enginnering explaining why no

Credit' was given in the estimate.

NNS 960, Pricing details worksheet dated 15 and 22 P. 9
p. 21 July 1975 with a note Cost Engineers, in

effect, to disregard 'pevious instructiobs
and to submit estimates for the GRP Bow Dome

item.
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'901-16':
AUGUST ll ,975

DESCRIPTION. . CCST
''i. 'B'- DEs3. ' :--: --,-ELE..E.l

VII. ! _ __ .E. Class Reinforced Plastic Bsu D~oe E 'e

* PRODUCTl N H'URS ' - ' 468
SUPERVISION HIOiJRS

: CE S HOLURS: -
ENGIi:EERINC "IOURS 1.

ToTAL PRZDLCTIOjN LABOR ' -- '
TOTAL SUPERYVIS51, -LAGOR. .5.

- TOTAL C t S L-'. .-
TOTAL EN GIREERI1: G LA"O. ' '-'

TOTAL CA5OR DOLL'RS (LESS PRE4'. ' - -

MATERIAL (PROD. I ' ' :6
MATERIAL (CES) - * - 66

* - . -._ _._ _ _ _ __ _ . _: ~~~~~~~~~~~15!
TOTAC M ATEFIAL - .-

--TOTAL PRODLCTION PREMIUM '----- .---..

TOTAL SUPERVISION I PRENIU%- -22
TOTAC ENGINEERING PREHIU'I --

TaTAL PREMIUI 'LAn.OR ' .Z25

OVERHiEAD . 3.2
OVERHEA3 ACJUSTfE?:T

7-TOTAC DVEREAD S- 3D2

---- "TOTAL COST ' 74;

PROD LA'BOR 'RATE t S PER FlOUP.I -R ~ 4C.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~4
SUPV.LABOR RATE tPER HitURI
ENGR LABOR RATE (S PER HOUR) 6ICt- SUPV PERCEKTAGE '_'_ .._-__

GES LA7OP PERCENTAGE
_. . tGS I1ATL PERCENTAGE '

OVERHEAD PtRCENTi.GE 8
:-- OVERHEAD ACJUSTIENT (S PER HOUR)I

PROD PREIIILM PERCENTAGE.
SUPV PREMILM PERCENITAGE C
ENGR PPEMILM PERCEtiTtGE

:0
0 , !,
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Section !II

:F.e ship that would norrally be completed in the shops. The late issue and

erous alterations to the drawings caused a considerable amount of rework of

..d darping and insulation. Therefore, the Contractor requests equitable
,.Cteot for these increased costs. Pricing details are in Section V.

:.3.8. Class Reinforced Plastir Bow Dome

1The configuration and connection niethod for the glass-reinforced

nstic bow done, SsN688, was shown on Contract Guidance Drawing 800-4385833

-nished bv the Coverenent for bidding purposes. This Contract Guidance

.%,on_ was used by the Contractor in the preparation of the estiUate for

:ting and connecting the bow done to the ship's hull. 'The Contractor had the

-;t to assume that the in!fornation shown on this drawing was representative

nA Covernmrent's requirements end provided reasonable guidance for the

* paration of a sound estirate.

The Contract Guidance Drawing 800-4385833 showed the attachment for

'-a glass-reinfo-ced plastic bow dore connected to the hull by welding. The

nvy later discovered that the welded connection was impractical due to the weld

:s:ortion which occurred during installation by this method.

, The Covernmant DesiSn Agent issued Drawing No. 1290-6, "Hull

-:tachentn Ring, Glans Reinforced Plastic Bow Dome" which redesigned the bow

n..e connection to provide for a bolted connection.. This redesign utilized

:2 1-5/6 inch diameter K-'lanel shoulder fasteners to attach the done to the

.:I1. This radical departure frcr the Contract Cui4kance Drawing resulted in

'-itional labor and material requirements for which the Contractor is

ied to reimbursement. The redesign necessitated the drilling of holes,

:aming. and torqueing of the fasteners in accordance with the stringent

:;iflcatcsn requirnemnts. The welding effort was not reducad by the change

the attachment method, since the attachmant became a built-up angle th | E ir

tqtirod 'celdlog in way of the flanges. . . , .

IJA&O EX * . III-155
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Sec tio. _ .

This change in design/specifications was oade subsequent to Con-

tractor preparation of his bid, and could' not have been consenplared by the

Contractor. This change has resulted in added costs to the Contractor, for

which he is entitled to an equitable. adjustment. The pricing details are

included in Section V.

III.B.9 Cathodic Protection

The original estimate for cathodic protection (hull zincs) for

SSS6BS was based on the requirements of submarines previously built by the

Contractor because the specifications were essentially unchanged.

As the design of the SSN68S developed, the requirements for hull

zinc increased significantly over the Contractor's interpretation. The quantity

of zincs increased approximately 20 percent and installation manhours Increased

about 300 percent. The marked increase in installation mranhours resulted from

the different nethods of attachment of the zinc anodes to the hull. In accor-

dance with the applicable drawings, installation on SSN6SS required the installa-

tion of studs vhIrh had to be jig set, shot welded, cleaned, and painted before

the'zincs could be installed on rubber grommets and bolted. This multi-step

method increased manhour requirements approximately 300 percent in comparison

to methods used previously.

The Contractor is entitled to reimbursement for the additional

costs resulting from the increased design requirements for zinc anodes and the

change in installation methods. This entitles the Contractor to reimburse-

rent for the added 'costs that were incurred in order to comply with the

ship drawings as finally developed by the Design Agent.

"I1-is

(9~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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-F. 2 (332t10) 30-50 t5 /

NEWTPOR1T NUWS SHIPBUILDING AND D.Y DtOCZt COMIPANY

CCUHD[;5fiTh,,t &4lsL,:L -;~i _____________I~rt~o
izs to ec -.:eJ Vt Caj-datti .. 3:O ttiUttf3 irs

sixte tnesirnNewt 5astr-,&i and fli- COth Coa-an
.. ,. WeOn NWs. VIRGINIA August 12, 1975

IELIORANDUJM For Mr. P. H. Creech

Subject: Progress Report

Enclosures:
(1)-(5); Progress Reports for the Week-Ending August 8, 1975
(1) E. M. Alexander - DLGN36 and DLGCN8 Classes
(2) T. C. Chsndler - CVAi68 Class
(3) R. D. Uard - SSS688 Class
(4) 1. B. Baffer - MARF - Submarine Overhauls/Security

: (5) R. B. Terrell - Manpovwer - All Ships and Programs

During the past week, the Proposal for Equitable Adjustment of the DLGS33
Class contract was subritted. Eleven copies of the complete proposal have been
provided to the Gover.-ent, including one copy for DCAA. The number of copies vas
determined by the Governent, and it should be sufficient for d1l their foreseeable
needs. This matter will be dropped frog the report until further significant action
-is taken. The proposed increases in the contract pricing structure were:

Target Cost $120,366,835
Target Profit $ 19,695,812
Target Price $140,062,647
Ceiling Price $159,774,936

Action by SupShip continued last week on the previo usly submitted Prcposez
for Equitable Adjustment of the contract for DLGJ36 and 37. Additional material in
both the nuclear and non-nuclear areas was provided, and we are attempting to help t
SupShip people develop ways to streanline their analysis effort. Additionally, Vw
have provided data to the Supervisor for all Acceptance Trial Items for DLCG.36 show:
that the Company is not responsible for more than a handful of such items. :The
remaining open items on DLCN36 is Quality Deficictncy Reports for which the Navy allef
that credit is dse. To date, we have not discovered any items of real significance
where the Navy is entitled to a price reduction. Some of the Quality Deficiency
Reports may be troublesome, but the "several million dollars" in counterclairs vbtic'
the Navy has mentioned remains unknown to us.

Progress on the CVAN68 Class Proposal improved during the last week. The
principal problem area is the delay of CVA'869. Our computer analysis needs
strengthening, and we are doing everything to get it fully developed. Supporting
material for a proposed delay because of the change on Main Coolant Stop Valves was
sent to SupShip last week. A revised pricing proposal wilt follow shortly.

E XHIBIT .

p,.6e-7Ol

_- COHEIUW5ill-tCJa £"3,SS l~iU.U'..:.' -!9.-

Via, !u 1e .stgt:ila: escte vCisie:¢wn ';-ifn ren<st~
{J5~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~c 8 . ol NY r >-ri fiat. S~tvi-itt an Oil cats t:ke"'fl t
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.. h,,., -S5 S, St, r-:: r .ad Ct' D::' tr:ry -2-

X0O T0: Mr. F- E. Creech August 12, 1975

The combined proposal for all known 688 Class fatters is being reviewIed t!r. Beauregard. In the current draft two items which were included in the designand data proposal were oz1tted because further study indicated that they might have
been picked up as increased cost items prior to or during contract regotiatiou,.
Upon a corpreheaslve reacnlysis of the contract requirements for these items as opp
to the installation required by lead yard drawings, we found that both items should
reinstated. They are the Glass Reinforced Plastic Bow Dose and Cathodic Protection
Yr. Beauregard's revie-w is- progressing well, and no major redirectiocs have thus fabeen indicated. We continue to receive questions fros DCAA concerning the proposal
design and data proble-m on the SSS68B Class. No significant problees have beeruncovered as a result of such questions. - |

The final draft of the NARF Proposal is complete. This draft incorporate
* all co=ents received from the several prior reviews, including lr. Dart, lr. Suney
and the Cost Engineers. :-r. feauregard has completed his final revie4 of the props
and Yanagemenr Sary. A management review is being scheduled for August 14, 1975
mith the objective osf asu'itting the proposal to KAPL by August 16, 1975. 1

Signifczant events in the submarine overhaul progran included:

1. SSB\6l6 - A tentative settlement of the SSEN616 propnsal submn tted
in 1970 hae been reached, with disposition of our request for
financing costs being reserved for a later tine. Ve learned
yesterday that the Navy negotiator is apparently being overrulcd
by his lazyers, and the lavy will ask us to agree to *aivz all.
further claims.

2.' 552N617 - We have provided additional naterial to the la 7y *hich ray
- : enable then to develop a negotiation position on our Decembor 1974

proposal. Our extensive PERT analysis of the 617 effort as also
continuing as a backup.

3.' SS3'624 - A Proposal for Equitable Adjustrent .ill have to be
developed covering delays on this ship which may exceed six mornhs.
To date, some two months of this delay may be attbutu tble to formal
changes with the rest of the delay being controlled by the fact
that work could not be started as planned because the SSZ'617
could not ba conpleted as scheduled.

Work is now urderway to develop proposals for equitable adjustnent of thrco=ercial ship construction contracts. We nay be able to shcui that our costs were
increased because the Coast Guard insisted on reinterpretations of existing regula:
Other cost increases fay be excplained by changes in law which may entitle us to anequitable adjust=ent, or excusable delay, or both. Actions by the owner which ctur
increased cost ray also account for part of our problems. Initial efforts will be
ccncentrated or. develc? r, proposals for mutual adjustment of contract timectables
a.d other requirements so as to avoid disputes and litigations. -

.~~ ~ ~~~~ . S aC *.kO r~oe ~~c:ta, i.:ot.

of* he fl'p¢ Ne.1^, t''gtt, !" (by C.'a~:a:I ce~lf390 s-**l l '.-
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.=:0 TO: Mr. F. R. Creech

-3- (

August 12, 1975

A cotposite picture of our utilization of manpower for the past decade
is just about finished. The first draft will certainly require much work, but
it appears that we will be able to show that actions taken in the 1964-74 period
were reasonable and proper under the circumstances involved. Further, we expect
to show that the Navy knew, or should have known, that its actions and inactions
would affect all of the Coepany's business. The portions of the ship proposals
relating to Navy Recruiting Practices will be included in this analysis.

.z

reports.
Additional details on specific items are contained in the attached

Dieco o ContrM. a.c C ontr
- ~~~~Director of Contract Controls

CCL';: dc

Coeles:
C. E. Dart
B. F. Bridges
1:. B.a-er
7. V. Brabrand
L. K. Doyle
R. B. Terreli
J. E. Arthur
E. K. Alexander
T. C. Chandler
J. 0. Dynes
T. R. Kelpien
J. C. Meredith
R. D. Ward

.-C. L. TWillis

* C'2;1r11L11dAL ~usuass Ix~n~ap~n;u -

Ny t I kcrnlordaaedv.%otwrl',r0nis
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NEWFORT NSX5 SHIPBUILDING AND DrY nOa Co 'PANY

r'-rtr~ E;'.*,?tt I~QRMV.'l- -S sl.0.A I .J MM no
Os tw dw,;::..A 'c4 a, C~s:Io:e O . , :Ml - pcroaio.Su

-poMt N&As s Olu d M a 0n Dry Dock Company lwPorrr NzWs. vjnrIID-r August 12, 197,

MEMORANDUM For: Hr. C. L. UlMis

Subject: SS:688 Class; Weekly Progress Report

-he t-)az; -&of chronology for the SS1688 Class Proposal "oxiibus" -varsic: ra-aned a pro'ble= throughout lat week. The final corrections
a d pagittatira *ere cde }Monday, August U, 1975 and forwarded to reproduc-
Zkn %for off-setting3.

>: -- pricing details for the "'snibus" proposal should be complete
late- this weekc as s.tated in xy last report.

Two ite=s of entitle-ent. which I had removed from this proposal
will now be inserted per your direction. The items are the Class Peinforced
Plesti: Bow 2D=- and Csthro-c Protection, Sections VII.B.8 an II.3.9
respectively.

TbShe DEC is contninig to ask questions on the 55:688 Proposal
;ub-'tred June 2, 1973. A1nswers to several questions hate been delayed as
a result of tr"-x to -et deadlfr-s in preparing the "ornibus" proposal.

'I: is antici7ated that ro.. questions will be answered this wee..

~~~'~~~ ... ' '- :,,:. -'.,'.'- '. ..... :~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .... .

- - -: : - : R. D. Ward
- .: :; - ~~~~~~~Contra-ct Admirii-trator, -- ;

- - SSN688 Class Submrines

R j j . - . C n r t.', -.- --
Copies
M~r. B. P. BridgesM:
File'

- - -' : . - -'~ ~~iv.-f

f CC~.O. t'1T1..i .rcInES ; 1:c.. .! -
*Sh'i,'o.n . and D.-rDck tor,.
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V/

TO:

FOR.

F' RCJ4.

_ sUa JECT.

Reference:.
* (a)

'rclos- -es:
(a)
(2)

( 3)*
(hI)

(5)

(6)

C A ^ Vj r v t,! 2;.. '-'
n-,wstn"'- - ', 1 - C-

?>> E..:;~s: t.. .EL; \ _ C.-..
INTER-OFFiCE COM.CUNICATIO'

HEWPOnT NEWS SHIPBUILD!SG A.iD DRY DOCK COMPANY

A T_-...C.,., -

E. B. Adaos, Jr: FILE NO. p.,. ,

Thfarr- tia f h 1 - DATE February 10, 1'

Manager of Cost Engi.-eering -

Glass Reinforced Pe12s tc Bow Dane for 688 Class Subm.arines

Your Oral Request Relative to This Subject on rebruar-y 9, 197-8

Contract Guideoce Erawing - !IANVSS2S Dramiag Ro. 83-43835833 dated
Jseotuny 29, 1970

0. E. Davis'M :e'orandum for File Re1lative to This SubJect dated
Decem.ber 22, 1963

0. E. Davis' Renoranda for File RlatL-:n to This Subject dated J
Aaril 27, 1973

Origin-a. Proposal Es-ti-te for the Subject T'ork dated layr 19, 1970
Entitlen-ent Section flo. VII.B.e of our Request for Ecuiteble ,dju-ztmen-
Re2ltive to This Subject

Cost Estinate for Eatitle:ent Section- Ila. VI.B.8 Relsti,-e to This
Subject dated- August 8, 1975

Enoelosures (1); (2), (3), (40, (5) and (6) are submitted here.it;: in
rcsponse to reference (a). A synaposis of events relevant to this subject is pro
as follows:

- 1. Erclosure (2) provided for a welded flat bar ring as a cornecto--
between shig's structure a-d the glass reinforced l-'st c bow 0-=e
as noted in pgs-.el 2C.

2. Enl-naure (2) pro-vided a s!-etch that indicated a velded 1eat bar
: riro attach-r.nt mt:hod as noted in enclosure (1) -

3. Enclosure (3) noted difficulty of dom.e installation- at flare isl'atc
laval Shipyard ,.hen a uelded flat bat attachment w:as utilized end
auggested a bolted structural a:Gle ring done atteche.-ent method

! as noted in a sketch attached to .this enclosure.

4. Enclosure (4) incorporated the bolted structural atnle ring d .o,-e
attac..crhnt .method as the basis for the Ccanpsr's cost eatiz:wte
relative to ti:s subjcct (note deviaticn fror. enclosure (1) was
inclutdded in bcsic proposal).

(2r 3:st. .4f& t..;.J41 .- 4 -. U. tot .4 ._t.%

:N5 39( . ¢0QO2s
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}S: TO: E. B. Adams, Jr. February 10, 1978

5. The SSi68S Contract was signed on Ilrch 26, 1971, with
definitization date retroactive to January 8, 1971.

6. The Desiga Agent obtained Devy approve), and submitted
.- inrawrg Ilo. 1290-6 relative to this subject on June 28, 1971.
This drawing indicated the bolted structural attacherent metho.d.

7. Enclosure (5) provided an entitlement end an estim2ting scope
out'l-ning- the difference between enclosure (1) and l;-iDr -fircing
to. 1290-6 noted above.

8. Enclosure (6) utilized en-losure (5) as the basis for the cost
estir:te for the installation of the Slass reinforced boa done.
The estimator relied on the deteil scope provided (enclosure (5)).

*In conclusion, it appears that the fliew Shin Estimator' relied on the
bolted irstallation nethcd suggested :n enclosure (3) rather than on the wclded
installetio.n nethod in enclosure (1) in estimating the cost of this worl; in the
ohiginal proposal. 'Tne chenae estimator follow;ed his instructions to price the
entitlemeat prox:ded in oc-r request for equi table odjustnent (enclosure (1:)).
Tnerefore, both estimates reflect the bolted structural angle ring dome r'ttach-:
method. It nay be debated that the Conmany priced .the specifications and guidsr
plans in the fin-l contrast price settlement without regard to our estimated
submittal price for ths work through reductions in submitEed price cr through
end price settlerent agreement. Surely, legal review and opinion exist on this

subject and should be consulted.

11 T. .ov go

0002S
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W -SI~ "i. viI-''C)E t- ot O rlLn-O .D 2

- t.-,>on.-\ .. ... '- 2;oApril 27 1 99770

ZXBMMOP.ANDUM Por: File | . -
sunz.A.- jTrIp Report of 'r. O. E; Davis, Forcnan Xll S~hjpf

_ . .. Depart.ment tn ','arc Island Shipyard, VAprijc
*.Calilornia,' Thursday 9April Thr. Tuesdvy 14 Apri

PURPOSZ of TiRIP : To Observe the Design, Fabrlcstion and Installato
Of Proposed F~ew Type Sonar Dome Made of Fiberrzas
Plastic for 685 Class Submarine Contracts.

PinSO ; .COUACTZ- 3: - D. 0. Buer - Chief- Designcr orfTaro Sh'pye-
- - }r. P. G-rasum - Taylor Ilodel Basin

P.- =-=.I5ZU; C M I ly Letter Dated December 22, 1969, on the Same Su

The aurpcre or tl-s to' lire Island Shlpynrd was to observe and
eralulte the final ins'cllation of the fiberslass plastic Sonar Done_

Upon arrival at thc -'are Island Shipyard, the Sonar Done had
*bcen erected into apprcximate positlon and was in .thc process of -
'bIain adjusted into firnal position. - This adjustnent was being done
by dolng .s.me dressin and trirming at the lower outer shell which
showed a jam fit, the top outer shell wras open by 1 3/1.". I wos
informed that, the inte-rerence at bottom, .as Rubber-Epaozy which
vas Installed in erro. During rmy observation- of the riechanics of
final instellatica it w;as noted that after final adjustment of the
Sonar Done, all holes in the structural steel bolting rin= had to
be reamed or elonrated fron 1/16" to 1/8" to permit installation of
perrianent bolting erranser.ent. I was also informed that all holes
in the steel structural ring had been previously reamed .01!4".

I discussed the results of welding the structurol steel boltin2g
ring to the hull and -was informed that the diameter of the rlnd.
increased from 1/16" to 1/8" oversize durilnz.the prehaating and
welding processes. I was informed also that the Sonar Dome had
been trial fitted several times to the boltinG rinr, but this- was
Questionable in my minid of their nethbds..-

* Excess materil.. had bcen rcrioved from the structural steel bnlt-
ring leavinF a minimum...llo.lable th cknesa. With this condition
eXistinF the- plpstic Scncr Dowie was stillappro-zeMatly 1/8" undersi-
the- inside di3meter. Durinr rly flrs' *i1sit In December. the stocl r
W:as'still attached to Plastei Domre with necessary bolts to po tlt6in
ring to ships structure and sore ield attacbr.-enti-warc being made bel
rcmoving for com-pletion of welds. TIe .avid Taylo-i Ilodel Ba3in n1;lr
*granted a request to remove the additional plsstic fibcrglas3 materlc
from the inside diameter of the So.-ar Done to facilitate ratin, to t-
ztructurel steel bolt ng r rg

- r /J(Lto~ S f) , 0003:1

.; * . *
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Xn conclu:ioh, I feel that the "Flit-Up" 1111 bencceptudlo
although roat of the holes will be ocrsize or elongated up to 1/C".
I discussinrg future design conrges w:ith P. Fairfield, 1I1l.. Hull
Desijo and David Taylor liodcl Basin Zrgineer,. ir. P. Gronum, tho

..-enclosed sketch was favorably accepted.

.If this method of desi!n foi Inst2llntioin of. the Sonar Dome is
nccered, the followin7 sequence of fabrication and events are.
suggested for- Newport News use: .

PROPOSED SEU CE:*

1. .avy assigned vendor' to supply GRP Plastic Dome,.

.2.. Newport Nlewt to fabricate end supply structural angle rlnr Item A
. -of En-losure (1) for-attachment of Fleetic Done to ships structrue

.to Na-;y-assisged vendor for preliminary fit-up to dame by vendor.

* .. CB) Angla ring shape Item A to.be 3/8' ovcrsize in thicInens.

(b) Fabricate angle ring shape to +;3/87 Rad. oversizo..

(c) Iachrne face of angile flange fox connectlon to ships atruct;:
: .intain ±. 1/8 plane. . * ..

: - qachine face of angle flange for connection to plastic doe.
to suit design dimensions.

Ce) lYschine shop to rccord dimensions and ambient temperature
, -. simultaneously upon completion of rachs work of angle rim

f)- Ship angle ring to.JTavy assigned vend0r.

.3. Navy assiEned vendor to lnstall, drill, and bolt Newport llews
*-supplied angle ring-to Plastic Dome as per desiGn and maintaini3n-

* * angle flange face for connection to the ships structure to a
-plane of 4 1/8". * . ;

e. Newprt l!ews to design end fab'icate ships structural iten:,
enclosure (1) as follows: -

(a) Item F: Acdd l" tatcrial at forward end and Z" material at
outboard edge stsrting at fwd. end and tapering back
approximately 36" to 0 " material. -

.(b) Item G: Add 1" material at forward end. Leave loos1
approxqrmtely a 36" band of-ballast shell around circur.cre:
hip until after Plst1ic Dome 13 fitted into position.

Cc) Item B: Addc i" material to outside diameter of plato
connection rlng.-

* (d) Item C: ALdd I," materiel to fierward outboard cdge startlin
outboard anu Lpering bacl epproximatoly 36" to O" nateral2

,(o) Item D: Add "n tater ia! a'. outboard end.

_ _ .: . . -,
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5. Upci arrival or the Plastic Dome at Newport Newa, Install Iterm B
into position onto-anrle rinr Item A attached to Plastic Doin>,-
position Itcm B and drill holes 1/" ulndersize nnd tnmporary
bolt sane. laove Plastic Dome with attached.Items A and B into

: position for nsting to ships structure, scribe into Itecn C, D, F,
* and burn ofr excessive.materiel on same, make up and.weld ce-iplct,

Resove excessive material on outboard edgo of Item B end F,
install Item G and weld comapletely remove temporary bolts, using
* an cderl,y sequence, 'ream holes to prcpsf Size abd Install

. perranant bolts.

* 'I - *.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-r

.. , , . . p

,-. 0. -L DAVIS
'''- ' ' . , ' '. . Foreman-

.r.:,,";- 3.r,'. .'. X11 Shipfittera Dept

Cozies:
1 lr. F. Zelle, Chief'Hull Design-.
3. 1 r,. R. Fairfield - Hull DesiGn
3. 1-l F. lean - X10
3. -File xo"

' -. J .' Turner, Jr.1 Supt.. 310'> ;

a~ ~~~~~~
Z

7- > ; Ztwg~~~ *,.'',.'"'" . 4%'
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Section VrI
: - . ,-'I,-.

VII.B.S. Class Reinforced Plastic fow Dore

The .configuration and connection method for the glass-reinforced

plastic bow dons. SSh6553, was sho-n on Contract Guidance Drawing 800-4385833

*furnished by the Government for bidding purposes. Such drawing showed the".".

at:ac:;ent for th2 glass-reinforced plastic bowdone connected to the hull by )
* The l avy later discovered that the welded connection was

irprzac:al eue to t!:e weld distortion uhich occurred during installation by

this =.t'--A rae Gove- -at's Design Agent issued Drawing 2o. 1290-6, "Hull'

Attact'.=e=t P4g, Glass Reinforced Plastic Bow Dome" which redesigned the tow -

* done cO-'a: ion tosrovide for a bolted connection. This redesign utilized

192-1-5/3 L-:S dia_.eter r-Nsnel shoulder fasteners to att2ch the done to the

hull. The redesign necessItated the drillIng of holes, reaming, and torqufing

of the fasteners in accordance with the strIngent spa.ifi4stioi requirements.

Tha weldiaVg effort was not reduced by the change in the attachment methcd, since

* the attnchmant becans a built-up angle that rejuired welding in way of the '. .-

,flanges. . - . -

.The design of the ring cornnection to the praisure hull as delineated

on the working drawing developed by the Covernment's. design Agent t-as ifferent

from that originally anticipated and shown on the Contract Guidante.Drawing. /
The original design required by the Contract Guidance Drnwing'is much stapler

to execute end therefore less costly. The pricing details ore included in

Volume. . .

I .-

Z/ Ad~c~os)c CsJ -. 0003
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111.B.8. Class Rcinforced Plastic Bao Dosme

The configuration and connect'on method for the glass-rainforced

plastic bo-. dome, 5S'688, was shown on Contract Guidance Drawing 800-4385833

furnisbed bv the Covcr--mnt for bidding purposes. T .L eel C.- e

fitting end connecting the bo- dome ta th- tbip-hul. The Contraetcr
-w a othaj-Shjj Te nrcc id the

right to 2ssure that theorS ton own on this drawing was representative

of the Go"':-r.nre's requirenents and provided reasonable guidar.cc for the

:- =I i s'oed the attachaent for
the glass-reinforcea plastic bow done connected to thr hull by weleding." The
Navy later discovered that the welded connection was impractical due to the weld
distortion which occurred during installation by this rethod.

The GovernnentfLesign Agent issued Diaving No. 1290-6, "Hull

Attachment Ping, leass P.einforced Plastic Bow Dcoe" *-hich redesigned the bow
do-e connection to provide for a bolted connection. This redesign utilized

192 1-5/C inch diareter K-lonel shoulder fasteners to attach the dome to the
hul 

. -:,-.hull. T4-radica3-depart re-fro3-theN..arv S-Xuid.7nce-4raw-4nE-res7IT-rn

edi~rioir~~la orind7naifi~reutffens:-or d th ekeContractor is-.
..otvt-1ed-to-reimburnment.. The redesign necessitatca thF drilling of holes,

reaoing; and torqueing of the fasteners in accordante, wvth ths stringent

spc!f icction requirvcents. The wcldin& effort was i-at redu~ccl by the change

Iii the stt--ch-.rnt rathod, since th: attac'raenc bcewCZ' s tuilt-Lp angle that

rce.'ircd :-s!lding in way of t!:e flarets.

WsI :39 1OO

c;)3
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Volu=e I

Section I}I

Mi-s-chan;S,,n design/specificatio. *;s -de c eq Co
- * , '2 .~ si1abqen-t-Cz- ,.d

craceor-orrp- :_.;w-histb~dror~d- coo~ld-..:t~lnvte enarcplated-byIthe-

I--dL 2--t t- -4X- -S. J

SlihFsnil~o^eutbdTsrrt Ihc pricing dotails are

included in .,. _-'.:- :

l.B..9 Cathodic Protection

,.. \i'<j The original eme:-ee 'for cathodic protection (hull zincs) for

ss.:SSS - '--- t requlrer.ents of subrrines previously built b h

Contractor, teee__ t.- * - a

t ,a te SS 6C d£evl 4oe:2
- -s the 1 the SS't685!8dvA ' tc requirements for hull

A-" .. _ ~'A -zir.: i -'-: - ------.--- :-- The quantity

of ics ircrrased zp~roxi=ntel 20 percent.a = 4n.1::; :./=anhours increased

Amabur 303 percent,~'T. -~.__ :-;=O, i 2 = tle -r

- ; 9~~~~~~~~~~~a c r- M:--SrJ -a~z~ t.S_ 'l1n.aL-........... ~ttheir..ns sr:t.e.st'r4.-hr In accor- ..........................
i-~ ~~~ C - . '

dence vith the , '_ab- drawings, installation ,bn S=S;°S required the instala- ll -

tion of studs which had to be jig set; shot vclded, clearcd, and painted before

the zincs could be installed on rubber gro=ata and bolted. This~wlr-i-step.

t ath c C, '

ContXactor.is entitled to rci
, . 7>14- r > .a n_-Z.. 4 -..

*jobene-in installation rmthods,. Thiesnst r e . .

reet..fosJ the'-edded-costs-htvr nured tnc:E y-ihte

ship-drawins-2s -finally-developed-by- the-D esignA~re- _ -Z'- w=<i

'-

,Dec. 7; ( t osz '0TT044
_.-.. . _._._. .____.___.... ...._._._-.

/g
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N3b 133211251

INTER-OFFICE COMMUNICATION

NEWPORT NEWS SHIPBUILDING AND DRY DOCK COMPANY

A T-.. C._,,

TO- - _t:r. J. H. Giedeanno FILE NO. 600/9.-

FOR. Information p teDATE .N mber 2 974

FROM, Hull.Structural Design Depart--ent

SUBJECT: . s5£683 Class Submarines, Our mulls 600, 602 thru 605
Differences Between Contract Design Information and Wor'king Drawings

In response to your request to identify departures from contract
=guidazce tr slo- end sc ai for the subject vessels, per your
ena~ranu, seze subJect, dated N~ovember 6, 1974, the following item is offered:

2Z06?, The Glass Reinforced Plastic (GMr) Bow Dome connection was redesigned -
fro-a tzt sho-n in Panel 3-D of Contract Guidance Drawing 800-4385833. This
connection, as sho-.wn, is welded to the hull, and after extensive investigation
by bHlll Structural Design and the Shinfitters Departzent, it was changed to a
bolted connection. This bolted connection is detailed on DMS & DO Co. Drawing
io. 1290-6.

The welded connection was installed on the ST-677 built at Mare Island
N1aval Shipyard and proved to be very iroractical because of weld distortion
during installation. This distortion caused the GRP Bow Doze to be refitted
(erlarge the inside dia:-ter) before reinstalling the Dome to the ring on% the
ship-;y.

The attach-nt used on the SSu6z9 Class, as depicted on IlMS & DO Co.
Drawing rlo. 1290-6, utilizes 192 - 1-5/3" dia eter K-S.onel shoulder fasteners
to attach the Do=e to the hull. This resulted in the additional work of
drilling, reaming and torqueing with co reduction in welding since the attach-
rent has beco-e a built-up angle that required welding in way of the flanges.

P. Zelle
Design y.2nager

RF./FZ:re.M-4
One carbon duplicate here-with

1 - Ikr. R. H. Fairfield 4..i.. W vaŽ L
1 - I'r. F. Zelle I

* / / t a < - g~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-.~- -, Gf -.

7 7=-" 7v71 ,

JaiID 31 OS86
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pwcot News Ship-1.pui'.ina -,i,. Ae
Z-,_oc- CcrO.;3n: V,..... l '23607

600/Cl-l-i
600/1-4-979.01
October 4, 1978

Supervisor of Shipbuilding
Conversion and Repair, U. S. Navy
Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company
Newport News, Virginia 23607

Attention: Contracting Officer

Subject: Proposal for Equitable Adjustment of Contracts
N00024-70-C-0269 and N00024-71-C-0270, SSN688
Class Submarines

Reference:
(a) Newport News Shipbuilding Letter CONTRACTS/GEN,

800/Cl-1-1 dated March 8, 1976

Dear Sir:

Reference (a) forwarded our Request for Equitable
Adjustment (PEA) of the subject contracts. Continuing review has
revealed several areas in which corrections or clarifications are
in order. Therefore, to comply with the requirements of Public Law
87-653 as they relate to the submission of data either actually or
by specific identification in writing, the following information is
hereby submitted:

1. Volume II, Book 1 of 5, Section VII.8.8, Glass
Reinforced Plastic Bow Dome - Our review of
this section indicates that a design similar
to the one shown on Drawing 1290-6 was included
in the bid proposal. Currently, the Company is
conducting a review in order to determine
whether the design concept utilized in the bid
was the same as set forth in Drawing 1290-6.

2. Volume II, Book 1 of 5, Section VII.8.9, Cathodic
Protection - A. rcvicw of this section indicator
that the method used for installing zincs on
SSN688 was also used on previous submarines, in-
cluding the one used as a basis for the SSN688
bid proposal. Also,-the number of zincs may-be
greater than that reported in the REA.-

:WJS 533

17
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Supervisor of Shipbuilding
October 4, 1978
page 2

As you are also aware, during contract negotiations the
parties agreed to a significant lump sun reduction in the Company's
initial proposal. Ile cannot advise at this tine whether any change
is necessary to the REA. Upon the completion of our review, we will
advise the Government of any changes.

As additional corrections or clarifications become known,
we will submit them for your consideration.

Yours very truly,

B.F. Bridges
Senior Contract Manager

One duplicate herewith

Copies:
h:. C. E. Dart
Mr. E. B. Adams, Jr.
HIr. V. F. Ewell, Jr.
Hlr. C. L. Villis
Xr. J. A. Konouck
Mr. R. HI. Hall, Jr.
CO Vault

83-250 0 - 88 - 13
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SUPPLEMENTAL PROSECUTIVE REPORT--NEWPORT NEWS
SHIPBUILDING (NNS) PROCUREMENT FRAUD INVESTIGATION
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SUPPLEMENTAL PROSECUTIVE REPORT--NE.PORT NEWS
SHIPBUILDING (NNS) PROCUREMENT FRAUD INVESTIGATION

After the last major grand jury session in November, 1979

the staff prepared a number of prosecutive reports for review

by the United States Attorney. The reports focused upon three

individual claim items,* although the report on the Bow Dome

also discussed a number of larger issues in the case. The staff

then met with the United States Attorney in the Spring of 1980

to discuss what further action, if any, should be taken. Zt

was decided to conduct a limited inquiry, focusing upon those

items that offered at least some potential for prosecution under

18 U.S.C. §287. To that end, the Assistant Attorney General

authorized the first grants of immunity in the case. A limited

'number of witnesses were summoned before the grand jury in the

spring of 1980 and that phase of the investigation was completed

in June.

- The purpose of this Supplemental Report is to summarize

I:the results of the investigation conducted in the spring of

,1980. The Report will also discuss a number of issues and items

that have been under investigation since the grand jury was em-

ipanelled in October of 1979. This Report should be read together

with the prior Report of the undersigned Assistant United States

Attorney on the Bow Dome and other issues in the investigation.

Although this Report will not be as detailed as prior submissions,

lit should offer a firm basis for a prosecutive decision in this

Imatter. In that regard, the unanimous recommendation of the

*Bow Dome; Cathodic Protection; and Reactor Ventilation
jControl Air System (VCAS).

-1-
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staff is to close the investigation without further inquiry. There

is insufficient evidence to believe that Newport News Shipbuilding

(NNS) violated la U.S.C. §287 when it filed claims for cost over-

runs in the construction of nuclear submarines, carriers and

cruisers for the United States Navy.

1. Ventilation Control Air System (VCAS). Extensive analy-

sis of this item can be found in Saundra Adkins Prosecution Report;

dated 5 March 1980.;

The VCAS claim is based upon the premise that the

Navy supplied Newport News Shipbuilding (NNS) with a vague and mis-

leading Contract Guidance Plan. NNS alleges that it could not tell!

from the Navy's Plan that the ventilation system in the reactor

plant of the CGN 38 (a nuclear-powered cruiser) was supposed to be

a larger and more complex system than its predecessor on an earlier:

ship, the CGN 36. Specifically, NNS states that the Plan for the

Vencilaticn Control Air System (VCAS) was inadequate with respect

to piping and did not provide sufficient notice that the system to

be installed was to be a nuclear as opposed to a non-nuclear sys-

tem like the one used on the CGN 36. As a result, when NNS relied

upon the Guidance Plan in preparing its contract proposal for the

CGN 38, it underbid the VCAS by about $1 million. In its claim,

NNS requested reimbursement for the added work, delay, disruption

and related costs caused by the necessity of changing the design of

the VCAS after ship construction commenced.

i _ El

-2-
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-~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~NE

The staff feels that this type of defense would not get

very far in either a criminal trial or a civil or administrative

ASBCA hearing.

-7-
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In this area of technical judgments, it is apparent that

the claim was "blown" somewhere between the Atomic Power Division,

Cost Engineering, and the Contract Controls Department. Three

years later, when the parties found out that the engineers' cri-

ticisms were correct, the language regarding a "vague and mis-

leading" Guidance Plan was withdrawn. The staff is confident

that it could win this claim if it had been presented before

the ASBCA. It is wrong and by 1978 everybody knew it. The staff

also believes, however, that there was no deliberate effort to

.1 -_
at the time the claim was

submitted.

Concerning the second prong of the prosecution theory,_

-a-
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2. Cathodic Protection and Bow Dome. No information was

obtained since March of 1980 which would change the staff's recom-

mendations regarding these items. The sequence of events sur-

rounding these claims can be described as follows.

g U - ,'m

II

Manor

I
i
i

i
Ii
i
i
i

i
i

I
I
I

!

What cannot be shown, however, is any intent

by Willis to do something which the criminal law forbids.

3. Cu-Ni Tubing. It was alleged that NNS, at Willis'

- direction, withheld current pricing data regarding Cu-Ni Tubing

-11-
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and other items in the 688 "Mini" claim. Investigation revealed

that the Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA) auditors were un-

aware in October of 1975 that each of the items in the "Mini'

claim which they had been reviewing had been re-priced. For

example, when one DCAA auditor asked about the accuracy of the

Cu-Ni Tubing figures, the cost engineers withheld the informa-

tion that the item had been overpriced in the 'Mini' by about

$600,000.00. That information was not provided until March of

1976 when the final version of the claim was submitted to the

Navy, a delay of some five months.

The problem with proceeding criminally is lack of proof

of criminal intent. All parties concerned knew that prior to

any settlement of the 688 "Mini' claim, the pricing of each item

would be revised to reflect the most current data. This would

be done to protect the shipyard against any defective pricing

claims under the Truth in Negotiations Act. 10 U.S.C. §2306 et.

sea. The parties also knew that the 688 "Mini" claim,which was

the subject of the DCAA audit in the fall of 1975,was a first

or rough draft and subject to revision if it could not be settled.

Several items in the 'mini" claim had been deleted at the request

of negotiating Navy officials. Others had been slashed by more

than 50 percent in price in an effort to reach a settlement.

win

-12-
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Although the variation in the Cu-Ni Tubing price was large

and in the government's favor by nearly $600,000.00, there were

an equal or greater number of items which were underpriced by

the shipyard in its "Mini" claim. The overall result was that

the withholding of current price data for five months meant that

the shipyard was willing to settle a claim which in its entirety

was underpriced by about $2-$3 million. This "underpricing"

aspect tends to negate any intent to obtain additional monies

which NNS knew it was not entitled to. As previously stated,

NNS had already slashed some items from 20 percent to 50 percent

of face value in order to work out a compromise.

Another key factor in assessing the allegations regarding

the withholding of current price data is the state of knowledge

of Navy negotiators in 1975. The responsible Navy officials

knew that the "Mini" claim was submitted to obtain a quick settle-

ment for about $50 million. They also knew that it was a draft

version of a larger more complete claim that would come in for

$50-$100 million more in target cost value. Finally, the Navy

officials knew that any delays in the DCAA audit would kill the

chances of a quick settlement. For this reason, the Navv officials

were not too concerned about any discrepancies in individual items

, so long as the total package in their hands was not out of line,

generally speaking, with the total package they knew the shipyard

'I was working on. Had the efforts to settle been successful, the

Navy were well aware that they would have received in December,

! 1975 final pricing figures to replace those in a draft version.

When the deal fell through. NNS submitted its final version of

-13-
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the claim for twice the amount of the 'Mini' ($200 million vs.

$100 million in face value) and included with it the revised

pricing figures. The delay in submitting the final claim accounted

for the five-month delay in submitting revised pricing figures.

.2.

(nj) W0 IThe

key Navy negotiators knew this and tacitly approved Willis' de-

cision to withhold the data from DCAA. Under these circumstances,

criminal intent cannot be proved.

4 Intermediate Game Cutout Valve. The claim states that

in 1973 the Navy's design agent, RPPY, required the addition

of 124 Intermediate Gage Cutout valves (IGCVs) which were not

called for in the ship specifications. NflS asked to be reimbursed

-' ![ for the added work.

The investigation revealed that the valves were not added

in 1973 by RPPY but were added in 1968 or 1969 by the shipyard

prior to contract definitization. In short, it could be argued

that NNS was asking to be paid for work which was already covered

or should have been covered by the original contract specifica-

tions.

I-_______________

-14-
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; ~ II -

A concerted effort was made to find out if there was a deli-

berate effort to suooress information of inaccuracies in the claim

during the September. 1977-February. 1978 period. The five-month

delay can basically be explained by the time required to compile

new drafts of the claim and submit them to Contract Controls and

the Legal Department for review. It is also relevant to consi-

der the fact that the Navy had publicly identified deficiencies

in the claim itom in December. 1977. In other words, NOS per-

sonnel knew that the Navy knew there was something wrong with

the item and IMS was not going to submit a revised version of

the claie until it could be perfected. A ccrnbination of political

-16-
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pressure from the Navy and the inability by the claims writers

to satisfy both factions of engineers led to the decision in

February of 1978 by legal counsel to withdraw the item. The

IGCVs accounted for a very small monetary part of a $200 million

claim and the general attitude by the claims people was that

it just wasn't worth the trouble.

As with Cathodic Protection, the validity of the IGCV item

le 'Iturns basically on an issue of contract specifications, about

which there is room for at least two interpretations. The Navy

insists that the specifications require addition of the valves

since they provide for IGCVs as an alternative means of designinc

the system in question.)

The bottom line is that the government can probably prove

' that there is no contractual entitlement for this item. But

the government cannot prove that the claims writer willfully

mis-stated the facts prior to submission of the claimm

Aside from the date the claim says the valves

were added, the government cannot prove beyond a reasonable doubt

that the claim is false. Finally, there is no proof of suppression
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o: evidence of the claim deficiencies

5. CVN 68 Delav. The Nimitz, CVN 68, was a new design

aircraft carrier in that it was powered by only two instead of

four nuclear reactors. Each reactor aboard ship is capable of

delivering more power than the reactor which malfunctioned at

Three Iile Island. Together, the two nuclear power plants can

drive the CVN 68 at speeds of close to 40 knots.

The CVN 68 took from 1967 to 1975 to build. A factor con-

trolling delay in the delivery of the Nimitz to the Navy was

the Reactor Plant Acceptance Test Program. The test program

was jointly administered by the Navy and by NNS. It took close

to 510 days or 15 months to complete. Each step in the program--

froe the initial fill of the primary system under cold operations

to hot operations to full power range testing under critical

conditions--was meticulously controlled according to government

furnished operations manuals. No steps could be short circuited.

There are no safe shortcuts in the process of bringing a nuclear

I reactor on-line.

Snafus in the test program could and did occur in a number

* of areas In general, the government was responsible for fur-

nishing information and materials; and the contractor was respon-

i sible for providing the manpower and for carrying out the tests.

i If goverr-ment-furnished information (GFI) was deficient or if

government-furnished materials (GSM) were inadequate, any resulting

delays were the fault of the Navy. On the other hand, if shore-

based steam necessary to conduct a particular test was unavailable

or if a workman dropped a wrench and damaged a valve, the resulting
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delay was the responsibility of the contractor.

On occasions concurrent delay occurred, for which both the

; Navy and UNS were responsible. For instance, suppose the Navy X

supplied the wrong sized valve and it took 24 hours to replace

it. Suppose also that the shipyard's generators broke down during!

the same 24-hour period so that no tests could have been run

due to lack of power. In such a case, the end result would be

that delay would be the fault of both parties and could be blamed

on neither.

The'Bible' of the test program is the Shift Test Log, com-

pleted and signed by the Navy and the NNS Shift Test Engineer.

These logs, numbering thousands of pages, show each event which

occurred on a minute-by-minute basis over the course of the 510-

day test acceptance program cycle. Like hospital records, they

show every vital sign. The only difference is that the patient

is a nuclear reactor.

The Shift Test Log, like the daily hospital record or nurses'

notes, is just the first step in analyzing the problem.

It is precisely in the why' area as opposed to the "what happened'

area that three groups of experts offer three different opinions.

They are: the Navy Code 09 nuclear engineers from Admiral Rickover

department; the Navy nuclear engineers from the Navy Claims Settle-

ment Board Team and from the Navy's Carrier Project Office who spen

nearly one year analyzing the CVN 68 Delay claim; and the NNS

nuclear engineers.
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ImS --id not claim, however, 160 days of delay in its Pro-

posal for- Equitable Adjustmen~t.

Accordingly, the contractor requested corn-

* ensation for only 123 days delay at a cost of $125,000.00 per

day or approximately $15.6 million.

The analysis done by the shift test engineers from Navy

Code 08 was conducted in a similar fashion.They relied almost

*exclusively on the shift test 10gS.They found that 17 percent

of the delaying events attributed to the Navy by INNS in its claim
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were clearly wrong. The engineer found that at least 37 days

out of the 160 days of delay identified by the shipyard were

caused by events falling within the contractor's area of responsi-

bility. Yet another analysis was conducted for nearly one year

by the Navy engineers assigned to review the CVN 68 Delay claim. -

These engineers found that about five percent of the delaying

events attributed to the Navy were the shipyard's fault on factual

'i
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-At this juncture it may be appropriate to point out that
neither Navy analysis would have changed the final result. Since
the shipyard claimed that the Navy was responsible for only 123
of the 160 days of Navy-caused delay that it identified, a re-
duction of the 160-day figure by 37 days or 17 percent or 5
percent would have resulted in no net change in the total amount
of the delay claim. It should also be kept in mind that the
figure disputed by the Navy was much higher than 17 percent.
The Navy disagreed with much of the delay claim on legal and
contractual grounds and was willing to pay !4NS less than $.25
on the dollar. Such legal grounds are not relevant, howevaer
to a criminal fraud case.
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I N

These investigative results led to a re-evaluation by the

staff of its initial conclusions. It was hard to imagine deli-

berate misstatements in only two of 100 delaying events. To

put it another way, if the shipyard was going to defraud the

Navy in this area, the claim should be full of false interpre-

tations of the nuclear engineering logs. If only two percent

*of the entries are false, one begins to talk in terms of negli-

gence rather than deliberate fabrication of evidence.

*After consultation with the Navy engineers and review by

thems of the grand jury transcripts, it was decided that they

*would conduct further research-into the two suspect items. In

-23-
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the interim the staff would begin toI
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'-I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

They found docu-

mented proof off a dust problem with the valves due to extended

storage time. The government could argue in a civil forum that

pr~oper storage was the contractor's responsibility. However,

the lip-side of the argument would be that the government acknow-

lecged responsibility for delay in the CVN 68 in an earlier con-

tract modification (OIRi 81) . And, because the delay caused

imforseen storage.. problems not covered by the contract,

dirt accumulation which caused the valves to fail and the test

.

o1 rogram to be delayed could be blamed on the Navy. These types

of arguments could only be resolved by a legal inte-pretation

of the prior modification, H8RR 81. Had the matter proceeded

to a hearing before the ASBCA. the issue would not have been fac-

;,

tual but whether storage and the logical result of storage, i.e.

dust, was a time-related cost not compensated by iom1 81.

Such legal arguments are interesting but not relevant to

a cr'ina prosecution. At issue is the question of fabrica-

tion of the fa~cts.
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The staff found at

least some proof of dust storage problems and documentary evidence

thereof.

When one steps back and looks at the CVN 68 Delay claim

as a whole, one realizes that resolution of the causes of delay

will turn on the judgment of nuclear engineers. Like a medical

malpractice trial at which physicians, after reading the operating

notes, can reasonably- disagree regarding the course of practice

that the surgeon should have followed, the nuclear engineers,

after reading the Shift Test Logs, can reasonably disagree re-

garding the causes of delay.

Finally, the staff did not stop in its research where there

was an issue of engineering judgment. Each and every allegation

of false statements by Rickover's staff was checked against the

original logs and other source materials. Where those logs did

not provide satisfactory answers, independent research was done

by the staff engineers or witnesses were questioned before the

grand jury. The bottom line is that the staff was unable to

prove by at least clear and convincing evidence that the alle-

gations were factually false.*

6. CVN 69 Delav: Shinwav Utilization. Delivery of the

nuclear-powered aircraft carrier, USS Eisenhower, CVN 69, was

delayed by about 731 days. NNS essentially attributes all of

this delay to the government because of government-caused delays

to the USS NiMitz, CVN 68. For example, NNS states in its claim

that it was unable to maintain sufficient manning levels on the

I *In the end, the Navy engineers advising the staff were forced
toladmit that the NNS engineers had done a credible job in re-
searching the CVN 68 Delay claim.

The attached page from the claim, with its cross references'
to contemporaneous engineering logs, demonstrates the extent of the
research effort, the conclusions of which could not be positively
refuted. (See the Sample Claim Pages Attached.)
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CVN 69 because it had to keep skilled craftsmen, particularly

nuclear welders and other workers on the NimitZ for extended

periods of time. Consequently, the expected rollover in trades

could not occur as planned. The Navy acknowledged and admitted

that it was responsible for much of the delay to the CVN 68 be-

caose of late delivery of key nuclear components and other causes

in a contract modification, HMR 81. The Navy denied that its

admission in HmR 81 covered any delays to the CV;I 69.

The debate over the extent to which delay to CVN 68 caused

delay to CVN 69 and the extent to which the Navy committed it-

self to pay for delay to either ship under HmR 81 cannot be easily

resolved. There are colorable legal and contractual arguments

for both sides. Regarding the extent of delay, both sides com-

piled computer models and theories of delay which were not easily

susceptible to the type of analysis required for a criminal fraud

case. However, because the quantum of damages claimed for CVN 69

Delay was so large, the staff did not want to leave this area

out of the scope of its investigation without attempting to deter-

mine if fraud had occurred in one or more of the areas where

the facts were fairly straightforward. Thus, it was decided

to take a close look at representations by NNS in this area re-

garding use of Shipways 9 and 11 to construct the CVN 69.

By way of background information to its claim for delay

on the CVN 69, NNS stated that:

As originally planned, when CvN 68 was launched,
CVN 69 was planned to replace it in Shipway
11. However, due to the problems encountered
in CVN 68 construction, CVN 69 could not re-
place it in Shipway 11. To mitigate the effects,
the contractor revised his planning and began
construction of CVN 69 in Shipway 9...The.limi-
tations on the construction effort imposed
by the necessity to begin construction in
Shipway 9 instead of Shipway 11 are obvious...
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The statements in the claim regarding Shipway 9 are factually

correct. Shipway 11 is the only drydock in the free world which

is large enough to build a nuclear-powered aircraft carrier.

Because of the size of Shipway 9, it was necessary for NNS to

float the CVN 69 out of Shipway 9 when it was only partially

complete and finish the job in Shipway 11. The CVN 69 is over

1000 ft. long and Shipway 9 could accommodate only 600 ft. of

the aircraft carrier.

The placement of the cranes in Shipway 9 also restricts

the height of any aircraft carrier constructed in that Shipway.

Generally speaking, a carrier cannot be constructed any higher

than its fourth deck. When completed in Shipuqay 11, an aircraft

carrier is taller than a 20-story building from keel to the top

of the control tower.

The key issue raised by the claim language is not its descrip-

tion of Shipway 9 but its references to revisions in planning.

When the Navy received the claim in 1976 it immediately seized

upon such language as a prime example of blatantly false repre-

sentations. Both sides during the construction process (which

began in 1967 and continued until 1977) had copies of all the

NNS construction schedules for the CVOl 68 and CVN 69. No schedule

even going back to 1969, showed launch of the CVN 68 from Shipway

11 and the laying of the keel of CVN 69 immediately thereafter

in the same shipway. Everyone in the Navy familiar with the

CVII 68 and CVII 69 remembered NNS representatives explaining to

the Navy in 1969 that the yard was capable of exercising an early

option to build a second carrier, CVN 69, because it could be

started in Shipway 10 or Shipway 9 and then floated over to Shipway'
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11 when C'::; 68 was launched. The Navy considered the claim stateman

--'As originally planned when CVN 68 was launched, CVN 69 was

planned to replace it in Shipway ll"--to be false.

The Navy also interpreted this claim language as holding

the government to be contractually responsible for the decision

to start CVN 69 in a smaller shipway. In its initial review,

the Navy Claims Settlement Board and Admiral Rickover's staff

assumed that NNS was claiming that the delay to the CVN 69 was

caused, in part, by the delay in moving the CVN 69 to a large

enough shipway that would permit construction to get under full

swing. The Navy's analysis showed that the moving of the CVN

69 from one shipway to another did not impact its rate of con-

struction. The problem was insufficient manning, which the Navy

believes had nothing to do with delays on the CVN 68; and not

the restrictions imposed by inadequate facilities. To sum up,

the Navy's view was that it had nothing to do with the decision

to begin the C'N 69 somewhere other than in Shipway 11 and that

there was no original plan to begin construction of CVN 69 in

Shipway 11. Hence, how could NNS reasonably claim that the Navy

is contractually responsible for the facilities utilization pro-

blem and its consequences?
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: :~~~~~~~

q The matter does not end, however, with the realization that

NNS is not asking for any money because of the shipway utiliza-

tion problem. The Navy insists that the "as originally planned'

language in the claim is false, Certainly, ia U.S.C. Slool could

be used where 18 U.S.C. §287 does not apply.

J - -~- No[-
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Therein lies the heart of the dispute. The Navy interprets

the phrase "as originally planned" as referring to formal con-

struction schedules. Upon finding no such schedule calling for

CVN 69 to immediately replace CVN 68 in Shipway 11 the Navy com-

plains that it was the intended victim of a false representation.
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In summary, extensive questioning'

kd not establish any intent to mislead

the Navy regarding the intended sequence of construction.

Accordingly, the staff recommends that- no prosecution

be brought under either 18 U.S.C.§287 or 18 U.S.C. 51001...

7. CVN 69 Delay: Innerbottom Shieldings. In 1978 Willis re-

sponded to questions from the Navy Claims Settlement Board regarding

the efforts of the shipyard to mitigate the effects of delay

to the CVN 69. Included in his response was a memorandum of

a conversation with the superintendent in charge of steel hull

construction on the Eisenhower (CVN 69). The superintendent,

Mr. Bradway, was quoted as saying that-a Navy change order in

i the type of shielding to be used in the innerbottom surrounding

the nuclear reactors on the CVN 69 was a primary cause of delay

in the transfer of the CvN 69 from- Shipway 9 to Shipway 11.

Bradway said that the change in the type of shielding led to

J a holdup on innerbottom construction- which in turn caused adjacent

structural erection to slow and virtually come to a stop late

in the sumner of 1971. During this slowdown idle manpower was

diverted to other projects, including the Nimitz, CVN 68. As

a result, when the holdup on the innerbottom shielding was lifted

by the Navy in September, 1971, Mr. Bradway said that he no longer-l
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had sufficient manpower to make up for the lost time. Consequently,

transfer of the CVN 69 from Shipway 9 to Shipway 11 had to be

slipped from May, 1972 to September. 1972, a delay of five months.

No compensation was requested for any delay in transfer due to

a combination of the manpower and innerbottom shielding problems. ,

The reaction of Dave Leighton, Admiral Rickover's chief

nuclear engineer for the aircraft carriers, upon receipt of the

Bradway memorandum, was to label it a 'fabrication". Leighton

insists that the change in shielding which was directed by Admiral

Rickover did not have any impact on adjacent non-nuclear erection

work on CVN 69. Leighton also points out that NNS entered into

contract modifications in 1971 and 1973 in which it acknowledged

that the change in shielding would not delay delivery in the

ship. Hence, any effort in 1978 to blame the holdup of inner-

bottom shielding for delay is both fraudulent and double-dipping.

Because this item appeared to have good potential for a fraud

case, the staff devoted considerable resources to its investi-

gation. For instance, the staff attorneys spent a great deal

of time with Dave Leighton going over the documentation and re-

ceiving a crash course in the intricacies of nuclear aircraft

carrier construction. 'With the assistance of Leighton, over

Ii 50 exhibits were prepared for use in grand jury sessions in cross-

examining NNS personnel.e

It was thought that the shielding memorandum represented

a prime example of overreaching if not outright fabrication in
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the claims efforts. Bradway did not write the memorandum. Rather,

he was interviewed in December. 1977 regarding the matter by

Eason and Chandler, Willis chief assistant and the claims writer

in charge of the CVN 68/69 claim. It was thought that either

the interview never took place among Eason, Chandler and Bradway;

or Eason and Chandler deliberately misquoted Dradway's recollec-

tion of the events of 1971 and 1972. According to the prosecu-

tion theory, in the closing months of claims negotiations Willis

or Chandler found this memorandum and sent it in as part of a

I last ditch effort to bolster an: otherwise weak and fraudulent

CVN 69 claim. Hopefully, the government's ability to make a

case on the shielding issue would unlock other fraudulent repre-

sentations in the delay area.

it was thought that without reference to the memorandum in ques-

tion, it could be independently established that the change in

shielding had nothing to do with the pace of adjacent structural

work on the carrier, The staff planned to work up the organi-

zational structure from Bradway to the chief claims writers

in an effort to determine how and by whom the basic facts were

i twisted or fabricated prior to submission of the 'bogus" memoran-

I! dum to the Navy.

i.-
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The documents initially turned aver to the staff by Leighton i

cluded some of the production control meeting minutes but not

:1though the missing minutes directly discussed the innerbottom

shielding problem and were referred to in other documents turned

over by Leighton. when confronted with these -omissions, Leighton

explained. that he thought he had turned over all of the relevant

minutes to the staff. When asked how he could reconcile his

view of the impact of the shielding change with such contempora-

neous documentation, Leighton explained that the meeting minutes

wera self-serving and not to be believed. According to Leighton,

as long ago as 1971 and 1972 waterfront personnel were coming

up with phony reasons for delays in the ship in order to coverup

their own inefficiencies. In essence, Leighton considered any

minutes written by Eason or other waterfront personnel in 1971

to be part of a continuing conspiracy to defraud the Navy which

included what was later said about CVN 69 delay by the claims

writers in 1977-1978.

I'_

Leighton is correct that there was a tendency at the

shipyard to exaggerate the impact of late delivery of nuclear

components and of changes in nuclear design on construction of the

I carriers, submarines and cruisers. on the other hand, there

was a tendency among Admiral Rickover's staff to minimize the
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impact of their failure to meet nuclear design deadlines. deli-

very dates, etc. Leighton's bias in 1978 was to minimize the

impact of a change in shielding which he and Admiral Rickover

had personally ordered and approved in 1971.

As is so often the case in

the area of delay, the truth is probably somewhere in between

the two positions.

It is also significant that one memorandum

which Leighton failed to turn over to the staff states that Don

Kane thought that the shielding change would delay construction

of the CVN 69. Yane's credentials in this area are equal to

Leighton's. Kane's integrity has not been undermined by the bit-

ter contract dispute between the Navy and the shipyard which

was the predicate for the filing of the CVN 68/69 claims.*

*Even if Leighton was right,
: ________________________________it is hard to see how the government

could prove it. There is no available documentation detailed
j enough to demonstrate the inefficiency of Bradway's welders and
other steel hull workers in 1971. Nor is there any documenta-
tion regarding the number of workers that Bradway rolled-back
to the Nimitz when the shielding holdup problem arose. Leighton

l misses one other significant point in his analysis. It is of no
consequence what the actual impact of the shielding change should
have been on CMM 69 c
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In summary. Leighton's theory of a grand conspiracy dating

to 1971 cannot be sustained..back
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The above sussnary cannot really do justice to the issues

involved.

The controversy over the innerbottom shielding overlaps

another issue of far greater importance to the resolution of

the claibs--sanpoer. The Navy considered the contractor to

be entirely at fault for inoufficient manning. The shipyard

believed it had sufficient manpower to build the ships that were

originally contracted for but not to build the ships eventually

called for after Navy changes in design and added work. Each

side to this fundamental dispute commissioned extensive studies

to prove that the yard did or did not have sufficient manning.

The results were inconclusive.

I _________Rickover and others are quick to cite newspaper arti-

cles showing Diesel pleading for more manpower and complaining
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when the Norfolk Navy Shipyard hired away workers that NNS needed

to complete the job. At one point Diesel advocated boosting

the yard's labor force to 30,000 men. But when he realized that

the figure could not be achieved without a drastic decline in

productivity he gave up the goal and reduced the work force to

around 20,000. The Navy takes this as strong proof that the-

manpower problem was caused by the contractor's mistakes., _

Like so many issues in the delay ares, the manpower ques-

tion is not subject to easy resolution. In fact-, because of

the difficulties of proof, both sides were interested-in settling

the claims rather than proving the manpower question before the

ASBCA.. If proof before the ASBCA would have been difficult,

proof before a criminal forum would be next to impossible for

this type of issue. As a general rule. the more necessary it

becomes to reconstruct the history of the building of an aircra~ft

carrier or a submarine from A-Z, the less likely, it becomes that

:iproof of a criminal conspiracy will emerge..

The innerbottom shielding issue is typical Of most of the

/!

claim items referred to the staff for investigation in one other

respect. Nearly all of the items identified-as false or fraudu-

lent by Leighton and Admiral Rickover concerned matters of judge

ment. Those matters usually included the degree Of Navy respon-

sibility, the extent of Navy-caused damages, the appropriateness
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of Statistizal methods used by the contractor, the interpreta-

tion of specifications, or the assessment of the scope of respon-

sibility of the Navy's design agent, RPPY, under the contract

with NNS.1 Invariably, the judgment of Rickover's staff was that

the Navy caused some damages but not as much damages as NNS claimed.

Inevitably, such disputes pitted the judgment of one engineer

I, working for Rickover against the judgment of another engineer

working for NNS, with Kane usually in the middle. Where the

disagreement was over an estimate of the quantum of delay, rather

than whether any delay occurred or was caused by the Navy, the

difficulties of proof were magnified.

There should be no misunderstandings, however, regarding j
the staff's willingness to tackle such technical issues even

in areas involving engineering judgment. For example, if there

had been fraud in the innerbottom shielding area, the staff was

fully prepared to present such a case to a jury, even if it meant

reconstructing events in 1971 and going into the intricacies

of aircraft carrier construction. The staff's recommendation

against prosecution has nothing to do with whether the matter

is technical or not.

8. Fictitious Manhours. The Bow Dome Report, Sectign

V.A.2., discusses the allegation that NNS deliberately overstated

the number of manhours worked or expected to be worked on the

Navy ships. The allegation arose when it was discovered that

the manhours in the claims plus the manhours already paid for

in the contract (as adjusted by adjudicated change orders) ex-

ceeded by an average of 15 percent the number of manhours repre-

!isented to be the Estinated Final Costs of construction in the

*A substantial number of the referrals dealt with issues of con-
tract construction. However, 'one-cannot be found guilty of a false
statement under a contract beyond a reasonable doubt when his state-
re-t is within a reasonable construction of the contract. U.S. v.
nace. Blo:-:er and Leatherwood, F.2d (4th Cir.1980),Slip. Op. No.
,s-a±v~ p. D, Seopenoer -a, 193. -
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shizyard's Profit and Loss Statements.- For instance, regarding

the SSN 688 Claim, the difference between the Profit and Loss

i, statement figures and the figures in the contract (as adjusted

by adjudicated change orders) and the claim are about 6.8

million manhours or around $70 million.

The extent of the staff's investigation of this allegation

and the use of DCAA accountants to review shipyard financial

records are detailed in the prior Bow Dome Report. In general,

the staff was particularly concerned about two aspects of the

shipyard's handling of manhour figures. First, were the calcu-

lations used in determining the-value of delay, disruption, de-

ferred work and deterioration of labor tampered with to meet

pre-arranged target dollar figures? In other words, did Siefert's**

calculations of delay and related costs have any integrity?

Second, did NNS represent, in fact, that it was requesting com-

pensation for manhours which it had never worked?

I - __ __1.
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*It is recommended that the reader review the discussion
of the manhour allegations in Section V.A.2 in the Bow Dome Report I
prior to consideration of this supplemental memorandum. I

**Siefert, a cost engineer, did all the pricing of these items.I
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One is also reminded that Siefert's figures are estimates,

not hard calculations, and were so represented to the Navy.

The Navy was free to reject these estimates of ripple-effect

damages caused by Navy changes and added work. In fact, the

Navy did reject them, coming up with its own independent analysis

of the cost of delay, disruption. etc. That analysis was based in.

part on the subjective judgment of Navy analysts as to the con-

sequences of Navy changes in ship construction and in part on

computer models and projections.

Had there been an ASBCA hearing, each side would have proba-

bly labeled the other's calculations as absurdly low or high. In

the realm of intangibles, like measuring the effect on productivity

of Navy delays or the cost of resequencing work, one is far from

the area of precise, measurable costs.
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-B

That was also how it was represented to the Navy. In other

words, the Navy was told that the millions of dollars for delay and

related costs were nothing more and nothing less than "pure judg-

ment estimates" which the navy was free to accopt, reject, or cal-

culate themselves according to their own independent analysis W
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To prove fraud in the calculationsthe government had to

show they were either made in bad faith or represented to the

Navy as being other than the best judgment of a cost engineer.

The staff was unable to'grove thatthe calculations were tampered

with or that any misrepresentations were made to the Navy.

Regarding the second area of concern--whether NNS asked

to be paid for fictitious manhours-

allies
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In the final analysis the requested target cost figure in

the claims which exceeded the Estimated Final Cost in the Profit

and Loss Statements was nothing more and nothing less than a

target to be used in drawing a new shoreline under the Fixed

Price Incentive Fee Contract. The new target cost did not re-

present a sum certain to be paid by the Navy. Any differences

between the target and the Estimated Final Cost represented an

equitable profit on the contract. In other words, NNS (i.e.

Willis) told the Navy that the difference was equal to the per-

centage amount of hours or dollars by which NNS would have under-

run the original target cost had there been no Navy delays and

changes in the scope of work.

The Navy may not and certainly does not agree with this

"underrun" pricing theory. But the Navy cannot claim that Willis

misreoresented in his Proposals for Equitable Adjustment the

true costs (as stated in the Profit and Loss statements)

of construction. For these reasons, the government cannot show

any intent to defraud the Navy or to be paid for fic-

titious manhours.

9. Prearraneed Target Values. The Bow Dome Report, Section

V.A.3.. discusses the allegation that NNS decided in advance

that it needed to net around $200 million in cash from the claims

and inflated them accordingly. The $200 million figure worked

out to around $600 million in adjustments in target cost. Accor-

ding to this allegation, the chief claim writers must have met

in advance of the research affort to establish dollar targets

for each of the Proposals. Pressure would then have been exerted

on lower-level employees to come up with enough claim items to

-51-
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meet the dollar target. The targets would have dictated or in-

fluenced what was written about each claim item and how it was

priced by the Cost Engineers.

According to these allegations, top management controlled

the pricing effort, exerting pressure on Willis and Adams, head

of Cost Engineering, to come up-with the dollars, no matter what

the true facts regarding Navy responsibility were. The motive

was simple. NNS needed to book a high enough asset value for

the claims on its Profit and Loss Statements--to get the company

out of the red. In support of this allegation, it was known

that John Diesel, president of NNS, had stated in late 1973 or

early 1974 that the claims would be worth $200 million to the

company. This figure was very close to the $189 million that

the company eventually recovered by way of settlement in October

of 1978.

The staff was unable to prove any aspect of this allegation.

There was no link between Diesel's statements and-the. manner

by which the claims.were researched and written. No $200 mil-

lion asset value was booked by NENS in advance of the claims writ-

ing effort. ,

ji -
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Analogy can

be made to the ABSCAM cases. Unlike the Congressmen who were

unaware of the government's surveillance techniques, Willis knew

he was being watched. And just as the Congressmen would not

have taken any money if they knew they were being videotaped,

Willis was going to be careful not to open himself up to unneces-

sary attack by his actions.

It did not take long before the first confrontation occurred.

In October, 1974 Willis wrote a letter to the Navy presenting

a matrix or outline of the general subject areas to be covered

by the claims--delay, disruption, design defects, etc. No dol-

lar figures were mentioned. Rickover got ahold of the letter,

asked Senator Proxmire to convene congressional hearings, and

introduced the letter as an example of how unreasonable the ship-

builders were; and of how they were already getting claims to-

gether to cover their tracks. _

.,
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nlike~~~~~~~~~

_nlike antitrust

bid rigging cases in which phony cost estimates, meetings among

conspirators, or a falling-out among competitors sooner or later

gives away the artificial nature of the bids, there are no such

tell-tale signs in the shipbuilding case. Moreover, the

decentralization and fragmentation of the claims effort, and

the manner in which the claims were put together, and Willis

knowledge that his every move was reported back to Admiral Rickover,

made a conspiracy unlikely. In any event, the staff, re-

gardless of their personal beliefs concerning the existence or

non-existence of a scheme to rig the claims, has not found

any prood thereof.

-.55 -
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them as written and did not question the rationale or calcula-

tions of the estimates. According to Willis, there was no tam-

pering with or revisions of Adams' workproduct by Willis or by

his subordinates. Finally, Willis said that he did not give

Adams a target to shoot for and wasn't aware of anyone else giving

him one. As previously stated, the staff was unable to come

up with any evidence to rebut the assertions of Willis, Diesel,

Adams or anyone else regarding the integrity of the pricing effort.
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-Each claim was composed of between 25 and 50 items, which
were separately priced.
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Finally, in addition to-the factors discussed herein, there

is one area of general importance to the issue of a conspiracy

to arrive at a pre-arranged dollar figure in the claims.,W

eocause 80 percent or more of each of the

claims asked for rejabursemunt for- intangibles like deteriora-

tion of labor or disruption, both sides knew that such dollar I

figures were relatively unimportant. What counted was the per-

suasiveness of the narrative and its explanation for why the Navy

should be responsible for delay or disruption. As Gil Cuneib, former

General Counsel for the Navy and for many years a prominent govern-I

ment contr acts lawyer stated, there was no way that the Navy

uas going to pay lOG percent of the esticated cost for an item

like deferred work. Any dollar figures in the claims, even fi-

gures in the tens of millions of dollars, were ballpark estimates and

:only starting points for negotiations. True, the figures were

- _ -
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the best Judgment of the estimator but nobody was going to pay

any money on the basis of that judgment.

The point of all this discussion concerning the estimates

is fairly simple. The more important a precise dollar figure

becomes, the more likely the existence of a conspiracy to rig

that figure. Conversely. the less important a dollar figure

really is, the less the necessity to rig it. For instance, in

the road construction industry, contractors rig bids because

contracts are awarded to the lowest bidder. But with NNS, the

company did not need to fabricate the loose estimates presented

to the Navy since both sides knew they would never be the basis

of payment by the government.

10. Other Items. Not discussed in this memorandum are

about twenty other claim items which the staff found to have

little or no potential for a fraud prosecution. Some of these

items were originally referred by the Navy to the Department

of Justice: others were developed in the course of the grand

jury investigation. All were analyzed from a technical point

of view by the engineers or accountants assisting the prosecu-

tion team. In all cases the staff either found no false repre-

sentations or no evidence of deliberate misstatements. _

All were investigated by the FBI, who-con-

ducted numerous field interviews. The items include, among others:

MSW Valves (SSN 688): Platfomss (SSN 688); SSN 688 Delay: On

Board Stowage (CGN 38); Interest and Added Financing Costs (all

ships); SAPS, MUDUPS, LPSS, NDRS (CVN 68); and Manpower (all

ships).

-58-
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11. Proof of Intent. Very early in the investigation,

two former NYS employees (who had minor roles in the claims writ-

ing effort) told the staff that at an organizational meeting

they were told to ask for twice as much money as the shipyard

was entitled to because the Navy would only pay $.50 on the dol-

lar.:

SNOW~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I
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At least a handful of claim items among the 300 submitted l

to the Nlavy showed a lack of attention to detail or sloppiness
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which indicated that the claims writer was satisfied if he had

presented a colorable argument for compensation backed up by

only a few of the necessary facts. Quality was uneven and some

items were clearly part of a 'rush" job.

But such evidence does not amount to proof of the requisite

intent for a criminal prosecution.

I
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It also means that

there are very few hard facts which a prosecutor can seize upon

as inaccurate representations indicative of an intent to defraud

the government.

I

In retrospect, there were perhaps three factors which made

a criminal conspiracy unlikely. First, Willis was not going

to deliberately misrepresent material facts with Admiral Rickover

looking over his shoulder at every stage of the claims process.
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Second, the claim structure itself made it difficult for the

pricing of the items to be influenced by what the claims writers

thought the Navy was entitled to. The more decentralized and

fragmented the effort, the more difficult it was to conduct a

successful conspiracy. Third, NNS did not need to misrepresent

any hard data to obtain a successful settlement in adjustment I

of its Navy contracts. Eighty percent of the claims were made

up by items like delay, disruption and related costs. These

items were-impossible to precisely quantify. Willis did not

have to try to quantify them. All he had to do was present colors-,

ble arguments backed up by the subjective judgments of his estima-

- tors in order to work out a successful settlement. And so long

as he told the Navy that his figures were estimates and that

his arguments were based on theories, no one was misled or de-

frauded.

In conclusion, the staff found no evidence of intent to

defraud, only a few instances of factually false representations,

and little or no evidence of factors conducive to formation of

a criminal conspiracy. Neither the big theory--fictitious man-

hours, prearranged target figures--or the smaller theory of a

pattern of false items pyramiding into a general scheme to de-

fraud held together. For the reasons stated in the earlier Bow

Dome Report, Section V, and in this Supplemental Memorandum,

the undersigned recommends that prosecution be declined.

i.; ~ ~ ~ c~-r i;

Eliot Norman
Assistant United States Attorney
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6UNJ 6 6 DE-LA Y cL )M
4.1.1 Covernnent Resoonsible Delay - USS uni111z (CVAN68)

As previously stated, delivery of the USS NliITZ was delayed 123

days based on the contractual delivery date of December 9, 1974. Delivery was

-de on April 11, 1975. The following discussion will demonstrate Government

responsibility for the entire 123-day period. The delays addressed relate to

specific reactor plant acceptance test program events, and to other events

resulting fron Government operator actions and software problems which cunula-

r-vely itpacted delivery. - -

The base point for calculating the required adjustment to the delivery

date is taken fron Contract Modification NMaber A1013 dated February 12, 1973,

which established a delivery date of December 9, 1974. (This date was specified

on the naxinum delay due to Headquarters Modification Requisition Number 81.)

To co:prehend the specific impact each Government responsible action

had on the delivery schedule, it is necessary to understand the basic mandatory

sequence of nuclear construction and testing. In the instant case, this sequence

is as follows:

o Vessel (Hull Structure and Outfittine) Construction.

Figure 4.1-4 displayed the general building-yard life of a

nuclear surface vessel. The nuclear propulsion plants of the

USS flIITZ required the longest construction and testing tine

because of their complexity; hence, the controlling sequence

follows this schedule.

o Reactor Plart Construction and Testinc.

This sequence nay best be presented graphically. Figure 4.1-7

dirsplays this sequence. Subsequent to laying the sinip's keel,

) a major portion of the building program was the construction of
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the reactor plants. Progress on this portion of construction

can be seen in the completion dates of major construction and

testing events, each of which had its own major sub-elements.

These series of events culminated with acceptance sea trials

and delivery. (In the following subsections, Government

responsibility for delay during each of these major events will

be eemonstrated.)

The USS NI1tITZ is a two reactor ship. The No. 2 reactor plant

was desigcated- the "lead" plant and the problems of resolving

material and procedural problems and difficulties during the

construction and test program bore more heavily on that plant

than on the No. 1 plant. The No. 1 or "follow" reactor plant

duplicated the lead plant construction sequence in a shorter

overall time period, hlaving benefitted from experience gained

oa the No. 2 plant.

This dmal sequence of construction is shown by Figure- 4.1-8.which

confis that the lead plan: was always the sequence which controlled vessel

delivery. This two plant construction and testing schedule is conmon to two-

reactor ships and was experienced during construction of both the USS CALIFORNIA

(DLCO';3) and USS SOUTH CAROLINA (DLCG37) which were recently delivered to the

GCover.nt by the Contractor. The establishment of the lead plant as the

controlling influence on CVAN68 delivery provides the basis for identifying the

effect of schedular disruption and delay to the delivery date. Tlhenever

a delay to the constructicn and testing sequence occurred, a resulting impact on

the vessel delivery occurred.

mTe following is a list of the major events in the reactor plant

acceptance test progrum. It was during the performance of thes major events

4-39
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en_- Coaerrnenr responsible delay to vessel delivery occurred.

o Iritial fill of the prinary systemts and cold operations with

the flushing filter.

0 Preparation for hot operations.

0 Eot operations with flushing filter.

o Preparatioa for power unit installation.

o Paver 'it irstallation.

o Pri-:ey syste= fill and cold operations with power unit

imstalled .

o Eot operations with power unit installed.

• Prenararion for initial criticality and power range testing.

o Initial criticality and power range testing.

o Gover-ect Operator Action and Software Problems.

Fic=re 4.1-9 presents the delay assessment associated with the

reactor plaet accep:ance test program. A chronological narrative of specific

delaying eve-:s follows .hic- when used with Figures 4.1-8 and 4.1-9 provides

rca rationzle for faIr e=i e;uitable adjustment to the contract delivery date.

It is noted that dela7 essociated with proposal Sections 4.1.1.1 through 4.1.1.9

on Figure 4.1-9 actually total 159.7 days and is rounded off to a total program

eelay of 160 days.

I

)~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ . 1
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is undenible ta such a gnificant quantity of

prohlets, over 27, st have had a significant

insct on constructio antesting schedules and

ultirately on shi delivery.

To asazize, the foregoing analysis has deconstrated and docunented

:r=rent responsible delays to the reactor plant acceptance test program.

:ys enco=rered occurred betveen Septerber 23, 1973 and February 9, 1975.

itulatica of the eveots and corresponding delays follows:

Section 4.1.1.1

Initial fill of primrar systems and

cold operations with flushing filter. 25.7 days

Secricn 4.1.1.2

Preparation for hot operations. 19.0 days

Secticn 4.1.1.3

Eo: opera:ions -.tet flushing filter. 14.0 days

Section 4.1.1.4

Prenarations for sower unit installa-

tion. 4.3 days

Sectlcn 4.1.1.5

Pover U.nit lrstallaticn 46.3 days

SectIon 4.1.1.6

Primsry systers fill and cold opera-

t'on: wvth power tit installed. 3.7 days

Sec:'c :-.1.1.7

--: Coeraticns with po-er unit

:2:-::lled. 4.0 davs
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Section 4.1.1.8

Preparation for initial criticality '

and power range testing. 14.0 days

Section 4.1.1.9

Initial criticality and power range L

testing. 28.7 days

159.7 days
Total Delay (Say 160 d(aivs

(geactor plant acceptance test

prograti)

Delays resulting from improper Covereneat operator actions and soft-

:e problems, while significant, have not been added to the 1
6

0-day delay

sess-eot. Since inproper Government operator actions and software problems

:ur-ed concurrent with the delays discussed in the delay chronclogy, it only

eog:hems or asegents the 160-day delay assessrent derived above.

Through the efforts of experienced Contractor construction and test-

supervisory personnel and by the optisum utilization, of available labor and

erial resources. the Contractor was able to irprove on the tine that should

a been required to couplete and deliver the ship. A calculated 160-day.

ay in vessel delivery was reduced to on actual 1
2
3-day delay as a result of

intense and continuous efforts of the Contractor. Therefore, based on the

.cted evidence discussed in this analysis. the Contractor hereby requests

23-day aejustrent to the contract delivery date of the USS NMII=Z a a

ict result cf Governnent responsible causes. More specifically, fror

'-'er 9, 1074 to April 11, 1975.

-I'~~~ g--,
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JANUARY 23, 1981 -- LETTER FROM UNDERCOFLER TO RENFREW
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The Honorable Charles B. Renfrew
Deputy Attorney General
Department of Justice
Tenth and Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Room 4109
Washington, D.C. 20530

Dear Sir:

i
This firm represents Newport News Shipbuilding &

Drydock Company ("Newport News') and certain of its employees
in connection with a grand jury investigation which was
conducted in the Eastern District of Virginia, Richmond
Division. The investigation involved five requests for
equitable adjustment to ship construction contracts submitted
by Newport News to the Department of the Navy during the
period June 1973 to March 1976. The requests, which were
submitted pursuant to the terms of six ship construction
contracts Newport News entered into with the Navy during the
years 1967 to 1971, called for the equitable adjustment of
the price and delivery schedules of fourteen nuclear powered
warships built by Newport News on account of Navy actions or
failures to act which were compensable under the terms of the
contracts.

The investigation of Newport News began in August of
1977 as a joint effort by Departments of Justice attorneys and
Navy attorneys assigned to the Office of General Counsel of
the Navy. On February 6, 1978 a formal referral of the investi-
gation was made to the Department of Justice by the Navy's
Office of General Counsel. From February 1978 to October 1978
Department of Justice attorneys, together with a number of Navy
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attorneys, conducted an investigation of the requests for
equitable adjustment submitted by Newport News. In October
1978 a grand jury investigation was convened before a grand
jury sitting in Richmond, Virginia. This grand jury was
specifically empanelled to investigate the requests submitted
by Newport News to the Navy. For eighteen months, the grand
jury, under the direction of the United States Attorney's
Office in Richmond, Virginia considered the matter and during
that period of time no less than twenty-six subpoenas duces
tecum were issued to Newport News requiring the production of
extremely voluminous corporate documents and records. In
addition, in excess of seventy current and former employees
of Newport News were subpoenaed before the grand jury and/or
were interviewed by special agents of the FBI or agents
employed by the Naval investigative services. Pursuant to an
order of the Honorable Robert R. Merhige dated April 10, 1980,
the initial grand jury expired with no charges having been
brought against the company or any of its employees.

Thereafter, a successor grand jury was utilized to
conduct further investigation. The successor grand jury issued
subpoenas to additional persons in furtherance of the investiga-
tion and their testimony was taken before the successor grand
jury in June of 1980. It is our understanding that following
the testimony before the successor grand jury in June 1980 the
investigative team which consisted of a Department of Justice
attorney assigned to the fraud section, an assistant United
States attorney in the Richmond United States Attorney's Office,
and two Navy attorneys, all of whom had been substantially
involved in the investigation, made recommendations to terminate
the investigation without the filing of any charges. In this
regard, we were advised that these recommendations would be
subject to review by the United States Attorney for the Eastern
District of Virginia and thereafter the Department of Justice.
From June 1980 until January 1981, there was no indication to
Newport News.or anyone else involved in the investigation that
the investigation was other than finally concluded. In fact,
a substantial majority of documents produced by Newport News
to the government during the course of the investigation was
returned to Newport News.

On January 19, 1981 we were advised that a decision
had been reached by the United States'Attorney's Office in
Alexandria, Virginia to re-open the investigation. we were
further advised that subpoenas were being issued for a three
day grand jury session to begin on February 3, 1981 in Alexandria,
Virginia. In addition, we were advised that documents would
again be subpoenaed from Newport News for purposes of this
investigation. The documents to be subpoenaed are those same
documents that were returned to Newport News by the government
at the conclusion of the previous investigation.
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Further inquiry revealed that the recommendationsof the investigative team had not been considered by theDepartment of Justice, but that the decision to reinvestigatehad been reached by the United States Attorney's Office inAlexandria.

Because if the serious and substantial impact thereinstitution wil, have upon Newport News and its ability tocarry forward its mission as the principal builder of Navywarships, we respectfully request that the Department ofJustice agree to review the decision of the United StatesAttorney's Office for the Eastern District of Virginia tobegin the investigation anew before any additional investiga-tion takes place. Because of the extensive investigationwhich was conducted from 1977 through June 1980, and the re-sulting recommendations, we believe that the Department ofJustice should fully review the decision to re-open theinvestigation.

In addition, Newport News requests the opportunityto submit to the Department of Justice a detailed memorandumsetting forth its position as to why an investigation shouldnot again go forward. In essence, Newport News has alreadybeen the subject of an intensive and disruptive investigationlasting in excess of four years conducted by attorneys andagents who have diverted countless hours in the analysis ofdocuments and in the interrogation of witnesses. We believetheir joint recommendation to conclude the investigation shouldcarry great weight and that at some point exhaustive investi-.gations which disrupt the morale and ability of a company toperform its essential functions should cease. Accordingly,we believe it is in the best interests of all concerned thatthere be a full review of the decision to re-open the investi-gation before Newport News and its employees are again subjectedto the disruption, expense, and anxiety of another grand juryinvestigation.

We would welcome an opportunity to meet with theappropriate officials of the Department of Justice as soon aspossible to discuss this matter and we are prepared to submitpromptly a memorandum outlining our position in detail.

Respectfully yours,

J. Clayton Undercofler, III
dc
cc: John C. Keeney, Esq.

Eliot Norman, Esq./
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Memorandum AM

sbjw Eastern District of Virginia WU
White Collar Priorities

T. Elsie Munsell FpmzAoseph A. Fisher, III
United States Attorney Chief, Fraud and Corruption Div.
Eastern District of Virginia

Our District's White Collar Crime Priorities are set forth on
page 2 of Tab F. Federal procurement fraud in various of its permu-
tations and combinations receive top billing as you might well have
expected, since historically and presently this has been an area of
intense activity, especially in the Alexandria and Norfolk divisions.
A statement as to how these priorities came to be set is in order.

On September 9, 1980, Attorney General Civiletti wrote to all
United States Attorneys directing that they prepare district-wide
priorities in the area of white collar crime and corruption. See
Tab A. As detailed in Attorney General Civiletti's letter, the purpose
for this effort was directed toward utilizing ". . . scarce investi-
gative and prosecutive resources in the most effective manner'.

On October 31, 1980 we filed with Deputy Attorney General Renfrew
a list of our priorities. See Tab B. Our listing of priorities was
no willy-nilly response to a department "paper shuffle '. It reflected
a careful analysis of then existing investigations and cases either under
indictment or recently concluded. Our comments appearing on page 2
of Tab B regarding the unique nature of our district are still valid.

On December 12, 1980, during the final days of the Carter admini-
stration, Jack Keeney, writing for Assistant Attorney General Heyman,
noted that our priorities ". . . demonstrated a great deal of
thought and work by you [Justin] and your colleagues " but suggested
that perhaps our expectations were bigger than our existing manpower
resources could hope to accomplish. See Tab C. Mr. Keeney's
suggestions were detailed and in my view realistic. Because of the
press of cases, etc., we never got around to paring down and re-
focusing our priorities until this past summer, after Mr. Keeney
wrote a reminder to us on June 19, 1981, emphasizing Assistant Attorney
General Jensen's ". . . keen interest in the Department's efforts to
combat white collar crime . . .' and I . . . his commitment to the
full and expeditious implementation of the white collar crime priorities
initiative'. See Tab D. We responded to Mr. Keeney's letter on July 13,
1981 (see Tab E), werein we shortened our list of District'wide
priorities.
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Memorandum
Elise Munsell
November 2, 1981
Page 2

In a memo dated August 21, 1981, Tab F, we received fromAssociates Attorney General Guiliani approval of our shortenedlist of priorities, which was also concurred in by Mr. Jensen.
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Memorandum ec, 7-X Ha-

RECEIVED

the investi~U.S. A
TT

ORNE1.S S e 91
ALEXANDRIA. VIRGHit,National Priorities for the Investigation

and Prosecution of White Collar Crime September 9, 1980

To All United States Attorneys F.oeBenjamin R. Civiletti
The Attorney Gqjv

Pursuant to my authority and responsibility as the federal government'schief law enforcement official, I am today announcing national prioritiesfor the investigation and prosecution of white collar crime. Those prior-ities, which are effective immediately, are described in the attachmentsto this memorandum.

As you may know, these priorities were developed over the past eightmonths on the basis of information concerning white collar crime activityprovided by law enforcement agencies throughout the federal govermnent.Thanks to the excellent cooperation we received from all sectors of thefederal law enforcement community, we now have a much more comprehensivepicture of the types of white collar crime and corruption activity oc-curing across the country and their magnitude.

I have asked the Deputy Attorney General, with the assistance of thiCriminal Division and the Executive Office for United States Attorneys,to coordinate the implementation of the national priorities and the defi-nition of specific district priorities within the national prioritiesfor a number of districts. I have asked him to report to me on a monthlybasis concerning this project. I encourage each of you to work closelywith the federal investigative agency field offices and the Economic CrimeUnit, if there is one, within your district in implementing these nationalpriorities and to use this 0nitiative as an opportunity to coordinate andenhance federal law enforcement efforts directed toward white collar crimewithin your district.

The development of national and district law enforcement prioritiesin the area of white collar crime and corruption is an important step inmaking certain that we use our scarce investigative and prosecutive re-sources in the most effective manner. However, the development ofpriorities is only one of a number of necessary steps. We must all devoteour energies to making those priorities meaningful. Your role in makingthese priorities work is critical. With your support and with the con-tinuation of the cooperative spirit within the federal law enforcementcommunity that has typified this initiative thus far, I am confident thata year from now, or perhaps sooner, we can report to Congress and theAmerican people significant progress in preventing and curtailing theincidence of major white collar crime.
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September 9, 1980

FACT SHEEr

National Priorities for the Investi-ation and Prosecution
of White Collar Crime: Report of the Attorney General

Basis of Priorities

Information concerning white collar crime activity was collected and
analyzed by the Criminal Division, U.S. Department of Justice, from
December 1979 to July 1980.

Criteria for Defining Priorities

* Pervasiveness of the illegal activity
* The immediate victims and their losses
* Indirect or secondary victims and their losses
* People and institutions involved as perpetrators or accanplices
* Connection with organized crime or other criminal activity
* Availability and feasibility of prevention or self-protection by

victims
* Need for federal law enforcement involveent
* Problem and obstacles confronting increased emphasis
* Benefits and costs resulting from increased federal emphasis
* Other important factors

Purposes of National Priorities

* Inproved coordination and allocation of limited Federal investigative
and prosecutorial resources on both the national and district level;

* Better coordination of Federal, state and local law enforcement efforts
directed against white collar crime;

* More comprehensive and timely identification of trends or patterns
in white collar crime requiring legislative initiatives or special
emphasis in prevention, detection, investigation or prosecution;

* Expeditious development of new and more effective investigative tech-
niques, prosecution practices, and training programs in white collar
crime law enforcement;

* Furtherance of consistency and equal justice in Federal law enforce-
rent, in conjunction with prosecutorial guidelines for tUited States
Attorneys;

* Improved ccanunication among law enforcement officials, Congress,
the business cammnity and meibers of the general public concerning
white collar crime problems, their impact on society, and appropriate
public and private measures for dealing with then.
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Sources of Information

TIo-imndred-forty (240) headquarters, regional and field offices of
Federal investigative agencies and Department of Justice personnel, including
the following:

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms
Customs Service
Postal Inspection Service
Secret Service
Securities and Exchange Cummission
Department of Agriculture
Department of Caierce
Department of Defense
Department of Energy
Department of Health, Education and Welfare
Department of Hausing and Urban Development
Department of the Interior
Department of Labor
Department of Transportation
Environmental Protection Agency
General Services AdmInistration
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Small Business Administration
Veterans Administration

Department of Justice:
Ecoomic Crime Units/Special Fraud or Corruption Units
Federal Bureau of Investigation

mTigration and Naturalization Service
Tax Division
Land and Natural Resources Division

Agencies and Officials Primarily Involved in Implemnting the Priorities

* United States Attorneys
* Economic Crine Units and Special Fraud or Corruption Units
* Criminal Division - Fraud, Public Integrity and General Litigation

Sections
* Federal Bureau of Investigation
* Other Department of Justice Divisions - Tax Division, Antitrust

Division, Land and Natural Resources Division
* Major Federal Investigative Agencies - Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco

and Firearms; Custo Service; Postal Inspection Service; Secret
Service; Securities and Exchange Commission; Internal Revenue
Service

* Inspectors General and their Equivalents in Federal Departments and
Agencies
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ESRX FR REUEASE 2:00 P.14. CRIMINAL
WEiEt AY, SEPTb2ER 10, 1980 (202) 633-2017

Attorney General Benjamin R. Civiletti today announced national

priorities for investigating and prosecuting white collar. crime and

released a report that identifies targeted crimes ranging from

public corruption to frauds against consumers. The report is

being distributed to all federal law enforcement agencies.

Mr. Civiletti said, 'We intend to zero in on the kinds of

white collar crime that most affect the people of this country.

These crimes threaten the pocketbooks of the nation's citizens--

as consumers, taxpapers, business persons and investors." -

'Major white collar crime also threatens the integrity of

our public and private institutions," Mr. Civiletti added. 'Many

of these crimes endanger health and safety and the quality of the

environment for present and future generations.'

The national priorities, which are effective immediately, will

be implemented by all federal prosecutors and investigators-. They

axe the result of an eight-month study of white collar crime

conducted by the Department of Justice's Criminal Division.

The report was principally authored by Joseph B. Tompkins, Jr.,

Associate Director, Office of Policy and Management Analysis in

the Criminal Division.

Mr. Civiletti pointed out that the setting of the priorities

will assist federal, state, and local law enforcement.

Be said, 'The priorities will enable federal investigators

and prosecutors in a number of agencies to work together more

effectively in identifying major fraud and corruption cases.
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The priorities will help pinpoint trends in white collar crime that

may require legislative action or special emphasis by law enforce-

ment agencies. And they will be helpful to local and state authorities

because those officials will know specifically the kinds of crimes

targeted for federal attention."

Mr. Civiletti announced the priorities at a news conference

in Washington, D.C. Philip B. Heymann, Assistant Attorney General

of the Department's Criminal Division; Charles B. Renfrew, Deputy

Attorney General, William H. Webster, Director of the Federal

Bureau of Investigation, and William P. Tyson, Acting Direct6r,

Executive Office for U.S. Attorneys, also attended.

The national priorities are divided in seven major categories:

Crimes against the government by public officials,
including federal, state and local corruption;

-- Crimes against the government by private citizens,
including tax fraud, procurement fraud, program-related
fraud, counterfeiting, and customs violations;

-- Crimes against business, including embezzlement and
bank fraud, insurance fraud, bankruptcy fraud, advance
fee schemes, and labor racketeering;

-- Crimes against consumers, including defrauding of
customers, antitrust violations, energy pricing
violations and related illegalities;

-- Crimes against investors, including securities and
commodities fraud and real estate swindles;

-- Crimes against employees, including life-endangering
health and safety violations and corruption by
union officials; and

(MORE)
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-- Crimes affecting the health and safety of the general
public, including the illegal discharge of toxic,
hazardous, or carcinogenic waste and life-endangering
violations of health and safety regulations.

Mr. Civiletti pointed out that the national priorities will

also aid law enforcement because they will:

-- Expedite the development of new and more effective
investigative techniques, prosecution practices,
and training programs in white collar crime law
enforcement;

-- Further consistency and equal justice in federal
law enforcement; and

-- Improve communication among law enforcement officials,
the Congress, the business community and members of
the public generally, concerning white collar crime
problems, their impact on society, and appropriate
public and private measures for dealing with them.

Mr. Civiletti stated that federal law enforcement agencies

have made considerable progress in combating white collar crime

crime in the past few years.

'The Department's Economic Crime Enforcement Program, created

in 1979, now has 18 units throughout the country. They play a

significant role in gathering information about white collar crime,

coordinating federal investigative and prosecutorial efforts, and

developing new techniques for the prevention, detection, investigation,

and prosecution of white collar crime,' he said.

Also, the Attorney General said, the Criminal Division's

Fraud, Public Integrity, and General Litigation sections have

launched new initiatives against major fraud and corruption

activities and against criminal regulatory offenses.

(MORE)
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He noted that the FBI has increased its emphasis on white

collar crime, with positive results in both the number and

quality of cases. In August the FBI opened a 'white collar crime

hotline' in Washington to encourage people to provide information

about graft, fraud, or corruption.

'Similarly, the Department's Antitrust Division, Tax Division,

and Land and Natural Resources Division have intensified their efforts

against white collar crime within their respective jurisdictions,"

Mr. Civiletti noted.

In addition to the Department, the major federal agencies

that helped develop the national priorities include the Postal

Inspection Service; Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms;

Customs Service; Secret Service; Securities and Exchange Commission;

and the Offices of Inspector General in all major federal agencies.

Copies of the 50-page (plus appendices) report,. National

Priorities for/ the Investigation and Prosecution of White Collar

Crime,' may be purchased from the Superintendent of Documents,

U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. The price

is $4.00 per copy, prepaid. The stock number is 027-000-00997-2.

.44, *

83-250 0 - 88 - 16
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Memorandum

Subjse White Collar/Fraud Priorities for A" October 31; 1980
Eastern District of Virginia

T. Honorable Charles B. Renfrew Fro Justin W. Williams i:5
Deputy Attornev General United States Attorney

Eastern District of Virginia

The following is our list of priorities, and subsets therein,
for our District:

1. Federal Procurement Fraud - noncorruotion - $25,000 or
more in aggregate losses

a. Defense installations and production
b. Overbilling of United States by contractors
c. Contract cost mischarging (DOD, AID)
d. Maintenance contracts
e. Contract bid - fixing

2. Federal Corruption - Procurement

a. Bribery, kickbacks, etc.

3. Victimization and misuse of governmental institutions

a. Fraud perpetrated upon the judiciary
b. Corruption of local attorney/prosecutor
c. Corruption/bribery of federal officials/political figures

4. Crimes against investors

a. Securities Act violations - misrepresentation to
investors, sales of non-registered stocks

b. Distributorships and franchises
c. Ponzi schemes

5. Tax violations

6. Federal Program Fraud - $25,000 or more in aggregate loss

a. Medicare/Medicaid fraud
b. Misuse of SBA loans
c. Grant and contract fraud/subcontractors fraud

7. Bribery to Union Officials - $5,000 or more in aggregate

a. Payoffs to I.L.A. officials
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Page two
October 31, 1980

It is worth mentioning that our District is somewhat uniquein that we sit with almost equal permanent staffs in three citieseach in areas with differing socio-economic bases. The federalpresence in each area therefore is at once similar yet different soas to present opportunities for federal violations in the whitecollar/fraud area to run a spectrum perhaps wider in our Districtthan in districts characterized by the presence of one or a fewindustries.

Over the years and continuing to date we have investigated andsuccessfully prosecuted a number of cases in the area of federalcontracting, especially military procurement. The enormous federalpresence in Northern Virginia and in the Tidewater explains this -as might well be expected, fraud in government contracting is stillthe principal area of concern and challenge to us.

In Richmond, however, although the federal presence is not in-substantial, the pattern of white collar offenses more often than notinvolves banks, other commercial institutions, State and localgovernments, consumers, etc., directly as victims and not the federalgovernment as is true in Alexandria and Norfolk.

Lastly, it is probably worth adding that because of the presenceof Dulles International Airport and the fact that a substantial nortionof the national federal establishment sits near Alexandria, we, like ourcolleagues in Washington, D. C., see a steady flow of unique, highvisibility, and often non-reoccuring matters, many of which are oftencomplex and tie up our senior trial counsel, who typically work inthe fraud white collar area - the recent espionage case involvingDavid Truong and Ronald Humphrey is but one example.

We hope the foregoing meets your needs. If there is any furtherinformation you require please call Mr. Joseph Fisher, Chief, Fraudand Corruption Division, 557-9100, on my staff.
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Wniteb bkates Depatment of 3 iiztittO, ,j ccty,
ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL 6 )

CRIMINAL DIVISION i 5.3
WASHINGTON, D.C. 2053D

Honorable Justin W. Williams
United States Attorney
Eastern District of Virginia
117 South Washington Street _ A
Alexandria, Virginia 22314

Re: Proposed District White
Collar Crime Priorities

Dear Mr. Williams:

Deputy Attorney General Renfrew has asked us to review your proposed
district white collar crime priorities, submitted with your memorandum
of October 31, 1980. Your proposed priorities demonstrate a great deal
of thought and work by you and your colleagues. However, we have a few
comments and suggestions concerning your proposed priorities which are
intended to make your priorities consistent with and in furtherance of
the Department's national effort in the white collar crime area and,
at the same time, accommodate your local problems and concerns:

1. We have a general concern that you may have too many district
priorities. Priority areas should be chosen with the expectation that,
in a year or so from now, you will be able to point to some concrete
accomplishments in each priority area, whether it be major cases opened
and/or completed, innovative techniques used to detect or investigate
illegal activity, or similar achievements. Of course, one can never
predict with certainty the result of an investigative or prosecutive
initiative; but we would rather pick a few spots where we are fairly
confident of success, and avoid the disappointment of unduly raising
expectations in too many areas. Depending on how you count them, your
proposed priority list now includes between 12 and 17 items. You might
want to consider consolidating some of them. For example, a number of
your items relate to defense procurement fraud. You may want to regroup
these into one or two priority areas. (Incidentally, if defense procurement
fraud is going to be one of your district priority areas, in light of our
common experience in that area we assume that you intend to target cases where
the illegal acts are egregious and clear-cut and where criminal prosecution
appears to be the most effective approach.) You may want to eliminate some
items. Or, given the unique nature of your district, you may want to have three
different sub-groups of district priorities, with each of the major cities
having its own specific priorities. In any event, we suggest that you consider
reducing somewhat the number of items on your priority list.
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2. While most of your proposed priorities are very specific, we
suggest that you make items #2 and #3.c. more specific, if at all possible.
These items should be narrowed to a particular type of corruption or to
a particular federal, state or local agency or program affected by
corruption, if that is possible. Items #3.a. and #3.b., by contrast,
are very specific; our concern with these items is that they may refer
only to a specific case and not to a significant problem area involving
more than one illegal incident. If they involve only one incident which
is of a limited nature, then they may not deserve to be included on your
list.

3. Most of your proposed priorities have appropriate dollar thres-
holds or other specifications. However, items #4 and #5 lack such
specifications. We strongly suggest that you add some priority-defining
criteria to both these items, whether it be dollar amounts involved,
number of victims, or something else.

4. In communicating your priorities and their respective specifica-
tions to the law enforcement community, we suggest that you make it very
clear, if you have not already, that the priority specifications are not
intended to be and should not be interpreted as declination guidelines.
The confusion between the two has arisen on a number of occasions, and
we have gone to great lengths to make it abundantly clear to investiga-
tors and others that national and district priorities are in no way
declination policies.

5. In asking you to be fairly specific in describing some of your
priority areas, we are mindful that members of the public may seek
access to your priority list by means of a Freedom of Information Act
request. It would appear that exemption (b)(7) of the FOI Actmight,
in some of its provisions, apply to a district priority list and exempt
at least portions of your list from disclosure. In relevant part, that
exemption covers investigatory records compiled for law enforcement pur-
poses to the extent that their release would interfere with on-going
investigations or disclose the identity of a confidential source. (See
5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(A) and (D)). In addition, the same exemption protects
the disclosure of information contained in investigative records compiled
for law enforcement purposes to the extent that disclosure would consti-
tute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. (See 5 U.S.C. (b)(7)
(C)). Interference with an investigation, disclosing informants, and
invading personal privacy are the main concerns that arise as the des-
cription of priority areas becomes more specific. The more general the
description is, the more likely the exemptions will not apply; the more
specific and detailed the descriptions are, then the more likely it will
be that exemptions will apply. There are no hard and fast rules in this
area and each item has to be weighed against the statutory exemptions on
a case by case basis. The best example we can provide would be a district
priority that specifies "federal corruption" affecting "X agency" or
"Y program." In all probability we will have to disclose that "federal
corruption" is one of your priorities. On the other hand, we can deny
the name of the agency or program if the investigation is under way and
is unpublicized, if the information came solely from a confidential
source, or if, by naming an agency, it would indicate a sufficiently
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small enough group that an invasion of personal privacy will occur.
These are subjective judgments and can be challenged in litigation.
Nevertheless we believe that anything that will truly interfere with
your operations can be denied. If you have any specific questions about
the FOLK and its potential application to your district priority list, I
suggest that you call Fred Hess, Acting Director of the Criminal Division's
Office of Legal Support Services (FTS/724-7030).

We assume that you or your colleagues have consulted with the
federal investigative agencies in your district in formulating your
proposed priorities, as well as with appropriate state and local law
enforcement authorities. Such consultation is very important, if the
priorities are to serve their intended purposes of: 1) providing focal
points for the federal agencies' and your office's efforts in the white
collar crime area; and 2) giving clear signals to state and local law
enforcement authorities concerning which types of white collar crime are
going to receive federal emphasis. In this regard, if we can be of any
assistance by working with the headquarters personnel of any agency.
please let me know.

I hope that these comments are helpful. They are intended to be
constructive and to have beneficial results, both for your efforts and
for our overall efforts in the white collar crime area. Please do not
hesitate to call me or Jack Keeney if you have any questions concerning
our comments. We would like to forward to Judge Renfrew for his final
approval an agreed-upon list of priorities no later than December 31,
1980, so we would appreciate receiving your response to our comments as
soon as possible. We will give your response expeditious treatment.

Thank you for your cooperation in this and other endeavors.

Sincerely,

Philip B. Heymann
Assistant Attorney General
Criminal Division

t C - Ger
Di-Jty As.s:i,~ ~ -7y CGeneral

Cimrirnl C..sc;
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U.S. Department of Justice

Criminal Division

TV~~~V

Ofre of the Deputy Auis4UW Ato-ney GOpi W'othireen1. D.C 20530

JU1LE 1 9, 1982

Honorable Justin W. Williams
United States Attorney
Eastern District of Virginia
701 Prince Street
Alexandria, Virginia 22314

Re: District White Collar Crime Priorities

Dear Hr. Williams:

As you probably know, D. Lowell Jensen took office not long ago as
the Assistant Attorney General in charge of the Criminal Division.
Mr. Jensen has asked me, in my capacity as chairman of the committee
charged with implementing the national white collar crime priorities,
to write and convey to you: (1) his support of and keen interest in
the Department's efforts to combat white collar crime; and (2) his
commitment to the full and expeditious implementation of the white collar
crime priorities initiative, including the formulation and implemen-
tation of district white collar crime priorities.

With regard to the latter, our records indicate that on December 12,
1980, we sent you a letter containing our comments and suggestions con-
cerning your proposed district priorities, which were submitted October 31,
1980. To date, we have received no response to our letter. We would
appreciate being advised of the status of your district priorities, and we
would ask that you submit revised priorities as soon as possible.

An important aspect of the Department's overall white collar crime
program is the collection and analysis of detailed information on investi-
gative and prosecutive activity. We will be collecting information from
a number of sources, including the FBI, Inspector General offices and other
investigative agencies. However, the source of information upon which we
intend to rely most heavily is the United States Attorneys Docket and Report-
ing System. It is in your interest and our interest to make certain that
your attorneys and your docket clerks do their utmost to make certain that
the information entered into the Docket and Reporting System is complete,
accurate and timely. We would appreciate your prompt and continuing
attention to this matter.
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If you have any questions concerning the priorities program or
our overall efforts in the white collar crime area, please let me know.
I look forward to receiving your revised priority list soon.

Sincerely,

C. Keeney
uty Asaistant Att rney General

riminal Division
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U.S. Departnment of Justice

United States A torney
Eastemr District of 'irginia

JWW:ap

70) Pti- S,,,, 703/557-9100
July 13, 1981 Alkdri, Viqeniw 22314 FTS/577.9100

John C. Keeney
Deputy Assistant Attorney General
Criminal Division
Washington, D.C.

Re: District Wide White Collar Priorities
for the Eastern District of Virginia

Dear Jack:

Please forgive me for not responding earlier to your letter
of June 19 in which you asked for refinement of the white collar
crime priority list we submitted last fall. We have reviewed
your letters of June 19 and December 12 with care, as well as
the priority statement we submitted on October 31, 1980. Although
the items on our list are numerous, nevertheless, they are
germaine to cases that have either been recently litigated, or
are under investigation in our three cities. Several of the
items reflect one incident situations such as item seven, bribery
to union officials, and thus as you suggest can be removed from
our list. Reduction of items on our priority list is likewise
mandated by the reduced number of attorneys we presently have
assigned to our Fraud and Corruption Section. Through attrition
the number of attorneys assigned to our white collar unit has
shrunk from five to three. Accordingly our main district wide
emphasis will be directed to categories one and six on our list,
that is, federal procurement fraud and program fraud. The
number of procurement fraud cases that we now have under investi-
gation throughout the district should fully occupy our three
attorneys throughout the next year.

Item three will be removed from the prioritiy list princi-
pally because it reflects single incident cases that for the
most part have been successfully concluded.

We are also removing item four from our list. We are doing
so principally because for almost a year now we have not had
presented to our office any significant cases in this category.
We are removing item five from our list. We are doing so because
in most instances our office has somewhat limited input in the
decision to proscute tax matters. Ultimately it is the tax
division that plays the preeminent decision making role in this
area.
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Page Two
July 13, 1981

Lastly we are removing item seven from our list. We do so
since it relates to a single case, which was successfully prose-
cuted and thus concluded this spring in Norfolk.

We are leaving item two on our list. However, in spite of
your suggestion, it is difficult to be anymore specific since
often the corruption we encounter is the motivating force
behind, and usually entwined with the myriad procurement and
fraud schemes broken out in more detail in items one and six.

Thank you for taking the time in reviewing our priority
list. Your comments were very helpful to us in refocusing and
reassessing our white collar priorities within the context of
our available and limited resources. If I can be of any further
help to you please give me a ring.

Very truly yours,

Justinr W. Williams
United States Attorney

Enclosure
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' Memorandum

sungm White Collar/Fraud Priorities for D- October 31, 1980
Eastern District of Virginia

To Honorable Charles B. Renfrew I,,,m Justin W. Williams
Deputy Attorney General United States Attorney

Eastern District of Virginia

The following is our list of priorities, and subsets therein,
for our District:

1. Federal Procurement Fraud - noncorruotion - $25,000 or
more in aggregate losses

a. Defense installations and production
b. Overbilling of United States by contractors
C. Contract cost mischarging (DOD, AID)
d. Maintenance contracts
e. Contract bid - fixing

2. Federal Corruption - Procurement

a. Bribery, kickbacks, etc.

3. Victimization and misuse of governmental institutions

a. Fraud oerpetrated upon the judiciary
b. Corruption of local attorney/prosecutor
C. Corruption/bribery of federal officials/political fiqures

4. Crimes against investors

a. Securities Act violations - misrepresentation to
investors, sales of non-registered stocks

b. Distributorships and franchises
c. Ponzi schemes

5. Tax violations

6. Federal Program Fraud - $25,000 or more in aggregate loss

a. Medicare/Medicaid fraud
b. Misuse of SBA loans
c. Grant and contract fraud/subcontractors fraud

7. Bribery to Union Officials - $5,000 or more in aggreqate

a. Payoffs to I.L.A. officials
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Page two
October 31, 1980

It is worth mentioning that our District is somewhat uniquein that we sit with almost equal permanent staffs in three citieseach in areas with differing socio-economic bases. The federalpresence in each area therefore is at once similar yet different soas to present opportunities for federal violations in the whitecollar/fraud area to run a spectrum perhaps wider in our Districtthan in districts characterized by the uresence of one or a fewindustries.

Over the years and continuing to date we have investigated andsuccessfully prosecuted a number of cases in the area of federalcontracting, especially military procurement. The enormous federalpresence in Northern Virginia and in the Tidewater explains this -as might well be expected, fraud in government contracting is stillthe principal area of concern and challer.qe to us.

In Richmond, however, although the federal presence is not in-substantial, the pattern of white collar offenses more often than notinvolves banks, other commercial institutions, State and localgovernments, consumers, etc., directly as victims and not the federalgovernment as is true in Alexandria and Norfolk.

Lastly, it is Probably worth adding that because of the presenceof Dulles International Airport and the fact that a substantial nortionof the national federal establishment sits near Alexandria, we, like ourcolleagues in Washington, D. C., see a steady flow of unique, highvisibility, and often non-reoccuring matters, many of which are oftencomplex and tie up our senior trial counsel, who typically work inthe fraud white collar area - the recent espionage case involvingDavid Truong and Ronald Humphrey is but one example.

We hope the foregoing meets vour needs. If there is anv furtherinformation you require please call Mr. Joseph Fisher, Chief, Fraudand Corruption Division, 557-9100, on my staff.
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Memorandum

AuC 27 i:

sutsec tix11-,_....ALX ,:1 . DM.

District White Collar Crime Priorities AUG, I lqRl

dr
To Honorable Justin W. Williams ..1 udolph W. Giuliani

United States Attorney \ t sociate Attorney General
Eastern District of Virginia -

In accordance with Paragraph 6a. of Attorney General Order No. 817-79,
as amended, I hereby approve the attached list of priorities for the inves-
tigation and prosecution of white collar crime in your district. It is my
understanding that these district priorities are the result of discussions
between your office and appropriate officials in the Criminal Division and
that they have the Criminal Division's concurrence.

The formulation of these district priorities obviously required a great
deal of time and attention by you, your colleagues and the investigative
agencies in your district. I think it was time well-spent. I am confident
that, properly employed, these priorities can serve the purposes for which
they were intended: 1) providing focal points for your office and the
relevant federal investigative agencies in designing and carrying out
aggressive law enforcement initiatives in the white collar crime area;
2) assisting in the allocation and management of scarce investigative
and prosecutive resources in your district; and 3) providing clear
signals to state and local law enforcement authorities concerning which
types of white collar crime are going to receive federal emphasis. They
should also help you and the Department describe and assess the results
of our combined efforts to combat white collar crime.

Your district priorities should be periodically reevaluated, as the
national priorities will be. You should inform this office and the
Criminal Division of any proposed changes in your priority designations.
Similarly, we will inform you of any contemplated revisions of the
national white collar crime priorities and we will seek your assistance
in that regard.

Thank you again for your work in formulating district priorities.
We look forward to their successful implementation.
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DISTRICT WHITE COLLAR CRIME PRIORITIES

Federal District: Eastern District of Virginia

United States Attorney: Justin W. Williams
Chief, Fraud and Corruption Division: Joseph Fisher

Priorities (no ranking implied)

1. Federal Procurement Fraud - noncorruption - $25,000 or more in
aggregate losses.

a) Defense installations and production
b) Overbilling of United States by contractors
c) Contract cost mischarging (DOD. AID)
d) Maintenance contracts
a) Contract bid-fixing

2. Federal Corruption - Procurement.

a) Bribery, kickbacks, etc.

3. Federal Program Fraud - $25,000 or more in aggregate losses.

a) Medicare/Medicaid fraud
b) Misuse of SBA loans
c) Grant and contract frauds/subcontractors fraud

CONCURRENCE:

D. LOWELL JENSEN
Assistant Attorney General
Criminal Division

Dated: 8-___ ___

AP PROVAL'

;RUDOLPH W 1ULIANI
Associate Afttorney General

Dated: ' (-, ,
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STATUS REPORT RE: INVESTIGATION OF NEWPORT NEWS
SHIPBUILDING CLAIMS FOR EQUITABLE ADJUSTMENT

I. INTRODUCTION

In January 1981, Justin W. Williams, the United States

Attorney for the Eastern District of Virginia, after consulta-

tion with members of his senior staff, Joanne Harris, Chief of

the Fraud Section, Department of Justice, and with the approval

of the then Acting Assistant Attorney General, Jack Keeney,

directed that an investigation into allegations of fraud in

the submission of cost overrun claims by Newport News Shipbuilding

& Dry Dock Co. (hereinafter 'NNS or 'the Yard') be continued. 1/

The United States Attorney's decision was made after a very

detailed analysis of a preliminary prosecution report had been

undertaken.

The preliminary report's conclusion that there was insufficient

evidence of criminal wrongdoing by the Yard in the preparation

and filing of its claims and the report's recommendation to

terminate the investigation were rejected by the United States

Attorney as premature, absent the kind of thorough investigation

1/ The cost overrun claims are contained in separate 'proposals
!-r equitable adjustment' on four ship construction contracts.
The claims were referred by the Navy to DOJ for investigation.
NNS' proposals for equitable adjustment related to contracts
numbered N00024-67-C-0325 (2 aircraft carriers), N00024-69-C-
0307 (2 637 Class attack submarines), N00024-71-C-0270 (4 688
Class attack submarines) and N00024-70-C-0252 (3 guided missile
cruisers). Each proposal for equitable adjustment contains
many separate claims of entitlement. Generally, each claim is
separately analyzed and priced out. NNS' claims effort was
prodigious. Some 1500 NNS employees were involved in the
preparation of the claims. The claim books, stacked together,
are thicker than the Encyclopedia Britannica and much more
technical.

- 1 -
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warranted by the seriousness of the Navy's allegations. The

prosecution report was prepared principally by Eliot Norman,

former Assistant United States Attorney for the Eastern District

of Virginia, who led the investigative team comprised, at

various times, of attorneys from the Fraud Section of the

Department of Justice, attorneys from the Navy assigned to the

Department of Justice, and numerous FBI and NIS agents. This

initial prosecution report purported to represent the collective

view of all the attorneys then assigned to the investigation. 2/

In fact, it was later discovered that the Navy attorneys disagreed

with Mr. Norman's recommendation.

Of the many claims addressed in the preliminary prosecu-

tion report, we determined that NNS' claim on the Control Air

System (contained in the Proposal for Equitable Adjustment on

the cruiser contract) should be focused upon. It was the only

claim item for which the preliminary claim drafts had not been

destroyed by NNS, as part of its document destruction policy.

The preliminary drafts contradicted the facts stated in the

final claim version submitted to the Navy.__/

2/ Copies of this preliminary prosecution report as well
as spite memos prepared by attorneys in the Fraud Section of
the United States Attorney's Office, Eastern District of
Virginia, have been submitted to Ms. Harris at the Department
of Justice.

3/ The preliminary drafts revealed a careful massaging of
Tact and legal theory by claims writers to create a final
version that could be expected to pass muster with the Navy.
An analysis of these crucially important preliminary drafts
is contained in Part IV, Section 4 of this memorandum.

- 2 -
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Finally, this claim appeared typical of a

pattern of fraud involving other claims referred to the Department

of Justice, most of which had not been investigated in depth

and some of which apparently had not been investigated at

all. 4/ Many claim narratives omitted critical facts and/or

contained false statements of material facts justifying entitlement.

Other claim narratives, although not containing false facts,

appeared to be predicated upon legal theories of entitlement

with little or no support in the body of government contract

law; while other claims contained false statements as well as

spurious theories of entitlement.

t

4/

- 3 -
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Part II lays out the evidence of a massive conspiracy to

inflate the value of NNS' claims against the Navy. Part III

provides an introduction to the cruiser contract and the cost

overrun claims process. As indicated above, Part IV focuses

entirely on a single claim item within the Proposal for Equitable

Adjustment on the cruiser contract -- the Ventilation Control

Air System claim. Part V briefly summarizes the evidence on

several other claim items -- most of which also arise out of

the DLGN 38-40 cruiser contract t r

FW_ These summaries

are sufficient to show that each of the claim items discussed

is false. The reader who does not want to wade through our

very detailed technical analysis of the Ventilation Control

Air System might wish to skip Section 3 of Part IV, which

analyzes the contract documents relating to that claim and

demonstrates that the claim is false on that basis.

Part VI analyzes two legal questions raised by Newport

News in the 'Confidential Memorandum' it recently submitted to

the Department of Justice. We show that the proposals for

- The present tedm's investigation has thus far focused
almost entirely on the DLGN 38-40 cruiser contract claims for
practical reasons that have nothing to do with the relative
merits of NNS' cost overrun claims on the various ship contracts.
Thus, we have no reason to believe that the claims on the
aircraft carriers and submarines have more integrity than the
cruiser claims.

- 4 -
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equitable adjustment submitted by NNS are claims- within the

meaning of 18 U.S.C. 5287._6/ We then show that a prosecution

of NNS is not barred by the statute of limitations and that an

important later part of the conspiracy relates to efforts by

NNS to pressure the Navy into agreeing to a favorable settlement

of its cost overrun claims. Part VII contains our brief conclusion

and recommendations.

6/ The proper unit of prosecution is a difficult question we
have not yet researched. It may be that each proposal for
equitable adjustment constitutes a single claim for purposes
of prosecution. Alternately, each separately priced claim
item within the proposals may provide the basis for a separate
Section 287 count. See generally, United States v. Bornstein,
423 U. S. 303 (1976).

- 5 -
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II. EVIDENCE OF A MASSIVE CONSPIRACY TO DEFRAUD THE UNITED STATES

1. The Organization of the Yard's Claims Effort

Due to the unprecedented size of its claims effort, NNS

created a special organizational component known as 'Contract

Controls' to investigate, analyze, write and price out the

multitude of individual claim items<_

- -- - -- ---_ - -

lo

- 14 ,-

_ 11
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part Cat ontrols into\

three separate part

> One person was in charge of

submarine construction and overhaul, another all surface ship

construction and overhaul, and a third in charge of support,

administration and clerical servi cese The next

rung on the organizational ladder consisted of 'team leaders'

-- individuals with supervisory responsibility for preparing

the claims on various classes of ships. Below the 'team

leaders' were 'analysts' and 'investigators.' Analysts were

assigned specific claim items to research and write up. More

often than not, they would be engineers, designers, production

control schedulers and other technical types on loan from

their respective departments to Contract Controls. They

frequently had first-hand involvement in the design and/or

production of the systSe assigned to them for claims activity

The pricing function in claims preparation was divorced

from the claims writers' area of responsibility. The suggestion

made in the earlier prosecution report was that this division

of labor was an index of the Yard's institutional good faith'

in its claims effort. Because there was no hard evidence of

prearranged dollar target figures being imposed on the claims

writers, for which they were required to create a theory of

Navy liability, the Yard's integrity was presumed.

- 7 -
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We believe this conclusion was erroneous for a number o

reasons. First, the pricing of claims, like the pricing of

bids on new ship construction, is an engineering specialty

that most, if not all, of the claims writers were incapable I
of performing. Second, this division of functions enabled the

senior claims writers to use their in-house cost estimators as

good technical sounding boards for their claim theories,

i.e., it afforded Contract Controls the benefit of obtaining

'dry runs' prior to submitting its creative endeavors to the

Navy. Third, a division of labor would necessarily limit and

fragment knowledge and appear to negate corporate criminal

intent. Challenged claim items could more plausibly be explained

as 'mistakes'. Thus, a sinister inference could be drawn as

readily as an innocent one from the structure NMS set up for

its claims effort. With the exception of a few top people, no

one would be in a position to put the whole picture of the

claims effort together.

83-250 0 - 88 - 17
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III. INTRODUCTION TO THE CRUISER CONTRACT ANJD THE CLAIMS PROCESS

1. The Cruiser Contract

The Request for Proposal (RFP) on the 3 cruisers (DLGN

38, 39, 40) was issued to the Yard in November 1969. The RFP

contained, as is customary, detailed specifications and guidance

drawings so as to enable the contractor to prepare its bid.

The contract for these three nuclear powered cruisers, identified

by number N00024-70-0252, was definitized effective December 21,

1971 when modification P00007 was signed, establishing a delivery

date, target price, target profit, incentive fee share arrangement,

ceiling price and other provisions. The arrangement by which

NNS was to be compensated is described in Defense Acquisition

Regulation (DAR) 53-404.4 as a fixed-price incentive contract.

(DAR 53-404.4 is set forth in the separate appendix to this

memorandum as Exhibit #10).

Understanding this type of contract will allow the reader

to appreciate precisely what NNS was seeking in its claims

effort. Under a fixed-price incentive contract, the contractor

is rewarded if he performs under projected costs and is penalized

if he performs over projected costs. A good discussion of the

fixed-price incentive contract is contained in Department of

the Army Pamphlet No. 27-153, PROCUREMENT LAW, at 5-5 (January

1956 ed.):

- 11 -
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(1) Fixed-price incentive contract.
The fixed-price incentive contract is a
fixed-price contract providing for a variable
profit to the contractor. The amount of
profit is determined by a formula set
forth in the contract which rewards the
contractor with additional profit when he
operates efficiently and penalizes him by
reducing his profit when he operates inefficiently.
Use of this contract requires, first, that
a realistic cost estimate (called the
target cost) be made. To this amount a
reasonable allowance for profit (called
target profit) is added. A maximum amount
which the final contract price cannot
exceed (called ceiling price) is next
determined. A final profit and adjustment
formula is then established which should
reflect the risks involved. After performance
of the contract, the final costs are determined
by negotiation between the contractor and
the Government. The formula is then applied
to the final costs to determine the final
profit. When the actual cost of the contract
equals the target cost, then the final
profit equals the target profit. If the
final cost of the contract is less than
the estimated cost the contractor shares
the cost savings by receiving a profit
greater than the target profit. A final
cost greater than the target cost causes
the contractor to share in the cost overrun
by receiving a profit less than the target
profit. If the final cost equals the
price ceiling, the tractor eceives no
profit- and when the final cost exceeds
IFE-- -ice ceiling, the contractor must

absorb the excess at his own expense. In
this type of contract, the contractor is
required to peform even if his costs rise
considerably above the price ceiling.

- 12 -
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The foregoing can be illustrated with the following three

examples. Situation one (1) assumes an underrun of anticipated

cost; situation two (2) assumes an overrun of anticipated

cost; situation three (3) assumes a cost overrun beyond ceiling

price. For all three examples the following figures are

assumed:

Target Cost (TC) - $100,000
Target Fee (TF) - $ 10,000
Ceiling Price (CP) - $120,000
Share Ratio (SR) - 60/40 *

* The government's share appears on
the left side of the ratio.

Situation (1): Assume the contractor performs for $90,000;

he gets $90,000, i.e., his costs, plus his fee of S10,000; in

addition he will share 40% of the $10,000 cost underrun or

$4,000. Thus the contractor will receive a total of 5104,000.

The contractor's total profit is $14,000 rather than the

$10,000 he would have received had he performed at projected

or target cost. In this example, the contractor has been

rewarded for his efficiency in performing below target cost.

Situation (2): Assume the contractor performs for $110,000;

he will receive from the government the full amount of his

incurred costs of $110,000; however, he will receive a total

of only $116,000. His profit is $6,000, $4,000 less than the

target fee of $10,000. The math on this is as follows:

$10,000 cost overrun X 40% - $4,000; $10,000 (MF) - $4,000 -

$6,000 profit; $110,000 (costs) + $6,000(profit) $116,000.

Here the contractor is penalized for his inefficiency in

performing over target cost.

- 13 -
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Situation (3): Assume the contractor performs for $125,000;

he will receive only $120,000 from the government. In this

situation the contractor finds himself in a loss position.

However, the government has no obligation beyond the ceiling

price.

Another term associated with the fixed-price incentive

contract is Point of Total Assumption (P.T.A.). This is

reached when the cost plus computed profit reaches ceiling;

thus, if cost should increase further the government will pay

no more. Even when P.T.A. is reached, the contractor still

makes a profit until ceiling price (CP) is reached, but the

contractor will absorb 100% of all costs beyond the P.T.A.

After CP is reached, the contractor is in a loss situation.

All the foregoing terms and concepts are graphically 7

illustrated in Exhibit #l2 in the appendix.

As the earlier prosecution report indicated, UNS had

overrun the contract(target costs by approximately $200 million.

If the government was sponsible for these overrun

costs, NNS would be entitled to an equitable adjustment to the

various target figures. The object of the claims effort was

to push the T.C.'s and ceiling prices (and hence P.T.A. figures)

as far to the right on the graph as possible. The Yard's plan

was to inflate the actual amount of its cost overruns by a

huge factor with the expectation of settling with the Navy at

a percentage of the total amount claimed - hopefully at a

figure that would put the Yard in a profit position.

- 14 -
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The claims were so massive that they had to be disposed

of outside normal Navy channels. The Navy established a special

Claims Settlement Board chaired by Admiral F.F. Manganaro. It

settled NNS' claims on contracts covering seven submarines,

two aircraft carriers and three cruisers (DLGN 38, 39, 40) for

approximately $163.7 million on October 5, 1978. Earlier, in

February 1977, the Navy had settled NNS's claim on two predecessor

nuclear cruisers (DLGN 36 and 17) for S44.4 million. In sum,

INS's claims effort netted approximately $208 million -- a

figure placing the Yard in a profit position on its Navy contracts.

Coincidentally or not, this $208 million figure represented

approximately a fifth of the almost $1 billion ceiling price

adjustment claimed by NNS in its several proposals for equit-

able adjustment.

- 15 -
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2. The Claims Process

A. Introduction

Here, we briefly discuss the claims process to enable

the reader to understand the contractual basis for entitlement

to reimbursement for additional expenditures caused by the

government when it modifies the basic contract by altering

such things as specifications, delivery date, price and

quantity. The reader should also understand the procedural

route, defined by the contract and the DAR provisions, which

the contractor must follow in order to obtain such additional

compensation.

B. Change Orders

Pursuant to the changes clause in the cruiser

contract, the Navy reserved the right to unilaterally modify

its terms 9/ DAR 51-201.1 defines a change order as *a

written order signed by the contracting officer, directing

the contractor to make changes which the changes clause of

the contract authorizes the contracting officer to order

without the consent of the contractor. According to the

changes clause in the cruiser contract, this right was to be

exercised by written direction from the contracting officer

and was limited to changes within the general scope of this

contract. The clause allows the contracting officer to

make modifications only in any one or more of the following:

9/ The changes clause is found in Article 29 of the DLGN
!I-40 contract. It is set forth on pages 9-11 of the CITAR
(Ex. 014) in the appendix.

- 16 -
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(i) drawings, designs or specifications;

(ii) methods of shipment or packaging;

(iii) place of delivery.

This right of the Navy to make the changes specified in

the changes clause was provided for at the time the contract

was executed. Thus, neither the consent of the contractor

nor new consideration is necessary in order for the change

order effectively to modify the terms of the contract. The

Navy's exercise of its right to issue a change order usually

entitles the contractor to an equitable adjustment; however,

agreement on appropriate equitable adjustment is not a

condition precedent to the effectiveness of a change order.

Army Pamphlet No. 27-153, PROCUREMENT LAW, at 10-4 (1976).

C. Authority to Issue Change Orders

As the changes clause indicates, it is the contracting

officer, as the authorized agent of the government, who may

make changes at any time within the scope authorized by the

clause. DAR 51-201.3 provides that the term contracting

officer 'also includes the authorized representative of the

contracting officer acting within the limits of his authority."

- 17 -
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D. Written, Oral and Other Orders

Paragraph (a) of the changes clause of the cfuiser

contract requires that change orders be in writing. Paragraph

(b) addresses communications other than formal written directives

which the contractor might consider a change order. It

provides, in pertinent part:

(b) If the Contractor considers that
any other written or oral communication,
including any order, direction, instruction,
interpretation, or determination, received
from a representative of the Government,
or that any other action or omission of
the Government, constitutes a change
order, the Contractor shall so advise
the Contracting Officer in writing
within ten (10) days, and shall request
his written confirmation thereof.

This provision in the changes clause is a recognition

of the de facto or constructive change order. We shall

discuss the constructive change order in more detail below.

E. Scope of Change Orders

As discussed above, paragraph (a) of the changes

clause limits changes to those 'within the general scope of

this contract.' If a court or administrative review board

finds that a modification is outside the general scope of

the contract, then it is deemed a cardinal' change as

contrasted to a permissible' change. If the change is not

within the scope of the work contemplated by the parties,

then it is one which the contractor can legally refuse to

perform. Prior to the enactment of the Contract Disputes

- 18 -
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Act of 1978, 41 U.S.C. 5605, a cardinal change allowed the

contractor to sue for breach of contract damages in the

Court of Claims and thus' divested the administrative review

boards of jurisdiction. Army Pamphlet No. 27-153 at

10-7.. 10/

F. Notice

Paragraph .(e) of the changes clause of the cruiser

contract requires the contractor to submit a claim for

equitable adjustment occasioned by a change order to the

contracting officer within 30 days from the date of receipt

by the contractor of the notification of the change.

G. Equitable Adjustment

The term 'equitable adjustment' is used to describe

administrative means of arriving at a price adjustment once

a contract has been modified by a change order. It can

result in either an increase or decrease in the price. The

Court of Claims explains equitable adjustments as follows:

equitable adjustments ... are
simply corrective measures utilized to
keep a contractor whole when the Government
modifies a contract. Since the purpose
underlying such adjustments is to safeguard

10/ Section 8d of the Contract Disputes Act of 1978, 41

U.S.C. 5607, has expanded the jurisdiction of agency boards
of contract appeals. These boards now have the power to
decide all claims relating to a contract and may grant any
relief to which the contractor would be entitled if asserting
a claim in the Court of Claims. Accordingly, breach of
contract claims may be settled by the boards.

- 19 -
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the contractor against increased costs
engendered by the modification, it appears
patent that the measure of damages cannot
be the value received by the Government,
but must be more closely related and
contingent upon the altered position in
which the contractor finds himself by
reason of the modification.li/

H. The Disputes Procedure

Effective March 1, 1979, the Contract Disputes Act

of 1978 significantly altered existing disputes procedures.

The new provisions apply not only to contracts awarded after

the effective date but also to any claim on a contract notwith-

standing the award date, if the contractor elects to proceed

under the new rules.12/ Since the Yard's claims for equitable

adjustment were filed prior to the effective date of the Act,

and since the Yard did not elect to proceed under the Act,

attention will be focused upon the former procedure.

A dispute begins when a disagreement arises between the

contractor and the contracting officer. The preferred method

of settling disputes is of course by agreement between the

11/ Bruce Constr orp. v. United States, 163 Ct. Cl. 97,
100,1324 F.2j C. 518 (1963).

12/ Contract Disputes Act of 1978, 41 U.S.C. S605.

- 20 -
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parties. Failing that, the first step in the disputes procedure

prescribed by the disputes clause of the contract is for the

contracting officer to decide thd dispute unilaterally. See

Army Pamphlet No. 27-153 at 13-3. This process is triggered

when the contractor files his claim for equitable adjustment

pursuant to the changes clause. Paragraph (e) of the changes

clause of the cruiser contract provides, in pertinent part:

(e) Any claim by the Contractor for
adjustment under this clause must be
asserted within 30 days from the date of
receipt by the Contractor of a written
change notice under (a) above or the
furnishing of a written notice under (b)
above; provided, however, that the
Contracting Officer if he decides the
facts justify such action, may receive
and act upon any claim asserted at any
time prior to final payment under this
contract.

Paragraph (f) provides that ([f]ailure to agree to any

adjustment shall be a dispute concerning a question of fact

within (the disputes clause].' The disputes clause requires

the contracting officer to reduce his decision to writing and

to advise the contractor of his right to appeal his decision

to the Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals (ASBCA).13/

13/ See DAR 5l-314(d).
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Thus, under this system, factual disputes unable to be

worked out at the contracting officer level were to be

settled by the ASBCA, the duly authorized representative of

the Secretary of Defense. The decision of the Board as to.

questions of fact was to be 'final and conclusive unless

determined by a court of competent jurisdiction to have been

fraudulent, or capricious, or arbitrary, or so grossly

erroneous as necessarily to imply bad faith, or not supported

by substantial evidence.'14/

Thus, the claims that are the subject of this investigation

are those written demands for payment on cost overruns that

NNS submitted to the contracting officer for his unilateral

evaluation.

14/ DAR 57-103.12(a), para.(a).
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IV. CLAIM NO. 5.2.8 ON THE REACTOR COMPARTMENT VENTILATION
CONTROL AIR SYSTEM

Introduction

NNS' Proposal for Equitable Adjustment on the cruisers

was filed with the Navy on August 8, 1975. Claim Item 5.2.8

for the Ventilation Control Air System was but one of approximately

60 separately priced out claims in the Proposal for Equitable

Adjustment filed on the cruisers. On August 1, 1977, NNS

filed with the contracting officer a letter updating its costs

on several of its proposals for equitable adjustment, including

that for the cruisers. A copy of that letter is included in

the appendix and identified as Exhibit *15.

In this part of our memo, we review the evidence relating

to Claim Item 5.2.8 in great detail. We do this for two

reasons. First, this claim is important because it alone

reveals the Yard's modus operandi in preparing its fraudulent

cost overrun claims. Second, this is the one claim item that

has been thoroughly investigated by the current prosecution

t e a m ~> We have divided this part of the memo

into five sections. In Section 1, we describe the physical

characteristics of the Ventilation Control Air System (VCAS).

In Section 2, we describe the Yard's claim for its cost

overrun on the VCAS and briefly explain why the claim is

false. In Section 3, we show in more detail that Claim Item

5.2.8 is false, based on the contract documents themselves.
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In Section 4, we analyze the preliminary drafts of Claim Item

5.2.8 to show the fraudulent modus operandi used by NN4S to

develop the claim item. Finally, in Section 5, we review the

highlights of the 1700 pages of grand jury testimony taken

on this single claim item. The falsity of Claim Item 5.2.8 is

demonstrated by the contract documents, the preliminary drafts

of the claim Together, they

constitute overwhelming evidence of criminal fraud by Newport

News. Moreover we have

been able to neutralize all witnesses who could possibly be

put forward by the Yard in an attempt to escape conviction on

this claim item.

1. A Physical Description of the Ventilation Control Air
System

The Navy's Claim Item Technical Analysis Report (hereafter

CITAR)S/ defines the reactor compartment Ventilation Control

Air System (VCAS) as follows:

The reactor compartment ventilation
control air system is a system of pipes
and valves that controls the flow of
compressed air from the ship's compressed
air system to the individual pneumatic
operators on the large butterfly valves in
the reactor compartment ventilation
system.

15/ Navy experts prepared CITARS on each of the multitude
of claim items. Needless to say, the time, effort and money
spent in their preparation was prodigious. Without exception,
the CITAR's we have reviewed represent meticulous research and
analysis, and provide a sound basis upon which to commence
investigation. The CITAR on the Control Air System is included
in the appendix as Ex. #14.
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The reactor compartment Ventilation Control Air System is

a system separate from the reactor compartment ventilation

system. The VCAS is the activator of the reactor compartment

ventilation systemt.

NNS separately priced out and claimed overruns on both

the reactor compartment Ventilation Control Air System and the

reactor compartment ventilation system (hereafter ventilation

system").

The ventilation system basically functioned to cool the

nuclear reactor plant on the ship by bringing cool air from

the outside in with fans, and then exhausting the heat through

the stacks.

The ventilation system on the DLGN 38-40 series of cruisers

was considerably bigger and more complex than its predecessor

system on the immediately preceding class of cruisers, the

DLGN 36-37, which NNS also built.

Some of the largest components comprising the ventilation

system on both the DLGN 36 and 38 ships were valves. To

simplify, there were five valves on the DLGN 36 cruisers for

each reactor plant, and all of them were 'diverting valves";

16/ Neither of these two systems are to be confused with the
reactor plant control air system.' As the Navy's experts

note in footnote I on page 8 of the CITAR: 'The reader's
attention is called to the fact that the reactor plant control
air system in both CGN-36 and CGN-38 is not the reactor compartment
ventilation control air system." The reactor plant control air
system controls reactor plant components other than the ventilation
valves and is a separate system.
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for bid purposes that he would be building
a simpler reactor compartment ventilation
control air system similar to that in CGN
36 except for the high pressure portion of
the system which he states he properly
recognized as being more complex in CGN 38
than in CGN 36. He asserts that, subsequent
to the contract definitization, continued
Government actions and inactions precluded
his recognition of the effort he would
have to expend and added to this effort.

Ex. #14 at p. 2. This factual predicate of defective specifications

and a vague guidance drawing, advanced as a basis for entitlement,

is described in the lexicon of Government contract law as a

constructive change order.' ___

The authors of Army pamphlet 27-153 describe the constructive

change order as a legal fiction and define it as:

any conduct by a contracting officer
or his authorized agent, other than a
formal change order or supplemental
agreement, which has the effect of prescribing
new or different work than required under
the contract. In effect, the Boards
exercise a corrective function over con-
tracting officers by retroactively recog-
nizing Government caused changes to a
contract, and by providing relief as
prescribed in the 'changes clause'.

Id. at p. 10-6.
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The evidenc K shows that what

in fact happened was that the Yard 'blew the bid.' The ventilation

Control Air System on the DLGN 38 series of cruisers was a

brand new system designed to service the upgraded reactor

plant ventilation system. Because the VCAS was so integrally

related to the reactor compartment ventilation system (a major

nuclear system), the Navy in its specifications (supplied to

the Yard as part of the bid package with the RFP) explicitly

defined the VCAS itself as a nuclear system', and mandated

that it be built according to non-deviation working drawings

that would be furnished by the Navy to the Yard.

The evealed that when assignments

were made to the Yard's new ship cost estimators (whose job it

was to prepare the contract bid figures) the VCAS item simply

fell through the cracks. The non-nuclear section apparently

thought the nuclear section had cognizance over the item and

vice versa./

A
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n

substantial part without charge for that specific item. The

Yard will argue that the equities are therefore against an

indictment based upon the WCAS claim. We strongly disagree,

for a number of reasons.

In the first place, the WCAS claim is but one of many

false claims knowingly -submitted by MIS. It is not an isolated

instance of the Yard seeking, albeit through devious means, to

make itself whole for work it has performed.17/ Second, the

price for the DLGN 38-40 contract was negotiated on a gross or

'bottom line' basis, not item by item. It is a fact that
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defense contractors sometimes submit low bids with the expectation

of making a killing on subsequent change orders and claims

activity. Third, the Yard had an avenue of relief available

to it had it simply wished to seek compensation for its error

with regard to the VCAS item bid. Public Law 85-804, 50

U.S.C. (Supp.) 1431-1436 affords a contractor relief in certain

situations where he suffers a loss because of unfair government

action. Pursuant to DAR Section 17-204.3(ii), relief is

available for la mistake on the part of the contractor which

is so obvious that it was or should have been apparent to the

contracting officer."

Rather than pursuing what would have been a colorable

claim under DAR Section 17-204.3(ii), or seeking relief through

a private bill in Congress (see Procurement Law at p. 13-14),

the Yard chose to file a totally false claim on the Control

Air item.

The seriousness with which the Congress regards the

filing of false claims is underscored by the Contract Disputes

Act of 1978, 41 U.S.C. 5604, which provides:

If the contractor is unable to support
any part of his claim and it is determined
that such inability is attributable to
misrepresentation of fact or fraud on the
part of the contractor, he shall be
liable to the government for an amount
equal to such unsupported part of the
claim in addition to all costs to the
Government attributable to the cost of
reviewing said part of his claim. Liability
under this subsection shall be determined
within six years of the commission of such
misrepresentation of fact or fraud.
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Under this provision there need be no actual damage to the

government other than the costs attributable to reviewing the

claim. Of course, in this case the costs of reviewing NNS's

unprecedently large claims have been enormous.
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3. A Detailed Analysis Of The Ventilation Control Air
System Claim Based Upon The Contract Documents

The final claim narrative on the VCAS submitted by NNS is

included in the appendix as Ex. #5. The heart of the narrative

is set forth in the introductory paragraph:

5.2.8 Control Air System

Section 9890-la, PROPULSION: NUCLEAR
POWER, General, of the specifications,
provides that two reactor plants similar
to those provided in the DLGN 36 Class
will be installed in the DLGN 38 Class.
As the opening statement in the specifica-
tion section governing nuclear power, the
Contractor had the right to assume, and
did assume, that the reactor plant design
for the DLGN 38 Class would be similar to
that employed in the DLGN 36 Class. This
same specification section, 9890, provided
that reactor plant ventilation system
fans, filters, valves, and instruments
shall be in accordance with Government
furnished Contract Guidance Plan DLGN
38800-4375731. Although this plan was
available to the Contractor at the time of
definitization of the contract by Contract
Modification P00007, with an effective
date of December 21, 1971, it could not
then be recognized that it was so vague
and misleading as to be deficient for
either proposal or performance purposes.
Specifically, with the exception of the
high pressure (HP) air system, these
documents did not reveal the extent of any
changes in the design of the DLGN 38
reactor plant ventilation control air
system; and as a result, the contract was
definitized with only the changes in the
high pressure air portion included in the
Contractor's pricing. The balance of the
control air system was considered to be
similar to that incorporated into the DLGN
36 Class ships; that is, it was considered
that the control air system would be a
small non-nuclear system serving the
reactor compartment ventilation valves and
not an extensive and enlarged nuclear
system serving the reactor compartment
isolation and diverting valves.
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The thrust of Claim 5.2.8 is that because of misleading

language in the contract specifications, and a vague and

misleading' government furnished guidance plan, NNS was misled

when it prepared its bid into thinking that the Control Air

System on the DLGN 38 would be a small non-nuclear system

similar to the system the Yard built on the predecessor class

of cruisers (DLGN 36-37). But a careful review of all the

relevant specifications and the guidance plan for the VCAS

belies the Yard's allegations. The following provisions from

the DLGN 38 specifications are critical to our analysis:

Section 9890-I-a provides that

[tiwo reactor plants similar to those provided
in DLGN 36 Class shall be installed in
accordance with working drawings... [t]hese
working drawings ... shall be used without
deviation unless specifically approved by
NAVSHIPS 08 or its designated representa-
tive.18/

Section 9890-1-b provides that

(tihe Government furnished working drawings
will be based on contract drawings and
contract guidance drawings and will cover
the following areas:

1. Reactor plant fluid systems as
defined on Contract Guidance drawings
DLGN 38 800-4385710 through 800-
4385731.19/

2. Reactor compartment ventilation
and blowoff system....

18/ All the relevant specifications relating to the reactor
compartment Ventilation Control Air System are included in the
appendix as Ex. 13.

19/ Hereafter guidance plans (also known as guidance drawings)
isall be referred to by their last three digits.
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Section 9021-1-b defines contract guidance drawings as

"NAVSHIPS drawings forming part of the specifications [which]

serve as an illustrative guide for developing working drawings."

As our Navy experts explain, contract guidance drawings are

supplied to a contractor as part of the bid package so as to |

assist him in preparing his bid.

Section 9020-1-d of the specifications identify all the

hull contract guidance drawings separately by number and

description. Of particular significance is guidance drawing

*731 for the Reactor Compartment Ventilation Control Air

System. Section 9020-1-d also identifies other guidance

drawings that relate either directly to the VCAS itself or

have significance in the analysis of the integrity of the

claim narrative. They are:

Diagram #723 - Reactor Compartment Containment
Pressure Control System

Diagram *732 - Reactor Compartment Ventilation
and Blowoff System

Diagram #765 - Diagrammatic Arrangement of Compressed
Air Systems

The lead-in sentence to the listing of the guidance

drawings provides: 'The following contract drawings and

contract guidance drawings form part of these specifications.'

The specifications dealing with the ships' high pressure

air system in Section 9490-1 provide:

Reactor Plant Air System - Supplies from
the high pressure air system shall be
provided to serve the reactor plant con-
trol air system and reactor plant
ventilation control air system. These
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connections and associated reducing sta-
tions shall be in accordance with 9890-1.
[Emphasis added.]

NNS relies heavily upon the word similar' appearing in

Section 9890-1-a. Needless to say, the word similar does not

mean the same. As discussed above, the reactor compartment

ventilation system, which the Control Air System serviced, was

significantly upgraded on the DLGN 38 from its predecessor

version on the DLGN 36. Contrary to the suggestion in Claim

5.2.8, NNS appreciated this fact and prepared its bid estimates

for most of the upgraded features of the reactor compartment

ventilation system and related systems accordingly. This is

documented in their estimate sheets.

For instance, as our Navy experts explained, contract

guidance plan #732 covers the entire reactor compartment

ventilation system; it lists all the valves needed for the

system. NNS prepared a bid on all 14 valves. As previously

discussed, the number of valves on the DLGN 36 was less than

half those required on the DLGN 38. In addition, the latter

valves were bigger and more complicated than those on the DLGN

36. Contract guidance drawing 732 specifically mentions the

Control Air System. Annotations appearing on drawing 732

direct the reader (estimator) to the specifications book,

which in turn refers the reader back to guidance plan 731.

The Ventilation Control Air System on the DLGN 38, unlike

that on the DLGN 36, was to be built according to non-deviation

working drawings which were to be prepared and furnished the

Yard by the Navy's design agent, Electric Boat, the reactor
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plant lead yard (RPLY) located at Quincy, Mass. Unlike the

DLGN 36, a separate guidance plan for the VCAS, drawing 731, was

furnished NNS by the Navy in a bid package. Section 9890-1-b

specifically identifies guidance drawing 731 as "nuclear;'

indeed, that Section is titled 'Propulsion: Nuclear Power.'

The title block on drawing 731 shows it was prepared by the

RPLY; the Navy approval signature on the drawing includes the

words 'Naval Ship Systems Command - 08- -- the designation for

Admiral Rickover's command, which has responsibility for all

the nuclear systems on the ships. Thus, NNS' assertion that

it thought the VCAS was a small, non-nuclear system is palpably

false.

The Yard admits in Claim 5.2.8 that it included the high

pressure portion of the VCAS in its bid, but states that

'these documents (i.e., the specifications and guidance plan

7311 ... did not reveal the extent of any changes in the

design of the DLGN reactor plant Ventilation Control Air

System.' This statement is false.

Our Navy experts explained that air from the DLGN 38's

high pressure air system was needed to serve the upgraded

reactor compartment Ventilation Control Air System (VCAS).

This was not the case on the DLGN 36, which used low pressure

air only to service its less complicated VCAS.20/

20/ Specification Section 9490-1-d provided only that the
DLGN 36 ships' 'high pressure air system shall ... serve the
reactor plant control air system.' By contrast, specification
Section 9490-1 for the DLGN 38 class ships made it clear that the
high pressure air system was to service both the reactor plant
control air system and the reactor plant Ventilation Control
Air System (VCAS).
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NNS must have recognized the upgraded character of the

VCAS on the DLGN 38's because it included the high pressure

air system component of the VCAS in its bid for the DLGN 38

ships.

Guidance plan 765 covers the compressed air system for

the entire ship. Guidance plan 765, like guidance plan 732,

ultimately refers the reader back to plan 731. A Yard cost

estimator named w as tasked to prepare the estimate for

the DLGN 38's entire compressed air system including the high

pressure air component. Our Navy experts provided us with

copies of stimate sheets. These estimate sheets

unequivocally demonstrate tha read and prepared a

portion of his bid for the vessel's high pressure air system

from guidance plan 731. 4 stimate does not include

the bulk of the VCAS system detailed on 731 i.e., the low

pressure portion of the system. As we learned through the

w>investigationA, the remainder of the VCAS was

considered to be another estimator's responsibility. In sum,

NNS was aware of plan 731 and that plan was not defective

because/ read and studied the plan and was able to

prepare an accurate cost estimate of that portion of the VCAS

system assigned to him without any trouble. NNS' allegation

that guidance plan 731 was 'vague and misleading' and thus

inadequate for bid purposes is simply without foundation.

Our Navy experts also drew to our attention a system that

was subsequently deleted from the DLGN 38, the 'containment

pressure control air system'. Its guidance plan is identified
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in the specifications as 723. The Navy experts advise us that

guidance plan 723 is very similar to guidance plan 731 for the

VCAS. NNS cost estimator Was tasked

to prepare the estimate for the system covered by drawing

723.21/ The Navy experts indicate tha*_5stimate

sheets for the system reflected on guidance drawing 723 reveal

a great deaX1 of precision. The point is th a is

able to prepare a very accurate bid for a system similar in

design to that of the VCAS on the basis of a guidance plan

(723) very similar to plan 731 for the VCAS.

_ l ~~~At our request, he redid his estimate for the

containment pressure control air system, using guidance plan

723. Schiller agreed that guidance drawing 723 provided him

with adequate detail to prepare his estimate for valves,

fittings, piping, flanges, hangers and stores. ;

1gŽ'
Although*_p~ould not comment on guidance plan 731's

adequacy for bid preparation, the Navy experts assure us that

21//,
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it is just as adequate as 723 -- and we can easily prove that

with expert testimony.
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In summary then, the Yard's own engineers, present and

former, put to rest Claim 5.2.8's allegations that guidance

plan 731 was so 'vague and misleading as to be inadequate for

bid purposes, and that this diagram, together with misleading

language in the written specifications, indicated a small non-

nuclear system, rather than an upgraded nuclear system.
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Claim 5.2.8 alleges that the VCAS was an 'evolving"

system and that the first meaningful indication' of the size

of the system (compared to that on the DLGN 36) did not become

apparent until July 1973, when the Yard received Rev. B, a

working drawing. The claim narrative indicates that NNS

recognized material changes on this working drawing, notified

the Navy and ultimately negotiated a supplemental agreement

with the Navy for certain of the changes. Claim 5.2.8 states

that when the Yard was preparing its estimate for the "out of

scope' work detected on Rev. B, it was unable to fully claim

for all the added costs to the VCAS because the Navy furnished

design data was 'so incomplete and ambiguous as to preclude

meaningful analysis,' and because the working drawings failed

to indicate piping lengths required in the VCAS. These allega-

tions are also false.

The Navy engineers who prepared the CITAR on Claim 5.2.8

have carefully retraced the chronology of events, including

all communications between the Navy and the Yard, and have

destroyed NNS allegations of 'system evolution. i d 4
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The Navy CITAR shows that on May 30, 1972, the Yard

notified the Navy that the working drawing for the VCAS was

overdue and urgently needed. The Navy responded on June 5,

1972, by furnishing a working drawing with a level of detail

much greater than on the guidance plan. In June 1973, the

Navy issued another working drawing, Rev. B.23/ Rev. B added

high pressure air reducing stations to the VCAS that were not

found on guidance plan 731. On August 30, 1973, the Yard sent

TWX 107 to the Navy advising that it considered the additional

material (i.e.,. added reducing stations) beyond the scope of

the contract. The important thing to note here is that TWX

107 listed only the added reducing stations as a constructive

change entitling it to added compensation. TWX 107 explicitly

states that the Yard carefully compared Rev. B. with guidance

plan 731 in arriving at its conclusion:

1. Newport News review of (EB Dwg.
38643-01XO1) reveals materials specified
which are not on contract guidance drawing
800-4385731.

2. Newport News considers the additional
material on (EB Dwg. 38643-01X01) will
involve work beyond the scope of contract
N00024-70-C-0252.

3. Newport News is preparing an order-
of-magnitude estimate of the additional
cost and will inform NAVSHIPS by separate
communication.

23/ Rev. B. was prepared by the Navy's design agent, Electric
Toat Division, of Quincy, Mass. Rev. B. is referred to by NNS
as E[lectric] B[oat] Drawing 38643-01X01.
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As a result, on September 26, 1974, the Navy authorized

the contracting officer to negotiate a contract modification

to include the air reducing stations not shown on guidance

plan 731.24/ On November 14, 1974, the Navy and Yard executed

M0D A00468, a bilateral supplemental agreement incorporating

the changes authorized by HMR-145.

On October 1, 1974, and November 21, 1974, the Navy

issued NNS detailed installation working drawings for the

Ventilation Control Air System. These drawings detailed the

exact routing of piping, piping dimensions, and exact installa-

tion locations for mounting VCAS components. As the CITAR, Ex. #14

underscores at p. 25:

These detailed drawings could not have
been developed until information on the
shipbuilder's components and structure
had been received from the shipbuilder to
enable the RPLY to work out a satisfactory
design in conjunction with the shipbuilder.
It is noted that these drawings were to be
provided 'as they become available' in
accordance with the terms of the contract.
The drawings were provided as early as
receipt of satisfactory shipbuilder informa-
tion reasonably allowed.

Claim 5.2.8 seeks compensation for installing components

listed both on the original guidance plan and the two subse-

quent detailed working drawings. But if the Yard actually

24/ HMR-145 at paragraph R. HMR means Headquarters Modification
Request.
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considered any of these components -- other than the added

reducing stations -- to be new or otherwise outside the scope

of the contract, it clearly would have promptly notified the

Navy of that fact, as required by the changes clause of the

contract. The fact that the Yard failed to make any other

claim contemporaneous with its claim for the added reducing

stations is persuasive evidence that it did not consider the

working drawings to have added anything to the original guidance

plan for which the Navy was required to pay additional compensa-

tion.25/

In sum, Claim 5.2.8's theory of an 'evolving design' in

the VCAS is without foundation *

_ The claim narrative

indicates that NNS cost estimators actually read and relied

upon the Navy's guidance plan and specifications in helping to

prepare NNS' contract bid, and that NNS' bid did not take

account of the true cost of the VCAS because of deficiencies

in the documents supplied by the Navy. However, in reality,

the Yard, through mismanagement, simply overlooked the bulk of

the VCAS system in preparing its bid. Thus, whether or not

the documents supplied by the Navy were vague or misleading is

25/

I2"
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actually beside the point because NNS employees, with the

exception o never even looked at them. In any event,

as we have shown, the documents supplied by the Navy were

perfectly adequate to enable the Yard to prepare an accurate

bid, had it taken the trouble to read them.
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V. OTHER FALSE CLAIM ITEMS UNDER INVESTIGATION

1. OSHA and EPA Claims

NNS alleges in Claim item 5.9.2 on the DLGN 38-40 cruiser

contract that it incurred increased costs due to government

actions, specifically, the passage of environmental legislation

including the Clean Air Act of December 1970 and the Water

Pollution Control Act Amendments of October 1972. Claim item

5.9.3 on the cruiser contract alleges that Newport News incurred

additional costs due to the government's passage of the Occupational

Safety and Health Act of 1970.

NNS alleges that since the contract negotiations were

based upon its September 15, 1970 bid proposal, no consideration

was given to the impact of the subsequent Clean Air Act or Water

Pollution Control Act Amendments. NNS also alleges that since

OSHA was not established until April 1971, no consideration was

given to the impact of OSHA on the proposed contract.

Claim item 5.9.2 (Added Environmental Control Requirements)

states, in pertinent part:

In December of 1970, the Environmental
Protection Agency was established and
under the authority of the amendments, the
emission standards were subsequently
promulgated. The federal water pollution
control act amendment was enacted during
1972 (October). During this same period,
actions were under way which would lead to
definitization of the contract. Since the
negotiation in progress was of the 1970
proposal, no consideration was given by
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either contracting party to the impact of
the Clean Air or Water Pollution Control
Act Amendments upon the proposed contract.

Claim item 5.9.3 (Occupational, Safety and Health Act of

1970) states, in pertinent part:

During the same period [December 1969 -
December 1971], the Government enacted the
Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA)
in April of 1971. Since the negotiation
in process was of the contractor's 1970
proposal, no consideration was given by
either contracting party to the impact of
OSHA upon the proposed contract. In this
section of the proposal, the contractor
will show that OSHA did have an effect
upon the performance of this contract,
what that effect was, and that the Govern-
ment, in the contract, had agreed in such
cases to an equitable adjustment.

The claims then set out NNS' argument as to why these

added costs should be passed on to the government, including

the steps the Yard took in order to comply with the new legisla-

tion.

The original bid proposal was submitted by NNS in re-

sponse to the RFP and guidance plans which were sent to NNS in

November 1969. The original NNS bid proposal was submitted on

September 15, 1970. However, on July 23, 1971, a supplemental

proposal was submitted by the Yard. In its July 1971 bid

proposal, the Yard attributed a direct cost of S3,700,608 plus

2.4 percent of overhead (amounting to S2,556,000) for compliance

with OSHA and EPA requirements.41/ Schedule E, attached to

the July 1971 bid proposal, reads as follows:

41/ Thus, the total amount of money included in the bid
proposal for compliance with OSHA and EPA requirements was
56,256,608.
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The proposed target costs for these ships
includes $1,870,591 for the DLGN 38,
$987,675 for DLGN 39, and $932,338 for the
DLGN 40 to cover the estimated impact of
current laws such as the Occupational
Safety and Health Act of 1970 and Environ-
mental Control legislation on direct costs
and associated overhead. Estimated costs
were derived by applying a 2 percent
factor to all productive (including
supervision) hours plus associated over-
head to reflect the loss of efficiency,
expected due to the necessity of operating
under the adverse constraints. Also
included for each ship is an estimated
$50,000 for miscellaneous consumable
materials.

The proposed overhead rate includes 2.4
percent to cover additional and direct
costs estimated to be incurred as a result
of the legislation. The additional over-
head was derived by evaluation of the
capital expenditures required, cost of
indirect labor, lost direct labor hours
for various medical examinations, record
keeping and other miscellaneous costs.42/

Thus, it is crystal clear that, contrary to the representa-

tions made in claim items 5.9.2 and 5.9.3, consideration was

given to possible increased costs due to EPA and OSHA require-

ments.

It is important to note that even if the Yard's OSHA and

EPA claims were factually correct, they would still lack any

legal foundation since it is firmly established that the

United States as a contractor cannot be held liable directly

42/ Apparently, there was further communication between the
Navy and NNS regarding these additional costs. In a memorandum
dated August 11, 1971, to the Defense Contract Audit Agency, the
Yard responded to a number of questions raised by the Navy
regarding the July 1971 proposal. The letter is signed by a
J. E. Ware, Assistant Cost Engineer, with copies to Mr. E. A.
Brown, D.C.A.A.; Mr. C. L. Willis; Mr. C. E. Dart; and the Cost
Engineering Department.
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or indirectly for public acts of the United States as a

sovereign.43/ Horowitz v. United States, 267 U.S. 458 (1925);

Sun Oil Co. v. United States, 572 F.2d 786, 817 (Ct. Cl.

1978); Tony Downs Foods Co. v. United States, 530 F.2d 367,

370-371 (Ct. Cl. 1976); Glasgow Associates v. United States,

495 F.2d 765, 770 (Ct. Cl. 1974); Reynolds Metal Company v.

United States, 438 F.2d 983, 987 (Ct. Cl. 1971); J.A. Jones

Construction Co. v. United States, 390 F.2d 806, 887 n.3 (Ct.

Cl. 1968); Wunderlick Contracting Co. v. United States, 351

F.2d 956, 967 (Ct. Cl. 1965). The fact that the OSHA and EPA

claims lacked even a colorable legal basis is another indicium

of NNS' lack of good faith.

43/ The government can a ree in a contract that it will do no
sovereign act that wouldThinder the private contractor in the
execution of the contract and that if it does so, it will pay
the other contracting party the amount by which its costs are
increased by the government's sovereign act. Amino Brothers
Company v. United States, 372 F.2d 485, 491 (ct.7-Cl. 1967).
However, the cruiser contract has no such clause. In its OSHA
and EPA claims the Yard maintained that the contract did in
fact contain such a clause. The Yard cited Clause 75,
entitled 'Health, Safety and Fire Protection", which was added
to the cruiser contract by Supplemental Agreement P00007 on
December 21, 1971. But the Yard ignored the fact that Clause
75 is limited to increased costs caused by compliance with new
regulations and requirements 'with respect te the risks
described in the Article of this contract entitled 'Nuclear
Risk -- Indemnification Under P.L. 85-804.'" The Yard's claim
narratives quote Clause 75 selectively in order to give the
misleading impression that the sovereign act provisions relate
to all government health and safety regulations.
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2. Navy Recruiting Claims

NNS alleges that it encountered unanticipated costs of

$23,723,192.00 in the performance of its contracts on the 14

vessels as the result of Navy recruiting practices. This

figure was divided equally amongst the 14 ships in the amount

of approximately $1.7 million each.

The claim alleges that 'the contractor incurred added

costs for recruiting, hiring and training of new and replacement

employees as well as added costs to adjust workloads as a

result of the unanticipated departure of employees who were

recruited by the federal government.' It further alleges that

the government's promotional advertising had a direct effect

upon the loss of employees to the government, specifically the

Norfolk Naval Shipyard. The loss of employees was primarily

due to the Navy's intensive recruiting campaign during May and

June 1974.

In order to fulfill its contractual obligations during

the period January 1, 1973, through October 31, 1974, NNS had

to maintain a level of employees sufficient to perform the

contracts on the 14 ships. Therefore, it claims it mounted an

extensive recruitment effort.44/ In approximately 10 pages of

claims narrative NNS sets out its recruiting efforts to attract

44/ During this same period, Newport News was diverting
some of its employees for the purpose of constructing oil tankers
at its new civilian Yard. It fails to mention this fact in its
narrative.
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hourly employees, and design and salaried employees. The

narrative is written in such a way as to lay blame on the Navy

for NNS' difficultly in obtaining the results it desired from

its recruiting efforts. Although NNS asserts that 10,493

employees voluntarily resigned from January 1, 1973, through

October 31, 1974, it was only able to determine that 342 of

those employees were taking jobs with the Navy. There were,

however, no specific reasons given why those employees left

Newport News, or why they joined the Navy. The figure of 342

represented those employees who indicated that they were

leaving for the Navy out of the 4,722 who had agreed to give

exit interviews. NNS calculated that 720 employees left the

Yard to join the Navy, based on an extrapolation from the 342

employees known to have joined the Navy.

The thrust of the claim is that as a result of Navy

recruiting efforts a number of employees left NNS to take

positions with the Navy. Consequently, in order to maintain

its workforce, NNS had to recruit new employees. In order to

maintain the level of proficiency of its employees, training

and recruiting costs were incurred. NNS based its calculations

on a figure of $25,000 training costs for a skilled union

employee and $35,000 for a salaried or design employee. These

calculations were premised upon the recruitment of employees

with a zero skill level, and a five-year training period.

Furthermore, the figure included salary costs while the new

employee was doing productive work.
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This claim seems ripe for further investigation because

the legal theory of entitlement is completely spurious for the

same reason that the OSHA and EPA claims are -- it ignores the

sovereign act doctrine; and the training and recruiting costs

are calculated in a fashion that shows a conscious disregard

for the truth.

1. Many vacancies were created by voluntary terminations

of employees with little experience. Consequently, a new

employee could be trained to that relatively low level of

proficiency at minimal cost. The number of terminations

claimed during the period included terminations of all employ-

ees, skilled and unskilled summer help, janitors and secretar-

ies.

2. Many of the vacancies were filled by rehires who

needed minimal training. For example, in 1973, NUIS filled

38.6 percent of its vacancies with rehires and in 1974, 45.7

percent.

3. Newport News failed to mention that the Navy also

loses skilled employees to Newport News, thus reducing INNS'

training costs.

4. Newport News states in its claims narrative that

costs due to Navy recruiting were unanticipated. However, it

is clear that the Yard has historically lost employees to the

Navy.

5. NNS did not compare the size of its claim with its

actual recruiting and training costs to verify the accuracy of

the estimate.
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6. No base period of comparison was established to show

whether there was an increase in terminations during the

claim period due to intensified Navy recruiting activity.

7. A Yard employee who worked on the training costs

came up with a figure of 524,000 per union skilled employee

and $31,000 per design and salaried employee while in its

claim NNS used a higher figure resulting in an overall increase

of $1.7 million.

That NNS' claims in this area are grossly exaggerated is

shown by the fact that were NNS to calculate its retraining

costs for all job vacancies at the same rate it calculated its

retraining costs allegedly attributable to Navy recruiting,

the amount would be more than $333 million, a sum equal to

55.6 percent of NNS' total direct and indirect labor costs for

its work force of 24,000 plus employees.
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3. Claim Item VII.B.8 (Bow Dome) and Claim Item VII.B.9
(Cathodic Protection) in NNS' Proposal for Equitable
Adjustment on the 688 Class Submarines

The prosecution report prepared by the initial investiga-

tive team addressed these two claim items at some length. The

Yard's claims on these two items are devoid of merit -- a

conclusion concurred in by the initial investigative team.

It will be recalled from the initial pros report that

the sequence in the initial preparation, filing, rewriting and

refiling of these two claims was virtually identical.45/ The

claim narratives for both items, as initially written and

filed with the Navy, were based upon an erroneous premise --

that the Yard prepared its bid on the two items after the new

ship estimators reviewed Navy-furnished specifications and

mistakenly concluded therefrom that a particular method

(welding) was required for installation of both items. The

Yard later learned, after receiving Navy-furnished working

drawings, that a more expensive installation method (bolting)

would be required. According to the initial claim narratives,

these 'changes' resulted in government-responsible cost over-

runs on both items. As with the VCAS claim on the DLGN 38-40

45/ NNS filed what was described in the earlier pros
memo as a 'mini-claim on the 688 submarines in 1975, expecting
a quick settlement. When settlement discussions failed, NNS
filed a claim in 1976 for twice the amount. That claim is
described as the 'maxi-claim in the first pros report.
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cruisers, the Yard's theory of entitlement for these two

claims was predicated upon the constructive change order-

doctr ne.
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A,2The rewritten claims contain material omissions

of fact and state a spurious theory of entitlement bearing no

relationship to the historical events leading to the Yard's

cost overrun on these two items.

The reviewers in the Department have the initial prosecu-

tion memorandum with attachments for these two claims, as well

as the spade memos for these claims prepared by Assistants in

the United States Attorney's Office in the Eastern District of

Virginia.

4. Discharge Sea Chests Claim

NNS claims that it encountered three areas of added work

and increased costs in connection with the reactor plant hot

discharge sea chests on the DLGN 38-40, the cruiser contract,

which were not contemplated by the parties. This added cost

allegedly resulted from deficient specifications and/or deficient

Navy data.

Discharge sea chests are openings in the ship's hull from

which cooling water or other fluids used internally in the

ship are discharged. The sea chests discussed in the claim

are only in the reactor plant systems. Because discharges via

the sea chests are of high velocity, and elevated temperatures,

they may cause accelerated corrosion.

The claim concerns three specific areas involving the

discharge sea chests. First, the sea chest material was

changed from steel to monel; second, thermal sleeves were
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and, third, welding instructions on the working drawings were

allegedly vague, unclear or incomplete, causing rework of

previously welded components.

Because of the corrosion problems, the design of the sea

chests was changed on the CVN 65 (U.S.S. ENTERPRISE). The

Navy, in March 1969, had its design agent, NNS, redesign the

sea chests in order to minimize the effects of the discharge.

NNS recommended and the Navy concurred in the installation of

monel sea chests with thermal sleeves for the carrier in 1969,

and NNS assisted in the installation of eight monel sea chests

with thermal sleeves in the U.S.S. ENTERPRISE during October

1969.

As part of the DLGN 33 bid package, NNS had the specifica-

tions and contract guidance drawings in November 1969. The

contract guidance drawings, 722, 729 and 730, showed that

monel sea chests with thermal sleeves would be required. The

three drawings indicated by a detailed enlargement or legend

note, or both, that the coolant discharge sea chests, steam

generator release valve discharge sea chests, and the steam

generator blow down sea chests, shall contain 'thermal sleeves',

shall be monel, and shall be welded integral with the hull.'

On two of the guidance drawings, an arrow points to the sea

chests, and the words THERMAL SLEEVES' appear, together with

a drawing of the sleeves. On another, 722, alongside the

symbol for the sea chests, are the words 'See note 31." Note
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31 states that "in lieu of flanged sea valve a flange spool

piece shall be located downstream of sea valve to allow removal

of sea chest thermal sleeve." The three drawings on the

DLGN 38 also indicate, by detailed enlairgraent, a thermal

sleeve extending beyond the exterior of the ship's hull. A

comparison between the DLGN 36 and DLGN 38 contract guidance

drawings shows that the DLGN 36 drawings bear the notation

.Waster piece' where the DLGN 38 drawings note "thermal sleeve".

The diagram on the DLGN 36 drawings indicates a waster piece

that does not project beyond the exterior of the ship's hull.

Furthermore, on September 7, 1971, the reactor plant lead

year (RPLY) issued the working drawings for monel sea chests

and thermal sleeves for the DGN 38. They were entitled,

"Discharge Sea Chests . . . Nuclear." It is clear from the

Yard's acknowledgement of receipt of those drawings that they

were in the Yard's possession on September 10, 1971, prior to

bid and contract definitization. The drawings set out the

type of sea chests that the DLGN 38 class ships were required

to have. However, with regard to the steam generator bottom

blow sea chests (2 of 8), the design was indicated to be monel

with thermal sleeves but the drawing was "reserved."
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A review of paragraph 9480-0-A of the cruiser specifications

indicates that Section 9480 -- which specifies that the hull

be made of steel, a less expensive metal than monel -- is not

applicable to reactor plant sea chests unless noted elsewhere.

Thus, contrary to NNS's position, there is no conflict between

the working drawings and Section 9480. Furthermore, a compari-

son of the specifications for the DLGN 36, 38 and CVN 68

indicates that the words of Section 9480 are similar in all

three. Significantly, the CVN 68 was built having monel sea

chests with thermal sleeves similar to the DLGN 38. Thus, in

building the CVN 68, NNS did not interpret Section 9480 in the

same manner as it allegedly did in bidding on the DLGN 38

cruisers.

After receipt by Newport News of the advance copies of

the working drawings on September 10, 1971, they were apparently

reviewed and material procurement initiated, since on October

1, 1971, LAR 98-9453 (Liaison Action Request) was issued

requesting a change in the drawings to facilitate welding. It

is clear that the LAR could have been prepared only after a

detailed review of the design for the discharge sea chests.

On November 3, 1971, also before contract definitization, NNS

issued a supplement to the LAR which noted a structural interference

between the sea chest flange and a gusset. The supplement

stated (after receiving Electric Boat's reply to LAR 98-9453,

which permitted the use of a weld neck flange in lieu of a

flat plate flange), that NNS had investigated the installation

requirements. Thus, it is apparent from NNS' request for a

change in the non-deviation drawings that it had reviewed them

in detail.
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On November 24, 1971, the reactor plant lead yard, Electric

Boat, sent NNS the working drawings. They were unchanged from

the advance working drawings except for the change asked for

by NNS. On December 21, 1971, the contract was definitized.

On April 12, 1974, the RPLY issued revision B to the sea

chest drawing for the steam generator blow down sea chests,

which earlier had been 'reserved". On May 16, 1974, NNS

issued a teletype communication (TWX) stating that it considered

the cruiser sea chest work to be beyond the scope of the

contract because the sea chest designs for all reactor plant

sea chests were 'significantly more complex' than on the DLGN

36 ships and because NNS had overlooked the fact that they

were to be made of monel. NNS stated that it 'overlooked' the

monel shown in the DLGN 38 guidance drawings when it submitted

its bid and only became aware of the complexity of the sea

chest design on April 12, 1974, when Rev. B of the sea chest

drawing was received. On October 16, 1974, the government

responded by setting out the above mentioned chronology of

events, which clearly indicated that NNS knew or should have

known of the DLGN 38 design for the discharge sea chests and

rejected its contention that it was beyond the scope of the

contract. It is clear that NNS was seeking government payment

for its own oversight both in its TWX and in the claim. After

the government's response to the TWX, nothing further was

heard from NNS on the matter until the claim was filed in

August of 1975.
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The thrust of the portion of the claim concerning weld

joint numbers is that the RPLY failed to include such numbers

in the drawings it supplied to ENS. However, weld joint

numbers are simply not required, although they are often

included to draw attention to particularly important welds.

UNS was required to make welds that would meet standard inspection

requirements regardless of whether weld joint numbers were

included.

In sum, there can be no dispute that, prior to contract

definitization, NNS had specifications and contract guidance

drawings that clearly indicated that the discharge sea chests

were to be constructed of monel with thermal sleeves. UNS'

recognition of this requirement is shown by its issuance of

LAR 98-9453 and the supplement thereto, which requested a

change in the advance copy of the sea chest working drawings

that had been received by NNS on September 10, 1971. If NNS

missed the bid on the discharge sea chests, it was clearly the

result of its oversight, as NNS conceded in its TWX issued on

May 16, 1974. NNS' claim that its cost overrun was due to

deficient government supplied guidance drawings and specifi-

cations is knowingly false.
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S. Added Interest or Financing Costs

In all of its proposals, NNS claims equitable adjustment

for interest or financing costs. NNS asserts that the Navy

failed to make progress payments in sufficient amounts for

change work caused by the Navy, thus requiring it to provide

financing for such additional work. The financing claims

totalled $50,473,275 excluding the DLGN 36, 37, 41 and 42.

A common thread runs throughout each of the narratives.46/

The claim on the DLGN 38, 39 and 40 states in pertinent part:

Had the billing base been adjusted to
cover the changes, and had progress payments
been forthcoming as contemplated by the
contract, the contractor would either have
reduced his short term bank borrowing or
increased his investments.

The amount of each claim was calculated similarly. On a

monthly basis, NNS took the cumulative cost of building the

ship as of the end of that month and added five percent.47/

NNS then subtracted all Navy payments to date, which resulted

in a figure, 'los of revenue', to which was added the cumulative

prior months' interest. This figure was then multiplied by

115%. (This percentage was used because NNS claimed that a

compensating balance of 15% had to be maintained on deposit at

a bank in order to qualify for loans at the prime rate.) This

figure was then compared to NNS' actual average monthly borrowing

for the entire Yard. Interest was then calculated on the

46/ In each claim, NNS indicated that its financing costs
were not traced to any specific ship contract.

EZ/ We do not know what the 5: add-on represents.
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of the two figures. But if the average NNS wide borrowings

were less than the loss of revenue, the difference was used to

calculate the interest on investments that could have been

made if the Navy was paid for the change work on time.

Additionally, on the submarines SSN 686 and 687 claim

narrative, NNS stated that it claimed adjustment for additional

financing costs incurred as a result of changes in FICA.

While NNS' theory of entitlement may be correct here, the

methodology used in calculating the interest or added financing

costs again indicates a total disregard for the truth. First,

NNS simply assumed that all cost overruns were the result of

Navy actions. It made no attempt to distinguish between cost

overruns that might be attributable to the Navy and those that

were so clearly not the Navy's responsibility that it never

even sought compensation for them. Second, NNS calculated its -

borrowings based upon the prime interest rate when in fact it

borrowed substantial sums from its parent company, Tenneco, at

less than the prime interest rate. Because no compensating

balance was required by Tenneco, the 115% multiplier should I

not have been used on monies borrowed from Tenneco. Apparently, -\

NNS' calculations also improperly excluded escalation payments

on the DLGN 36 contract. Excluding these escalation payments K

increased the difference between payments made by the Navy and .

NNS' monthly cost overruns. Finally, NNS is claiming interest

on its administrative time lag in requesting progress payments. '

Elimination of the time lag element, i.e., the time used to

prepare and present a claim to the Navy for progress payment \'

after the work was performed on the DLGN 38-40 contract, results

in a decrease of 51,442,589.00 in the claim amount.
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6. Reactor Shielding Claim

NNS claims that it encountered unanticipated problems in

building the reactor shielding on the DLGN 38-40 series of

cruisers due to alleged deficiencies in the government-furnished

design. According to the claim, the design did not allow for

adequate dissipation of the heat generated during installation

of lead shielding. Moreover, the design required NNS to

fabricate certain lead panels in a more complex manner than

necessary and the Government did not approve NNS' recommended

simplification until too late. Consequently, NNS was entitled

to costs arising from its investigation of the problems,

including engineering efforts to recommend design changes, a

mock-up fabrication, and additional production efforts to

implement the recommended design changes that corrected the

alleged deficiencies. The claim also seeks equitable adjustment

for disruption and delay caused by the deficient Government

supplied drawings and plans.

The shielding discussed in the claim consists of a primary

and a secondary shield. The primary shield surrounds the

entire reactor vessel while the secondary shield surrounds

the reactor compartment. The shields consist of a cylindrical

inner steel wall or bulkhead with a series of vertical and

horizontal structural steel stiffener plates (divider plates

forming a honeycomb-like array of cells called bays' on the

outside of the cylinder). Lead slabs are installed in each

bay and each lead slab is bonded around the perimeter to
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the steel wall and the divider plates by lead. The melted

lead must bond to the steel and fuse to the lead slab. Poly-

ethylene plastic shielding material or a more temperature

resistant material known as PPC were required to be installed

over the top of the lead sheets. The shield bay is required

to be sealed with a steel cover plate that is welded to the

divider plates and seals the plastic shielding material

within the shield bays.

A. The primary shield may be fabricated essentially as

a complete cylindrical assembly in the Yard shop. The secondary

shield, which is a larger, heavier structure, cannot be handled

in the same manner. Consequently, N14S built the secondary

shield in segments and installed the plastic shielding material

(polyethylene) in many bays of the secondary shield in the

Yard shop before welding the segments together on the ship.

Assembly of the segments required that lead and plastic not be

installed in the shield bays that contained 'erection butts.'

Erection butts are the welded structural joints which join

individual segments of the shielded bulkhead to the ship and

to each other. Once these erection butt welds are made, lead

and plastic shielding must be installed over them to complete

the shield installation.

During construction in late 1972, NNS recognized "a

potential problem" with the secondary shield. A mock-up was

constructed and a LAR (Liaison Action Request) dated February 8,

1973, was initiated. The problem was that the heat required

to join the lead panels in bays containing erection butts was
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great enough to melt shop-installed polyethylene in the shield

bays. A similar problem was recognized by Newport News in the

primary shield around the temporary access openings. The

mock-up confirmed-UNS' concerns and it proposed five ways in

which to remedy the problem: (1) install the polyethylene in

the bays on board the ship after the erection butts in adjoining

bays were connected; (2) use a high temperature polyethylene

(PPC); (3) use caulking instead of lead to connect panels

adjacent to erection butts; (4) use asbestos sheet insulation

to protect the polyethylene; and (5) accept the melting. The

RPLY in a series of Plan Revision Notes (PRNs) approved the

use of a more expensive heat resistant polyethylene (PPC) at

NNS's option.

B. In mid 1973, cracks were discovered in the primary

shield while it was being fabricated in the shop. An investiga-

tion by NNS revealed that the cracks were due to poor workmanship.

NNS assured the Navy that steps would be taken to prevent a

possible recurrance.

However, in October 1973, a new problem arose when lead

cracks and unbending were discovered again in the primary

shield and also in the secondary shield. NNS first investigated

its personnel but 'determined' that procedures were in accord

with military welding standards and the 'contractor's personnel

possessed adequate skill and exerted reasonable care.' NNS

notified the Navy of these problems in December 1973 and
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January 1974. The Navy suggested by letter that a similar

problem had occurred at other shipyards which 'showed the need

for including temperature control requirements in the procedures

for lead bonding to minimize the costly rework and repair for

bond defects." On the same date, NNS recommended either the

use of the caulk method (packing of lead between joints) or

the installation of doubler plates to provide additional heat

sink and heat diffusion. For the first time, in March 1974,

in a LAR, the Yard considered the problems to be traceable to

'defective specifications' and not poor workmanship.

C. In another part of the claim, NNS asserted that a

non-deviation drawing, 842, required lead of varying-thick-

nesses be installed around the periphery of the primary shield

tank. In order to accomplish this, NNS had to cast lead slabs

in the required thicknesses and join them by bonding. NNS

alleged that past experience had shown this to be complicated

and expensive. NNS proposed that a standard sized parent slab

be installed with a 'piggyback' slab welded on to fill in the

shield tank. The Navy at first refused because it feared that

the requested process change would result in delay. Once the

Yard, two and a half months later, provided more details, as

well as a proposed drawing revision, the Navy approved the

requested change. NNS claims that the change was implemented

too late to be used on DLGN 38 and 39 and therefore that it

was entitled to compensation for the amount that would
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have been saved had it been able to use the piggyback method

on those two cruisers.

The problems recounted by IINS in this item had nothing to

do with defective specifications. The contractor had prior

experience with the fabrication techniques and was aware, or

should reasonably have been aware, of the fact that excessive

heat could result in melted-polyethylene and unbonded lead.

The applicable shielding drawing, 842, was in the hands of the

contractor prior to contract definitization and included

certain notes which specified that temperatures for poly-

ethylene and lead were not to exceed specific limits that were

classified as confidential.

In addition, for bidding purposes on the DLGN 38, WNUS had

been given NAVSHIP's drawing 245-4444872. Paragraph 3.1.2 of

that drawing stated:

Plastics [polyethylene] are flammable
materials. Normal fire hazard precautions
should be observed during handling and
storage. During installation when the
plastic is located close to welding or
burning operations, it should be protected
by a flameproof material. Edge bonding
of slabs (or other structural work requir-
ing high heat) in adjacent areas must be
complete before plastic is installed
unless precautions are taken to prevent
the possibility of damaging the plastic.

Thus, it is clear that NNS knew prior to definitization of the

contract, that the polyethylene layers and lead slabs could be
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damaged by excessive heat. The fact that excessive heat

damage did occur resulted not from the fact that the drawings

or specifications were defective, but from the fact that NNS

ignored the caveats against excessive heat. NNS attempted to

fabricate the shielding layers at too fast a rate, which

resulted in excessive heat generation.

Furtherbiore, the fabrication and installation sequence

is not dictated by the Navy through non-deviation drawings,

but rather is determined by the contractor. That the Yard was

in fact aware of the potential problems at the time of contract

definitization is indicated by the fact that it increased the

contract price by 60 percent to take account of the anticipa-

ted slow rate of fabrication.

It is significant that NNS' original correspondence and

LAR did not suggest that the Navy's design specifications were

defective. It was only in March 1974 that NNS first indicated

that the specifications might be defective and that the work

resulting from approval of the LAR 'might not be within the

scope of the contract.' It is interesting to note that March

1974 is around the time that the Contract Controls operation

was set up with Willis as its head.

Furthermore, as to the claim regarding the lead fissures,

NNS recognized that bonding techniques are an 'arts dependent

on worker techniques and not susceptible to written specifica-

tions. NNS conducted an investigation into the qualifications

and performance of its lead burners to determine whether
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NNS could reduce the number of defects, thereby saving production

costs, and to support NNS's request that the Navy accept

defects that could no longer be discovered. It should be

noted that after NNS's investigation and implementation of

corrective action, no further reports of unbending or requests

for acceptance of lead bond defects were made. Thus, the cost

of NNS' investigation of its lead burners should not have been

charged to the Navy.

As to the claim regarding the delayed implementation of

the piggyback' method of lead installation on the primary

shield, two observations may be made: (1) the requested change

was made to facilitate NNS's construction; and (2) the original

design was feasible. Besides the guidance drawing, NNS received

the non-deviation working drawings on July 27, 1971, prior to

contract definitization. Thus, NNS should have recognized a

need to suggest any alternate methods which would facilitate

its construction. After the initial rejection, NNS waited 2-

1/2 months before it submitted further documentation to support

its request, which was finally approved.

Another interesting aspect of this claim is that the

issue of a contract change for portions of this work was

thoroughly and formally documented and discussed between NNS

and the Navy at the time. It was apparently resolved in

discussions with the Senior Vice President for Contracts and

the Vice President for Engineering, who agreed to cancel a

prior letter identifying a contractual disagreement and
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potential request for a contract adjustment. Both the con-

tractor's prior letter and the letter formally withdrawing it

were signed by the Director of Contract Controls, Willis.

NNS's claim cites the correspondence relating to this matter

at length, including the letter identifying the contractual

disagreement. However, it omits the fact that the Yard formally

cancelled that letter. Thus, besides the possible fraud in

the claims write-up regarding NNS's conclusion that the problems

resulted from defective specifications, this is another example

of an apparently deliberate omission of a material fact that,

if revealed, would have cast serious doubt on the validity of

the claim.
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VI. THE PROPOSALS FOR EQUITABLE ADUSTMENT ARE "CLAIMS" WITHIN
THE MEANING OF 18 U.S.C. 5287 AND THE STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS
DOES NOT BAR AN INDICTMENT BASED ON THE FILING OF THOSE
CLAIMS

1. Newport News contends (CM 40-51)48/ that its proposals

for equitable adjustment are not 'claims' within the meaning of

18 U.S.C. 5287 and that it is therefore not subject to prosecution

under that section of the criminal code. This contention is

frivolous.

The forerunner of Section 287 was enacted in 1863, as part

of the False Claims Act, 'following a series of sensational

Congressional investigations into the sale of provisions and

munitions to the War Department.' United States v. McNinch, 356

U.S. 595, 599 (1958). As the Supreme Court explained in McNinch

(ibid.),

testimony before the Congress painted a
sordid picture of how the United States had
been billed for nonexistent or worthless
goods, charged exorbitant prices for goods
delivered, and generally robbed in purchasing
the necessities of war. Congress wanted to
stop this plundering of the public treasury.

Although the False Claims Act (hereinafter 'the Act") was enacted

specifically to prevent military contractors from plundering the

public treasury (see also 356 U.S. at 599-600, n.9), the statute's

prohibitions have been broadly applied "to reach any person who

knowingly assisted in causing the government to pay claims which

were grounded in fraud." United States ex rel. Marcus v. Hess,

48/
4 CM" refers to the Confidential Memorandum recently submitted

by Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company to the Department
of Justice.
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317 U.S. 537, 544-545 (1943). -Debates at the time suggest the

Act was intended to reach all types of fraud, without qualification,

that might result in financial loss to the Government." United States

v. Neifert-White Co., 390 U.S. 228, 232 (1968)(emphasis added).

The Supreme Court 'has consistently refused to accept a

rigid, restrictive reading" of the Act, even though it "impose[sl

criminal sanctions as well as civil." Ibid. For example, in

United States v. Neifert-White Co., supra, a civil action to

recover statutory forfeitures, the question was whether the Act

applied to the supplying of false information to the Commodity

Credit Corporation in support of a loan application. The district

court dismissed the action on the ground that an application for

a CCC loan, as distinguished from a claim for payment of an

obligation owed by the Government, is not a "claim" within the

meaning of the Act. The court of appeals affirmed the district

court's decision but the Supreme Court unanimously reversed.

The Court held (390 U.S. at 233; emphasis added) that the statute

"reaches beyond 'claims' which might be legally enforced, to all

fraudulent attempts to cause the Government to pay out sums of

money." The Court distinguished its prior decision in United States

v. Cohn, 270 U.S. 339 (1926), on the ground that Cohn involved a

fraudulent application to obtain the release of merchandise which

belonged to the claimant and which was being held by the customs

authorities as bailee only. The Court observed (390 U.S. at 231;

emphasis added) that Cohn "did not involve an attempt, by fraud,
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to cause the Government to part with its money or property,

either in discharge of an obligation or in response to an

application for discretionary action. 49/

The breadth of the Act is also illustrated by the Court's

decision in United States ex rel. Marcus v. Hess, supra, a qui

tam or informer suit brought in the name of the United States.

The respondents were electrical contractors employed to work

on P.W.A. projects in the Pittsburgh area. Their contracts

were made with local governmental units rather than with the

United States government, but a substantial portion of their

pay came from the United States. Respondents submitted monthly

estimates for payment to the local sponsors on P.W.A. forms.

While the estimates themselves were apparently truthful and

accurate, the contract price was inflated because of a prior

collusive bidding scheme. The Supreme Court held that the

monthly estimates were fraudulent claims 'well within the

prohibition of the statute.' 317 U.S. at 542. The Court

explained (id. at 543-544):

The government's money would never have been
placed in the joint fund for payment to respondents
had its agents known the bids were collusive. By
their conduct, the respondents thus caused the Qovern-
ment to pay claims of the local sponsors in order
that they might in turn pay respondents under contracts
found to have been executed as the result of the
fraudulent bidding. This fraud did not spend itself
with the execution of the contract. Its taint entered
into every swollen estimate which was the basic cause
for payment of every dollar paid by the P.W.A. into
the joint fund for the benefit of respondents. The
initial fraudulent action and every step thereafter
taken pressed ever the ultimate goal - payment of
government money to persons who had caused it to be
defrauded.

i2/ See-also United States v. Mastros, 257 F.2d 808,809 (3d
Cir.), cert. denied, 358 U.S. 830T(98), holding that a settlement
proposal was a Eclaim against the Army within the meaning of
Section 287 because it sought the collection of money from the
U.S. Treasury.'
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The Court added that the Act was intended to provide broad protection

against those who would 'cheat the United States', and that "the

fraud here could not have been any more of an effort to cheat the

United States if there had been no state intermediary.' Id. at

544.

While the foregoing cases demonstrate that the statutory

term 'claim' has been interpreted broadly to reach 'all fraudulent

attempts to cause the government to pay out sums of money'

(United States v. Neifert-White, supra, 390 U.S. at 233), it

requires no such broad interpretation to encompass the conduct

involved here. Rather, Newport News' proposals for equitable

adjustment lie at the very core of the conduct Congress sought to

proscribe in the Act.

Newport News concedes (CM 41), as it must, that the proposals

assert[ed] the right to receive compensation from the government.'

Moreover the changes clause of the contract with Newport News

(Article 29) uses the terms 'claim" and 'equitable adjustment'

interchangeably. so/ See United States v. Wertheimer, 434 F.2d

1004, 1006 (2d Cir. 1970). Nonetheless, Newport News argues (CM

41) that its proposals were not "claims' because they were "incapable

themselves of effectuating the payment of ... compensation' by

the Treasury, i.e., the proposals first had to be evaluated and

approved by the Navy. This argument is nonsensical on its face.

at/ In a hearing before Judge Merhige, counsel for NNS stated
that "when I say claim, I mean request for equitable adjustment,
a term we use interchangeably."
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The Treasury presumably never pays claims against it without an

evaluation of their validity by some government agency, however

cursory. It was reasonable to expect that the Navy would closely

scrutinize the unprecedentedly large claims amounting to nearly a

billion dollars contained in the Yard's several proposals for

equitable adjustment. But .the fact that Newport News realized

that its claims would not simply be accepted at face value and

immediately paid out does not alter the fact that the proposals

were claims for compensation. The Supreme Court has held that

even an application for a government loan is a 'claim' under the

Act, despite the fact that the granting of the loan is a matter

for agency discretion. United States v. Neifert-White Co.,

supra. A fortiori, the fact that Newport News may have envisaged

its claims as subject to negotiation with the Navy does not alter

their status as claims. United States v. Mastros, 251 F.2d 808

(3d Cir.), cert. denied, 358 U.S. 830 (1958).

A contractor may not excuse the submission of false claims

to the government on the ground that it is willing to settle for

something less than the full sum it initially demands. If this

were not the case, then the very purpose of the False Claims Act

would be frustrated. Every contractor could escape liability for

the submission of fraudulent claims to the Treasury on the ground

that its claim, no matter how false, was deemed to be subject to

negotiation. But this is plainly not what Congress intended, nor

what the Supreme Court meant when it said that the Act prohibits

'all fraudulent attempts to cause the Government to pay out sums

of money." United States v. Neifert-White Co., supra, 390 U.S.

at 233.
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Newport News asserts (CM 40, 50) that the case law inter-

preting the False Claims Act has never applied the term "claim'

to a proposal for equitable adjustment submitted by a defense

contractor and that applying Section 287 to its proposals

would expand the statute's reach 'unforseeably and retroactively

in violation of the due process clause. Newport News complains

(CM 50) that it has been "'lulled into the reasonable impression'

that the proposals were not to be treated as 'claims'", quoting

United States v. Insco, 496 F.2d 204, 209 (5th Cir. 1974).

In view of the fact that there are relatively few reported

cases that address the question of what constitutes a claim

within the meaning of the Act, it is not surprising that no

reported case specifically deals with Newport News' contention

that a proposal for equitable adjustment submitted by a defense

contractor is not a 'claim'. This does not mean, however, that

the government's application of Section 287 is novel or unfore-

seen. Indeed, on April 6, 1977, another major shipyard was

indicted under Section 287, on the basis of a similar fraudulent

proposal for equitable adjustment. United States v. Litton

Systems, Inc., d/b/a Inqalls Nuclear Shipbuildina Division, Crim.

No. S78-00031(R) (S.D.Miss.)51/ Litton raised almost the same

Counsel for Newport News also represent Litton Systems and
thus cannot be unaware of the Litton case.
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issue as Newport News raises here.A2/ The district court

in Virginia summarily rejected Litton's contention:

Regardless of whether you call it a
claim or an offer of settlement, or [an)
equitable adjustment submission, the fact is
that what is charged here is an assertion of
an entitlement to money from the United
States in May of 1972. That is a claim
within the meaning of the statute which it is
here charged was violated. That is within
the statute of limitations, and, therefore
the crime is not time barred.

May 20, 1977 Tr. of Hearing before Judge Albert V. Bryan, Jr.

on Litton's Motion to Dismiss the Indictment, at p. 126.

It is worth noting that on appeal from Judge Bryan's

dismissal of the indictment for prosecutorial misconduct, the

court of appeals characterized Litton's May 1972 offer of

settlement as a 'claim' without discussion of the issue.

United States v. Litton Systems Inc., 573 F.2d 195, 196 (4th

Cir. 1978).

52/ Litton did not even contend that its Proposal For Equitable
Zjustment was not a 'claim'. Rather, it made the slightly
more plausible argument that a letter dated May 1972, in which
it offered to settle its outstanding claim (i.e., the Proposal)
was not itseTf a caim within Section 287.
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2. Newport News also contends (CM 22-26) that an indict-

ment based upon the VCAS claim would be barred by the five

year statute of limitations, 18 U.S.C. 53282. NNS reasons

that because the VCAS claim was contained in the Proposal for

Equitable Adjustment submitted on August 8, 1975, the statute

of limitations ran out on August 7, 1980. Like Litton Systems,

NNS takes the position that the statute of limitations begins

to run on a Section 287 charge as soon as the elements of the

offense have been committed. However, as in the Litton case,

we take the position that the statute of limitations begins to

run anew when and if the contractor files a subsequent amendment

of its claim or a new claim.53/ Thus, in our view, NNS'

letter of August 1, 1977 (contained in our appendix as Ex.

$15), which informed the Navy of changes in the projected

final costs of all the ships for which the Yard had submitted

cost overrun claims, had the effect of starting the running of

the statute of limitations anew for each of the claims. The

changes in the final cost figures would, of course, have

altered the amount of dollars that each claim was worth, and

therefore they constituted a material amendment to the claims

as originally submitted. Similarly, the offer of settlement

L/ Indeed, at least two cases have held that the deposit or
presentation for payment of a government check to which the
depositor was not entitled is a false claim against the United
States within the meaning of Section 287 and the civil false
claims statute, 31 U.S.C. S231. United States v. Branker, 395
F.2d 881, 889 (2d Cir. 1968), cert. denied, 393 U.S. 1029 (1969);
Scolnick v. United States, 331 F.2d 598 (Tst Cir. 1964).
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in the Litton case, filed some 18 months after the original

claim had been filed, was accompanied by a downward revision

of estimated final ship construction costs. The offer of

settlement was held to be a claim' within Section 287,

which had the effect of extending the statute of limitations

by 18 months. *Judge Bryan therefore denied Litton's motion to

dismiss the indictment on statute of limitations grounds.

Unless Judge Bryan's decision in Litton was wrong, NNS' view

of the almost identical statute of limitations question prsented

here cannot prevail.

In any event, while the statute of limitations question

presented by a prosecution for substantive Section 287 viola-

tions is not entirely free from doubt, Newport News has conven-

iently ignored the fact that we can indict the Yard and its

employees for conspiracy to defraud the United States under

either 18 U.S.C. S286 or 5371. Because conspiracy is the

classic continuing offense, an indictment under Section 286 or

371 would clearly present no statute of limitations question.

Newport News does not contend otherwise, and Litton Systems,

in its statute of limitations argument, conceded that had it

been indicted for conspiracy rather than for a substantive

violation of Section 287, there would have been no statute of

limitations issue in the case.

The key count of the indictment we now contemplate will

charge Newport News with a violation of 18 U.S.C. S286. It

provides:
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Whoever enters into any agreement,
combination or conspiracy to defraud the
United States, or any department or agency
thereof, by obtaining or aiding to obtain the
payment or allowance of any false, fictitious
or fraudulent claim, shall be fined not more
than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than ten
years, or both.

The beauty of Section 286 is that 1) it makes obtaining payment

from the government the ultimate object of the conspiracy, rather

than the mere filing of the false claims; and 2) it has a ten

year penalty provision, in contrast with the five year provisions

in Sections 287 and 371.

We plan to show NNS's elaborate attempts to obtain payment

on its claims. This part of the conspiracy included lobbying and

testifying on Capitol Hill, and efforts to blackmail the Navy by

threatening, inter alia, to withdraw entirely from the Navy's

nuclear shipbuilding program. In view of the fact that Newport

News is one of only two shipyards capable of building nuclear

ships for the Navy and the only shipyard that builds nuclear

aircraft carriers, such blackmail threats had to be taken serious-

ly by the Navy. The threats are contained in letters from the

highest officials of Newport News to Navy and DoD officials. One

such letter, from former NNS President J. P. Diesel to Deputy

Secretary of Defense William P. Clements, is included in the

appendix as Exhibit #16. This letter is but one of several in

our possession of like import. We intend to pursue this aspect

of the conspiracy vigorously.
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Under section 286, the statute of limitations would not

begin to run until at least October 5, 1978, when the Yard and

the Navy agreed to a lump sum settlement of the Yard's claims.

Thus, an indictment would clearly not be time barred before

October 5, 1983. Indeed, insofar as Newport News continues to

assert a claim of entitlement to additional vast sums of money

based on the original false claims, the conspiracy is one that

continues up to the present time.54/ In its Confidential Memo-

randum, Newport News brazenly asserts two legal theories under

which it is entitled to seek additional compensation from the

Navy. First, NUS argues (CM 143-155) that it is entitled to

rescind the settlement it reached with the Navy and seek full

compensation for all of its cost overrun claims because, by

instituting this criminal investigation, the Navy has allegedly

breached 'an implied contractual duty to take no action which

will impede the enjoyment by the Company of the benefits of the

settlement agreements (CM 152). The Yard contends (CM 156-169)

in the alternative that it is entitled to additional sums of

money for the 21 claim items that were, unbeknownst to it,

.excluded' from the settlement by the Navy because they were

54/ Assuming that counsel for Newport News are aware of the
Eilse character of the claims, they would be subject to
prosecution as co-conspirators under Section 286, and very
likely under Section 287 as well.
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regarded as probably fraudulent.55/ We have requested the

Civil Division of Main Justice to evaluate the merits of these

two contractual arguments. For present purposes, it is sufficient

to point out that in the very same Confidential Memorandum in

which UIPS initially argues that a prosecution is time barred, it

actually concludes by reasserting all of its original false

claims, thereby extending the Section 286 conspiracy until the

present time. By the same token, the Confidential Memorandum may

also have the effect of either extending the statute of limita-

tions on the original claims for purposes of a prosecution under

Section 287, or may itself constitute the filing of a new group

of false claims against the United States.

55/ We do not yet understand why the Navy chose to exclude
only those 21 claim items from the settlement, since the NavyCITARS indicate that some degree of fraud was involved in themajority of the 260-odd claim items.
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VII. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. It is clear beyond cavil that the individual claims analyzed

above are not only false and without legal merit, but that their

preparation was purposeful and criminal.

Moreover, when the individual claims are evaluated against

a broadly based conspiracy, and

against each other as well, it is apparent that NNS approached

the claims effort with the singleminded purpose of inflating the

claims to the greatest extent possible. The inference is inescapable

that NNS' plan was to make the claims huge enough to choke the

Navy's normal procedural mechanism for their orderly review.

The claims could then be settled en bloc, through horse-trading -- a

process that would allow the Yard to collect millions of dollars

on claims that had no merit. This in fact happened.

The conspiracy we have uncovered is staggering in its size

and complexity. NNS' claims effort was perhaps the largest

assault on the Treasury in American history. Because of the

sheer size and complexity of its claims, and because the government

lacked the immense resources required to litigate each claim in

court, NNS' scheme succeeded. The Navy settled the claims for

$208 million. The evil inherent in the conspiracy to defraud the

government was exacerbated by NNS' use of extortion tactics to

pressure the Navy into agreeing to a settlement of its claims.

In essence the Yard held the Navy's nuclear shipbuilding program,

and hence the national defense, hostage until the Navy agreed to

a favorable settlement of its claims. This successful effort to

defraud the United States warrants the best effort the government

can muster to bring the Yard and its employees to the bar of

justice.
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Statute of limitations considerations make it advisable

that the investigation be concluded by late spring or early

summer 1982. Otherwise, we may not be able to bring substantive

287 counts. Obviously, because of the sheer number of claims

and the short time remaining, most of the claim items cannot

be investigated at all, much less with the thoroughness given

the VCAS claim. However, we can pursue the several claims

discussed in this memo within the time remaining, as well as

p orovided that the present

investigative team is not sidetracked with other case assignments.

Of course, we do not want to return an indictment on one claim

item alone. Several individual claims must be included to

show a pattern, to dispel any argument of mistake, and to

demonstrate the existence of the overall conspiracy.

Much the time lost in the investigation to date must be

attributed to lawyers playing musical chairs' and to an

overly compartmentalized approach to the case by the several

attorneys who earlier participated in the investigation.

Almost as soon as a Main Justice attorney got deeply involved

in the investigation he or she would disappear to work on

other cases. In addition, the Justice attorneys relied too

heavily on the Navy attorneys to conduct detailed grand jury

investigation which they later failed to assimilate. The

Navy attorneys were often lost in the field of criminal law

and frequently appeared to receive little or no guidance from

the Justice Department attorneys.
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The Navy attorneys were reluctant to express their bottom line

views on various claims, and on the occasions when they did so

their views were often disregarded, as in the preparation of

the initial pros memo. This lack of continuity of counsel was

noted by Judge Merhige on April 22, 1981, when he ruled against

NNS' motions to quash the enforcement of existing subpoenas,

and to terminate the grand jury investigation

2. In addition to continuity of assignments, we need paralegal

assistance to digest the grand jury testimony and organize and

assemble do cumentary evidence..M

The United States Attorney's Office for

the Eastern District of Virginia can provide one paralegal; we

request one additional paralegal assistant from the Department.
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Respectfully submitted,

Joseph A. Fisher, III
Chief, Fraud Section
Eastern District of Virginia

Joseph J. Aronica
Assistant United States Attorney
Eastern District of Virginia

David B. Smith
Attorney, Appellate Section
Criminal Division
Department of Justice
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EXHIBITS

1. VCAS claim draft, unknown author.

2a. VCAS claim draft prepared by Doyle from claim draft Ex.
#3.

2b. Typed copy of VCAS claim draft Ex. #2a.

3. VCAS claim draft prepared by L. Mangus.

4. VCAS claim draft prepared by L. Mangus.

S. Final VCAS claim draft submitted to the Navy on August 8,
1975 by NNS in its Proposal for Equitable Adjustment
on the DLGN 38-40 cruisers. -

6. Draft of a change order request on the VCAS, dated June 4,
1975. It was never filed. --

7. Doyle's draft of the VCAS claim as marked up in red pen
by an NNS cost estimator, C. Wesley. Attached thereto is a
separate handwritten chronology written by C. Wesley.
Also attached is a buckslip dated June 16, 1975, showing
that a copy of this annotated draft was handed to E. Alexander
of Contract Controls, team leader for the cruisers, on
June 16, 1975. -

8. VCAS claim draft, Ex. #2b with handwritten comments by an
NNS cost estimator in the upper right hand corner. --

10. DAR 53-404.4 --

11. Wesley-Rrause memorandum dated April 18, 1975.

12. Graphic illustration of the fixed-price incentive contract.

13. VCAS contract specifications for the DLGN 38-40 cruisers.

14. The Nvy^inte X94nc yUsi depot (CITAR)
ontbhe

thek 43Li L
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15. Letter dated August :, 1977, from C. L. Willis to the Supervisor
of Shipbuilding Conversion and Repair, U.S. Navy updating
final costs on NNS' several proposals for equitable adjustment,
including Contract :Z000-70-C0252 (DLGN 38-40). -

16. Letter dated June 1,; 1976, from NNS President J. P. Diesel
to Deputy Secretary of Defense William P. Clements.
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the required aterial and manhour requirements necessary for -onstruction of

this system.

The secorn element :hat aor:r-bared to this deficiency, a cbe over-

-sight of the Contractor's personnel co recognize that this system had changed

from non-nuclear on DLI:36 to nuclear on DLil38 with all the ittendane inspectioo

and certification requirements for which no manhours have been allotted. This

oversight is attrIbuted to the misleading words io the ahipbuilding specif lca-

tions.

The third factor that seriously affected the system estimate was

the assumption made by the Contractor's Cost Engineering and Design Engineering

personnel that the system test fitting and manhour requirements had not

increased significantly since the system us thought to be non-nuclear asd

similar to that on DLGN36. This problem was identified to the Covernent, by

letter 601/1-L3-601-2631-DRPD 2681/15 dated Uovember 19, 1974, as an increase

in scope of the DLCm33 Acceptance Test Program. The response to this problem

from the Government was received an December i, 1974, in their letter
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05-9080-SER OSJ-S411 dated Decenber 10, 1974, nhch stated that we had adequate

infornatlon in the contract guidance drawing available co foresee these require-

cents. This statenent was made even though the Governent ,as agare that no

test procedures were available to the Contractor at the tine of bid preparation.

Had these test procedures, or system working drawings or appropriate wording in

the shipbuildIng specifIcations noti.s that the systen requirenents were

extensively increased, been available to the Contractor at the tine of bid pre-

paration, a completely different systen with all of its ramificattons would have

been revealed. Hence, beceuse of the vagueness of the contract diagram and the

absence of any working drawings, test procedures and appropriate wording in the

shipbuilding specifltations, the Contractor in good faith based his bid on the

systen employed in the DLCN36 class. L " __ ;'S.. 'r ci.2 0, @ Iar - g %7
't-.-- - tWasedon tnesaeacra, it is appa renti'- n was

not available to estimate properly the construction costs for the r cc-or corn :

partient ventilatIon control air system.

In addition to the estimate discrepancy, a uigni.icamt cumber

design developmrec problems have corn up that have increased costs and are pre-

seted as follows:

1. The diagram for the reactor compartrent ventilation control air

system (NN Dwg. 9572-19) requires the pressure switch and trans..mtt;

components to eet the subuersibility operational requirements.

Since the Contractor was unable to purchase components that

would meet this criteria, it wee decided to relocate ehese com-

ponents outside of the core renoval compartment in the passage-

way. Subsequently, the Covernment design personnel decided

that relocating these components did not satisfy the

subersibilicy requirements And therefore vould require a wacer
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tight enclosure. Th.e ::aer e:ih;: enclasures are presently

being developed from a Reactor ?laz.t Lead Yard sketch

(DLC;38-P-287). This added work is a direct result of -eetIng

design criteria of an :-.prac:ical rature as illustrated by a

non-esistent source of coopononts that would meet the submarsl-

bt::ry operaticoal requiremonts.

2. -hree Plan levision Notices (?Pis) have been received and

incorporated to include rissing irforr-tion and to resolve a

-ajor foul. Specif' cally, PR:-A-747 ( @2 plant) was issued to

clear a aJor foul wi:h the churncg system. This necessitated

significant revork of the Contractor's drawing 9572-21, and

added material requireeeces. PLN-;A-7-3 (-2 plar.:) ar.c ?Pi::-A-

742 (el plant) added nissinz info-tron to the control air

system drawings. 9572-21 aln 9577-20. Had thin information

been available earlier, a signifitant arount of disruptIon due

to drawing revision would not have occurred.

3. A mJajr longstanding problem that is causing delay and disrup-

tion is in obtaining legible sepia prints from the Reactor

Plant Lead Yard which is necessary to ensure proper construc-

tion of the reactor plant ventilation control air system.

As of January 1. 1975, the Contractor has not received the complete

set of working drawings for this system froe the Coverrmnt's reactor plant lead

yard. A second preliminary request for additional funding is being preRared for

submittal to the Governernt'based on the increased copleadxy of th& system and

lack of adequate Governmbent furnished information c *

_czciplated55: ~ h ec'-r-r ~ 'zw;~-~~
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resme. If a contract change ordor is received for this system, then the price

estimate for th:: ,ork ill be excluded from the claim. In any event, the

Con:ractor reserves all :;h:s to equitable adjustront in the arees of delay and

disruption that =ay result from prcbleos assoc'a:cd vith this system.
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5.2.8 Control Air System

An inadequate Government plan, contract guidance plan DLGIS-300-

4385731. and ambigui:y in Section 969C-1 of the Specifications for Building

\uclear ?::ered Guided lissile Frigate DLG i'S caused the Contractor to incur

costs not contemplated at the rime of contract execution. Section 9S90-la,

PRopULSI:;: NTCLLAR ?G A, General, provides that two reactor plants

similar to those provided it. the DLCN36 Class will be installed in the CLC:;'3

Class. This same specification section, 9890, provides that reactor plant

ventilation systen fans, filters valves, and instruments shall be in accor-

dance with contract guidance plan DLGS3S-800-4335731; houever, this plan was

unavailable to the Ccntractor prior to definitization of the contract. the

Contractor was therefore unable, or in any cnse failed, to determine from

Xhese docuamnts that the DLC:33 reactor plant ventilation systen was to be

.considered a nuclear system and not a non-nuclear system as was ths Baae with

the D1UM38 Class. Neither was the Contractor in a position to quantify any

differeaces whLich could be reflected on the unavailable contract guidance plan.

On that basis. therefore, the Contractor assumed that the contract design for

the DLC,'3 Class ventilation system would be similar to that on the DLCY36

Class and executed the contract accordingly.

in the case of the DLGh13S ventilation system, not oul7 was the design

of this system still evolving at the tine bids were being prepared, but con-

tinued long after finalization of the contract. As the design developed, i:

became apparent that the control air system for DLC0J38 was significantay more

complex and would require note material sod manhours than the system employed

oan the previous ships. This was first illustrated In July 1973. when the

system diagram, So. 9572-19 was received. (The material changes on this diagram

subsequently resulted in receipt of ?' 145 which corrected a portion of the
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component and fitting requireconts.) After receipt of the control air pijpjn

vorking drawings which became available on 'ove-ber 21. 1974 (Forard Plant)

and Oztcber 1, 1974 (Af: Plant), it beca=n evident that the original estimate

for the reactor compartment wentilaticn control air system was greatly under-

stated-

Even after eceipt of these plans, the data contained therein vere

so def'cicnt as to preclude =eaningful analysis. One significnnr problem

in making the original estimate from tha con:tact diagram and preparation of

!br 145 estimate from the system diagram was the abiabIfty of the estimators

to determine the length of piping required in the ventilation control air

system. These data are required to calculate the caterial requirements which

in turn forms the basis for the manhour estinate. Consequently, the or'gfnal

system estimate and 2M 145 esctiate do not include the required material and

manhour requirements necessary for construct'on of this system.

The second element that contributed to this deficiency -as the over-

sight of the Contractor's personnel to recognize chat this system bad changed

from non-nuclear on DLCG36 to nuclear on rLC:U38 with all the attendanc inspec-

ton ;ad certification requirements for which no aanbours have been allotted.

This oversight is attributed to the misleading words in the shipbuilding speci-

fications.

The third factor that seriously affected the system estimate sws

the assumption rede by the Contractor's Cost Engimeering and Design Emgineer4ng

personnel that the system test fitting and manhour requirements bad not

increased significantly since the system was thought to be non-auclear and

similar to that on DLC136. This problem ,as identified to the Government,

by letter 601/1-l3-6O1-2681-DRL'D 2681/15 dated November 19, 1974, as an

increase in scope of the DLCSL38 Acceptance lest Program. The response to this

GS.Z5) a . .. . ..
0C41S3
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problem frc: -he Covernnent was received on Deccrber 11 1974, in their letter

Os-SCso-sR 03J-S411 dated Dece=ber 10, 1974, which seated their opinIon that

we had adequate infor=acion in the contract ;wtdazce drawing available to foresee

these requiremenzs. 7his statenent :as =ade even though the Cover==eom was

aware that no tese procedures were available eo the Contractor at the tine of

bid preparation. Fad these test procedures, or system working drawings or

appropriate wording in the shipbuilsing specificatIons noting that the systen

requLreaents were extensively increased, been available to the Contractor a:

the ti=e of bid preparaneon, a completely different system with all of ins

ramifications would have been revealed. Hence, because of the vagueness of the

contract diagram and the absence of any working drawings, test procedures and

appropriate wording in the shipbuilding specifications, the Contractor in good

faith based his bid on the system employed in the Dt.0U36 Class.. There should

be no question as co whether the data furnished by the Government tidied the

Conrcactcr. The detail of the Contractor's estciate clearly reveals that he

was misled. That the data itself was deficient is supported by the fact that

it also misled the Covernment personnel who reviewed the Contractor's estiate.

Based oan these facts, it is apparent that adequate infortion was not avail-

able to estimate properly the construct-on costs for tha reactor compartnenc

ventilation control air system.

-la addition to the estimate discrepancy. a significant mnber of

design development problems have cons up that have increased costs and are

presented as follows:

1. 'Th diagrama for the reactor compartctnt ventilation control

air system (bI Drawing 9572-19j requir's the pressure suitch

and transmitter components to reet the subaersibilLty opera-

tinoa requirements. Since the Cootractor was uable to
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purch-_:- coco-.ents th:r wou1d -eet chis criteria, it -was

decided co relocate these cc=aponcata ou:s'de cf the core

re=oval consartment in the p-csa;eway. Subsequently, the

Coverncnt desin personnel decided that relocating these

co=ponents did not satisfy the submeroibility requircuants rad

therefore would require a water tIght enclosure. The water

tight enclosures are presently being developed from a Reactor

Plant Lead Yard sketch (DLC'38-?-237). This added work is a

direct result of meeting design. criteria of An impractical

maturo as illustrated by a non-esistent source of components

that would =eetc the submorsibilit7 cer:tiosal requiremnts.

2. Three Plan Revision Xotices (PR::s) have been received and

incorporated to include missing information and to resolve a

major foul. Specifically, PR'-A-747 (i2 plant) uas issued to

clear a major foul with the charging system. This necessitated

significant rework of the Contractor's drawing 9572-21, and

added material requirements. PRU-A-743 (F2 plant) and PEXh-A-

742 (01 plant) added missing inforcation to the control air

system drawings, 9572-21 and 9572-20. bad this information

been available earlier, a significant amount of disruption due

to drardmg revision would oct have occurredi

3. A major longstanding problem chat is causing delay and disrup-

tion is in obtaimiog legible sepia prints from the Reactor

Plant Lead Yard which is necessary to easure proper construc-

tion of the reactor plant ventilstiom control air system.

As of January 1, 1975. the Contractor has not received the corplete

set of working drawings for this syste from thc Covernment's reactor plant

*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (Q¢S S
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lead yard. A second prelisinary request for addi:ional funding Is being pre-

pared for subnit:al to the Coveroaenc as 'n :esponse to a Change Order based

on the increased cenp1exity of the system and lack of adequate Cover-.=ent

furnished iforeraticn. If a contract change order is received for this systeA,

then the price esci:zate for this work -will be excluded fron this proposal. In

any event, the Contractor reserves afl rights to equitable adjustaent In the

areas of delay and disruption that nay result fron problems associated vith

this rysten.
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5.2.8 Control AIr Svt.::

Previously discusted proble3s aris'rg in the reacror Plant lead yard

;nd Contractor interface resulted frao unr _:lv rece:pt of dra-wings or inadequate

des~gn or fabricaaion. Contractor coz:s duo to the con:rol aIr system were

created nor only by these sane problers, but also by an inadcquate contract

diagram (4335731) and -isleadir3 ¶.ords in Section 9390-1 of the Specificarlons

for aur.d-5c ::uclear Powered Cuided isii DLC23. Tlais section of the

specifications implies that the ventilaticn system will be s*'ilar to thar

provided cn the DLC:-36 Class and chl' be iu accordance jith the wor-ing dravings.

Contract dIagrams are issued by the Ceverement for guidance pr'er

to bidding to allow prospective contrarrors to estimac costs and formulate bids.

In nost cases, a contractor who has perforred s'ar work under prevics ceo-

tracts with the Government will accept an ir-adequate cootract diagram and w-ill

formulate his estimates on the basis of the similar work performed pFeviomaly.

The desIgn of this system was still evolving at the time bids were beirg pre-

pared and contiaued long after fisiation of the contrcet. As the design

developed, It becane apparent that the control air system for DLC38 was signi-

ficantly =are complex and would require core cater'-' ard mahnours than the system

amployed on the previous ships. This was first illustrated when the system

diagram was received in July, 1973. The material changes on this diagrram sub-

sequently resulted in receipt of W.2 145 which corrected a portion of the

component and fitting requirements. After receipt of the system vorking draw-

ings which became available on November 21, 1974 (Forward -Plant) and October 1,

1974 (Aft Plan:), it became evident that a serious discrepancy existed between

the origina- estimate for the reactor comparXt=en: ventilation control air system

and the actual requirc=ents for material and labor. Sizce the orking draw=ngs

were not available at the time of the original estirate, and due to the wording

83-250 0 - 88 - 20
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in the applicable sec:tan of the detafled building specif'cations, the origia

estinte uas developrd fron the misleading Laplication tha3 this 7sytrt *ould

be basically the saca as that oan DLC;36 and therefore the contract dfiagram

-ould be acceptabie to use in preparation of this eszinste as a non-nj::lear

system.

The first significant problen in aking the original estIcrte fier

the contract diagran and preparatron of i= 145 estinate fron the system diagrac

was the inability of the estirmtors to deterniae the length of piping required

in the ventilation control air sysrce.1is data is required to calculate the

material requirements which in turn forns the basis for the nanhour estimate.

Consequernly, the ori.ir-al sysrec esti3ce and Ea 145 es rcitedo n-c iLclude

the required naterial and nanhour requirements necessary for construction of

this systen.

The second element that contributed to this deficiency ais the over-

eight of ths Contractor's personnel to recognice thae this system had changed

fron non-noclear on DLCN36 to nuclear on DLCQ38 with all the attendant inspection

and certification requirements for wich 0no manhours have been allotted. -This

oversight is attributed to the misleading words in the shipbuilding specifica-

tions.

The third factor that seriously affected the system estimae was

the assumption made by the Contractor's Cost Engineering and Design Eagineering

personnel that the system test fitting and manhour requirements had not

increased significantly Sine the system was thoughz to be non-nucleai and

simisl t that on DLC 16. This problem L-as identified to the Covernment. by

letter 601/1-L3-60l-26S1-DSPD 26811.5 dated Eovenber 19, 1974, as an increase

fn scope of the DLCZ1S AcceptancerTest Progran. The response to. this problem

from the Coverument was received an December 11, 1974, in their letter

G. I II Eqe: OrqG'?5
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08-90SO-SER OSJ-8411 dated December 10, 1974. which stated that we bad adequate

inform-eion in the contract guidance drawing available to foresee these require-

cents. This statere.t was r-de even though the Covernnenr was aware tbat no

test procedures wcre '-ailable to the Contractor at the time of bid preparation.

Had these test procc -cs, or system working drawings, or appropriate wording in

the shipbuilding spec :ications noting that the system requirenents were

extensively increased, been available to the Contractor at the time of bid pre-

paration. a completely different system with all of Its ramifications would have

been revealed. Hence, because of the vagueness of the contract diagram and the

absence of any working drawings, test procedures and appropriate wording in the

shipbuilding specificatisns, the Contrac:or in good faith based his bid on the

system employed in the DLG;36 class. -

Based on theso facts. it is apperont that adequata information was

not available to estemate properly the construction costs for the reactor con-

partmnot ventilation control air systemr

In addition to the estimate discrepancy, a aignificant number of

design. development problems have come up that have increased costs and are pre-

sented as follows:

1. The diagram for the reactor compartant. ventilation contr=l ar

system OMW Dvg. 9572-19) requires the pressure switch and cr-'enit

components to meat the submersibility operational requirements.

Since the Contractor vas unable to purchase composents that

would meer, this criteria; it-was decided to relocate these con-

ponents outside of. the. core recoval compartnct in th- pasge-

way. Subsequenly., the Covernment dezign personnel decided -

that relocating these components did not satisfy the

subeersibilicy requirements and therefore would require a water
j1CA, -
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tight enclosure. The water tilht enclosures are presently

being developed from a Reactor Plant Lead Yard sketch

(nLCzZ3-?-287). This added work ±5 a direct resul: of r=eetng

deign critcria of an irpractical nature as illustra:ed by a

non-existent source of covponanes that would meat the sub=ersi-

bility operational requirerents.

2. Three Plan Revision %otices (P!'!s) have been received and

incorporated to include cdssing infornation and to resolve a

metor foul. Specifically 7l'-A-747 (e2 plant) vis issued to

clear a major foul with the charging system. This necessitated

significant rework of the Contractor's draiing 9572-21, and

added material requirecants. PRN-A-743 (i2 plant) and Pl}t-A-

742 (El plant) added nissing information to tCh control air

system drawings, 9572-21 and 9572-20. Had this information

been available earlier, a sigaificant omount of disruption due

to draving revision would not have occurred.

3. A major longstanding problem that is causing delay sod dlsrup-

tion is in obtaining legible sepia prints from the Reactor

Plant Lead Yard which is necessary to ensure proper construc-

tion of the reactor plant ventilation control air syscem_

As of January 1, 1975, the Contractor has not recaived the complete

set of working drawings for this systen from the Government's reactor plant lead

yard. A second prellninary request for additional funding is being prepared for

aubnitts. to the Coveranmnt based on the increased complexdty of the system and

lack of adequate Covernast furnished infornaarion to pernt formulation of an

accurate bid. If readjustment has tot been obtained by the t'-a the systen is

completed and tested, the ventilation control air system will constitute a

5I<134 Qa.7
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,us:ifiaboe clatm vit:h the claim also possibly containinga delay and disruption

Costs. If a contract change order is reefived for this system, then the price

estinste for this york will be excluded freo the claim. tn any event, the

Czntractor reservcs all rights to equitable adj:strmnt in the areas of delay and
disruption that oay result from problen associated with this system.

5.11.*.40 00E7 4
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5.1.S Control A'r Svstea 7 3 3

The control air System for the DU L33 Class -hips, wnica serves co

reactsr co=partsen_ ventilatlza isolation and divert=ig :alves, is an e*terzizvely

redesiged and enlarged systee built ra nuclear :tandards based or Contract

Guidance Plan DLCJ32-8CQ-438573l. This contrasts with the DUL36 Class ships on

which cte control air system is a small systen serving only tnt reactor comper:-

=ert vencilatlon diverting valves. It -as designed as a non-nuclear systs oan

the DLG' Class from dr=a ings developed by the Contractor based on the contc-l

tsr system shown in phantom on the reactor compartm ente lation system con-

trract guidance plan Zor the control air system.

Two significant problems existed at the time the bid proposal. w:

prepared for the DLGt38 Class ships. Th .irst problem was that tha Contractor

di sot .realize that this system had changed fro3 Ron-omclet-to_nuclear 'The

second problem was that for some inarplicable reason the Contacrtor's neo ship

es,-,-ting department failed to estma-t, the majority of this ste sieae the

areas of responsibility were not clearly dafinedd due to its increased sizir

Apparently each of the Contractor's asticstirg sections thought another sectiea

was estimating this system. Consequently, the bid suhmittedi fe the DlMr3S

Class ships' control air system contained an esti-mte for the high pressure air

portion of the control air system only, and this estimate was prepared oa the

basis that the system would be non-nuclear. This estimice obviously contains

only a sna11 fraction of the actual cost of the concrol air system being in- 3 !

stalled on the DLCJ3S Class ships. . .

It is the contention of the Contractor that revnring the design

dc'eloP,77snc responsibility of this systen fron the Contractor and placinft it

_N.': Or

4~~~~
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contributed significantly to the extrecs disparity in the control air syster=

estcite. This action byy the Covern=et: 's considered rnusual since the

Coatractzr !;ad develnped the '!LS;36 Class cOrMCol air systea and, in fact,

subsequently developed a signiflcant port;-l of the D=I8 Class ccro.L air

system. ln conjicrtion with this, the warding contained in the Detail Specificz-

tions =y have contributed to the underestimate of the control air sstem ir

that Section 9890-1-A states: "TWo reactor planos similar to those provided

in the DCT36 Class shall be installed in accordance vith I " lt is quite

conceivable that these words could have -fIsle the estimator into thing this

system tould be nou-nuclecar as was the case an DLICS6/37.

As the DlG-3S Class control air system design developed, it bece

appareac that the system was significanclT core coople: and would require nore

naterial and manhours to construct than the syster epl oyed en previous ships_

This bece evident in July 1973, when the diagram for the ventilation control

air system (Electric Boat Drawing No. 38643-GIX01) was received. This dia,ars

azded oaterial conponencs, not shaws on the concract guidance plan. to the

system for which the Contractor regotiated additional moncy and Manhours in

Headquarters 1odicicatio3 Requisition 145. This contract zodification did not

in any way diminish the disparicy in the original system estimate.

After receipt of the control a-i piptat W'r;t drwiags which

Sb came avsrle cn L.b 1. 174 a C p4nt) aod Noveeber 21, 1974 (forvard

¶ 1̂n3 b e ncr. it

vas reaised i provisionsr hod o ~ade for the tasting requireesnts

associated with -" Yteo_ Th. problem as ideutified to the Co. rr by
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letter 60111-13, 601-2561, DRPD 2631/15, dated November 19, 1974, as an increase

in scope of the DLCQS33 Class acceptance* test program. The tesponee to this

problem by the Covernmeon was received on December 112 1974, i= their letter oa-;zz
Sec OSJ-84fl, dated December 10, 1974, which stated their oinion chat we ad

available adequato information in the contract cuida=ce drawing to foresee these

requirements. This statement was made even though the Government was aware that

no effort had been made on their parc to properly inform the Contractor of the

drastic changes in the control air system. Had the Government made sacme

additional effort to do this, quite conceivably,, an entirely adequat bid

estimate would have been prepared. .

In addition to the estimate discrepancy, a'significamr nomber.of

design development problins have come up which have incritead costs and are

presented as follows:

1. The diagran for the reactor conpartment venttiltion control.

air system (Electric Boat Drawing No. 3S643-0lx0j) requires -

the presrure switch and transmitter components to meet

the subaersbihlity operational requirements. Sinuc the

Contractor was unable to purchase components that wouli meet

tim criteria, it was decided to relocate those components

outside of the core removal .o.marmeoc in the passageway.

Subsequently, the Covern=mat desi-,n personnel decided that4 ,~~~~rj a apnt t did o. t

sure_

. dY d- ch (DON ) hisaddedwocS.

<7 ;f1 \ a te~tgte of aterctpting a desian cr'teria of an
r --c c racurc as illu tratced by a non-niscjnc source ofN~.r o eO

t

t-
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components which would c.az the subcarsibility operatioral

requirennts.

2.. Three Plan RZeision 'atices e5 s) have been reci:ed and

iacornarrted to include nissing Wforration and to resolve

a rajor foul. Specifically, P°:t-A-747 (.2 plant) was issued

to clear a =ajor foul vith the Coolant Charging Systen. This

mecessitated significant revork of the Contractor's draw.-ng

9572-21 and added material requirements. PS:-A-743 tC2 plant)

and PRf -- 742 (C1 plant) added misaing information to the

control air system drauings. 9572-2i and 9572-20.i ad thin

infor-ation been available carche, a significant anmoun of

disruption due to drauieg revision =old mot bhae occurred.

3. A major longstanding problem that is eacriag delay and

disruptioa is in obtainiag legible sepiz prints from the

Reactor Plant Lead Yard uhich are necessary to ensure proper

conntrvction of the reactor plant ventilation control air

system.

As of January 1, 1975, the Contractor has not received the complete

set of vorking drawings for this systec from the Government's Reactor Plant

Lead Yard. A second prcliniuW77 request for additional fu-14in Is being

prepared for submittal to the Government as in respoase to a Change Order

he

-1-4 S~~~~~~~r~~jL0gi1..Inan

_ ven Cancrs r right'!to equitable adjustuest in the a=eas

.f A..- amd d4r-nein ch may result from problems associacted vith thiS

*ystec.

.5-3CO .
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Section 5

The fact is that essentiilly =o available evidencc e sts, ceter

than that contained in. the specifications far buildiag DLCS38 Class ships, which.

f±cates the Covern=nent ade any effort at -I to properly notify ajd infcrm

the Csntractor that this systen had groa-n S-ensely in sina, inspection criterIa

and eest require=ects. It is the contention of the Coetracror that a cutmal

it~akse has been rade relative to this syoten and that. at the very least,

equitable adjus3=ent to cover the Contractor's cost of constructing this system

should be made..
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_l t X Section 5

5.2.3 Control Air stcem

Section S90-la ?..OULS'C::: '1CCLL'Z PO1, Ceneral, of- the specifica--

tions. provides that two reactor plants s~milar to those provided in the DLG:;36

Class -:ll ie installed in the DL_::33 Class. As the opem r:; stataeent in the

specification section zcverr.in; ruclear power, the Contractor had the right to

assume, and did assme, that the reactor plan: i'esin for the 3LG'J39 Class would

be sliular to that employcd in the D'G':36 Class. This same specification section,

93S0, provided that reactor plant ventilation systco fans, filters, valves, and

instrumencs shall be in accordance vith Covernnent furnished Contract Guidance

Plan DLCNZ-800-4375731. Although thi plan was available co e Contractor at

the ti-e of definitization of the contract by Contract 'odificat'on P00007, with

an effcrtive date of Derenber 21l, 19711 i: could not then be recognized than it was

sovague and misleading as to be deficient for either proposal or perforsxnce

purposes. Specifically, with the exception of the high. pressure ) air systea,-

"- these documents did not reveal the extent of any chan~es in the design of the -

CLG:33 reactor plant ventilationcontrol air system; and as a result. tha-contract -Ms

definitized with only the changes in the high pressure air portion included in

the Contractor's pricing.- Tho balance of the control air.system was- considered

to be similar to that incorporated into the DLC'.;36 Class ships: that is, it was

considered that the coatrol air system would be a sall mon-nuclear system

serving the reactor compartment ventilation valves and not an extensive and

enlarged nuclear systerm serving the reactor compartment isolation and diverting

valves.

The design of this system kept evolving after the concract was defini-

tized by Modification 7C0007, cffec:itiv Deceobec-21, 1971, and continued to evolve

long aitar definitirattcm of the cor.tractz As the design proceeded in its develop-

cent, it became apparent that the control air system for DLGJ3t was sisnif±csncly. more

5-297
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complex and moul2d require =ore cateria and nnhoors than the system employed

on the previous ships. nhe fiist =maningful indication of the extent of the

change became evident in July. 1973, when the diagram for the ventilation

control air system (M'ectric Soat Plan o. 'S643-OLXO1) was reteived. 7%ja

plan was furnished to the Contractor as provided by Section 9890-1-b of the

specifications which soecnf7 that the Covernment furnished working plans will be

based on the contract ard contract guidance plans. the material changes on

thisventilation control air system diagran subsequently resulted in issuance of

.LI 145, incorporated in the contract by Hodification A00468, dated :ovember 13,

1974, which corrected a portion of the component and fitting requirements.)

Further indication that the systen obviously had become much more complex than

could have been reasonably anticipated became visible af er receipt of the Covern-

ment furnished control air piping .orking plans which bec available on

November 21, 1974 (Forward Plant) and October . 1974 (Aft Plant). These Govern-

nent furnished plans revealed that the reactor coPaxrtct ventlation control

air system had been designed to a degree of conplexity which, rather than being

similar, greatly exceeded the DL.S36 Class design.

Even after receipt of these plans, the full extent of the changes in
the design requirements were unclear. The d ta contained therein were so incom-
plete and ambiguous as to preclude reaaingful analysis. Ons continued problc in

preparing the original estimate from the contract diagram and in preparing the
IDOL 145 estimate from the system diagram was the lack of data necessary to deter-

CIng the length of piping required in the ventilation control air system. These

data are required to calculate the ateerial requiremesnes ad in turn forri the
basis for the tsbour estimate. Consequently, as the result of the continlng

deficfent nature of the Government furnished design data. the original system
estimate and the kOW 145 estimate dild not include the required naterial and

manhour requirenents necessary for the construction of this system as it was
finally designed. O00 02

5-298
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Anozher factor that seriously affected the conpleity vas that systen

test f:z:tin and man-ou: rcqui crnnts had ircreased significantly over the non-

nuclear systes in the DLC!26 Class. This problem was idez::'!tcd to !AVSL by

ler:er4601/1-12, 601-2S11, D05D 2681/15, dated ' ovec:er 19, 1974, as an increase -

in scope of the DLCN;.S Acceptance Test Program. The response frog :AVSEA, to this

probles was received on December 11, 1974, in their letter 08-9eoa, Ser 08J-8411,

dated December 10, 1974, which stated an opinion that the Contractor had had

adequate irforma:ion in the contract guidance drawing ovoilable to foresee these

requiresents. This statreant gas nade even though the Covern mnt was aware that

no test procedures were available to the Contractor at the tine the contract was

definitised by Modification P00007 on December 21, 1971. Had these test procedures,

or systea working drawings.or appropriate wording in the shipbuilding specifics-

tions noting that the system requircoents were ecnemsively increased been available

to the Contractor, a completely different system with all of its r-mications

would have been revealed. Hence, bec:use of the vagueness of the contract diagram

and the absence of any working drawings, tesr procedures, and appropriate ordi=g

in the shipbuilding specifications, the Contractor in good faith could only assuma

that the system gould be similar to the syrsat employed in the DLGU26 Class.

There should be no question as to whether the data furnished by the Government

was inadequate to the Contractor.

In addition to the basic design discrepancy discussed aboe, a *signi-

ficant number of problems have been encountered in the control air working plans

furnished by the Government. Correction of these Government furnished non-devi-

tion working plans resulted in added work by the Contractor which was noc contea-.

plated at the rtie the contract was definitizod. These problems include:

1. The diagram for the reactor compartment ventilation cvntrol

air system CN Drawing 9572-19) requires the pressure switch

and transmitter components to nest the subcarsibilit7 opera-

tional requi:azents. Since the Contractor was unable to

0 oS3
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purchase components that would meet this criteria, it was

necessary to relocate these components outside of the core

recoval co=partment in the passageway. Subsequently, the

Ccver-=ent design personnel decided that relocating these

conponents did not satisfy the submersibility requiremenrs and

therefore would require a water tight enclosure. The vater

tight enclosures are presently being developed from a Reactor

Plant Lead Yard sketch (DL5C38-?-287). This added work is a

direct result of meeting design criteria of an impractical

nature as illustrated by a non-existent source of components

that would meet the submersibility operational requirements.

2. Three Plan Revis:in _:_ccz - ? s) h.ve been received and

incorporated to include missing information and to resolve a

major foul. Specifically, PL':-A-747 (,Z plant) was issued to

clear a major foul with the charging system. This necessitated

significant rework of the Contractor's drawing 9572-21, and

added material requirements. P2W-A-743 (e2 plant) and PRB-A-

742 (01 plant) added missing information to the control air

systemn drawings. 957Z-21 and 9572-20. REd this infornIaion

been available earlier, a significant asmt of disruption due

to drawing revision would not have occurred.

3. A major longstanding problam that is causing delay and disrup-

tion is in obtaining legible sepia prints from the Reactor

Plant Lead Yard vhich is necessicated to ensure proper cons:ruc-

tion of the reactor plant ventilation concrol air system.

.0 jO-
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As of June 30, 1975. the Contractor has sot received a satisfactory

set of -orlking draujags far this system frco the Cverr.ceot's Reactor Plant

Lead Yard. A second erelieirary request for additional funding is being pre-

pared fcr su'=it:al to the Coverv-ent as in sponse to a Change Order based

on the increased co=rlexity of the system snd lack of adequate Covernr ac

fur-nshed infor_at'on. If a contract change order is received for this system,

the= the price est-- -e for this -ork vill be e:cleded fron this proposal. la

any even:, the Contractor rcserves ail rights to equitable adjustment in the

areas of delay and disruption char =ay rcsult fr.= problems associated with

this system.

ot 
5-301
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Newxpx, Ns,.-s ShiPtulking
", . gr-

N-1. -.-:; n.. 12M
!M� 2-7-2n)

3une 4, 1975

Supervisor of Shipbuilding
Conversion and .ecair, U. S. Ney
Newport News Shipbuildin3 and Dr, Dock Cowany
-Nleport News, Virginia 23507

Subject: DLCN38 R.C. Ventilation Control Air Systen - Chongo Order Request

References:

(a) Ventilation Control Air Contrac: Diagram, Draming 4385731

(b) Drawing 9572-19; Diagran - 2 C. Ventialtion Control Air Systea

Diagran (B3 38643-OLXO1)

(c) Drawing 9572-20: RC. Ventilation Control Air Piping Pud (V 3

38643-L5XW1)

(d) Drawing 9572-21: R.C. Ventilation Control Air P'ping Aft -(ES

38643-;5X02)

Dear Sir: -

It has becona evident that a serious discrepancy exists baeteen

the original estimace for the reactor ccopartrent ventilation control air

system and ths actual system requirements for material and labor. Research

into the original estimate has revealed the cause of the underestime, to

be the Misleeding words in Section 9890-1 of the Specifications for £u{.d-

ino Nuclear Powered Guided Mlisile Frigate D0C133 that imply the vent _a..

tion system will be zii ar to that provided on the DLC':36 Class and shall

be in accordance with the working drawings.

"9890-1-s. General

11.1in
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CO=?°ncnc ApplicabiLlt 7 List and Corponent Technical

Spec'lf:a:!cnz to be furnzshe! by the Coverr=ant or

prepared by the Contractor as specified in 9940-l-h.

These wor'sng drawings, Coaconenr Technical Require-

-ents (CT's) ; Component Applicability List, and

Cocponent Technical Specifications shall be used

without deviation unless specifically approved by

NAVSHIS OS or its designated representative."

Since the working drawings -ere not available at the time of the

original estimace, and due to the wording in the applicable section of the

'/ detail building specifications, the original estiat was developed free

the misleading implication that this system would be basically the sane as

that on DLCZ36 and therefore the contract guidance drmdang, reference (a),

would be acceptable to use in preparation of this estimate. This eseitee

contained no provrisions for increased piping requirements since component

locations were not specified on the contract diagram, no provision was eade

for quality inspection and certification due to the change froa non-nuclear

on DLC,36l37 to nuclear an DLGC3S Class and no provision was made for the

added testing require':mts due to the increased size and complexity of the

systen.

bhen the system diagram, reference Cb), was received in July 1973

it became obvious the: the or-ginal estimate was inedaqaute as to the

necessary component requireinnts, however, no iacrease in pipinz could be

determined from this diagram either. since the component locatiocs vere still

i-i; W i -nelwlqlll}45 wv eee~ived rr ad a s-all

5 ? s~~~~~~~~~~..~~~~T i r
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The first significant problem in -aking the original estimate from

the contract diagran and preparation of d a 145 estiate froan the systea

diagram was the insbility of the esticators to determine the length of

piping required in thD ventilation control air system. Thie data ia required

to talculate the material requirenents which in turn forms the bacis for the

tamhour estimate. Consequently, the original system estimate and IMR _45

estinrme do not include the required rmterial and manhour requirement;

necessary for construction of this system.

The secund element that contributed to this deficiency was the

oenrsight of the Contractor's personnal to recogiize that this syatea had

changed fron non-nuclear on DLC136 to nuclear on DL38 with all the attend-

ant inspection and certification requirenents for which no eanhours have been

allotted This oversight is attributed to the oisleadlng words in the ship-

bui2ding specifications.

The third factor that seriously affected the system estimete was

the assupeti.n made by the Contractor's Cost Engineeridng sd Design Engineer-

ing personnel that the sySteC test fitting and snohour requirements bad not

increased significantly since the system was thought to be non-nuclear and

sinilar to that on DLC336. This problem was identified to the Covereneat, by

letter 601/1-13-601-2681-D3PD 2681/15 dated November 19, 1974, as an iacre"ae

in scope of the DLGC38 Acceptance Test Progran. The response to this problem

fron the Covearoent was recei7ed on December 11, 1974, in their letter

09-900-SER OSJ-8411 dated December 10, 1974, which stated that we had

adequate 'afernea'on in the coortrc: Suidance drawfrg available :o fore.,

these requiresents. This statenent was made even though the Government was

aware that no test procedures were available to the Contrector at the time of

gsa or

he a. a ikrzyst cm

�, tl�-e Tr. ;� I
- -11.,t : �
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requ rmnts were extensively increased, been available to the Contraceor at

the ti=e of bid prepe:ation. a ceopleely different system vif h all of its

ramifications would have been revealed. HEnce, because of the vagueness of

the contract diagra= and the absence of any woeking drawings, test proce-

dures and appropriate wording in the shipbuilding specifications, the

Contractor in good '2ith based his bid on the system employed in the DL.C3S

Class.

Based an these facts. it is apparent that adequate inforcation was

not available to esticata properly the construction costs for the reactor

compartrant ventilation control air system.

In addition to the estimate discrepancy, a sigific-at nubr of

recent design development problem have comm up thst hae increased engieer-

in and material costs and ar presented as follows:'

1. Me diagram for the reactor compartment ventilation control

sir sys tem (tf DWg. 9572-19) requires thpressure snitch

and transmittor conponents to meot the subzmrsibilicy

operational requirements. Since the Contractor wes unable

to purchase components that would at -this critoria, .t

was decided to relocate these coeponents outside of the

core reroval coopartnent in the Passageway. Subsequently.

the Coveronent design personnel decided that relocating

these components did not satisfy the submrxibility

requiremants end therefore would require a water tisht

enclosure. The water tight enclosures are Preently being

developed from a Reactor Plant Lead Yard sketch (DLC33S-P-

-Sb.r 1
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~b
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a non-existent source cf co-ponents that would coet

the sucbarsibility operat±:anl rcquirenents.

2. Three Plan Revision Notices (P21s) have beea raceired

and incorporated to include missing information and

to resolve a major foul. Specificaily PERI-N-747

(02 Plant) -as issued to clear a =ejor foul with the

charging system. _is necessitated sivnificant rework

of the Contractor's drawing 9572-21, and added material

requirements. PR-A-743 (02 plant) and P2Z-A-742

(11 plant) added Missing information to the control

air system drawings, 9572021 and 9572-20. Had this

information been available earlier, a *igUi-csnt aou-t

of disruption due to drawing revision would not have

occurred.

3. A mJor longstanding problem that is causing delay and

disruption is in obtaining legible aepia prints from

the Reactor Plant Lead Yard which is necessary to ensure

proper construction of the reactor plant vatiat:ion

control air system.

In order to correct the c re= dicsparity in the estimate for this

system, resulting from unavailable Government furnished information and

teactor Plant Lead Yard draving deficiencies, the ContractinS Officer ±3

hereby requested to confirm in writing that the aforcmntioued constitutos

a change order. As soon as this matter is resolved, and since sufficient

* Y~t Xlte~ co] d3:oa zcrnsact pricing proposal vh

:95 order

S~~~tilt! ~~~~~~il .~~
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5.2.5 Control A'r Svsem ' ''''''°

An inadecua:e Government plan, contract guidance ?n DLG:'8-dCO-
v * r434S731 and a:iit7y in Section 9390-1 of tie Soeciflcations for Zuilding

-':uclea: ?Overed Cuided Missile Frigace DL:-.J8 caused the Contractor to Incur
costs not conte olated at the cime of contract enecucion. Section 9690-la,
PROPULS:-O: 1UC:L'UR ?O'., General, provides that tuo reactor plants

simIla- to those provided in the DLGC136 Class -ill be installed in the DLC:.38
Class. Th's sa=s speciflcztion section, 9890, provides that reactor plan:
ventilation sysrto fans, filters, valves, and instrUzencs shall be in accor-
da vith contract guidance plan DLC.;38-800.43357

3 1 ; however, this plan 3as
umavaglable to :he Contractor prIor to dci Iitiaatmoa of the concroc:. The.- -

? - -; ..Coa-actortas ereicre urable. or in ary case failed, to determine fr..
these docuzents that the DLG;3S reactor plant ventilation system was to be

.considered a ucslear system and not a non-nuclear system as was the,-case wit,
the Class. (Nithar -as the Contractor iz a position to quaLntif an

erencas which could be reflected on the unavailable contrac u . n
t ct basis therefore, the Contractor assumed th t the contract desi for79 ! Jf'tOO M8FF ecci C<awL~b IhZ 0 R C4M S~w.oh' DLCS38~a Class vencatzon systeam would be s*milar to chat on th DLC.136 i.S So5, f T 44S CA"* ~r"r PnU -.

e dac ted cbs contractaccordingly.

f the case of the DLCN36 ventilation systeM, not only a the siint-/- T. 7 xb'C ,:. R. TA C. ^
of thie system still evolving at the te bids vere bheim prepared, but con-
tinued long after. flnali-at-In of the contraccl As the design developed, it
became apparent chat the control air system for DLGJ38 ye significeant7 more i
cmplsz ad vould require r. matceria and mzanhours than the system ,

on the previous ships. This was first illustrated it July 1973, when cth

system diagram, lo. 9S572-19 was received. (The material changes on this diagram
eubsequenlv resulted in receiot of M 145 which corrected a portion of the
*. g OO16
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( ( ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Sectior a5

conponent and fit:tng requirerents.) After receipt of the control air piping

working drawings whI:h 'eca=e available on N!ove=ber 21, 1974 (-orvard ?Parn)

and October 1. 1974 (Aft Plant), it becaoe evident -hat :he original scinate

for the reactor cc=zar:=ant ventilation cont:o! air system was greatly under-

stated.

Even after receipt of these plans, the data contained therein were

so deficIent as to preclude reaningful analysis. One significant problen
u4HtA.T msl,..rJ- -. ,s oaGC. xe' ns~ -.

in making the.(M inal estirt from the conerctract dAcram and preparation of
_ s~e ,cgeIt.rr w^JP*5

5
7rwO

0
J rOat

MM 145 estinate from the system diagram as : . the es'tiators

to deternine the length of piping required in the ventilation control air

system. Thesa data aM required to calculate the material requirecents which

in turn forms the basis for the manhour estimate. Consequently, the orlginal

systen esticate aid ": 145 estimate do not include the required naterial and

=anhour requirements necessary for construction of this system.

The second alement that contributed to this deficiency was the over-

sight of the Contractor's personnel to recognize that this system had charged

from ron-nuclear on DLCJ36 to nuclear on DLCMS8 with all the attendant irspec-

tion end certification requirements for which no mnhours have been allocted.

This oversight is attributed to the mialeading words in the shipbuilding speci-

fications.

The third factor that seriously affected the stem estimate was

the assumption made by the Cont-actor's Cost Engineering and Design Engineering

personnel that the system test fitting and manhour requireaents had not

increased significantly since the system was thought to be sono-uclear and

sdmilar to that on DLCr6. This problem was identified to the Goveronenc,

by letter 601/1-18-601-2681-D8YD 2681il5 dated 2(ovember 19. 1974, as an

Increase in scope of the D'r38 Acceptance Test Program. The respoese co this

G1 i.5 - --- ' 7
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problem from the Gover.=enc uas received on Dece ber 11. 1974, in Cheir letter

08-90S0-SER 03&;-84l2 da:ed December 10, 197;, hich stated cheir opinicn that

we had adequate infor==actn in the contract g..idance drawing available to foresee

these require:er.:s. This stateontc was rade even :hou;h the Governoent was

aware that no test Procedures were avail-able co the Concracror at the Ctie of

bid prepuratlon. d these cest procedures, or~/ystem *orking drazingszor

pproprtie vword in the shipbuilding specifications noting that the system

requirements were excensively increased, been available to the Contractor at

che time of bid preparation, a conpletely different system with all of its

razificat-ons would have been revealed. Hence, because of th`'vagueness of the

contract diagram and thq absence of any orking draings, test procedures and

appropriate wording in the shipbuilding specsfications, the Contractor in good
,.o 2e

faith basedlhis bid !on the system employed in the DLG;36 Class. There should

be no question as to whether the data furnished by the Covernment misled the

Concractor. The detail of the Contractor's estinatelclearly reveals that he

z, ween cisled. That the data itself was deftcfeat 'e susoorr.A sv "e:.cr that

It also misled the Government oersonnel tw -_V-,,rAch3

U Based on these facts, it is apparent that adecuate infor=ation was noe, ad-

able to estimate properly the construction costs for the reactor compare=ant

ventilation control air system.

In addition to the esctimae discrepancy, a significant number of

design development problems have come up that have Licreased costs and are

presented as foLlovs:

1. The diagram for the reactor comparmrnt ventilation control

air system ( CU Drawing 9572-19) requIres the pressure switch

and transmitter components to meet the submersiblit7 opera-

tional requirements. Since the Contractor was unable to

-r d--------...... !C:
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purchase components that vould =eet this crter a, it :

decided to relocate these cc=onencs outside of the core

recoval co=parucenc i: the passateway. Subsequently, the

Coverr~ant design personel decided that relocating these

co-ponents did rot satisfy the sub=ersibility requirements and

therefore vould require a water tight enclosure. The water

tight enclosures are presently being developed from a Reactor

Plant Lead Yard sketch (DLCR3e-P-287). This added work is a

direct result of meeting design criteria of an Lmpractical

nature as illustrated by a non-existent source of components

that would =eec the sub=erslbilfty operational requirecetns.

2. Three Plan Revision .otices (?R s) have been received and

'Incorporated to include missing information ond to resolve a

major foul. Specifica11y, PRS*-A-747 (D2 plant) was iasued to

clear a major foul with the charging system. This necessitated

significant rework of the Contractor's drawing 9572-21. and

added material requirements. PLN-A-743 (e2 plant) and PRd-A-

742 (01 plant) added missing information to the control air

system drawings. 9572-21 and 9572-20. Had this information

bee available erlier. a significnt acount of disruption due

to drawing revision would not hove occurred.

3. A major longstanding problem that is causing delay and disrup-

tion is in obtaining legible sepia prints from tho Reactor

pj- Lad Y rd woich is necessary to ensure proper construc-

tion of the reactor plant ventilatcon control air system.

As of asnuasry 1, 1975, thb Contractor has not received the couplete

set of working drawings for th"i system from the Government ' reactor plant
311 5 4 ... 3~c
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lead yard. A second p:elinzinary request for additIonal funding is being pre-

pared for suSiittal :o the Coverrzent as in response to a Change Order based

on the increased corplexity of the syscem and lack of aer ne t
furnished i:f:::aCttn.I If a contract ch:r.;e order is received for this system,

then the price estinate for this work will be excluded from this proposal. In

any event, :he Contractor reserves all rights to equitable adjustment in the

Areas of dela7 and dIsrupcion that -ay result fron problems associated with

thIs systec.

'. (oItqS
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5.2.8 Control Air Sys:em 74-,
An inadequare Cover==ant plan, cor -act auidane plt DMC;38-oOZ

4385731 and a=bi-ui:y t Sectic= 5S90-1 of the Soecfications for 3uildin

Yuclca: Powered Cuied assile 7:;:aze Dc:52; caused the Contractor to inc::

costs not cOanteplated at the tiee of ceocract execution. Section 9S90-la,

PROPULS1O:1 :'CLLA PO MM, Ceneral, provides that two reactor plants

similar to zhcse provided. in the DLC136 C:ass -ill 'be Instal.ed in the DLC:;2S

Class. Th': same specificatio- section, 93S0, provIdes that zcactor plant

ventilation sysce=tm -s, filters. valves, and _Istr3uenzs shall be in acccr-

dance with ccntract guidance plan DLMIS-00-435731; however, this plan was

wtavailablo to the Contractor prior to definil:_Iatiom of the contract. mTe

Contractcr vas thereform unabic., or in any case !ailed, to datermi=n from

thesa documents that the DL5'38 reactor plant ventilation system was to be

.cpndsdered a nlclear system and not a non-nuclear systa= as --as tbe--sc -ita

the DLNes laither was the Contractor in a Fosition to quat_-fr ary

differences which could be reflected on the unavailable contract guidance plan.

On that basis, therefore, the Contractor assumed that thi contract design jor

the DLCN38 Clss ventilation system would be simila- to that on the DLCJ36

Class and exacuted the contract accordinny.

In the case of the DLCI38 ventilation system, eoc onln was the design

of this iystem still evolving at the ties bids were being prepared, but con-

tinued long after finalization of the contract, As the design developed. it

becme= apparent that the control air system for DLtC18 was signifien-tly core

complex and would require more material and nanhours than tet system enployed

on the previous ships. This Was first 'l1UStrateZ in-July 1973, when the

system dizzram, Io. 9572-19 was-received. (The naterial changes on this diagram

cuboequancly resulted in receipt of 5C3 145 which. corrected- a Portion of- ch-

G3 .124 ... 0liO )3
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coponent and fitting requirec ncs. After receipt of the control air pipir.g

cor'irg drawirgs uhich became available on 'Toverber 21. 1974 (Forward Planc)

and October 1, 1974 (Aft Plant), it beca-a evident that the original estiacce

for the reactor compartmen: ventilation control air system 'a* greatly under-

stated.

Even after receipt of these plans, the data contained therein vere

so deficient as to preclude reaningfuL analysis. One significant Problee

in rakin, the original estimate from the contract diagram and preparatica of

Lrha 145 estimate fron the system diagram was the inability of the esttcors

to determine the length of piping required in the ventilation control air

syste. The e data are required to calculate the material requirenents vi.ich

in turn forms the basis for the nanhour estimate. Consequently, the origima!

system estimate end MM 145 estimate do not include the required material and
sanhour requirements necessary for construction of this system.

The second element that contributed to this def'cicncy yes the over-
Sight of the Contractor's personnel to recognize that this systm bad changed

from non-nuclear on DLGN36 to nuclear on ML 33S vith *11 the attendant ispec-

tion and certification requirements for which no ours have baen allotced_

This oversight is attributed to the misleading vords in the shipbuilding sieci-

fications.

The third factor that seriously affected the system estimate usa

the assumption made by the Contractor's Cost Engineering ad Design Esgineering
personnel that the system test fitting and Manhour requirements had not

increased significantly since the stem asJ thought to be non-nuelisar and

similar to that on DLOCM6. This problem was identified to the Coveronenct

by letter 60112-13-601-2681-DRPD 26Sl/15 dated rovemher 19, 1974, as an

increase in stape of the DLGCa AcceptaCe Teat Progrm. The response to this

. OI1. 94AO^¢
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problen from tce CoVernent :as received on Decenber 11. 197;, In their letter

03-9P0O-SERP OSJ-3411 dated Dacember 10, 1974, which stated teeir opinion that

-wa had adecuate infor=ation in the concr.,ct guidance drawing available to foresee

these requirements This statenant vas cade even though the Cove-r:.ent was

aware that no tezt procedures were available to the Coantractor at the time of

bid preparation. Had these test procedures, or system working drawings or

appropriate wording in tho shipbuilding specifilct1ins nocing that the system

requ'reeencs were extensively increased, been available to the Contractor at

the ti-e of bid preparation, a completely different system with a*l of !ts

ranifications would have been reveeled. Hence, because of the vagueness of the

contract diagram and :he absence of any working d:awings, test procedures snd

appropriate word'ng in the shipbuilding specificatiocs, the Contracror in good

faith based his b d on the system employed in the DLGM36 Class, There sbould

be no question as to whether the data furnished by the Governent misled the

Contractor, The detail of the Contractor's estinatc clearly reveals that he

was nisled. That the data itself was deficient is supported by thea fact that

it also misled the Government persoonal who reviewed the Contractor's estimate.

3ased on these facts, it is apparent that adequate inforatcion was not &avai-

able to estimate properly the construction costs for the reactor coepartment

ventilation control air system.

In addition to the estimate discrepancy, a eISnIMija e number of
design developgnnt problems hav come up that have increased costs end are

presented as follows:

1. ma diagram for the reactor compartment ventilaton control

air system 0: Drawing 9572-19i requires the pressure s'tch

and transmitter componenets to meet the submeraibilit7 opera-

tional requirements: Since the.Contractor was unable to

5.<.4 tO - ~~~~~~~OrM.1
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purchase coeponents th3t vould =eet this criteria, it was

decided to relocate these co=ponencs outside of the core

re=o al coopartzent in the passageway. Subse;uently, the

Cover_-ent desirn personnel decided that relocating these

conporents did nor satisfy the *ubrarsibility requirenents and

therefore would require a water tight enclosure. The water

tight enclosures are presently being developed from a Reactor

Plant Lead Yard skaech (OLCG:23-?-287). This added work is a

direct result of neeting design criteria of an impractical

nature as illustrated by a non-exscent souree of Coeponetcs

that would seet the submaeribiliet operatiocal raquierenzets.

2. Three Plan Revision Niotices (?R:s) have been received and

incorporated to include nissing infornation end to resolve a

major foul. Specifically, PR:L-A-747 (#2 plant) vas isaued to

clear a major foul with the charging system. This ncecssita:ed

significant rework of the Contractor's drawing 9572-21. and

added naterial raquircezn:s. PRI;-A-743 (#2 plant) and Px-A-

742 (01 plant) added missing inforttciou to the control air

system drawings, 9572-21 and 9572-20. Red this inforzatioa

been available earlier, a significant amount of disruption due

to drawing revision would not have occaured.

3. A major longstanding problem that is canaing delay and disrup-

tioa is in obtaining legible sepia prints from the Reator

Plant Lead Yard which is necessary to enOSre proper coanetru-

tion of the reactor plant ventilation control air system.

As of January 1, 1975, the Contractor has not received the complete

cat of worng drawin for ths system from the Coverrnme 's reactor plant

(}s ̂ *a . Ger_~OFJ~
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lead yard. A second prel-imnary request for additional funding is being pre-

parad for submittal to the Coverzent as in response to a Chnge Order based

en the increased complexity of the system and lack of adequate Covernaenr

furnished information. If a contract change order is received for this cyaten,

then the price esti=ate for this wank 'ill be excluded fron this proposal. In

any event, the Contractor reserves all rIghts to equitable adjustment in the

areas of delay and disruption that may result froz probiles associated -ith

this syscem.

G1.t$4
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13. When the contract contains cost incentives, any sums paid to the con-
tractor on account of economic price adjustment provisions shall be subtracted
from the total of the contractor's allowable cost for the purpose of establishing
the total costs to which the cost incentive provisions apply. If the incentive ar-
rangement is cited in percentage ranges rather than dollar ranges, above and
below target costs. the economic price adjustment clause should be structured to
maintain the original contract incentive range in dollars.

14. The economic price adjustment clause should provide that once the
labor and material allocations have been established, they remain fixed through
the life of the contract and are not modified except in the event of partial ter-
mination of the contract- The clause should state that pricing actions pursuant to
the Changes clause or other provisions of the contract will be priced as though
there were no provision for economic price adjustment.

(d) Consistent with the factors set forth in (c)(3)b above, the contracting of-
ficer may also determine it appropriate to provide for certain economic price ad-
justment arrangements between the prime contractor and subcontractors to
properly allocate risks. In such circumstances. provision for incorporation of
price adjustment clauses in specified subcontracts should be included in the price
adjustment provision of the prime contract.

.(e) When economic price adjustment provisions are included in contracts
that do not require submission of cost or.pricing data as provided for in 3-807.3.
it will be the responsibilty of the contracting officer to obtain adequate informa-
tion to establish the base line from which adjustments will be made. In addition,
the contracting officer may require verification of the data submitted to the ex-
tent considered necessary to permit reliance upon it as a reasonable base line.

3-404.4 Fixed-Price Incentive Contracts.
(a) Description.

(I) General. The fixed-price incentive contract is a fixed-price type con-
tract with provision for adjustment of profit and establishment of the final con-
tract price by a formula based on the relationship which final negotiated total cost
bears to total target costs.

(2) Firm Target. Under this type of incentive contract there is negotiated
at the outset a target cost. a target profit, a price ceiling (but not a profit ceiling
or floor), and a formula for establishing final profit and price. After performance
of the contract, the final cost is negotiated and the final contract price is then
established in accordance with the formula. When the.final cost is less than target
cost, application of the formula results in a final profit greater than the target
profit; conversely, when final cost is more than target cost, application of the for-
mula results in a final profit less than the target profit, or even a net loss. Thus,
within the price ceiling, the formula provides for the Government and the con-
tractor to share the responsibility for costs greater or less than those originally
estimated, as determined by a comparison of negotiated final cost with target
cost. Because the profit resulting from application of the formula is in inverse
relationship to costs, the formula provides the contractor in advance with a cal-
culable profit incentive to control costs. To provide an incentive consistent with
the cirfqums utncesth~, formulti -fuld reeB the relative risks involved in con-
tract pTrfof neef'Th it iiA iiIate tN itain'proD*ements to establish a

form4a whapvide T r ionkrL . utrSpinpiin of a considerable or major

3-404.4

ARMED SERVICES PROCUREMENT REGULATION
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share of total cost responsibility. In such circumstances, when a major share of
total cost responsibility is assumed by the contractor, every consideration will be
given to establishing target profits which reflect assumption of such responsibility.

((3) Successive Targets. Under this type of incentive contract, there is
negotiated at the outset an initial target cost, an initial target profit, a price ceil-
ing. a formula for fixing the firm target profit, and a production point at which the
formula will be applied. Generally, the production point will be prior to delivery
or shop completion of the first item. This formula does not apply for the life of
the contract but simply is used to fix the firm target profit for the contract. The
initial formula shall also provide for a ceiling and floor on the firm target profit.
To provide an incentive consistent with the circumstances, the formula for fixing
the firm target profit should reflect the relative risk involved in establishing an in-
centive arrangement where cost and pricing information were not sufficient to
permit the negotiation of firm targets at the outset (see (b)(3) below). Thus it
normally will not provide for as great a degree of contractor cost responsibility as
would a formula for establishing final profit and price. When the production point
for applying the formula is reached, the firm target cost is then negotiated, con-
sideration being given to experienced cost and all other pertinent factors, and the
firm target profit is automatically determined in accordance with the formula. At
this point, two alternatives are possible. First, a firm fixed price may be
negotiated using as a guide the firm target cost plus the firm target profit. Second,
if use of the firm fixed price is determined to be inappropriate, a formula for
establishing final profit and price may be negotiated, using the firm target profit
and the firm target cost. As in the firm target type of contract described in (a)(2),
the final cost is negotiated at the completion of the contract and the final contract
price is then established in accordance with the formula for establishing final
profit and price.

(4) Billing Price. In either of the above types of contract, a billing price
will be established as an interim basis for payment This billing price may be ad-
justed within the ceiling limits, upon request of either party to the contract, when
it becomes apparent that final negotiated costs will be substantially different from
the target cosL

(b) Application.
(I) Fixed-price incentive contracts are appropriate when use of the firm

fixed-price contract is inappropriate, and the supplies or services being procured
are of such a nature that assumption of a degree of cost responsibility by the con-
tractor is likely to provide him with a positive profit incentive for effective cost
control and contract performance. It may also be appropriate to negotiate addi-
tional incentive provisions covering performance levels and more timely delivery
(see 3-407.2). Contract performance requirements must be such that there is
reasonable opportunity for the incentive provisions to have a meaningful impact
on the manner in which the contractor manages the work. Separate incentive
provisions may be made applicable to individual line items of a contract, eg.,
when dissimilar work is best incentivized by use of separate formulas.

(2) The firm target type of incentive contract, described in (a)(2) above,
is appropriate for use whenever a firm target and a formula for establishing final
profit and price can be negotiated at the outset which will provide a fair and
reasonable incentive.

3-404.4

ARMED SERVICES PROCUREMENT REGULATION
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(3) The successive targets type of incentive contract, described in (a)(3)
above, is appropriate for use whenever available cost and pricing information is
not sufficient to permit the negotiation of realistic firm targets at the outset. How-
ever, enough information should be available to permit negotiation of initial tar-
gets. and there should be reasonable assurance that additional reliable informa-
tion will be available at an early point in the performance of the contract so as to
permit negotiation of either a firm fixed price, or firm targets and a formula for
establishing final profit and price, which will provide a fair and reasonable incen-
tive. The additional information need not in all cases come from experience
under the contract itself, but may be drawn from experience on any other con-
tracts for the same or similar items.

(c) Limitations. Fixed-price incentive contracts shall not be used unless the
contractor's accounting system is adequate for price revision purposes and per-
mits satisfactory application of the profit and price adjustment formulas. In no
case should such contracts be used where (i) cost or pricing information adequate
for firm targets is not available at the time of initial contract negotiation or at a
very early point in performance, or (ii) the sole or principal purpose is to shift
substantially all cost responsibility to the Government. In no case shall the firm
target profit or the formula for final profit and price be established independently.
Simultaneous, not sequential, agreement will be reached on all the elements of
the pricing agreement Neither type of fixed-price incentive contract shall be used
unless a determination has been made, in accordance with the requirements of
Part 3 of this Section III, that:

(i) such method of contracting is likely to be less costly than other
methods, or

(ii) it is impractical to secure supplies or services of the kind or quality
required without the use of such type of contract.

3-404.5 Prospective Price Redetermination at a Stated Time or Times Dufing
Performance.

(a) Description. This type of contract provides for a firm fixed price for an in-
itial period of contract deliveries or performance and for prospective price
redetermination either upward or downward at a stated time or times during the
performance of the contract It also may provide for a price ceiling, where ap-
propriate. Once established, ceiling prices are subject to adjustment only by
reason of the operation of other contract clauses (see 3-404. 1).

(b) Application. This type of contract is appropriate in procurements calling
for quantity production or services where it is possible to negotiate fair and
reasonable firm fixed prices for an initial period, but not for subsequent periods
of contract performance. This initial period should be the longest period for
which it is possible to establish fair and reasonable firm fixed prices at the time of
original negotiation. The length of the prospective pricing periods should depend
on the circumstances of each case and should generally be at least twelve months
each. Ceiling prices, where appropriate, should be based on the evaluation of the
uncertainties involved in contract performance, and their possible impact on cost,
and should be negotiated at a level which represents contractor assumption of a
reasonable degree of risk.

(c) Limitations. This type of contract shall not be used unless:

3-404.5

ARMED SERVICES PROCUREMENT REGULATION
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In aid of understanding the graphic oor:rayal of the fixed

price incontive fee contract, the following figures are assu.ed:

Target Cost (I') - S h0

Target Profit (IP) - 10M

Ceiling Price (C?) - 134h

Share Ratio '80/20

--Point of total assumption (P.T.A.) 51i4H

SIT'AT:OS 1 - Assume the Contractor's costs are $130M. he gets

the following: (a) his costs - 130ZM - (b) a profit - S4X- that is

diminished (absolutely and as a Z of cost) since he is penalloed

for his S30M cost overrun - che math is as follows: - S30 X 20% -S6M

SI (T.?.) - $6! - Six; for a total of (c) 5134M. This is ceiling

for the government - i.e.. it gill say no more, although the

contractor has received a profit and will continue so until his cost

reach 5134 (see graph).

SITUATION f2 - This illuecrates a maehod b; which in negotiations

the share ratio, C? and P.T.A. can bh adjusted without changing

the T.C. figure. The adjustmeass are as follow.: Share ratio

changed to 90/10; C.P. - P.T.A. to $155M

* Covernment's I figure appears on left

ox The P.T.A. is hen the governuest reaches ceiling, i.e. ill
pay no more, although tha contractor still makes profit. In his
claims effort the contractor seeks to push T.C. snd most importantly
P.T.A. to Che right on the graph, i.a.. increase the figures.
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httall b installed for testing the anutomatic Cutout handled by the .onnal ir dryer for a moiruoom of
valve. Thb coonocciot shall distharge to the at- four bo whie deliv-ring 3000 psig air with a
mospter so a not to endanger personnel. Th.e I matmmtt _tpt of tit.. 600 F. shall be pro-
site of the test cofoectiun Shall be the samo a that vided aroutd each air dryer to permit emergeney

5 of th. piping is tt"oh tte aitomti -aes s in- air supply to the system tt the eventS the *ir dryer 65
stallod. Th. Scot ooortctb shall be so arranged has to ho secured for repair.
thtt sn orifice disc calibrated to give the maxintum Alr baSts. -Air batnka shall be providsd as re-
delivery of air required by the -ie can he t- qired to serve the air rttsirnmetttt specified in
stalled to test the automatic valve tor rormal func- this ectton Each air bank shall be provid with a

10 tinning an ML an to check to muttomatic shtoff presotre gage and each flank tith a c7tout vatve to 70
feature, perrit isolating a leaky flask or removing it for re-

pair.

9490-t-d. High pressure tar &W spm ilK 32 tooedo tubes. -Outlets fron the hblh
Genersi. -Tbs sytem shall provide dry air at pressure air system for charging the breach

I 3000 P.s.LS. for charging air banks Lad, for aupply- mechanism to 1500-2000 p.s.i.g. hall be Installed 75
Wog services as rqured and at specified bareitr In the vicinity of each IiK 32 torpedo tube. Charg-
AUl high pressure air piping shall ineorporat. pro- Ilg statione hall includ. a S0 mIcron nomninal ste
isions to lntnret sflter and a throttle savl.

1. M~mizninox of lubricant deposited In piping. Throttle valves shall be In accordanc. witbh Mil.

20 air flaGsk. atud other compoeetits. Spec. %ULV-24009. so
2. Easy inspclet and cleaning of piping. air 1l1 2lb MLIS. - A If cubic foot air flask and.
ilas and other cooposeats. reducing manifold to, charging the milsile wter
Each bronch ifrom the high pressure air mLan to injcctioO syotem's tresn water acuoulstor tank.

an air bank shall be provided ith a cutout valve, a shall be providd, (Se 9480-3 for pressare re-
25 check valve *llowing ar to no only into the bank. quiremewts.)

and a cutout aelv. In that order. S /54 g000 gRUU .ectim Sno conter-recoil eye-
____sItUrlled vmdth- tes _ j

The gas ejecting air supply from the air ak
30 c 'wth the ships servoe air sstemth | shall be dedigted for a flora-te of 2.5 s t * 90

|* reducng Vt 5th bypess sea tom of 175 p.s.i.g. Down str-am of reducing stut- , the
|ths *hips ervtce adr sjfewi.$ kooiat d Ith air op- ol lowo ug ittig shall be installed Sn this order-
1 erated propuJs3 0i iU Ivalves Lroilond pro- Pressure gage relay tanik (fitted with hand hole)
I pulsti~ssarery control by use of dar o d| with locked open cutoot valve floating on the line.

35 .-v:-o. .. - Ai shall be tapped off the gas ejectmo ione And os
Air compreesora and associated equipment - reduced to 100 p...i. for emergeocy and mainte-

inch high presure air compressor shall disLearp nance oP.raiU of the train and elev.ting systems.
to tUe system via a moisture separator iUL Spec. Outlets shall be provided for an emergency

ifL F-p-Zlbh and an air dryr. The moisture supply to charge the counter-recil cylinders at
40 separator and the air dryer shall be an close as 1920 ps.Lg.. upper and iower accumulators at IfC

precticable to the compressor served. A cheek 1000 p.s.i.g.. and the servo accumulator t 125
valve shall be provided downstream of the moisture p.s$:g
sapuaraor. Valves shall not be installed in the pip- -Psesmatc System Por Llotor-Ooerated Valves..
Ing betweco the compressor and the moisture Remotely controlled ir-motur operated valveo ui

45 separator, the ettne rooms and ausilary rooms b all be IOS
The lve in the moisture sepator drain line provided voith 3000 p.s.i.g. air flasks for emergency

shanl bt is accordnce with lU. Spso. MIL-V-24109. operations, fne flask shall be provided in each
A ten rubic foot a- flask shaU. be provided at auailiary room to serve the tteam generator main

each compressor do nstream of the air dryer to steam cutout valves. The retetang air- motor
50 serve toe high pressure air system These flasks operated valves In the engierooms shall be pro- 110

shall rot be provided Ith chlck valves and by- vtded ith individual flask.. U widely separated.
passes. or on flask serving several valves in Close prool-

Each compressor shall be equipped Ith a de- mity. Each flak hall h"ve sfficient Capacity for
vice hich Ul indicate astua compressor run- two clouing cyles of each steam generator main

50 inin Ute in hours. steam eutout valve served and oe closing cycle f I :5
The air orysr shall be in accordatnte with NIL each of the other valves served, asuming that all

Spec. IIL-D-17847. Cut out valves shall be pro- valves serv-d by any oe flask clone simultan.-
vided for each ir dryer aend a by-pass dith a wuiy. The flasks shall be supplied irosm the higs
locked close ,aive and a cartridge type air filter, pressure (13000 p.s.i.g.) air system and shall be

o0 capable of handling a rated flow equal to that arranged to supply ir w ta a reducing stiUon to the ,O0

9490.1
DLGX 30
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sis. air meacre th- the Ship -rvico sir system
is icuperaUve or inaequate. Flask Ling shall be
bt .d r. S flask air pressure corresponding to tie

eompressor start-up pressure.
S Renor latnt air sytem. -Supplies fromn t

high pressure tr system sn.an be provided to serve
the reactor plnct control air syste- etnd reactor
pluot vetilation control air system.

These eoonesctig and alsociated reducing St..
O tijot OlaI be to accorda-ce Uihi 9690-1.

Sontr Dene. -Supply from the high pressure
air system shalU be pr-vided for onsar dome emer-
genco rquiremets. Ao air flask of 8 cubic feet
capacity shbil be proided. A presSure reducing

S S:ation shtu be provided to svpplyv tr .r

| __ to the sar.- dome System. This line shiLU
be connected to the Ship ervice Supply lice up-[ stream of te rawis pressure regulator in tbe con-
trol punel.

9490--e. Startiss sir sstems for diesel etnves
Ssar..r Oar *raLt be provioed from the tigh

presSure air systom Lad sital be steced in starting
air fisats tt 3000 psig. Tbe atlnig air fl

:S Shall be sized to permit ten ctnsecutive Starts, in-
cludirg one cold atart for the engice aerd. The
otatutg air L-lsks shaii be stle"d in the s.me
corptrnuet athe engine

Emnertency diesel terators. - A reducing
0 [ _ ____ shall be installed douitream of

the starting air flauks. The reducicg stove ohiln be
sat at the required engine air sterting pressure.
The flask discharge Shall be proided lith a cutout
valvo. antd automatic starting air ralve actcuted by
m sie or M.o Soleaoid vavS as o .. cesay to operate
is coompiocio with equipment furnished is accord-

tC.e mtth UliL SPec LL-S-17772. The solenoid
,alves ohlali be arranged to open the eutomatic sir
sartisng valve ot lon voItLge of the ships servce

i0 supply to the emergency stithbbnard and to 0o0e
0- =to-rl ol-ge. The comms actuatlicg Line to
the soienoid val-es stall be provided .ith . liUter..

To l_ icate cies 5Ll macaSly operated valves
are se: _p for automatc operailon. aU cutots

i5 I.,es, ecept the bypss vlve around the reducing
vave. lseU be Installed ith a Sitc connected to

a green indicator light on the sitchbitoard. ML
Spec. iLS- 16016. indicating that the cutout valves
are in the open positien.

0 A contrcl salve Shita be installed in the com-
pressed sir starting system to preclude sdmisasion
of tari"'g air to thi engs. e chen the engie is
rutoing.

-he sir piping bette.t toe starting air flask and
- i the diesel generator Shall have sufficient leability

to vihthtsd vibr-tion resulting from normal op-
eration of the unit and also from minor displacq-
menut due to battle damage.

9490--f. Shi. service air -vutem
General. -The snip Service tir system shall be

designed to operate at a pressure of 125 p.s.Lg.
The lot pressure compressed air packages shall

be arranged to dischitarge to . common main. 6S
The ship seri ce air Ysytem shtal contst of a

vital ser-soemain and a non-vital se-nice mait.
The pressure drop from the lo. pressure com-

preSSd sir packages to the most distast point
servd by the ship service Lir System Shal not en- 70
coed 10 p.s.. then ir is oting at the taimun
rate demanded by the connected serviceS at tho de.
signed conditions up to the total compressor cape-
city.

Compressor Pacaek! - Three ships Service air 75
compr.so.r packages supplying oil-free compressed
sir shall be insttUed. Each sir compressor package
shall h.es a capacity of 200 SCF1 Ithen operating
at a discharge pressure of 125 PSIC Imetsured al
the comenoecn to the SIhipos system) and at the de- S0
Sitg conditions specified in the applicable com-
pressor specificatienS. When operating at the de-
Sign conditins aidt as a discharge pressure of 80
PStl Lte moisture comem of the discharge air shalU
not exceed 0.0022 pounds per pound ol air. The Sir 8S
compressor package ball be designed for cnatinuous
24 hours a day duty under the specified design con-
diUtions.

Each air compressor package shtu consist of
one assembly. including refrigerated ait- dryer and 90
accumutlator mounted on a common biae ready for
inallaU..e on a shipboard foundation.

The electric motor controller shal be provided
for separate instatlaion remote from ste com-
presser pack.ge. 95

The air sytem of the compressor package fhsLU
consist of components arranged in the order of air
flow as follots:

Suction inlet filter sad ollenoer
Compressor (1c inter irsd after- to0

cooler if re-qired)
Refrigerated dryer
Check valve
Aottcunulator
Shutoff -Ilve 105
Discharge connection Drace

The rerigertiots type dr veshaital be in accord-
ance ;itn the requirements of specification
2IIL- D-23523B3nd amendment I thereto for a type
I unit. etoept as modified herein. The refrigeraed 10
dryer shall be fitted cith a Particulate after-filter
is Lent of the oil and particulate removal filter.
ControLs. vve. intructin plates, gauges. ther-
mometers, and gauge boards shlU not duplicate
those provided ith the entire compressor packag. .il
The condensate removed by the dryer hall be
blovo off by the automatic compressor drain sytem
or by outer automtc means

120

530
9490-1

DLCy' 38
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SECTION I - CONTRACTOR CLAIM

A. GENERAL

1. The reactor compartment ventilation control air
system is a system of pipes and valves that controls the
flow of compressed air from the ship's compressed air
system to the individual pneumatic operators on the large
butterfly valves in the reactor compartment ventilation
system.

2. The Contractor represents that he was misled by the
Ship's Specifications, allegedly vague contract guidance
drawings, and the lack of other design data during .t hb~id_
process. He states that he -assumed for bid -
purposes that he would be building asimpler reactor
compartment ventilation control air system similar to
that in CGN 36 except for the high pressure portion of the
system which he states he properly recognized as being
more complex in CGN 38 than in CGN 36. He asserts that,
subsequent to the contract definitization,continued Government
actions and inactions precluded his recognition of
the effort he would have to expend and added to this effort.

3. The Contractor, therefore, seeks an equitable
adjustment in target cost of $989,216 plus profit, target-
to-ceiling spread and escalation, as stated elsewhere in
the claim,to compensate him for the alleged defective
Government specifications and other Government actions and inaction
Hie states in his cost es timating s eets the amountoftrquested-
target price increase to be the difference between his
curreiit estimat-esfor the CGN 38 Control Air System and the CGN 36
system less an adjustment for HMR 145 which has been
negotiated to cover-a change in the system from that shown
on the contract guidance drawing) and less an adjustment for
the amount he put in his CGN 38 "bid" for the high pressure
portion of the system.

4. The Contractor also states that as of June 30, 1975:

"The Contractor has not received a satisfactory set
of working drawings for this system from the Government's
Reactor Plant Lead Yard. A second preliminary request
for additional funding is being prepared for submittal
to the Government as in response to a Change Order based
on the increased complexity of the system and lack of
adequate Government furnished information. If a contract
Change Order is received for this system, then the price
estimate for this work will be excluded from this proposal.
In any event, the Contractor reserves all rights to
equitable adjustment in the areas of delay and disruption
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that may result from problems associated with this
system."

B. SPECIFIC ELEMENTS OF THE CLAIM (ALLEGATIONS)

1. Vague.Unclear Bid Information: The Contractor
alleges:

a. Specification section 9890-1 states that
the CGN 38 reactor plants will be similar to
those in CGN 36. The Contractor states:

"The Contractor had a right to assume,
and did assume, that the reactor plant
design for the DLGN 38 Class would be
similar to that employed in the DLGN 36."

b. Although specification section 9890-1
provides also that the design will be
accordance with "Contract Guidance Plaxv
DLGN 38-800-4375731" (should be 4385731)
and although this plan was available at the
time of definitization of the contract by
Modification P00007 effective 21 December 1971,

"it could not be recognized that it
Che contract guidance drawingj was so
vague and misleading as to be deficient
for either proposal or performance
purposes. Specifically, with the
exception of the high pressure (HP)
air system these documents did not
reveal the extent of any changes in
the design of the DLGN 38 reactor plant
ventilation control air system...."

2. Evolutionary and Changing Design Even After Contract
Signed

The Contractor alleges that even after the Contract
was signed, because of the evolutionary nature of the
design and test procedures, he could not have recognized
the extent of the system or identified the effort he would
have to expend. He asserts that:

a. "The first meaningful indication of the extent
of the change became evident in July 1973 -
when the diagram for the ventilation control

1 The title of this plan is "Diagram Reactor Compartment Ventila-
tion Control Air System." it is 2 reerence taj to .nis usArJ.
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air system (Electric Boat Plan 38643-
OIXOl) was received." The Contractor
notes Modification A00468 effective
November 13, 1974, (HMR 145),was issued
as a result of changes from the Contract
Guidance Drawing indicated on the ventilation
system diagram. He asserts, however, that
he could not calculate pipe lengths from the
diagram and "Consequently, as the result
of the continuing deficient nature of the
Government furnished design data, the original
system estimate and the HMR 145 estimate did
not include the required material and manhour
requirements necessary for construction of
, this system as it was finally designed." The
Contractor alleges that "Further indication
that the system obviously had become much more comple:
than could reasonably have been anticipated
became visible after receipt of the Govern-
ment furnished control air piping workin,
plans which became available on November 2I,
±974, (Forward Plant) and October 1, 1974
(After Plant) but that: "Even after receipt
of these plans,the full extent of the changes
in the design requirements were uncleir. The
data contained therein were so incomplete and ambigUOL
as to preclude meaningful analysis."

b. The Contractor cites the furnishing of test
procedures for the control air system after
'rSFiTac-t finitization as a further reason the
Contractor could not have originally estimated
his work score. He cites his letter
dated 19 November 1974 as indicating this problem
and the NAVSEA letter in response dated
10 December 1974. In the claim the Contractor
says the following about the 10 December 1974
NAVSEA letter: It

"stated an opinion that the Contractor had
had adequate information in the contract
guidance drawing available to foresee these
requirements" and which statement "was made
even though the Government was aware that no
test procedures were available to the
Contractor at the time the contract was
definitized by Modification P00007 on
December 21, 1971."

7 These letters are references (d) and (e) of this CITAR
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3. Soecific Problems With Design: The Contractor
cites, in aadition to the basic issue of the control
air system allegedly not having been properly defined
in the specifications, three examples of problems he
alleges resulted in added work by the Contractor
which was not contemplated at the time the contract
was definitized. These problems include:

a. The Government design required a submersible
pressure switch which the Contractor could not
buy and, therefore, he had to design and build
a watertight enclosure around the pressure
switch. resulting in added work.

b. Three Plan Revision Notices (A-747, A-743,
A-742) which allegedly modified the Government's design
allegedly causing disruption due- to drawing revision.

c. Alleged difficulty in obtaining legible sepia
prints from the Reactor Plant Lead Yard necessary
to ensure proper CQnStruCtion of the system which is
causing de ay and Disruption.

C. CONTRACTOR'S BASIS FOR ENTITLEMENT

The Contractor claims deficient Government furnished
information misled him into believing he was contracting /
for a system that was simpier and less expensive than
the one he was required to build and test. He, therefore,
asserts that he is entitled to a contract adjustment.
The Contractor also cites various facts and sets forth
allegations of deficient or impossible Government furnished
designs and Government actions or inactions that allegedly
continued to mislead him as to the true cost so as to
entitle him to reprice the contract based on a new estimated
cost for the system.

D. AMOUNT CLAIMED (QUANTUM)

1. The summary of manhours, materials, and other costs
claimed by the Contractor on this claim item is as
follows: (This amount was computed by the Contractor
as stated in Paragraph IA3, page 1, of this CITAR)

CLAIM

Production Engineering
ShiUs Hours Hours Material

CGN 38 23,177 10,300 65,483
CGN 39 23,177 .1,700 33,418
CGN 40 23,177 1,700 33,418
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SECTION II - RELEVANT FACTS

A. RELEVANT PROVISIONS IN THE CONTRACT/SHIP'S SPECIFICATIONS

1. Article 9.b Subsections (1) and (2) and (3) of the Special
Provisions of the CGN-38 Class construction contract
NO0024-70-C-0252 effective 21 December 1971 state:

"(b) Reactor Plant and Overall Propulsion Plant
Control Systems

"(1) One (1) reproducible copy of working
drawings, technical manuals, and other design
data for the reactor plant and overall
propulsion plant control systems, as necessary
to ensure proper installation shall be
furnished by the Government to the Contractor
for use under this contract. Data to be
provided by the Government shall be:

Working drawines covering the area
descrioed in 9890-I or tne S ecl:lcation.*

Technical manuals for GFE.

Technical Specifications for CFE and
materials.as described in 9890-1 of the
Specifications and on the drawings above.

Other required design data.

Test procedures for reactor olant and
integrated propulsion Dlant testine as
descrioeo in 9080-1 or the Specifications.*

Reactor plant manual.

"(2) Working drawings, technical manuals
and other design data for the reactor plant and
propulsion control systems listed in (b) (1)
of this Article, which are being develooed*
for the DLGN38 Class rr1gates snail De

/. -I furnished to the Contractor as tnev oecome
availabie ana snail oe used witnout cevraticn,*

S unless deviations are autnorized oy tne Naval
ZaX S-stems Command. It is intended that these
drawings conform to the specifications.
In the event that- any drawing be found not to
comply with the specifications, the Contractor
z:'-' refer the question to the Deputy
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Commander of the Naval Ship Systems Command
(SHIPS 08) for resolution prior to pro-
ceeding. In the event of any inconsistency
bdeviateona rawings, or the non-.

Alk _1J ; an D 1ner dirawings, one s specifications
~~ -~~andOfer w

a overn th in Clause of the
(Teneram Provisions.

X. -t / 't.(3) In addition to the working drawings,
technical manuals and other design data
furnished under paragraphs (b)(l) and (b)(2)
of this Article, the Government will furnish
such other design data and related services
as are being developed under "Definition
of Technical Liaison Responsibilities of the
DLGN38 Class Reactor Plant Lead Yard" dated
24 December 197OCchanged to issue dated
18 April 1972 by MOD P000141 to the
Contractor as they become available. Said
design data and related services above
mentioned will be provided under Naval Ship
Systems Command contracts with General Dynamics
Corporation, Electric Boat Division, Quincy."

Air,
2. Section 9890-1, "ProDulsion: Nuclear Power", of the

* Ship's Specifications, sets zortn specilica lon requirements
> / for reactor plant portions of the ship under the technical

cognizance of NAVSEA 08 as follows:

city ;- a. Section 9890-1-a, "General", of the Ship's Specifica-
tions states in part:

is,,!

£A. re 7, ;

J ,

inthe DLGN36 Clas _al e installed in accordance
with working drawings, Component Technical
Requirements (CTR's), Component Applicability List
and Component Technical Specifications to be
furnished by the Government."

b. Section 9890-1-b, "Scope of Government Furnished
Drawings," of the Ship's Specifications states in part;

"The Government furnished working drawings will be
based on the contract drawings and contract guidance
drawings and will cover the following areas:
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(1) Reactor plant fluid systems as defined on
contract guidange-kawings DLGN38-800-4385710
through 800-43 3
(2) .... ".

(Note: this listing thus S cludes Contract Guidance N< drawing 800-4385731 "Diagram Reactor Compartment /
Ventilation Control Air System")

3. Section 9020-1-b, of the Ship's Specifications
states in part:

"Contract guidance drawings are NAVSHIPS drawings
forming part of the specifications and serve
as an illustrative guide for developing working
drawings."

4. Section 9080-1 of the Ship's Specifications
states concerning the testing of reactor plant systems:

"The following requirements apply with regard
to reactor plant and integrated propulsion
plant testing:

(a) All testing shall be performed in accordance
with test procedures and operating procedures
furnished by NAVSHIPS and in accordance with
NAVSHIPS 0989-026-5000; Manual for the Control
of Testing and Plant Conditions... ." z

S. Section 9490 of the Ship's Specifications concerns
compressed air systems. Section 9490-1-b states:

"9490-1-b. Reactor Plant Systems Air

The reactor plant control air system and
the reactor compartment ventilation control
air system shall e installed ana tested -
ln-accorance with drawings and test procedures
provided under 9890-1 and 9080-1".

Relevant sections of section 9490-1-d High
Pressure Air System state: -

...Reactor Plant Air System - upplies from
the high pressure air system shall be provided
to serve the reactor Dlant control air system
and reactor plant ventilation control air system.
=ehse connections and associated reducing stations

* Zpnasis added 7
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shall be in accordance with (9/0-1.' " she
Connarable sections from the CGC-36/37 specifications do potmention a -etror ventilation control air system. These $

sections follow:

KiE
1 "9490-1-b. Reactor Plant Control Air

) - The reactor plant control air syste
() row - be installed and tested in accordance w

,-,^.:/ plans and test procedures provided unde
9890-land 9080-1,"

' N A, > and:

"9490-1-d High Pressure Air System ...

/t,, , Reactor Plant Control Air - Supply
the high pressure air system::shall be p:

v to serve the reactor plant control air

qp-- C

m shall
ith
r

from
rovided
system.

Inis connection and associated reducing
stations shall be in accordance with 9890-1."

Thus' t can be seen from the above that the CGN-38specizicatlons were sen
CG.I-J tO call out tne new reactor comoartment ventilation
coin.. - T These specification rezerences
to tne ventilation control air system are in addition
to the specific listing of the system in 9890-1-b as noted
in Section II.A.2., p. 6, above).

6. Special Provisions of the Construction Contract
N00024-70-C-0252 Article 1 titled "General Scope of
Work" implemented by modification P00007 effective
21 December 1971 states:

",(a) Introduction. Notwithstanding any
provisions nereor to the contrary, all work
authorized and/or performed, actions taken or
deliveries made under the contract prior to
the effective date of this Supplemental Agreement
P00007 shall be considered to have been authorized
hereunder; and, furthermore the parties do hereby
agree that the target cost, target profit,
target price and ceiling price as hereinafter set
forth in Article 1 and that the delivery date
for each and every vessel as set forth in Article 3,
comprehends in full all equitable adjustments in whatsoever nature
to which the Contractor or the Government would, or might,
otherwise be entitled in respect of, arising from, or incidental
to actions or failures to act on the part of the

1lThe reader's attention is called to the fact, that the "reactor vlant control air
system "in both CGM-36 and CGN-38 is not the reactor compartment ventilation
control air svstemn. " The reactor plant control air system controls
reactor P-Int components other than the ventilation valves and is a separate syste

8
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Contractor or the Government, their officers,
agents or employees, which occurred on or
before the date of the execution of this

- Supplemental Agreement P00007, and the parties
hereby expressly for themselves, their successors,
and assigns agree not to present to the
Contracting Officer or to any agency of the
Government, any claim, or to initiate any action
or suit in any court, in respect thereto."

7. Article 29, "Changes", of the shipbuilding
contract for CGN-38 Class states in part:

"(a) The Contracting Officer may at any time,
by written order, designated or indicated to be
a Change Order, and without notice to the
sureties, make changes, within the general scope
of this contract, in any one or more of the
following: (i) drawings, designs or specifica-
tions; (ii) methods of shipment 'r packing;
and (iii) place of delivery.

"(b) If the Contractor considers that any other
written or oral communication, including any
order, direction, instruction, interpretation,
or determination, received from a representative
of the Government, or that any other action or
omission of the Government, constitutes a change
order, the Contractor shall so advise the
Contracting Officer-in writing within ten (10)
days, and shall request his written confirmation
thereof. Except as provided and circumscribed

-in paragraph (h) below, the Contractor shall
take no action thereunder until he has been
advised by the Contracting Officer in writing as
to the disposition thereof... and if the Contractcr
complies with any order, direction, interpretation,
or determination, written or oral, from someone
other than the Contracting Officer, without
providing the notice and receiving the response
provided above, it shall be at the Contractor's
risk, and the Government shall not be liable for
any increased costs, delay in performance,. or
Contract nonconformance by the Contractor...".

"(c) Except as herein provided, no order,
- statement, or conduct of any representative of the

Government shall be treated as a change order
under this clause or entitle the Contractor to an
equitable adjustment hereunder.
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"(d) If any change under this clause causes an
increase or decrease in the Contractor's cost
of, or the time required for the performance of
any part of the work under this contract,
whether changed or not changed by such order,
an equitable adjustment will be made:

(i) in the contract price or delivery
schedule or both, and

(ii) in such other provisions of the
contract as may be so affected

and the contract shall- be modified in writing
accordingly: Provided however, that exce-t
for claims based n wings , or

E L ns which are alleg dld[fective or
impossible of-perrormance, no claim for any
cnangE under kj poove sha al w tor
a an twent days
bcUM MM Contractor gives written notice as
therein required; and Provided, further, that
in the case of drawings, designs, or specifications
which are defective or impossible of performance
for which the Government is responsible,
the equitable adjustment shall include any
increased cost and delay reasonably incurred by
the Contractor in attempting to comply with such
defective or impossible drawings, designs, or
specifications before t or dis
or reasonablv shRo~r= q; ctrad rhg
-0-F-tl-emems or impossibility.

"Ce) Any claim by the Contractor for adjustment
under this clause must be asserted within 30 days
ffom the date of receipt by the Contractor of a
written change notice under (h) above or the
furnishing of a written notice under (b) above;
priqided, however, that the Contracting Officer
iif he decdes the facts justify such action,
may receive and act upon any claim asserted at any
time prior to final payment under this contract.
Where the cost of property made obsolete or excess
as a result of a change is included in the
Contractor's claim for adjustment, the Contracting
Officer shall have the right to prescribe the
manner of disposition of such property.
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"(f) Failure to agree to any adjustment shall
be a dispute concerning a question of fact
within the meaning of the clause of this contract
entitled Disputes. However, nothing in this
clause shall excuse the Contractor from
proceeding with the contract as changed as
herein provided."

The "Changes" provision of the contract is intended
to permit the Government to make changes to the
contract as and when necessary to ensure the orderly
construction of the ship. The clause likewise affords
the Contractor an ample opportunity to submit a claim
foe an equitable adjustment to the contract pricing
and delivery provisions where he deems such action
justified. Such a claim must be asserted within 30 days
from the date of receipt of the notification of change.
Further, this clause provides that in the case of changes
issued by a representative of the Government, the
Contractor must so advise the Contracting Officer within 10
days, and that in cases of changes issued by someone
other than the Contracting Officer, failure to so advise
the Contracting Officer releases the Government of
liability for increased costs, delay and/or contract
nonperformance for which the contractor, in view of his
failure to provide the required notice, must then assume
all risk.

Moreover this clause',o desthat exetfr( costs asso atewtca-
) tions, no claim will be allowed for costs incurred- re
/!Thn 2u = uezore the Lontractor haas not2zie. the
contracting Officer in writing of any Government action( or omission which the Contractor considers to constitute
a change.

It is further noted that the Changes Clause defines
Contracting Officer as "the term 'Contracting Officer'
shall be as defined in the clause of this contract
entitled 'Definitions' except that the term shall not
include any representative of the Contracting Officer
whether or not such representative is acting within the
scope of his authority."

The President of Newnort News recognized this
obligation to notizy tne Government an. obtain specific
Contrra.;.6 -._woe au, _a6 prior la pei U-l,
any worie s.niceret ou. oz scope and so noti-r-ea Division
and Department neads in a Memorandum dated March 1, 1973,

11
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which stated:

"All of the subject contracts provide, in one or
more provisions, that we notify the Government
and obtain its concurrence before performing the
additional work. Therefore, if we perform work
which is not required by the terms of a specific
direction or concurrence to do so, in writing
by a designated Contracting Officer, we can be held
responsible for that work and not receive an
adjustment in price for its accomplishment.

"Therefore, work which is not clearly specified
shall not be accomplished under any Navy ship
construction or overhaul contract unless
authorized in writing by a Contracting Officer,
or the responsibility for the work has been
determined to be within the scope of the contract
by an authorized Company representative."

The Memorandum concluded by directing that the
contents "be promulgated to each person under your
cognizance who is in a decision-making capacity
in the areas covered herein."

As will be shown in the analysis section of this
CITAR and by additional facts later in this section
of the CITAR, the contractor failed to nrovide the Droper
and timely notice to the Contracting Otffcer requiree
by M arr1cle.

8. Article 31, "Problem TAR.vtification Reports",
of the Contract states in part:

"(a) Whenever the Contractor knows of or
reasonably can anticipate the occurrence of any
'contract problem', which term as used therein means
a fact or circumstance which can or will
significantly or substantially alter the time of
delivery or completion of performance or can give
rise to a substantial claim for increased
compensation or for modification of the contract
or specification requirements, but excluding any
claim for which notice is required by the
clause of this contract entitled "Changes", the
Contractor shall promptly transmit to the Pro-
curing Contracting Officer (PCO), via the
Administrative Contracting Officer (ACO), a
"Problem Identification Report".

12
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The parties agree that the meaning of such words
as 'significantly', 'substantially', 'substantial',
and the like as used in:.this paragraph shall be
interpreted inthe same manner as they would be
interpreted by a reasonably prudent businessman
under all the relevant circumstances.

"(b) Each Problem Identification Report required
by this clause shall be entitled 'PROBLEM
IDENTIFICATION REPORT, and shall be dated and
numbered sequentially, and set forth, on the basis
of the best information then known to the Contractor:

(1) The nature of the reported-contract problem;

(2) The date the contract problem occurred
or was discovered;

(3) The direct and foreseeable consequential
('ripple') effects of the contract problem
upon the contracted cost of performance and
delivery of supplies or services, identifying
which supplies or services are or will be
affected; and

(4) The contractor's recommended solution to
the reported contract problem;

and shall be signed by a representative of the
Contractor.

"(c) Notwithstanding the 'Changes' Clause of this
contract, except for iossible claims based uDon
defective secificatins, t1e Contractor shall
nu. oe ent1ised, Decause of the occurrence
of a contract problem, to any equitable adjust-
ment of the target price and target cost due to
the incurrence of costs therefore more than 20
days before the Contractor submits the required
Problem Identification Report. Further, required
Government actions performed prior to the date
of a Problem Identification Report identifying
such required Government actions shall be deemed
to have been timely performed."

Thus, the parties to this contract agreed that the
Contractor was required to provide Problem- Identification
Reports as set forth in the above Article.

The vurnose of this clause is to provide visibility
to theS GovermsrF. runt:A oJIX4" U s-IC 5 D V the

13
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Government or its Desi n A ents could imoact th
X0M '1s a h iti o mee s contractual reauire-
Ments X~ltn SUCA notice, the Government could thenproceed to implement corrective action.

As will be shown in the Analysis section of thisCITAR, the Contractor did not submit the requiredProblem Identification Reports on this matter whichthe Contractor now alleges had significant impact onhis work and entitles him to a substantial claim forincreased compensation. It is true that the Contractordid submit PIRO01S (See Sectio B. S pae 22

control air system one of the rking drawings"
to B frnsnen._ owevr tis PTR doeq not concernthe basic issue he raises in this claim. that thecontrol air system itself was not oziin ally required

undei the contract as definitized in MOD P00007.

9. The procedures r liaison hetwpen the tnve--ment'sReactor Pla1 - Leac Yard (3Qic an the shipbuilder
are set ror~ ne D~nL ,

lass Reacto t Dad Yard." The tecn.a
r a.,.,sloi ities and tnE ontractual environment
in which these responsibilities are discharged is setforth in this document which is invoked by contractin Article 9 of subparagraph (b)(3) as quoted in item 1above. That the Reactor Plant Lead Yard does not haveauthority to modify Government contracts with theshipyard was clearly stated in Section 1 of the"liaison responsibilities document" as follows:

"I. GENERAL

"This document describes the services to be.
provided by the Reactor Plant Lead Yard to the
Shipbuilder for the building of a DLGN38 Class
reactor plant and overall propulsion plant controlsystem. It also contains the procedures for
liaison and exchange of information between theShipbuilder and the Reactor Plant Lead Yard.
The establishment of these procedures does
not in any way relieve the Reactor Plant Lead Yardor shipbuilder of their responsibilities to meetcontract requirements.

"The Reactor Plant Lead Yard does not have the
authority to issue to the Shipbuilder any designdata, technical documents or revisions thereto

83-250 0 - 88 - 22
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that are not within the scope of the applicable
shipbuilding contract or which could result in
a change in contract delivery or completion
dates or in the negotiated price or amount of any.
contract. Correspondence from the Reactor Plant
Lead Yard to the Shipbuilder will proceed on
that basis and this understanding will be
reflected in appropriate statements in the
correspondence." _

These procedures were established go that ac""ons
by the Lea i r ons Fiare eb= the shinbuilder

4 - dCT cnanee would. be referred to the
proJeer cont AactlnZoZficer. These procedures, although

rm-ally invoxedirnthdcontract through the "liaison
responsibilities document" were established and imple-
mented as a way of doing business prior to P00007. The
following paragraphs of this section contain background
history on the limitations placed on the contractor and
RPLY communications.

To avoid misunderstandings concerning the contractual
status of the considerable day-to-day exchange of
technical correspondence and other technical documentation
concerning the nuclear plant exchanged between ship-
builders and the Government or its design agents, NAVSEA,
in reference (m), requested that each such technical
document from the Contractor contain a statement concern-
ing the cost and delivery impact of that correspondence.
Reference (m) also requested that if the cost or delivery
date of a contract would be affected by approval of the
action recommended by the correspondence an estimate of that
impact be forwarded to NAVSEA 08. The letter also
requested that if no change in cost or delivery would
result from approval of the recommended action, the
following be included with the correspondence:

"The work that would result from approval of this
submittal is within the scope of the contract(s)
(Insert appropriate contract numbers) and no
change in the contract delivery or completion date
or the current negotiated price or amount of any
Government contract with (Insert name of shipbuilder)
is required." .

The President of Newport News, via reference (n)
stated that Newport News would place the requested
actions into effect with the exception that in some
cases during early stages of construction or involving
large quantities of technical information, up to 45
days might be required to notify the Government of the
need for a contract modification.

is
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To further ensure that the contractual status ofrequested or proposed technical data or changes theretocontinued to be recognized and understood. the ReactorPlant Contractor and the Reactor Plant Lead Yardwere requested to include a statement similar to thefollowing with all design data, technical documentsand revisions forwarded to the Contractor.

"(Insert name of originator) does not have the authorityto modify contracts between the shipbuilder and theGovernment. Therefore, if the action contained hereinis considered by the shipbuilder to require a change inthe currently negotiated price or amount or delivery orcomrn etion date of any contract, the shipbuilder shallnot proceed with the action contained herein but shouldpromptly and'in any event within 20 days of receipt of thisdocument notify NAVSEA (08) in writing via the Supervisorof Shipbuilding of the facts and the reasons forconsidering that a contract change is required."

The statement utilized by the CGN38 Reactor PlantLead Yard (RPLY) on technical correspondence complies withthe above format.

10. The fact tha uilder has a resDonsibility( to provide technical info data _.a otheRPLY during arawing development such that the RPLY's/ non- u- A As design drawings anat e
CoA~4 ,.b ,a , i-r oc wleve ouew in a mutunlly
- ( ~~~ . 0.5 recognized ana s clIcally

D s -pecIuIcations and th liaison
respIIUU .j1 uocument cited in Article b(,b t3 ofth con:r i s articu a necessarys otrol air system since the pipes and
components in this system must be attached to or routed=nIn- shiao vrrle aanlnaeta r ne h-snapbuilder's, not the RPLY's.desien coenizance.

Ihe preparation of the RPLY's non-deviation wr ndrawings are denendent on inuormation and data provided'tortne RP oby the Cna or c atio s which

s ratesi aesrit:os tr~ar~ otzrto n
ThendContractor shallobearesponsible fo

Lee requirementwin the Goehiprn mserintfurtisehat data beDfovided tn the rnrPTY- i e ronzt 1Dx-T-t bon 989 0-1 d] "R- -eet #o I actor RP34jlw

slrat e s lnpat:

"The Contractor shall be responsible for--.reviewing the Government-furnished reactor plant

16
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working drawings, component Technical
Specifications, Component Technical Requirements
and the Component Applicability List and informing
NAVSHIPS 08 or its designated representative of
any areas where the ship design, construction or
operation cannot be made compatible with them."

"The Contractor shall provide, to the Reactor Plant
Lead Yard, wiring diagrams for Contractor furnished
reactor plant electrical equipment and dimen-
sioned'outline drawings (including weight, center
of gravity and method of mounting) of all
Contractor furnished equipment specified on the
reactor plant working drawings."

"The.Contractor shall provide to the Reactor Plant
Contractor wiring diagrams and information on the

v operating charactersitics of contractor furnished
reactor plant equipment. This information shall
be provided within 90 days following release
for manufacture of any such equipment."

In addition to the requirements in the ship's Specifica-
tions quoted immediately above the liaison reeonsibilities
document invoked by Article 9 of the cnraci sets orth
M-h pro-edures for carrying Out the routine and expected
intercourse between the shipbuilder and RPLY during
the non-deviation design development by both the
Contra=or ano RPLY .

Applicable sections of the liaison responsibilities
document; which concern drawing development
and interchange of information are Sections III.B. and C
which state:

"B. Resolution of Interferences, Discrepancies
and Lack o: Information

The Reactor Plant Lead Yard will take action
to resolve requests made by the Shipbuilder
via the Liaison Action Request (LAR) pro-
cedure (See Section IV) concerning inter-
ferences, discrepancies and lack of information
identified during the construction of the
DLGN38 Class reactor plants.

"C. ShiDbuilder Pronosed Denartures

The Reactor Plant Lead Yard will review and
take necessary action on departures from the
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Government furnished non-deviation reactor
plant documents as proposed by the Shipbuilder.
via the LAR procedure. Where the LAR involves
a change for the Shipbuilder's convenience
or is required because of a deviation in
Shipbuilder furnished information or material,
the Shipbuilder will be responsible for
engineering efforts such as clearing inter-
ferences, arrangement studies and any calcula-
tions including preliminary thermal stress
analyses required to support these proposed
departures. The Reactor Plant Lead Yard will
perform the final thermal stress analysis
and/or the shock analysis for Shipbuilder
proposed departures from the non-deviation
*reactor plant documents as part of the LAR
procedure. The final revision of the
Government furnished drawings and technical
specifications issued by the Reactor Plant Lead
Yard will include all accepted departures and
alterations unless the applicable LAR reply
indicates the drawings and technical specifica-
tions affected will not be changed."

The applicable section of the liaison responsibilities
document that concerns the shipbuilder providing data on
shipbuilder procured equipment is section V.A. which states:

"V. Shiobuilder Furnished Information

A. Information on Shivbuilder Furnished Reactor
Plant Zquioment

In accordance with Section 9890-1 of the
DLGN38 Class Ship Specifications, the
Shipbuilder will provide to the Reactor
Plant Lead Yard via the LAR procedure,
wiring diagrams for Shipbuilder furnished
electrical equipment and dimensioned
outline drawings (including weight, center
of gravity and method of mounting) of all
Shipbuilder furnished equipment specified
on the reactor plant non-deviation drawings.

! changes required to the reactor plant
non-deviation drawings to accommodate this
equipment will be specifically identified

19
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and substantiated with supporting
information as defined in II.C. with the
submittal of the wiring diagrams and out-
line drawings to the Reactor Plant Lead
Yard. This information shall be
submitted to the Reactor Plant Lead Yard
as soon as possible but in any event,
no later than 30 days prior to the scheduled
release for manufacture. The information
may be either approved vendor drawings
or preliminary vendor drawings. If
preliminary vendor drawings are submitted
the Shipbuilder shall also provide his
review comments and an identification of
any uncertainties. The Reactor Plant Lead
Yard shall be promptly notified of any
equipment changes from that shown by
information originally provided.
Reactor Plant Lead Yard reply will not be
required prior to Shipbuilder release for
manufacture."

19
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B. SUINftWRY OF EVENTS. FACTS AND CORRESPONDENCE

1. Contrac -';'- ArewingCO-4385731, "Diasram
Reacto'- Cnnpart.me-t Ventilation Control Air Syvtem",
rev was ie din -'o , -hr 1069 The Contractor in
the claim states he considered this system "would be a
small non-nuclpp- Sstvem". However, the facT is that
tns sy-ste-mwas identified as a nuclear system in the
same manner that all other nuclear systems were
identified, as discussed below. -'"e 1rzing itiLL block.
show- tIhat -h rawine was prep"'.o h' t Reactor Plant
Lead Yard CEB-Quincy). The NavY aDDroval signature

in top i~~~~~~~~~v Sstems
S -u0w7nicarid 'bl-~ qis~ner wpq_

d irtre-entative o NAVSHIPS (now NAVSEA) 08 which is
c2Tr>_;,r, over tne reactor jlant. Section Y

~~~~~~~~~~~~a a ncer

Ila _ e arawg a,<e an---C__:;; d~
ventM a Dlon Control Air Szstem' The contract guidance
.woriRng present -u'''"ij~ - in" - of t' system. It
identifi5Bsize, type, pressure rating-snecification

naterls~~~~~~~ al rvl~~trsnshLt i.e. govrmn
or contractor) each and every: valve. sae, pressure
switon. air 'lask. test connection, and reducine maniroid.
It showed how the-y+4 ezmoan i
op0--or: on zah a the fourtepn (1) 'a&"ror comnarteP'
ventil tin, butterfly valves. The drawing showed each9 and every piping interconnection between comoonents even
indicating Dipe size. The contents of ttlis arawing disprove
the Contractor's allegations that the drawing."was so

>NX vague and misleading so as to be deficient" for proposal
cJ r purposes and that it failed to indicate the extent of the

*.,,.system. The Contract Guidance drawing is not a construction
D>SA working drz.=6, bea. .viw a' CM: 3ecir1cation and

cUr;-;L, wording ,slv M, L I= W4 U Lo1nLencet To be
a..; , r; ty exp-Eru Cne working drawings" would be
prepared Defore contract signing.

2. The following facts comparing the CGN-36 and CGN-38
contradict the Contractor's assertion that he had grounds
to expect that the Reactor Compartment Ventilation Control
Air System in CGN-38 would be similar to that in CGN-36.

20
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a) Comparison of specification sections 9490
as discussed in Section II.A.5 page 7 , above

.shows that the CGN-38 specifications were changed 7
from those for CGN-36 to include in section 9490
reference to the new ventilation control air
system.

b) InCGN-3L unlike
reacto c oartment ventilation coj iiz.
s- rawa 61-- In CGN-36
thE-Mff rols ror" t-L T-Ntion
,Ym outterfly valves were shown by a sketch
on tne contract gidnoee dr1aw-gf
tl, trLctor compartment ventilation system.

IssCG~-;@I;Gfevs. Qenrno --=lenr q'Yfepm

_ffi.d.Lec tne Reactor Compaor.tm^ Vo tClptim rnntr
Ai. aysem was shown on a sanrate cont-aC!

guicance arawinr thpt wne -r h >c nu-lp: T
sec tion 9801aogwt *Foh-nla

contract uidance drawinr -urthermore,
the CGN-38 reactor compartment ventilation system
contract guid~~'~~ ~ -ef~~ences the CGN38 reactor
comoartment rme tl~inn eowt-ol ail system suidance
drawing for the desizn of the control system

±ieu 0± navinr. a sketch nf the svstem as is done
tor the less complex system specified for CGN-36.

c) In CGN-36 there are five (S) reactor comoart-
ment -tilati*on valves for each reactor. The

were shown on the CGN-36 reactor compartment
ventilation system Pontrnot g.ziAjm drawine.

In rN;R hoo ^F ^--tAn (l4) buttrf-;xv
valves as a result of different design requirements.
Each valve was shown on the CLNod reactor coartment
ventvJations witem contract euidance drawing

a - ~~~~~~~~~~~ion
control air sy:qtm cont-act guidance drawing,

tnati he h>9 A F ~- v-"

f~ ,s " Yet, ne argues, aespite thie contract
u arawings and specifications, that he
had a right to expect the control air system to be
no more extensive than that in CGN-36.
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Contract Modification P00002 authorized;;heitractor to conduct all procurement, planning, scheduling
and design work for the reactor plant and overall
propulsion platcontrol sThis contract

ei-on was negotiatedtember 16, 747n on a cost
plus fixed fee basis more t months prior to contract
definitization on Deon m er 21. 1971. As the Contract
guidance drawing was approved in November, 1969, it was
available to the Contractor for the full 15 months period
during which the Contractor was being paid by the
Government to resolve procurement, planning, scheduling
and design problems on a cost plus basis. The contractor
furthermore had the contract guidance drawings showing
the control air system two years before contract
definitization (P00007) effective 21 December 1971.

4. Effective 21 December 1971, modification P00007
was signed defining the contract by establishing a deliverydate, target price, target profit, incentive fee share
arrangement, ceiling price and other provisions.
Modification P00007 incorporated the "release language"
cited in paragraph II A6 and the other provisions also
cited in the paragraphs of section II.A., pages 5-19.

5. On May 30.e1'Z o Newport News submitted Poblem-
Identifica ion Report nl-~nirw 0"-,z-1n stating that the
control air system diagram, a non-deviation working drawing,
was overdue "and urgently needed to support our Newport New'sdrawing schedule and material ordering schedule." Newport
News alleged "performance is being seriously affected
and a delay in.scheduled receipt of material is probable."
Newport News recommended that "every effort should bemade to expedite 'fli-~n fl.c..:w. CuSIF4. ;11.1 VeJI~.iwavlon

_ (E 6 4~ 3- Olawn Xo.364-1Oll frn_
=eae-1~r~? P1e''* Lcz,~ ~'a~" (N~ evidence has been presentedthat in fact contract performance was adversely affected;

- 6. On June -s - ' the requested "Dagyram-Reator
Compartment "="E- n ConBn1 hi ; {E Drawing
o.8643-OlXOl wAvSHiS No. Z44444-flR), reference (b),

was issueo. This diagram showed by size, type, pressurera-ring, each and every: valve, gage, pressure switch,air flask, test connection, and reducing manifold. Itshowed how the control air system controls the pneumatic
operators on the 14 individual reactor compartment
ventilation butterfly valves. The drawing showed each*and every DiDing interconnection between components. Inagreement with section 9890-1 of the Ship's Specifications,this working drawing was based on the information that was on.the contract guidance drawing for the system.
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This drawing, however, unlike the contract guidance
drawing contained the non-deviation requirements because
it is a "working drawing" as stated in the contract
and section 9890-1 of the Ship's Specifications. <It also
included system details such as additional ordering
data, component location, fabrication notes and the like
which were of a greater level of detail than those nor-
mally found in the necessarily more general contract
guidance drawing. This drawing when issued had several
reservations, none of which affected the overall "scope"
of the design. Specifically, these reservations were:

a. NAVSHIPS Drawing Numbers, as yet unassigned, for
two references.

b. Range and location of Government furnished
radiation detectors to be installed by shipbuilder but
which do not connect to any of the system piping.

c. Periodic air testing requirements for system.

d. Pipe interconnection sizes pending pressure drop
calculations (which were dependent on data to be
furnished by the shipbuilder for shipbuilder
furnished components).

e. Pipe sizes, reducing manifold capacity and relief
valve set pressure. These values are dependent
on data to be provided by the shipbuilder on
shipbuilder furnished components.

As can be seen from the above and also as is
more clearly shown by review of the drawing itself,
reference (b), the system diagram in June 1972 clearly
and exDlicitlv shzwec me ,ontrarn , aetails of tne system.
Regardless or the ;ai,17 snown on the contract Euicance :
draLr u in ±Y69 (wh _n ' gnowr' n ~ was fully
ade now tne e ftent o t_ e Cstem), th-e
sl~wW,_ us . mat tne Contractor in June 107? after

re _: 1. berence (b) drawing which he had stated
was a-ffc1- needed to enable nim We order the system
co;3. , .11U,6 have beenf-ully aware of the extent of the% s :._ requiredu u buila. Inis is contrary to
the statement in the claim that the "first meaningful
indication" of the extent of the changes in this system compare
to the DLGN36 was not evident until a year later when he
received Revision B of this drawing.

7. In June 1973 Revision B to the system diagram
:Cb r _ evision i ncorporated minor

design, developments, removed a reservation, and made one major
change; it added a high Pressure air reducing station thtat
_had pot '^^ e -. 1" *" th cnnnc,-l °=x<aS:c~ad~- -'-:i,a,:
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8. Newport News reviewed this drawing revisionB against the cont guidance drawing and by TWX 107dated 30 August 1975 (ref (ci) stated:

"1. Newport News review of (EB Dwg. 38643-OXO)_ reveals materials specified which are not on(contract guidance drawing 800-4385731).

"2. Newport News considers the additional materialon (EB Dwg. 38643-01X01) will involve workbeyond the scope of contract N00024-70-C-0252.

"3. Newport News is preparing an order-of-magnitudeestimate of the additional cost and will informNAVSHIPS by separate communication.

The additional material Newport News was citing wasthe high Dressure ai - t-educing stptions zh-- b-, henadaoep y revision B, as is evidenced bv the subsequent
cost es.a. and change issueo (HR- 4 -L to c Eaddem worn. .Thus i; is very clear that rewport Newshad reviewed the contract guidance drawing and hadConsidered it sufficiently detailed to request a change/based on the addition of various 1/4 inch valves, air/ flask, and pressure gages not shown on the contractguidance drawing. ho~ituld be noted that theContractor's clainow Lt n- buing andinst 7valves;flasks an miscellaneous comvonentsthat udLcontract gu"aance drawing and the svtediagram wh eh -heepparently acceored as eing within thescope of E co ne reviewed the revision B oftha sys..em daiagam against the contract guidance drawingin mid-91^3.-

- 9. Newport News TWX 164 dated 29 May 1974 providedan order of magnitude cost estimate for this work.This cost estimate was suDerceded by Newport News TWX 115-dated August 30, 1974, which provided order-of-magnitudecost estimates for the control air system change aswell as for items in other systems that had been previouslyidentified by Newport News and NAVSEA as requiringcontract changes. On 26 September 1974, NAVSEA issuedHMR 145 to authorize the SUPSHIP Contracting Officerto negotiate a contract modification to implement thedesired changes including the changes Newport News hadidentified between the system diagram and the contractguidance drawing of the control air system. The relevantlanguage of HMR 145 which described the work scope is:
( "Provide additional air reducing stations in thereactor compartment ventilation control air systemnot shown on the contract guidance drawing butrequired for system operation."
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On 14 November 1974, in contract modification A00468
Newport News and the SUPSHIP Contracting Officer executed
a bilateral agreement incorporating the changes of
AMR 145, which included the above cited change to the
ventilation control air system. The language of
modification A00468 provides that all the work of HNR 145
will be accomplished at target price and ceiling price
change not to exceed 5110,000 and that the delivery
schedule remains unchanged. (The modification
/ rovisionally adjusted the contract ceiling price by
5110,000).

10. On about 1 October 1974 an 1 November 1974
as stated bor in tailed
inst-. L. n wo ' rwlg for the control air s item
for eactor D ant were rovi ea to r-rN -ractor.

Tl~eaecrawings detailed the exact installation including
dimensions for piping. It should be noted that these
drawings showed the detailed routing of pipe around
shipbuilder designed structure. These drawings also showed details
for mounting the control air system components, most of
which were shipbuilder furnished and mounted to
shipbuilder designed structure. These detailed drawings
could not have been developed until information on the
shipbuilder's components and structure had been received
from the shipbuilder to enable the RPLY to work out a
satisfactory design in conjunction with the shipbuilder.
It is noted that these drawings were ta be provided "as they became available"
in accordance with the terms of the centr-ct. The drawings were provided -
as early as receipt of satisfactory s :,builcer information reasonably allowed.

11. Newport News' letter, serial DRPD 2681/15
dated November 19, 197 4 VSEA 08 via SUPSHIP ref (d))
stated with respect o tes c'f the
control air system tt<

a. Newport News has reviewed a Government
furnished test procedure for hydrostatically
testing the control air system and notes that all
referenced or expected operational testing
has yet to be specified.

b. "Newport News requests NAVSEA 08 supply
Newport News with the scope of testing" to be
performed "by December 16, 1974." Newport News
needs this information for construction and
test planning and the identification of test
equipment.

c. "Testing and test eauinmen t fr th 38
Reactorompartment Ventilation Control Air
System was assumed to 0e the same as the DLGN36
Class testinl-requirements -b e
system. From of the testing identified
inkte cited Government furnished hydrostatic
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test procedure and the quantity of the known
required test equipment plus the still unknownadditional operational testing Newport Newsconsiders this testing to be an increase in theDLGN38 Acceptance Test Program."

12. NAVSEA letter Ser 08J-8411 dated 10 December 1974,ref (e), responded, in part, that:

a. The test procedure for the ventilation andventilation control air system, which had been
previously identified in the index of test
procedures, was in approval review and expected
to be issued no later than January 1975. Thetesting of these systems must be completed priorto initial criticality (criticality subsequently
took place in June 1976). "The changes to this
test procedure (covering both the ventilation system and theventilation control air system from that used for DLGN 36/37
are concerned only with operational test of new design
features used in the DLGN 38 Class."

b. "The design requirements for the DLGN38 ClassReactor Compartnent Ventilation
System and Reactor Compartment Ventilation
Control Air System are clearly specified by thecontract guidance drawings. These requirementsare clearly different than for DLGN36/37,

Hand thus, the testing requirements will also bedifferent because of a need to test new design
features. The Newport News assumption that thescope of testing and test equipment required would
be the same as previously required for DLGN36/37is thus an incorrect assumption. The Government -cannot assume responsibility for such an
incorrect assumption being made since adequate
information was provided to Newport News.
Therefore, NAVSEA does not agree with Newport
News that testing of the DLGN38 Reactor Compart-
ment Ventilation and Ventilation Control Air

ZSystems, which is in excess of or different
than that performed on DLGN36/37, is outside thescope of the DLGN38 acceptance test program.

c. "Based on the discussion in (item b) above
this letter concerns matters within the scope ofContract N00024-70-C-0252 and no change in
contract delivery or completion date or in thecurrent negotiated- price or amount of any Govern-ment contract is authorized."

No response from the Contractor was received. The
Contractor proceeded with the testing in accordance with the
furnished procedures. 26
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13. Facts relative to cited PRN's:

-~ a. PRN's A-742 and A-743 were issued by the RPLY
on 29 April 1975 against the detailed working
drawings for fabricating the control air system
piping. The PRN's state as their reason
for issue:

"Reason: to release Reservation 13 and
complete plan work upon receipt of valve
vendors information from NNSD."

Reservation #3 on the drawing had reserved
the details for connection of the piping to
the contractor furnished ventilation valves since
the details were dependent on the detailed design
of the ventilation valves that were furnished
by the Contractor.

b. PRN A-747 was issued on May 1, 1975, which
released a temporary holdup that had been issued
18 April 1975 when the RPLY discovered a design
foul. This foul was discovered by the RPLY
before the Contractor had fabricated the pipe
as evidenced by the lack of an LAR or change
notice from the Contractor. PRN A-747 provided
the correct design that should have initially
been shown on the drawing.

14. Facts relative to submersible pressure switch
and transmitters:

a. Newport News LAR 776 dated July 6, 1973 and
LAR 776 Supplement 1 dated August 1, 1973 ref (f)
stated that pressure switches could not be
obtained by Newport News that met all the
requirements for the ventilation control air
system pressure switches including pressure rating
and submersibility. The LAR requested that.
the RPLY either identify a manufacturer of'a-s§itablea
pressure switch or thaf a switch in a pressure-
tight container be permitted. The LAR stated
"The work that would result from approval of this
submittal is within the scope of Contract
N00024-70-C-0252 and no change in contract
delivery or completion date or the current negotiated
price or amount of any Government contract with
Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company is
required."
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b. Subsequent review by the RPLY and reactor
plant contractor showed that a pressure switch
similar to that used in CVAN68 could be used,
provided it was located on the side of
a shipbuilder furnished watertight bulkhead
not subjecat to flooding. By locating the
switch on the side of the bulkhead not subject
to flooding, the switch did not have to be
submersible, but it did have to be mounted so
that it was protected and its air lines passed
through the bulkhead.

c. By letter dated 21 March 1974, ref (g)
the RPLY requested Contractor concurrence to
locate the switches in an enclosureon the water-
tight bulkhead in reactor plant 12 since such an
enclosure would be part of the shipbuilder's
non-reactor plant bulkhead. By letter dated
12 April 1974, ref (h), the Contractor concurred
with one of the RPLY's proposed locations.
By similar correspondence from the RPLY dated
22 July 1974 and from the Contractor dated
29 August 1974, the RPLY proposed and the
Contractor concurred in the locations for the
enciosure in the *1 reactor plant.

d. Plan Revision Notice P-55 dated 2 July 1974
was issued to specify the suitable pressure
switch and its location in an enclosure on the
opposite side of the bulkhead from the potential
flooding. PRN P-55,refe-ence (k) staces "Electric Boat
Division, Quincy, does not have the authority
to modify contracts between the shipbuilder
and the Government. Therefore, if the action
contained herein is considered by the
shipbuilder to require a change in the currently
negotiated price or amount or delivery or
completion date of any contract, the shipbuilder
shall not proceed with the action contained herein
but should promptly, and in any event within 20
days of receipt of this document, notify NAVSEA (08)
via the Supervisor of Shipbuilding, of the facts
and reasons for considering that a contract change
is required."
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e. No notice prior to this claim was
received that indicates this correspondence
and the actions taken thereby required a change
in contract or were anything but the routine
intevhange required by the shipbuilding contract
to accomplish the development of a satisfactory
design.

16. Facts relating to alleged inability of the
Contractor to obtain legible sepia prints "that is causing
delay and disruption."

a. The Contractor cites no specific documents.
Review of the prints of the non-deviation.
working drawings provided by the RPLY shows
them to be legible. These drawings were
provided using the same drawing room practices
and equipment used for cther reactor plant
working drawings. It is noted that for drawings
with necessarily close markings, the RPLY, if
requested by the Contractor, would use contrast
enhancement techniques ("mylar prints")
on some drawings or portions of drawings. Such
may have been the case for selected portions of the
RPLY construction drawings, but there is no
correspondence in which the Contractor identified
legibility of the control air system as preventing
him from fabricating the control air system.

b. It is noted that the Contractor made allegations
to cognizant technical personnel (not the
Contracting Officer) that the RPLY was delinquent
in providing the reservation free non-deviation
drawings, fcr the control air system. By letter
dated 6 January 1975, reference (1), the RPLY
pointed out that release of many of the holdups
the Contractor was citing depended on the
Contractor's first providing information on
shipbuilder procured components. There is no
record of a Contractor response to the reference
(l) RPLY letter.
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SECTION III - ANALYSIS

A. Outline of Issues

The Contractor alleges that he is entitled to a contract
change for building and testing the reactor compartment
ventilation control air system as specified in the non-
deviation working drawings and test procedures furnished by
the Government. To address the various allegations made
by the Contractor, the following issues will be addressed:

1. Regardless of other issues, did the Contractor comply
with contractually prescribed provisions for seeking
reimbursement for the alleged added work?

2. What were the Contractor's obligations under the
contract?

3. Were the contract specifications (including contract
guidance drawings) deficient?

4. Was the evolution of the design such that it involved
extra-contractual work and also excused the Contractor from
having to provide the required timely contractual notifica-
tions of a claim.

S. Is the Government responsible for issuing a contract
modification as a result of the three additional "problems"
the Contractor cited?

B. Analysis

1. Contractual Notice Provisions. Article 29, "Changes"
of the Contract Special Provisions requires, in part, that the
Contractor notify the Contracting Officer within 10 days of
actions considered to constitute a contract change; provides
that except for costs associated with impossible or defective
specifications, no claim will be allowed for costs incurred
more than 20 days before the Contractor has notified the
Contracting Officer in writing of any Government action or
omission which the Contractor considers to constitute a change;
provides that in cases of changes issued by someone other than
the Contracting Officer, the failure to so notify the Contracting
Officer releases the Government of liability for action the
Contractor elects to take; and requires that any claims for
adjustment under the clause must be asserted within 30 days
although the Contracting Officer may act, at his discretion,
upon claims asserted prior to final contract payment providing
timely notice has been given.
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The Contractor in the instant-case has failed to comply
with both the mandatory notification and claim assertion
requirements, despite the facts shown in this CITAR that the
Contractor knew or should have known the facts and circumstances
necessary for him to have complied with the requirements of the
changes article. His claim is untimely and the implication of
his claim that his lack of timeliness in providing the
required notice is excusable because of continued design
evolution by the Government is unfounded as is discussed
further in paragraph 4 below.

The Contractor has provided none of the Problem
Identification Reports required by the contract that would
have identified the problems that the Contractor now alleges,
despite there being no valid reason for these alleged
problems not having been previously known and identified.

The Contractor furthermore alleges in his claim
that technical data received from the reactor plant lead yard
required work that was not required by contract. The
liaison procedures and background cited in paragraph II.A.9,
pages 14-16 of this CITAR, make clear that the RPLY did not
have the authority to issue documents that changed the
contract between the Government and the Contractor.
Paragraph II.A.9 also shows that the Contractor had the
recognized responsibility if he thought RPLY documents
required extra contractual work to not proceed with the work but
promptly to identify the matter to the Government. Such
notification was not provided with the exception of the
Contractor's letter reference (d), that asserted testing
of the system was outside the contract. Reference Ce)
stated reasons refuting the Contractor's arguments
and the Contractor proceeded without response.

Accordingly, the Contractor claim is without merit.

2. Contract Reouirements. The contract requires the
Contractor to build and test reactor plant systems in
accordance with non-deviation reactor plant working drawings
and test procedures to be furnished by the Government, through
its agents the Reactor Plant Contractor and the RPLY, as they are developed.
(Contract article 9b, Sections 9890-1 and 9080-1 of the Ship's Specifications
as cited in Sections IIAl-S, pages 5-8 of this CITAR). It
was thus recognized by both parties prior to contract that
the reactor ;@ant working arawinz I duueS would
not ae av le at time or contract. Thins is normal
shipbuilding practice; the ContractorTs own working drawings
foTr T t -reactor plan. systems tor whlcn ne was Zne
des .. 5.l. 1,, X.,u no. neen developec at time or contract -
der;.TTl~a-,zon. The CMId-Mi- entered the incentive type
maxinum priced contract freely and with that knowledge.
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Prior to definitization , to show what features the RPLY
reactor plant drawings would have when developed, the
Contractor was given specifications including contract
guidance drawings. The Contractor was viten a enntr ct
guidance drawing for i
the system entitled "reactor comnartment ventilation control
air system.' ihis system was specifically called out as
befng required by Section 9890-1, of the Ship's Specifications
As required by Section 9890-1 of the Ship's Specifications
the working drawings that were furnished were based on the
contract guidance drawings (See Section II.A.2, page 6).
The one exception was the addition of the high pressure air
reducing stations not shown on the contract guidance
drawings. That change was identified by the Contractor and
negotiated and priced as HNR-14S (See Sections II.B.8 and 9
pages 23 and 24).

Thus, it dan be seen that the contract requirement is
for the Contractor to build the control air system in
accordance with non-deviation working drawings to be furnished
based on the contract guidance drawings. The Contractor in
his claim does not indicate any action he was required to take
that was not so required.

Thus, absent other Government actions or inactions
that are a basis for entitlement, there is no contract or
specification change required. It should be noted that
the Contractor's cost breakdown in suornt ~o.is
reguesteo aajusEment zor alleged added eifort lists many
of e same valves, manITo s, and other com onents that were
explicitly listed on the original contract guicance arawing.

3. Allegations of Deficient Snecifications -

The Contractor alleges that the contract specifications
(including the contract guidance drawings) were deficient in
that the Contractor could not recognize the extent of the
system he would be required to build and could "in good faith
only assume that the system would be similar to the system
employed in the DLGN36 Class." This allegation is controverted
by the evidence,as was shown especially in Sections II.B.1
and 2, pages 20 and 21, and review of the contract guidance
drawing itself, reference (a). Prior to contract
definitization, the Contractor had this contract guidance
drawing which listed the valves, manifolds, pressure gages,
and the like that would cofprise the system. Furtner,
the Contractor's crIsn citing thEWsr- s in Section 9890-1 that the
CGN38 reactor plants would be "similar" to those in CGN36 as a
basis for his position is also not consistent with the facts.
Similar does not mean "identical". Further,
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as pointed out in Section II.B.2
( the Contractor knew full well an s bid on the fact

that there would be 14 ventilation butterfly valves needing
a control system as opposed to the CGN36 design with but
five valves.

It may very well be true that the Contractor did not,
during his bid proposal preparation, include a specific
estimate for the CGN38 reactor compartment ventilation
control air system. No evidence has been discovered to
indicate he did include such an estimate. However, it was no
action or inaction by the Government that caused his not
having done so. The level of detail on the reactor
ventilation control air system uace drawin s istent with
that shown in contract guidance drawings 10u
5y-e--z. T .iee ve.tzewif contriro± ar synswM ract
guioance drawing did not show the number of feet of small
air pipe that would be required (as the Contractor points out
as if this fast supported his claim). The contract
guidance drawing, however, did show all interconnections
and components such that the Contractor could, using
estimating factors, account for tne system just as the
Contractor accounts for other systems, both nuclear ana
non-nuclear under his or another sF(RPLY) design
cognizance tor which he *oes not have detaTITEdworkin' plans

< at tiffE3E=ontract. It is -not the usual practice to
show pipe lengths on contract guidance drawings, and
the other reactor nlant svteil cohrracc ZUiaance drawings do
not do so either.

Based on the above, it is concluded that the Contractor's
assertion of Government responsibility for what may have been
his oversight in preparing his bid is a misrepresentation
of the facts.

4. Design Evolution

The Contractor through a lengthy discussion of the
evolution of the design apparently attempts to establish that:
(1) regardless of the contract requirements, bease thebpre
was not a detailed design at contract definitization, the
Contracta aTa -not contracted -to ulld the develoipedZesign;
and (2), thr -.raueness of the dess. pluv±eo an excuse
for not promptly presenting the notices as required by the
Changes article and Problem Identification Report article.
The facts do not support the Contractor's position.

/ First, development of the system design details
based on the contract guidance drawings after contract
definitization, as pointed out in paragraphs 2 and 3 immediately

" above, was not unusual or unexpected and was provided for
iA the contract. The Contractor was well aware of these
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development and liaison procedures during his longstanding
participation in the nuclear shipbuilding program including
CGN's 36/37, using non-deviation working plans furnished
by a reactor plant lead yard. These procedures and the
applicable contract and specification requirements for
CGN-38 are discussed in detail in Section IIA9 and 10,
on pages 14-19 above. By vi-tto n the ctro r system
comon""e -dA Qualidy beine run or mounted to n '.or around
much of the structure and comoonents designed m p rerured
by the shipou-icer, -ialson intercoursea I oured to
enable ne rzailed non-dev-"'-nt rnirki A be
dereloped. As pointed out in Section II.B.16, page 29
ant- Me-RPLY's letter to the Contractor, reference (l),the
RPLY's issue of the final drawings was dependent on the
Contractor's previously providing design information on
components being procured by the Contractor. There were no
facts presented in the claim which indicate that the control
air system design development was not handled and carried out
in the contractually prescribed manner.

Secondly, with respect to testing, review of the test
procedures shows that they were furnished as required by the
contract and Ship's Specifications Section 9020-1 (See Section
II.A.1 and 4, pages 6 and 7 above). The Contractor
should have been aware, since test procedures were furnished
for all reactor plant systems, that test procedures would be
furnished for the reactor conmartment ventilation control air system.
Review of the test procedures shows that there were no
unusual or special requirements in the test procedures that
required exotic or unusual test equipment. That the Contractor
may not have specifically included a separate estimate of
effort to test the ventilation control air system in his overall
estimate of reactor plant testing is not the Government's
responsibility and does not relieve the Contractor of his
obligations to test the system as required by the contract
and specifications.

Third, the Contractor in his claim makes various allegations
that he was unable to fully understand the extent of the
system even when the non-deviation system diagram (working
drawing) was issued in mid-1973 and the non-deviation detailed
construction drawings were issued in mid-1974. He stated
"Even after receipt of these plans, the full extent of the
changes in the design requirements were unclear. The data
contained therein were so incomplete and ambiguous as to
preclude meaningful analysis." The Contractor's implication
that he must be able to identify every pipe length and
-fitting before understanding the extent of a system for
bid is not consistent with the facts as pointed out in
paragraph 3 above. The Contractor's claim neglects to mention
that in mid-1972 he had received a detailec non-oeviatiOn
system iagraa (working drawing) showing the extent o tne system.
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This drawing is discussed in Section II.B.6, page 22.
Further, in his review of the mid-1973 revision to the
system diagram (Section II.B.8 and 9, page 23) he identified'
as "out of scope" the aditional components adde63 a .=a . s sa ons ,oton tne contract .ujdance drawinas.Th , i. 15 oy;,:-II .:a t e Contractor had detailed
knowledge a~ou: the system, regardless of the contractguluae" d Dy MiD-±97. and rurtner, bY mid-1973,
evil Ra 5ulzicient Knowledge as to make a oetermination
thy uvdeing ano installing certain components in the air
redu 

.y_ l.wer cacange in contract requirements. Yet, in the current
claim the Contractor is requesting payment for ordering
and installing the components listed not only in the ContractGuidance Drawing but also in the two revisions of the
system diagram issued in mid-1972 and mid-1973 respectively.

The Contractor's contention that he could not still
/have been aware of the full extent of the changes in the CGN-38design requirements froN-36 even after the October and

November 1974 receipt of working drawings is literally
correct in the absolute sense that full means 100% in all
manners;but is materially without substance since,as shownabove,work scope can be adequately defined without all drawingsbeing final.

As discussed in Section II.B.10, page 25, the detailed
non-deviation construction drawings issued by the RPLY in
late 1974 were essentially complete except for details ofinterface with Contractor furnished comoonents ror wnich the

was awartt"' _ Tofja==. These reservationsin no way affecteW te llity of the Contractor to be
able to identify to the Contracting Officer in a timely
manner if the ventilation control air system working drawings
required work not covered by the Contractor.

It is concluded that the Contractor thus even
indepenoent or tne contract guidance _rawns and qhad d;.L ! -a'aon since mid-197Z tn z:xide
the e.I notice reoulre7 *- na 1-Prn hp Pnt tlgto a rULrrac arjustment.

5. Other Items

a. With regard to the three plan revisions notices
the Contractor cited as representing extra contractual work,Section II.B.13, page 27 showed that these plan revision
notices were normal and routine actions in the development
of the system, as provided in the contract. They did notrepresent work added to that required by the contract.
Regardless of entitlement, the work associated with resolution
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of this matter was an insignificant portion of the Contractor's
overall effort claimed for the control air system. wi t
respect to the Contractor's allegation that PRN-A-747
caused additional engineering work to incorporate the PRN
it is concluded that the minimal effort to issue such a
revision notice is routine work required by contract as an
inherent part of building reactor plants in accordance with
drawings furnished by the RPLY as they are developed. It is
also noted that the RPLY would not have had to issue
PRN's 742 and 743 had data on the components being furnished
by the Contractor's vendor been previously sent to the RPLY.
It is noted that each PRN contained the "disclaimer
paragraph". and that the Contractor did not at the time they
were received advise the Contracting Officer that any work

.required by these PRN's would require a contract change.

b. With regard to the submersible pressure switches
and transmitters, it is noted that the Contractor (See Section
II.B.14, page 27) in his LAR 776, reference (f), suggested
a pressure tight enclosure and represented that such an action
would not require a contract change. The Contractor
participated in the decision to mount the switches in a
bulkhead enclosure in lieu of their being submersible
via references (g) through (j) and at no time during this
development process advised that a contract change was required.
It is concluded that the mounting of a non-submersible
switch in a bulkhead enclosure was but a method to-meet
the requirement for submersible switches and transmitters.
Regardless of entitlement, the work associated with resolution
of this matter was an insignificant portion of the Contractor's
overall effort claimed for the control air system.

c. The allegations of the Contractor's not receiving
legible drawings, as discussed in Section II.B.16, page 29,
are, for reasons cited in that section, considered to be
without substance and not to be a basis for contract
adjustment.

C. Summary/ Conclusions

The Contractor's claim is without merit.

The Contractor was required by contract 'to build the
reactor compartment ventilation control air system in
accordance with non-deviation reactor plant working drawings
based on the contract guidance drawings and furnished to the
Contractor as thev were developed. The working drawings were
based on the contract guidance drawings as is required by
contract with the exception of the changes that were properly
resolved between the Contractor and Government per HMR-145
as a contract chug- No contract or specification change
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is required to cover the alleged added work.

The Contractor's contention that the Government's contract
specifications, including the contract guidance drawings, were
vague and misleading is contrary to the facts. The Contractor
may have made the unfounded assumption that the control air
system in CGN38 would be the same as that'in CGN36, but that
unfounded assumption is his responsibility. His allegations
that he was mislead by the Government's actions or inactions
is a misrepresentation of the facts.

The Contractor furthermore did not request a contract
adjustment or provide the proper contractual notices in a
timely manner as required by contract despite his apparently
having timely knowledge to do so if he had contemporaneously
considered the Government's actions or inactions required
a change in the contract.
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SECTION IV RECOMMENDED GOVERNMENT POSITION

A. SSUNh[ARY

The Government's evaluation of this claim concludes
the claim is without merit.

B. SPECIFIC RECOWIENDATION

A comparison of the Contractor's claim and the
Government's position for manhours and material is:

PROD. ENGR. MATERIAL PROD. ENGR. HkTERLAL
SHIPS M/H M/H S M/H M/H S

CGN38 23,177 10,300 $65,483 0 0 So

CGN39 23,177 1,700 $33,418 0 0 $0

CGN40 23,177 1,700 S33,418 0 0 S0

TOTAL 69,531 13,700 $132,319 0 0 $0
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SECTION V - REFERENCES

(a) Contract Guidance Drawing, NAVSHIPS Number 800-4385731,
"Diagram Reactor Compartment Ventilation Control Air
System." (CONFIDENTIAL)

(b) Non-deviation working drawing (System Diagram), NAVSHIPS
Number 245-4445028, EB Number 38643-OIX01, "Diagram
Reactor Compartment Ventilation Control Air System"
Revision (a) (CONFIDENTIAL)

(c) Newport News TWX 1107, dated 30 August 1973

(d) Newport News letter, Ser DRPD 2681/15 dated November 19, 197.4

(e) NAVSEA .letter Ser 08J-8411 dated 10 December 1974

(f) Newport News LAR 776 dated July 6, 1973 and 776
Supplement 1, dated 1 August 1973

(g) EB Quincy letter, Ser NSSP-397-74-LAS:JSS(863) dated
March 21, 1974

(h) Newport News letter, Ser DRPD-2681/7 dated April 12, 1974

(i) EB Quincy letter, Ser NSSP-904-74-LAS:JSS(863) dated
July 22, 1974 -

(j) Newport News letter, Ser DRPD 2681/13 dated August 29, 1974

(k) Plan Revision Notice (PRN) P-SS dated 2 July 1974

(1) EB Quincy letter NSSP-14-75-DMB:JJ(863) dated 6 January 1975

(m) NAVSEA letter 08M-1103 dated July 15, 1969

(n) Newport News letter (no serial) dated July 25, 1969
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Nevwport Mev.;s Sh ui!2ng
A ICnr"c C,.n.

IIPANY

D F~ j ITAL

. ,..._ . _ .. _ . _ ..

6101 7.1:2!::n . :.

(0041 24-ZZ
r . C-R Crbi-y~~~~~~r
597/cl-i-I
597/Cl-l- i 1
601/Cl-l-

August 1, 1977 -R

0 G'

* LLu
,ervisor of Sbipbuildiu;
-vcrxion and Rcpair, U. S. avy
,port %evs Shipbu Ldimg and Dry Daok Coopany
.port News, VirgiYas 23507

tnrtean: Conracing Officer

bject: ?rop e-ls for Zquitabl- Adjustment of Shipbuilding Contractst
SG0024-67-1-O325. CvAB6 and 69. subuitted Fcbravwy 19. 1976;
_CO24-69-C-0307. 5SZ656 and 667. seuhitted Augut S. 19761

: 1;OOC24-70-C-0251, DIA--Z3/i. submitted August S. 1975;

N.O024-70-C-0269. SS.683, subnittod Karch 8, 1976
500024-71-C-0270. 55:689, 691. 693 and 695, subcitted lMrch B 1976

car Sir:

Since the subject proposals *-ere first subhitted, thera bhm been chances-
- the projected final costs. S=ae f the chanres in estinated final costs represent
*creases frce est!etcs contained in the proporsals which could be a factor in your

evic" process.

'Me 1isting below caer the estimated final cata in the proposals vith

the curreant estimated final coats for each contract. Dollar munts shoen do not
include fin-ncng.

Shia (s) Contract

Kteicated Qxt e
Tinal Cost Estimated
In Provosal ?inal Cost

(ai Cll o) in e14E)

g63/69
:?468f6/6C7

-.C.:36/39/
4
O

ssls688
SSI~639/69116*93/695

=002"7-C-323
1100024-4g-C-0307
KOOOA-70-G-0252
R00024-70-"269

GoC24-71-"0270

$932.6 /
133.4
448.2
U4.0-
.383.0

960.9

404.4-
126.3
374.7

Naturally, ve request that the confidenatialt of these projections be
maintained

C 0174 C&G
fours vert truly.

4,7l

*1
* .: .Q 'iY~ ~ COMTPANY COte2

C. L. ilis CON)I§D1t-rikT, -
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vI CO'.,?AC-S/C

June 14, 1976

i ith.e Ionorabc Willi.n P. Clements
Deputy Secretary of Defense
Poo= 342, T71e Pentagnn
lauhington, D.C. 20310

Dear Secrcrtry Clenmnts:

-| Confirning our discussion on June 2. the neZotia:ions betwee,,
Xc:.port :cUws Shipbuilding and the Shipbuildfng he'zcutive Co-nittec 1have .reaehed
P stalemate. By separate letter this date to Adziral :ichaalis, I an revlewAi1,
the status of the outstanding nuclear ehipbuildin.- contriers and our pruposed -
cou1rse of action.

; .t~h~I had bolIed that the parties concerned would fully c.brnce Tour centapt
- that th-re 'Is e~nmug fiult to go around for r crhone. 3ore eptcifically, I had

xcpecod that the :Navy was prepnred to propose a oluLlnn which, w.ould provi-ei for
the Coavcrnwent taking responsibility for certain inilatIoa--A:ounrir to Cone
$2C0J.C .00 in current estisatus. On tLe other hand, the Co-?any was preparcC
to be .esponsible for the other cost grow-t and therefore would relenseoour
clains-anountin; to substantially rorc than $2O0,00l,000. This would hbva
resulted in a break even situation for :Newport 3rvs for constructing; $2.5 billion.
worth of nuclear chips for the :avy. This solution has not been reached, and our

11 of fer to do so IC withdrawn.

Tron rry point of view, the root of the problem is that the 1:avy's offor
does not compensate Newport hews for escalation costs to the sane degree as tould
be anticipated under a nev .avy shipbuilding contract or perlulps under other
eysiting contracts with other shlpbuilders. I recognizc that the Con;ittce hasI| offered a clause that is, in fora, substntially the sa;e one contained in the

LLrecentc ontract for Destroyer Tenders .................. Ho:.ever, tvwo principal features of tlas
c* usc are (i) thct at th contract deliver.
dtte, and (ii) that the anount of escalation st7ps viien the unuscalated costs of ti:,:

L coutractor reach the ceiling price. Thus, In order for the clause to be equitable,
both the delivery dates and the cailing pricca .=st be realistic.

*I This needed realisn uas not present In the Committees proposal to
t,.:-,ort hews. the Co=Ittce's offer cuts off escalation gro-'th at existir.g contractL delivury dates whrsich, in sone cases, have already passad. In adCitlon, it c%;ts oef

escaletion compcnsrtIon at the current contract eeiling, which In% all *ares, except
the Carrier cor:ract, is *inrsalistically low an a bench.ark for cscaliitien.

he baive offered every manner of corp'nroaisa wvich would alleviate LI.P
crnntsraLnts of these two I5ecs but so far have been =esucefss 10. If. for exerpl,
as I C %cussed -vith you and as is the cane with Electrfe Boat, our 68d clasa clairs
are rc;ttlcd priolr to ccludin: ostalAtion. the result vould havc been accetahllc.
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A 3 Honorable Willian P. Clements
Dcpucy Secretary of Defense l;.H.S. £. I).D. Co.

I wish to also point out that the Ce.tittce proosal had nur.erous other
features that we found objectionable.

For example, the treatment of the pricing of change orders-although
contained in sone escalation clauses currently in effect--wors a severe inequity in
our aituation. It colspounds the delivery date lid ceilint price probIctls already
referred to, as well as reverses certain equitable price adjustments that have alrcad
1been made to our contracts.

ln addition, the release language Is particularly onerous and bears no
relationship to the ordinary and reasonable dealiugs betecen tilhe Z:,vy and its
conLractors-or even to the relearc language set forth in the Armed Services Procure-

l Regulation.

Another feature of the proposal is to settle outetnialinr. clhanes uithout
consideration of Any additional delays which could occur. 'Cl '. in effect, not only
absolves tihe Navy of responsibility for ehosc cio:ire ordera involving the whole iss-e
of cucaulative Inpact," but also fails to recognize several major change ordors
involving critical design deficiencios by the Covearaent that have bad 'direct delay
Intact and that will cost tens of millions of dollars in lost tirc.

Finally. we find unacceptable the proposal's attenpt to directly Involve tl.
lNavy in the basic right of nanagement to allocate manpower.

The problems I've addressed so far involve essentially foyral contrsctual
matters. But there is another basic Issue about which I an equally concerned--the
significant and serious deterioration of day-to-day relationships between the ..nvy
and our Company. Th- Navy has failed to establish new coatract provisions that ivoule
eliminate, or at least mninize, in the future the lengthy disputes which have
characterized the past. A clause for full escalation would, of course, alleviate the,,
disputes._

I see no evidence to indicate a eoro reasonable approach by the 1:avy to our
mutual problens. I see only the grin prospects of acontlnuation of the current
adversary relationship, with the attendant grave irPlicatioas not only for the Co-pau"
but also for the Navy, the defense industry as a Whole and, importantly, for our
thousands of e:aployeos.

Our best efforts to date have rct only wtth failure. Rancor and recriminr.ti.
have been the only results obtained, and this raics the rcrious quosrion of whather
our Co-.pany and the Navy can ever araiil achieve A productive and _utually s~tis attorvLrelat ionship.

A great deal has been said Ab-out the problrrms Zrtlndn,.,t to a tir7.ely rli
of our claSs, altbonjh tr basve errphanized that t:. nubjcct -attcr Of tilery c in';
gene~rally been raised with the, Govemr:-.-.nt AS thle p'robL~-k; zrose dmurinr. ai con~crurtir,:r-
period. Perhlsps the t-.ost prmucnt ste;- for te N woulid be to lave a on-tyear iat
in tic nuclear a b n r ch would ;iv.: Zhe ye.ar hVjte t str. VS

outts afray r. l z'ddiion. htoefully it iund ifford tl:d dcci tonecesearY to Properly jund their ozirtir.'; to lg..tiuu(.
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lhc Hlonorable Willian P. ClenentsF Deputy Secretary of Defense I.N.S. b D.D. Co.

Nlotvithstendin; the efforts at the very highest levelof the.Depart;tet of
Defenee. there is no progress towards curin7 the underlyin; problems. In tile face
of that fact. I have reluctantly reached the conclusion that continued one-sided
contract performance by Newport Ncue subjects this Czaa.py to irreparable dauane.
; consider that there exiuts a fundanental breach on the part of thb Ntavy of its
obligation to provide equitable compensation for its actions. .This includes not
only ull compensation, but prompt conpensation.

1 have today cent to Admiral P. H. Y:iebsells a sur-mary of tho status of our
N Huclear Naval shipbuilding contracts, including a brief statei-n.nt of our proposed
course of action with regard to each of theu. Jucluded in1 that lecter is a
description of a method to achieve an orderly withdrawal frcei our continued partic-
ipation in the NZuclear ltaval shipbuilding prolran if we are unable to prrolitly reach
a reconciliation. This proposal Includes cooperation in transferring the Cv.::7_oto
kuret Sound Naval Shipyard and of the follow-ua SS:711-715 ships to i are lslapd Naval
Shirypyrd. We anticipate that our position is correct Vitt, regard to DLGI.:41 and that
J it will be cancelled.

-This will enable me to redirect the erforts of our Cornany to enterprises
which at lcast hold out the pre-rise of mitigatinr our da. ares and shorten the Sr_c
frane in which we will be exposed to that continued Navy conduct which now threstons
I our survival. I trust you will use your good offices to rahe thin transition as
amicable as possible.

t ~~~~~~~~~~~Yours v try uly,

L HC: d. ' P. Diene4.'
r sident

| lC:dca,

-l-

.L
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Review and Recommendation to Continue Ou5 AUe 1982
Investigation of Newport News Shipbuilding
and Dry Dock Company

ECW amb

To Robert W. ogren Fm. Edward C. Weiner
Chief, Fraud Section 6(.* Deputy Director
Criminal Division Office of Economic Crime

Enforcement
Criminal Division

INTRODUCTION

I have been asked to conduct a comprehensive and
objective review of the criminal investigation of Newport
News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company that was handled by
the United States Attorney's Office for the Eastern District
of Virginia and the Fraud Section. I was instructed to be
as thorough as possible and to use my own judgment in
attempting to. fill any factual gaps I found. The methodo-
logy I employed and the documents and people I consulted are
detailed in Appendix A to this memorandum. Two major parts
of the investigation are mentioned throughout: the Richmond
phase and the Alexandria phase.

The Richmond prosecution team began work in the Summer
of 1978. The first Richmond Grand Jury issued subpoenas in
October 1978. The Richmond prosecutors consisted of
Assistant United States Attorney Eliot Norman, Navy
attorneys (Special Assistant United States Attorneys)
Saundra J. Adkins and Eugene B. Paulisch, and Fraud Section
Attorneys Joseph P. Covington and Linda L. Pence. After 18
months of investigation before two grand juries, the
Richmond prosecutors recommended declination. The
Alexandria prosecution team rejected that recommendation,
moved the matter from Richmond to Alexandria, and decided to
focus on one claim item. The Alexandria prosecutors
consisted of Assistant United States Attorneys Joseph A.
Fisher, III and Joseph J. Aronica and Appellate Section
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attorney David B. Smith. After 6 months of investigation
including grand jury work, the Alexandria prosecutors
recommended continued investigation and eventual indictment.
I believe that continuation of the investigation is
warranted at this time although problems may be encountered
that might possibly militate against later indictment.

I will not duplicate to any extent here the matters
discussed in the lengthy prosecution reports of the Richmond
and Alexandria prosecutors. Instead (after a summary of the
facts), I will focus on mostly new material setting forth
evidence of an alleged conspiracy to inflate claims and
discussing some relevant policy considerations.

II.

SUMMARY OF FACTS

In March 1976, Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock
Company (NNS) filed a revised claim (known as the 'Maxil
clain) with the Navy requesting adjustments in the prices
and delivery schedules of 14 ships which were either
completed or under construction by NNS. The claim
superceded a previous claim submitted in August 1975 (known
as the Mini' claim). The final claim covered contracts on
the following ships:

- 7 submarines: L. Mendel Rivers (SSN 686).
Richard B. Russell (SSN 687), Los Angeles (SSN 688), Baton
Rouge (SSN 689), Memphis (SSN 691), Cincinnati (SSN 693),
and Birmingham (SSN 695).

- 5 cruisers: California (DLGN 36), South
Carolina (DLGN 37), Virginia (DLGN 38), Texas (DLGN 39), and
Mississippi (DLGN 40).

- 2 aircraft carriers: Nimitz (CVN 68) and Dwight
D. Eisenhower (CVN 69).

In February 1977, the Navy settled a claim on two of
the ships and on October 5, 1978 (after review by a special
Navy board) it settled with NNS on the contracts for the
remaining 12 ships. The total cost overrun settlement was
$208 million of the $894 million claim submitted by the
company. The settlement purported to end all litigation
between NNS and the government over the claims. This sum was
over and above the actual progress payments made by the Navy
{approximately $2.5 billion) as the ships were being
constructed. The contracts between KNS and the Navy were
fixed-price incentive contracts with provision for progress

-2-
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payments and profits but no agreed-upon price. Approxi-
mazely 80% of the overruns claimed by hUS fell into the
categories of delay, disruption, and deterioration of
labor. These are the so-called 'soft' items. The
'hardware' or 'hard' items are specific components or
systems in the various ships which are constructed according
to drawings and specifications provided by the Navy. The
special Navy board settled the claims primarily based on
'litigating risk' and pointed out 47 different claim items
{of approximately 300) which presented the possibility of
fraud. The Richmond and Alexandria prosecutors concentrated
on approximately 20 of these.

A. The Hardware Items

1. Ventilation Control Air System

The investigation regarding -the Reactor Compartment
Ventilation Control Air System on the Class 38, 39, and 40
cruiser was extremely comprehensive as is fully described in
the Alexandria prosecution report. The allegation that NNS
fraudulently submitted a claim and pegged it to an allegedly
vague government guidance drawing instead of admitting that
it 'missed the bid' was proven to my satisfaction. However,
it should be pointed out that NNS withdrew this claim item
and was not compensated for it. This item establishes the
methodology of the NNS claims process.

2. Bow Dome

The investigation regarding the Glass Reinforced
Plastic Bow Dome on the Class 688 submarines is described in
the Richmond prosecution report. The allegation that NNS
falsely claimed additional costs due to a design change in
the bow of the submarine (from welding to bolting) was not
resolved. Relianceon the legal advice of outside counsel

/ l- can be asserted as a defense. In any
"event, I believe t at the claim item on the Bow Dome was so
small ($75,000) that further investigation may not be
warranted.

3. Cathodic Protection

The investigation regarding Cathodic Protection on the
Class 688 submarines (the installation of zinc to ship hulls
for protection against salt water) is described in the
Richmond prosecution report (separate memoranum of Navy,
attorney Eugene B. Paulisch) Reliance on
advice to press thissclaim X

leads me to conclude that proseution

- 3 -
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may not be warranted. It should be noted that because the
Class 688 was a new submarine, there were many change orders
and much confusion during construction. Intent to defraud
would be difficult to prove.

4. Comer Nickle Tubing

The investigation regarding pricing of Copper Nickle
Tubing on tie Class 688 submarines is described in the
Richmond prosecution report. Apparently, NNS withheld the
pricing information in the Mini claim but reported it
accurately in the Maxi claim. Although I believe that a
specific false claims count is not warranted here, the
withholding of the information (to the tune of $600,000)
could possibly be used as an Overt Act in a conspiracy
charge.

5. Intermediate Gage Cutout Valves

The investigation regarding the added work of
installing Intermediate Gage Cutout Valves on the aircraft
carrier Nji.nitz is described in the Richmond prosecution -
report .
eventually' the claim item was withdrawn. The facts date
back to 1968 and since there appear to be no intentional
misstatements, I believe that prosecution is not warranted.

6. Discharge Sea Chests

Analysis regarding Discharge Sea Chests (openings in
the ships' hull from which cooling water is discharged) on
the Class 38, 39, and 40 cruiser is included in the
Alexandria prosecution report. It is alleged by the Navy
analysts that NNS sought government payment because of its
own oversight of guidance drawings. Some investigation may
be indicated.

7. Reactor Shielding

Analysis regarding Reactor Shielding (lead panels
surrounding the nuclear reactor) on the Class 38, 39, and
40 cruiser is included in the Alexandria prosecution report.
It is alleged by the Navy analysts that NNS improperly
blamed the government for defective specifications when the
real cause for cracks in the shielding was poor workmanship
by NNS. Some investigation may be indicated.

B. Delay, Disruption, and Deterioration of Labor

1. Nimitz Delay

- 4 -
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The investigation regarding delay in nuclear testing
and delivery of the aircraft carrier Nimitz is described in
the Richmond prosecution report. The test program of the
nuclear reactors must be carefully performed and obviously
delay will occur. The fact that NNS calculated 160
government-responsible days of delay but only claimed 123
days arguably precludes prosecution. However, I believe
inquiry should be made as to how NNS calculated delay at
$125,000 per day (total of $15.6 million).

2. Dwight D. Eisenhower Delay: Shipway Utilization

The investigation regarding delay in delivery of the
aircraft carrier Dwight D. Eisenhower (alleged by NNS to be
due to government-responsible delay on the Nimitz) is
described in the Richmond prosecution report. Because of
delay on the Nimitz, NNS says it moved construction of the
Dwight D. Eisenhower from Shipway 11 to Shipway 9, a smaller
facility, which resulted in construction delays. The Navy
says that delay was due to insufficient manning by NNS not
use of the smaller shipway. If (as the Richmond prosecution
report states) no compensation was eventually requested by
NNS, prosecution is not warranted. However, I believe that
there is a $90 million claim item under this category. If
so, more analysis is necessary.

3. Dwight D. Eisenhower Delay: Innerbottom Shielding

The investigation regarding delay in delivery of the
aircraft carrier Dwight D. Eisenhower because of Navy change
orders on the innerbottom shielding surrounding the nuclear
reactors is described in the Richmond prosecution report.
The report states that no comoensation was requested by NNS
on this item.

4. Deterioration of Labor (Parkinson's Law)

Analysis regarding the assertion of a claim for
'deterioration of labor' is included in the Richmond prose-
cution report under the heading 'Fictitious Manhours." The
report states that NNS asked for $78 million in 'deferred
work' with respect to the five Class 688 submarines. The
deterioration of labor theory of entitlement is also applied
to the in the claim. It amounts to approxi-
matel y$100 millio and is based on the unusual application
of "Par aoiIs w.

- 5 -
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In 1957, a British academician (Parkinson) postulated
that in a bureaucracy there is an inexorable growth over
time of the number of people hired to accomplish a given
amount of work. NNS alleges that the Navy is responsible
for all delays and thus with every revision in delivery
schedules of the ships NNS' workers became less efficient.
According to NNS, 15 minutes out of every productive labor
hour spent in the month following a schedule change was
wasted due to Parkinson's Law; the second month, 13 minutes
an hour was wasted; the third month, 9.5 minutes, and so on
until the next schedule revision. At that time, the
calculation is repeated.

I believe that the bald assertion of Parkinson's Law in
the context of the shipbuilding industry without the support
of. any empirical studies is Qu5txh~eous and fraudulent.x

C. Other Soft Items

1. Navy Recruiting Practices

The investigation regarding Navy recruiting practices
is discussed in the Richmond prosecution report (separate
memorandum of Fraud Section attorney Linda L. Pence) and
analyzed in the Alexandria prosecution report. NNS alleges
that the Navy (Norfolk Naval Shipyard) recruited 720 NNS
employees and that the Navy owes NNS for recruiting and
training replacements (to the tune of $24 million). If NNS
had spent what it claimed to train these new hires ($35,000
for each design employee, $25,000 for each production
employee), the total training cost for all new hires for
1973-1974 would have been $380 million, a preposterous sum.
During the relevant period, NNS also recruited Navy
employees to work at NNS yet the company made no effort to
offset. I believe that employees should be free to
voluntarily accept new jobs anywhere (including the Norfolk
Naval Shipyard). This claim item is ridiculou.

2. Added Financing Costs

Analysis regarding the assertion of a claim for added
interest or financing costs because of late government
progress payments is included in the Alexandria prosecution
report. If the Navy was late in submitting progress
payments, it violated the terms of the contract and NNS
might have grounds for entitlement. But the large figure

-6-
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claimed (over $50 million) and the questions concerning
method of calculation indicate further investigation.

3. Impact of Environmental and Safety Regulations

Analysis regarding the claim for increased costs due to
environmental and safety legislation is included in the
Alexandria prosecution report. The issue is whether the
original contract assumed that NNS would absorb the costs of
ccmplying with the new environmental and health and safety
regulations. Even if it did not, there may be no legal
basis for entitlement. Further investigation is indicated.

III.

ALLEGATIONS OF A CONSPIRACY TO INFLATE CLAIMS

I believe that a sophisticated conspiracy to
inflate claims regarding cost overruns was begun by NNS in
the late summer of 1974 (the formation of the Contract
Controls Department). The Richmond prosecution team did
some work on this aspect of the case but did not make much
headway. The Alexandria prosecution am analyzed the
allegation I have done a
little bit bW investigative work but it may be too late at
this point (8 years after the fact) to prove the conspiracy
beyond a reasonable doubt.

NNS was acquired by Tenneco, Inc., a Houston, Texas
conglomerate, in 1968. A monument at the shipyard was
removed by Tenneco management in April 1969. The monument
contained the following statement by the founder of NNS:
'We shall build good ships here at a profit if we can -- at
a loss -- if we must but always good ships.' The general
belief is that attitudes and conditions changed at NNS from
that time forward. A Tenneco-selected chief executive (John
P. Diesel) became President of NNS in June 1972 and Chairman
of the Board in September 1973. At that time the company
had contracted for and was building various ships for the
Navy. Most of these ships were nuclear powered and thus
their design and construction were supervised by Admiral
Hyman G. Rickover and his staff. Admiral Rickover alleged
that the claims were ginned up and that false and fraudulent
statements permeate NNS claims.

A. The Cardwell Testimony

William C. Cardwell, a former NNS employee and member
of the Contract Controls Department, testified before
Senator William Proxmire's Subcommittee on Priorities and
Enonomv in the Government on June 7, 1275. <
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A. Statute of Limitations Implications

The initial NNS claim was filed on August 8, 1975. Itwas revised and a final claim was submitted to the Navy onMarch 8, 1976 (beyond the normal five year statute oflimitations). Thus, a false claim prosecution (18 U.S.C.Section 287) based on the March 8, 1976 submission is barredby the statute of limitations. However, I agree with theAlexandria prosecution team that the statute begins to runanew when and if the contractor files a subsequent amendmentto its claim. In addition, a false claim conspiracy theory(18 U.S.C. Section 286) or a mail fraud theory (18 U.S.C.Section 13413 could extend the time period up to at leastOctober 5, 1978 when WNS settled the claim on the 14 shipswith the Navy (the statute would then run on October 5,1963). Although I have not selected out the relevantdocuments, there are several letters back and forth between'NS and the Navy during 1977 and 1978 that could be utilizedin mail fraud counts. For example, there is a letter datedApril 20, 1978 stating that NNS' review has disclosed nomajor errors or inconsistencies in the Requests forEquitable Adjustments.

- 13 -
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A more significant problem is the policy consideration
of continuing an investigation that began at least four

But it
was not until the Spring of 1978 when any real i! vestigative
strategy was formulated. At that time Fraud Section Attorney

Joseph P. Covington replaced Kurimai and had meetings with
the FBI preliminary to a full grand jury investigation. The
Richmond Grand Jury began work on the case in October 1978.
I believe that the Department of Justice should have,bequn
this investigation in earnest in the Summer of 1976

- 14 -
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B. The Rickover Factor

Admiral Hyman G. Rickover first accused NNS of fraud in
these claims shortly after they were submitted in 1976.
However, there is a long and acrimonious battle between
Rickover and the company which is documented in Rickover's
testimony on Capitol Hill, in press accounts, and in NNS'
internal memoranda. NNS lobbyist Thomas G. Corcoran was
very interested in preventing Rickover's reappointment to
Navy service as far back as the late 1960's. Rickover
constantly feuded with NNS Chairman John P. Diesel and at
various points suggested that the government buy out the
shipyard and build its own ships.

NNS' criminal counsel has raised this 'Rickover factor'
in its confidential memorandum to the U.S. Department of
Justice (pages 115-139) and no doubt would emphasize it as a
defense if there were a trial. There is no doubt in my mind
that ooda tc uld be made that Admiral Rickover and his
staf coul e painted as viciously carrying out a vendetta
against NNS and maliciously accusing the company of fraud
when in fact there was none. I personally believe that
Admiral Rickover and his staff were following the proper and
patriotic course in working to uncover NNS' fraud. However,
the Richmond Grand Jury investigation should have been (and
I think it was) independent of Admiral Rickover and thus
imnune from any charge that Rickover orchestrated the
criminal investigation. After all if Rickover's wishes had
been followed, the case would have been indicted in 1978 or
1979.

My own theory of what occurred in the NNS claims
process is related to the Rickover factor. I should oint
out that my-heorgy has not been substantiated an pro ablv
cannot be. It goes something like this: In-1969, L.C.

kermEecame President of NNS. He immediately
encountered Rickover who was very demanding. Rickover
stressed the need for superior performance from NNS in
building nuclear-powered ships. Ackerman felt constantly
harassed by Admiral Rickover. Ackerman was basically an
honest man who had to cope with pressures from Rickover as
well as corporate headquarters. Ackerman capitulated to
Rickover in 1971 in signing a letter concerning a contract
to build submarines and in the process renouncing the advice
of his own executives. Although the submarines were being
built very soundly and nuclear safety was assured, the
company was not showing a profit. Ackerman continued to be
harassed by Rickover and wanted out. In 1972, John P.
Diesel was brought in as NNS President and Ackerman was

-15 -
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temporarily 'kicked upstairs' and resigned one year later.
From the start, Diesel was out to best Rickover. Diesel
would not let Rickover dictate to him. He also was very
concerned about profit and loss. Diesel had no experience
in shipbuilding but was cracked up to be a good manager. In
my opinion, Diesel was dishonest; he deliberately set up a
claims process which would lead to exorbitant claims. He
sized up his personnel well and was able to use F. Hunter
fCreech and C. Leonard Willis out front to create a massive
amount of paper which the Navy might not be able to digest.
)Employees who had no previous experience in claims suddenly
1were thrust into the process and came up with unbelievable
]estinates for delay, disruption, and deterioration of labor.
He also was able to rely on and use the experience and
ability of Executive Vice President Charles E. Dart in
justifying the claims. Diesel was not beyond blackmailing
the Navy in threatening to stop construction of Navy ships
(NNS did stop work on the Class 41 cruiser for a while). He
apparently used the same "confrontation' tactics with his
'employees (periodic layoffs occurred) and labor unions as
(well as Rickover. Diesel resolved to spurn settlement until
ihe was able to recover $200 million; his strategy was to
claim four or five times that amount. The strategy worked.
Diesel is now Chairman of the Board of Tenneco.

C. Civil Versus Criminal Action

I believe the question should be raised that the NNS
investigation (as well as the other three criminal
investigations of shipbuilders) should have been handled
civilly rather than criminally.<

In such a posture a clvil suit under the
False Claims At (31 U.S.C. Section 231) which permits
double damages would be a much better vehicle for recovery
and possible deterrence of fraudulent activity. In
addition, the burden of proof in a civil case is much less
than that in a criminal case and thus the chance of success
would be much greater.

Although it is not clear from NNS' settlement agreement
with the Navy Claims Settlement Board (dated October 5,
1978), it could be argued that the settlement agreement
precludes subsequent civil litigation by the government to
recover allegedly false claims. NS' criminal counsel has
raised the issue that the settlement agreement is also a bar
to criminal prosecution in its confidential memorandum to
the U.S. Department of Justice (pages 140-143). I believe

- 16 -
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that thLN.avy clearli_ intejnded to preclude all civi )
limication by settling the claims with the cmpany.
Bowever, the reservation clause of the settlement agreement
reserves any rights the government may have under certain
criminal statutes (18 U.S.C. Sections 286, 287, and 1001)
and also under 31 U.S.C. 231 (the civil False Claims Act).

Although I believe that it would be imprudent to
proceed civilly against NNS, the civil alternative is a
viable one and should be considered in future cases like
this.

D. The Debarment/Suspension Possibility

NNS is reportedly the best of the private shipyards
that build and overhaul nuclear and non-nuclear ships for
the Navy. It has a long history of excellent craftsmanship
and has been awarded several more contracts to build
submarines, cruisers, and aircraft carriers which are now
under construction. I have raised the matter of possible
debarment and suspension of NNS (in the case of an
indictment and conviction of the company) with the Richmond
and Alexandria prosecutors. Although I don't know all the
procedures involving debarment or suspension of a government
contractor, I do know that the matter is solely within the
purview of the appropriate agency (the Navy) rather than the
DePartment of Justice. The consensus of the people I talked
to was that there was no way NNS would be debarred or
suspended by the Navy. The company's work is simply too
vital to the national defense for the Navy to take any steps
to halt NNS' work in building ships for the government.
Apparently, debarment is not automatic with a company's
criminal conviction but requires affirmative action on the
part of the agency. I do not know about suspension (perhaps
during the pendency of the criminal case).

A related issue is the possibility that at the time of
an indictment against NNS the company might voluntarily get
out of the business of building ships for the Navy. Diesel
seriously considered this alternative in early 1978 at the
tine he ordered a work stoppage on the Class 41 cruiser
(Note: a government lawsuit forced construction work to
continue). Internal NNS documents disclose that NNS had
enough private shipbuilding business (oil tankers) a±tbhtl
tine to prosper. In fact construction of the North yard at
Off

4
was to handle commercial shipbuilding activities.

pAdniral Rickover's suggestion that the government take over
Navy shipbuilding might become a reality. My feeling is
that if that were the case it would lead to massive layoffs
among the 25,000 employees at NNS and at the other private
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shipyards.

I should point out that all of this is mere speculation
on my part. I do not believe that the Department of Justice
should be influenced in making a decision to prosecute or
not to prosecute a case based solely on these considera-
tions. The only relevant factor should be whether there is
sufficient evidence to prove a criminal violation. However,
where the evidence is borderline, policy considerations such
as these may be weighed.

V.

CONCLUSION

The approach of the Richmond prosecution team (and to a
lesser extent the Alexandria prosecution team) was to
scrutinize specific 'hardware' items in the claim. This
required deep immersion in technical detail. The theory war
that if the back-up documents were not trot-allsupportive of
a claim item or if a multitude of errors occurred, fraud
could be proven. Although I don't believe I would have
pursued that methodology in the investigation, I believe no
one can be accused of 'botching' it. I believe that a lot
nore attention should have been devoted to the initial
legation of a company-wide conspiracy to inflate claims. 2

have attempted to do so in Part III of this memorandum. I
also believe that the 'soft' items such as delay,
disruption,.deterioration of labor, and Navy recruiting
practices should have been taken apart and shown to be
outlandish. The Richmond prosecution team's conclusion tha
the claims writing process had integrity appears to be base,
only on the hardware items. I believe that the final claim
narratives withstood analysis during the grand jury
investigation because they had been massaged and perfected
through many dra fts. If prior ArAftn hAd hprn fn,,. for

*Xard items
aperhaps the Richmond prosecutors would

not have recommen ed declination. In any event, the soft
items constitute approximately 80% of the claim and may not
be .aL immune from the discovery of"holesl1in their
entitlement theory.

My belief is that a continued investigation should
focus on the NNS claims effort as a conspiracy to obstruct,
impede, and delay the lawful function of government (18
U.S.C. Section 371) and the orderly claims process (18
U.S.C. Section 286).

cc: D. Lowell Jensen
Roger M. Olsen
James J. Graham
-Aavid B. Smith
Elsie L. Munsell
Joseph J. Aronica
Joseph A. Fisher, III.
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APPENDIX A

METHODOLOGY OF REVIEW

During my tenure with the Organized Crime and
Racketeering Section (1973-1980) I reviewed approximately
300 cases for prosecutive merit under the Racketeer
Influenced and Corrupt Organizations (RICO) statute. This
re7iew of the investigation of Newport News Shipbuilding andDry Dock Company was undertaken by me with the same
objectivity and thoroughness I believe I brought to my
previous assignments. This endeavor, however, was vastly
more extensive and complicated than any other case review I
shad done. Because of its importance, I am setting out herethe procedures I employed and the materials I examined
during this review.
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FatA1f !r. r li

kpr 134 IN8

DEPAITMNM OF
subj"c INVESTIGATION OF NEWPORT JUSTICE Mt,

NEWS SHIPBUILDING September 1, 1982

T. __

Robert W. Ogren, Chief David B. Smith L
Fraud Section Trial Attorney
Criminal Division Criminal Division

1. Having read Ed Weiner's fine memo of August 5,
1982, recommending that the investigation of the shipyard
continue, I want to urge you to move forward as quickly as
possible to implement that recommendation. I think it is
obvious that a prompt commitment of substantial
prosecutorial resources is necessary to bring the
investigation to a successful conclusion before the statute
of limitations runs out on October 5, 1983. As Ed's memo
points out, the Department was first asked to investigate
NNS' cost overrun claims in July 1976, by Senator Proxmire.
I don't see how our collective performance since that time
can be viewed as anything but dropping the ball.
Fortunately, there is still time to put the matter right if
we make the effort.

2. I also want to take this opportunity to express my
thoughts on a couple of points in Ed's memo. Ed speculates
that if NNS is indicted, there is a 'possibility' that the
company might decide to get out of the business of building
ships for the Navy. This seems completely implausible to
me. This country's private shipbuilding business has
dwindled almost to nothing in the last few years, so NNS has
no choice but to build for the Navy or not to build at all.
Given the enormous naval shipbuilding program the
Administration has embarked upon, and Admiral Rickover's
retirement, building ships for the Navy should be very
profitable over the next decade even without fraud. Tenneco
simply can't afford to close the shipyard and it has no
reason to do so, whether or not it is indicted.

I agree with Ed's statement that more attention should
have been devoted to developing evidence of a company-wide
conspiracy to inflate claims and to 'taking apart' the
outlandish claims on the soft items -- delay, disruption,
deterioration of labor, Navy recruiting, OSHA and EPA
regulations, etc. Even the dullest juror could understand
the fraudulent character of these claims. In my opinion,
the soft claim items provide a sufficient basis for a

\/NS -73
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conspiracy indictment by themselves. NNS might try to
convince the jury that all defense contractors make
similarly outrageous claims on soft items and that

*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 'a Ju
I am reasonably

confident that such a defense would fail because it is both
legally and factually incorrec 5,l and because it would not
appeal to a jury in any event. - Indeed, I doubt that the
trial judge would permit NNS to present evidence that other
defense contractors also make outrageous claims on soft
items, because it is legally irrelevant whether other
companies also break the law.

All this is not to suggest that we cannot prove that
many of the hard items are also fraudulent. We demonstrated
in our November 1981 status report that the Ventilation
Control Air System (VCAS) claim was fraudulent and we showed
that a number of other hard items also appeared to be
fraudulent, even withou the benefit of a grand jury
investigation of them.

'I_

MINy3 -ons ta-dismiss Tin-dIcTMe-nts based on
preindictment delay are rarely successful and such a claim
ought to fail in this case where the size of the conspiracy
and its complexity made substantial delay inevitable.
Should the court noitheless dismiss the indictment we could
always appeal.

5. Finally, I wish to suggest that an indictment in A
this case would be in the public interest even if we do not 00
obtain a conviction. The case is unique in several respects
and I see no reason to judge it by the standards set forth
in the Department's prosecutorial guidelines, which were
never intended to govern every case. Although I expect a
conviction, I would argue that an indictment should be
sought even if I thought a conviction unlikely. In my

1/ The fact that other defense contractors have often
exaggerated soft item cost overrun claims is not a reason
for us to decline to prosecute NN5. The company's claim is
probably the biggest in history and the most fraudulent. A
line must be drawn somewhere and an example must be made of
someone.

- 2 -
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opinion, it is essential that we send a message to NVS and
to the defense contractor community that this type of
massive fraud will not be tolerated by the DOJ, whatever the
Defense Department's attitude is. In this time of budget
austerity combined with a rapid build-up of our armed
forces, it is particularly important that fraud on the part
of defense contractors be discouraged. Because such fraud
has not often been vigorously prosecuted in the past, it
appears to be rampant today. Given the fact that the
defense contractors are some of the biggest corporations in
the country, I find this situation deplorable. But the fact
that the defense contractors form a small, elite community
also suggests that a single prosecution can have a real
deterrent effect.

I recall my corporate law professor, Joseph Bishop,
explaining the effect of the criminal antitrust case brought
against a group of General Electric Corporation executives
charged with price-fixing in the 1950's. When they were
actually sent to jail, the business community took careful
note of the fact. A whole generation of law and business
school students became acquainted with the GE case and
through it their minds were marvelously concentrated on the
perils of price-fixing. If I recall correctly, Professor
Bishop indicated that the GE case resulted in a marked
decrease in price-fixing behavior by big corporations.

Because major companies dread unfavorable publicity, an
indictment is almost as effective in deterring criminal
behavior as a conviction. An indictment would also serve
the important function of bringing the facts to the
attention of Congress and the public. Surely the public
should be informed of a carefully orchestrated, cynical,$900
million raid on the Treasury by a major corporation, whether
or not the government ultimately obtains convictions. In
sum, I urge you not to let whatever doubts you may have
about the outcome of the case deter you from bringing an
indictment.

cc: Edward Weiner
D. Lowell Jensen
Roger M. Olsen
Elsie L. Munsell
Joseph A. Fisher, III
Joseph J. Aronica

- 3 -
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Memorandum ; -7

Dole
Diss&nting View on Investigation of Newport Novenber 17, 1982
Ness Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Calpany

To Robert W. Ogren From ward C. Wminer
Chief, Fraud Section e rC, Deputy Director
Criminal Division office of Econnmic Crine Ilforcecent

Criminal Division

On Nevber 9, 1982, you informed me that you would recverend
declination of the Newprt News Shpibuilding and Dry Dock Caipany case.
You also indicated that you would articulate your views in a mmeorandum to
Assistant Attorney General D. lo6ell Jensen. Although I have not yet seen
your reasons in memorandum form, my meetings with you and Branch Chief
1brris B. Silverstein on October 12, 1982, October 20, 1982, November 3,
1982, and Noverber 9, 1982 gave me the basis for your decision -- specifi-
cally, the case was sinply too old and there was no deception in the
cxxpany's claim. As you know, I disagree with your reasons and request
that this rfmorandum along with my Review and Reonrendation (dated August
5, 1982) and my Work Plan (dated September 24, 1982) be considered by the
Assistant Attorney General (Criminal Division) as my dissenting view.

1. Statute of Limitations/Conspiracy Theory

As a result of instructions from you and Mr. Silverstein, I did not
follow the 'game plan' of my September 24, 1982 memorandum which was
primarily directed toward active investigation of the conspiracy to inflate
claims. Instead, I tracked down and located same specific docuents
indicating that the government would definitely prevail on a statute of
limitations attack if an indictment ware returned prior to October 5, 1983.
These doc&nents were a series of October 5, 1978 letters by Newport News
Shipbuilding and Dry Dock CQrpany (INS) to the Navy Claims Settlement Board
assuring the government that the claim items were accurate and complete. I
also examined dozmments and determined that two items were withdrawn by NNS
prior to settlement. Significantly, it was determined that the claim on
the Ventilation Control Air System was withdrawn on Septerter 26, 1978. I J.
believe, however, that prosecution on this item is still possible based on V\
a conspiracy theory or even based on a specific false claim if the
indictment were returned prior to September 26, 1983.

Unlike and Mr. Silverste , I believe there is sufficient proof
based an the _ other evidence to show a conscious
attempt to cbjset the govermrent. I believe that there will be a
'linkage' shown between the actions of C. leonard Willis (Director of
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Contract Controls) and the sophisticated and successful effort by PM to

vibnit fraudulent claims. I believe that a oantinuation of the investi-
gation along the lines I prI in my Work Plan of Septoeer 24, 1982
would permit a final determination of whether the effort by INS was
deliberate and criminal or whether it was hard bargaining and should be
viewed as merely a contractual dispute.

2. Examination of New Items

I was instructed to carefully examine two items that had not been
investigated by previous grand juries: Discharge Sea Chests and Reactor
Shielding. I also did sawe additional analysis of other items.

a. Discharge Sea Chests (Claim for $332,776)

This claim item relates to the system which discharges high
velocity and high tenperature cooling water from the reactor plant of the
Class 38-40 cruiser. The claim covered three areas of alleged added work -
and cost: the change fram steel to eorel (a nickel/ocgper alloy),
construction of a thermal sleeve as opposed to awaster piece, and whether
weld joint nurbers were required. I found sone

believe this item should be presented to a
grand jury.

b. Reactor Shielding (Claim for $384,061)

This claim item relates to both the primary and seoxndary lead
shielding surrounding the nuclear reactor of the Class 38-40 cruiser. The
claim alleges that the Navy design was defective thus caus to
fabricate lead panels in a vore expensive way. I found Ho;_

also located a MNS letter (dated May 24, 1974J which
canoalled previous NNS correspondence to the Navy; my interpretation of the
documents is that NNS admitted its error and agreed rot to seek an overrun
(instead the claim item seeks $384,061 and does not even mention the May
24, 1974 letter). ocarments have been examined showing that the Navy
drawings clearly warned NNS of the danger of high temperatures; NNS
apparently ignored the warning and shWxld have to bear the cost. Although
this item is creplicated, I believe it should be presented to a grand jury.

c. Added Financing Costs (Claim for $107.3 million)

This item was submitted with regard to all 14 ships and is based
on the time-value of onsey to finance work added by the government and the
Navy's failure to Rake sufficient progress payments. The General

- 2 -
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Accounting Office did an analysis of this item and concluded that NNs?
calculations were off in that it did not allocate bxrrowings tpoeach of the
contracts; instead it used total shipyard-wide borrowings. In addition,
the ospany used interest rates quoted by Chase Manhattan Bank and failed
to account for lawer interest rates charged by its parent corporation
(Tenneao). Although I personally believe NNS sh1wed a conscious disregard
for the truth, court cases hold that contractors are entitled to financing
costs. I do not believe additional investigation would be fruitful.

d. Navy Recruiting Practices (Claim for $23.7 million)

This item was submitted with regard to all 14 ships and is based
on the Navy's recruiting effort in allegedly hiring skilled workers away
fran NNS. Previous investigation disclosed the thrust of the claim but did
not uncover any specific instructions fram high officials of the caipany to
make up the $25,000/$35,000 figure to retrain new hires. One key witness
who did a study for NM has never been located. I believe this item has
criminal potential.

e. ETvironrental and Safety Requlations

This item was submitted with regard to all 14 ships and is based
on increased costs by NNS to oreply with EPA and CSHA laws passed in the
early 1970's. Mr. Silverstein and I found an FBI interview with the Navy
contracting officer that indicates that the costs to comply with the
legislation were never included in the original contract. Thus, NNS would
legitimately have a right to seek added costs in a later claim for
equitable adjustment.

f. Deterioration of labor (Claim for $97 million)

This item was submitted with regard to all 14 ships and is based -

on the application of 'Parkinson's law' and the alleged governrent-caused.
delay causing NNS' labor inefficiency. Both the NNS claim and the Navy
analysis agree that the psychological phenrxenon of low worker productivity
is impossible to measure. Notwithstanding that, the campany simply assumed
that each schedule change was governrent caused and figured a certain
nutber of minutes per hour were wasted drhe to "deterioration of labor.'
The company could never prove a correlation between construction delay and
decreased productivity. NNS also did not take into account contractor-
caused delays not attributable to the government. I believe this item has o
criminal potential.

00
g. Deferred &brk (Claim for $51.5 million)

This item relates to the added cost of work performed in a later D
and therefore higher cost period. It relates only to the Class 38-40
cruiser [Note: There may be other "deferred work" claims cn the other 11
ships but I did not run across themn. The Navy does not deny that it owes
NNS for added costs growing out of Navy-caused delays but it takes issue
with NNS' calculations. A Navy accountant who analyzed this claim item

- 3 -
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concluded that the deferral of work did not oest nearly as nmx- as bM
clauied - that the mount was $18.7 mdllion not $51.5 million. The
cmpany used the inflation rate in 1971 when the contract was definitized
instead of the actual lower inflation rate in 1975 when most cmstruction s..
took place. I do not )a-n if additional investigation would be fruitful.

3. Structuring An Indictment

I believe it is possible to structure an indictment aclng these lines:
an overall conspiracy charged under 18 U.S.C. Section 286, specific Huts
o' three 'hard' items (Ventilatiom Control Air System, Discharge Sea Chests
and Reactor Shielding) charged under 18 U.S.C. Section 287, and specific
counts on at least two 'soft items (Navy Recruiting Practices and
Deterioration of Labor) charged under 18 U.S.C. Section 1001. A I

Please inform me of the final decision in this matter.

cc: D. Iawell Jensen
kcger M. Olsen

,=rris B. Silverstein

oQ
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* .EnhiUited Siotes A ttornev FILE COPY
Eastenj District of Virginiar

701 Arion S1r.. * 703/5 7.91r00
AkI...nd,. I'i.ihw 22314 I 79)00

November 26, 1982 ELM/chr

Roger M. Olsen, Esquire
Deputy Assistant Attorney General
Main Justice - Room 2113
Department of Justice
Washington. D.C. 20530

Re: Newport News Investigation

Dear Roger:

As I mentioned on the phone the other day, I am trying
to keep you posted on what appears to be happening with this
investigation--not because it is strictly my business, but because
I may be in a position to observe. (I guess I also care because I
am on record with the press as believing that the case was being
adequately handled.)

As far as I know, only one lawyer is assigned to the case,
and one FBI agent. All of the documents are here, but we see no
concerted activity by people using them. A supervisory FBI agent
commented to one of my assistants that he believed the agent was
"winding the case down."

The statute of limitations will run an this matter in
August of 1983. That is a very short time to put a case together.
We seemed to agree last January that the matter warranted further
investigation. That investigation doesn't seem to be taking place.

I hate to see a case of this potential magnitude go by
default. The decision to bring an indictment is .the Department's,
of course. But, in my view, that decision should be based on a
serious and committed effort to find out the facts on the claim.

We have staffed Litton. and are pursuing it as promised.
I can't staff Newport News as well. I urge you to take a close look
at the status of this investigation. rj

/AIUS- 7'
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Roger M. Olsen, Esquire
November 26, 1982
Page 2

I know this is only one of many headaches you have--I'll
try to keep you posted as much as I can. Have a good holiday
season.

Very truly,

Elsie L. Munsell
United States Attorney

cc: D. Lowell Jensen, Esquire
Assistant Attorney General

00
c5o
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AIClilt.) rl: II d Ii III
' i- '

Sumac, Newport News Shipbuilding

_ He

To Morris B. Silverstein
Branch Chief, Fraud Section

CC! Edward C. Weiner
Attorney, Fraud Section

Pursuant to your request, I
files for you and Robert W. Ogren

ACCORDIAN FILE A

have obtained the following

I -

5. Documents relating to statute problem (October 5,
1978 letters).

6. $600 million/$200 million Walsh notes.

7. OSHA/EPA file.

8. Deferred work file.

ACCORDIAN FILE B

9. Delay claim file.

10. Rickover letters regarding delay (Nimitz and
Eisenhower).

11. Bound folder on delay (Nimitz and Eisenhower).

If you desire, I will compile a lisif

'7\
co

A) A)S- 17
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18 February 1983

Dear Mr. Ogren: ..*

I am writing to you about the Newport News
Shipbuilding Company investigation. I understand
that as Chief of the Fraud Section of the Department
of Justice, you are the Government official
responsible for this matter.

I note that recent press reports, one of which
is enclosed, state that the Newport News case is
still under investigation. As you must know, I
caused that matter to be referred to the Department
of Justice some time ago by letter in 1978.

Recently, I expressed concern that the
investigation was not being advanced (see "Report
by the Comptroller General of the United States:
Assessment of Admiral Rickover's Recommendations to
Improve Defense Procurement" of 27 January 1983, a
copy of which is enclosed).

My concern derived from reports given me by
people on my staff who had access to the status
report. of the U.S. Attorney for the Eastern District
of Virginia, promulgated in November 1981. This
report indicated that Newport News Shipbuilding had
violated Federal criminal law. This made your
Department's apparent lack of action all the more
frustrating to those of us who take seriously their
oath, as Government officials, to preserve, protect,
and defend the United States and its laws.

If press reports are accurate, and you have
begun to move this case forward again, I shall be
most gratified. Please advise whom you have assigned

(continued)
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to this important matter and confirm that it is being
actively pursued. If you are not the official
responsible for this matter, please advise me at your
earliest convenience who is, so that I may address
my remarks to him.

Sincerely,

H. G. RICKOVER

Mr. Robert W. Ogren
Chief, Fraud Section
Criminal Division
U.S. Department of Justice
Constitution Avenue and 10th Street NW
Washington DC 20350

ENC

83-250 0 - 88 - 24
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S~~~~~kjecl ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o 75 jqet

Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry
Dock Investigation RMO:RWO:eah

To D. Lowell Jensen From Robert W. Oaren /

Assistant Attorney General Chief, Fraud Sec ion
Criminal Division Criminal Division

I. CRIMINAL DIVISION REVIEW.

In January 1982, the Criminal Division agreed to review

and evaluate the extended criminal investigation of Newport

News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company ('Newport News") that

has been conducted by attorneys from the United States

Attorney's office in the Eastern District of Virginia and

from the Criminal Division and, to the extent that further

investigation would be warranted, to undertake to complete

that investigation. In April 1982, Edward C. Weiner of the

Fraud Section was assigned to review the investigation and -

to make preliminary recommendations. Mr. Weiner's

memorandum of August 5, 1982, contains the results of that )

initial review and recommends further investigation of

certain items. Subsequently, at my request Mr. Weiner and

Mr. Morris B. Silverstein have expanded the review to focus

more precisely on the possible available theories on which

criminal liability could be predicated, the evidence, if

any, to support those theories, and potential averues for

further investigation. g
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I have met with Messrs. Weiner and Silverstein on a number

of occasions to review the progress of our evaluation end

have reviewed a number of transcripts, documents and other

materials.

The evaluation process has now been completed. It is

our recommendation that the Department of Justice decline

prosecution and that no further investigation be conducted.

That recommendation is based on the following conclusions:

1. Of the separate claim items that have been

examined, only four (Discharge Sea Chest,

Reactor Shielding, OSHA and EPA, and Ventilation

Control Air System) appear to contain false claims

or false statements.

2. None of those four, however, is prosecutable.

There are adequate legal defenses which will make it

virtually impossible to prosecute those items

on a false claims or false statement theory.

3. The suggested use of an overall 'conspiracy

to defraud" theory (advanced both by the E.D.

Virginia prosecutors and Mr. Weiner) would be,

in our view, impossible under existing law and

is largely inconsistent with the evidence

developed during the six years of the sS

investigation.
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4. Devoting additional resources to attempt to

continue this investigation cannot be justified,

given the low probability that any prosecutable

case will emerge.

II. THE CONTRACT, CLAIM AND CLAIMS PROCESS.

The five contracts which underlie this investigation

involve the construction for the Navy of a number of nuclear

powered vessels -- 7 submarines, 5 cruisers and 2 aircraft

carriers ---over a ten-year period. The contracts were bid

in the late 1960's and early 1970's, and the ships were

-built in the 1970's. Newport News received progress

payments totalling approximately $2.5 billion dollars during

the period of construction.

The type of contract involved in this procurement is

known as a fixed-priced incentive contract. This type of

contract provides for a variable profit to the contractor

determined according to a formula that takes into account

the extent to which the contractor's costs meet a target

figure. In general, to the extent that costs are held down,

the contractor's profit factor rises; to the extent they

rise, profits are eroded. When cost overruns reach a

predetermined figure, the contractor assumes full financial

responsibility.
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In August 1975, Newport News submitted a claim *

totalling approximately $50 million for equitable

adjustments 1*/ covering certain items on the Class 688

submarines (the "Mini claim"). In March 1976, Newport News

submitted a second claim seeking $894 million (the 'Maxi

claim") ***/ for overruns on the construction of all 14

ships. Twenty percent of the value of the items on the

proposals for equitable adjustment involved hardware items.

The remaining 80% consisted of soft items (e.g., recruiting

costs, financing costs, labor inefficiency, delays, etc.) -

The Navy ultimately settled these claims in two segments --

$41 million in February 1977; $167 million in October 1978

-- for a total of $208,000,000. It is the various aspects

of these equitable adjustments that formed the basis of the

subsequent criminal investigation.

*/ Newport News argues strenuously that a proposal of
equitable adjustment is only a bid or estimate and has not
ripened into a claim under the Defense Acquisition
Regulations. It argues, therefore, that the proposal for
equitable adjustment is not a claim under 18 U.S.C. 5287.
That position is certainly questionable. We know of no
authority supporting the Newport News argument.

*^/ In its contract with Newport News, the Navy had the Do
unilateral right to change the work to be performed. This co
'changes' clause entitled Newport News to equitable bo
adjustment of the contract price and the delivery date
whenever the Navy made or caused a change in the contract
which resulted in an increased cost or time of performance.
It also entitled Newport News to an equitable adjustment if
the Navy failed to furnish specifications, drawings, or data
in a timely manner.

***/ The Maxi claim in effect superseded the Mini Claim and

incorporated those items of the Mini claim for which it
sought equitable adjustment.
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In 1974, the Newport News management established a

separate unit - the Contract Controls Department - to

prepare the overrun claims it intended to submit to the

Navy. This massive effort was directed by C. Leonard

Willis, who had at his disposal a large staff of over 200

people to prepare the 264 separate subsections to the

overall claim. These Newport News employees researched and

developed the proposal. Team leaders in Contract Controls

directed various departments of Newport News to review their

files to determine whether Navy action or inaction had

caused significant time or cost increases. The team leaders

then selected items for examination. These were assigned to

personnel in Contract Controls who researched and drafted

the claim proposals and wrote the narrative for each item.

A separate department - the Cost Engineering Department -

was responsible for determining the price of each item in

the proposals. [Note - our investigation failed to reveal

any evidence of interference with the pricing of the cost

engineers or evidence of tampering with their figures].

When the claim proposals had been drafted they were reviewed

by team leaders and by Willis, the department head. Newport

News contends that 21 items were dropped from the carrier

proposal and 94 items from the cruiser proposal as a result

of this review. Nany of the items were then submitted to

Newport News' outside counsel Henry Beauregard and/or

internal corporate counsel for review of the legality and
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basis of entitlement for each item.'/ The claim item was

then reviewed by the company managers. In short, the

process was one of decentralization of the research and

writing process followed by joining the claims together for

submission to counsel for review and to the Navy.

The claim that resulted from this effort was a multi-

volume document. In addition, it is a highly technical

document that as to certain items is extremely difficult to

read or comprehend.

- The Navy, confronted by the large scale claims and no

adequate mechanism for dealing with them, responded by

creating the Navy Claims Settlement Board (the 'Board")

Ultimately, as noted above, the claims were settled for $208

million, the largest portion thereof being a $167 million

settlement that occurred on October 5, 1978.

The claims negotiation process took two and one-half

years. During that period, the Board evaluated in depth

each of 264 separate claim items. A CITAR "-/ or technical

evaluation report for most of the claim items was prepared.

*/ Newport News asserts that each item submitted to the
Navy was reviewed by Beaureqard. We are unable tcyverify
thie contention fully.

*t/ CITAR is the acronym for 'Claim Item Technical Analysis
Report.-
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The result of this process was to reveal the shortcomings of

the various claim items to a substantial degree. The Board

identified 47 of the 264 plus items as potentially

fraudulent. Unknown to Newport News, those 47 items as well

as many other items were excluded by the Navy in determining

the settlement figure. The Navy reached its final

settlement figure of $208 million based on items whose

legitimacy had not been questioned as potentially

fraudulent. However, the final equitable adjustment reached

did not identify which claim items or portions thereof were -

included within the settlement. Thus, it is not possible

from an examination of the face of the settlement documents

to determine if a particular claim in fact became a portion

of the 208 million dollar recovery or if a particular claim

theory was rejected.

In any event, in February 1977, the Navy settled the

claims on 2 of the 5 cruisers for $41 million. On October

5, 1978, after a review by the Board, the Navy settled with -

Newport News on the remaining ships for $167 million.

III. THE CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION.

The history of this investigation is both long and DO

tortured. As early as 1976, an attorney from the Criminal

Division */ was designated to serve as liaison with the Navy

regarding this matter. In 1976, the Navy initiated its

*/ Calvin B. Xurimai of the Fraud Section.
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investigation into the claim items identified during the

Navy's technical analysis. as potentially fraudulent. By

letter dated, February 6, 1978, a copy of which is

attached, the Navy General Counsel referred this matter to

then Assistant Attorney General Civiletti for criminal

investigation.

A grand jury was convened in October 1978 in Richmond

and heard evidence regarding the Newport News matter until

its expiration in April 1980. A second Richmond grand jury

heard evidence until June 1980. The 'Richmond' phase of the

investigation was directed by Richmond Assistant United

States Attorney Eliot Norman. Several Criminal Division and

Navy Department attorneys were also assigned to the project.

The Richmond prosecutors selected for investigation the 20

most promising of the 47 items viewed by the Board as

potentially fraudulent. Over 4,850 pages of grand jury

testimony were taken.

The 'Richmond' phase concluded in October 1980 with a

series of memoranda containing the recommendations of AUSA

Norman joined by the Fraud Section Attorneys (but not the

Navy attorneys) that the case be declined. The recommenda-

tion was rejected by then United States Attorney Justin

Williams who assigned two Alexandria-based Assistant

United States Attorneys, Joseph Fisher and Joseph Aronica,
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to continue the investigation.*/ Those Assistants conducted

the 'Alexandria" phase of the investigation (foicusing

principally on the 'Ventilation Control Air System' claim

item). The Alexandria investigation was concluded by

mid-1981 **/. By late 1981, the prosecutors had prepared a

110-page "Status Report Re: Investigation of Newport News

Shipbuilding claims for Equitable Adjustment." The report

in substance recommended further investigation and concluded

that a satisfactory prosecutive theory could be developed.

The 'Alexandria' status report focused principally on one

claim item -- the Ventilation Control Air System -- and

identified an additional 8 areas that it suggested could be

investigated productively. Each of those items is addressed

in this memorandum or in the appendix attached hereto.

During the "Alexandria" investigation an additional

1,300 pages of grand jury testimony were taken. According

to Newport News, 86 former employees of Newport News have

appeared before three separate grand juries and an

additional 48 have been interviewed by the FBI.

In January 1981, the Newport News matter was turned

over to the Criminal Division for review by the United

*/ Assistant United States Attorney Norman entered private
practice and was unavailable for the subsequent
investigation.

**/ Witnesses testified before the grand jury in March and
Aoril of 1981. Some additional evidence was gathered in the
next several imonths.
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States Attorney's office.*/ Since then, the investigations

to date have been reviewed by Edward C. Weiner, Morris B.

Silverstein and Robert W. Ogren. The purpose of this review

was to determine whether there is any realistic prospect for

prosecution based on either new investigation or upon the

extensive investigation conducted to date. As noted

previously, the conclusion reached is that there is no

reasonable prospect for prosecution.

The majority of our review has been based on summaries

of the Alexandria prosecutors, Richmond prosecutors, CITARS,

and other analyses of the claims item. in specific

-instances grand jury testimony or FBI 302's were also

reviewed. The grand jury transcripts alone exceed 6,000

pages. The original claim is itself found in multiple bound

volumes and the documents occupy dozens of file drawers and

cartons in the Alexandria United States Attorney's office.

Other source documents are located in a warehouse in Newport

News. The potential number of witnesses is in the hundreds.

The review undertaken has included an examination of all

recommendations, relevant transcripts and statements,

claims, CITARS and documents.

*/ The reasons given by the Eastern District for referring
the investigation to the Criminal Division included the
following: (1) the office lacked the manpower or resources
to continue the investigation, (2) Assistant United States
Attorney Fisher had become Chief of the office's Civil
Division, (3) the office was devoting extensive resources to ---
the preparation of the Litton case for trial.
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IV. POTENTIAL THEORIES OF PROSECUTION

The investigation stemmed from allegations that Newport

News and its employees conspired and schemed to defraud the

Navy regarding the equitable adjustment claims. The core

allegation has been that the Mini and Maxi claims were false

claims (18 U.S.C. S287) or false statements (18 U.S.C.

51001) prepared as part of an overall scheme or conspiracy

to defraud by submitting false and inflated claims. At one

time or another, each of the 47 separate

claim items singled out by the Board have been viewed as

possible false claims or false statements. A corollary

allegation is that various letters and documents submitted

by Newport News in the claims negotiation process subsequent

to the submission of the Maxi claim renewed earlier false

claims or contained false statements.

However, the conspiracy allegation has been expanded to

include a second theory. This theory, suggested in the

Alexandria prosecution report, is that Newport News and its

employees conspired not simply to file false claims but to

impair and impede the Navy's review process by submitting an

indigestible quantity of claims based on non-meritorious Ln

entitlement theories. Put another way, under this theory °o

Newport News targeted a goal of $200 million and deliber-

ately submitted almost $900 million in largely inflated or

non-meritorious claims with the expectation that

the Navy would be so overburdened that in its futility it

would end up settling for at least $200 million. (See

Alexandria Report, p. 107).
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We agree with the conclusions reached by the Alexandria

prosecution team that it would be essential to a successful

prosecution that we be able to prove that there was a

conspiracy or plan to defraud the United States by filing

false claims. Because of the central importance of that

issue, the conspiracy theory will be discussed first.

A. CONSPIRACY

The "Alexandria" report suggests that the core theory

for further investigation and prosecution should be an

overall conspiracy in which Newport News submitted false or

inflated claims or, in the alternative, deliberately.

submitted meritless claims (but not necessarily false

claims) in such quantity that the Navy's review process was

impeded and impaired. Another label for this theory is the

"claims written backwards' theory. This set of assumptions

posits that Newport News set a target dollar figure to

recover in the equitable adjustment process and then drafted

a series of claims designed to achieve that target figure

without regard to the merits. There are a number of

problems with that two-pronged conspiracy theory.

1. Conspiracy to File False Claims

The principal problem with a conspiracy to file -0

false claims theory is, as will be discussed in subsequent Do

portions of this memorandum, that it is not possible to

prove any substantial portion of the various claims to be

false. Only the Discharge Sea Chest ($332,766), Reactor

Shielding ($384,061), Ventilation Control Air System
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($989,000, but withdrawn) and OSHA ($5.5 million) claims

have even a limited potential for being proven false. They

represent in amount less than 1% of the Maxi claim and

approximately 3% of the settlement total of $208 million.

However, even with respect to these, there presently is

neither evidence of specific intent, nor any evidence

linking the falsity in such claims to an overall plan or

conspiracy. See discussion of those claim items infra.

The false claim conspiracy theory also fails

because its premise, that individual claim writers were told

by Willis or other key officials to falsify or inflate

claims, has not been substantiated by any credible

witnesses.

~~------2----

-Z.z
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The Alexandria status report contains a five page

section entitled 'Evidence of a Massive Conspiracy to

Defraud the United States." In that portion of thG-ir report

the Alexandria prosecutors argue that the testimony of

__upports the conspiracy

theory they advance. In our view it does not.

Cardwell is, by all accounts of those who have spoken

with him, a poor witness. He has a poor memory, does not

incriminate Willis and in preparing his own claims

apparently used accurate pricing. He will not testify that

claim writers were instructed to prepare fraudulent claims.

He has testified that a Willis subordinate, Billy Bridges,

told him thg'< N~eyport News was to get $200 million it

would have to ask for five times that amount. In a

conversation with Mr. Weiner.; ardwell attributed the

padding comment to a one-on-one conversation with Bridges.

Cardwell, it should be noted, was laid off by Newport News

and he admits to having a bias against the company.

The other potential conspiracy witness, Russell Weed,

Weed left the company in

October 1974, 10 months before the Mini claim was filed.
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An additional item of evidence claimed to support the

conspiracy theory is the creation of the Contracts

Con¶rols Department. - Frankly, absent some testimony

indicating that it was created for a criminal purpose, we

see no reason to conclude that its creation was anything

other than a good faith effort to deal with a massive claims

problem. It should be noted that the Navy itself had to

create a special staff and office to process the claim.

Finally, which

is said to support the second conspiracy theory directly

undermines a conspiracy to file false claims theory. As

noted more fully below (see pages 16-17 infra) , the

memorandum states

Given the present lack of evidence supporting the false

claims conspiracy theory, and the abundant evidence

cofitra cting it, the prospects are virtuallt nil that this

theory could be developed with further investigation.

2. Conspiracy to Submit Voluminous Meritless Claims.

Both the Alexandria status report and Mr. Weiner's

memo suggest that a conspiracy prosecution need not be based

on proof that Newport News intended to file false claims in
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the classic sense. They suggest a novel conspiracy approach

predicated on the theory that the shipyard intended to

overload the Navy claims process (i.e. impede and impair

that function with voluminous non-meritorious claims in an

effort to cause it to break down). This theory assumes that

the shipyard advanced claims based on frivolous entitlement

theories which it knew were non-meritorious.

The theory has at least two problems. The first

is that there is little evidence to support it, and as in

the case of the conspiracy to submit false claims theory

there is abundant evidence to contradict it.

Do
0_ J
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The second problem is that there is, to our knowledge,

no authority for predicating a conspiracy to defraud the

Unitcd States by impeding and impairing its lawful functions

on conduct that does not include a component of deception or

trickery. Indeed, in the case most closely resembling this

one, use of the conspiracy to defraud statute was expressly

precluded. In Hammerschmidt v. United States, 265 U.S. 182

(1924), the Supreme Court drew a trickery/deception" line

for prosecutions under 18 U.S.C. S371. The Government had

successfully prosecuted Hammerschmidt and others for

conspiring to defraud the United States by impairing,

obstructing and defeating a lawful function of the

government,' that is military registration by circulating

handbills counseling and urging non-registration. The Court

held that the conduct in question while impeding and

impairing the administration of the Selective Service Act

involved no "deceit, craft, or trickery, or at least means _

that are dishonest" and therefore there was no offense. Do

There are a limited number of cases in which courts

have found a conspiracy to defraud without stating the

express requirement that there be proof of trickery/

deception. Significantly, however, in each case the

government in fact proved a deception, false statements or a
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concealed corrupt act, Haas v. Henkel, 216 U.S. 462 (1910)

(U.S.D.A. official bribed to obtain confidential crop

information); Dennis v. United States, 384 U.S. 85S-(1966)

(use of false non-communist affidavits to bring NLRB into

labor dispute); United States v. Johnson, 383 U.S. 169

(1966) (bribed congressman); United States v. Shoup, 608

F.2d 950 (3rd Cir. 1979) (Investigator altered investigative

report and misled government in voting irregularities

investigation to further personal ends).

In our view, the conspiracy theory suggested by the

Alexandria prosecutors presents an insurmountable

Hammerschmidt problem. As to virtually all of the so-called

soft items, the issue is not one of non-disclosure or deceit

but of entitlement, that is, the facts and theory of

recovery are set out in the claim and the government's

position is that there is no legal basis for the claim.

B. FALSE CLAIM-FALSE STATEMENT.

As noted previously, the operating premise of the

investigations to date has been that certain of the claims

are false. It is our conclusion, however, that few of the

claims identified as questionable can be proven false.

A prosecution under the False Claims Statute, 18 U.S.C.

S287 requires the Government to prove (1) making or

presenting to the Navy (2) a claim against the United States

(3) with knowledge (4) that the claim is false, fictitious,

or fraudulent. At least one court has read into the False

Claims statute the element of materiality. United States v.
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Johnson, 284 F.Supp. 273 (W.D. Mo. 1968), aff'd, 410 F.2d 38

(8th Cir. 1969). More significantly, the Fourth Circuit, in

dictum, has recognized the existence of a materiality

requirement in false claims prosecutions. United-States v.

Snider, 502 F.2d 645, n. 12 (4th Cir. 1974).

A prosecution under the False Statement Statute, 18

U.S.C. S1001, would require the government to establish

essentially similar elements.

Finally, it should be noted that in the unique context

of a corporation committing the offense of false statement,

the Government has the obligation to prove that knowledge of

the falsity was centralized in one officer or employee.

N.Y. Central and H.R. Rail v. United States, 212 U.S. 481

(1909); Imperial Meat Co. v. United States, 316 F.2d 435

(10th Cir. 1963); Continental Banking Co. v. United States,

281 F.2d 137 (6th Cir. 1960).

1. Is There a Claim or Statement within the Statute of

Limitations?

To the extent that false claims or false statements are

contained in the September 1975 Mini claim and the March

1976 Maxi claim, they are barred by the statute of

limitations. The only non-time barred theory available to

prosecute Newport News would be that several letters sent in

1978 by Newport News to the Navy in connection with the

settlement negotiations in effect renewed the Mini and Maxi

claims and are either false claims or false statements. The

Alexandria prosecutors argue that the letters are enough,
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basing their conclusion on the District Court's ruling in

Litton .1/ that an offer of settlement is a claim within

Section 287 and on the Fourth Circuit's opinion that did not

discuss the issue. United States v. Litton Systems, Inc.,

573 F.2d 195, 196 (4th Cir. 1978). However, we doubt that a

court would allow the Government to revive an otherwise

time barred claim for statute of limitations purposes each

time a new letter is submitted to the Navy prior to

obtaining payment. If not, then prosecution would be barred

under the false claim statute.

A second issue is whether the two 1978 letters are

"claims" or "statements". Clearly, the letters themselves

are not couched in claim language. The first letter, dated

April 20, 1978, referred primarily to financing costs but

further stated that the Newport News review 'of other

requests for equitable adjustment had disclosed no major

errors or inconsistencies." A second letter, dated October

5, 1978, (which is one of a group of similar letters bearing

the same date) concerned 3 nuclear powered guided missile

cruisers (CGN 38, 39 and 40) and stated "during the

continuing review and negotiation subsequent to the 4r

submission of the proposal, the Company discovered no t

*/ United States v. Litton Systems, Inc., d/b/a Inqalls
Nuclear Shipbuilding Division, Crim. No. 578-00031(R) (S.D.
Miss.)
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instances of inaccuracy. In each instance in Ytich

inaccuracy could have affected pricing, the Company advised

the Navy of the error.'

It is doubtful whether these assertions could be called

"claims". However, clearly they are statements which if

false potentially could be prosecuted. Were a prosecution

predicated on the theory that these assertions were false,

it would be necessary to prove, as to the April 20th letter,

that Newport News' review of the requests for equitable

adjustments in fact disclosed major errors or

inconsistencies and, as to the October 5th letters,

that Newport News was aware of and had knowledge that there

were errors or inaccuracies and further had knowledge that

it had not advised the Navy of errors in the instances in

which inaccuracies could have affected pricing.

Of course, attempting to formulate a prosecutable false

statement case from such a general, non-specific statement

is a formidable task under the best of circumstances. In

the context of the proof problems of this case, to be I
In

discussed below, it appears insurmountable.

It should be noted, however, that even if the statute

of 'limitations has run on either a false claims or false

statement theory, it probably has not run on a false claims

conspiracy (18 U.S.C. S286) or conspiracy to defraud the

United States (18 U.S.C. S371).
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2. Was the claim/statement false, fictitious or

fraudulent?

Two hundred sixty-four separate claim items were

submitted to the Navy in the proposals for equitable

adjustment. However, the universe of potentially false

claim items that we have reviewed is that suggested in the

Alexandria status report plus several that we regarded as

worthy of reexamination. In each instance the allegation of

falsity has been analyzed in light of the evidence and

potential defenses. A summary of the merits (or lack

thereof), of each item is set forth in the Appendix to this

memorandum. Suffice it to say, that there is virtually no

criminal prosecutive potential to 10 of the 14 claim items.

After countless hours of investigation and review by the

Navy (whose analyses were at times lengthier than the claim

item itself), 3 grand juries hearing more than 6,000 pages

of testimony, interviews of more than 100 Newport News

employees, 2 extensive prosecution reports from both the

Richmond and Alexandria investigations, and 5 years of

criminal investigation, it is our view that there are only
In

four items that even arguably can be proved false; and one

of'those was withdrawn prior to settlement and the three

others have not been investigated and on their face are

subject to technical attack. Moreover, 2 would present

technical issues that would test the limits of a jury's

capacity to comprehend the proceedings.
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(a) The Ventilation Ccntrol Air System claim.

This $930,000 item was arguably false I/ in

claiming that the Navy's design specifications used-to bid

the contract were "vague and ambiguous." This item was

extensively investigated by the Alexandria prosecution team

which appears to have developed solid proof that the design

specifications were clear and unambiguous. However,

investigation to date has not established which Newport News

employees, if any, knew that the specifications were not

'vague and ambiguous", knew of the language in the claim and

also assisted in submitting this item to the Navy. The

-individual most likely to have had that knowledge, if

anyone, was Willis,

In addition, the prosecutive potential of this claim

item is substantially weakened since it was withdrawn from

consideration by Newport News on September 26, 1978, prior

to the October 5, 1978, reaffirmation letters and is not

material to any post-September 26, 1978, Navy actions,

including payment of the claim. Prosecution of the

Ventilation Control Air System item would have to be based

on the April 20, 1978, letter to the effect that the Newport

News review of the equitable adjustment disclosed no major

*/ A more detailed discussion of this item and items
(b), (c) and (d) appears in the Appendix hereto.
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errors or inconsistencies. As discussed above, we have

serious -doubt whether the Government could meet this burden.

Moreover, the withdrawal of the item in September, 1978, the

defense could assert, was consistent with a good faith

approach to the claims process. At best, we would have a

technical violation, which standing by itself has no

prosecutive merit.

(b) Discharge Sea Chest.

This $300,000 item holds some potential for being

proven to be fraudulent. The Newport News claim in essence

was (a) that the required use in construction of monel (a

nickel/copper alloy) rather than steel to build the

Discharge Sea Chest was unanticipated; and (b) that the use

of thermal sleeves rather than waster pieces was also

unanticipated. There is evidence indicating that the

required use of monel and thermal sleeves was communicated

to Newport News by the Navy before it bid on the contract.

The details of this item have not been investigated.

Notwithstanding the apparent inaccuracy of the

Discharge Sea Chest claim, there are technical problems

which would preclude a prosecution predicated on this item, W(

even assuming otherwise sufficient evidence were developed

in further grand jury proceedings.

In 1974, Newport News asked the Navy for a contract

adjustment to cover additional costs it claimed had been

incurred in building the Discharge Sea Chest. In the fall

of 1974, the Navy completed an extensive review of the
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matter and denied Newport News' request. In its 1976 Maxi

claim 2 years later, Newport News reiterated its prior

position. At a minimum the Navy's rejection in 197lof the

same item latef submitted in a different request could

arguably preclude that item from being material to the

Government in a false claim prosecution.

In both the Ventilation Control Air System and the

Discharge Sea Chest items, Newport News could also argue

with some merit that the contract specifications were

ambiguous and susceptible to the interpretations embodied in

its claims. The Government would be required to prove

beyond a reasonable doubt that the interpretation of Newport

News was unreasonable. United States v. Race, 632 F.2d 1114

(4th Cir. 1980).

(c) Reactor Shielding

This $384,000 claim item has an extremely limited

potential for ultimately being shown to be fraudulent or

deceptive. It is an exceptionally complex, technical claim

item and has not been investigated by either the Richmond or

Alexandria prosecution teams.

The potential false claim or statement, if any, is S

Newport News' claim for additional costs due to an 0-

inadequate design that caused fabrication problems. */ The

'/ Reactor shielding relates to the primary and secondary
lead shielding surrounding the nuclear reactor for the Class
38 Series Cruisers.
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Navy lays the blame for the design problems at Newport News'

door arguing that the problem had occurred earlier and -was

the result of manufacturing errors.

At this juncture virtually nothing is known about

the claim preparation process for this item. For example,

we do not know who prepared the claim, what documents were

reviewed, or what if any instructions were given.

Even assuming a culpable claims writer could be

identified, there are insurmountable problems to turning

this item into a prosecutive vehicle. The amount of the

claim item is comparatively insignificant. The subject

matter and nature of the dispute is extremely complex and

technical. Ultimately, the government's burden would be to

show that Newport News' interpretation of the design was

unreasonable. This appears a hopeless task.

(d) OSHA and EPA

This 5.5 million dollar claim-item was advanced

by Newport News on the theory that it was entitled to

additional overhead because as an unforseen circumstance,

Congress enacted OSHA and several environmental Acts, which

increased its costs. The alleged false statement is that in

its claim filed seeking equitable adjustments Newport News

stated in substance that during the contract negotiation

process, no consideration was given in the 1970 proposal to

the impact of OSHA or the environmental acts. In fact in a

1971 supplemental proposal, the impact of OSHA and EPA

legislation was raised by Newport News.
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Notwithstanding the apparent falsity of the claim

items, even this item presents technical problems that could

well prove insurmountable. At a minimum, the representation

to the Navy may be literally true. In any event, this item

has received no investigation to date.

3. Intent

The Fourth Circuit requires the Government to prove

that the party submitting a false claim has knowledge of the

falsity of the claim plus a consciousness that he was doing

something which violated the law. Proof of reckless

indifference or disregard as to the truth or falsity of a

statement is not enough. The party submitting the claim

must act with the specific purpose to violate the law or act

with the awareness that what he was doing was wrong. United

States v. Maher, 582 F.2d 842 (4th Cir. 1978).

No evidence has been developed to date which points to

a specific high level official or employee of Newport News

possessing the necessary specific intent to submit false or.

fraudulent claims. The evidence developed in this

investigation with regard to the claims writing process and

the submission of the claim items does not prove the -

consciousness or awareness that the Fourth Circuit requires. C

The circumstances under which the claims were created tend

to support the view that the claims preparation process was

not fraudulent.

First, the claims process as set up and operated gives

the appearance of integrity and of an adequate mechanism to
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insure the accuracy of the proposals. The research and

claims writers were separate from the cost engineers who

priced the proposals. we know of no evidence which shows

interference with the pricing done by the cost engineers or

tampering with their figures. The overall process of

decentralizing the claims writing among 200 plus contract

specialists and the reassembling of the claims suggests

proper controls were present. The review process which

eliminated more than 120 items suggests a weeding out of

dubious claims. The repeated referrals to attorney

Beauregard for legal sufficiency and a proper theory of

entitlement again suggests a good faith procedure of

internal controls and review. It also provides in several

clear instances an advice of counsel defense. In fact, the

entire process suggests on the surface that Newport News was

trying to submit only valid claims.

Second, the motivation to submit accurate claims is

readily apparent. Newport News employees had the perception

that Admiral Rickover intended to accuse Newport News of

fraud.

This may have

resulted in dubious theories of entitlement but such are not

a valid basis for false claim prosecutions. The evidence,

tending to show good faith throughout the claims process,

negates specific intent to defraud.
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Third, in a limited prosecution of 2 or 3 claim items,

the Government would be in the anomalous position of arguing

that intent to defraud is present although the extejnt of the

fraud we could establish would at most be two or three

fraudulent items out of 264 claim items totalling no more

than $6 million out of a $894 million proposal for equitable

adjustment.

Finally, it is revealing to consider what the

investigation has not found. There is no evidence of

fictitious manhours, double billings, phony vouchers or-the

passing off of old parts for new parts. In short, there are

virtually none of the normal indicia of fraud.

V. MISCELLANEOUS MATTERS

The purpose of our review of course has been to

evaluate the evidence developed to date. However, that

review has raised issues that will have an impact on this

matter during any further investigation or in a criminal

proceeding.

A. PRE-INDICTMENT DELAY.

Newport News has complained bitterly about the

length of the investigation and its stops and starts. That

complaint was crystalized in a 'Motion to Quash, to Enjoin t

the Grand Jury and for Return of Records' filed by Newport

News in 1981, when the Alexandria phase of the investigation .J

began. At the oral argument on that motion before Judge

Merhige, Newport News counsel spelled out its assertion of

prejudice in some detail. Judge ISerhige denied the Motion,
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but noted rather pointedly that were the issues presented in

1982 or 1983 rather than Spring 1981, his attitude might

well be different. (See In re Grand Jury Investigation, CR

78-0038-A-R E.D. Va. Transcript dated April 22, -1981, pp.

26-31). Clearly an all out assault on a renewed

investigation can be expected, with time consuming motion

practice and, quite probably, with the Government in the

position of being required to justify the delays in this

investigation.

B. THE "RICKOVER" OR "AXE TO GRIND" DEFENSE.

Whether in the context of grand jury practice or

trial, the next round of litigation in this matter is likely

to inject the "Rickover" issue in some fashion. Simply put,

this issue is Newport News' contention that the Navy "has

a potential interest in the return of an indictment"

(Newport News Submission, p. 8.) That interest, it is

contended, is fueled by the Navy's own failures and

misconduct in handling the procurement.

iThe tenor of

that testimony at trial will be that Newport News fully

expected to be accused of fraud by Admiral Rickover

regardless of the merits of its position with respect to the

equitable adjustments.

The second formulation of this defense is set out in

the detailed allegations contending that Admiral Rickover

improperly interfered . in the performance of the contract

83-250 0 - 88 - 25
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(See Section IV of the Newport News submission) in a number

of respects. The submission makes numerous specific

allegations of threats and other alleged misconduct by

Rickover that can be expected to be raised at every juncture

should this matter proceed.

C. PRICE AND QUALITY.

There appears to be no question that Newport News

produced ships of acceptable quality. It is also clear that

the final sum paid as an equitable adjustment ($208 million)

is regarded as fair by relevant Navy officials.

D. ADDITIONAL RESOURCES.

In our view, the prospects are virtually nil that a

prosecutable case can be developed. Were one to take the

position that further investigation is appropriate, however,

the resources necessary to be brought to bear in such an

effort are truly staggering. We would not recommend the

commitment of valuable and scarce attorney resources to a

venture with such a low to non-existent probability of

success.

Our assessment of the manpower required is that at a

minimum 3 or 4 full time trial attorneys would be needed.

Extensive investigative support also would be necessary.

The focus of the team would be to reinterview witnesses and

represent testimony of an extensive group of Newport News

employees and former employees in the hope of developing

testimony consistent with the theory that Newport News

attempted to jam the equitable adjustment process to obtain
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an unjustified settlement.

In addition, the investigation would focus on the two

uninvestigated technical claims relating to Discharge Sea

Chest and Reactor Shielding.

E. CONCLUSION

It is our recommendation that prosecution be

declined and the investigation terminated at this time.

Attachments

60

1�
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A. Discharce Sea Chest ($332,776) (Section 5.29 of the

proposal for the Class 38 Series Cruisers)

Discharge Sea Chests are openings in the shiprshull

from which high velocity and high temperature cooling water

from the reactor plant of the Class 38-40 cruisers are

discharged to the sea. The claim covers three areas of

alleged added work and cost: the change from steel to monel

(a nickel/copper alloy) as construction material; the use of

a thermal sleeve instead of a waster piece (steel protection

sleeves); and whether weld joint numbers were required.

This matter was not investigated by either the Richmond or

Alexandria prosecution teams.

Nonel/thermal sleeves

Newport News represented in its claim that it

encountered added work and increased costs in connection

with the sea chests which were not contemplated at the time

the contract was entered into in October, 1971. Newport

News asserts that it was misled by defective Government

specifications and bid package data and therefore did not

anticipate that the sea chests on the Class 38 Series

Cruisers were to be of monel and contain thermal sleeves 0

instead of lower cost steel and waster pieces used on the

Class 36 Series Cruisers. -

The specifications stated that the sea chests for the

Class 38 Series Cruisers "unless otherwise specified shall

be fabricated from the same material as the hull plating".
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The specifications for the Class 36 Series Cruisers

specified the sea chests were to be made from steel plates.

Newport News also claimed that it was not until it reviewed

working drawings (no deviation was permitted from tbem) and

guidance drawings (illustrative but not mandatory) after its

bid date that it realized that monel and thermal sleeves

were required.

The Navy CITAR points out several reasons why Newport

News position is wrong. First, Newport News had concurred

in the use of thermal sleeves and monel for the aircraft

carrier Enterprise in October 1969 to minimize the effects

of corrosion and was therefore aware of their use. Second,

the guidance drawing furnished Newport News in November

1969, and other working drawings furnished Newport News in

the two months prior to the conclusion of contract

negotiations clearly indicated monel and thermal sleeves

would be required. Third, the specifications indicated that

working drawings would follow which later drawings did refer

to thermal sleeves. Fourth, Newport News took no exception

until 1974 to the use of monel and thermal sleeves. Fifth,

in May, 1974, Newport News informed the Navy that it had

'overlooked" the change from steel to monel in its bid and K

that the additional cost for this item and thermal sleeves

would be furnished the Navy. (In the 1976 Maxi-claim, the
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"overlooked" language was omitted). In October, 1974 the

Government answered Newport News and set forth its

chronology of events stating that Newport News knew or

should have known of the design change (nonel and thermal

sleeves) for the sea chests when it bid the sea chests for

the Class 38 series cruisers.

The Alexandria prosecutors contend that Newport News'

claim that its cost overruns were due to deficient

specifications is false. Newport News contends, however,

that this is merely a contractual dispute concerning the

interpretation of contractual drawings and specifications

Consequently, the Government would have to prove beyond a

reasonable doubt that their interpretation is not a

reasonable one. There has been no investigation focusing on

the preparation of the claim, whether the working drawings

and guidance drawings were reviewed by the claim preparer,

or what instructions were given to the claims preparer.

Therefore, we presently have no evidence of the identity of

the prospective defendant or target or evidence of

fraudulent intent.

We would also expect Newport News to argue that this

item could not meet the "materiality test" required by 18

U.S.C. 287 or 18 U.S.C. 1001. The test for materiality is

whether the statement or the omission of it has the natural

tendency or was capable of influencing the decision
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of the Navy on this item in the proposal for equitable

adjustment (18 U.S.C. 1001) United States v. Weinstock, 231

F.2d 699, 701 (C.A.D.C. 1956); (18 U.S.C. 287) United States

v. Snider, 502 F.2d 645, N. 12 (4th Cir. 1974). The Navy

was aware of Newport News' position on this item in 1974 and

had rejected it at that time. Therefore, it is arguable

that the 1976 submission of this item was incapable of

influencing the Navy's decision.

In addition, it is doubtful that this item could serve

as a basis for a false statement prosecution under the

October 5, 1978 letter which states merely that Newport News

-had informed the Navy of any inaccuracies it had discovered.

There is no evidence of inaccuracies that Newport News had

discovered after submission of the Naxi-claim but failed to

reveal to the Navy. -/

1/ A false statement theory would also fail if based on the
failure to inform the Navy in the 1976 Maxi-claim that
Newport News had informed the Navy in May, 1974 that it had
"overlooked" the change from steel to monel and the
additional cost for thermal sleeves in its bid (assuming
that there is nota statute of limitation problem). Any
false statement prosecution (18 U.S.C. 1001) based upon
concealment or cover-up requires that such concealment or
cover-up be done by a trick, scheme or device. There is no
evidence to suggest a trick, scheme or device other than the
argument that Newport News was engaged in a conspiracy to a

defraud the Government by overloading the claims process to r-
obtain more money through filing of items which they had
previously withdrawn or rejected. As discussed in the main
body of the memorandum, there is no case precedent for this
theory.
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Weld Joints

Newport News claimed that welding instructions

regarding the Discharge Sea Chest were vague, unclear or

incomplete in specifying that each weld was to be numbered

for inspection purposes. As a consequence, Newport News

claimed that it had to later redo the welds once it was

determined weld numbers were needed since welds with numbers

must meet more stringent requirements.

The Navy's response is that the shipbuilder is not

prohibited from adding his own weld numbers and the presence

or absence of weld numbers on Navy drawings in no way

modifies the inspection requirement. This issue is strictly

a dispute dependent on the interpretation of the

specifications and contract documents. There is no evidence

of falsity although the drafts of the Cost Engineering

Department recommended eliminating the "Weld Joint' portion

of the claim item.

1-
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B. Reactor Shielding ($384,061) (Section 5.2.5 of the

proposal for Class 38 Series Cruisers)

"Reactor shielding" relates to the primary and

secondary lead shielding surrounding the nuclear reactor for

the Class 38 Series Cruisers. This matter was not

investigated by either the Richmond or Alexandria grand

juries.

Newport News' claimed additional costs due to an

inadequate Government furnished design which caused problems

in fabrication and installation of lead and polyethylene

shielding in the reactor plant since the design did not make

sufficient allowance for heat dissipation. The shipyard's

position was that it took the initiative to solve the

problem;.that the fabrication methods required by the

Government design were extremely costly and time consuming;

that the problems could not have been perceived at the time

the contract price was established.

The Navy's position is that the contractor failed to

adequately plan the fabrication process and to schedule

adequate performance time. Therefore, the contractor had to

propose alternate techniques to reduce cost and performance \

time. The change in the design was allowed only for the

convenience of the contractor. The Alexandria prosecutors

conclude that Newport News' problems had nothing to do with

defective specifications but with the fact Newport News'

prior experience should have made them aware of the problems

with excessive heat.
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The contract was entered into in late 1970. The design

problem was recognized by the contractor in late 1922.

From then through mid-1974, there were nearly two dozen

written communications between the Navy and Newport News

regarding the design problem. It was not until March, 1974,

however, that Newport News first indicated the design

specifications were defective and that the additional work

might not be within the scope of the contract. On April 9,

1974 Newport News told the Navy (Supervisor of shipbuilding

at Newport News) that they were proceeding to do the work

even though they disagreed that it was their responsibility.

Newport News indicated that they would submit a proposal for

equitable adjustment. In May, 1974 Newport News cancelled

the April 9th letter.

The Alexandria prosecutors contend that there was a

possible fraud in the claims write-up regarding the

conclusions that the problems resulted from defective

specifications rather than Newport News technical mistakes.-

This item is an extremely technical one which relies heavily

on technical analysis of what was called for by the

specifications (the bonding of lead shielding to the steel

honeycomb structure that forms shield bulkheads).

There has been no investigation focusing on the

preparation of this claim item, what documents were reviewed

by the claims preparer, or what instructions were given to

him. Therefore, we presently have no evidence of fraudulent

intent.
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Assuming a thorough and detailed investigation were

conducted into this $384,000 item, it seems unlikely that a

dispute over the adequacy of design specifications could

possible be made comprehensible to a court and jury. The

Government would have the burden of proving beyond a

reasonable doubt that the Newport News interpretation was

not a reasonable one. 2/

In addition, it is doubtful that this item could serve

as a basis for prosecution as a false claim or false

statement under the October 5, 1978 letter which states

merely that Newport News had informed the Navy of any

inaccuracies that it had discovered. There is no evidence

of inaccuracies that Newport News discovered but failed to

reveal to the Navy after submission of the Maxi-Claim.

2/ Another allegation of falsity raised during the course
of the review is the omission from the maxi-Claim of the
fact that Newport News had formally cancelled its April 9,
1974 letter in which it denied responsibility. In its Maxi-
Claim, Newport News refers to much of the other correspond-
ence between it and the Navy during the late 1972 to
mid-1974 time period but omits reference to the cancella-
tion. This allegation of falsity appears to be of little or
no consequence.

The same arguments would be applicable here as (°
applicable in the Discharge Sea Chest claim item and Newport
Newa failing to inform the Navy in the Maxi Claim that it
had told the Navy previously that it has "overlooked"
certain items. These arguments are lack of materiality and
lack of a false statement since there was no concealment by
trick, scheme or device.
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C. Bow Dome ($75,000) (Section VII.B.8 of the proposal for

the Class 688 series submarines)

When Newport News submitted its mini-claim' proposal

to the Navy in June, 1975, it claimed that it had incurred

additional costs due to a design change for attaching the

glass reinforced plastic bow dome to the hull of the Class

688 submarines. The dome contains the hydrophones that

provide the submarines with sonar capability. Newport News

contended that the Navy had changed the method of attachment

from the welding method which Newport News had bid on to a

bolting method of attachment.
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The claim narrativ for tnisIe wtia B±%r fr'

the Ilaxi-Claim submitted to the Navy in 1976 as it was

written in the Mini-claim. The claim as redrafted makes no

reference to the nature of the bid. The claim as redrafted

identifies the difference between the Navy's contract

ouidance drawings and the working drawings governing

installation and asks for an adjustment representing the

difference.

On October 4,

1978, Newport News informed the Navy for purposes of comply-

ing with the Truth in Negotiation Act that its review had

determined that a design calling for a bolting method of

attachment was included in the bid proposal. The letter did

not withdraw the Bow Dome item from consideration but stated

that further review would be conducted of this item to

determine any affect-on the overall proposal. The settle-

ment took place the next day.
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The Richmond prosecutors devoted 50 pages of their

report to this issue. Although Beauregard did not testify

before the grand jury,

The Richmond

prosecutors concluded that there was no false statement in

the Maxi-claim with regard to this item and that there was a

good faith reliance on advice of counsel. The Alexandria

prosecutors conclude that the rewritten claim contains

material omissions of fact and state a spurious theory of

entitlement. In essence, they argue that there was a

criminal offense committed by the failure to withdraw the

Mini-claim once the true nature of the bid was uncovered.

Ile agree with the Richmond prosecutors that the good

faith reliance on the advise of counsel defense would

preclude prosecution based on any false statement or false

claim theory. In addition, since Newport News had informed

the Navy of the previous inaccuracy in the October 4, 1978

letter, there can be no false statement prosecution based on

the October 5, 1978 letter in which Newport News asserts

that it had told the Navy of each inaccuracy that it had

discovered.
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D. Cathodic Protection ($194,000) (Section VII.B.9 of the

proposal for the Class 688 series submarines)

Cathodic Protection is the installation of zinc to the

hulls of the Class 688 submarines for protection against

salt water. The matter was investigated

and was the subject of a 25 page prosecutive

report.

Newport News claims in the Mini-Claim that both the

quantity and method of attachment of the zinc to the hull

were changed by the working drawings after Newport News bid

the contract. The inference is that Newport News bid the

contract based on historical data from prior ships (Class

637 submarines) but thereafter working drawings changed the

requirements. Any false claim theory would have to be based

on proof that the specifications were clear and that Newport

News, knowing them to be clear, claimed otherwise. Whether

the specifications required a particular method of

attachment is a matter of interpretation according to one

Navy analyst.
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In July, 1978, this item was again reviewed by Newport~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~, ,

1News after hiring of new outside counsel and it wasNepr

688 .ubmare was the same as for the Class 637 submarine. -

purose ofcomlyig wth he rut inNegtiaionAct that

the same for both classes cf submarines. The letter did not

withdraw the Cathodic Protection item for consideration but

stated that further review of this item would be conducted

to determine any affect of the overall proposal. The

settlement tock place the next day.
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The Richmond prosecutors concluded in their 24 page

memorandum on this issue that the decision to make the claim

"had some reasonable basis, even though in error.'

They summarize that from their review a successful

indictment on this item would be "extremely difficult."

The Alexandria prosecutors argue, as in the Bow Dome

item, that the rewritten claims contained material omissions

of fact and state a spurious theory of entitlement. They -

contend that a criminal offense was committed by the failure

to withdraw the Mini-Claim after Newport News became aware

there was no basis for claiming that the installation

methods were different. The Alexandria prosecutors contend

the crime was compounded when Newport News reworded their

narrative to inject ambiguity into the discussion of the 688

class specifications and their knowledge of the absence of

historical data on the Class 637 installation method.

We agree with the Richmond prosecutors that good faith >

reliance on the advice of counsel would preclude prosecution

based on any false statement or false claim theory. In

addition, since Newport News had informed the Navy of the

previous inaccuracy in the October 4, 1978 letter, there can

be no false statement prosecution based on the October 5,

1978 letter in which Newport News asserts that it told the

Navy of each-inaccuracy that it had discovered.
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E. CooDer Nickel Tubing ($600,000) (Section Vll.D.8. of the

.proposal for the Class 688 series submarines)

Newport News filed a Mini-Claim for the Class -688

submarines which included pricing figures for Copper Nickel

Tubing. When DCAA auditors reviewed the matter in 1975,

they were not told that this item had been repriced and that

it was overpriced in the Mini-Claim by $600,000. The actual

pricing was not provided until March, 1976 when the

Maxi-Claim was filed.

The Richmond prosecutors concluded that there was lack

of proof of criminal intent for several reasons. -/ All

parties knew that revised current pricing data would be

supplied prior to the settlement of the Mini-Claim. They

knew that several items had been deleted at the Navy's

request and others slashed in an effort to reach a quick

settlement. They knew that there were several underpriced

items and that the Mini-Claim was underpriced by $2-3

million.

Since there is no evidence that this item was

inaccurate in the Maxi-Claim filed in 1976, this item could

not serve as a basis of a false claim or false statement

prosecution based on that filing or on the October 5, 1978

letters.

3/ This item was not raised by the Alexandria prosecution
team as meriting further investigation.
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F. internediate Gauoe Cutout Valves (Section 3.2.11 of the

proposal on the Nimitz and Eisenhower carriers)

The claim item states that in 1973 the Navy design

agent required the addition of 124 valves not called for in

the ship specifications. Newport News requested

reimbursement for this additional work. The requirement for

the valves was actually added in 1968 or 1969 prior to the

contract being signed.

the item was withdrawn on February 1, 1978.

Therefore, in their October 5, 1978 letters to the Navy,

Newport News is factually accurate when it states that in

each instance in which they discovered an inaccuracy that

affects pricing, they have notified the Navy. oO

4/ This item was not raised by the Alexandria prosecution
team as meriting further investigation.
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Since this item was withdrawn in February, 1978, it

cannot serve as the basis for a false claim or false

statement prosecution based on the October 5, 1978 letters.

bJ

Hi~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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G. Ventilation Control Air System ($989,000) (Section 5.2.8

of the Proposal for the Class 38 Series Cruisers)

The ventilation system on the Class 38 cruisefs brought

in cool air frorm the outside, cooled the nuclear reactor

conpartment and exhausted the heat through the stacks. The

reactors, ventilation control air system (vCAS) provides air

for pneumatic control of the valves and other components in

the ventilation system. The VCAS has been analogized to the

electric power which operates the fan (ventilation system).

This matter

is the major item discussed in

.the Alexandria Status Report. The matter was also

investigated by the Richmond prosecutors. The Richmond

prosecutors concluded that probable cause did not exist to

base an indictment on this item. The Alexandria prosecution

team concluded, however, that this individual claim is not

only false and without legal merit, but that its preparation

was purposeful and criminal.

In this claim item, Newport News represented that it

was misled by the contract specifications, contract guidance

drawings, and the lack of other design data during the bid

probess on this item. Newport News claimed in particular

that the contract guidance plan was 'vague and ambiguous".

As a result, when Newport News prepared its contract

proposal, it underbid this item by about $1 million..
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Newport News contends that it thought it was building a

VCAS for the Class 38 cruisers which was similar to that for

the Class 36 cruisers except for a more complex high

pressure system.

The VCAS for the Class 38 series cruiser was a brand

new system designed to service the upgraded reactor plant

ventilation system. The Alexandria prosecution team

contends that Newport News "blew it" when the item was bid;

that the item fell through the cracks.

Newport News contends that it based its claim on the

contract specifications which asserts that the reactor plant

for the Class 38 series shall be "similar to those provided"

in the Class 36 series. They contend that the contract

specifications did not include a requirement for the VCAS.

Moreover, they argue that non-mandatory guidance drawings

which discuss the VCAS refer to "fluid" systems and that the

pneumatic system was not a fluid system but rather an "air bo

or gas" system. The guidance drawings furnished Newport

News show that the Class 38 series required more, numerous,

bigger and more complicated valves than the Class 36 series.
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The Alexandria prosecution team concluded that Newport

News must have been aware of the difference in the. Class 38

series VCAS since they did bid for and take account of a

more complex high pressure system.

moreover, the

Alexandria prosecutors argue that Newport News never-

reviewed the guidance drawings at the time of the bid

proposals. Therefore, they argue, Newport News is estopped

in its claim from asserting that these guidance drawings -

were vague and ambiguous.

It is unclear, however, who was the author of the final

version of the claim that included the asserted false

language regarding 'vague and misleading" documents. "

YTz -:^__ .,,__
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Consequently, the Government would have

serious problems in proceeding on a false claim oF false

statement theory on this item (assuming there was not a

statute of limitations problem) since we could not impute

fraudulent intent to Newport News through an employee who

was both aware of the "vague and ambiguous" language in the

claim and was also aware that such language was false. N.Y.

Central and H.R. Rail v. United States, 212 U.S. 481 (1909);

Imperial Neat Co. v. United States, 316 F.2d 435 (10th Cir.

1963); Continental Banking Co. v. United States, 281 F.2d

137 (8th Cir. 1960).

Newport News withdrew this item from its equitable

adjustment proposal by letter of September 26, 1982, stating

that there were errors in the claim. Therefore, this item

was not before the Navy at the time of the October 5, 1978

letters that advised the Navy that all inaccuracies had been

uncovered. Given the clear withdrawal and lack of loss to

the government, this item lacks prosecutive merit.
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H. Nimitz Delay ($15.6 million) (Section 4.1.1 of the

proposal on the Nimitz carrier) -/

The Nimitz aircraft carrier was an aircraft carrier of

new design in that it was powered by only two nuclear power

plants. It took from 1968 to 1975 to build the carrier. A

factor controlling the delay was the meticulously controlled

15 month test program for acceptance of the reactors.

Snafus took place in the test program, some of which

were caused by the Government and so0e caused by Newport

New. Newport News engineers spent three months reviewing

thousands of items and concluded the government was

responsible for 160 days of delivery delay. The Newport

News claim, however, was only for 123 days of delivery delay

due to accelerated effort by the yard which reduced the

amount of total delay in the delivery of the Nimitz by 37

days. Accordingly, Newport News requested compensation for

123 days delay at a cost of $125,000 per day or

approximately ($15.6 million).

The Navy nuclear engineers from Admiral Rickover's

department made two reviews. The first concluded that 37 of

the 160 delay days identified by Newport News as Navy delay

were' contractor delay and only 123 delay days were Navy

5/ This item was not raised by the Alexandria prosecution
team as meriting further investigation.
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delay. The second review showed a greater figure for Navy

responsible delay. In either case, the Navy engineers

figures are not less than Newport News' claims of 123 days

of Government responsible delay.

The Richmond prosecutors had serious questions

regarding the method employed by the Newport News engineers.

After review, however, it was apparent to them that an

expected pattern of falsification on the 100 delay events

recorded could not be established. Documentary

corroboration existed for more than 95 of 100 delaying

events. In the two questioned events, it was concluded that

resolution turned on reasonable disagreements of nuclear

engineers. Each alleged item of false statement raised by

the Navy was reviewed and it was concluded the Government

could not prove by at least clear and convincing evidence

that the allegation was false.

Since Newport News claimed less days of delay than its

figures showed it was entitled to and since no pattern of

falsification was found regarding individual items, this

claim item established no basis for a false claim or false

statement prosecution. It should also be noted that neither

the Richmond or Alexandria prosecutors have suggested that

the $125,000 per day figure is false.
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I. Eisenhower Delay - Shipway Utilization (Section 4.1 of

the proposal on the Eisenhower carrier.) -/

Delivery of the nuclear carrier Eisenhower was delayed

731 days. In its claim, Newport News asserts that 'as

originally planned" when the Nimitz was launched, the

Eisenhower was to replace it in Shipway 11. However, due to

the problems encountered in the Nimitz construction, the

Eisenhower could not replace it in the (larger) Shipway 11

and it was necessary to start construction of the Eisenhower

in the (smaller) Shipway 9.

The Navy's position was that the language 'as

originally planned when the (Nimitz) was launched, the

(Eisenhower) was to replace it in Shipway 11" - was false.

The Navy assumed that Newport News was claiming that the

delay in the Eisenhower was a result of moving it to the

larger Shipway. The Navy analysis showed that the moving of

the Eisenhower did not impact on the rate of construction.

The Navy concluded that the problem was insufficient manning

and not the restrictions imposed by inadequate facilities.

Therefore Newport News could not claim the Navy was W

contractually responsible for a delay caused by inadequate

facilities.

In 1977, subsequent to the filing of the claim, Newport

News amended its claims documents to make clear that it was

not taking the position that both ships were to be built in.

6/ The Alexandria prosecutors have not suggested this item

to be further investigated.
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the same shipway. It also pointed out that it was not

seeking compensation for delays in starting the Eisenhower

in the smaller shipway 9 or for the cost of transferring it

from Shipway 9 to Shipway 11.

Consequently, the Richmond prosecutors focused their

investigation on whether the "originally planned" language

of the claim was false. The Navy's review of the Newport

News construction schedules showed no launch of the Nimitz

from shipway 11 and the laying of the Eisehower keel

immediately thereafter in the same shipway.

Since there is some credible evidence that the

originally planned" statement was accurate and no intent to

mislead, this item cannot serve as the basis for a false

claim or false statement prosecution.
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J. Eisenhower Delay - Innerbottom Shielding (Section 4.1.2

of the proposal on the Eisenhower carrier) -/

Newport News contends that a Navy change order in the

type of shielding to be used in the innerbottom surrounding

the nuclear reactors on the carrier Eisenhower was a primary

cause of delay in the transfer of the Eisenhower from

Shipway 9 to Shipway 11. The change in the type of

shielding led to a holdup in innerbottom construction which

in turn caused adjacent structural work to slow and

virtually come to a stop late in the summer of 1971. During

the slowdown, idle manpower was diverted to other projects.

When the holdup was lifted in September, 1971, Newport News

contends that there was insufficient manpower to make up for

lost time. Consequently, transfer of the Eisenhower from

Shipway 11 to Shipway 9 was delayed for 5 months.

The Navy's chief nuclear engineer labeled Newport News'

position as a fabrication contending that the change in

shielding had no impact on the adjacent structural work. He

also pointed out that Newport News entered into contract

modifications in 1971 and 1973 acknowledging that the change I

in shielding would not delay delivery and that by seeking

money for equable adjustment, Newport News was double

dipping.

The Richmond prosecutors spent considerable time

investigating this issue.

7/ The Alexandria prosecution team have not suggested that

this item merits further investigation.
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In March 1973, there was a contract modification which

involved a chance in the shielding. At that time, Newport

News agreed that the change in shielding would not delay

delivery of the ship to the Navy. Newport News contends

that it was able to mitigate the effects of the 5 month

delay in launch from Shipway 9 through its own efforts. The

Richmond prosecutors contend that Newport News was not

double dipping by asking for money in the equitable

adjustment proposal for which they had previously been

compensated by the change order.

Since the Richmond prosecutors investigation supported

Newport News position that the change in shielding did have

an impact on delay and since there was no double-dipping,

this item cannot serve as the basis for a false claim or

false statement prosecution.

83-250 0 - 88 - 26
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K. Added Interest or Finance Charoes (Claim for $107.3

million) (contained in each of the proposals)

In all of its equitable adjustment proposals, Newport

News asserts that the Navy failed to make progress payments

in sufficient amounts for change in work caused by the Navy

where the Government did not promptly adjust the contract

price. The claims contend that had the billing base been

adjusted to cover the changes or had progress payments 
been

forthcoming as contemplated by the contract, Newport 
News

would have reduced its short term borrowing or increased 
its

investments. Newport News claimed it was entitled to

reimbursement of reasonable additional finance charges. 
It

stated in its claim that it was not tracing ". . . specific

borrowing directly to (these) contract(s) or linked any

individual borrowings with any specific denied or reduced

progress payment or item of increased work.

Instead, Newport News described arrangements that "are

normal or typical in banking" i.e. lending at the prime rate

with a compensating balance (15 percent was used) as a

"general practice throughout the U.S.". Newport News stated

that "The actual source of capital used by the Contractor,

whether it be one bank or another or Tenneco Corporation

(Newport News' parent company) has little or no significance

here because it is highly unlikely that the Contractor 
would

immediately borrow an amount of money precisely equal 
to the

amount of a reduced or denied progress payment. In
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addition, perfect traceability between a denied or reduced

progress payment and a direct payment would be unlikely or

impossible

The methodology used by Newport News was to take the

cumulative costs on the contract at the end of the month and

add 5% (Newport News contends that it was entitled to

receive progress payments up to 105% of the actual cost

incurred.) When Navy payments were subtracted, a figure

"loss of revenue' was obtained to which was added the

cumulative prior month's interest. This was multiplied by

115% (the 15% compensating balance was required to obtain

the prine rate) and the figure then compared to the actual

monthly borrowings for the entire yard.

In a review by GAO, this methodology was attacked.

(1) Since Newport News was borrowing from its parent

Tenneco, it should have used a rate less than prime; (2) the

15% compensating balance figure should not have been used;

(3) escalation payments made by the Government should have

been included in the progress payment; and (4) borrowing

should have been allocated to each claim since the total

borrowing for each claim greatly exceeded the average V

monthly yard wide figure. The Alexandria prosecutors state

that the methodology used by Newport News indicates a total

disregard for the Fourth. We disagree.

Newport News clearly set forth its methodology,

disclaimed any tracing of specific borrowings resulting from

delayed or denied progress payments; and clearly asserted

that its methodology was based on general banking practice.
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A false statement theory based on the October 5, 1978

letter that Newport News has informed the Navy of all

inaccuracies would fail. Since Newport News' claim item was

based on general practice and not actual experience and the

Navy was informed of this in the claim, it would be

extremely difficult to prove any inaccuracies regarding this

item.

A false statement or false claim theory based on an

omission of material fact would also fail since any such

concealment would have to be by trick, scheme or device.

There has been no evidence to date that such a trick, scheme

or device for concealment of this item occurred. The only

argument for the existence of this trick, scheme or device

is the theory discussed and rejected in the main body of

this memorandum regarding a conspiracy to defraud by over-

loading the claims process to obtain more money than Newport

News would be otherwise entitled.
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L. Navy Recruiting Claim ($23.7 million)

Newport News alleges that it encountered unanticipated

costs in the performance of its contracts on the 14 vessels

as a result of Navy recruiting practices. The $23.7 million

figure was divided equally among the 14 ships. The claim

alleges that "the contractor incurred added costs for

recruiting, hiring, and training of new and replacement

employee as well as added costs to adjust workload as a

result of the unanticipated departure of employee who were

recruited by the federal Government.-

During May and June, 1974, the Government mounted an

intensive recruiting campaign. Newport News alleges that

the Government's promotional advertising had a direct effect

upon the loss of employees to the Government at the Norfolk

Naval Shipyard. During the period January 1, 1973 through

October 31, 1974, Newport News had to maintain a sufficient

workforce to perform on its contracts with the Navy.

Newport News claims that it mounted an extensive recruitment

effort to attract hourly employees, and design and salaried

employees. Its detailed claim narrative, in essence, puts

the blame on the Navy for the difficulty Newport News had in

obtaining the desired results from its recruiting effort. g

Newport News asserts that 10,493 employees voluntarily

resigned from January 1, 1973 through October 31, 1974.

Through the use of exit interviews, Newport News determined

that 342 of the 4,722 departing employees (who gave exit
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interviews) were going to work for the Navy. There were,

however, no specific reasons given why those employees left

Newport News or why they joined the Navy. By extrapolation,

Newport News calculated that a total 720 of its employees

left to join the Navy.

In addition to recruiting costs incurred to maintain

its work force, Newport News also claimed that it incurred

training costs to maintain the level of proficiency of its

employees. Newport News based its calculations in its claim

on a figure of $25,000 training costs for a skilled union

employee and $35,000 for a salaried or design employee.

These calculations were premised upon the recruitment of

employees with a zero skill level, and a five year training

period. The figure also included salary costs while the new

employee was doing productive work.

The matter was investigated by the Richmond prosecutors

who concluded that although the claim seems outrageous,

evidence indicating criminal intent was lacking.
0_5
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There are several problems with the results since

Ashburn failed to take into account several factors: (1) The

costs for recruiting and training for the replacement of

10,493 employees is equal to 55.6% of Newport News direct

and indirect labor costs for the entire 24,000 plus labor

force (Newport News asserts that this is fallacious since

the $25,000 and $35,000 figure should be spread over several

years); (2) Many of the employees who left Newport News had

limited experience and therefore the cost to replace workers

with limited experience is negligible; (3) Many rehires were

already skilled or worked for Newport News before and did

not have to be retrained from scratch; (4) The number of

departing employees included clerical and maintenance

workers who do not require thousands of dollars to train;

(5) The Navy loses employees to Newport News; (6) Newport

News historically has lost employees to the Navy.
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Any false claim or false statement theory based on this

item would have to be based on a concealment of information

(i.e. knowingly omitting the above cited factors from the

calculation assuming arguendo that the statute of

l-imitations has not run on the 1976 subm;ission) . However,

the Richmond prosecutors did not find any witnesses who

would testify that they questioned the size of this claim

item. There was a failure to prove that the calculations

were tampered with. A false statement prosecution requires

that a concealment be done by trick, scheme or-dovice. No

evidence was uncovered by the Richmond prosecutors regarding

such article, scheme or device. moreover, there is no

evidence that Newport News uncovered inaccuracies in its

recruiting claims and concealed them from the Navy which

would be the predicate of a false statement prosecution

based on the October 5, 1978 letters.

The Alexandria prosecution contends however that the

legal theory of entitlement is spurious and that the

training and recruiting costs were calculated in a fashion
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that'shows a conscious disregard for the.truth. In essence,

they argue that'the mere assertidn of the recruiting claims

the6ry by Newport News makes it part of a conspiracy to

defraud the United States by overloading the claims process

in order to obtain a greater settlement than they would

otherwise be entitled.

This argument falls on two grounds in the instant case.

First, there is no evidence that anyone in Newport News

above Ashburn's level told him how to make the calculations

or tampered with his figures. Therefore, there is no link -

between any of the conspirators (assuming arguendo that a

conspiracy existed with Willis and his superiors) and this

particular claim item. Second, (as set forth in the rain

body of this memorandum) in a conspiracy to defraud

prosecution, the courts almost uniformly require some

evidence of deception or deceit. None exists with regard to

the Navy recruiting claim part of the overall claim.

t-
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M. Fictitious Manhours - Deterioration of Labor (claim for

$78 million with respect to 5 Class 688 submarines)

As part of Newport News assertion that the Navy was

responsible for delays in ship construction, Newport News

claimed that its workers became less efficient with every

revision in delivery schedules of the ships. According to

Newport News, 15 minutes of every productive hour was wasted

in the month following a schedule change; 13 minutes in the

second month; 9.5 minutes in the third month.

The Richmond prosecutors investigated this item to

determine whether the figures on deterioration of labor were

overstated, tampered with to meet pre-arranged target values

and whether any good-faith justification could be made for

the calculation.

&Tz~~~z117c1117~~_7m7 j-77Iyy..... ......
C -7

8/ This claim item was not suggested for further
investigation by the Alexandria prosecution team.
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The Richmond prosecutors were also unable

to prove that the calculations were tampered with or that

any misrepresentations were made to the Navy. Therefore,

this item alone cannot be the basis for a false claim or

false statement prosecution based on existing case law under

18 U.S.C. 287 and 1001. In addition, the statute of

limitations has run on the March, 1976 Maxi-Claim

submission. Moreover, since there is no evidence of Newport

News uncovering inaccuracies and concealing them from the

Navy on this item, there can be no false statement based on

the October 5, 1978 letters submitted to the Navy.

It has been suggested, however, that the mere assertion

ipikg~g outrageous theory of entitlement without the support

of any empirical studies is fraudulent even though the

Government is accurately told how the calculations were

reached and that they were mere estimates. Under this view,

the mere assertion of the deterioration of labor theory by

Newpott News makes it part of a conspiracy to defraud the 0

United States by overloading the claims process in order to

obtain a greater settlement than they would be otherwise

entitled.
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This argument falls on two grounds in the instant case.

First, there is no evidence that anyone in Newport News

above Seifert's level told him how to make the calculations

or tampered with his figures. Therefore, there is no link

between any of the conspirators (assuming arcuendo that a

conspiracy existed with Willis and his superiors) and this

particular item. Secondly, (as set forth in the body of the

main memorandum) in a conspiracy to defraud prosecution, the

courts almost uniformly require some evidence of deception

or deceit. None exists with regard to the deterioration

labor part of the overall claim.

6-
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N. OSHA and EPA Claims (Sections 5.9.2. and 5.9.3. of

proposal on the Class 38 series cruisers)

Newport News alleges in Claim item 5.9.2 on theflLGN

38-40 cruiser contract that it incurred increased costs due

to government actions, specifically, the passage of

environmental legislation including the Clean Air Act of

December 1970 and the Water Pollution Control Act Amendments

of October 1972. Claim item 5.9.3 on the cruiser contract

alleges that Newport News incurred additional costs due to

the government's passage of the Occupational Safety and

Health Act of 1970.

- Newport News alleges that since the contract

negotiations were based upon its September 15, 1970 bid

proposal, no consideration was given to the impact of the

subsequent Clean Air Act or Water Pollution Control Act

Amendments. Newport News also alleges that since OSHA was

not established until April 1971, no consideration was given

to the impact of OSHA on the proposed contract.

Claim item 5.9.2 (Added Environmental Control

Requirements) states, in pertinent part:

In December of 1970, the Environmental
Protection Agency was established and
under the authority of the amendments, the
emission standards were subsequently
promulgated. The federal water pollution
control act amendment was enacted during
1972 (October). During this same period,
actions were under way which would lead to
definitization of the contract. Since the D
negotiation in progress was of the 1970
proposal, no consideration was given by
either contracting party to the impact of
the Clean Air or Water Pollution Control
Act Amendments upon the proposed contract.
(Emphasis Added)
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Claim item 5;9.3. (Occupational, Safety and Health Act

of 1970) states, in pertinent part:

During the same period [December 1969 -
December 1971], the Government enacted the
Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA)
in April of 1971. Since the negotiation
in process was of the contractor's 1970
proposal, no consideration was given by
either contracting party to the impact of
OSHA upon the proposed contract. In this
section of the proposal, the contractor
will show that OSHA did have an effect
upon the performance of this contract,
what that effect was, and that the Govern-
ment, in the contract, had agreed in such
cases to an equitable adjustment.

The claims then set out Newport News argument as to why

these added costs should be passed on to the government,

including the steps the Yard took in order to comply with

the new legislation.

The original bid proposal was submitted by Newport News

in response to the request for proposal-and guidance plans

which were sent to Newport News November 1969. The original

Newport News bid proposal was submitted on September 15,

1970. However, on July 23; 1971, a supplemental proposal

was submitted by the Yard. In its July 1971 bid proposal,

the Yard attributed a direct cost of $3,700,608 plus 2.4

percent of overhead (amounting to $2,556,000) for compliance

with OShA and EPA requirements. Schedule E, attached to the

-Th
July 1971 bid proposal, reads as follows: 0

The proposed target costs for these ships
includes $1,870,591 for the DLGN 38,
$987,675 for DLGN 39, and $932,338 for the
DLGN 40 to cover the estimated impact of
current laws such as the Occupational
Safety and Health Act of 1970 and Environ-
mental Control legislation on direct costs

- and associated overhead. Estimated costs
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were derived by applying a 2 percent
factor to all productive (including
supervision) hours plus associated over-
head to reflect the loss of efficiency,
expected due to the necessity of operating
under the adverse constraints. Also
included for each ship is an estimated
$50,000 for miscellaneous consurable
materials.

The proposed overhead rate includes 2.4
percent to cover additional and direct
costs estimated to be incurred as a result
of the legislation. The additional over-
head was derived by evaluation of the
capital expenditures required, cost of
indirect labor, lost direct labor hours
for various medical examinations, record
keeping and other miscellaneous costs.

A Navy negotiator has stated that a comparison of the

Navy's negotiated objective to the Newport News bid

discloses that the amount requested in the bid for the OSHA

and EPA items had been excluded from the contract.

Therefore, Newport News had not been paid for the additional

costs associated with the EPA and OSHA acts.

The Alexandria prosecution team did not investigate

this item. From the above facts, however, they state that

"it is crystal clear that contrary to the representations

made in claim items 5.9.2 and 5.9.3 consideration was given

to possible increased costs due to EPA and OSHA

requirements.' 0

There is a serious question whether Newport News made

an affirmative representation which could serve as the basis

for a false claim or false statement prosecution (assuming

arguendo that there is no statute of limitations problem

with regard to the 1976 !4axi-Claim).
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There were two proposals. The original September 15,

1970 proposal and the July 23, 1971, supplemental proposal.

The 1971 proposal, but not the 1970 proposal, contains

reference to additional costs due to OSHA and EPA items.

Therefore, Newport News could argue that it was literally

correct in its claim that "no consideration was given" (to

the OSHA and EPA items) during the negotiation of the "1970

proposal". However, the period of time referred to by

Newport News, December 1969 - December 1971, which would, of

course, cover both proposals, adds ambiguity to what was in.

fact meant.

There has been no investigation focusing on who

prepared the claim, whether he reviewed the 1970 and 1971

proposal language, or whether he was instructed to write the

proposal in spite of his knowledge of the true facts.

Therefore, we presently have no evidence of fraudulent

intent. At best, the proof would only establish that

Newport News had failed to tell the Navy in 1976 something

which the Navy knew since 1971 - that consideration had been

given to the OSHA and EPA items in the 1971 proposal and had

been rejected by the Navy at that time.

The Alexandria prosecutors also argue that the OSHA and

EPA items lack a 'colorable legal basis' since a contractor

cannot be held liable directly or indirectly for public acts

of the United States as a sovereign. Therefore, the filing

of this item is another "indicium of (Newport News) lack of

good faith".
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This aroument is similar to others, like the Navy

Recruiting claim, where it could be argued that Newport News

was submitting this item in an attempt to overload-the claim

process to get more money that it would otherwise be

entitled. This conspiracy to defraud theory is without

judicial support as discussed in the main body of the

memorandum.
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Memorandum

-MWM
Critique of the Fraud Section Memo
on the Newport News Shipbuilding
Investigation May 18, 1963

To F_

D. Lowell Jensen
Assistant Attorney General
Criminal Division

Elsie L. Munsell
United States Attorney
Eastern District of.
Virginia

Joseph J. Aronica
Chief, Criminal Division
U.S. Attorney's Office

Joseph A. Fisher, III
Chief, Civil Division
U.S. Attorney's Office

David B. Smith
Deputy Director
Asset Forfeiture Office
Criminal Division

I. INTRODUCTION

In January 1982, by agreement, the Alexandria prosecution

team relinquished this investigation to the Fraud Section of the

Criminal Division for handling. Two months prior to that, we

wrote a thorough 110 page Status Report that summarized some of

the more significant results of our investigation up to that

point, and also analyzed a number of possible legal defenses-

raised by Newport News Shipbuilding- (hereafter NNS-). In that

Status Report, we recommended that the investigation continue.

We did not recommend that the company or any -of its employees be

indicted at that time because we felt that work remained to be

done to fully develop a case. We made it clear, however, that we
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believed a prosecutable case could be developed if the necessary

resources were made available.

The Statua Report demonstrated that HNS had in fact con-

spired to defraud the government on a massive scale. The Status

Report further concluded that there was no legal impediment to a

successful prosecution. In our view, the Status Report made a

very compelling argument for continuing the investigation.

We still are convinced that there ia a prosecutable

case against the company and that an indictment with a reason-

ably good chance of success could be put together before

October 5, 1983. 1/ A two count indictment charging the company

with conspiracy to defraud the United States by obtaining payment

on any false, fictitious or fraudulent claim, in violation of 18

U.S.C. 286 and conspiracy to defraud the United States by

impeding and impairing its lawful functions under 18 U.S.C. 371

could be quickly drafted. la/ It is not clear whether such an

indictment would be multiplicitous. Assuming it was, there would

still be no error in allowing both counts to go to the jury.

_/ As our Status Report explains (pp. 105-106), there are
various theories available that would allow us to argue that the
conspiracy continued long after October 5, 1978, when NNS and the
Navy agreed to a lump sum settlement of the company's claims.
Thus, it is far from clear that the statute of limitations will
run out on October 5, 1983. Nonetheless, the fact that an
indictment returned after October 5, 1983 might be held to be
time-barred is an argument against devoting further substantial
resources to the investigation at this point.

The statute of limitations question should be examined very
carefully before any decision is made to decline prosecution.

It is absolutely clear that the statute of limitations will
not run on a false claims conspiracy (18 U.S.C. 286) or
conspiracy to defraud the United States (18 U.S.C. 371) until at
least October 5, 1978.

la/ It is no longer advisable to bring substantive false claim
counts under Section 28.7 because the Statute of Limitations
probably ran out on such offenses on August 1, 1982. See Status
Report at 102, 108.
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United States v. Colson, 662 F.2d 1389, 1392 (11th Cir.

1981). We would rely upon the evidence of an overall conspiracy

plus individual claim items that can be shown to be either false

or based on legally outrageous theories of entitlement or both.

Soe of the claim items based upon outrageous theories of

entitlement would have great jury appeal because the company's

bad faith is so readily apparent and the issues are not technical.

These claim items also have the advantage of being for huge sums

of money, unlike some of the hard claim items we can prove to be

false. In this category we would include the following claim

items: Deterioration of Labor/Parkinson's Law ($97 million);

Navy Recruiting ($24 million), Added Financing Costs ($107

million), OSHA/EPA Regulations ($5.5 million); and Deferred Work

($51.5 million). 3/ We would be happy to draft such an

indictment to aid you in your decision.

II. THE FRAUD SECTION MEMO IS NOT AN ADEQUATE EVALUATION OF THE

STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF THE NEWPORT NEWS CASE

The Fraud Section memo marshals only the arguments -- both

good and bad -- against prosecution. Some of these arguments are

identical to those contained in the company's IConfidential

Memorandum. The memo's characterization of the evidence and the

potential legal defenses available to the company cannot

withstand serious scrutiny.

2/ We would not rely solely upon claim items based on legally

outrageous theories of entitlement to compensations Thus, there

would be no need for the court to confront the interesting
question of whether a conspiracy to defraud the United States

could be predicated entirely upon such claims. The claim items

based on outrageous theories of entitlement would be one among

many facts set forth in the 'methods and means' parts of both

conspiracy counts.
3/ The OSHA/EPA claim item can also be shown to contain a false
statement.
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It would serve no purpose here to rehash the extremely

complex evidence sumarized in our Status Report and in Edward C.

Weiner's various memoranda. 4/ Nor can we respond to every point

made by the Fraud Section memo in the two-week time period

alloted for this critique. S/ What we can do here is attempt to

show that the major factual and legal premises of the Fraud

Section memo are incorrect. We can also highlight some of the

most questionable aspects of the memo.

The memo's conclusions are summarized at page 2. 6/ The

recommendation that the Department decline prosecution and that

no further investigation be conducted is based on three

conclusions, each of which is incorrect: 1) that only four of

the 264 individual claim items contain false claims or false

statements 2) that there are adequate legal defenses

4/ It is important to note that Mr. Weiner's August 5, 1982
memo discussed a number of potentially prosecutable claim items
that were not discussed in the Alexandria team's Status Report.
Mr. Weiner's memo also developed some additional evidence of an
overall conspiracy to defraud that was not contained in the
Status Report.

Mr. Weiner's memorandum of November 17, 1982 presented
additional important evidence, some of which we summarize infra.

5/ We would be happy to provide you with a follow-up memo
addressing any points on which you want further analysis. It
should not be assumed that we accept the correctness of any point
in the Fraud Section memo simply because we do not address it
here. We refer you to our lengthy Status Report for a detailed
discussion of the evidence developed up to that point.

6/ The memo implies that its recommendations arc unanimous.
But, as Mr. Ogren stated at the meeting on May 2, 1983, Edward C.
Weiner wrote a dissenting memo.
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which will make it virtually impossible to prosecute those [four]

items on a false claims or false statement theorye and 3) that

the use of an overall conspiracy to defraud theory would be

*impossible under existing law and ** largely inconsistent with

the evidence developed during the six years of the

investigation.'

Whether or not you decide to decline prosecution of this

case, it is important to set the historical record straight. In

view of the fact that the Department is presently in the process

of evaluating its handling of the entire group of fraud cases

referred to us by the Navy many years ago, and in view of the

fact that more than one Senator is currently looking into this

area, we believe that even if you decide to decline prosecution

at this point, it would be a serious mistake to adopt Mr. Ogren's

memo as the Criminal Division's explanation of why prosecution

was declined. 7/

III. TSHE EVIDENCE OF FRAUD

We assumed that the evidence set forth in our Status Report

and its appendix would have convinced anyone that a massive

conspiracy to defraud the government did exist at NNS, leaving

aside the question whether or not it could be successfully

7/ Assuming that the Fraud Section's position is accepted by
you, we would recommend that, in the future, there be better
coordination between the ultimate decision makers and the line
prosecutors. Had the Fraud Section's views been communicated to
the prosecutors handling the investigation they could have
pursued the evidence it deems essential to a successful
prosecution.
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prosecuted. 8/ The Fraud Section's memo gives the impression

that there wan probably no conspiracy and little if any actual

fraud. We submit the evidence is far to the contrary. / The

fict is that no one outaide,the Navy is familiar with more than a

small fraction of the 264 claim items. 10/ A substantial number

of the claim items that have received even the briefest attention

from Department prosecutors have been shown to be either false,

apparently false, and/or based upon legally outrageous theories

of entitlement. The Fraud Section's memo makes it appear that

the nine claim items discussed in our Status Report were the only

items we believed had prosecutive potential. However, our Status

Report made it clear that was not the case. We stated (Status

8/ Deputy Assistant Attorney General Mark Richard read our
entire Status Report and commented that the evidence of fraud
detailed therein made this case appear stronger than the Litton
case, which the Department indicted many years ago, when
Mr. Richards was Chief of the Fraud Section. Mr. Richard's
comment was made without the benefit of the additional evidence
of fraud detailed in the various memoranda later written by Mr.
Weiner. We are also familiar with the evidence of fraud in the
Litton case since it was indicted in our district and Joseph
A.Fisher, III has been assigned to that case from the beginning.
We agree with Mr. Richard's evaluation of the relative strength
of the two cases. The most salient difference between the two
cases-is that the Litton prosecution is based on a single false
claim whereas in this case we have many false claim items which
collectively belie any innocent explanation of the company's
behavior.

9/ Indeed, the obvious fact that the company settled for $208
uillion on a claim of $894 million indicates that the great
majority of claim items had no substance.

10/ The Navy experts have expressed the view that the vast
majority of the claim items are either false or based upon
frivolous theories of legal entitlement. See our Status Report
at 106 n.55 ('the Navy CITARS indicate that some degree of fraud
was involved in the majority of the 260-odd claim items.')
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Report p. 4 n.5.)

The present team's investigation has thus far
focused almost entirely on the DLGN 38-40 cruiser
contract claims for practical reasons that have
nothing to do with the relative merits of NNS's
cost overrun claims on the various ship contracts.
Thus, we have no reason to believe that the
claims on the aircraft carriers and submarines
have more integrity than the cruiser claims.

The company's 264-item claim was like a huge field of oil lying

just beneath the surface of the earth. Wherever prosecutors

probed, oil (evidence of fraud) bubbled to the surface. Mr.

Weiner's probing did not even involve a grand jury investigation

or interviewing witnesses. Merely by reading the claim items,

CITARS and certain company documents already in our possession,

he was able to identify several additional claim items as

fraudulent. 11/

But the real evidence of the company's fraud is

contained in the documents and fraud convictions have been won on

the basis of documentary evidence alone, even in the face of

self-serving statements by company employees. 12/

11/ Mr. Weiner spent several months in the basement of the U.S.
Attorney's Of fice-in Alexandria reading documentary evidence and
thoroughly acquainting himself with the facts of the case.

12/ We would rely heavily upon the Navy experts who took apart
The company's claim to explain the significance of the documents
to the jury.
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A jury could readily infer a conspiracy to defraud the government

from the massive evidence of fraud contained in the claim, even

without th. direct evidence of a conspirac3/

iThe Fraud Section's memo examines

each item of fraud and each item of evidence in isolation. It

eschews any cohsideration of the evidence as a whole. While this

is the kind of argument the company might make to a jury at

trial, it has no place here.

It is worth mentioning some of the more significant evidence

Mr. Weiner developed by taking the time to read a few of the

hundreds of thousands of company and Navy documents in our

possession. (It should be emphasized that only a tiny fraction

of the documents have been read by any Department prosecutor or

investigator.) 14/

13/ A key witness on the overall conspiracy and the company's
motives is David Leighton, a brilliant engineer who was Admiral
Rickover's principal aide and the architect of the contracts with
Newport News. He would explain the series of poor management
decisions made by NNS in the early 1970a that put the company
deep in the red. He can testify that the company had a target
figure of $200 million in cost adjustment claims and that the
company made a deliberate decision to inflate its claims
sufficiently to reach that target settlement figure.

14/ The Fraud Section memo creates the impression that this case
his been thoroughly investigated. That is not quite accurate.
In fact, the Richmond prosecution team actively investigated the
case for only about one year and its efforts were far from
effective. The Alexandria prosecutors spent only three months
actively investigating the case. That time was devoted largely
to proving the falsity of a single hard claim item, the VCAS.

Joseph A. Fisher, III details some of the mistakes and false
starts that have plagued the government in his chronology of the
investigation, which is being submitted separately.
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Kr. Silveratein had instructed Mr. Weiner to carefully

examine two claim items (Discharge Sea Chests and Reactor

Shielding)

xr. Silverstein was of the view that additional evidence of false

statements regarding 'hard' claim items was needed to 
make a

prosecutable case -- a view we were in accord with.
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The Fraud Section memo states, at p. 12, that the 'principal

problem' with a conspiracy to file false claims theory is that

'it is not possible to prove any substantial portion of the

various claims to be false.' (The four claim items recognized

as false add up to only $7 million or approximately 3%
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of the settlement total of $208 million.) In the first place, we

reject the premise that only those four claim items can be shown

to be false.

The Fraud Section memo argues (pp.

with respect to the four claim items it

there is no evidence of specific intent

13, 27-29) that, even

recognizes as false,

'These arguments

completely misperceive the law on specific intent and the

criminal liability of corporations for the acts of their

employees. Moreover, the factual conclusions drawn from the

evidence in this part of the memo are extremely dubious.

The leading Fourth Circuit cases on the intent element of a

Section 287 offense are United States v. Maher, 582 F.2d 842

(1978), cert. denied, 439 U.S. 1115 (1979), and United States v.

Bleacker, 657 F.2d 629 (1981). Under established principles of
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conspiracy law (United States v. Feola, 420 U.S. 671 (1975)), the

same intent requirement would probably be applicable to a

conspiracy charge under Section 286 although Section 286 focuses

upon obtaining payment for, rather than filing the false claim.

Noting that Section 287 is phrased in the disjunctive, the

Fourth Circuit held in Maher and Blecker that a conviction under

Section 287 may be obtained based on proof that a claim submitted

to the government is either false, fictitious or fraudulent. See

also United States v. Milton, 602 F.2d 231 (9th Cir. 1979). In

Maher, the court held that, in each instance, the defendant must

act with knowledge that the claim was false, fictitious or

fraudulent and with a consciousness that he was doing something

which was either 'morally wrong' or which violated the law. 582

F.2d at 847. Since the knowing submission of a false, fictitious

or fraudulent claim is morally wrong, it is not apparent what if

anything is added by the requirement that the defendant act with

a consciousness that he was doing something morally wrong.

Indeed, in Blecker, the Fourth Circuit made no mention of this

supposed requirement. 17/ 657 P.2d at 634. Thus, it does not

appear that the intent element of the offense requires anything

more than a showing of knowledge that the claim was false,

17/ Other courts of appeals have held that specific intent is
not an element of a Section 287 offense (United States v Irwin,
654 F.2d 671, 681-682 (10th Cir. 1981), cert. denied, 455 U.S.
1016 (1982)), or that it is not an element where the government
attempts to prove that the claim is false or fictitious as
opposed to fraudulent (United States v. Hilton, 602 P.2d 231 (9th
Cir. 1979)).
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fictitious or fraudulent, as stated in Biecker. In any event,

the Maher requirement that the government show that the defendant

acted with a consciousness that he was doing something morally

wrong adds nothing material to the government's burden of proof.

Thus, the Fraud Section memo's attempt to set up 'specific

intent' as an insuperable evidentiary barrier to prosecution is

sheer nonsense. However the intent element is formulated, it is

not necessary to produce a confession of company officials to

satisfy that element. Maher itself approved an instruction that

specific intent

may be determined from all the facts and
circumstances surrounding the case. And
intent ordinarily may not be proved directly,
because there is no way of fathoming or
scrutinizing the operations of the human
mind, but you may infer the defendant's
intent from the surrounding circumstances.

582 F.2d at 846. This is hornbook law. E..., United States v.

Adler, 623 F.2d 1287, 1289 (8th Cir. 1980), United States v.

Rifen, 577 F.2d 1111, 1113 (8th Cir. 1978).

The Fraud Section memo (at p. 27) also cites Maher for the

proposition that *proof of reckless indifference or disregard as

to the truth or falsity of a statement is not enough.' But Maher

approved a jury instruction to precisely the opposite effect.

See 582 F.2d at 846. 18/

18/ The jury instruction stated that the contractor had no right
to make a claim for payment *for work that he knew had not been
done or put on such a voucher a claim for payment with reckless
indifference as to whether the work had been done or not, that
is, whether the claim was true or false. Ibid. (Emphasis
supplied.b
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At least one other court has also approved a recklessness

instruction In a Section 287 case. United States v. Precision

Medical Laboratories, Inc., 593 ?.2d 434, 443-444 (2d Cir. 1978).

To summarize, we have shown that all the government would need to

prove in support of Section 287 counts is that Newport News

employees submitted claims that were false or fraudulent, with

reckless indifference as to whether they were true or false. Of

course, the knowledge or recklessness element may be inferred

from all of the surrounding evidence, as it almost always is.

The memo follows its discussion of specific intent with a

number of factual statements and inferences from the evidence

with which we disagree. We will comment on each of these

statements and inferences in turn.

1. The overall process of decentralizing the claims

writing among 200 plus contract specialists and the reassembling

of the claims suggests proper controls were present.

Our comment: Clearly, in view of the fact that the claim

was extremely complex and longer than the Encyclopedia

Britannica, one or two persons could not write it. Thus, the

decentralization of the claims writing process was a necessity.

It suggests nothing one way or the other about the integrity of

the process.

2. *The review procestj'

,uggests a weeding out of dubious claims.

83-250 0 - 88 - 27
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> It also provides in

several clear instances an advice of counsel defense. In fact,

the entire process suggests on the surface that Newport News was

trying to submit only valid claims.'

Our comment: Internal control and review, we submit, is a

neutral factor, available for use to good or evil ends.

It is also a fact that the company's soft claim

items, which constitute the bulk of the $894 million claim, are

largely based on outrageous theories of entitlement

our careful dissection ) for the

VCAS item revealed a sophisticated effort 'to combine fabricated

facts with legal theory in such a way that the end product -- the

final version of the claim -- would appear to be valid on its

face.' Status Report at 46-47. The VCAS evidence detailed in

our Status Report also clearly reveals that proper internal

controls were absent from the claims process.If the review

process did in fact eliminat items, all that suggests is the

sophistication of the conspiracy.

'-.,
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3. *Second, the motivation to submit accurate claims

is readily apparent. Newport News employees had the percep-

tion that Admiral Rickover intended to accuse Newport News of

fraud.

Our comment: It is hardly determinative to speculate that

this company or any of the other shipyards was deterred from

submitting false claims by the fear that Admiral Rickover would

accuse them of fraud. The company's motivation to submit false

claims is readily apparent from analysis of its financial

problems in the relevant time period.

.>he evidence, tending to show

good faith throughout the claims process, negates specific intent

to defraud.'

Our comment: This statement is unsupportable
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5. Third, in a limited prosecution of two or three claim

items, the Government would be in the anomalous position of

arguing that intent to defraud is present although the extent of

the fraud we could establish would at most be two or three

fraudulent items out of 264....-

Our comment: Although the memo states on p. 2 that four

claim items 'appear to contain false claims or false statements,'

it argues here that *the extent of the fraud we could establish

would at most be two or three fraudulent items.' What happened

to the four false items on p. 27 Of course, we believe that we

could demonstrate that many more items are false or based on

legally outrageous theories of entitlement.

Mr. Ogren also finds little evidence to support the

alternative prosecution theory' that the company conspired to

defraud the United States by submitting a massive number of

claims it knew to be meritless in an effort to overload the Navy

claims adjustment process. 19/ In view of the large number of

frivolous claims on soft items, we do not understand how Mr.

Ogren can claim there is little evidence to support this

conspiracy theory.

19/ It is perhaps more likely that the company submitted the

meritless claim items in the expectation that the Navy would

settle the whole claim on a percentage basis than that the

company actually expected to overwhelm the Navy's claims

adjustment process.
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We are obviously

capable of identifying a plethora of claim items as non-

meritoriousr
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Kr. Ogren states (p. 17) that there is 'no authority for

predicating a conspiracy to defraud the United States by impeding

and impairing its lawful functions on conduct that does not

include a component of deception or trickery.' Even if that were

the law -- and we do not concede that it is -- it hardly would

stand in the way of a successful prosecution under Section 371

in this case, where there in abundant evidence of 'deceit, craft,

trickery, or at least means that are dishonest.' Rammerschmidt

v. United States, 265 U.S. 182, 189 (1924). 21/ The statement

21/ The Hammerschmidt opinion adds, immediately after the words

quoted by Mr. Ogren, that 'Jilt is not necesmary that the Govern-

ment shall be subjected to property or pecuniary loss by the

fraud, but only that it. legitimate official action shall be

defeated by misrepresentation, chicane or the overreachinl Of

those char ed with carrying out the government intention.'

Ibid'a emphamis supplied.
There is nothing novel about the Section 371 count we

propose. It was successfully used in the Norfolk Ship
prosecution in our district in 1974.
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(p. 17) that Hammerachmidt is 'the case most closely resembling

this one' is simply wrong. The memo's own summary of the facts'

in Nammerschmidt shows that it was a prosecution against indi-

viduale who were urging non-compliance with military registration

laws by circulating handbills. There was concededly nothing

deceitful or dishonest about this First Amendment activity.

In any event, it is doubtful that the Hammerschmidt require-

ment of deceit, craft, trickery or dishonesty has survived later

cases. In United States v. Shoup, 608 F.2d 950, 963-964 (3d Cir.

1979), a case cited by the memo, the court of appeals stated that

the Hammerschmidt language 'has long ago been discarded by the

courts. Section 371 now reaches 'any conspiracy for the purpose

of impairing, obstructing, or defeating the lawful function of

any department of government.I Dennis v. United States, 384 U.S.

855, 861 (1966).- Thus, contrary to the memo, Shoup is not a

case where the court 'found a conspiracy to defraud without

stating the express requirement that there be proof of trickery/

deception.' Rather, the Shoup decision clearly rejected the

Hammerschmidt language that the memo asserts (p. 18) 'presents an

insurmountable *-* problem,' 22/

22/ The Shoup decision is also significant insofar as it
Thvolve4 a factual situation somewhat analogous to that posited
by Hr. Ogren -- the filing of a report that contains no
misrepresentations or concealments but is deliberately
misleading. The Third Circuit held that '[a) though Shoup may
have submitted a technically accurate report, the jury
nonetheless reasonably could have concluded that he intended to
defraud the United States.. 608 F.2d at 950. So too here, even
if the company's claim did not contain a single falsehood or
concealment, it was still designed to obtain some payment on
claim items that the company knew had no legal merit. Such
behavior is plainly 'dishonest' even within the meaning of
Hammerschmidt. See also United States v. Johnson, 337 F.2d 180,
184-105 (4th Cir. 1964).
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IV. POTENTIAL DEFENSES AVAILABLE TO THE COMPANY

In addition to the legal issues we have already disposed of,

the memo sets up various defenses as obstacles to a successful

prosecution of the company. Here, we will briefly show that none

of these 'defenses' poses a problem.

A. The Admiral Rickover Defense

Admiral Rickover is one of the most widely admired Americans

of our time. Three former presidents from both parties attended

a recent dinner in his honor. His commitment to integrity in the

procurement process is widely known. We can readily argue that,

in this case, he had reason to be vigilant with respect 
to the

company's claims. A jury would love it.

B. Preindictment Delay

The memo suggests (pp. 29-30) that if an indictment is

returned it might be dismissed, by the district court 
on grounds

of preindictment delay. 23/

t>ere is no legal basis for a motion to dismiss based on

preindictment delay. Delay attributable to lack of diligence or

even negligence on the part of the government does not 
provide a

basis for a due process/preindictment delay claim. 
Intentional

misconduct or reckless disregard for the defendant's 
interests

must be shown. There is no evidence that the government

intentionally delayed this investigation for the purpose 
of

prejudicing the company's rights. Moreover, there is no evidence

23/ We have excluded from this memo discussion of the management

of this investigation. That topic is a proper subject for

inquiry in an effort to learn how to better manage 
similar

investigations in the future.
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that the company has been prejudiced by the delay. Both

prejudice and intentional misconduct must be shown to support a

preindictment delay claim. United States v. Lovasco, 431 U.S.

783 (1977), United States v. Marion, 404 U.S. 307, 324-325 (1971).

C. The Settlement Figure ($208 Million) Is Regarded By The
Navy As Fair

The memo states (p. 31) that 'the final sum paid as an

equitable adjustment ($208 million) is regarded as fair by

relevant Navy officials. We would like to know who these

anonymous Navy officials are, Certainly, the Navy officials we

have talked to do not regard it as fair. In any event, whether

or not the $208 million settlement was fair is, of course,

legally irrelevant. E.i., United States v. Pintar, 630 F.2d

1270, 1277-1278 (8th Cir. 1980); United States v. Anderson, 579

F.2d 455 (8th Cir.), cert. denied, 439 U.S. 980 (1978). This is

especially true where a known consideration for settlement by the

Navy was litigative risk.'

D. The Company's Criminal Liability For The Acts Of
Its Employees

Throughout the memo and its appendix, it is asserted that 1)

there is no link between any of the alleged high level con-

spirators and particular claim items that have been shown to be

false or based upon legally outrageous theories of entitlement;

and 2) the absence of such an evidentiary link is somehow fatal

to this prosecution. We submit this is wrong for a number of

reasons. In the first place, the claims writers were themselves

conspirators. The conspiracy was not limited t nd a few

high level officials of the company. Second, the higher-level

officials were at least aware of the fact that the soft claim
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items were basedon outrageous theories of entitlement. Thus,

they cannot avoid responsibility for those items. Third, the

circumstantial evidence allows one to infer that at least some of

the higher-ups were also aware of the falsity of many of the hard

claim items and either condoned or encouraged such falsity.

Fourth, and most important, the memo's apparent assumption that

the company cannot be held criminally liable for the actions of

the lower level claims writers unless there is evidence that

higher level officials were also involved in generating false

claims is simply incorrect. See, e.j.., Paul F. Newton & Co. v.

Texas Commerce, 630 F.2d 1111, 1121 (5th Cir. 1990), United

States v. Beusch, 596 F.2d 871, 877-878 (9th Cir. 1979): Apex Oil

Co. v. United States, 530 F.2d 1291, 1295 (8th Cir. 1976): United

States v. Dye Construction Co., 510 F.2d 751 (10th Cir. 1975),

Steere Tank Lines, Inc. v. United States, 330 F.2d 719.(5th Cir.

1963): Continental Baking Co. v. United States, 281 F.2d 127,

149-150 (6th Cir. 1960): United States v. Milton Marks Corp., 240

F.2d 838 (3d Cir. 1957): United States v. Steiner Plastics Mfg.

Co., 231 F.2d 149 (2d Cir. 1956). As already noted, a

corporation may not escape criminal liability for the acts of its

employees even if those acts are in contravention of repeatedly

stated corporate policy.

'The employer 'does not rid himself of (the

duty to eliminate illegal practices] because

the extent of his business may preclude his

personal supervision, and compel reliance on

subordinates. He must then stand or fall
with those whom he selects to act for him.

He is in the same plight, if they are

delinquent, as if he had failed to abate a

nuisance on his land.'

Continental Bakinq Co. v. United States, supra, 281 F.2d at 150,
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quoting United State. v. Armour, 168 P.2d 342, 343-344 (3d Cir.

1948) (emphasis in original). 2b/

The memo asserts (p. 19) that *in the unique context of a

corporation committing the offense of false statement, the

Government has the obligation to prove that knowledge of the

falsity was centralized in one officer or employee.' It is not

apparent what 'centralized' means here. The memo seems to be

suggesting that it must be shown that an identifiable employee

had knowledge of the falsity of each claim items in other words,

it would not be enough for the government to prove that whoever

wrote a particular claim item must have known it was false.

Accordingly, unless the government could identify the particular

individuals involved, the company would escape liability. (See

memo at 23.) But we know of no case law so holding and we would

be surprised if a court held that a company can defend itself by

refusing to identify the individuals responsible for particular

claim items. In any event, we do know who was responsible for

the preparation of all the company's claims on the nuclear

carriers and cruiserr'

25/ In the appendix to his memo, Mr. Ogren states (App. 21) that
the could not impute fraudulent intent to Newport News through an
employee who was both aware of the 'vague and ambiguous' language
in the (VCAS) claim and was also aware that such language was
false.- This makes no sense. The three cases cited for that
proposition hold precisely the opposite.
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E. Materiality

One claim item that the memo concedes (p. 24) 'holds some

potential for being proven to be fraudulent' involves the reactor

plant hot discharge sea chests on the cruisers. 26/ However, the

memo states (ibid.) that, *[nlotwithstanding the apparent

inaccuracy of the Discharge Sea Chest claim, there are technical

problems which would preclude a prosecution predicated on this

item even assuming otherwise sufficient evidence were developed

in further grand jury proceedings.. These 'technical problems'

are two in number. First, the fact that the Navy had already

reviewed and rejected the company's 1974 request for a contract

adjustment to cover additional costs it claimed had been incurred

in building the discharge sea chests 'could arguably preclude

that item from being 'material' to the Government in a false

claim prosecution." Elsewhere (pp. 18-19), the memo also implies

that this materiality requirement would somehow present a problem

for us. However, it is well settled that the test for

materiality is merely 'whether the false statement has a natural

tendency to influence, or was capable of influencing, the

decision of the tribunal in making a determination required to be

made.' United States v. Snider, 502 F.2d 645, 652 (4th Cir.

1974), quoting Weinstock v. United States, 231 F.2d 699, 701-702

(D.C. Cir. 1956). The cases make it clear that a statement may

be material even though the government does not actually rely on

it. 'It is enough that 'the potential for subversion of an

26/ In our opinion, we and Mr. Weiner have already proven
conclusively that this item is fraudulent.
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agency's functioning [can) readily be inferred. United States

v. ncIntosh, 655 r.2d 80, 83 (5th Cir. 1981), quoting United

States v. Beer, 518 F.2d 168, 172 (Sth Cir 1975). A statement

can be material even if it is ignored or never read by the agency

receiving the misstatement [citation omitted.) 'False statements

must simply have the capacity to impair or pervert the

functioning of a governmental agency." United States v. Diaz,

690 r.2d 1352, 1358 (11th Cir. 1982), quoting United States v.

Lichenstein, 610 F.2d 1272, 1278 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 447

U.S. 907 (1980). See also United States v. Cowden, 677 F.2d 417,

419 (8th Cir. 1982).

In light of this case law, it is not possible to argue that

the false statements contained in the Discharge Sea Chest claim

item were immaterial. The false statements were clearly capable

of influencing the Navy. The fact that the Navy rejected a

similar claim two years earlier might have been overlooked. If

NNS thought the claim item could not influence the Navy it

obviously would not have submitted it..

The second 'technical problem' Mr. Ogren perceives (p. 25)

in the Discharge Sea Chest claim item (and also in the VCAS claim

item) is that the company 'could also argue with some merit that

the contract'specifications were ambiguous and susceptible to the

interpretations embodied in its claims.' This is clearly wrong.

The specifications for both items were more than adequate.
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V. POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

We recognize that the decision whether to proceed or to

close this investigation at this time is a difficult one, on

which reasonable lawyers can differ. In order to reduce the

litigative risk raised by the statute of limitations question,

there would have to be a substantial, full-time investment of

prosecutorial resources in the face of conflicting demands for

those resources. For those unfamiliar with the case materials,

there would necessarily be lead - learning time involved. It is

also reasonable to expect that the case brought could not be

given the polish in preparation desired by dedicated prosecutors,

which fact increases trial risk. On the other hand, there are

significant policy considerations that urge one last try.

Declination, on these facts, would tend to confirm the speculation

that sophisticated conspiracies can escape criminal sanctions.

This is particularly of concern, where, as here, the contractor

has advanced large, frivolous claims and has sought insulatioX

e should also keep in mind that the damage to the

United St/ates involves not just the final payment, but the time

and expense needed to evaluate and deal with frivolous claims, to

the detriment of ongoing agency tasks. There is a real need to

deter such conduct in the future. Notwithstanding delays and
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digressions, the United States has invested much time and effort

in this investigation. A further short investment, which, we

believe, could reasonably be expected to result in a prosecutable

case, may be warranted. Whatever the final decision, it is our

hope that the legal and managerial lessons to be learned from the

Department's experience of this investigation will not be lost.

Thank you for the courtesy of hearing our views on this

matter.

cc: Jensen
Olsen
Richards
Ogren
Silverstein
Weiner
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!rzestigation of Nooprt News 5hipbiilding ad Septmber 24, 1982

Dry Dock TrpWy - Plin for Octer -

N r 1982

pkbert W. Ogren, Chief D7Bard C. Neinar, Deputy Dinr

Fraud Sectin * office of EoPatio Crime DE forrnt

Criminal Division Criminal Division

Branch Chief Morris Silverstein notified me officially a week ago
that I was being assigned to revitalize the investigation of Newport News
Shipbilding and Dry Dock mpany. Mr. Silverstein asked ire to prepare a
short Acrk plan which I am mnibitting to yoa. It shotild be noted that no

other line attorneys have yet been assigned to this matter and I am
therefore proceeding aloe.

1. Organization of Files.

2. v2 of Case. At view is that the case will be made if the
evidence me conspiracy to inflate claims (the impary-wide conspiracy
allegedly in 1974) can be crmbined with the aoft- items and the oa

Chard itas entillation
Cotrol Air tysteW. Mr. Silverstein believes that additicnal 'hard items

(specifically Discharge Sea Chests and Reactor Shielding) sold be

examinad closely to discover 'false' statements. He has instructed ire to

do so. This will require deep iwmersion in technical detail starting with

the Clain Item Technical Analysis Reports (CITARs) prepared by the Navy
engineers.
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Possible thries of the case (not muually exclusive) includet

a. he actual falsity theory. Hro vorked, material used,
and thus actual costs clained were deliberately false. Tis theory would
focus an 18 U.S.C. Sectioo 287 or 18 U.S.C. Sectiom 1001 and prirarily
look to the hard' item.

b. The reckless disregard theory. Claim narratives wre
misleading, inaourate, and. sloppy but not blatantly false. This theory
would focus an 18 U.S.C. Section 286 and Ic to the entire cOa'
pzvcess involving both hard and 'soft iteom.

c. Te cbstruction/overburden theory. the cla.is effort was
specifically calculated to delay and inipee the orderly ftwtin of Navy
procurerent by piling together reams and recmm of aarewhat factual but
neaningless jibberish. This theory oould utilize either 18 U.S.C.
Secticzs 371 or 286.

d. The lulling theory. The claim narratives were put
together quickly but were re-exanmned by the o pany during the period
of tine that the Navy Claims Settlemrent Board analyzed them (1976-1978).
During that period, several oaunmiications were sailed to the Navy
revising parts of the claim, withdrawing sace claim itans, and attesting
to the truthfulness of the remaining claim. This theory wld fos an
18 U.S.C. Sectian 1341.

e. The ask-for-the-on conspi-acy theory.
the canpany set a specific gql of $200 millico in cOst overns but

)ask for foar or five times that ($894
miliici). If an insider can be 'flipped,' individuals as well as the
crpany shsild be prosecuted under 18 U.S.C. Sectiwi 286.

3. Gawe Plan.

b. Read and digest the CrBLRs an Di.-Yarge Sea Chests and
Reactor Shielding and possibly a few othe- raw items. Deternine the
apnrcpriate witnesses and docunents an these new itms.
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c. Pursue the allagaticmis an. the con~spiracy to inflate

d. wu.16 n organizp the alxeadv-amthered evidoxgw
Vent~ilat~ion Control Air System,.
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8 July 1983

Dear Mr. Attorney General:

I write once more concerning the criminal
investigation of the Newport News shipbuilding

__LIELNEZC. clajms.. I_ simpsrtant that Liinwthe__
status of the matter because I do not wish to take
any action that might interfere with the efforts
of your Department--if they are actually advancing
the investigation. On the other hand, if it is
not being actively advanced, I should like to know
this quickly, so that I may feel free to take my
concerns to another forum.

A brief summary of my interest in this matter
is in order:

1. During 1977 and 1978, after consulting
with the Navy Counsel to the Justice Department, I
submitted several reports of apparent fraud in
connection with TENNECO claims on Navy
shipbuilding contracts at Newport News.

2. A Special Fraud Section in the office of
the U.S. Attorney.for the Eastern District of
Virginia undertook,-in 1978, the investigation and
responsibility for the matter.

3. In November 1981, the Special Fraud
Section in the Eastern District of Virginia
strongly recommended prosecution in a report to
the then new U.S. Attorney for the Eastern
District of Virginia, the Honorable Elsie Munsell,
and to the Chief Assistant Attorney General, of
your-Criminal Division. I was aware of this
report, because members of my organization,
cleared to receive such information while working
with your prosecutors, received copies of the
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report at the time it was completed and
distributed.

4. Shortly after the report was completed,
the Special Fraud Section which had prepared it
was abolished by the new United States Attorney;

-furthe-r-,-t-he--ea-pe-r-ienced--pr-os-ec-u-ter-s-i-n-the--un-i-t---
assigned to the matter were reassigned to other
duties.

`5. On January 13, 1982, I expressed my
concern regarding the reassignment of attorney
personnel in the Eastern District' of Virginia to
you personally. As I am sure you will recall, I
advised that I could think of no better way to
scuttle a complex investigation than to dismember
the team conducting it and assign it new duties.

6. Shortly after expressing these concerns
to you, I received copies of letters written by
D. Lowell Jensen, Assistant Attorney General,
Criminal Division, dated February 12, 1982, and
March 11, 1982. These stated "one matter
continues to be the subject of investigation and
close review [Newport News]" and "The TENNECO
(Newport News) investigation has not been
completed and, as a result, we are unable to
disclose further the status on [sic] the matter!"

7. Persons on my staff had been responsible
for furnishing technical guidance to
prosecutors. Because my association and contact
with them continued after my retirement, it was
obvious to me that no action was being taken by
the Justice Department to advance the case,
despite Mr. Jensen's assurance that the matter was
being pursued.

8. On May 26, 1982, I urged that you staff

2
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the TENNECO case promptly, noting that "Etthe
longer the matter lasts unattended, the less
likely that justice will ever be done in the
matter, which may be the most massive raid on the

federal treasury in the history of the United
__State~s.__ -_ _ ______ -

9. On June 23, 1982, the United States

Attorney for the Eastern District of Virginia
publicly stated, "I regard both of these cases
[Newport News and one other] as open cases to

which we are devoting appropriate time and
energy.'

10. On June 24, 1982, you promised to keep me

informed with regard to the Newport News
investigation.

11. On July 20, 1982, 1 complimented your

Department on its plan to establish a special unit.

of prosecutors in Alexandria to prosecute
procurement fraud. I also urged that the Newport
News case be assigned to the new unit as a high
priority matter. No action by the Justice
Department was apparent to me at the time I made
this recommendation. However, the creation of the-

new unit caused me to have hope the matter would

no longer be left in a position to "fall through
the crack.'

12. On August 20, 1982, Mr. Jensen attempted
to explain the lack of action in the Newport News
matter to me. He wrote:

In the area of procurement fraud in
particular, the fact-gathering investigation
process is lengthened and made even more
difficult due to the complexity of the subject
matter. The quality of evidence proving intent
to defraud that is required to bring criminal

3
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charges must be ferreted out of a process that
relies on constructive change orders which
permit change in a contract not foreseen by
contracting officers, yet approved by government
employees during construction.

Many tasks are complex and difficult, particularly
when those responsible fail to carry out their
responsibilities. After informing me how complex
the task was, Mr. Jensen neglected to state what,
if anything, he was doing to overcome the
"complexity" and complete the task.

13. On September 8, 1982, having received Mr.
Jensen.'s.August 20, 1982, letter, I responded by
again asking Mr. Jensen all of the same questions
I had asked in the past; i.e., (a) why was the
Justice Department neglecting the investigation,
(b) why did the Justice Department repeatedly
reassign personnel charged with responsibility for
the matter, and (c) why was the special
prosecution unit disbanded after it had strongly
recommended.indictment? I received no response.

14. On February 4, 1983, the Virginia Pilot
reported that Justice Department officials-had
stated that the Newport News case was still under
investigation.

15. On February 18, 1983, frustrated at my
inability to reconcile the continued public
statements by the Justice Department that Newport
News was still under investigation with its
obvious lack of progress and activity, I therefore.
wrote to Robert Ogren, Chief of the Department's
Fraud Section, asking him to confirm that the
Newport News matter was being actively pursued.
Mr. Ogren never acknowledged.my letter.

4
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The question I asked Mr. Ogren in February is
the same question I ask in this letter. I also
request answers to the following:

a. If an attorney allows a statute to
l apse, doe-sthis.constitute mal=ractice?

b. Has th.e statute of limitations
expired on the Newport News matter; if so, when
did it expire?

c. Has the Newport News matter been
actively investigated since the November 1981
report recommending prosecution, or has it
languished from inattention?

d. Has the Department fully and
completely investigated the case or was
investigation terminated prior to completing all
investigative leads. If so, why?

When I referred the Newport News matter to
the Department of Justice, I was fully aware that
I was asking it to undertake a difficult and
complex task; also, that success could be achieved
only through diligence, hard work, and interest
from high Government officials. I held high hopes
because I knew those assigned to the task. When
they were removed before completing their task.,
for reasons not known to me, no one took their
place.

I believe it would be plain to any
disinterested observer that I should have been
advised in the premises. I entrusted the matter
to your Department and looked to it as a corporate
client would look to its law firm for assistance,
and now that my hopes have not been realized, the
least you can do is have the courtesy to advise

5
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me, in detail, of your efforts in the Navy's
behalf.

- I believe that what I am asking you is no
more than any client would expect of his lawyer.

___ ____ Si ncerely,--

0 G. RICKOVER

The Honorable William French Smith
Attorney General of the United States
Washington DC 20530

Copy to:
D. Lowell Jensen
Robert Ogren
Elsie M. Munsell

6
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US. Department of Justice

Criminal Division

AzXtant Attory , W on, D.C 20530

A.OJJSt 2 4. 1993

alter T. Skallerup, Esquire
General Counsel
Departent of the. Navy
Washington, D.C. 20350

Dear Mr. Skallerup: -

We are enclosing for your infonation a opy of our report "Review

of Navy Claims Investigations", which has been prepared by the Criminal

Division's Office of Policy and anagement and Analysis. The report

reviews the Department's experience with the Lockheed, Bath Iron Works,

and Electric Boat investigations. We appreciate your agency's

assistance in providing background infonration regarding these cases.

If you have any questions about the report, please -ontact John C.

Feerey, Deputy Assistant Attorney General at 633-2621.

Sincerely,

Stephen S. Trott
Assistant Attorney General
Criminal Division

Enclosure

K nhn C. eene M
d(eputy Assistant Attorey General

Criminal Division
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REVS COF NhVY CIAMS TvEGICNS

Office of Policy & Management Analysis
Criminal Divisicn
U.S. Deparment of Justice
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EXECUTIVE SUMMAR

I. Introduction

Thle Department of Justice has investigated possible fraud in claims

filed by five major shipbuilders. After extensive investigations, the

Criminal Division declined to prosecute Lockheed, Bath, and Electric Boat.

The Department is continuing to review the investigation of Newport News

and has appealed the dismissal of the indictment against Litton. The

shipbuilding investigations have raised serious concerns within the

Justice Department because they were extremely lengthy and rescurce

intensive, and three were ultimately declined.- hmis report examines the

three closed shipbuilding investigations.

II. The Naval Ship Procurement and Claims Processes

Shipbuilding oontracts include 'changes' clauses, which entitle a

contractor to an "equitable adjustment" when the Navy contracting officer

directs changes to be made that adversely affect the shipbuilders' costs or

schedules. The concept of equitable adjustment for extra work caused by

-directed changes" ordered by a contracting officer has been extended to

constructive changes", which originate from government actions or

inactions apart from directed changes.

Shipbuilders submit claims or requests for equitable adjustment during

the course of a contract, or near or after its completion. Shipbuilders

may accumulate claims on one or more contracts and present them together as

ane amnibus, or consolidated, claim. Delay and disrupticn costs constitute

most of a claim's value. The claims that forced the bases of the Lockheeid,

Bath, and Electric Boat matters were amnibus claims for many millions of

dollars associated with one or more contracts.
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When a contractor submits a claim, the Navy assembles a team of

technical experts to review it and reccamend a settlement amount. If the

Navy and the contractor cannot agree on a settlement amount, the contracting

officer issues a decision that the contractor may appeal.*

Several characteristics of the claims process are important to

understanding why claim cases may be difficult to prosecute criminally:

o The participants in the claims process
view the process largely as a negotia-
tion in which extreme positions are
taken for bargaining purposes;

o The claims are prepared by expert
lawyers, who know how to establish
extrene bargaining positions by inven-
tive use of cost estimates and legal
and accounting theories; and

o Contractors may 'back into' claim figures
by first computing ho large a claim
recovery they need, and then structuring
the claim documentation process so that
the claim submitted is roughly for the
amount needed.

Partly because of the various pressures to get the matter concluded,

partly because the Navy appreciates that the range of the arguably owed

amount is so wide, and partly (in sare instances) because the contractor

threatens to stop work unless the claim is settled, the Navy and the

contractor end up bargaining over the amount to be paid. In settling the

claim, they may employ P.L. 85-804, which allows the government to provide

relief to a contractor outside its contract when it is in the interest of

national defense.

* The Bath claims were processed through a different procedure. Bath
made its claims to a private arbitration panel as a result of the proure-
ment arrangements under which a private company was purchasing the ships
fran Bath and leasing then to the government. This arbitration had sore,
but not all, of the characteristics of the claims process. Particularly,
the Bath claim was based largely upon accounting theories and oust estimates.
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The claims process is, in fact, largely a. negotiation, with the

cntractor's opening position a large number it supports through theories

and estimates that are fully revealed to the Navy. This large figure can

be reached without misstatements of fact. Indeed, although the claims do

cotain statements of fact, it is their theories and estimates that produce

their enormous size.

III. The Reasons for Declining the Three Closed Cases and What Those
Declinations Suqgest for Future Cases

he Criminal Division declined to prosecutd LOCkheed, Bath, and

General Dynamics because lengthy and thorough -investigations revealed

insufficient evidence of criminal violations. The difficulties the

Department encountered included the following:

o Because years had elapsed since the
construction of the ships and the
preparation of the claims, msmries
of witnesses had faded and, in a few
instances, key individuals had died;

o The division of responsibility within
each shipyard made it difficult to
identify employees who had complete
knowledge of the questionable parts
of the claims, and who could be held
accountable for their accuracy; and

o The technical and acmounting issues
raised in claims investigations often
pramised battles of experts at trial
that wmold have made it difficult,
if not impossible, to evinoe a jury
of laymen that the government had
presented proof beyond a reasonable
doubt.

More importantly, the Deartment discovered that, in many ways, the

characteristics of the claims process itself frustrate criminal prosecu-

tion. A prosecution for a false claim, false statement, or conspiracy to

defraud the goveniment generally assumes that the defendant has deliberately
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made false statements of fact or otherwise employed deceitful or dishonest

means against the govenment. It is possible, however, for contractors and

their attorneys to construct huge shipbuilding claims by manipulating

theories of entitlement and cost estimates - without making positive

misstatements of facts and without concealing what they have done.

One can trace the Criminal Division's decisions not to prosecute

Lockheed, Bath, and Electric Boat largely to the difference between the

premises of a criminal prosecution and the realities of the Navy claims

process. The criminal investigations devoted considerable attention to the

creative (and sometimes questionable) contractor theories and cost

estimating and accounting techniques, in effect reanalyzing the claims.

Although the investigations identified questionable theories and loose

estimates of the additional costs caused by government actions during ship

construction, they did not, in the judgment of the Criminal Division,

identify the sort of conduct appropriate for criminal prosecution.

IV. Management of the Investigations

At the outset of these investigations the Fraud Section did not

recognize how large and complex these matters would become or how difficult

proof of criminality would be given the nature of the Navy claims process.

The Division did not direct concentrated management attention to these

cases until an indictment review meeting or when a problem arose. In

addition, there were problems with attorney and agent staffing. Although

it was clear that Navy assistance was needed in these cases, there was no

consensus on how a criminal investigation should be staffed to use the

assistance best. The Division tried a variety of arrangements to tap Navy

expertise, none of which was completely satisfactory. Although the Civil
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Division reviewed the Lockheed, Bath, and Electric Boat matters, there was

not, at the time these cases were referred, any established procedure for

keeping the Civil Division apprised of the cases or discussing what role.

civil sanctions should play.

We are not suggesting that the ultimate outcomes of these cases would

have been different if there had been tighter management controls. None-

theless, the experience gained from these investigations may help improve

the management of future cases.

V. Application of Lessons Learned from the Claims Cases

A. Navy Actions Taken to Prevent Claims

Over the course of many years, the N4avy has reviewed the growing

problem of claims and has taken numerous steps to avoid or reduce them.

Thes have included changing acquisition practices and contract clauses to

shift additional risk to the government; instituting contract administra-

tion procedures to minimize constructive changes; and regulating the

submission of claims and the claims review process. The effect of these

developments is to decrease the probability that the Navy will refer major

shipbuilding claims matters to the Justioe Department in the future.

B. Recommendations for Criminal Prosecution of Claims Cases

If a new omnibus claim does reach the Justice Department, it might

still bear some of the characteristics that made prosecution difficult in

the Lockheed, Bath, and Electric Boat cases.

The Division's experience with the Lockheed, Bath, and Electric Boat

matters leads to several basic conclusions about the role of criminal

prosecution in the claims area.

o A criminal investigation should not
be a second claims analysis;
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o A criminal investigation should, early
on, consider whether actions taken in the
claims process argue against prosecution; and

o A criminal investigation is appropriate
where there is an indication, such as a
deliberate misrepresentation, that the
administrative process for analyzing a
claim was corrupted. Contractor actions
that increase the possibilities for a
successful criminal prosecution include:

- alteration of records;

- destruction of records;

- failure to keep records that a
legitimate business would keep;

- creation of phony back-dated
records;

- signals by management to the
employees preparing the claim that
they should include false state-
ments; and

- secret conspiratorial meetings at
which company executives decide to
submit false statements of fact.

C.. Recomendations for Management Improvements

Reconrendations for improving the management of such cases in the

future flow directly from the difficulties encountered in these cases. The

Department shaild apply management review procedures to screen claims

matters when they are referred and to monitor their progress if they are

pursued. Claims cases should not be undertaken unless they involve some of

the indicia of criminality set out above or unless the Department is

otherwise satisfied that a prosecution would be possible, given the nature

of the claims process. If a future case is accepted, the Defense

Procurement Fraud Unit, with its special expertise, will probably be in a

good position to staff it.
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If the Department decides to pursue an investigation, nanagement

should approve an investigation plan.* The plan should address questions

of attorney and agent staffing, how Navy expertise can best be used, and

what the focus of inquiry should be. The plan should include periodic

reviews by supervisors and schedules for accomplishing the major tasks in

the investigation. If an investigation terminates without indictment, the

Department should explain to the Navy why it sought no indictment and offer

recommendations for future referrals.

D. Consideration of Legislative Change

The complexity of shipbuilding firms and the division of labor within

then can frustrate the prosecution of individuals. If only a corporation

can be prosecuted, then a fine is the only direct sanction available

following a conviction. The fine will likely be in an amcunt that is

insignificant in relation to the amount of money involved in the claim. A

related civil case could recover a larger amount, but in a case such as

Electric Boat, where the government paid 85-804 extra-contractual relief in

the interest of national defense, a large civil recovery would simply place

back in the government's pocket part or all of the amount paid voluntarily

out. The Division should consider the question of whether available civil

and criminal sanctions against corporations are adequate and whether

legislation embodying additional sanctions should be proposed.

* The Fraud Section of the Criminal Division has adopted additional
management controls since the completion of these investigations, which
incorporate many of the steps suggested here.
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I. Introduction and Summary

A. The Reason for the Study

The Department of Justice has investigated possible fraud in claims

filed by five major shipbuilders: Lockheed Shipbuilding and Construction

Company, Bath Iron Works, Electric Boat Division of General Dynamics,

Newport News Shipbuilding, and Litton Systems, Inc. d/b/a Ingalls Nuclear

Shipbuilding Division. After extensive investigations, the Criminal

Division declined to prosecute Lockheed, Bath, and Electric Boat. The

Department is continuing to review the investigation of Newport News and

has appealed the dismissal of the indictment against Litton.

These investigations have raised serious concerns within the Criminal

Division, the investigative agencies (the FBI and the Naval Investigative

Service (NIS)), and other parts of the Navy because they were extremely

lengthy and resource intensive, and three were ultimately declined.

Therefore, in the letters informing the FBI and the Navy of the Bath and

Electric Boat declinations, the Division promised to study the shipbuilding

matters.

'We are planning to assemble the prosecutors,
investigators, and Navy attorneys who have
claims investigation experience to address
the problems incurred during their investiga-
tion and we will attempt to identify possible
program as well as procedural improvements
which will make the Navy claims program and
our investigation support more effective"
(Electric Boat declination letters frun

D. Lcwell Jensen to Director of the FBI and
General Counsel of the Navy, Dec. 18, 1981).

This report is the product of that study.

* Te U.S. Attorney's Office in the Eastern District of Virginia
handled the Newport News and Litton matters in conjunction with the
Criminal Division.

Newport News Shipbuilding is a subsidiary of Tenneco. Lockheed
Shipbuilding and Construction Ccapany is a subsidiary of Lockheed Aircraft
Corporation.
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B. How the Study was Performed

In order to avoid the appearance of interference in the open Newport

News investigation and the Litton case, the study focused on the closed

investigations of Lockheed, Bath, and Electric Boat.* The study team:

(1) read background material describing and commenting
on the shipbuilding industry, the Navy acquisition
process, and the claims process;

(2) reviewed the Criminal Division files for the three
closed investigations;

(3) interviewed the principal Criminal Division
attorneys and FBI and NIS agents who worked
on the three closed investigations and sane
of their supervisors;

(4) interviewed some of the past and present
participants in the Navy acquisition process
and the claims process; and

(5) interviewed attorneys in the Civil Division who
examined the civil potential of these three matters.

Appendix A lists the interviewees.

C.. Summary of Findings

1. Relationship of the criminal justice systerm to
the claums process

A prosecution for a false claim, false statement, or conspiracy to

defraud the government generally assumes that the defendant has

deliberately made false statements of fact or otherwise employed deceitful

or dishonest means against the government. However, because the amount of

a shipbuilder's claim is so greatly dependent upo theories of entitlement

and cost estimates, it is possible for shipbuilders and their attorneys to

* Conversations with same of the prosecutors familiar with the Newport

News investigation and the Litton case indicate that our findings are
consistent with the experienc mi these open matters.
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construct huge claims by manipulating the theories and estimates - without

making false statements of fact, without concealing what they are doing,

and without engaging in other activities (e.g., bribery, alteration of

documents) that warrant criminal prosecution.

One can trace the Criminal Division's decisions not to prosecute

Lockheed, Bath, and Electric Boat largely to the difference between the

premises of a criminal prosecution and the realities of the Navy claims

process. The criminal investigations devoted considerable attention to the

creative (and sometimes questionable) contractor theories and cost

estimating and accounting techniques, in effect reanalyzing the claims.

Although the investigations identified questionable theories and loose cost

estimates, they did not, in the judgment of the Criminal Division, identify

the sort of conduct appropriate for criminal prosecution.

If the Department (either the Criminal Division or a U.S. Attorney)

receives a new referral for criminal prosecution from the Navy arising out

of claims submissions, the Department should review it carefully at the

outset to determine whether it is or can be focused on either

misrepresentations of facts the contractor included in the claims

submission or other indications that the process for reviewing claims was

corrupted (e.g., by bribery). If the Department cannot focus the referral

in this way, it should decline the matter for criminal prosecution, and

consult with the Civil Division to determine whether the case might have

civil potential. If the Department accepts the referral, it should ensure

that it applies management controls, such as those set out below, so that

the investigation retains its focus.
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2. Management of the investigations

The investigations, which were large and complex, encountered sate

management difficulties. In the early stages of the investigations there

was little active supervision of attorneys. There were prcblems with

attorney and agent staffing patterns. We are not suggesting that the

ultimate outcoares of these cases would have been different if there had

been tighter management controls. Nonetheless, the experience gained in

these cases may help improve the management of future cases. The

Department should supervise any future claim investigation more closely by

applying management review procedures to ronitor investigation progress

fran the outset. At the beginning of the investigation, management

should develop a plan that addresses the number and level of experience of

attorneys and agents an the matter, the manner in which the Navy can use

its expertise to assist the investigation, and the focus of the inquiry.

The plan should include a timetable that, among other things, specifies

when Department supervisors will review the investigation's progress. At

each review, management should attempt to define the factual investigation

and legal research goals for the investigative team to achieve before the

next review. If the investigation terminates without indictment,

management should explain the reasons to the Navy in a way that encourages

future referrals of matters that have significant potential for criminal

prosecution and discourages others.

During the past year, the Fraud Section of the Criminal Division

has instituted a numfber of case management techniques that would apply

* To the extent future investigations are handled by the Fraud Section

or its new Defense Procurement Fraud Unit, "management' refers to the Fraud

Section and its supervisors in the Criminal Division. To the extent future

investigations are handled by U.S. Attorneys- Offices (USAOs), "management"

refers to the supervisors in those offices. Where the Fraud Section and a

USAo ounduct a joint investigation, the Fraud Section should provide the

management (see p. 40 below).
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to future claims cases and accomplish many of these objectives. Nonethe-

less, the claims cases are unique in size and complexity. If the Section

launches similar investigations in the future, it will need special efforts

to ensure that it applies these management techniques with sufficient

determination to bring such overwhelming undertakings under control.

D. Organization of this Report

The study emphasizes how the characteristics of the claims process, as

administered by the Navy, caTplicate criminal prosecutions. These differ-

ences were in large part responsible for the Division's. decisions to

decline the Lockheed, Bath, and Electric Boat matters.

The following section (II) describes the shipbuilding industry; the

recent history of Navy acquisition practices; the claims process generally;

the nature of the claims submitted by Lockheed, Bath, and Electric Boat;

and the manner in which the Navy handled those claims. Section II con-

cludes with a discussion of some of the characteristics of shipbuilding

claims and the Navy's processing of them. Section III sets out the reasons

for declining to prosecute these three shipbuilders and relates those

reasons to the characteristics of the claims process set out in Section II.

Section IV discusses the management of the investigations, including the

role of civil remedies. Section V considers the application of lessons

learned from the Lockheed, Bath, and Electric Boat investigations to future

Navy claims referrals and beyond. The section describes Navy actions taken

to prevent claims; offers principles that may assist the Department in

determining whether it should pursue future referrals; suggests how the

Division should manage claims investigations of accepted referrals; and

points out the particular difficulties in obtaining effective sanctions in

claims cases.
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II. The Naval Ship Procurement and Claims Processes

A. Backqround

The Navy initiated a major shipbuilding program in the 1950s to

modernize its fleet of combatant ships. In the early stages of the pro-

gram, the Navy divided new construction amng approximately 20 private

shipyards and U.S. naval shipyards. As tine went on, the effort relied

increasingly an private shipyards. In 1967, the Navy assigned its last new

ship to a naval yard. Since then, the Navy's oonstruction effort has

depended completely on private industry. The shipbuilding industry today

is highly concentrated. Eleven privately owned shipyards currently build

new Navy ships. Three yards control the majority of Navy construction.

Only two (Electric Boat and Newport News) are currently bailding nuclear

ships and one other (Litton) is performing nuclear repair.

Until 1964, the Navy awarded shipbuilding contracts primarily by

allocation, in the interest of maintaining a broad shipbuilding

mobilization base. The Navy generally used fixed-price contracts for these

acquisitions. Procurement policy changed in 1964, when the Navy

began to solicit competitive bids in the selection of contractors and

to write firm fixed-price contracts (such as the Lockheed contracts).

Several years later, the Navy began to use fixed-price incentive contracts

(such as the Electric Boat contracts) entered into after competitive

negotiation.
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In the early 1970s, a number of unforeseen events such as labor

problems,* increasing inflation,** material shortages, and the oil embargo

resulted in significantly higher construction costs. The cost effects of

these events were amplified for shipbuilders who had prioed their work four

to seven years ahead of performance. The length of time required to

construct a single ship and the use of multiple-ship contracts led to

serious cost overruns for many of the yards. Shipbuilders tried to recover

these unanticipated costs by filing claims, arguing that government actions

caused some or all of the extra costs. The size and scope of the claims

increased dramatically. By the spring of 1978, the value of outstanding

claims against the Navy totaled approximately-$2.7 billion.

B. General Description of Claims

The Navy often awards shipbuilding construction contracts before all

the detailed working plans for construction have been developed, and

invariably makes changes to the original contract specifications for the

design and construction of ships. Since the detailed working plans and

design modifications can change a shipbuilder's contractual obligations,

the ability to modify a shipuilding contract through the change process is

* In contrast to many other large scale industrial enterprises, ship-
building is extremely labor-intensive. It is also highly dependent on a
relatively large proportion of skilled craftsmen, such as welders, ship-
fitters, and electricians. Shipbuilders have found it difficult to
recruit, train and retain skilled workers, and to develop a manpower pcol
sufficient to expand operations. The major reasons for the problem appear
to be: the inability to assure continuing work; reliance on labor skills
transferable to other areas of the construction industry, compounded by
wage differentials aqd unattractive working conditions; and an imrobile
labor force that has frustrated attempts by expanding shipyards to attract
skilled workers from other areas.

Until 1975, the Navy's wotracts generally included escalation
clauses to account for inflation, but did not permit escalation to account
for inflation occurring after the ship delivery dates specified in the
contracts.
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essential to the Navy. Shipbuilding contracts include 'changes' clauses,

which entitle the shipbuilder to an "equitable adjustment' when the con-

tracting officer, by written order, makes changes that adversely influence

the shipbuilder's costs or schedules in the drawings or specifications in

the method of shipment or packing, or in the place of delivery. Such

changes are often referred to as 'directed changes." The concept of

equitable adjustment for extra work, embodied in the directed changes

clause, has been extended to "constructive changes,'"* which include

changes that have originated from government actions or inactions

apart from directed, or written, orders but which have the legal effect of

* Even though the Navy and the shipbuilder concur that a directed
change constitutes a change for which the Navy is responsible, they may
disagree over the amrount of equitable adjustment to which the shipbuilder
is entitled as a result. It is Navy policy to seek an agreement with a
shipbuilder on the soope and price of a change before executing a change.
The Navy prefers modifications that are fully priced supplemental agree-
ments, including a release from future claims. Modifications may, however,
contain only maximum prices or they may be partially priced, reserving some
aspect of the equitable adjustment (such as related delay and disruption
costs) for resolution at a later date. A. ontracting officer is supposed to
use a unilateral change order only when it is not possible to reach an
agreement with the shipbuilder before the change must be implemented.

The changes clause provides that if the Navy and the shipbuilder fail
to agree on an equitable adjustment, the shipbuilder must continue per-
formance of the contract as changed. Under such circumstances, the
shipbuilder has a right to cotain a determination concerning the amount of
equitable adjustment under the 'disputes' clause of the contract.

** As defined in the 1978 Naval Ship Procurement Study, a constructive
change is "a course of conduct (which say include actions, inactions, and
written or oral communications) by the contracting officer or an authorized
representative that causes the shipbuilder to perform additional or
different work than what is required by the contract terms" (p. 228). The
shipbuilder initially identifies the constructive changes and presents them
to the Navy as a request for additional oampensation. If the Navy agrees
with the shipbuilder that a change has occurred, and that the Navy is
responsible, the change is treated as a directed change and is handled by
the process described in the footnote above. There are three major
categories of constructive changes: (1) defective or ambiguous drawings or
specifications; (2) communications and interpretations during the ship
construction cycle; and (3) failure of the government to meet its omtrac-
teal odligations.
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directed changes. Both the Navy and the shipbuilder agree that a directed

change is a 'change in contractual obligations at the time it is made. In

contrast, one or both parties may not understand, at the time it is taken,

that the action constituting a constructive change has changed contractual

obligatiar;.

Delay and disruption costs constitute the vast bulk of the value of

most ship claims.*

Delay costs are those incurred by the shipbuilder as a result of slip-

pages in the delivery date caused in whole or in part by one or more

directed or constructive changes. The delay may cause the contractor to

incur additional costs in the performance of original contract work at a

later date and additional costs for support services in the period beyond

the scheduled completion date. Calculating delay costs is generally more

complicated than determining the direct cost of the change itself. Con-

tractors have often submitted a total cost claim asserting, in effect, that

the government is responsible for the entire delay (GAO, "Shipbuilders'

Claims - Problems and Solutions,- 1977, p. 13). It is difficult for the

government to isolate the alleged reasons for the delay and the excess

costs caused by government actions when the facts indicate that contractor

actions also contributed to the delay.

Disruption costs are those incurred by the shipbuilder when planned

work must be redone or rescheduled because of changes. Thse costs reflect

the loss or reduction in productivity because of changes. in the sequence,

length of time, orlevel of staffing of any given task. Disruption costs

One study estimated, in 1978, that the delay and disruption portion
of a claim constituted 88-90% of the value of that claim. (Klinkhamer,
David J. and Pence, Derry T., "Q2R 41: A Case Study of Ship Procurement,"
March 1978, thesis, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California, p.12

0)
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are unquestionably the most difficult to compute. Disruption is often the

result of numerous factors, saoe for which the government is responsible,

others for which. it is not. In its claim, the contractor may present a

total cost claim for disruption, arguing that all disruption costs are

caused by gcverrment changes.

C. General Description of the Claims Review Process

Shipbailders submit claims or requests for equitable adjustment during

the course of a contract, or near or after its completion. Shipbuilders

may accumulate claims on one or Dore contracts and present them together as

one amnibus, or consolidated, claim. When a contractor files a claim, the

Navy assembles a team of engineering, auditing, and legal experts to study

it and make recaTmendations about the appropriate settlement amount.

The team may request additional information from the contractor concerning

the claim, but the Navy has no legal right, during the claim evaluation, to

* The teams can be quite large. Admiral F.F. Manganaro, Chairman of the

Navy Claims Settlement Board, testified that in analyzing the Newport News

claims he had "a number of engineers and attorneys which varied between a

low of about 10 to a high of about 40" and that a maxiimu of 20 to 25

worked on the Electric Boat claim (U.S. Congress, Joint Economic Canmittee,

Hearings on Fcnafics of Defense Procurement: Shipbuilding Claims, Part 1,

94th Cong., 2nd Sess. and 95th Cong., 1st Session, pp. 139-140).

A memorandum written by Admiral Rickover in February, 1974 stated

that, in December, 1973 "the special claims group (evaluating Litton's

claim] at Pascagoula alone had about 70 people, 40 clerical and 30

professional" (reproduced in U.S. Congress, Joint Eonnmaic Comittee,

Hearings on Economics of Defense Policy: Adm. H.G. Rickover, Part 4, 97th

Cong., 2nd Sess., p. 88). Navy Assistant Secretary Hidalgo testified in

1978 that the Litton claims analysis team had been supported by numbers of

people "ranging from 160 to 200" (U.S. Congress, House, Armed Services

Committee, Hearings on the Navy Proposal to modify SSN-688 Contracts with

the General Dynamics Corp. (Electric Boat Division) and IHA and DD-963

Contracts with Litton Industries, Inc./Littan Systems, Inc. (Ingalls Ship-

building Division), 95th Cong., 2nd Sess., p. 205).

It probably is difficult to obtain a single number that satisfac-

torily reflects the Navy nanpower devoted to the analysis of a major claim,

because parts of the analysis may be undertaken or assisted by different

parts of the Navy.
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all contractor documents. The team'as proposed settlement amount reflects

the amount the Navy believes it certainly owes, plus an amount for

litigative risk* and cost. Litigative risk amounts are not autonatically

included in settlement offers but they are considered by the Navy in

establishing its pre-negotiation settlement ceiling. The offer may take

the form of a proposed contract repricing rather than simply a cash

payment. If a negotiated settlement is not reached, the contracting

officer issues a decision that the contractor nay appeal. At the time of

the Lockheed and Electric Boat claims, litigation on the contracting

officer decision could go forward before the Armed Services Board of

Contract Appeals (ASBCA) and Court of Claims. Tie procedures for liti-

gating contracting officer decisions has since been somewhat changed by

the Contract Disputes Act (41 U.S.C. 601 et seq.)** and the Federal Court

Improvement Act of 1982 (P.L. 97-164, 96 Stat. 25).

Although the Lockheed and Electric Boat claims were processed through

these Navy procedures, the Bath claims were not. In that case, a private

company was purchasing the ships to lease them to the government under

charter rates that would, among other things, reimburse the private company

for any claims that Bath asserted. tUnder the terms of the constriction

contract, Bath made those claims in private arbitration against the private

purchaser.

* The litigative risk estimate is a judgment of how. much more the
Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals (ASBCA) or the Court of Claims
(now the Claims Coqrt) might award beyond the amount the Navy determines
that it certainly owes. Te ASBCA and the Court of Claims have historically
provided awards more generous than these in the contracting officers'
decisions.

** The Cmntract Disputes Act applies to claims on ccntracts entered
into 120 days after its enactment on Noverber 1, 1978, and to contracts
entered into before that date where the oontractcr elects to proceed under
the Act.
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D. Public Law 85-804

While the claims process can settle disputes arising out of the

contract as written, P.L. 85-804 provides for relief outside of the on--

tract when it is in the interest of national defense. P.L. 85-804,

;ified at 50 U.S.C. 1431, provides that contracts may be amended or

rodified 'without regard to other provisions of law relating to the making,

performance, amendment, or modification of contracts, whenever [the

President] deems that such action would facilitate the national defense.'

When the Executive contemplates use of the law to obligate an amount in

excess of $25 million, it roust notify the Armed Services Casnittees, and

either house can prevent the Executive action by adopting a resolution

within 60 days of the notification Uibid:). *

E. Description of the Claims in these Investigations

The claims that formed the bases of the fraud investigations in

Lockheed, Bath, and Electric Boat were consolidated, or cmnibus, claims.

Each claim attempted to recoup at one time, and through ae proceeding,

most or all of the government-caused extra costs associated with a

particular contract or contracts. The claims were for many millions of

dollars allegedly incurred as a result of constructive changes made by the

goverrnent. me clairs were voluminous and filled with technical detail.

The table on the next page provides same of the particulars on these

claimr. As the table shows, the contractors filed these enoDmous clairs

years after the Navy awarded the contracts on which they were based, and

years were consume4 in the processing of the claims.**

* The statute and Executive order No. 10789 issued to implement
85-804 contain several other safeguards.

** A criminal investigation scretimes slows final Navy disposition.
For example, the Litton claim presently is in the Claims Court. That pro-

ceeding is, hoever, stayed pending final resolution of the related
criminal prosecution.



Type lIrrount Tine Tine Tine Tim! Tine 
of of Contracts Claims Referred Claims Justice 

Ship Claim Awarded Sutmitted to Justice Disposed of Declined 

lIx:kheed Destroyer J\wrox. $130 to 1963, late 1968 Dec. 1974 May 1975 Fall 1979 
Escorts and $160 million 1964, and early (ASOCA 
AlTptibious 1965 1969 decision) 
Transp:>rt 
Dock 
Vessels 

t: 00 

Bath Slnall Oil J\wrox. $19' June 1972 Sept. 1975 Early 1978 Jan. 1980 January ...:J 
~ 

Tankers million (arbitra- 1982 
tion award) 

Electric Nuclear J\wrox. $544 Jan. 1971 Dec. 1976 Early 1978 June 1978 DeoeIItler 
Boat Subnarines million Oct. 1973 (claims 1981 

(SSN 688 setUenent 
class) coupled 

wi. th 85-804 
relief) 
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Appendix B provides more detail on the content of the Lockheed, Bath,

and Electric Boat claims, and the manner in which they were processed. It

is difficult to capture, in text or chart, however, the overwhelming size

of these claims and of the Newport News and Litton claims. mThey were

larger than any the Navy had ever processed, and, when referred for

criminal investigation, they were among the most complex fraud cases the

Criminal Division had ever handled.

The size and scope of the claims were in part. reflected in the special

bodies that the Navy created to evaluate them and the corfusion in the

Navy's review process. The first Naval Ship Systems Cammand (NAVSHn'S)

examination of the Lockheed claim led to a tentative agreement to settle

for $62 million, but a review board in the 11aval Material Command (N'WAT),

of which NAVSHIPS was a part, refused to approve it. NAVSHIPS then worked

on the claim again, again reaormended approval of a $62 million settlement,

and was again refused by NAVMAT (although, by this tine, the name and

composition of the NkVMAT review body had changed). NAVSHIPS then issued a

contracting officer's decision to award $7 million, which Lockheed appealed

to the ASBCA, consolidating that appeal with an earlier ASBCA case chal-

lenging the failure to implesent the $62 million settlement. The ASBCA

decided that the Navy was bound by the $62 million settles nt.

Although the Bath claim remained before one panel of arbitrators, it

too suffered from delay and confusion. Th e panel net for only three to six

days per month. Discovery proceeded simultaneously with testimony and the

parties could not recall witnesses. As a result, some witnesses were

examined before all of the documents relevant to their testimony were

produced.
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The Navy initially assigned the December 1976 Electric Boat claim to

the Navy Claims Settlement Board, a body specially created to examine this

claim and one filed by Newport News for $894 million. The Navy then

removed the claim from that Board and transferred it to a Special Steering

Committee under an Assistant Secretary for settlement in connection with

85-804 relief, but subsequently transferred the claim back to the Board,

which recommended a settlement award of $125 million. After Electric Boat

rot only refused to accept that offer but threatened to stop all work on

Navy construction, the Assistant Secretary's office stepped into the

picture again and settled the claim for $125 million plus $359 million in

85-804 contractual modification.*

By the time the Navy referred these claim to Justice, they were

highly publicized and politically comtroversial. The Navy had settled a

claim with Todd Shipbuilding in March 1969, for $96.5 million. In the wake

of that settlement, the Joint Ecorsmic Ccmiittee held hearings on Navy

claims, and the GaO issued a report critical of the Todd settlement and the

$62 million tentative Lockheed settlement. The Joint Economic Comnittee

hearings on Navy claims ran, off and on, for several years. Senator

Proxmire suggested that there might have been fraud or corruption in the

Lockheed settlement. When the Navy referred the Lockheed matter to

Justice, Senator Proxmire issued a press release stating that he had urged

* Pursuant to this settlement, Electric Boat agreed to absorb a $359
million loss, an amount equal to the 85-804 relief it was granted. In
addition, Electric Bqat released its right to make certain claims, includ-
ing any claim that government actions on the 688 contracts, up to the date
of the settlement, increased costs on the Trident contract. The settlement
also included provisions for sharing cost overruns and underruns after
contract modification and for increasing goverment payments if inflation
above a certain specified amount increased Electric Boat's loss on the
contracts beyond the projected loss on which the settlement was based.
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the Navy to take this step. Similarly, the Electric Boat referral occurred

after Admiral Bickover testified before the Joint Econanic CTmnittee and

publicly declared that he had submitted a report urging a criminal

investigation of 18 items in the claim.

F. Characteristics of the Claims Process

The following characteristics of the claims process* are particularly

important to understanding why claims cases nay be difficult to prosecute

criminally.

1. Using experts lawyers to prepare the claims

Expert claims lawyers prepared each of these claims. The law firm of

van Baur, Cdburn, Simmons & Turtle assisted in the preparation of both the

Lockheed and the Bath claims. F. Trawbridg6 vam Baur is a fonrer General

Counsel of the Navy. Sellers, Conner & Cuneo assisted in the preparation

of the Electric Boat claim. The Sellers firm is another well known claims

firm, and today it includes a former chairman of the ASBCA.

2. Posturing to establish negotiating positions

Contractors include in their claims not only requests based on "hard"

numbers and well-recqnized theories, but requests based on gronds they

know to be only barely arguable. They do this to establish a negotiating

position. Contractors sometimes expressly refer to this negotiating

process. For example, the Newport News claim stated:

"We do not represent this proposal as being a balanced
portrayal of both sides of the picture; however we
believe that it contains sufficient information for the
Navy to develop a negotiating position and recognize
that it has a duty to equitably adjust the contract"
(Management Sumnary, Proposal for Equitable Adjustment
of Contract N00024-69-C-0307 for Construction of SSN686
and SSN687, Newport News Shipbuilding, July 1976, p. 45).

* Because the Bath claim was arbitrated, it did not share all of these

characteristics. However, as did Lockheed and Electric Boat, Bath employed

a sophisticated law firm to construct its claim, and the claim figure was

largely the product of the accounting theories and cost estimates that Bath
e. mployed.
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Based on its experience, the Navy can recognize extreme contractor

positions set out for negotiation purposes and it may discount initial

contractor sutmissions accordingly. Indeed, the ability of Navy evaluators

to discount the initial submissions allows Navy claims personnel to lower

their "payout rates' - cents paid per dollar of a claim - which, in turn,

may serve then well within the Navy and may serve the Navy well in its

appearances before Congress. In hearings before the Joint Econcmic

Committee on December 19, 1972, Representative Barber Conable had this

exchange with Gordon Rule (then Director, Procurement Control and Clearance

Section, Material Camnand, Department of the Navy) about bargaining in the

claims process:

Conable. 'So people are taking bargaining positions on
both sides?"

Rule. "Sure, that is right."

Conable. "And, of course, on both sides there is a constit-
uency that has to be dealt with. If it is hoped to get $50
million out of the contract the carqaany is very likely to say
'we are oaed $100 million,' the Governrent is very likely to
say 'We owe you $25 million,' and then when they settle at $50
million each one can point to the result with same satisfaction
in dealing with the Joint Economic Carmittee, in dealing with
the stockholders, and in dealing with the taxpayers. Every
constituency is happy." (U.S. Congress, Joint Econamic Connit-
tee, 92nd Cong., 2nd Sess., Hearings on the Acquisition of
Weapons System, Part 6, pp. 1914-1915).

3. Advancing questionable theories

Contractors present all kinds of legal theories in their claims,

sare tested, others not.

Electric Boat asserted that drawing plans received from Newport

News, the lead yard and design agent, were unsuitable in ways that were not

anticipated at the time Electric Boat submitted its bid for the second

series of SSN 688 submarines it constructed (Flight II). Electric Boat

made this claim despite the fact that not only had it received many of the
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'unsuitable" plans before making the Flight II bid, but the oanpany had

actually used the plans before the Flight II bid in the construction under

the Flight I contract. To justify its claim under these circumstances, the

corpany advanced the theory that, for purposes of determining what

unsuitability the company anticipated at the time of the Flight II bid, the

capany was entitled to rely an the knowledge of only the bid estimators

and was entitled to ignore the knowledge of its employees who had been

working with the plans on the Flight I omostructicn:

"This claim covers only that additional work scope
which was not in fact known by the person resxonsible
for making the estimate of the item or area involved"
(Claim for Equitable Adjustment of the Contract

kmounts and Delivery Dates, Contfact N00024-74-C-0206
(688-II), Vol. 1, Pt. 1, p. 2-11).

Electric Boat also contended that the goverrment should pay for the

cost effects of all of the delay in construction of the SSN 688 submarines

even though the company acknowledged that it had encountered nany problems

during construction, including low productivity fran inexperienced workers.

During the criminal investigation, Electric Boat interpreted its claim as

taking the legal position that, under the circumstances, the oontractor did

not have to relate individual government actions to particular periods of

delay. Electric Boat argued that its claim was based a. the theory that

the cumulative effect of multiple government-responsible actions -

particularly failures by the governiment's design agent to supply tirrely and

accurate working plans - was the predominating cause of delay, and that

Electric Boat could have met its delivery schedule had the government

actions not occurred. Electric Boat argued that it caold hold the

government legally responsible for all of the delay through this

predominating cause" theory, without offering the kind of cause and effect

proof that would isolate particular portions of delay caused by particular
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government actions and separate those from any delays caused by Electric

Boat's own problems. While the governuent wcold have argued against this

position had the claim gane to litigation, Electric Boat cauld point to at

least same legal authority to support its position (Internaticnal Aircraft

Services, Inc. (1965) 65-1 a3i BCA 1 4793, p. 22, 762; Krauss v. Greenberg

(3 Cir. 1943) 137 F. 2d 569, 572).

4. Using estimates and failing to agree On methods of proof

The ASECA has stated that:

'It is simply not possible to prove the amount of an
equitable adjustment for a constructive change with
mathematical precision. In developing such a claim,
a contractor must rely an estimates,. which, in turn,
allows considerable leeway for negotiation' (Fischbach &
More Internaticnal Corp. 77-1 OCH BCA, 9 12, 300,
p.59, 231, quoted at p. 4 of GO, "Shipbuilders Claim -
Problems and Solutions," 1977).

Th the extent that a shipbuilder submits a claim prior to the

osmpletian of a project, a contractor will necessarily rely on estimates

for his projected costs to ccmpletian. Even for work Oanpleted, the

contractor often uses estimates for pricing constructive changes and

C~nsequent delay and disruption. The Navy's Ship Acquisitian Policy Manual

notes that:

"* * * no current private shipyard aconting system
can produce return casts an hardoore changes, much less
the cost associated with delay and disruption. In
fact, a shipyard generally would not possess signi-
ficantly more information at ship completion upon
which to estimate the cost of the change, than would
be available at the time the change was ordered,
(Naval Sea Systems Cammand (NAVSPA) Ship Acquisition
Policy Manual, 28 July 1981, 'Release of Claims Clause,"
p.V-46). \

In many of the claims involved in the referrals, the contractor

relied on estimates because the Navy did not require, and the shipbuilder

did not have, cost accounting systems that might have measured costs

associated with constructive changes. Even where a shipbuilder has a good
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cost accounting system, it is not necessarily used for claims calculations.

Bath, which purportedly had the best cost accounting system in the in-

dustry, relied on estimates of cost impacts to support same of its claims,

even though the actual cost figures showed that the claiis were worth a

great deal less than did the estimates. Bath was free to argue that even

its sophisticated system could not capture all additional costs resulting

from government changes, and sone of our interviewees believe that no

system could do so.

5. Allowing contractors to back into claims figures

A contractor may file a claim after substantial construction has been

completed and the contractor has projected, through to contract cxrpletion,

large cost overruns. At that tine, the contractor may assemble a large

claims team to search the record back through the time of contract negotia-

tions to locate every government act or omission that it could conceivably

characterize as a constructive change, and estimate the cost impact of

each. In the spirit of negotiation described earlier, a contractor may be

tempted to stretch facts or, more likely, to be over-generous in cost

impact estimations or indiscriminate in its choice of recovery theories in

order to make the claim as large as the overrun. Contractors may submit

total cost claims to the Navy, making a blanket assertion that the govern-

rent is responsible for all costs without any attempt to show a cause and

effect relationship between specific government actions and specific

additional costs. A total cost approach may be used for a portion of a

claim, like delay or disruption, or for the entire claim.*

* Te Navy Contract Directives state that total cost claims should be

rejected unless the contractor can prove that there is no feasible
alternative that would allow it to show that particular government actions
caused particular costs. The Directive roughly parallels Court of Clairs
(now Claims Court) rules:

(Footnote continued on next page.)
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Even if a claim does not fall within the technical definition of a

total cost claim", it may be cxnstructed in a manner that is similar

because the contractor backed into its figures. For example, in galls

Shibuilding Division Litton Systems, Inc. (ASBCA (1976) :1976-1 CA BQK,

gll,851), the ASBCA discussed a Litton document written at the outset of a

claims preparation effort. The docwment stated that Ingalls' Director of

Division Planning had stated at a staff meeting that:

.'a. It is impossible to re-generate the original bid by
account, and it would be of no benefit to Ingalls to do this. A
gross discrepancy exists between the bid and the tru world. It
is also inpossible to allot loss of learning by aaxxmnt, and it
is impossible to state which amount has been impacted by late
(government-furnished] equipment.

'b. Division planning will provide an estimate of manhurs to
carplete the contract. This estimate will be cO red with the
original of total manufactu-ring nenhours to do the ctract, and
the difference will be justified in a saleable manner. be
difference can be broken don and justified by account"(id., p.
56,726) (erphasis added).

The ASBCA found that the subsequently filed Litton claim was not a

'total cost' claim because it was based upon 'the inpact of the [contract]

extension, delay and disruption on [Ingalls'] labIr, material and related

(Footnote continued from previous page.)

'This [total cost] theory has never been favored by the coart and
has been tolerated only when no other mode was available and when
the reliability of the supporting evidence was fully substantiated.

[Citations omitted.] The acceptability of the method hinges on
proof that (1) the nature of the particular losses rake it
impossi2le or highly impracticable to detemnine then with a
reasonable degree of accuracy; (2) the plaintiff's bid or
estimate [of costs] was realistic; (3) its actual costs were
reasonable; and (4) it was not responsible for the added
expenses. [Citations onitted.]" (MRB Corporation (1968) 183 Ct.
Cl. 409, 426).
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costs" (p. 56,726), as computed by estimates rather than segregated costs,

in keeping with the general practice in the industry at that time" (p.

56,727). The Board added that:

"Ite [staff] meeting [summarized in the arandum] * * *

was merely a starting point in the preparation of the claim.
The use of a total cost method as a starting point is- not

objectionable per se. Boajian v. United States [14 CCF

183,467], 191 Ct. Cl. 233, 247 (1970)" (p. 56,726).

Even if [Ingalls] did back into a predetermined, total cost

claim figure, as the Government contends, we are not thereby

barred from considering the coaputation of [its] claim on

its merits" (p. 56,727)(enphasis added).*

6. 85-804 relief

At the 85-804 hearings for Electric Boat, Navy Secretary W. Graham

Claytor, Jr., described the delay and disruption problems caused by govern-

ment furnished information, and then told Congress that the claims process

could not adequately handle such claims.

"'The delay and disruption caused by late Gowernment Furnished

Information (GFI) supplied by the Navy design agent warranted

recognition beyond that obtained through strict claims analysis.

The inherent difficulties of documenting and analyzing disruptions

are well understood in government and the shibuilding industry.

The lateness of GFI early in the program particularly as it impacted

Electric Boat as the follaw-on shipbuilder, undoubtedly created a

disruption problem that is real despite an inability to quantify

it with precision" (Prepared statement of Sec. Claytor in U.S.

Congress, Senate, Committee on Armed Services, Hearings on

Proposed Action Under Public law 85-804 Relating to settlement of

Navy Shipbuilding Claims, 95th Cong., 2nd Sess., pp. 68-69).

Claytor further described the claims process as not only imprecise but

partisan:

-What we have done, as is always the case in these situations, we

have a partisan Navy group that analyzes the claims and comes up

with what they think from our standpoint *** would be fair to offer

in settlement, and they include in that their evaluation of same

* This Ingalls/Litton matter is now in the Claims Court. Proceedings

are presently stayed there pending final disposition of the criminal case

against Litton.
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litigative risks***, Testimony of Sec. Claytor in id., p. 91)
(See also Sec. Claytor's similar tqstimnuy at U.S. Congress, HIuse,
Counittee on Armed Servioed, Hearings on the Navy Proposal to Modify
SR"-689 Contracts with the General Dynamics Corp. (Electric Boat
Division) and WA and Mo-963 contracts with Litton Industries,
Inc./Litton Systems, Inc. (Ingalls Shipbuilding Division), 95th
Ckngress 2nd Sess., p. 64).

Such statements, and the awards sometimes of hundreds of millions of

dollars based upon them, dramatically eaphasize the imprecision of the

claims procss and the difficulty of pinning claims or awards to hard facts.

7. Summary of characteristics: the claims settlement
process as barqaining

when the oontractor discovers, in the middle of or towards the end of

oontract performance, that it is going to lose money, it can set out to

recoup all or part of that loss through A claim. It hires a sophisticated

claims lawyer who:

o Selects legal theories, each one of which
is at least arguably correct;

o Selects the accounting theories that support
the largest claim but still garner at least
some professional support; and

o Relies upon cost estimates, each one of which
is generous but at least marginally defensible
as a judgment of, largely, delay and disruption
costs that are not captured by current record-
keeping system.

* Secretary Claytor added that:

,Our experience has been *** that in a large number of cases the Board
of Contract Appeals and the o~urts have ended up giving very
substantially sore than the Navy *** has been willing to pay, so there
was great risk to the Navy' (id., p. 92).
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The claim, by this tine staggering in amount, is submitted to the

Navy. The Navy tries to evaluate it in order to determine how much it

cues. Partly because of the various pressures to get the matter concluda5,

partly because the Navy appreciates that the range of the arguably owed

amount is so wide, and partly (in scme of these instances) because the

contractor threatens to stop work unless the claim is settled, the Navy and

the cotractor end up bargaining over the amount to be paid (whether by a

claim award alone or a claim award plus 85-804 relief).

The process that begins as a straightforward claim for payment because

of costs due to government actions subsequent to signing the contract, ends

as a mid- or late-performance renegotiation of the contract price. The

boundaries of the negotiation are set by the loose standards applied to

claims and the 'ballpark' is defined largely by the size of the claim the

contractor has submitted.

Because the amount of the claim is so greatly dependent upon theories

and estimates, it is possible for contractors and their attorneys to

construct the huge claim that initiates the negotiations by manipulating

the theories and the estimates - without making positive misstatements of

fact and without concealing what they have done. Indeed, the absence of

cost accounting systems that accurately record the additional costs caused

by Navy actions during construCtion to sane extent may force reliance on

theories and estimates and move the parties toward somewhat arbitrary

negotiations.

On the occasixn'of supporting 85-804 relief to Electric Boat, Jercre

Stolarow, Director of GAD's Procurement and Acquisition Division told

Congress that:
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[F] ran an accounting standpoint it is extremely
difficult to assign dollar amounts to causes of
claims. The causes are interrelated and they
are very complex. Accounting reoords and the
types of records that are kept in shipyards just
do not lend themselves to very precise identifi-
cation for each event as to what was the cost
and who should be held responsible for it.***
I do not think there is any doubt that - and without
assigning motives - the contractors submit the
highest possible claims that they can knowing that
they are not going to get that much and in every
case it is settled at something less" (U.S. Congress,
House, Caimittee on Armed Services, Hearings on the
Navy Proposal to Modify SSN-688 Contracts with the
General Dynamics Corp. (Electric Boat Division) and
LHA and DD-963 Contracts with Litton Industries,
Inc./Litton Systems, Inc. (Ingalls Shipubilding
Division), 95th Cong., 2nd Sess., p. 158).

"While the causes [of claims] are known, it is
extremely difficult to assess the oust impact of
each and to ascertain to what extent the Government
and the contractor should each be held responsible....
Given the inability to accurately determine financial
responsibility for the oost growth, it forces the
parties to negotiate a somewhat arbitrary settlements
(U.S. Congress, Senate, Camnittee on Armed Services,
Hearings on Proposed Action Under Public Law 85-804
Relating to Settlement of Navy Shipbuilding Claims,
95th Cong., 2nd Sess., p. 116).

The nature of the claims process has caused Navy officials to

distinguish, albeit for lay discussion instead of legal briefing, between

fraud, on the one hand, and, on the other, claiming the highest amount

within an arguable range at the outset of an adversarial process that may

very likely end with a negotiated settlement. Secretary Claytor told

Congress, when defending 85-804 relief to Electric Boat that:

83-250 0 - 88 - 29
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"(Alny plaintiff asks for more in his cooplaint than
he expects to get. This is nomal. If he pads it
with false statemants, he goes to jail, but generally
speaking, when a judgment factor enters into it, the
plaintiff will ask for more than he expects to get, and
that is normal (U.S. Congress, House, Cmynittee on Armed
Services, Hearings on the Navy Proposal to Modify SSN-688
Contracts with the General Dynamics Corp. (Electric Boat
Division) and IAA and DO-963 Cantracts with Litton
Industries, Inc./Litton Systems, Inc. (Ingalls Shipbuilding
Division), 95th Cong., 2nd Sess., p. 63)*

* Admiral Manganaro, head of the Navy Claims Settlement Board, had the
following exchange with representative Stratton over the portion of Electric
Boat's $544 million Decerber 1976 claim that the Board had rejected:

Admiral Managanaro. "They represent the amoumt of the
coqpany's allegations of Goverdment caused delay, dis-
ruption, and other elements which the Claim Settelement
Board did not consider to be valid."

Mr. Stratton. "They were invalid claims. Now would you
say that some of them were phony?'

Admiral Mwanganaro. I don't like the word phony. I think
sore of the claimed items ware exaggerated. The ocweny
was certainly a strong advocate of its position. My
efforts were to evaluate just how much of the $544 million
the Government actually owed."

Mr. Stratton. "Well, if somebody calls up an the tele-
phone frmm Washington, let's say, and has a conversation
with somebody at Groton, Conn., and they put down that
this was another change order, is that an exaggeration
or is that a fraud?"

Admiral Managanaro. 'It may be neither. It may be a
difference of opinion as to what constitutes a change"
(id. pp. 101-102). -
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III. The Reasons for Declininq the Three Closed Cases and What
These Declination Reasons Suqqest for Future Cases

A. The Declination Reasons

1. ocheed

The Lockheed investigation focused principally on (1) the steel

portin of Lockheed's claim and (2) the possibility that the claim had

soght total cost recovery.*

a. Steel claim

Lockheed represented that it was forced to hby additional steel for

use in the construction of the ships because of d&fects in the blueprints

furnished by the goverrient and waste resulting frmn govermrent-requested

changes. The Navy's referral to the Criminal Division alleged that the

claim sought recovery for the cost of steel that Lockheed never used in the

construction of the ships.

The Criminal Division declined to prosecute on this theory because the

FBI's reconstruction and audit of steel transactions established that the

claim included sane inaccuracies, but did not connect criminal intent to

the inclusion of the undocumented items. Instead, the investigation showed

that the inflation was due to faulty records and operating procedures.

* In the course of the investigation, the FBI uncovered and checked
indications of additional wrongdoing. As examples:

The FBI discovered that Lockheed Shipbuilding, in negotiating a
contract price for a Coast Guard icebreaker, shifted $400,000 in costs of a
contract with the State of Alaska to the cost figure of a previous
icebreaker. Coast Guard officials disagreed over whether they used the
false figures in arriving at the price of the new icebreaker, and the
evidence showed that the costs were shifted not to defraud the government
but to hide an overrun on the Alaska ship fran Lockheed Shipbuilding's
parent onpany.

me FBI investigated indications that Lockheed might have deliberately
falsely certified unqualified welders. However, the evidence was
insufficient to warrant prosecution. Conflicting testimony seemd likely
if the matter were brought to trial, and further examination of the issue
revealed areas of professional disagreement.
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b. Total cost recovery

A major part of the investigation focused on the possibility that

Lockheed had deliberately constructed its claim so that, if paid, it would

re over all of its costs (whether government-caused or not) plus a profit.*

The Criminal Division declined prosecution on this theory because the

investigation indicated that the Navy had knowledge of Lockheed's claims

preparation, was not concerned, may have requested a total claims position,

and did not give weight to Lcckheed's claims but used them as a negotiating

device. In addition, although Lockheed may have appeared to seek total

oust recovery on the destroyer contracts, the claim was actually less than

Lcckheed's total costs in several significant areas, taking into account

profit and interest and total ship production costs.**

2. Bath

This investigation examined the potential for criminal fraud in many

parts of the arbitrated claim. TM Criminal Division declined prosecution

because:

(1) most of the allegations boiled dawn to the fact
that the different litigants in the arbitration
took different positions, relied on different
figures and made different arguments, all of which
were either fully aired in the arbitration or
litigated there to a point where the arbitrators
refused to proceed further; and

(2) many of the disputes centered on technical
accounting questions that might have been difficult
to explain to a jury; it would have been difficult
to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that Bath had
selected a particular accounting method with
criminal intent.

* Although the crux of this theory was that Lockheed had backed into

its figures, the investigative team did not focus on "total oust recovery
in the technical sense of that term (see pages 20-22).

** mIoreover, the head of the claims team, who allegedly was aware of the

falsity of the claim, had camditted suicide.
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Although it would overburden this paper to describe in detail all of

the allegations against Bath and reasocns for declining prosecticm, a few of

the facts will illustrate the difficulties in coistructing a criminal case.

Much of the claim was based upon Bath's contention that the Navy's design

agent was late in supplying working plans and that Bath incurred extra

exenses because its work was delayed.* Bath ccntended that a particular

schedule - referred to as the Jones Schedule - established the dates on

which the design agent should have delivered the plans. At the beginning

of the arbitration, Bath argued that the Jcnes Schedule was the standard

for timely delivery of the plans because the dates on the JaOes Schedule

were the latest dates on which Bath oumld receive the plans and still build

the ships in tine to deliver then according to the schedule in the

constructi contract. During arbitration hearings, one of Bath's co-

witnesses testified that the Jones Sdhedule was an accelerated one - i.e.,

one that included dates for delivery of the plans before the last date on

which Bath needed them to meet ship delivery dates. One theory of prose-

cution was that Bath had deliberately misrepresented the Jones Schedule as

imaccelerated.

The Division declined prosecution on this ground largely because Bath

itself had brought the accelerated nature of the schedule to the attention

of the arbitrators and then taken the position that a claim based upon an

accelerated schedule was permissible and that Bath had actually used

constrnrtian schedules similar to the Jones Schedule. Ptreover, the Navy's

* Bath also claimed that sane of the plans were defective.
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surrogate in the arbitration couterclaimed for fraud, on the very

ground that Bath had krcwingly misrepresented the Jones schedule as being

unacoelerated. Te arbitration panel explicitly foud that Bath had not

intended to deceive or mislead. After the hearings closed, Bath made a

motion to reopen then in order to require the government's representative

to present any additional evidence of fraud so that the matter could be

-fully and fairly" adjudicated. The panel denied this request in a written

opinion that repeated the finding that Bath had no intent to defraud and

stated that the panel believed that the matter had been "fully and fairly"

litigated. Thus, the arbitration panel was well aware of the fact that the

Jones Schedule was accelerated, had before it all of the relevant schedules,

and was satisfied that Bath had not cammitted fraud.

Other possible grounds for a criminal charge included: (1) Bath's use

of "estimated actual' costs instead of the 'actual" costs recorded by its

accounting system and (2) Bath's contention that certain costs that were

fixed were variable or "ran with tine." At the arbitration, the Navy's

* Because of the contracting arrangements the Navy made to procure
these ships (see p. 11 above), the arbitration was conducted between Bath
and Marine Ship Leasing Corporation (MSIC). Since MSLC would charter the
tankers to the Navy at a price that would reimburse it for its costs of
acquisition, including the amount of any claim awarded to Bath, YMSC was
defending the governrent's interest in the arbitration.

** Although the criminal investigatioa uncovered evidence not avail-
able to 4SIC during the arbitration, there were problems proving intent to
defraud. Sore Bath erployees knew that the Jones Schedule was accelerated
at the tine it was used to construct the claim. However, the evidence was
unclear as to when the lawyers who actually prepared the claim (and who
eventually presented the testimony revealing the truth) had that knowledge.
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surrogate had in its possession and presented (1) Bath's "actual" figures*

and (2) the underlying facts and accounting arguments to support its

position that the costs Bath claimed to be variable were in fact fixed.

Thus, the facts relevant to deciding Bath's claim were presented to the

arbitrators.**

3. Electric Boat

The criminal investigation focused on two parts of the claim: (1)

unsuitable data and (2) delay.***

a. Unsuitable data

Electric Boat contended that 89 'data itemsi among the detailed

working plans supplied by Newport News (lead yard and design agent for the

SSN 688 submarines) were "unsuitable' because they called for unnecessarily

complex and uneconomical methods of construction. The claim sought

recovery of the added costs that were occasioned by the unsuitability and

that were unanticipated at the tine Electric Boat bid for and signed the

contract for the second series of SSN 688s (Flight II).

The Navy analysis of the December 1976 claim found that, at the tine

of the Flight II bid and closing, Electric Boat had in its possession many

of the detailed working plans later claimed to be unsuitable. Electric

Boat had already used many of these plans in its work on the first series

* Bath contended at the arbitration that the "actuals" did not capture
disruption costs.

** In addition, both the leader of Bath's claim team and the expert
employed by MSLC during the arbitration had died by the tine the Criminal
Division made the decision on a possible indictment.

*** The investigators also examined the possibility that some of the
costs Electric Boat claimed it had incurred in attempts to "mitigate the
delay" caused by government actions were fraudulent in that the company had
intended to incur those expenses anyway. The investigation, however, never
developed sufficient evidence for the Division seriously to consider
prosecuting on this theory.
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of SSN 688s (Flight I). This suggested that Electric Boat falsely stated

in the claim that the costs resulting from unsuitability were not antici-

pated at the time of the bid and closing.

The Criminal Division declined prosecution on this theory because

Electric Boat had carefully specified in its claim that the knowledge at-

tributed to it for purposes of determining the unsuitability that was

anticipated at the time of the Flight II bid submission was limited to the

knowledge of those particular persons who prepared the estimates for the

bid. Electric Boat cauld argue that these estimators were unaware of the

unsuitability already spotted by the production staff.*

A second theory for prosecuting on the unsuitable data portion of the

claim built upon Electric Boat's canoession that it should have excluded

fran the claim the unsuitable data items discussed in trip reports and

Liaison Action Reports (LARS) written before the Flight II bid. The

Division considered prosecuting on the theory that the coapany had

deliberately included data items covered by the IARS. Although one expert

working with the investigation believed that some of the data items were

LARS-related, the Division declined prosecution because the government

probably could not prove this critical fact beyond a reasonable doubt.

Instead, this issue promised to be a battle of the experts at trial.

* In addition, there was scue evidence that the Navy had urged
Electric Boat to lower its Flight II bid, because the Navy believed it was
too high. This fact undercut the argument that Electric Boat had
deliberately submitted a bid that it knew was too low to take account of
the unsuitability for which it later claimed.
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b. Delay

At the time it filed the December 1976 claim, Electric Boat was

estimating that the Flight II submarines could not be delivered according

to either the schedule contained in the 1973 contract or the 1976

modification to that schedule. Electric Boat contended that the government

was responsible for all of the costs that it would incur as the result of

delays in production, even though Electric Boat had experienced problems,

such as low productivity of its work force and poor management, that

logically must have slowed production.

The Division declined prosecution because it concluded that the

question of who caused or was responsible for the costs associated with

delay was as much a question of legal theory as of fact. Electric Boat

could contend that its statement that "[tihe delays incorporated in this

delivery schedule are due entirely to Governient responsible events" was

largely a legal conclusion. Electric Boat could base its argument on the

theory that the government (largely through its design agent) was

responsible for all of the delay-caused costs because it was the

predominating cause of delay. Electric Boat could argue that, in its

judgment, it could have met its schedule absent government actions. It

could contend that, since the government had undoubtedly taken actions

contributing to the delay and since it was impossible to separate out

particular portions of the delay attributable to thousands of government

actions interacting with thousands of Electric Boat actions, Electric Boat

was entitled to rely on that judgment and assert that the gwovenment was

legally responsible for the entire delay. The government would have

disputed this in litigation before the ASBCA or Court of Claims. The

Criminal Division, however, concluded that Electric Boat had not committed
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a crime by openly advocating this position in circumstances where the Navy

was familiar with the underlying facts that allowed it to evaluate and

dispute Electric Boat's position.

c. Lack of intent

In addition to the reasons relating to particular theories, the

Division declined to prosecute Electric Boat for the more general reason

that there was no direct evidence of criminal intent. The investi-

gation failed to unearth any insider testimony or 'hot' document providing

direct evidence of a purpose to cheat the government.

d. 85-804 relief

Finally, the Division concluded that any prosecution would be damaged

by statements made by Navy officials at Congressional hearings where they

defended the Electric Boat 85-804 relief. These Navy statements are quoted

above at pages 22-23.

With these statements on the record, the Justice Department would have

had to convince a jury that Electric Boat should be convicted as a criminal

based on mistakes it had made in a process that the Navy admitted to be

partisan, necessarily imprecise, and unfair in the sense that it would not

award Electric Boat everything it deserved. The Depertment would have been

seeking a conviction, based (or so Electric Boat could argue) on disagree-

ments over theories, after Navy statements had highlighted the distinction

between fraud and differences in judgment.*

* During hearings on the 85-804 relief, the Navy had assured Congress
that the proposed contract modification wculd not impair the government's
ability to pursue civil and criminal fraud. remedies (U.S. Congress, House,
Committee on Armed Services, Hearings on the Navy Proposal to Modify
SSN-688 Contracts with the General Dynamics Corp. (Electric Boat Division)
and IHA and fLO-963 Contracts with Litton Industries, Inc./Litton Systems,
Inc. (Ingalls Shipbuilding Division), 95th Cong., 2nd Sess., pp. 65-68, 75,
97). In a letter to the Chairman of the House Armed Services Committee,
the Assistant Attorney General for the Civil Division had said:

(Footnote continued on the next page.)
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B. The Reasons For Declination Are Related to Characteristics of the
Claims Process

The Criminal Division declined to prosecute Lockheed, Bath, and

Electric Boat because lengthy and thorough investigations revealed

insufficient evidence of criminal violations. To sane extent, the

investigations were hampered by problems often encountered in canplex

investigations. Thus, because years had elapsed since the construction of

the ships and the preparation of the claims, memories of witnesses had

faded and, in a few instances, key individuals had died (e.g., the leaders

of the Lockheed and Bath claims teams). Moreover, the division of respon-

sibility within each shipyard wade it difficult to identify enployees who

had complete knowledge of the questionable parts of the claims, and who

could be held accountable for their accuracy. Electric Boat capitalized on

this division of responsibility when it argued that only the information

available to the estimators of the Flight II bid should be considered in

determining what unsuitable data items were unanticipated at the tire of

the bid, and that the knowledge of the yard workers who had worked with

those plans on Flight I construction should be ignored. Finally, -several

prosecution theories (e.g., that Electric Boat's claim for unsuitable data

(Footnote continued fran previous page)

'I am advised by the Criminal Division that there are pending
criminal fraud investigations relating to the contract claims
made by General Dynamics Corporation. The Criminal Division
has stated that the proposed contract modification may have
sawe slight effect on these investigations, but they are not
opposed to the modification" (quoted at id., p.69).

It is safe to say that, at the tine, the Criminal Division did not
know what statements goverreent officials were going to make about the
claims process and the Electric Boat claim in the course of defending the
85-804 proposal.
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related to matters discussed in IAM) were criplicated by technical and

accounting issues. The government would have had difficulty explaining

these issues to a lay jury and proving the facts about them beyond a

reasonable doubt.

More important than these problems, however, were the fuidamental

prcblems created by the nature of the claims process itself. A criminal

prosecution for a false claim, false statement, or conspiracy to defraud

the government generally assumes that the defendant has deliberately made

false stateeents of fact or otherwise employed deceitful or dishonest means

against the government. The declinations in these matters can be traced

largely to the difference between the premises of a criminal prosecution

and the realities of the Navy claims process, as described by the

characteristics set out at pages 16-26 above.

The partisan nature of the claims process, the expectation that

parties will take extreme negotiating positions, and the provision of

85-804 relief in a manner acknowledging that the claims process may not

adequately address the "merits" of a claim because of the necessary

imprecision in relating governnent changes to delay and disnrption costs

were factors directly related to the Division's decision declining Electric

Boat. The Navy's view of lockheed's claims as a negotiating stance

similarly influenced the Division's declination in that matter.

The range of allowable arguments figured into the Electric Boat

declination. The declination on the unsuitable data issue resulted largely

from the contractor's openly advanced theory of limited imputed knowledge

and the declination on the delay issue resulted largely fram the belief

that Electric Boat could contend that its statement of government

responsibility was largely a legal contention rather than a deliberate

misstatement of fact.
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The mistakes that lockheed made in ccuputing its steel claim and

Bath's use of estimated actuals' instead of 'actuals' resulted frn the

absence of accepted accounting and proof techniques for use in claims.

The openness of the system to total cost claims (or similar claims

prepared by backing into final numrers) - indeed, the possible

solicitation of such claims - was one of the facts directly responsible

for declining the total cost theory of fraud in Lockheed.

IV. Management of the Investigations

This section describes sare of the management difficulties encountered

in the Rckheed, Bath, and Electric Boat investigations. These investiga-

ticns, handled in a highly charged political atmosphere, posed substantial

problems for the Fraud Section of the Criminal Division. Moreover, the

Bath and Electric Boat referrals arrived at roughly the same time as the

Newport News referral. At the outset of these investigations, the Fraud

Section had little conception of how large these investigations would be,

and the unprecedented size and complexity of these investigations were in

part responsible for the management problems. Since the Fraud Section did

not realize ho large and unwieldy these investigations would become or how

difficult proof of criminality would be, given the nature of the Navy

claims process, the Section did not then anticipate the importance of

imposing tight management .on these undertakings. We are not suggesting

* The discussion below focuses on shipbuilding clai investigations
simply because they are the subject of this paper. The rec0mendations for
tighter management of similar investigations in the future should in no way
be construed as implying that management is unnecessary in other, smaller
investigations. Every investigation should be subject to management
controls.
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that the ultimate outcomes of these cases would have been different if

there had been tighter management controls. N1netheless, the experience

gained from these investigations may help improve the management of future

cases.

A. Supervision

Although all of these investigations were supervised, the Fraud

Section did. not direct concentrated management attention to them until an

indictment review ommittee meeting or when same problem arose (e.g.,

when disagreements between the attorneys and agents prarpted requests for

summaries of evidence). The indictment review committee meetings were the

only extensive formal reviews, and those were conducted long after the

investigations were underway (about 32 months after the referral and 22

mnonths after the first FBI agent was assigned in Bath; about 29 months

after the referral and 24 msuths after the first FBI agent was assigned in

Electric Boat). As far as we could determine, there were no attempts by

management to establish schedules with built-in full dress reports on

progress before the indictment reviews occurred.**

* 7he suggestions for earlier and tighter management in this paper are
not a criticism of indictment review committees, which examine a case when
the line attorney believes the investigation has reached a point where he
or she can make a reccrrendation to prosecute or not. the purpose those
committees serve is to look at a case afresh and to spot the problems that
the attorneys - both on the line and in supervisory positions - may have
missed. The point is only that this fresh look, which necessarily is best
taken after the investigation is far along, cannot substitute for earlier,
plenary review by a supervisor and/or some group of experienced Fraud
Section attorneys.

'* The supervisory practices identified in these shipbuilding cases
were the same as those applied to all Fraud Section cases. Current section
leadership has made major changes in the management and supervision of
investigations.
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Earlier active supervision of similar investigations could yield

several benefits. First, it could reduce the chance that investigative

resources will be devoted to gathering facts to support a theory of

prosecution that supervisors will ultimately reject.* This was a parti-

cular problem with the Electric Boat investigation, in which the agents and

the line attorney devoted a great deal of time collecting facts to support

theories relating to the unsuitable data and delay portions of the claim.

The supervisors rejected these in the end largely because of the language

of the claim and its possible interpretation by the defense. The language

of the claim was known at the outset of the investigation and close super-

vision at that time might have focused attention on the problems that

ultimately led to the declination.**'

Seoond, although a criminal investigation of an enormous claim cannot

be run on a strict schedule, and must allow the investigators and line

attorneys to follow leads that they uncover, closer supervision might move

the investigative work along by focusing efforts on the most crucial isss

and by establishing schedules or checkpoints.*** These investigations (and

* Such experiences strain relations between the prosecutors and
investigators.

** Early supervision would not necessarily have terminated investi-
gative work on these theories. For example, even though the claim was
written to restrict the knowledge of unsuitability imputed to the corpor-
ation to the knowledge of those preparing the bid estimates, this still
left open the questions of which employees and officers were involved in
preparing the estima"es and what knowledge of unsuitability they had.

*** There is no way to know for sure whether closer supervision would
have brought the Lockheed, Bath, and Electric Boat investigations to a more
timely end, in part because the publicity and congressional interest
accorded to particularly the Lockheed and Electric Boat matters. However,
Fraud Section management is in a nuch better position than the line attorney
to draw the line and cut losses on an unproductive investigation under
those circumstances.
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the reviews of them) continued for several years (Lokheed: four years and

nine months; Bath: four years; Electric Boat: three years and ten

months).

Finally, closer supervision might bring the experience and wisdom of

the supervisors to bear on the questions of investigation staffing and

relitions with the Navy both during an investigation and at its conclusion.

m is report discusses these subjects separately below, but, given the

variety of circumstances that can arise in a claims case investigation,

this report will not offer pat formulas. Supervisors must address these

topics separately in each case. I

Better supervision may be particularly difficult in investigations con-

ducted jointly by the Fraud Section and USAos. Either the Section or the USAL

should have principal responsibility for supervision so that the attorneys

and investigators receive one consistent set of directions. The Fraud Section

may be in a better position to lead such an investigation than the USAO

because a shipyard may have econcnic power within a district that would com-

plicate U.S. Attorney decisions and because the recently established Defense

Procurement Fraud Unit within that Section will be able to use its special

expertise and well-developed relations with Department of Defense investiga-

tive agencies to coordinate and direct an investigation more effectively.

B. Attorney and Agent Staffing

1. Experience in large paper cases

A claims investigation typically involves an enormous number of

documents. Some memters of the investigative teams in these cases lacked

extensive experience in large paper cases. For example, the agents

estimate that at one time Bath produced thousands of poorly labeled
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transfer boxes of paper, only same of which related to the tanker contracts

under investigation. The agents, however, had had little experience in

cases involving such nmssive anounts of paper.

2. Attorney and agent turnover

The Bath investigation and, at least at the outset, the Electric Boat

investigation experienced sate attorney turnover.* The Fraud Section first

assigned both cases (plus Newport News) to an attorney who tried to estab-

lish teams frmn the Navy, tEPOs and the Section. After the USAD in Maine

requested that the Fraud Section handle the Bath investigation, responsi-

bility was transferred first to ane line attorney, then to a second (who began

the first significant attorney work in January 1979), then to a third line

attorney who began full-tine work on it in the sumnter of 1980 (a year and

nine mnmths after the FBI had assigned agents to work on the investigation).

The Electric Boat matter was also first assigned to the Fraud Section

attorney who was to coordinate establishtent of USAD-Navy-Section teams for

that matter and the Bath and Newport News matters. This attempt foundered

in the Electric Boat investigation because both the Fraud Section line

attorney assigned to the case and the Assistant U.S. Attorney from

Connecticut moved on to other jobs. Then, after the FBI had been working

on the case for about ten mntths, the Fraud Section assigned the line

attorney who ultimately performed most of the work on the case.

This study did not examine the Newport News and Litton investigations

in depth. It appears, however, that those cases nay have suffered attorney

turnover problems even more severe than those in Bath and Electric Boat and

that the turnover problems in those cases nay have been caused in part by a

lack of coordination between the Fraud Section and the U.S. Attorney's

Office in Alexandria.

* The Lockheed investigation did not.
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Attorney turnover is a potential problem in any investigation, and it

may not always be avoidable.* The couplexity of the shipbuilding

investigations and the large volume of docucnnts in them mean that turnover

in these investigations can be particularly damaging.

Although agent turnover was not as great a problem as attorney

turnover in these investigations, the corplexity of the cases suggests the

need for close examination of tactics such as those employed in the Bath

matter. At one point in that investigation, a large number of agents who

had no previous involvement with the investigation were brought in for an

interviewing blitz. The advantages to be gained from roughly simultaneous

interviews must, in these cases, be balanced against the possibility that

even the best agents, brought into a corplicated investigation with massive

amxunts of documents, may find it difficult to ask follow-up questions in

the interviews they conduct.

3. Numbers of attorneys and exclusive attorney assignments

In the Lockheed matter and (until the summer of 1980) in the Bath

matter, the attorneys assigned to the investigations had other active cases

and matters and, although they visited, were not spending the bulk of their

tine at the site where the agents were examining the documents. In the

Electric Boat investigation, (after May 1979), the attorney worked on the

matter full-tine and on-site. During the period that a second Fraud

Section attorney worked on Electric Boat full-time, the speed of the grand

jury proceedings in that investigation roughly doubled.

.s

* Neither the Fraud Section nor a USAD can know for how long a
particular attorney will stay in his job or for how long a given
investigation will last. moreover, there are instances such as the Bath
investigation where management decides that a transfer of line attorney
leadership is desirable because of differences in style between agents and
attorneys.
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In retrospect, a full-time, on-site attorney might have moved the Bath

investigation forward by providing nmre direction to it and improving the

coordination between attorney and agents. In the Lockheed case, however,

an attorney's daily presence might not have helped, particularly during the

time that agents were reconstructing and auditing the steel transactions in

Seattle.

C. Relations with the Navy

The relationship between the investigative team and the Navy is

iportant to a particular investigation because the Navy may be able to

provide valuable assistance in understanding a claim. The relationship is

important beyond the particular case because Justice needs both to

encourage the Navy to refer matters that will make good criminal cases and

to discourage the Navy from referring matters that will not.

1. Using the Navy's expertise

The Division tapped the Navy's expertise during these investigations

in various ways. The FBI and the Division obtained sane assistance from

the Navy's Supervisor of Shipbuilding (SUPSHIP) in Seattle during the

Lockheed investigation. The Electric Boat investigation team included tbo

technical consultants on contract with the Navy as well as part-time

technical assistance from the SUPSHIP in Groten, one of the offices

involved in analyzing the Electric Boat claim. A Military Sealift Cammnd

attorney who had been involved in writing the Bath contracts and

T The S=PSHIP offices, located at the main shipyards that build Navy
ships or in central locations, were established for field contract adminis-
tration. The SUPSHIP, as the administrative antracting officer, is in
daily Cantact with the shipbuilders concerning business and technical
administration of the contracts. The most visible role of a SUPSHIP is
that of observer and inspector of the shipbuilders. SUPSHIP offices parti-
cipate in Navy claims evaluation (1978 Naval Ship Procurement Study,
p. 194).
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supervising the arbitration of Bath's claims worked with the investigators

and the attorneys during the Bath investigation, and a Naval Audit Service

auditor devoted at least saw time to the case.

Interviewees differed on whether the investigations used Navy

expertise either fully or prsptly and on whether, to the extent there were

prolems, they originated in the Criminal Division's failure to seek help

or the Navy's failure to provide it when asked. Although it is clear that

Navy assistance is needed in these cases, there is no consensus on how a

criminal investigation team should be staffed to use that assistance best.

2. Usi the investigations to enorage referrals that will
Wae Wacriminal prosecutio~ns Wad dscorag those that
will not

At the close of each of the three investigations, the Criminal

Division sent a brief letter to the Navy General Counsel sumnarizing the

reasons for declining to seek indictment. In addition, the Military

Sealift Caamnd attorney involved in the Bath investigation participated in

the Fraud Section's indictment review cammittee meeting on that matter and

in discussions with a Fraud Section supervisor after that meeting but

before the Division had declined to proceed.

Despite these efforts to comminicate, parts of the Navy still believe

that sae of the matters that Justice declined would have made good criminal

cases. More importantly, there is no indication that the experience from

these cases would help the Navy decide whether a new claims matter should

be referred to the Criminal Division or how a referral should be drafted.

D. Civil Remedies

The Lockheed, Bath, and Electric Boat matters were all referred to the

Civil Division. -The Civil Division did not institute suit on any of these

cases (a $2 million suit is still under consideration against Electric

Boat), largely because the evidence would not establish causation and
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damages (i.e., payment by the government traceable to the fraudulent part

of the claim). These proof problems may be eliminated in the future by

application of the fraud provision in the Contract Disputes Act.*

There was not, at the time these cases were referred to the Criminal

Division, any established procedure for keeping the Civil Division apprised

*of the cases or discussing what role civil sanctions should play. The new

Defense Procureient Fraud Unit, which includes a Civil Division attorney,

may address this concern to sore extent.

V. Application of Lessons learned from the Claims Cases

A. Navy Actions Taken to Prevent Claims

Over the course of many years, the Navy has reviewed the growing

problem of claims** and has taken nurerous steps to avoid or reduce them.

These have included changing acquisition practices and contract clauses to

shift additional risk to the governrent; instituting contract admini-

stration procedures to minimize constructive changes; and regulating

the submission of claims and the claims review process.

* 'If a contractor is unable to support any. part of his claim and it
is determined that such inability is attributable to misrepresentation of
fact or fraud on the part of the contractor, he shall be liable to the
Governmant for an amount equal to such unsupported part of the claim in
addition to all costs to the Government attributable to the cost of
reviewing said part of his claim. Liability under this Isectioni shall bedetermined within six years of the commission of such misrepresentation of
fact or fraud" (41 U.S.C. 604).

** For example, the 1978 Naval Ship Procurement Process Study, cited
extensively in this report, was undertaken to review Navy Ship acquisition
policies and recommend changes to minimize future claims. The report's
conclusions and recommendations were reviewed by a NAVSEA group and then by
the Ship Acquisition Policy Council made up of NAVMAT, the Office of
General Counsel and the Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Manpower, Reserve
Affairs, and Logistics). NAVSEA prepared and promulgated a Ship
Acquisition Policy Manual to document recommended procedures for reducing
claims.
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Changes in contracting practices have shifted more of the risk away

from the contractor. Lead ships are n- generally procured through

cost-reinbursement contracts where the ships are the first of a newly

designed class involving a high degree of developmental or cost risk.

Follow ships are still generally procured through fixed-price incentive

contracts, but the range within which the government shares amounts over

target costs has increased. The Navy has also liberalized escalation

clauses, and has added special clauses shifting increased fringe benefits

and energy costs to the government. The effect of these changes is to

reimburse comtractors for unanticipated costs without requiring a claim.

The Navy has also taken measures to address the problem of construc-

tive changes. It has trained its engineers and technicians to improve the

quality of Navy-furnished specifications, and has required drawings to be

validated. It has trained Navy personnel dealing with shipbuilders to

avoid actions that a contractor could construe as constructive changes.

In an effort to regulate claims submissions the Navy began, in the

1970s, to include anti-claims "clauses' in its ship acquisition contracts.

TIday, new contracts require shipbuilders periodically to release their

rights to assert claims based upon constructive changes. Thus, at tine X,

the contractor releases rights to claim for constructive changes based upon

goverment actions during the period from time A to time B, at time Y it

releases rights to claim for constructive changes based upon actions in the

period from time B to tine C, and so forth.

These Navy actions decrease the probability that the Navy will refer

major shipbuilding claims matters to the Justice Department in the future.

At present no large aroibus claims are pending in the Navy.
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If a new amnibus claim were submitted to and reviewed by the Navy, it

might still have same of the characteristics that made prosecution diffi-

cult in the Lockheed, Bath, and Electric Boat cases.* Although the law has

been changed to increase claim certification requirements,** a contractor

might still back into negotiating positions by advancing creative theories

and relying on estimates that fall at the end of the range that favors the

contractor's position. These problems would decrease if the range of

permissible claim advocacy were narrowed, e.g., by establishing standards

for claims submission. The Navy, however, must judge the feasibility of

such steps, as well as their desirability in light of the role claims play

in Navy ship aoquisition. The choices the Navy makes in the way it manages

claims will affect the ability of the criminal justice system to police the

claims process.

* The fraud provision of the Contract Disputes Act (p. 45 above) was
enacted

- out of concern that the submission of baseless claims
contribute to the so-called horsetrading theory where
an amount beyond that which can be legitimately claimed
is submitted merely as a negotiating tactic' (Sen. Rept.
95-1118, quoted at 5 U.S. Code Cang. and Admin. News (1978),
p. 5254).

However, since that section applies only where the contractor has inflated
its claim by a misrepresentation of fact or fraud (41 U.S.C. 604; and see
41 U.S.C. 601(7)), it may have only a limited impact on shipbuilding
claims. As set out above (pp. 23-26), the size of shipbuilder claims
depends largely upon legal and accenting theories and cost estimates,
particularly as applied to delay and disruption portions of the claims.
Contractors can place themselves in a favorable negotiating position by
manipulating these theories and estimates without making the misrepresen-
tations of fact or snommitting the fraud that would subject them to the
sanctions of the Contract Disputes Act.

The Contract Disputes Act provides that:

'For claims of more than $50,000, the contractor shall
certify that the claim is made in good faith, that the
supporting data are accurate and complete to the best of

(Footnote continued on the next page.)
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B. Pecommendations for Criminal Prosecution of Claims Cases

The experience gained in the Iockheed, Bath, and Electric Boat matters

suggest principles that may help the Department determine whether it should

pursue any-given claims-related criminal referrals in the future.

1. A criminal investigation should, early on
consider whether actions taken in the claims
process argue against prosecution

The experience of these investigations suggests that the Justice

Department should at the outset consider whether Navy actions during the

claims process will affect the Department's ability to construct a

prosecutable case. Such consideration should include an inquiry into

whether the Navy knew that alleged misrepresentations were untrue, whether

the particular representations that will be investigated were taken

(Footnote continued from previous page.)

his knowledge and belief, and that the 8nt requested
accurately reflects the contract adjustment for which
the contractor believes the government is liable" (41
U.S.C. 605 (c)(l)).

Section 813 of the Department of Defense Appropriation Authorization Act,

1979 (P.L. 95-485, 92 Stat. 1611) provided that:

'Notwithstanding any other provision of law, none of the
funds appropriated for the Department of Defense by this
or any other Act shall be used for the purpose of paying
any contract claim, request for equitable adjustment to

contract terms, request for relief under Public Law 85-804,

or other similar request, which exceeds $100,000 unless a
senior company official in charge at the plant or location
at the time of submission of such contract claim, request
for equitable adjustment to Contract terms, request for
relief upder Public Law 85-804, or other similar request,
that such claim or request is made in good faith and that

the supporting data are accurate and complete to the best
of such officials knowledge and belief."

The Contract Disputes Act applies to contracts entered into 120 days

after its enactment on November 1, 1978, and to earlier contracts if the

contractor elects to proceed under that Act. Section 813 of P.L. 95-485

applies to claims, requests for equitable adjustment, requests for 85-804

relief, and similar requests submitted after its enactment on October 20,

1978.
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seriously by the Navy, and whether the Navy might have invited them. The

investigators should review Navy statements made in cnectiOn with 85-804

relief to determine whether they will undercut possible prosecution.

2. A criminal investigation should not be a setccnd
claims analysis

The criminal investigation should not attenpt to duplicate the

administrative evaluation of the validity of the claim. The criminal

justice system does not have the resources to undertake such a task.

Moreover, the engineering and acsconting questions on which such an

analysis will focus (e.g., the use of lactuals' vs. 'estimated actuals' in

the Bath matter) frustrate proof of fraud beyond a reasonable doubt, absent

scoe more traditional evidence of intent such as insider testimany or

altered, false, or destroyed documents.

The criminal investigation generally should not focus on theories of

entitlement. The criminal justice system does not directly address the

question of whether a theory of recovery (or method of proof) is valid for

the purpose of paying money on a claim. Instead, the criminal justice

system addresses the very different question of whether it is a crinie to

advocate the theory (or erploy the method). Since it is generally not a

fraud to advance most farfetched or even silly theories, the Criminal

Division has concliued that criminal investigations based up- theories of

recovery (e.g., the limitation of knowledge of unsuitability in the

Electric Boat claim) are unlikely to succeed.

3. A criminal investigation is arpriate where there
is an indication that the administrative process
for analyzing a claim was corrupted

The proper role of a criminal prosecution in the claims area is to

punish those who have tried to corrupt the administrative analysis of the

claim. the corruptio might take many for.s. It might involve bribery of
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the officials reviewing a claim, or the corruption might consist of

deliberate misrepresentations of facts. Deliberate misrepresentations that

form the basis of gcod criminal cases are often accorplished through such

actions as:

o alteration of records;

o destruction of records;

o failure to keep records that a legitimate business would
keepi

o creation of phony back-dated records;

o signals by management to the employees preparing the claim
that they should include false statements; and

o secret conspiratorial meetings at which company executives
decide to submit false statements of fact.*

In the best criminal case, the same individual will both know that a

particular statement has been included in a claim and know that it is

false. If the criminal case is a good one, the targets will frequently try

to interfere with the investigation itself.

In deciding whether to refer a matter, the Navy should examine the

facts to see whether any of these indicia of criminality are present or

whether there is a realistic chance of uncovering evidence of them if the

investigation proceeds. Similarly, the Department will want to determine,

* A recent successful claims prosecution points the way. In U.S. v.
Phillip W. Akwa, et al. No. 82-8-OR,-CR-R (U.S.D.C.M.D.Fla.), the prose-
cution focused on very particular misrepresentations of fact. The
prosecution rested on misstatements, in a claim submitted to NASA, of such
facts as the number of hours worked by particular employees. The govern-
ment was able to prove, that the contractor's estimate of those hours was
deliberately false because it was at odds with several different kinds of
records the contractor maintained, and that some tiue cards had been
altered in an attempt to support sate parts of the claim. The Akwa case is
particularly interesting because the defendants contended they ha-dsubmitted
their figures as part of a negotiation and that they aruld not be convicted
for 'puffing' those figures. The conviction in that case is on appeal and
may produce a Court of Appeals decision addressing the impact on criminal
fraud prosecutions of 'negotiations' in claims proceedings.
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saon after receiving a referral, whether there is a realistic hope of

finding such evidence or otherwise constructing a good criminal case, given

the nature of the claims process.*

'fe recently formed Defense Procurement Fraud Unit, because of the way

it is structured, should be able to learn of future claims cases earlier

and screen the cases effectively to determine whether they have criminal

potential. This special investigative and prosecutive unit was established

last year to concentrate on fraud and corruption in defense procurement.

The unit will itself conduct nationally significant investigations and

prosecutions of matters that seriously compromise the integrity of the

defense procurement process. It will also monitor Defense Department

referrals to the Department of Justice as a whole, and thus be able to

detect patterns of fraud against the procurement process. In addition, the

unit will provide technical assistance and guidance to U.S. Attorneys'

Offices handling defense procurement cases.

The staff of the unit presently includes experienced attorneys from

the Criminal Division, the U.S. Attorney's Office in Eastern District of

Virginia, and the Civil Division. Several attorneys are now detailed from

the Department of Defense to provide procurement expertise and additional

prosecutive resources. The unit is structured so that it can draw on the

expertise and manpower of the FBI and of all relevant investigative and

audit agencies of the Dep artment of Defense.

* hile it ocuxd be argued that this approach misses the "big picture'
fraud, those who advance this point of view are at bottan complaining about
the very characteristics of the Navy claims process that make fraud
prosecutions difficult.
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C. Recnamendations for Management ISprOVas~nt

The Criminal Divisicn or the U.S. Attorney's Office should utilize

manageient review procedures to screen claims matters when they are

referred and to mmDitor their progress if they are pursued. The initial

screening shoxld take into account the principles set out in section V.B

above. If the Department decides to pursue an investigation, toplevel

msnagement should approve an investigation plan.* The plan should address

the questions of attorney and agent staffing, how Navy expertise can best

be used, and what the focus of inquiry should be.

hel plan should include a timetable that, amrig other things,

specifies tines at which menagmnent will review the investigation to

onsider whether it should continue, and, if so, whether the staffing or

focus should be changed. The tinetable Ould specify these tines by

setting dates or by identifying certain steps in the investigation after

which the ocmnittee will meet. To the extent possible, management should

try to define at each review what factual or legal research questions the

line attorneys should address before the next review. If the goals are not

net, managezent should explicitly cuosider dropping the case.

Based on the Department's experience in past shipbuilding claims

investigations there should be, to the extent possible, a. core of attorneys

and investigators assigned for the duration of a claims investigation, and

* Te Fraud Section of the Criminal Division has already inposed this
requirement an line attorneys and supervisors handling significant cases.
However, if the Navy referred another claims-related matter of the size of
Electric Boat or Newport News, the Section might very well create a special
body to mmitor it, including the Section Chief, the supervisor of the line
attorney(s) handling the matter and, perhaps, one or more other attorneys
experienced in government fraud. Just as the Navy would cOncede that
another claim of the sagnituxe of the Electric Boat claim wOald require the
Navy to create special bodies, procedures, and management structures to
evaluate it, so the Fraud Section would likely have to modify its procedures
to manage an investigation of such an enorKous claim effectively.
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the attorneys and agents should have experience in large document cases.

The DOD Procurement Fraud Unit, with its experienced attorneys and investi-

gators, as well as its pool of technical experts, could effectively staff

such a case in the future.

At the outset of a claims investigation, the Department should

donsider whether at least the lead attorney and lead investigator assigned

to these matters should have previous experience in investigations

involving large volumes of documents. They may need such expertise both

to maintain the spirit to hunt through the Dountain of paper and, more

importantly, to find and focus their efforts on those documents relevant to

particular allegations with criminal potential.

There can be no set rule on the number of attorneys assigned to a

claims investigation, the proportion of their time devoted to it, or

whether they spend their time on-site where the contractor is producing

documents. Similarly, there is no pat formula for using the Navy's

expertise during a claims investigation. These matters should, however, be

considered at the outset of such an investigation and periodically

reconsidered as it proceeds. Managers in the Criminal Division or U.S.

Attorney's Office may have to decide these questions because of the large

resource commitment that may be necessary to pursue such investigations

effectively.

If an investigation terminates without indictment, management should

carefully explain to the relevant parts of the Navy why it sought no

indictment and make recommendations for future referrals.

D. Consideration of Legislative Change

Imprisonment of individuals, particularly those supervising claims

preparation, probably would be an effective deterrent to claims crimes.

The complexity of shipbuilding firms and the division of labor within them,
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however, can frustrate the indictment of individuals. For this reason, the

Electric Boat investigation ccluded with a review centered upon possible

indictment of the corporatiai, not individual employees. Similarly, crly

the corporaticm was indicted in the Litton case. The Division should

directly cfreut the questicz of whether a prosecution is worthwhile if

only a corporation can be indicted, or whether legislative changes should

be proposed to make sanctions against corporations more effective. Since a

corporation cannot be irpriscried, a fine is the only direct punishment

following on conviction. The fine may be in an amount that is insignifi-

cant in relation to the amount of the claim. As an example, the claim

filed by Electric Boat in Decurber 1976 sought about $544 million in

contract price adjustments. Even if the cmpany could have been indicted

an 90 violations of 18 U.S.C. 287, the maximin fine would have been

$900,000 - less than ce quarter of one percent of the claim. A related

civil case following a criminal prosecution would (if won) have recovered a

such larger amoint. However, in a case such as Electric Boat, where the

government has not only paid what it believes it owes on the claim but has

also provided $359 million of relief under 85-804, the large civil recovery

would simply place back in the government's pocket part or all of the

amount it had paid out because the contractor was suffering losses judged

to be inimical to the national interest.* If a criminal conviction led to

private securities lawsuits, they too might eat into the very relief

provided through 85-804.

.,

* moreover, same of the collateral sanctions of criminal conviction
may be unavailable here. For example, unless the government were to take
over the yards, debarment is not a real option where only eleven private
shipyards contract for Navy work and even fewer are capable of producing
particular types of warships.

** Nothing in this point argues against an investigation of possible
criminal conduct in the granting of the 85-804 relief, which cold
cnceivably involve fraud, conflict of interest, or bribery.
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This is not to argue that the Division should shy away from an indict-
ment of a shipbuilding .orporaticn. If an investigation produces evidence

of an offense, there are strong arguments that weigh in favor of indict-

nent, and public opprobrium and possible congressional criticism following

a fraud conviction may impose significant penishment even if mnetary

punishment is not desirable. However, the Division should consider the

question of what sanctions are available and whether legislation erbodying

additional sanctions (e.g., removal of a ccntractor's managers from their

jdbs) should be proposed.

E. Application Beyond Navy Claims

Other departments have claims procedures similar in at least some

respects to Navy procedures. For exanple, the Akwa case (p. 50 above)

grew out of the NASA claims procedures. The lessons learned from the

Navy claims investigations may be applicable to claims-related matters

from these other departments. Some of the management lessons may have

even wider application to extended, document-heavy investigations generally.
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APPMDIDC A

List of Interviewees

Fraud Section, Criminal Divisicn

Am Arbor '
Joseph Covington
Jares raham
Jo Anm Harris (former Chief)
Ihor otlardcuck
Donald McCaffrey
Robert Ogren (Chief)
Richard Sauber

Deputy Assistant Attorneys General, Criminal Division

Mark Richard (forner Chief, Fraud Section)
Roger Olsen

Commercial Litigation Branch, Civil Divisia

Rbert Ashbaugh
Dennis Egan
Jane Restani - Director

FBI

Richard Denton - Headquarters
Robert Fuhrimran - Seattle
William Imfeld - New Haven
Thsas McDaniel - Providence
Donald Ransey - Seattle

NaVy

Lars Anderson - Attorney, Military Sealift Cmvend
Bugene Angrist - Counsel, Naval Sea Systens Camnmad (NAVSE)
Paul Clark - Naval Investigative Service Agent
Tim Foster - NAVSEA08 (Rickover's forner staff)
Joan Gottfried - Associate Counsel, NAVSEA
Robert Kurphy - NAVSEN08 (Rickouer's former staff)
Fugene Paulisch - Litigation Division, Office of General C=sl
Richard Shenman - Associated Counsel, NAVSEA
Harvey Wilcox - Principal Deputy General Ounsel

Other s

Willard Blaney - participant in the Navy's technical evaluation of
Litton and Newport News claims and technical
advisor to Justice Department's Electric Boat
investigation tam

John Cassidy - Miller, Cassidy, Larocca & Lewin
Robert Wsman - Lockdeed
Martin Minsker - Miller, Cassidy, Larocca & Lewin
Patricia Szervo - counsel, Office of Federal Procurement Policy,

former attorney, Navy Office of General Counsel
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APPEDDIX B

Detailed Description of Claims and

Processing of Clairs in Iocdkeed, Bath, and Electric Boat

83-250 0 - 88 - 30
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Lockheed

In 1964, Lockhead was awarded a $60 million fixed-price contract

(with an escalation provision) for five destroyer escorts. The contract

was modified in 1965, extending for five months the delivery dates for

each vessel because of late delivery of government furnished equipment

(sonar). Subsequent modifications in 1967 and 1970 extended the delivery

dates further, but reserved the parties' rights as to respective

responsibilities for that additional delay.

The three fixed-price contracts (with escalation clauses) for arpti-

bious transport dock vessels (LDs) were awarded to Lockheed in 1963,

1964 and 1965 for $50 million (two vessels), $70 million (three vessels),

and $48 million (two vessels) respectively. All of the original contract

dates were amended in 1970, but the parties did not agree at that tine

upon an apportionment of respective responsibilities for the delay.

In Novedber 1968 and early 1969, lockheed submitted its first ocnsol-

idated claim concerning all four contracts, which was revised several tines

thereafter (until the spring of 1971). At one point, the amounts claimed

totaled about $160 million.

Generally, the claims were based on defective Navy furnished plans and

specifications and late or unsuitable delivery of government furnished

property and data, which led to extra work, delay, and disruption. For

example, the Navy rejected Lockheed's plan to substitute butterfly valves

for gate and glove valves on one of the LPD contracts, even -though the

ship specifications indicated that such substitutions were acceptable.

ILkheed alleged that the irpact of the change was substantial. Lockheed

had already ordered the lighter butterfly valves, and production

schedules reflected their delivery date and use. Lockheed sought

recovery for the added cost resulting from the delay and disruption

caused by this and other changes.
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Beginning in February 1969, the Navy subjected the claims to an

extended investigation. Naval Ship Systems CmaMnd (NAVSMWPS) established

to different teams to investigate the clain5. They mde numeros visits

to Lockheed's Seattle facilities. In the fall of 1970, the Navy offered to

settle the claim for $58 million. Lockheed rejected the offer and

negotiations continued. On January 29, 1971, Lockheed and representatives

of NAVSHIPS readhed-a tentative agreement to settle the claims for $62

million. However, final approval was never granted by the Chief of Naval

Material or by the Assistant Secretary of the Navy.*

In Mardh 1971, NAVSHIPS submitted the proposed $62 million settlerent

for review and approval by the Naval Material Comnand's (NAVMAT) Contract

Claims Control and Surveillance Grip (I-SG), chaired by Gordon Rule.

After several weeks, the CG refused to approve the proposed settlerent

because of factual inadequacies and lack of substantiation. Accordingly,

in August 1971 NAVSHIPS withdrew the proposal fram CCSG consideration.

Later in August 1971, NAVSIIS requested SUPSHIP-13 (the office

responsible for adninistration of the Lockheed contracts) to asserble a

team to obtain inproved substantiation of the proposed settlement.

In June 1972, the NAVSHIPS Claims Board recamended approval of the

$62 million settlement and NAVsIpS again submitted the proposed settle-

ment to NAVUAT for review. Six months later, the NAVMT Claims Board

(FUSG no longer existed) detennined that the settlement was unsupported,

and withheld approval. In January 1973, NAVSHIPS again withdrew the

By a January 1970 revision, Navy Procurement Directives required the
approval of the Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Installations and
Logistics) for all claims settlements in exoAss of $5 million.

B-2
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susnission fra NAVMTa consideraticn. Sine settlement approval had not

been granted, the routine review procedures were re-instituted and, in June

1973, the Navy's contracting officer determined that the Navy owed lockheed

approximately $7 million. In the meantime, in May 1973, Lockheed had

appealed the Navy's refusal to inplement the $62 million agreement to the

ASBA. lockheed also appealed the contracting officer's decision, which

the ASBCA consolidated with lockheed's first appeal. In May 1975, the

ASBCA issued its opinion, ordering the Navy to pay the $62 million because

the Navy had led third party financial institutions to rely on the

tentative settlement in extending loans to Ickheed. The ASBCA decision

mooted Iockheed's second appeal and, therefore, the ASBCA did not reach the

merits of the claims. The Navy moved for a rehearing, which was denied by

the ASPA in October 1975.

While the ASBCA appeals were pending, Lockheed and the Navy resumed

settlerent discussions. During the oaurse of these discussions, the Navy

becane suspicious about the steel cxsponent of lockheed's claim and

referred the. natter to the Department of Justice in December 1974.

Bath

Bath clained equitable adjustsent for the costs incurred as a result

of the late and defective plans for the ounstructicn of oil tankers it

received fran the Navy's design agent. mTe procedure for reviewing the

Bath claim was different than that use in the other cases because the

tankers were being purchased by a private oDany Marine Ship leasing

COpany (msIL) that would then lease them to the Naxv. The contracts

provided for private arbitration of any claims, with the Navy to pay

through added charter fees on claims the arbitration panel allowed.

B-3
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Bath's claims went into arbitration in September 1975, with Bath

seeking $18.8 million and MST.C counterclaiming for $5.1 million. The

arbitration panel issued its decision in January 1980, making Bath a net

award of approximately $5.5 million. The matter was referred to the

Criminal Division in January 1978.

Electric Boat

Electric Boat was a follow yard in the construction of SSN 688

submarines. In January 1971 the Navy awarded Electric Boat a fixed-price

incentive contract with escalation, with a ceiling price value of $428

million, for seven 'Flight I' submarines. In October 1973 Electric Boat

was awarded the "Flight II" contract for seven submarines, which included

an option for four mare submarines. The Navy exercised its option in

December, making the total value of this contract at ceiling price $847

million. In February 1975, Electric Boat submitted a claim for $220

million on the Flight I ships. This first claim was based primarily on the

unsuitability and late delivery of the working plans provided by Newport

News, the lead year and design agent for the 688s. The Navy and Electric

Boat settled this first claim in April 1976 for $97 million. The Navy,

acknowledging that delay had resulted from design agent problems and that

this delay had affected the timeliness of submarine construction. added a

year's extension to the delivery dates of all Electric Boat SSN 688's. At

the same time, Electric Boat agreed to submit additional claims by December

1, 1976. The company filed a claim on that date for $544 million. This

claim related both to -the Flight I and Flight II contracts. The December

* This allowed Electric Boat 5.7% cost growth (Detailed Analysis of
Navy Memorandum Decision on Electric Boat 85-804 Relief in U.S. Congress,
Senate, Ccnmittee on Armed Services, Hearings on Proposed Action Under
Public law 85-804 Relating to settlement of Navy Shipbuilding Claims, 95th
Cong., 2nd Sess., p. 64).

B-4
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1976 claim was, like the February 1975 claim, based primarily an the effect

of late and unsuitable plans. Electric Boat claimed that many of the plans

it received from the lead yard, Newport News, contained "unsuitable data

items' - i.e., drawings calling for unnecessarily complex and unecAnomical

methods of construction that Electric Boat had not anticipated at the time

it submitted its bid. Electric Boat's claim sought reinmbursement for the

extra costs incurred as a result of the allegedly unsuitable data items as

well as for government-caused delay. The December 1976 claim included $423

million for Flight II.

Beginning in March 1977, a team of technical and legal personnel of

the Navy Claims Settlement Board, headed by Rear Admniral F.F. Manganaro,

subjected the claim to extensive study. In February 1978, that Board

recommended a settlement award of $125 million for the Flight II claims.

Electric Boat refused to accept this amount as a full and final settlement.

In February 1978 the Navy requested the Justice Department to investigate

allegations of fraud in the Flight II claim. The Electric Boat claims were

finally settled in June 1978, in connection with a malti-million dollar

contractual modification under P.L. 85-804.

B-5
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APPEDIX C

Detailed Histories of the Izckheed, Bath,
and Electric Boat Investigations

Note: The information in this Appendix is
drved from interviews, as well as documents
in the Criminal Division files. The inter-
viewees relied largely on their recollections
from months and years ago. Many, but not all,
of their statements were verified by documents.
In sole instances, we did not find documents
describing events in the same detail as the
interviews.
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Lockheed

The Navy referred the matter to Justice in December 1974. Lockheed

Shipbuilding and Construction Caopany is located in Seattle, and the

Seattle office of the FBI initially assigned one agent to the case,

expecting him to handle it along with his other cases. That agent quickly

realized that the case was far too big for him to handle alone, and the FBI

temporarily reassigned agents frmm other areas of the country to this

investigation. The FBI team included as many as eight people. The Fraud

Section assigned the case to one attorney.* He stayed with the matter

throughout the investigation but handled other active matters during his

work on Lockheed.

The section attorney negotiated an .arrangement by which Lockheed

produced documents in Seattle, and, by late spring of 1975, six to eight

FBI agents were working full-time reconstructing Lockheed's steel

transactions. After the transactions had been reconstructed, two or

three of the agents were reassigned. The rest remained to audit the

reconstructed transactions and to interview past and present Lockheed

erployees.

The Fraud Section attorney was not stationed in Seattle, although he

visited once or twice during the work on the steel claim, and the agents

talked to him regularly by telephone.

In September 1977 Lockheed's attorneys submitted a 243-page argument

against indictment, and the two principal FBI agents prepared and

forwarded to the FraudclSection attorney a multi-volumre report on the

investigation.

* He had sare limited assistance fran a second Fraud Section lawyer.
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A grand jury was eipaneled in Alexandria, Virginia in June 1978.

After the grand jury carpleted its work, there was an effort to draw the

evidence together but little additional investigation. The principal FBI

agent flew to Washington for a week in the winter of 1978 - 1979, and

reviewed the case thoroughly with the Fraud Section attorney, referring

to-documents and work papers the agent brought with him.

The agent and the attorney distilled the investigation to nine or ten

areas of concern. In accordance with an earlier agreement, the Fraud

Section attorney met with Iockheed's attorneys and identified these

areas. Ickheed's attorneys submitted a lengthy response in June 1979,

and the Criminal Division sent out declination letters to the FBI,

Lockheed's atorneys, and the Navy in September and October 1979.

Bath

The Bath matter was referred to the Criminal Division in January

1978. The FBI decided that the case should be handled in Maine, and

assigned the investigation in Noverber to the agent who followed it

through to canpletion.

At the attorney level, the matter was originally assigned b -the Fraud

Section to one attorney who was to supervise both that investigation and

the Electric Boat and Newport News matters. The plan was to assemble for

each case a working team to include attorneys from the Fraud Section, the

Navy, and the relevant U.S. Attorneys' Offices. This plan was not carried

out in the Bath matter, in part because the USAO in Maine did not want to

handle the case. Liiqe attorney responsibility passed to one Fraud Section

attorney, who did little with it, then to another Fraud Section attorney

who began working on it January 1979, but who had other active matters to

work as well.

C-2
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An organizational meeting took place in Maine in January 1979,

attended by the FBI agent, an NIS agent just assigned to the case, the

Fraud Section attorney who had just been assigned to it and the Military

Sealift Cammand (MSC) attorney who had negotiated the series of contracts

financing construction and also had supervised the arbitration.

The FBI and NIS agents spent about two weeks in February at MSC head-

quarters, learning about Bath's claim from the FSC attorney. The Fraud

Section attorney participated in same of these meetings. In April, the

agents were briefed by the New York attorneys who had conducted the

arbitration on the government's behalf. In May, the agents began to

interview former Bath employees. Bath began producing documents during the

summer. The FBI and NIS agents spent full time on the case in Maine,

examining the thousands of documents Bath had produced and interviewing

witnesses. In August, the FBI brought in about eight additional agents

to work on the matter temporarily. They were briefed, and participated

in a series of interviews designed to obtain the stories of several Bath

employees at about the same time so as to minimize their opportunity to

coordinate stateaents.

The Fraud Section attorney, who had other duties, flew to visit the

agents about every two months. Beginning in January 1980, a second Fraud

Section attorney assisted on the case. He made three to four trips to

Maine with the first attorney during the period January to July.

However, he too had other responsibilities. Beginning in January 1980 a

Naval Audit Servige auditor spent about two months examining the Bath

claim to help the investigators. One witness was called before a grand

jury in Maine in May 1980.

Due to conflicts between the agents and the first Fraud Section

attorney, which in retrospect seem to have been largely differences in

style, the second Fraud Section attorney assumed leadership of the

C-3
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investigation in July 1980. At the same time, a Fraud Section supervisor

asked the agents to prepare a memorandum to assist the Section in

reviewing the matter. The agents submitted their memorandump in August.

'The second Fraud Section attorney, who had devoted virtually full tine to

the case since assuming leadership, submitted a memorandum in September,

and an indictment review committee net in that month. The NIS agent was

reassigned from the case to Washington headquarters in Septliber 1980,

and in October, the FBI submitted an additional memorandum summarizing

the evidence.

After the indictment review cxzmmittee meeting, the Fraud Section

decided to bring more witnesses before the grand jury. The FBI agent on

the case was transferred to Providence in January 1981. In October 1980

and March 1981, witnesses testified before the grand jury. One addi-

tional witness testified in deposition later in Washington. In June, the

MSC attorney submitted a sumlary of the grand jury testimony, and a Fraud

Section supervisor discussed the case in Washington with the NIS agent,

the MSC attorney, the FBI agent, and an FBI supervisor. In September,

the Fraud Section supervisor wrote a memorandum recommending against

indictment. In January 1982, a final declination letter was sent by the

Assistant Attorney General for the Criminal Division to the Navy and the

FBI.

Electric Boat

This matter was referred to Justice in February 1978. fle FBI

assigned agents to the case in July 1978. By the end of the year, they

had formed an investigative task force that included three or four

on-site FBI agents, four other FBI agents brought in on a temporary

basis, and an NIS agent. The Navy assigned the Grotcn-based leader of

C-4
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the Navy claims evaluation team to work part-time on the task force. The

task force familiarized itself with both the claim and the analysis of it

prepared by the Navy, identified candidates for interviews, and interviewed

former employees and a few present employees. After a few current

enployees had submitted to interviews, Electric Boat workers refused

fuither interviews outside the presence of the corporation's attorneys.

At the attorney level, supervisory responsibility was assigned to the

Fraud Section attorney also initially supervising the Bath and Newport News

investigations. Line attorney responsibility was assigned to an Assistant

United States Attorney (MUSA) in Connecticut and a Fraud Section attorney,

who were to work with a Navy attorney on the case. The AUSA soon became a

magistrate and the Fraud Section attorney became an Economic Crie

Specialist. The Navy attorney provided scie leadership, but eventually

mmved on to other duties. The Fraud Section assigned a different attorney

to the case in about May 1979. That attorney stayed with the matter to

the end of the investigation, and worked on it full tine while it was

active.

Since Electric Boat personnel were insisting on attorney presence

during interviews, the investigation shifted to the grand jury in the

spring of 1979. The Fraud Section attorney spent his weekdays in

Connecticut. Since few interviews were being conducted, the task force was

scaled down to three FBI agents, (two after one was transferred to Atlanta

in April 1980); boo engineers on contract to the Navy; one agent from

NIS; and the Navy engineer who had supervised the claims evaluation in

Groton and who devoted only part of his time to the investigation. A

second Fraud Section attorney spent between six weeks and six mnrths

(recollections differ on this point) on the case. Oen he was in

C-5
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Connecticut, the grand jury met weekly rather than bi-weekly. The

investigative team spent a large part of its time sitting around a table

in a room in the Hartford Post Office Building, reviewing the documents

subpoenaed by the grand jury and preparing questions for grand jury

witnesses.

In response to disagreements between the principal FBI agent and the

principal Fraud Section attorney, the Chief of the Fraud Section asked for

a report, which the attorney submitted on January 16, 1980. It provided a

history of the investigation, theories of prosecution, a summary of same of

the grand jury testimony to that date, and plans for further grand jury

work. After additional grand jury work, the'attorney prepared a prosecu-

tian memorandum dated July 29, 1980.

After an indictment review committee meeting at the end of July, the

Chief of the Section discussed the investigatimn with the line attorney's

supervisor, and they agreed that there appeared to be no case. However,

the declination was deferred pending review of a submission from defense

attorneys, partly on the chance that it might raise same new possibilities

for investigation.

The defense attorneys submitted a multi-volume document in August

1980, presenting their case against indictment. The Fraud Section Chief

wrote a memorandum to the Deputy Assistant Attorney General supervising the

Fraud Section in late July or August, stating that a new grand jury (the

old one having expired) would examine three specific issues. After the

line attorney submitted a second prosecution memorandum and an October 30

neeorandum describing the new grand jury testimony, his supervisor wrote a

C-6
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December 1, 1980 memorandum to the Fraud Section Chief recmrlending against

indictment. The FBI then asked for additional time to follow up a lead in

New Jersey, and the Fraud Section agreed. As it turned out, the New Jersey

evidence was not helpful.

In February 1981, the FBI made a presentation to the Fraud Section

in order in support of further investigation based on the IAIS (see page

32 above). The Fraud Section agreed and further grand jury work followed.

In April 1981, the Fraud Section Chief and the line attorney's

supervisor went to New London to personally examine subpoenaed documents

and read grand jury testimony. They also performed similar work in

Washington, with the Chief even dictating summaries of key portions of

grand jury testimony. Defense attorneys iet with the Assistant Attorney

General for the Criminal Division and asked that the Department reach a

decision quickly, one way or another. In August, a last grand jury sub-

poena was served on Electric Boat, which completed its final document

production in September.

In October, the line attorney's supervisor wrote a file nemorandum

concluding that no indictment should be sought, and, in November, the Fraud

Section Chief wrote a memo to the Assistant Attorney General for the

Criminal Division containing the same conclusion. In December, the

Assistant Attorney General chaired a meeting to discuss the investigation,

that was attended by the principal FBI agent, FBI supervisors, the Fraud

Section line attorney, his supervisor, the Chief of the Fraud Section and

the Deputy supervising it. On December 18, the Assistant Attorney General

informed the Bureau and the Navy, by letter, of the decision to decline.

C-7
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1 N`w-- Is Shiung Inrtigag

113-74-25

D. ID.-al Jm-nsen Rzbmrt W. Og;ren
Assoizrte Attotey Cezural Cliaf, PrWAz Setian

Crimnal Diviion

I have reviewed the memorandum dated May 18, 1983 of
United States Attorney Elsie lunsell and Messrs. Aronica,
Fisher and Smith regarding Newport News Shipbuilding ('4NS')
and have also reviewed M4r. Fisher's separate undated
supplemental 'chronology.' These memoranda disagree sharply-
with the conclusions and recommendations contained in my
memorandum on the same subject dated February 25, 1983. The
position of the Alexandria prosecutors as expressed in the
nay 18, 1983 memorandum is that based on existing evidence,
it would be appropriate to charge NNS and unspecified
employees in a two-count conspiracy indictment, one count
charging a violation of 18 U.S.C. 5286 (conspiracy to file
false claims) and the second a violation of 18 U.S.C. 371
(conspiracy to defraud the government by overloading the
claim process with voluminous meritless claims). In my view
the evidence is insufficient to support either charge. I
have summarized in this memorandum the evidence that we
believe would be available to support the conspiracy charges
they have recommended. At a meeting on this subject held on
August 18, 1983, the Alexandria prosecutors indicated that
it is now their position that it is not feasible to proceed -

in this matter.-

At the outset several observations, should be made. The
Alexandria prosecutors in their Mlay 18, 1983 memorandum
recormen -Poceeding Sonconspiracy charges, it being
tiF position that the statute of limitations on
substantive false claims offenses ran on August 1, 1982.1/ -
To prove either conspiracy would require evidence showing'
that claims were false or frivolous on their face and
evidence that showvd an agreement among officers and
employees of Newport News Shipbuilding (MNS) to submit false
claims and/or to jam the claims evaluation process to the
oint that it disfunctioned.

1/ At the August 18, 1983 meeting, the Alexandria
prosecutors have abandoned the position that false claims
charger should be brought (see Kay 18, 1983 memo, p. 2 f.n. -
;a)on statute of limitations grounds.

@ -<o 'S5 'VSS
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However, the Alexandrid prosecuors' noemorAndum of
May 18, 1963 does not clcarly identify the evidence they
would rely upon to prove th,: charges thry propose. _They
i.dicated at the August 18, 1983 meflting that they %re not
able to put together an inldictment or offer of proof or they
would have done so in connection with their may 18, 1983
memo. They do suggest, however, at several noints in their
memo, evidence they regard as central to proving their case.
in addition, the key elements of proof they would rely upon
were- identified at our August 18, 1983 meeting. In the
main, it appears that they would rely on the Pclains
themuj1ves, CITARS and documents such as th e=-

: memoa. They would also rely on testimny from
Admiral Rickover's D-Duty, Navv experts aid Messrs. Weed,
Cardwell, Eubank and Walsh. Finally, they would rely on
inferences drawn from changcs made from earlier drafts of
several of the claim items. We believe weed and Cardwell,
1 cUwoort News employees involved in the claims process, to be
extremely weak witnesses. We doubt that Eubanks and Walsh
would help the Governimnt's case, and the Pay 18, 1923
memorandum gives no clue as to how they would be used.

At the August 18, 19S3 mneeting, the Alexandria
prosecutors indicated that proof of the conspiracy could be
shown by the fact that the 'accountant booked $200 million'
(in the initial stages of the claims process). We note that
the Richmond prosecutors investigated to determine if the
target value was established first and the claims were being
written to fit this monetary goal. After .a team of
accountants and investigators reviewed this matter, thev
concluded 'Top Management at !NIS did not write or rewrite
the claims to fit predetermined target values'. The Navy
attorney assigned-to the Richmond prosecution team also
agreed that 'no docurentory or witness evidence was found
that the direction for the 2anount of the claim came from the -
too'.

- Our view of the evidence is spelled out below. -

I. Review of Conspiracy _vidence

a. Conspiracy to Defraud the.United States, 18 U.S.C.

371.

As noted in our r.er~orandun of February 25, 1983,
this conspiracy theory is essentially one to submit.
voluminous meritless claims in order to overload- the claims
process..2/ The theory assumies that N'IS advanced claims based

2/ The February 25, 1983 memorandum sets out the legal
deficiencies of this theory. Those may be found at pp.
17-18 of that memo and will not be repeated here.
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cln frivolous znti--llment theories which it knew were
nor.-meritcrious. twe know of no testirony ircm a:iy Newport

we claims writer or ally other evidJnce to support this

~~- t z < -The Ale::endrin

prosecutors suggest that Messrs. Weed and Cl.dwell be called

as witnesses in support uf. this theory. They concede,

however, that neither weed or Cerdvell can testifv to an-y

significant conspiratorial conversatior.ns or can they
testify that any of the claims pr pored w re fraud-ilent.
Ironically, one itcm of proof originallv advanrcd in the
Alexandria status report in support of this cc:nspiracy

theory-the decentralization of the claims process-they have

nowharacteriod as ntral. Finally, they rely on the
-which in my view is exculpatory.

No other evidence hzs been suggested as supporting this

theory except the claim items themselves.

It should be further noted that all of the cases under

the Hammerschmidt conspiracy theory contain some element of

deception, trickery, and dishonesty including the Shoup case

which is heavily relied upon the Alexandria prosecutors.

B. Consoiracy to File False Claims.

As in the case of the conspiracy to defraud theory

there is no evidence tending to prove that any specific

irniviouals were involved in a plan to submit false claims.

clearly undermine

the Alexandria proei~cutors' theory. We have no witnesses

prepared to testify about the elan to submit false or

-meritless claims, nor are there any likely candidates to be

developed as prosecution witnesses. As noted in the

February 25, 1983 memnrandws, there is sore evidence that

certain of the claims filed may. h.av been false. however,

there is no evidence which links the filing of individual -

cai iestanorall conspiracy. In adtothe -

circumstanceB under which the clai's were created, the

separation of. the claim writers from those preparing the

pricing figures, the elimination of more than 100 items and

-the reliance on advice of counsel all negate fraudulent
intent which would be an essential element of proof.

c. Individual Claim Items

The 14 claim items that we reviewed present a

variety of evidentiary problems. However, in a conspiracy

prosecution under 18 U.S.C. S286 the dominant prooble-m-T'''-the

absence of eny eiidencin66 -I ng the cli-?Tt-rl actions-
£o a dor~yspira -. Indeed as tS several of the claims', the-

intigation is so incomplete that we do not even know the
identity of the writer.
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For your convenience, I am below summarizing in profile
fashion the present state of the evidence on each of the
so-called false claims that were encompassed in our: review.

1. Ventilation Control Air Svstem - As described in my
memorandum of February 25, 1983, we can prove that the
Navy's design specifications were not 'vaaue and'&mbicuous'
as claimed. The Alexandria prosecutors did not develop
evidence to prove who knew the specifications were not vague
and ambiguous. Nor is there evidence indicating who had
knowledge of the language in the claim and also assisted in
its submission. [Note: this claim was withdrawn before
settlement].

2, Discharge Sea Chest - This item is largely
uninvestigated. Note: Technical legal problems likely in
attempting to present this as a false claim).

.3. Reactor Shielding - Virtually uninvestigated.
Nothing is known about who prepared the claim, what
documents were reviewed or what instructions were given. On
-its face this is the most technical of the claim items
reviewed and by far the least comprehensible to the layman.
We see virtually no prospect for further investigation to be
conducted in a reasonable time period.

-4. OSFA and EPA - No investigation has been conducted
although we would agree that had this been fully.
investigated some time ago it conceivably could have been.
developed into a viable false claim..

o5. ow Dome - The Richmond prosecutors developed some
evidence of falsity. This claim item has been investigated
rather fully. with evidence that-
were of the view that the item should be dropped. Evidence
is clear that this item was included as a result of advice
by attorney Henry Beauregard. Subsequently, and immediately
prior to settlement, the questionable accuracy of the item
was disclosed by Newport Nces. Given the advice of counsel
problem and disclosure, this item has no merit. In
addition, of course, there is no evidence linking this claim
item to a conspiracy. [Note - at our August 18, 1983
meeting Assistant United States Attorney Fisher described
this as a 'strong' false claim, notwithstanding the obvious
defenses].

6. Cathodic.Protection - Investicated fully by the
Richmond prosecutors.

1As in the case of the Bow Dome item,
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i.=cdiately prior to settlement the questionable accuracy of
-this item was disclosed by Newport hews. [Asistant United
States Attorney Fisher described the evide regard4ng this
clnin as strong, notwith-standing the obvious dfefnses].

7. Cooper Nickel Tubing - Investigated and no evidence
of folsivy found Lute - the Alexandria prosecutors did not
include this item along those recommended for further
investigation).

B. Intermediate Gauge Cut Out Valves - investigated by
the Richt A-

~~~~~~~~~Qa In any event
it was withdrawn 7 months before the settlement. In
addition to several technical problems all evidence is
consistent with innocence.

9. Nimitz Dela! - The Richmond investigation failed to
develo? clear evidence that this claim based on delay was
falsified. The claim item specified 100 delaying events.
Investigation developed evidence proving that 95 of them in
fact occurred. Proof on the remaining 5 items is unclear.

10. Eisenhower Delay - Shiorva Utilization - A
Richmond investigated claim. rEvidence was developed that
the original claim iten might have been inaccurate, at least
in the sense that the Nastv understood it. Flovever, the -
evid nce also shows that the claim item was anended by NS
n 1977 (the vear before settlement) to clear up the
inaccuracy. N'o other evidence of falsity was ever developed
with respect to this claim item.

- II. Eisenhower Delay - Interbottom Shielding - A
Richmond investigated claim. The investication results
tended to support the conclusion that the claim was

.accurate.

12. Added Interest - This is in the'fully disclosed but M
'outrageous theory4 category. There is no evidence linking G
this claim item (actually, it is included as a portion of
each separate claim item) to a plan to submit outrageous
claims.

13. Navy Recuiting - Fully investigated by the Richmond
team. The claim is in the outraceous category. There is
no evidence of criminal intent. C

~ ts.-.- - - - -;

In the context
of a conspiracy case, there is no evidence linking any.
alleged falsity of this claim_rto a plan to submit false
claims. INote, although 'outrageous', the theory of
recovery was fully disclosed in the claim item itself].
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14. Fictitious Manhours - Deterioration of Ltbor -
Investigated by the Richmond prosecutors. We have no
evidence that the preparer of the claim acted in concert
with others or pursuant to instructions. Moreover, the
claim item clearly is nat fraudulent on its face because it
fully discloses its basis of calculation and revealed that
the basis was an estimate rather than predicted on a_
calculated of actual time lost. There is no evidence of any
deception.

Miscellaneous Comments

tn...Th*.flost recent Alexandria memur5nsa a-re filled with.
questionable or erroneous assertions of facts. Three,
however, do deserve specific comment. -

However, it should be noted that after discussing tnem with
Hr. Weiner, we did not find-them marticularly probative

3. The May 18, 1983 memorandum attributes to Mark
Richard an assessment of the-strength of the Case that he
has advised me does not accurately reflect his views.
Indeed, Ir. Richard has stated he is totally unfamiliar with
the evidence in the NMES matter having merely skimmed the
report forwarded to him by Mr, Fisher as a courtesy.

Conclusion .

It is still my recomrendation that prosecution be
declined and the investigation crminated.
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US. Department of Justice

i;e Offide of the Associate Attorney General

Wal.Stm. D.C 205J0

AUG 3 0 Mge

Mr. Walter T. Skallerup
General Counsel
Department of the Navy
Washington, D. C. 20350

Dear Mr. Skallerup:

By letter dated February 6, 1978, your office referred
to the Department of Justice allegations that Newport News
Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company ("Newport News") submitted
false claims to the Navy in connection with cost overruns
related to the construction of 14 nuclear powered vessels.
The claims for equitable adjustment sought by Newport News
totaled $894 million dollars.

The lengthy investigation conducted in this matter
included interviews of several hundred persons and review of
thousands of documents. The investigation was substantially
assisted by an able team of FBI agents and Navy investigators
working with attorneys from the Navy, the United States
Attorney's office for the Eastern District of Virginia,and the
Criminal Division of the Department of Justice.

After review and analysis of the evidence in this case,
it is our conclusion that criminal prosecution of Newport
News and its officials is not possible. Although a number
of factors support this conclusion, the dominant reason in-
fluencing our judgment is-the absence of sufficient evidence
to prove the existence of a criminal conspiracy to submit
false claims or to defraud the United States. We would welcome
the opportunity to discuss our conclusion with you at greater
length should you wish to do so.

It is our view that the prosecution of shipbuilding cost
overrun cases is made extremely difficult because of the manner
in which the claims process is operated. Because of the problems
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in these cases, the Criminal Division's Office of Policy and
Management Analysis has undertaken a review of our experience
with these cases and has made several recommendations that
should improve the capacity to respond to such overrun claims
and handle investigations regarding those claims more effectively.

Should you wish to discuss our decision in this matter at
greater length, I suggest that you contact Robert W. Ogren,
Chief, Fraud Section, Criminal Division (724-7038).

Sincerely,

D. Lowell Jensen
Associate Attorney General

0


